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FOREWORD

Through the post-Apollo.reduction of the space effort in the USA and most other western countries the subject of
hypersonic aerodynamics has been neglected in favour of more pressing needs in areas like transonic aerodynamics. Nes
developments on both sides of the Atlantic place both the facilities and the qualified personnel in very strong demand again.
This is mainly because of renewed strong interest in space applications such as space stations, atmospheric braking, re-entry
vehicles. transatmospheric aircraft etc.

The symposium provided a forum for a stocktaking of the still-available and new facilities, a discussion of traditional
and newly-developed experimental and numerical techniques for hypersonic applications, as well as for presentations of
design techniques and new projects. The meeting was timely, not because of a large body of accumulated good work, but
because - at the outset ot the presently starting new era of hypersonic aerodynamics - it highlights the directions tn which
particular effort must be invested in the coming years.

En raison de la diminution des efforts d~ployds dans le domaine spatial apres Ic programme Apollo, tant aux Etats Unis
quc dans la plupart des autres pays occidentaux, la question de I'arodynamique hypersonique a ete negligee au profit de
besoins plus pressants dans des domaines tels que ra~rodynamique transsonique. Dc nouveaux d6veloppcments realiss des
deux c6t6s de I'Atlantique font qu'il exists ii nouvcau une ires forte demande en matiere d'installatior., et de personnel
qualifie. Ccci cst dt6 principalement Z un grand rcnouveau dintr t pour les applications spatiales telles que les stations
spatiales. le freinage dans Iatmosphre, les vehicules de rentrde, les avions transatmosphriques. etc.

Ce symposium a 6t6 l'occasion d'un forum permettant de faire l'inventaire des installations toujours disponibles et des
installations nouvelles, de passer en revue les techniques experimentalcs et numdriques traditionnelles et nouvellement mises
au point, et de pr6senter des techniques d' tude ainsi que de nouveaux projets. Cette reunion etait opportune. non seulement
en raison de la grande quantitd de bons travaux rassembles, mais parce qu'elle met en lumire - au dtbut de ]a nouvelle cre
de I'a&odynamique hypersonique qui est en train de s'ouvrir - les directions dans lesquelles un effort particulier doit tre
consenti darts les ann6es A venir.
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A SURVEY OF EXISTING HYPERSONIC GROUND TEST FACILITIES -NORTH AMERICA

by

(.E.Witiliff
(alpan Corporation

P.O. Box 400
Buffalo, NY 14225, USA

ABSTRACT

In the past several years there has been a significant increase in the

number of programs involving hypersonic vehicles, resulting in a resurgance of

interest in experimental testing in hypersonic wind tunnels. Unfortunately,

there are far fewer such facilities operating now than there were 10 or 15 years

ago. The primary purpose of this paper is to survey the current status of

hypersonic wind tunnels in North America and to describe their performance

characteristics. As a part of this survey a comparison is drawn to the number

and type of hypersonic wind tunnels that were active in the 1960's and 1970's

relative to the current situation. Emphasis is placed on hypersonic aerodynamic

and aerothermal testing and related areas. In surveying the hypersonic wind

tunnels that are active in North America, all but one are located in the USA.

There is a gun tunnel in Canada that will be reactivated this year.

INTRODUCTION

The 1950's ano 19b0ls were a priod .. :oncerted effort In hypersonic

research and of explosive growth in bo~h the number and variety of hypersonic

experimental facilities. The motivation came first from the development of the

ballistic missile and then from the early manned space flight programs

culminating in the Apollo program to land men on the Moon. During the 1970's

the Space Shuttle program and unmanned proons to oiher p rcvided support

for hypersonic research. Once the design of the Space Shuttle was finalized and

the design of ballistic missile reentry vehicles and planetary probes was well

established, interest in hypersonics was greatly diminished. Many hypersonic

experimental facilities were "mothballed", placLd on indefinite standby status,

or scrapped. The number of currently operational facilities is only a fraction

of the number that were active in 1971. Now a broad spectrum of new programs
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are under development or being considered; including ground-based hypersonic

interceptors, advanced ballistic RV's, space-based aeroassisted orbital transfer

vehicles, and such advanced manned space vehicles as the National Aero-Space

Plane (NASP). Most of these new programs will involve experimental hypersonic

research and will strain the present capabilities.

The current number of hypersonic wind tunnels in North America

relative to the past is illustrated by comparing the results of surveys

published in 1963 (Ref. 1), 1971 (Ref. 2), and 1985 (Ref. 3). The lAtte- survey

represents the recent status in as much as no new facilities have been built

since then. However, not listed in Reference 3 is a gun tunnel that has been

inactive at the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE), Ottawa. This

facility will be moved to the University of Toronto Institute of Aerospace

Sciences (UTIAS) and reactivated this year. The following table lists the

number of tunnels in each of the categories: continuous; inter.iLtent

(blowdown) using air or nitrogen; intermittent helium tunnels; "hotshot" (arc

discharge); shock tunnels and other types. Only the facilities ttat were listed

as active in Reference 3 are listed for 1985. Several of the other facilities

have been, or are being being reactivated. Thus, the last column for 1987

represents the current status.

Table I

SU MARY OF HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

1963 1971 1985 1987

Continuous 14 7 3 2

Intermittent (Air/N 2 ) 31 32 10 15

Intermittent (He) 6 4 3 3

Hotshot 14 6 0 0

Shock Tunnel 16 14 2 2

Other 1 12 1 2

TOTAL 82 75 19 24

In 1963, 82 hypersonic facilities were listed in Reference 1 whereas

the most recent compilation (Ref. 3) lists only 29 hypersonic wind tunnels in

North America (all of them located in the USA). Furthermore, six of these 29

tunnels are described as being inactive or on a standby basis and four are

primarily used for propulsion-related research. Since Reference 3 was

published, several of the inactive tunnels have been or are in the process of

being reactivated and will be included in the present summary. Nevertheless,
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the number of wind tunnels available for hypersonic aerodynamic or aerothermal

testing is very limited compared to the period from the late 1950's through most

of the 1970's. In fact, only one major facility has been built since 1975 --

the Naval Surface Weapon Center (NSWC) Hypervelocity Tunnel 9 (Ref. 4).

There have been some notable changes in the type of hypersonic tunnels

in operation as well as in the number of facilities over the period shown in

Table I. First it is noted that the number of continuous wind tunnels has

decreased from 14 to 2. Although at the time that heference 3 was published

there were three continuous tunnels listed, the NASA Langley Research Center

(LaRC) Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel is now operated only in an intermittent

blowdown mode and has been renamed the 31-Inch Mach 10 Hypersonic Tunnel. The

second notable feature of Table I is the total disappearance of agy Hotshot

tunnels and the current existence of only two Hypersonic Shock Tunnels.

Intermittent (or blowdown) tunnels, which have always been the most numerous

type, now dominate.

In this paper the variety and performance of the facilities reported

in 1963 and 1971 will be reviewed briefly before discussing the capabilities of

the currently active hypersoric tunnels. To meet the constraints of time and

space, the discussion will concentrate on wind tunnels for hypersonic

aerodynamic and aerothermal testing.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

The ballistic missile programs provided the motivation for significant

advances in hypersonic experimental facilities beginning in the mid-1950's. The

reentry of vehicles at near-orbital velocities brought to focus a wide range of

flow phenomena -- the most publicized being aerothermal heating. Although

aero-heating was a problem of major importance, the reentry vehicle also

experienced high-altitude low-density hypersonic flows, chemically reacting

nonequilibrium and equilibrium flows, and laminar and turbulent boundary layers

with mass addition from an ablating surface. Extensive analytical and

experimental research was undertaken to study these flow phenomena. Many new

ground test facilities were developed in government, industry and university

laboratories.

Hypersonic aerodynamic probleais were studied in either continuous or

intermittent (blowdown) wind tunnels that used a variety of techniques to heat

the test gas: conventional heat exchangers, pebble-bed heaters or electrical

resistance heaters. Intermittent wind tunnels using helium as the test gas were
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built also. These tunnels could produce hypersonic flows without the need to

heat the test gas to avoid condensation at the low static temperatures in the

hypersonic free-stream. Such facilities were not suited to investigating

real-gas effects or the high reentry heating rates. Those problems were best

studied in short-duration, high-enthalpy wind tunnels. Shock tubes evolved into

hypersonic shock tunnels and the arc-discharge (or "Hotshot") tunnel was

developed. Both could provide Lhe flow Mach numbers, total enthalpies and, in

some cases, the stagnation pressures of reentry flight. However, their short

flow duration precluded the study of surface material and structural response to

reentry heating. Long-duration, high enthalpy arc-heated facilities were

developed for studying materials for thermal protection systems. Later, the

electric-arc heater was applied to intermittent wind tunnels.

Aerodynamic or ballistic ranges also underwent significant

improvements in performance during this period and complemented the capabilities

of the hypersonic tunnels. At NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) several unique

counter-flow facilities were developed that combined a ballistic range with a

shock tunnel (Ref. 2). Small models were launched upstream into the flow of a

shock tunnel.

The overall performance capabilities of the various hypersonic tunnels

in existence or under construction by 1963 are summarized in Figure 1 (taken

from Ref. 1). This figure shows Reynolds number per foot as a function of test

Mach number. Note that the the Reynolds number ranges from 10 to nearly 400

million/foot and that the Mach numbers rangjd from 5 to 35. In Reference 1, the

facilities reported stagnation temperatures as high as 80,000 degrees R and

stagnation pressures up to 100,000 psia. It will be seen in the next section

that current capabilities are far more limited.

The development of hypersonic wind tunnels up to 1963 was, of

necessity, accompanied by equally extensive instrumentation development

programs. This was particularly true of instrumentation for the shock tunnels

and hotshot tunnels with their short flow durations. During the decade

following 1955, fast-response pressure transducers, heat transfer gauges, and

force balances were developed. Yet data recording usually was on oscilloscopes

or oscillographs and data reduction was a time-consuming process for the

short-duration tunnels.

The number of hypersonic wind tunnels surveyed in 1971 (Ref. 2) is

slightly smaller than the number existing in 1963 (Ref. 1); however, in this

later survey only hypersonic tunnels having a test section greater than 1 ft. x
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1 ft. were listed unless the tunnels were either of special interest or they

represented the majo- wind tunnel cap-ibilities of the reporting organization.

By 1971 several new and unique facilities had appeared in addition to the

counter-flow ranges at NASA Ames. Notable was the expansion tube/tunnel at NASA

LaRC, described in Reference 2, in w~iich an unsteady expansion wave rather than

a shock wave was used to accelerate the test gas to hypersonic speeds.

Unfortunately, this facility is no longer in operation although there has been

some discussion of reactivating it in conjunction with the NASP program.

The overall performance of the hypersonic tunnels reported in 1971 is

shown in Figure 2, again as Reynolds number per foot as a function of Mach

number. Comparing the 1971 performance with that of 1963 (Fig. 1), it is seen

that the maximum Reynolds number capability had decreased only slightly and that

the Mach numbers ranged from 5 to 40. In Figure 2, the low Reynolds number

scale has been truncated at 1000 because at that time only the General Electric

Co. 54" Shock Tunnel (Ref. 2) could produce lower Reynolds numbers. This

facility could cover Re/ft = 100 Mach numbers from 9 to 18 and could achieve

Re/ft = 10 at M = 11. Also the performance of the NASA ARC Hyper-Velocity

Free-Flight Facility (the counter-flow ranges) is not shown in Figure 2 because

they are essentially ballistic range facilities rather than wind tunnels. In

Reference 2, stagnation temperatures up to 80,000 degrees R and stagnation

pressures up to 45,000 psia were reported by facilities that are no longer in

operation.

CURRENT CAPABILITIES

In January 1985, NASA published the latest compilation of wind tunnels

(Ref. 3) based on a survey that was initiated in late 1983. As mentioned

previously (Table I) only 29 hypersonic wind tunnels were reported in the United

States and six of them were listed as being inactive or on a standby status. Of

the remaining 23, four are devoted primarily to propulsion research. Thus, in

1985 there were only 19 active facilities in the U.S. engaged in hypersonic

aerodynamic or aerothermal investigations. Since then several of the six

inactive wind tunnels have returned to operational status and there are plans to

reactivate the others. However, there is a permanent deletion to the list of

hypersonic tunnels contained in Reference 3, the 2-Ft Hypersonic Wind Tunnel of

the McDonnell Aircraft Co. has been scrapped. Therefore, Reference 3 reasonably

represents the current capability in the USA which amounts to the 23 aerodynamic

and aerothermal hypersonic tunnels listed in Table II according to the various

categories shown in Table I. The gun tunnel at the NAE, which has been inactive

for many years, will be reactivated at the UTIAS this year and is included in
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Table II. After some general comments about the current status, these

categories will be discussed in greater detail.

Table II

SUMMARY OF CURRENT HYPERSONIC TUNNELS

Designation Test Section, Mach Reynolds No./ft Stagnation*
Size Number (Millions) Press Temp.

(Psia) (Deg. R)

CONTINUOUS FLOW

AEDC Tunnel B 50" Dia. 6,8 0.3-4.7 850 1350

AEDC Tunnel C 50" Dia. 10 0.3-4.7 2000 2250

INTERMITTENT (Air OR N2 )

NASA LaRC 8' High Temp. # 96" Dia. 5.8-7.2 0.3-2.2 2400 3600

NSWC Tunnel No. 9 (N2 ) 60" Dia. 10,14 0.06-20 20000 3660

NASA ARC 3.5' Hyper. W.T. 42" Dia. 5,7,10 0.3-7.4 1955 3460
Grumman 36" Hyper. W.T. 36" Dia. 8,10,14 0.2-4.5 2000 3000

NASA 31" Mach 10 W.T. 31" Square 10 0.4-2.4 1800 1810
Lockheed CA. 30" HyP. W.T. 30" Dia. 8 0.42.1 550 1400

NSWC Tunnel No. 8A (N2 ) 24" Dia. 18 0.2-0.6 8800 3700
NSWC Tunnel No. 8 17"-11" Dia. 5,6,7,8 0.7-60 2205 1460
NASA LaRC 20" Mach 6 W.T. 20"x20.5" 6 0.5-10.5 550 1018
AFWAL 20" Hyper. W.T. 20" Dia. 12,14 0.4-1.0 1600 2000
NASA LaRC M=8 Var. Density 18" Dia. 8 0.1-12 3000 1510
Sandia Labs. 18" Hyp. W.T. 18" Dia. 5,8,14 0.2-9.7 3000 2500

NASA LaRC Hyper. N2 W.T. 16" Dia. 18 0.17-0.40 6000 3500
NASA LaRC Mach 6 High Re. 12" Dia. 6 1.8-50 3200 1060
AFWAL Mach 6 High Re. No. 12" Dia. 6 10-30 2100 1100

INTERMITTENT (Helium)

NASA LaRC M=20 High Re. 60" Dia. 16.5-18 1.9-15 2000 540

NASA LaRC Aerodyn. Leg 22.5" Dia. 17.6-22.2 1.1-11.3 3000 860
NASA LaRC Fl. Mech. Leg 22"/36" Dia. 20/40 1.3-6 2000 860

INTERMITTENT (CF 4 )

NASA LaRC *iyper. CF 4 W.T. 20" Dia. 6 0.3-0.5 2500 1260

SHOCK TUNNELS

Calspan 96" Hyper. S.T. 24"/48" 6.5-24 0.001-75 20000 11500
Calspan 48" Hyper. S.T. 24"/48" 6.5-20 0.006-40 5400 5800

GUN TUNNELS

UTIAS 12" Dia. 8.3-12.5 12 max. 5200 3800

0 Maximum stagnation pressure and temperature

# Test gas is combustion product of methane and air
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The status of the Northrup Corp. 30-inch and the FluiDyne 20-inch

hypersonic tunnels, listed as inactive in Reference 3, is unchanged and they are

not included in Table II. The FluiDyne pebble-bed heater is used now as a

static test facility.

There are no hotshot tunnels listed in the latest survey and the only

shock tunnels listed are those at Calspan Corp. However, the Lockheed

California Co., which once had a shock tunnel with a 100" diameter test section

(Ref. 2) that was scrapped, is currently working on plans for a new smaller

shock tunnel. The NASA Langley expansion tube/tunnel is no longer in operation

although there have been proposals recently to reactivate it.

The Reynolds number-Mach number performance map for current

facilities, shown in Figure 3, covers a noticeably more restricted range than

the performance capabilities that existed in 1963 (Fig. 1) and 1971 (Fig. 2).

Because there are far fewer facilities than there were in the earlier surveys,

the performance of the individual tunnels are shown rather than an overall

envelope. There are such a large number of tunnels in the M = 6 to 8 range that

no attempt has been made to identify them individually in Figure 3. An

exception is the NASA LaRC 8' High Temperature Tunnel because of its large

8-foot exit diameter nozzle. Although the test gas in this facility is the

combustion products of methane and air, the tunnel has been used to study

detailed flow and heating phenomena on large structures. Several other tunnels

are noted in Figure 3 because of their significance. They are the hSWC Tunnels

No. 8A and 9, the NASA LaRC Hypersonic Nitrogen Tunnel, the three NASA LaRC

Helium Tunnels and the two Calspan Hypersonic Shock Tunnels. The performance of

these shock tunnels is represented by an overall envelope because they use three

different nozzles each with a number of nozzle throats of varying diameter to

obtain the range of Mach number depicted.

In comparing Figure 3 with the previous Figures 1 and 2, two areas of

restricted performance are most striking. First, is that fact that the M = 40

nozzle of the Fluid Mechanics Leg of the NASA LaRC Hypersonic Helium Tunnel

represents the only capability for operating at above M = 24 , and that facility

does not utilize that nozzle on a routine basis. Second, low Reynolds number

operation is available only in the two Calspan shock tunnels (Ref. 5). This is

primarily a result of the emphasis in recent years on high Reynolds number,

turbulent boundary layer research. The NSWC Hypervelocity Tunnel 9 was designed

specifically as a high Reynolds number facility (Ref. 4). Recent improvements

in that facility were directed at extending the M = 10 performance to higher

Reynolds numbers (Ref. 6) and the M = 14 performance to lower Reynolds numbers

(Ref. 7).



The investigation of real-gas effects in air requires high stagnation

enthalpies (or stagnation temperatures). The Calspan shook tunnels are the only

wind tunnel facilities currently capable of stagnation temperatures of 3800

degrees R and above and flow velocities greater than 7000 ft/sec. An

alternative approach to studying real-gas effects is embodied in the NASA LaRC

Hypersonic CF4 Tunnel (Ref. 8), CF 4 or Tetrafluoromethane (Dupont Freon 14) has

an effective specific heat ratio of 1.12, and hence the flow fields over models

experience large density changes across shock waves typical of high temperature,

chemically reacting air flows. Thus, the CF 4 Hypersonic Tunnel (M = 6) can be

used to simulate high temperature airflows (Ref. 9).

In general all of the current facilities listed in Table II have the

capabilitity of measuring aerodynamic forces, pressure distributions, and heat

transfer and have some type of flow visualization system. Dynamic stability

measurement capability is reported for the AEDC Tunnels B and C and the Sandia

Labs. 18" Hypersonic Tunnel.

CONTINUOUS HYPERSONIC TUNNELS

It can be noted in Table II that the Tunnels B and C at AEDC are the

only current continuous tunnels. Both have 50-inch diameter test sections,

interchangeable contoured axisymmetric nozzles, model injection systems and are

variable density tunnels. Although it is not listed in Table II, Tunnel C also

has a 24-inch diameter Mach 4 nozzle which provides true temperature

capabilitity at that Mach number. Current improvements include adding a 24-inch

diameter Mach 8 nozzle for Tunnel C which will give it Mach 8 capability at a

higher total temperature than Tunnel B.

INTERMITTENT TUNNELS

The intermittent tunnels listed in Table II have test times ranging

from about 1 sec. (NSWC Tunnel 9) to many minutes (NSWC Tunnel 8 and NASA LaRC

Hypersonic Nitrogen Tunnel). It has been noted that, although the NASA LaRC

8-foot High Temperature Tunnel has been listed in Table II among the air and

nitrogen tunnels, in fact the test medium is the combustion products of burning

methane in air. There are plans to add oxygen enriehment so that the tunnel can

be used for combustion testing. The addition of Mach 4 and 5 nozzles to this

facility is planned also. The NSWC Tunnel 9 is the newest of all hypersonic

tunnels and is in wide demand because of its large 60-inch diameter test



section, its Mach 10 and 14 capabilitity, and its high Reynolds numbers. At the

time Reference 3 was published, the NASA ARC 3.5-foot Hypersonic Tunnel was on

a standby basis, it has since been reactivated and has a heavy test schedule.

The largest number of hypersonic tunnels at any single location is at

the NASA Langley Research Center. In addion to the 8-ft High Temperature

Tunnel, there are nine other intermittent tunnels listed in Table II. These

include four air tunnels, three helium tunnels, one nitrogen tunnel, and the CF 4

(Freon) tunnel. This complex of tunnels is very active and there are plans for

upgrading their performance, flow quality, and measurement capability. It is

noted in Figure 3 that the NASA LaRC Helium Tunnels provide higher Reynolds

numbers than any of the air or nitrogen tunnels at Mach numbers above 15.

SHOCK TUNNELS

The two Calspan Hypersonic Shock Tunnels differ primarily in the size

of their test chambers (48" and 96") and their maximum stagnation pressure

capability as noted in Table II. Both use the same set of nozzles; 24-inch Mach

8 contoured, 48-inch Mach 16 contoured, and 48-inch conical. Nozzle throats of

various diameters are used to cover the Mach number range indicated (Table II

and Figure 3). As mentioned previously these are the only current facilities

having stagnation temperatures greater than 3800 deg. R. In a shock tunnel the

test time is measured in milliseconds rather seconds; however a steady flow of 1

msec can correspond to several body lengths of flow. Thus, only fast response

transducers are necessary to obtain valid data. Such instrumentation was

developed in the period from 1955 to 1965.

Like many of the other currently active hypersonic wind tunnels, the

Calspan facilties are being heavily used and have a backlog of programs

extending into 1988.

CURRENT CHALLENGES

In the Introduction it was mentioned that there are a number of new

programs involving hypersonic vehicles: ground-based interceptors, advanced

ballistic RV's, space-based aeroassisted orbital vehicles (AOTV), and advanced

manner space vehicles such as the Aero-Space Plano to mention only a few. An

important question is: How adequate are the present hypersonic wind tunnels in

relation to the testing needs of these programs? The flight regimes of these

vehicles are shown in the Altitude-Velocity map of Figure 4. Also shown for

reference is the altitude-velocity duplication capability of the Calspan 96"
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Shock Tunnel which is the only currently active tunnel in which flow velocities

of 10000 ft/sec or greater can be obtained. This tunnel can fully duplicate

velocity and altitude in the region indicated in Figure 4. At velocities above

7000 ft/sec it can duplicate the ambient density to even lower altitudes than it

can provide full duplication. This latter capability is significant for flow

phenomena governed by the Mach number independence principle. On this basis

such a tunnel can cover most of the flight regime of the interceptor vehicle and

the lower altitude region of Shuttle-like vehicle. Velocities appropriate to a

long-range ballistic RV or an AOTV cannot be achieved in any of the facilities

described in this paper. Although they are not treated in this review,

ballistic ranges and arc-heater facilties can provide the velocity or the

corresponding total enthalpy for 20000 ft/sec. However, such facilities have

other shortcomings with regard to aerodynamic testing. Thus, we are faced with

the question of what really must be duplicated. What is an acceptable

simulation? Rather thorough discussions of similitudes are given in References

10 and 11.

Simulation of inviscid flow phenomena requires duplication of the Mach

number, the vehicle geometry, and (strictly speaking) the specific heat ratio

(Ref. 10), while Reynolds number duplication is required for boundary layer

effects. The Reynolds number/ft. and Mach number for the vehicles shown in

Figure 4 are compared with the existing hypersonic tunnels in Figure 5. For the

interceptor vehicle and the Ballistic RV, full or nearly full-scale models can

be tested in the larger facilities, while models of a Shuttle or an AOTV are

more likely to be 1% or 2% scale. In Figure 5, the current wind tunnels can

match the Mach and Reynolds numbers for almost all of the interceptor flight

regime and for portions of the Ballistic RV and Shuttle trajectories. The Mach

number requirements for the AOTV really exceed current capabilities except for

the seldom used Mach 40 nozzle of the one NASA LaRC helium tunnel.

In Figure 5 it would appear that simulation for AOTV vehicles is

beyond the scope of the hypersonic tunnels described herein. However, the AOTV

flight regime is in reality beyond the region of thin boundary layers where only

Reynolds number matching is important. The flow fields over such vehicles will

be dominated by low density phenomena and viscous interactions. In this region,

the viscous interaction parameter T (proportional to M*R-e) may provide the

necessary simulation for other than real-gas phenomena. It has been found that

this parameter, when modified to include the Chapman-Rubesin viscosity factor C,

(i.e. V: MV'C7Re) provides the best correlation of the aerodynamic coefficients

for the Shuttle during hypersoni( high altitude flight (Ref. 12). In fact the



high altitude performance aerodynamics of several classes of AOTV's have been

predicted in terms of this interaction parameter (Ref. 13).

Assuming a characteristic dimension for an AOTV of 40 feet, the

corresponding Reynolds number would range from approximately 20000 to 450000 for

the perigee altitudes between 300 Kft and 240 Kft shown in Figure 4 and the

viscous interaction parameter would vary from about 0.22 to 0.05.- For a

2.5%-scale model (1-foot), this range of values for 7 could be matched at Mach

numbers between 10 and 20 with Reynolds numbers/foot ranging from 2000 to about

20,0000 as shown in Figure 5. All of these values are within the range of the

shock tunnels and partially overlap the capabilities of three other hypersonic

tunnels. These simulations would not address the real-gas phenomena however.

Although these new vehicles will undoubtedly make use of the existing

hypersonic wind tunnels, there is certainly need for more advanced facilities.

A recent review of the requirements of wind tunnels for future aeronautical

systems (Ref. 14) defined the need for a large high performance shock tunnel and

a shock tube/expansion tube as well as for a facility that could provide the

data needed for airframe propulsion integration.

HYPERSONIC TESTING AND COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

The role of experiment in the development of Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) has been receiving considerable attention in recent years (e.g.

Ref. 15). There is no doubt that now and in the future most of the testing in

hypersonic facilities will be for the purpose of verifying CFD codes. This type

of testing will require facility improvements in the areas of flow quality and

instrumentation, particularly important is the development of nonintrusive

measurement techniques to obtain flow field data such as density, temperature or

species distributions.

SUMMARY

It has been the objective of this paper to provide a survey of

existing hypersonic wind tunnels in North America. By comparing the currently

active hypersonic tunnels with those reported in 1963 and 1971, the decline in

number has been vividly illustrated. While there is a significant capability

still in existence and these tunnels are very active in testing some of the new

vehicles, there is a definite need for improved capability in two specific

areas: high enthalpy facilities to study real-gas effects and high Mach number

low-density facilities to better address the flow fields over AOTV-type

vehicles.
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EUROPEAN HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

J.F. WENDT
VON KARMAN INSTITUTE FOR FLUID DYNAMICS

B - 1640 RHODE SAINT GENtSE - BELGIUM

1. INTRODUCTION
Although the hypersonic flow regime will probably be the first to be dominated by computational tech-

niques (11 due to serious experimental simulation problems, the next generation of lifting reentry vehicles
will still rely on wind tunnels not only for design validation but also to verify computer codes through
benchmark test cases. Evidence for this statement is the proposal to utilize European hypersonic tunnels for
upwards of 2000 occupancy days from 1986 t: 1993 on the HERMES project. Basic research in hypersonics re-
quired for the post-HERMES era (e.g. HOTOL, NASP, S~nger, ctc.) will also rely heavily on wind tunnels and
their associated instrumentation [2]. Thus, it is appropriate to review the present status OT hypersonic
tunnels. Since a companion paper will deal with the status of facilities in the U.S. [31, this contribution
will be restricted to the European scene.

The text briefly discusses the requirements for flow simulation in the hypersonic regime and then sum-
marizes the present situation. Gaps are identified and suggestions for imprnvements are put forward.

2. FLOW REGIMES IN HYPERSONIC REENTRY

The flow regimes for various hypersonic vehicles are most conveniently illustrated by means of trajec-
tories on the altitude-velocity plot shown in Fig. 1. NASA's STS, ESA's HERMES and Britain's HOTOL provide
three examples of reentry from earth orbit. Aero-assisted orbital transfer vehicles would appear in the up-
per right hand corner of this figure.

Since quantitites such as stagnation temperature, unit Reynolds number, stagnation point heat transfer
and air dissociation can be expressed as functions of density (and therefore of altitude) and velocity, lines
of constant values of these parameters may be superimposed on such a plot. (Lines of constant Mach number
could also have been plotted; to a first approximation they would be vertical at V.=M,(0.3) km/s.) The wide
range of flow conditions through which a given orbital reentry vehicle must pass is obvious : from the rare-
fied regimes characterized by M/Re ,L'I to the hypersonic turbulent boundary layer regimes for which Re/M=
O(O). Stagnation temperatures may exceed 5000-6000 K and the air in stagnation regions will be largely
dissociated.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR HYPERSONIC FLOW SIMULATION AND RESEARCH

While the gas dynamic/chemical kinetic equations describing reentry flows can be made non-dimensional
to form similarity parameters which can be used in turn to relate the results of tunnel tests to flight pre-
dictions, it is well known that not all of the resulting non-dimensional qroups can be respected simulta-
neously. J.Leith Potter, a noted reentry aerodynamicist formerly with AEDC, is quoted as saying "aerodynamic
modelino is the art of partial simulation". In other words, the vehicle designer must use engineering judge-
ment to determine which parameters will dominate each part of the hypersonic regime.

A study of the equations of fluid dynamics, combined with considerable fundamental research, has demon-
strated that hypersonic aerodynamics can be subdivided into the following regimes :
- the Mach number regime from Mach 6 to Mach 12 or 15 wherein the most important similarity parameters are
the Mach number and the Reynolds number;
- the hypervelocity regime wherein real gas effects including chemical reactions such as dissociation are
important and for which only duplication of the dimensional variables density times length and velocity is
acceptable;
- the rarefied regime, characterized by values of M// >O.Ol.

The ratio of wall temperature Tw to freestream temperature T. must also be duplicated in wind tunnels
to properly simulate both the boundary layer thickness and the state of the boundary layer; i.e., laminar,
transitional or turbulent. Here we are somewhat fortunate; Tw/T, in hypersonic flight may vary from 3 to 10.
Since most hypersonic wind tunnels expand the working gas to very low values of T_ and the model temperature
Tw remains of the order of room temperature during the test, the requirement on Tw/T, duplication can be met
to first order in many short duration facilities.

The heat loads on structures must also be duplicated in ground test facilities. Because of the diffi-
culty of achieving Mach, Reynolds and heat load (or true total temperature) simulation simultaneously, it is
generally accepted that temperature (enthalpy) and pitot pressure are the essential parameters and thus heat
loads are studied in high pressure, low Mach number arc or plasma jet facilities.

The requirements on hypersonic test facilities were summarized by .aarsma and de Wolf [41 more than a
decade ago. Their principal conclusions concerning reentry vehicles are just as valid today as they were then:
- for development testing, model lengths should be at least 30 cm to provide ample instrumentation. Final
cnnfiguration studies may require at least some tests with models (or partial models) of 50 cm in length
or more. If high incidence is necessa-v. and this is likely for Mmb, the nozzle diameter may need to be as
much as twice the model length to avoid wall or free shear layer Tinterference. Thus, facilities with nozzle
diameters of order 0.5 to I meter will be essential and of course must operate at the correct Mach and
Reynolds numbers. Smaller facilities will still play a vital role in providing, at modest cost, basic research
results, "first looks" at new designs, and test conditions for instrumentation developments;
- due to finite flow establishment times, the running time of any facility should be such that its product
with model length is of order of 5 milliseconds-meter; thus, using the above factor of two for the ratio of
nozzle diameter to model length, it follows that I meter facilities should have a runninq time of at least
10 milliseconds;
- as force measurements will constitute an important aspect of design work, the limitations on internal bal-
ances in terms of response times should be considered. While Jaarsma and de Wolf state that test times of
order 50 milliseconds or more will be necessary to accurately measure forces on models of lengths in excess
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of 50 cm, it is felt by many investigators today that improvements in blance design and compensation tech-
niniues may allow this limitation to be reduced to a few milliseconds.
- accurate and detailed dynamic stability measurements with large, complex (moveable flaps, etc.) meoels
will require even longer testing times than those mentioned above, probably some seconds at a mi,,imum;
- the accurate determination of transition location will require "quiet" tunnels.

The above disc ion has concentrated on wind tunnel requirements; however, it is obvious that the best
wind tunnel will be uSeless if proper instrumentation is not available. All the classical techniques utilized
in commercial transport and combat aircraft design will be required for the hypersonic vehicles : internal
strain gauge balances for forces and moments, dynamic stability rigs, multi-port pressure techniques with
rapid scan capabilities, surface and flow visualization techniques, etc. The hot flows and/or short running
times which characterize most hypersonic facilities pose problems in some of these areas as mentioned above.
Heat transfer distributions will be determined with thin film or thin-skin techniques which are now well
known. The ability to identify regions on complex shapes which might be susceptible to high local heat trans-
fer (embedded vortices, shock-shock or shock-boundary layer interaction, etc.) will be very important; ther-
mal sensitive paints, liquid crystals, and so forth are proving to be very useful in this regard. Non-intru-
sive techniques to measure flow temperatures and species concentrations will be essential as a means to va-
lidate or correct codes incorporating dissociation/recombination reactions.

A firal requirement, which is often overlooked, is the availability of trained personnel - both engi-
neers and technicians. Productive wind tunnels are those in which a team of people have been working together
for at least a few years and which is supported by an instrumentation branch. Experience in running facilities;
in selecting appropriate measurement techniques compatible with data needs, tunnel characteristics ann data
handling systems* and in the development of new measurement techniques cannot be purchased; it must be de-
veloped in-house and systematically utilized.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF EUROPEAN HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

The essential characteristics of European hypersonic wind tunnels are noted in the appendix; arbitrarily,
only facilities with a nozzle exit diameter greater than 20 cm and a Mach number of five or more have been
included. Of course, smaller facilities will continue to play an important role in fundamental research and
training.

As Mach and Reynolds number are acknowledged to be important simulation parameters, a selection of the
facilities from the appendix has been transposed to Fig. 2 on which are shown the flight regimes of the NASA-
STS, HERMES, HOTOL and MAIA. The characteristic length scale in the Reynolds number for the facilities has
been taken as one-half the nozzle exit diameter for Ihe reasons described above. Note that the S4MA M=12
nozzle will only be available in 1988, that some portions of the area identified as "Aachen" for the T.H.
Aachen shock tunnel represent predictions, that the RAE shock tunnel and the DFVLR-G Ludwieg tube C are
currently not in use; etc.

Furthermore, with the renewed interest in hypersonics, some of the facilities are undergoing major reno-
vations and up-dating so that their characteristics are in a state of flux; an example is the VKI Longshot
which is being fitted with a contoured Mach 15 nozzle. Finally, a major new facility, the R6 of ONERA is in
the detailed planning stage; its predicted performance in the Mach 12-20 r?nge will allow tests at Reynolds
numbers which are within a factor of two from the HERMES flight case.

A plot of p.L versus velucity in Fig. 3 shows that only two facilities even come close to simulating the
expected reacting flows and one of them, R6, as mentioned above, is only in the planning stage. As can easily
be deduced as well from Fig. 3, a , versus V_ plot will show that at best the T.H. Aachen and R6 facilities
will provide adequate coverage to about 5 km/s.

5. COMMENTARY ON PRESENT STATUS

While the capabilities of Europe's hypersunic wind tunnels appear adequate on a Mach-Reynolds olot
(Fig. 2), many important tunnel characteristics are not made apparent in such a presentatlon. For example.
all the facilities operating at M>12 are characterized by running times measured in milliseconds which
results in much poorer measurement accuracies than in low Mach tunnels. Correspondingly, productivity is low
and cost per data point is hirh. Many of these tunnels have conical nozzles and thus strong axial gradient,.
All intermittent tunnels are, to some degree, "dirty" aid the erosive effects on instrumentation may be sev,e.
Finally, flow expansions to high Mach number generally lead to "freezing" of vibration and dissociation,
except for the facilities with very high reservoir pressures, and the result is a non-equilibrium freestream
whose detailed characteristics often are not well known.

A major deficiency is apparent in velocity duplication, essential for an accurate simulation of chemical
effects. T.H. Aachen's shock tunnel seems to come closest to meeting present needs and the predicted perform-
ance of R6 Chalais makes it look particularly interesting because of its much longer running time, measured
in seconds.

While it is clear that existing (renovated) facilities will play the major role in the HERMES program,
it is also clear that time is available to design and construct new facilities for programs with a longer
time-scale. It is the author's opinion that emphasis should be placed on :
- a large (n'2 m) blowdown facility with Mach numbers to R-10, reservoir pressures to 200 bar and running
times of the-order of 10 seconds for detailed configuration testing;
- a high velocity facility, perhaps based on the "Stalker tube" concept as proposed recently by Hornung of
the DFVLR-Gdttingen;
- a "real gas" facility similar to the CF4 tunnel at NASA Langley to simulate certain blunt body and high
incidence effects.

Because of the important need to validate CFD codes for future hypersonic designs, high quality tunnel
flows and accurate, non-intrusive instrumentation capabilities will bezome increasingly important clements
in a sound overall program for hypersonic research and development.

Therefore, efforts should continue in the search for "quieter" hypersonic tunnels so as to better dupli-
cate boundary layer transition. The ability to measure local species concentrations and temperatures at hioh
flow speed in short duration facilities is a goal worthy of efforts at a much higher level than currently
pursued. Finally, trained personnel - researchers and tunnel engineers - may very well be the most important
problem in the whole present-day picture and, if so, its resolution deserves immediate attention.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Europe possesses a large range of hypersonic facilities which, when renovation and modifications currently
underway are completed, will constitute a sound basis for Mach-Reynolds simulation. New facilities are needed
over the long term to allow refined design studies and tu simulate at least some aspects of real gas effects.
Non-intrusive instrumentation to aid in code validation and the enhancement of training programs are equally
essential elements in a balanced program of hypersonic research and development.
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ARA M4 & M7 BLOWDOWN TUNNEL

Organization ; Aircraft Research Contact : Mr A.B. Haines
Association (ARA) Tel. : (0234) 50681

Location : Manton Lane Telex: 825056
Bedford MK41 7PF; U.K. FAX Groups 2 & 3 0234 328584

CHARACTERISTICS

Blowdown Tunnel M4 Blowdown Tunnel M7

MACH NUMBER 4 to 5 (2D) 7 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 30x40 31

RUNNING TIME 30 S (max) 48 s (max)

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 10 to 20 100 to 150

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 380 700

No TESTS/DAY 6 (max) 6 (max), typically 3

PRESENT STATUS low level low level

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressures, force balances, pressures,
dynamic measurements (pitch) dynamic measurements (pitch)
schlieren schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 10 (currently) 10 (currently)
16 (near future) 16 (near future)

COMMENTS can be adapted with new nozzle pieces
to function at W6 or tt-S

CURRENT ACTIVITIES : jet slot blowing ahead of and normal to a surface to develop stand-off
shocks ahead of sensitive surfaces; aerodynamic coefficients and in some instances pressure
distributions on project shapes
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BAE G.W. TUNNEL

Organization : British Aerospace Contact : J.A. Smith
Location : British Aerospace Tel. : (0772) 63 33 33, Ext. 2831

The GW Wind Tunnel, W258 Telex: 67627
Preston, Lancs PR4 lAX; U.K.

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 1.7-6.0 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 46x46

RUNNING TIME 10 to 200 s

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 35 (max, at M=6)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 475 (max)

No TESTS/DAY 4-5

PRESENT STATUS in regular use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 6

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressures, heat transfer.
Continuous pitch and roll traverses during data acquisition

CHANNELS OF DATA 60 off-line, linked to VAX 11/780

CURRENT ACTIVITIES : aerodynamics of fin-stabilized shells and slender delta planforms;
behaviour of lateral thrusters; lifting reentry shapes
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CEAT H 210 BLOWDOWN TUNNEL

Organization : Centre d'Etudes A6rodynamiques Contact : Prof. T Alziary de
et Thermiques Roquefort

Location : CEAT Tel. (49) 58 37 50
route de l'A6rodrome, 43
F-86000 Poitiers, France

MACH NUMBER 7 and 8

REYNOLDS NUMBER 1.3-9.2-106 (M=7)

BASED ON EXIT D 1.5-4.2x106 (M=8)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 21

RUNNING TIME , 2-3 min

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 22-100

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 600-800

No TESTS/DAY 6

PRESENT STATUS in use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, heat transfer
pressure, schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 20 on-line
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DFVLR-AVA TUBE TUNNELS A, B, C

Organization t Deutsche Forschungs- und Contact : Dr G. Koppenwallner
Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- Tel. : (0551) 709 - 2123
und Raumfahrt, Gdttingen

Location : DFVLR-AVA
Bunsenstrasse, 10
D-3400 G6ttingen, FR Germany

CHARACTERISTI[CS

Ludwieg Tube A Ludwieg Tube B Ludwieg Tube C

MACH NUMBER 2.8, 4.5 (ontoure) 5, 6, 7 (contoured) 9,10,11 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 50.50 (rect) 50 50
RUNNING TIME 350 ms 300 ms 300 ms

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 10 (max) 36 tmax) 120 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPL2ATURE, K 400 (max) 65C (max) 1100 (max)

No TESTS/DAY 20 20 20

PRESENT STATUS regular use regular usc inactive

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2 2 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, heat transfer using thin skin and liquid crystals
schlieren, oil flow

CH"INELS OF DATA 10 off-line 10 off-line 10 off-line

COMMENTS design principle means that tunnel noise
level is low. Flow establishment times
from 10-30 ms
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DFVLR-AVA VACUUM TUNNELS I. II, Il1

Organization Deutsche Forschungs- und Contact : Dr G. Koppenwallner
Versuchsanstalt fOr Luft- Tel. : (0551) 709 - 2123
Raumfahrt, Gdtt ingen

Location : DFVLR-AVA
Bunsenstrasse, 10
D-3400 Gttingen, FR Germany

CHARACTERISTICS

Vacuum Tunnel I Vacuum Tunnel II Vacuum Tunnel III

MACH NUMBER 7-25 (conical) 10-25 (conical) 6-25 (free jet)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 25 (useful core: 40 (useful core: free jet of s < 25
10-20) 20-30)

RUNNING TIME one hour one hour conitinuous

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 0.1-500 0.2-50 0.005-15

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 300-2500 300-1800 300-850

No TESTS/DAY N.A. N.A. N.A.

PRESENT STATUS not used as wind t. not used as wind t. in regular use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2 2 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, heat heat transfer force balances, heat
transfer, pressure transfer
measurea nts

CHANNELS OF DATA 16 on-line 16 on-line 16 on-line

COMMENTS ReD<000, mean free
paths to 20 mm
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DFVLR HA-KW ARC HEATED TUNNELS PK2 & PIG

Organization : Deutsche Forschungs- und Contact -Mr H. Each

Versuchsanstalt f~r Luft- Tel. : (02203) 60 11

und Raumfahrt, Kin-Porz
Location : D.F.V.L.R.

Hauptabteilung Windklnale
Abteilung KdIn-Porz
Postfach 90 60 58
D-5000 K81n 90, FR Germany

CHARACTER IST 1 CS
PRK3

PK2 
3

MACH NUMBER 3 - 16 (conical) 3 -14 (conical)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 60 (useful core : 42) 60 (useful core :42)

RUN22ING TIME continuous continuous

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 10 (max) 30 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 6000 7000

GAS air, N , A, He air
2

PRESENT STATUS used regularly but for operational, but not used
different applications

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 5 5

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressures, pressures, heat transfer,

flow visualization with r.f. flow field probes
and electron bems, heat trans-
fer, electron beam

COMMENTS open jet test section of open jet test section of 4 M
3

2.6 m dmter

Re/m p,,Kq /m
3
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DFVLR HA-KW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL H2K

Organization Deutsche Forschungs- und Contact : Mr H. Esch
Versuchsanstalt f(r Luft- Tel. : (02203) 60 11

und Raumfahrt,
Location ; D.F.V.L.R.

Hauptabteilung Windk~nale

Abteilung Kdln-Porz
Postfach 90 60 58
D-5000 K61n 90, FR Germany

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 4.8, 6, 8.7, 11.2 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 60 (< 40 useful)

RUNNING TIME 20 a

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 3 - 45

SUPPLY TEMPi.RATURE, K 1400 (max!

GAS air

PRESENT STATUS in use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 4

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressures, schlieren, infrared camera,

thermal paints

COWMENTS open jet test section of 2 m diameter

Re/rnPmKgm
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FFA HYP 500 BLOWDOWN TUNNEL

Organization : The Aeronautical Research Contact : Mr S. Lundgren
Institute of Sweden (FFA)

Location : FFA Tel. : +46 8 759 10 00
Box 11021 Telex: S-10725
S-16111 Bromma, Sweden

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 4 and 7 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 50

RUNNING TIME at Re max : 80 s (M=4); 200 s (M=7)

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 10-22 (M=4); 110 (M=7)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 800 design, 600 norm

No TESTS/DAY 8

PRESENT STATUS operational

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 4-5

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances (a to 350), 4*/s sweep rate, pressure
distribution, heat transfer, schlieren, model injection
system

CHANNELS OF DATA 64 on-line (48 low-level; 16 high level)

COMMENT open jet

CURRENT ACTIVITIES : the tunnel has been restarted and reentry studies are planned.
oncurrent numerical analysis is also intended.
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I.C. GUN TUNNEL AND N2 TUNNEL

urganization : Imperial College Contact : Dr J.X. Harvey
Location : Dept. Aeron.-Imperial College Tel. : (01) 5895111, Ext. 4011

Prince Consort Road Telex: 261503
London, SW7 2BY; U.K.

CHARACTERISTICS

No 2 Gun Tunnel Heated N2 Tunnel

MACH NUMBER 9 (contoured) 20 - 25 (conical)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 45 (useful core : 25) 20 (useful core : 7.5)

RUNNING TIME 5 ms continuous

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 550 (max) 25 - 500

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 1070 2000 (max)

No TESTS/DAY 4

PRESENT STATUS in use in regular use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES pressures,heat transfer, pressures, electron beam (P-Trt),
schlieren, electron beam heat transfer

CHANNELS OF DATA 24 on-line 16 on-line

COMMENTS I mopen jet test section. a model injection systen is available.Incidence to 250 Model incidence W 450

CURRENT ACTIVITIES: Research into rarefied flow centres around the Monte-Carlo simulation
method. A 3D code has been developed and used to calculate the flow around a blunt-ended
cylinder and a spherically blunted cone both at angle of attack at a Knudsen number 0.n6.
Experimental verification has shown that the predictions for the former shape at zero in-

cidence are precise. Experiments are in progress to measure the lift and drag acting on,
and the density distribution about, a cone at incidence at M=25.

Hypersonic aerodynamics conducted at M=9 in the Gun Tunnel is concentrated on a study
of the flow in an annular rectangular cavity on a conical body.

Euler codes are being developed with improved shock capturing routines and these are
being used to calculate unsteady blast problems and conical hypersonic flows.
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ISL - HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL

Organization : Institut de Saint-Louis Contact : G. Smeets
Location : Institut de Saint-Louis Tel. : 89.69.50.00

12, rue de l'Industrie Telex: 881386
Bolte Postale No 301
F-68301 Saint-Louis Cddex, France

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 4 - 11 (conical)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER. cm 20x20

RUNNING TIME < I ma

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 400 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 7000 (max)

GAS air

No TESTS/DAY 4

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES interferometry, heat transfer

COMMENTS the tunnel will be transformed for aeroballistic studies,
but the above characteristics will be attainable if desired
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NLR CONTINUOUS SUPERSONIC TUNNEL - CSST

Organization : Nationaal Lucht- en Contact : Mr S.J. Boersen
Ruimtevaartlaboratorium Tel. (20) 51'5113

Location : N.L.R.
Anthony Fokkerweg, 2
NL-10S9 CM Amsterdam, Netherlands

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 1.2 - 6.0 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 20x27

RUNNING TIME continuous (, 30 min)

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 39

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 500

No TESTS/DAY N.A.

PRESENT STATUS operational

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 5

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressure distribution, store separation,
flutter, mass flow, heat transfer

CHANNELS OF DATA 24 off-line, but results in minutes
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LRBA C2 REFLECTED SHOCK TUNNEL

Organization : Laboratoire de Recherches Contact : M. Desgardin,
Balistiques et Adrodynamiques Service A~rodynamique

Location : L.R.B.A. Tel. : 32.21.07.40
Bote Postale 914 Telex: LRBA VERNO 770817
F-27207 Vernon C~dex, France

CHARACTEPISTICS

MACH NUMBER 8-16 (conical)
16 (contoured)

REYNOLDS NUMBER 0.26-106 /m to 2.9-106 /m

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 120 (useful core : 30-60)

RUNNING TIME 10 to 20 ms

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 30 to 350

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 1,800 to 2,400

No TESTS/DAY 3 to 4

PRESENT STATUS in regular use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 3

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressure distributions, schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 20 analog channels at 50 KHz
acquisition with HP 1000 (disc, plotter, .

COMMENTS the C2 reflected shock tunnel is normally operated with
the Mach 16 contoured nozzle

CURRENT ACTIVITIES : used intensively for the measurement of the aerodynamic coefficients
of reentry shapes
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ONERA R2CH & R3CH BLOWDOWN TUNNELS
Organization : Office National d'Etudes et Contact : M.C. Capelier

de Recherches A~rospatiales Tel. : (1) 46.57.11.60
Location : ONERA-ChAtillon Telex: ONERA 260907F

Bolte Postale 72
F-92322 ChAtillon Cddex, France

CHARACTERISTICS

R2Ch R3Ch

MACH NUMBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (contoured) 5, 7, 10 (contoured)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 19 (M=3, 4) 32.7 (M=5, 7)
32.7 (M=5, 6, 7) 34.7 (M=10)
(useful core : 18 to 29.7) (useful core : 22.7 at M=10)

RUNNING TIME 35 s 35 s (10 s at M=10)
SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 0.4 < Pi 

< 
80 1.5 < Pi 

< 
170

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 300 < Ti < 650 400 < Ti < 1100

No TESTS/DAY 4 4

PRESENT STATUS regular use regular use
PERSONNEL HAQUIRED 5 5

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances;pressure distri- force balances;pressure distribu-
butions; heat transfer; local tions; heat transfer; local skin
skin friction friction
Visualization : Visualization :
schlieren; wall streamlines; schlieren; wall stremalines; thermo-
thenmosesitive paints sensitive paints

CHANNELS OF DATA 25 25

COMMENTS starting time : 3 ms

sweep rate : 500/10 s
CURRENT ACTIVITIES : boundary layer transition with roughness effects, shock boundary layer
interactions on a range of two and three dimensional shapes, aerothermodynamic testing on
reentry configuration
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ONERA S4MA BLOWDOWN TUNNEL

Organization : Office National d'Etudes et Contact : M. Laverre
de Recherches A~rospatiales Tel. : (1) 79 20 30 55

Location : ONERA-Centre de Modane-Avrieux Telex:
Bolte Postale No 25
F-73500 Modane, France

CHARACTERISTICS

Current S4MA S4MA Predictions for M 12 nozzle

MACH NUMBER 6 (contoured) 12 (contoured)
NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 68 (useful core : 48) 10c (useful core : 60)
RUNNING TIME 50 S - 90 S 30 s

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 42 (max) 150 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K T i < 1850 T i < 1850

GAS air air
No TESTS/DAY 2 - 5 2 - 5

PRESENT STATUS operational for hypersonic operational end 1988
tests but possibility of
use for airbreathing engines
or air intake tests

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 6 6

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, pressures, heat transfer, shadowgraph

CHANNELS OF DATA 48

COMMENTS the maximum temperature of the heater is 1850 K. In the case
of a filter upstream of the nozzle, the temperature is 1100
for the Mach 6 nozzle and will be about 1500 K for the Mach
12 nozzle. Currently, S4MA has an open jet test chamber of
2.1 m 2.8 m cross section and a length of 2.8 m
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OXFORD GUN TUNNEL

Organization : University of Oxford Contact : Prof. D.L. Schultz
Location : Engineering Laboratory Tel. : (865) 246 561 or 722 274

Parks Road
Oxford, OXI 3PJ; U.K.

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 6, 8, 9 (contoured)

REYNOLDS NUMBER 12-106 (M=6); 6.4x106 (M=8); 2.5-106 (M=9)
based on exit D

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 16 (M=6); 28 (M=8); 30 (M=9)

RUNNING TIME 50 to 80 ms

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 130 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 720
No TESTS/DAY 8 (max)

PRESENT STATUS operational

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES normal force (with free flight), heat transfer, schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 64 on-line

COMMENTS the tunnel has recently undergone a conversion to the LICH
mode (Ludwieg tube with Isentropic Compression Heating)
yielding M=8.25 and very uniform pressures for 30-40 ms.
Conversion to the gun tunnel mode can be made in 1 week.
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R A E 3'-4' TUNNEL

Organization : Royal Aircraft Estab. Contact : Dr L.F. East
Location : R.A.E. - 3'x4' Tunnel Tel. : (0252) 24461; Ext. 2719

Bedford, Beds; U.K. Telex: 858134

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 2.5 - 5.0 (contoured)

REYNOLDS NUMBER
based on exit D 35-106 (max. at M=4.5)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 91x122

RUNNING TIME continuous

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 0.4 - 12

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K N.A.

No TESTS/DAY N.A.

PRESENT STATUS operational

PERSONNEL REQUIRED N.A.

MEASUREMENTS TECHNIQUES N.A.

CHANNELS OF DATA N.A.

L!
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R A E SHOCK TUNNEL

Organization : Royal Aircraft Estab. Contact : Or L.F. East
Location : R.A.E. Farnborough Tel. : (0252) 24461; Ext. 2719

Hants, GU14 6TD Telex: 858134

CHARACTERI STI CS

Shock Tube Mode LICH Tube Ludwieg Tube Mode

MACH NUMBER 7,9,10,13 (conical) 7,9 (conical) 5 (contoured)
9,13 (oontoured)

REYNOLDS NUMBER PER METER 8.7x107 - 2.7-106 (M-7) 3.710' - 2.5-106 (M=7) 4.3-108 - 1.7-108
1.3-107 - 1.1.106 (M=13) 8.9.106 - 1.9.106 (M9)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 36 (useful core : 20) 36 (useful core : 23 (useful core : 20)
20 at M7
15 at 1.=9)

RUNNING TIME 3 to 10 me (tailored 100 ms 100 ms
reflected shock)

No TESTS/DAY 4 4 4

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES heat transfer,schlieren he., transfer,pressure, heat transfer,pressure,
forces, schlieren schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 17 on-line 17 on-line 17 on-line

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 2 2 2

PRESENT STATUS not used since 1983 operational not yet oomissioned

COMMENTS the shock tunnel is currently operating in the LICH mode at M=7 with a 0.38 m
by 0.38 m working section. External tube heating to about 250'C maximum is
available for LICH and Ludwieg tube operation. A larger open-jet working
section and model incidence setting equipnent will be available by mid-1987.
operating conditions for the ludwieg tube are those projected.
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SESSIA/CNRS SR3 TUNNEL

Organization : SESSIA/CNRS Contact : Dr J. Al16gre

Location Laboratoire d'Arothermique Tel. : 45 34 75 50

du CNRS
4ter Route des Gardes
F-92190 Meudon, France

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 2 to 30

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 15 at M=7; 36 at 15 < M < 30 (useful core : 10-15)

RUNNING TIME continuous

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars up to 120

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K up to 1,500

PRESENT STATUS in regular use in the supersonic and hypersonic range,

mainly at Mach numbers 15 and 20

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 3

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES force balances, heat transfer (thermocouples, infrared
system), pressure transducers, electron gun (for local

density measurement and visualization)

CHANNELS OF DATA 6 to 20

CURRENT ACTIVITIES As flows from continuum to transitional regimes may be produced, high
altitude aerodynamics has been emphasized such as stage separation of

launchers and satellite direction control. Hypersonic reentry aero-

dynamics is now under study.
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SOUTHAMPTON ISENTROPIC LIGHT PISTON TUNNEL

Organization : The University of Contact : Prof. R.A. East
Southampton Tel. : ((703) 559122; Pxt. 2324

Location i Department of Aeronautics &
Astronautics

The University
So , ,' )Nr,

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 6.85 (contoured) 9.4
NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 21 (useful core : 17) 21 (useful core 17)
RUNNING TIME I s 0.28 s (usable)

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 90 60

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 600 995

No TESTS/DAY 5 5
PRESENT STATUS regular use to date, one calibration

condition only
PERSONNEL REQUIRED 3 3
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES dynamic stability, schlieren dynamic stability,schlieren,

liquid crystal thermrgraphy liquid crystal thermography

CHANNELS OF DATA 12 on-line 12 on-line

CURRENT ACTIVITIES : Dynamic stability of simple axisymmetric shapes and hyperballistic
vehicles - experiments and semi-empirical predictionsi free-oscillation experimental tech-
niques for studying large amplitude non-linear effects on hypersonic dynamic stability;
dynamic effects of hypersonic separated flow, e.g. a rapidly deployed control surface;
development of a continuous recording technique for free flight studies in short duration
hypersonic facilities using optical position sensors; aerodynamic characteristics of a
range of basic vehicle configurations with lower surface flow containment; development of
liquid crystal thermography for heat transfer investigations; a study of interference
effects on kinetic heating of slender finned bodies.
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TH AACHEN SHOCK TUNNEL
Organization : Rheinisch-Westf~lische Contact ; Prof. H. Grzdnig

Techniache Hochschuie Tel. : (0241) 80 46 06

Location :Institut f~r Luft- und Telex: 0832704
Raumfshrt

Stosswellenlabor
'rempiergraben, 55
D-5140O Aachen, C' Carmany

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 6 - 24 (conical, 10.50)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm three conical nozzles of 0=50, 100, 200 cm, each with
various throat inserts (useful core for M=24 : 1/3 D)

RUNNING TIME 10 ms

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 1,500 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 7000-8000 (max)

GAS N2 , air

No TESTS/DAY 1 or 2 (max)

PRESENT STATUS in preparation for hypersonic reentry experiments with
conical nozzle D=50 cm

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 3

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES heat transfer, pressures, schlieren and shadow optics,
interferometry

CHANNELS OF DATA 25

COMMENTS detailed calcuiations and further tunnel calibration tests

are underway
predictions shown below are for an initial barrel pressure
of I bar.
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VKI LONGSHOT

Organization : von Karman Institute for Contact : Prof. J.F. Wendt
Fluid Dynamics

Location : VKIFD T.I. :(02) 358 19 01

Chauss~e de Waterloo, 72 Telefax (02) 358 77 21

B-1640 Rhode Saint Gen~se, Belgium

CHARACTERISTICS

MACH NUMBER 15-20 (conical, 60)

NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER, cm 36 (useful 23-30)

RUNNING TIME 5-10 ms

SUPPLY PRESSURE, bars 4000 (max)

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, K 2400 (max)

GAS N2

No TESTS/DAY 1-2

PRESENT STATUS in regular use

PERSONNEL REQUIRED 3

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES heat transfer, pressures, schlieren

CHANNELS OF DATA 48 transient recorders, 50 KHz each

COMMENTS a Mach 15 contoured nozzle of 45 cm diameter is under con-
struction and a conical nozzle of 60 cm diameter for Mach
20+ may be installed. Open jet test section of 10 m
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19U-

L'etude du projet d'avion spatial Hermes f'ait apparaftre la
n~cessit6 d'un nouveau moyes d'essais au s.. susceptibi. -Vffrir, non seulement des nombres de Mach
6Mev~s maim 6galement les enthalpies correspondant aux vitesses de rentr~e dans le domaine d'altitude de
70 A 50 km. L'avant projet d'une soufflerie & rafales de que'lues sec-As~s a At's propos6 en envlsagean~t
l'utilisation d'6l6ments existants (spb~re A vide, groupe de posago. tuy~res .. )4 avec use alimentation
en'gaz chauds par usk gin~rateur de plasma de lArospatiale Aquitaine. C. type dalimentation, souleve
des questions sur les qualit~s requises de l'6rnotl~ment

- permanence, homogdn~itC. composition, temerature.

Avant de s'eseager dass cette rdalisatios le CNES a dpm~and6 use validation pr~alable du gdn~rateur.
L'objet de la preseste communication est d'exposer le processus retenu qui comporte les planes suivan-

- 6tude et r~alisation d'unc .,.yere se raccorlant A des 6l6mests exiatants et offrant par elle-m~me ins
conditions reqaises pour le sondage,

- Maude et r~alisation des dispositits de sondage dv vet 6coulement (pression dynanique, debit manse
local, enthalpie).

Le projet d'ayton spatial Hersds, confi6 par lv CNES A la soci~t6 AND-BA a suscit6 an examen critique des
m~thodes et moyess n~cessaires A use bossy pr~vision des caract~ristiques a~rodysamiques de ce vuhacule.
en particulier dans sa phase de vol bypersosique.

A la lecture des leqons (1] offertes par lv "Space Shuttle", il apparait que is principale divergence
entre prdvisions et rdsultats en vol qui coscerne 1'6quilibrage longitudinal, serait due A use prise n
compte insuffisante des effets de gaz r~els affectant lessemble dv l'dcoulesent [2] os plus partics-
likrement lea r~gions d'extrados [3] et dinteraction onde de choc-couche limite. Cyest le perfection-
nement des m~thodes de calcul qui devrait r~duire ces marges dincertitude car l'absence de similitude
pour lea 6coulements de gaz r~els ne per-vt pas l'utilisation directe de r~sultats obtenss sur mod~les
r~duits.

La validation des codes doit cependant 6tre assur~e par des essais probants, cent-A-dire executes das
des installations pr~sentant des caractdristiques suffisantes pour settrv en jes lea ph~nomknes physiques
incrimin~s. L'analyse de ce besoin, tant pour lea Atudvs dv base quy pour des vasais A caract~re indus-
triel, a conduit A d~fisir us moyes d'essai A rafales de dur~e moyenne (quvlqses secondes), propice A
toutes sortes dv sesures A des niveaum relativement has de pression et masse volumique. Cv soyen sera
bri~sement d~crit. 11 doit utiliser, pour obtenir les enthalpies requises, us gMnrateur de plasma
industriel dont ii consenait de tester la qualit6 d'tcoulement (permanence, homog~nitd, composition,
temp~rature).

La pr~sente commsunication a essentiellemest pour objet lea dispositions adoptkes pour ces essais proba-

toirem.

2. PROM3 DI SOU7II 16 CE

PropomA au d~but de lann~e l985. ce projet r~sulte de cospromis entry imp~ratifs d'ordres divers

constitution (fig. 2), appel A des bitiments et 6l6ments existants pour son alimentation a haste
enthalpie. ii eat pr~ys an g~n~rateur de plasma 5 MW de IlArospatiale. Sa courbe limite de fonction-
nmoent dans Is plan enthalpie-pression (fig. 3) montre que des conditions nominales dv 50 b, Hi/AT. = 100
sont normalement accessibles.

L'#tude d'avant projet dv cette installation (4) vise A l'obtention, avec des 6l6ments esistasts ou
Aprouv~s, de rafales de quelgues secondes dana des tuy~res de dimensions suffisantes pour recevoir des
mod~les dv 0,5 a de longavur environ. Avec use prise en compte approhimative (celle-ci sera pr~cis~e par
l'6tude de cheque tuyire) des effets de gas rdels hors 6guilibre en cours de d~tente on trouse, pour des
nombrem do Mach de 12, 16 et 20 les conditions physiques qui figurent dans lv tableau suivant.
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N 12 1 16 20

7() j 240 138 88

I*.a 0,16 10- 0,17 10- 0,37 10-'

Co/Ca 0,18 10-3 10,34 10-' 0,11 10-4

a(ms) 311 236 188

Vo(m/n) 3737 3777 3770

[Re ,50' 8,6 10' 4,5 10"

M Ie 0,12 0,17 0,3

Zk) 63 75 82

fen(Pa) 3083 595 200

On pest ramarguer qua can conditions correspondent pour M 12 A one duplication compldte des valaeurs des
prension, densit6 at taspdra

t
ure d, l'atnonphdre standard A 63 km nasule !a manse volumoque den alti-

tudes de 75 at 82 km est rapz-oduita avec den ramptrataras infiriasras ; 1'nergie fig~a en cours de
ddtaute (dissociation at vibration) ant de l'ordre de 10 %. Le donana da nimulation ainsi obteot dais la
plan Mach, Reysolds ant donnk fig. 4.

Lan hypotheses ratanses pour calculer Ion limitas an Reynolds dei ce domaise anivest orrc prelsens las
naleurn samimales sont obtenuan anac us fonctionnement cryog~nique limit6 par Ia tamperature de condan-
satios hors 6quilibra (53 soit pour la prassios sominale de 50 b, snit pour one prannion accrue ;usqu'A
150 b (projet de gdn~rateur segmarntk)

Len nalears intirnaures se Re po'nrraiast 6nidanment &tra atteintas en diminuant las pransions qiniratri-
can sans canst as cuntraira A des pressions maistanuen aix maximum, da 50 et 150 ht main ausni A lauthal-
pie noinale de 100 qua correspondent les val-orn minicalis porthsu '.. ! tlur'trc. L-a :fihi
se constitue pan tosta la frontibra car au somhres de Mach len plan 6lEvis la prasnion d'arrit a haute
anthalpia paut devanir insuffisante pour an amorq;aga correct de l'6cosleaant.

Catta figure nontre an outra qua den nalaurs du parametra de rarifaction M/ ;R. com;arablan as vol snt
_it eproduitus avac, sinultaunamnt, den valeurs da le nthalpia qui, sans Agalar le vol, sont cepandant

suffisantes ;=.ir faire apoarait:: 49s effets de gaz rdals notables.

Can aftLets snt illustr~s an gdn~tal par le dosaine (nitanne, altitude) nimul6 (fig. 5) mans peat etc,
plus pricindmant par la fig. 6 i lion voit juc, A condition d'ajuntar la prasnion gendratrica a lasr
thalpia salon la courha pi)(To), ii ant possible de cvuservur 4nnariantn lan parain~tran da similitude
cl assnIques (M , R., at M/ 48.) tout en Ifa iant varier largement le taum de dinner .-tion le'tquiinbre (an
point d'arrit).

On peat ramarquar qua ca tamx da dissociation, nettasent suptrieur A calsi gui sn ige as costs dc as
d~tasta dans Ia tuy~ra, sera plus facnleznent atteint dans la couche de choc du fait d'une cartaina
prddisuociation amont.

Us autra parainitre important pour las 6tudes da couche linite ant le rapport antra tempkirature de pats:
Tp at tenpdrature statique To ;la fig. 7 montra qua, toujourn an maintanant constants len parandtren ".
at R, (M = 1 2 ;R, tj7lO' pour sna longseur de maquet te de 50 cm) , gr~ce A Ilajustage de prnsion gdnia-
trire figur6 pi(To) , il ant possible avac una maquatte A temp~ratura ainhianta de faire earner Tp/To dans
us large rapport (de 2 A 8) 05 au contnaira de maintantir Tp/To & la valeur du nol moyansant in refroidis-
namant os in rdchauffage du mod~la techniquemest concenable. Ce type d'opdratioss est 6nidemment plus
facile A annisager sur len formas nimples propices ass 4tudan da bane ddfinnas dans las progrannes dea
at D.

La fig. 8 montre qua, an maistanant use taspdratura junta suffosasta pour 6niter la liquefaction 'mattant
A profit le retard A l'6quilibre) una variation ind~pendanta at significative den paramdtres M at 8. ant
encore obtenue.

3. 388115 PROBATOIRIS

Des gdndrataurs de plasma A are prolong6 ont
junquici 6t6 plutdt atilis~n pour des annums da matdriasm [8, 9). Dana ce darnier can, las exigences
concarnast l'homog~ndit4k, Is pe masanca at la puret6 de l'6coulcinant sont momns s~n~ren qu'ellan ne
doinant l'6tra pour den annain a~rodynasigus. II a done 6t6 ddcid6, par la prosotaurn du projat R6 Ch
bri~vemast d~crit ci-dassus (08181. CR0S, AND/BA) de sosmattra le g6n~ratesr pr6vu (JPSO da l'Adrsspatia-
le) A des assain prohatoires parmattant de qualifier l'6coulanant.

Can annais ne peasant ne concenoir qua nur le nite "Aronpatiale" qui conporta laesaibla coftaux den
servitudes n~cennaires A lalimantation du g~n~rateur (la transposition de ces 6l6nants pour le projat 86
Ch, fig. 9 an mostre l'importasce).
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Le sondage de l'6coulasent implique l'utilisation d'une tuykre de ditente repr~seitant une portion aflOnt
des tay~ras dhfinitives d'un diam~tre de sortie nuffisant pour an bon contrdle d'hoeogdn6itA et asnurant,
pour des sasures de concentration, an figeage de ces dernitras.

11 serait de plus intdressant qua cette portion puissa se raccorder a Ia partie anal d'une tuytre H = 16
qui fait partie des Al6sents existants r~utilisables.

Il ant anfin nkcessaire, compte tena de labsence de moyeos de pospage et de capacitts A side sac le site
A~rospatialv que Ia tuykre puisse s'asorcar avec ane prension de rkcupdration persettant -le rejet A
L'atmosph~re. Pour satinfaire A can exigences divermes la taydre, conique et d'ouverture modtr~e,
d~bouche avec un diamktre de 85 ma dais in petit caisson de msnre (fig. 10) propre A contanir les
moyens de sondage et A parsattre Ia visualisation de L'6coulement.

3.1. Taay~ra_- Calcul de l'6coalesent [ill

La furme de taytra Atant .ddtarminta par des consid~srations purement g~omktriquen de maccord A des
Al6ments existants et de continuitaI dais l'kvolution des courbures, le calcal de l'tcoulement est
effectuk par approximations succanniven sur le coupiaga noyau non visqueux-coacha lamite, en conservant
en praieire approximation i'hypoth.4se d'un Acoalament par tranchen. La premikre r~gios. y compris le col
et son vouninage immddiat ext calculde pour l'air A l'6quilibre (diagranse de Mollier num rimA d'aprks
Len tables d'iulsenrath (10]. A Lineal, le calcul par tranche est poumnuivi, hors Aquilibre thersodynami-
qua et chunique ;le mod~le adoptA comprend len 9 enpdces et 15 r

t
nqctions dint len vlLessen figureat dans

1e tableau N0 1.

Ce programme [ll] r'salte d'adaptations naccammiven d'un code Atabli A l'omigise par le CALSPAE [12]. Len
principalas hypothdses concernant le gas sont len maivantem

-fluade parfait, r'est-A-dire sans effets de diffusion des esp~cam, de vincositA on de coniuction
thervique,

- quilibme thersodynaxique den Anergies de translation et rotation ;relaxation den Anergies de vibra-
tiou _'-s moLkcules d'azote et d'oxyg~ne (oscillatearm barmomiquas) avec des constantes de teaps donn~es
par les expressions suivantan

pour Ga T = 16.18 x 10- a - -- T dynes s/cm
2

Na, T_.4= 11, 15 xQ1-1 V 2 e 'I- T' a dynes nics
t

- dissociations ddcrites par le tableau NO 1 et couplage vibration-dissociation par le mod~le nor,
pr~f~rential.

Le nyntkma d'6qiations diff~rentielles ordinaires obtana ant intdgrA par use mtthode de Range Katta avec
quelgues pr~cauions concarnant len chumx de pan. Len r~nultats Len plus typiquen mont pr~nent~s en
function de la disance le long de la tuy~re A partir d'une origine situda dams le convergent A 33 mm a
l'amont da col; Len r~sultats correspondants au calcal A 1'6qailibre most donn~s A titre de coanparai-
sun ;ils jastifient a posteriori le traitenent A L'6quilibre da la rdgiun nonique.

On muntre nuccennivesent 1l6volivioi le lung da la tupyre de la pression (fig. 11), de Ia manse vulumique
(fiq. 12) dan tempiraturan lfin. 131 da la vitesna fig. 14) at du sombre de Macb (fig. 15). Can
r~multats suncitent quelgues comnantaimes classiquan

- la zone de nun 6quilibre ant ralativarant coarta pour la plupart dam r~actions et en paiticulier la
figeage den tasp~raturam de vibration ant pratiquament attaint yarn 100 ou 150 mm respectivemezt .,.r
N2 at Os ;la fraction d'6nargia fig~e ant faibla xi on la compare A Lanthalpia totala at an commA-
quence las vitassas calcal~am an ou hors Aquilibre duff~rant pea (fig. I ).

La conservation du d~bit Pv VSantraina corr~lativanant use tr~m faibla diffdrenca mar lea masses voluma-
quam an at born Aquilibma A abscissa doic A S donnA. Laeffat de 1'6nargie fig~e ant plus Avidant mar Las
tamp~ratucam de translation-rotation en fin de d~tanta qui diff~rant de 820 K environ. Morn Aquilibre. 1-a
vitensa du son ma trouve dosm nattement disanuda at cat affat lanmporte sir la party de vitasme pour
donnar den nombram da Mach hors AqaiLibma nurpassant de 20 % Lam noabren de Macb A L'kguilibra A 1'extrA-
nitO de la taphra.

Un premier calcul de couche limita (Laxinaira at turbulanta) a ALA effectud pour Avaluar lea flax de
chalvcr afin qua l'Arospatiale paimma pr~voir la rafroidinsmmnt de la tayire tel qua dicrit ci-apr~m.
La prima vi. coapta de 1l6paismaur de ddplacamant dams use naconda it~ration mar la calcul du noysa non
visqavux (code Euler gas parfait Y = 1,2) entry 100 at 200 ma muntre qua L'hypoth~na de ILcoulemast par
tranche ant tout A fait jintifi~a pour la coiche linite lamimaira at encore acceptable pour use coucha
linita turbulente (fig. 16).

On pant conclare dam r~multats prtcbdents qua Is tuy~re r~pond sum conditions prascrites pour Las
conditions de sondaga concentrations at tanpkrataras de vibration figkevm noyau main de dimension
suffisaute. Outra len rknultats pr~nent~s, len caluls de coacha limite ont fourni Las donn~es de flux
tharmique n~cammairas A L'6tude teciiauoLogiqae de la tuy~rv a n particulier A son rafroidiasseent.

3.2. Tuydra - R~alisation

L'A~rumpatiala con~oit at r~Alisa la tay~re. Le disansionnamant de cella-ci ast effectuA pour lea
conditions g~n~ratricas suivantas
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- pression g6ndrtatrice :pi =50 bars.

- enthalpie qtnkratrice riduite :Hi/R1'o - 100,

correspondant A un d6bit gaz de 0,266 kg/s et une Puissance gaz de 2,09.106 V pour le col de section

1. C22.

Le calcul de l'6coulement conduit A des estimations de flux de chaleur de 5.10' WV au col, dhcroissant
jusqu'A 5 105 V/ml environ en sortie. Cern conditions de flux et pressions soot courumment rencostr~es
dans les g6n~rateurs de plasma. La conception retenue est de type Classique:

- uoe enveloppe interne de faitle 6paiss ,.r en alliage de cujvre est rhaliske au profil "alculo

- us film d'eau A grande vitesse (de 1ordre de 20 m/s) assure le refroidissement d'amoot en avat (it
permet d'obtenir des coefficients de convection 6levhs)

- des stparateurs assurent Ia misc en forme de ce file d'ena

- l'essemble est dispos6 & l'iatdrieur dune structure;

- esfia, A laval use courosne maintint 1'enveloppe interne et romporte 4 prises in pression parihtaies.

Cette tuydre est prksenthe planche 17. Le mefroidissement 6tudik permet an rkgime permanent d'Ocoulement,
en labsence d'usure des pieces. La pressurisation du circuit d'eau in refroidissemeit est usservie A la
pre. sion gdndmatrice dans I& limite d'un Ocart de 20 bars. Le niveaa de pression d'ean pent atteinire 100
bars.

3.3. Caisson de mesure etds qsitif de sopdage

Ln caisson ie unsure se prdsente conme ave miii soufflerne A jet libre avec "Iro Llprise coulissaite (fig.
10). Son volume rhsultn d'un compromis :il dolt dire assez r6d-,t pour que sa vidange par effet d'induc-
tios jusqu'A une pression voisise de 0,04 atm solt rapide poir assurer in bon amorqage di, jet et un
fonctionnement correct in ia reprise it1 dolt contenir lensemble du dispositif in soudage. escasote
hors do jet avant et aprds ann truversoe assez ra'>nde (,ve 0.1 a) pour gun tes sondes n subissert q'ii
6chauffement modkr6.

Des habtots doivent assures uv champ d'observatioa conveyable pour des visualisatiovs ombroicopiqans.
Pour 6vitnr durait is phase transitoire d'am-'r,;ge des retourn de gaz chaud sir cnn hublotn, de'ai
prdcautions sost prises, d'une part la reprise coutissunte est asende as contact de !a bride dn sortie de
taydre aver ave certaine 6taicbdite pour une 6ventuelle vidange prdalab.e dui caisson. d'autre part une
entrin controlee d'air frais eat mnaghe dans le caisson.

In bran porte-sonies ouculiant auloar d'un axe naralldle A la veine. actionud par vdriv hyiraulique aver
amortissnurs de fin in course, in m~ine gun !a reprise coulissante sont cosanandes par ii automate program-
mable dust is sdguence silnsire dais la programmation gdnirain in fonclionnement du gdveratnur.

3.4. Sondes,

Vensemble des sons utilishes est dispoad en arc ie cercle a I'extremild du bras porte-sonic (fig. 10)
pour balayer approximativement an diamitre vertical u horizontal in la taydre iann an plan tres commi
in son extrdmit6.

- Deux sons pitot meaureut ann pression d'arrdt A l'anai d'un choc norsal, t'une pour len vainurn
moynnes nut 6guipe- d'un capteur Stathans type 731 et donne. compte reno in sa canalisation U1 mdtre)
an temps in monthe in 7 mu aver dpassemenl in 8 %. L'autre instiade aux mesurns in fluctuations
contient an capteur Kistler 6001. Son 6talonsage dynamigun montre (fig. 19) la riponse A an 6chelon in
150 mb et in spectre in cette rdponse qui priseute inn faibin rdsonnnce vers 3 kgz avc att.~nuatlon
rdgulibre au del&.

- La son in dbit masse, dans l'axe is mAt nut tout A fait clausique [13,.14, pour an node in foiction-
nement transitoire. Le ddbit cupt6 par I'entrke d'air in unction connae nit menur4 grice au col nonique
aval d'aprds ia pressuon et la tempdraturn A l'amnt in ce dernier. (In dohaigeur thermiqin J inertue
riduit cette zempdrature au voisinage in l'ambiance. Ins diametres in thermocouples et capteur in
prossion unt choisis pour gun lea temps in rdponsn in cnn menurns soin du s~me ord-e gun in temps in
stabilisat.,n de ldcoulemn interne inns la non ( 1 ms), A condition isutiliser in thermocouple en
rdgiine Iransitoire [15].

- Sondns d'esthalpie:
Elles sont bautes deix bashes sar ln m~ne principe :la mesarn in flux su- obstacles uphdriqans. Le
flux au point d'arrdt est directement lid A lenthalpie d'aprds la formule ie Fay et Ridiel. main
loutilisation in deum sondes in diamdtre iiffdrenl permet in vdrifinr t'absence in pollution sotoins.
Les flux in cfaleur lids A 1 impact in purtirules sost indpeiiauts is rayon in courbure alors gun ins
flux a~rodysamiquns 6voluent comae 1 inverse in sa macmne.
La sonie 010O mm se pr~te A l'exploitation in !a temperature superficielle locale as point d'arrdt pour
obtenir in flux soil dams i'hypothdse simptificative d'un mili seiti-infinii aver correction in
courbure, Soil avec une mdthoin in diffdrencen finins en ainettant ann distribution in flux sur Ia
sph~rn (tbdorie in Lees).

La sonie .0 5 ms est trop petite pour gun la localisation in Is mesure as point d'arrdt soil assure
nile eel ionc considdrde comme an capteur A mnerlin thermiqan. pratigunment isotbemme et noumin A an



flux moyen r'sultant de -integration de !a distribution de Lees. Le damensionnement des sondes Et
choix des matirnaux sont dnctds par l'utilisation en regime transitore (traversee du 3et en 0-1 s et
conduisent A des echauffemeuts de l'ordre de 4000 C, donnant une grande sensibilit6 de mesure. On s'est
assure du bon fonctionnement de ces sondes A plus failble niveau avec une durde d'exposition accrut
(soufflerie R2 Ch).

4. IPLOITATION DIS XIUUS

Outre les sondes ci-dessus il est prtvu d'exploit- u ,sulnsations strioscopaqus ou ombroscopques
qun permettront de s'assurer que le choc sur la sonde de debit masse est bien attache aux lvres de
l'entr~e d'air.

Ces visualisations, A relativement forte densitk compte tenu de la d~tente limite A M = 6 devralent
permettre une masure asset prbcise de !a distance de dbtachement sur les sondes sphkriques. On ne peut en
d~duire directement la composition du gaz dane la couche de choc. Il semble cependant que cette distance
soit asset sensible aux effets de gaz reels (16, sans l'tre trop & la conicitk de l'coulement [7 pour
qu'il soit ainsi possible de valider les calculs de concentration en cours de detente hors 6qualbre, ce
type de calcul pouvant 6tre poursuivi sur les obstacles [18] et en incluant de prdftrence effer- vasqueux
diffusion, tempkrature et catalycite de paroi.

L'exploitation des mesures de pression d'arr~t ne soul~ve pas de probl~mes particuliers pour Ovaluar V
mfte en presence d'effets de gaz r~els. La sonde de debit fournissant 9V on peut en ddduire et V at de
I V2/2 et l'enthalpie a comparer aux mesures sur les sondes thermiques.

Le but principal des essais probatonres Atant de s'assurer de l'homog~nditk de l'coulement, ia technique
de balayage permet avec les mesures Anumdrkes ci-dessus d'escompter une qualification rapide de l'coule-
ment.

5. CNLSO

Les essaus probatoires pr~vus doivent permettre de vkrifier qu'un gkndrateur de plasma peut constituer
une alimentation de soufflerie hypersonique fonctionnant en rafales de plusieurs secondes. Pour difinir
le montage et le syst~me de mesure, il est nkcessaire de prendre an compte de nombreux phnomenes
physiques et chimiques qui sont aussi analogues que possible A ceux rencontrds en cours de rentrke
spatiale. Une fois de plus, il apparait que la mise au point d'une soufflerie est, en elle-mme et avant
tout essan sur des maquettes de v~hicules, un exercice trks fondamental de validation des mntbodes de
calcul qui serviront A la ddfinition de ces vdhicules.
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The application of free piston shock tunnels to the simulation of real gas effects in hypersonic
flight is discussed. It is pointed out that the primary simulation variables for this purpose are the
stagnation enthalpy and the binary scaling parameter. The free piston reflected shock tunnel is
considered first, and it is shown how test time limitations play a major role in determining the
limiting stagnation enthalpy for a given model size. Nevertheless, flight values of the two simulation
variables, for vehicles similar to the Space Shuttle Orbiter, can be matched by an existing free
piston shock tunnel up to speeds of 7 km.s . Experiments performed in this shock tunnel are
used to demonstrate real gas effects in model flows.

Radiative energy loss limits the maximum stagnation enthalpy available with reflected shock tunnels.
Fortunately, operation in the non-reflected mode circumvents this limitation and, in addition, allows
higher values of the binary scaling parameter; although it also leads to greatly reduced test times.
The use of the prior steady flow technique to enable high enthalpy non-reflected shock tunnel operation
is described, and examples of experiments performed in the facility are used to demonstrate that short
test times do not preclude worthwhile experimentation. A variant of the free piston shock tunnel, which
is intended for propulsion research at high velocities, also is briefly described.

I. IMTRODUCTION - REAL GAS SXMULATZOU RZQUMZIUTS

Real gas effects are a feature of hypersonic flow at high flight speeds. They influence phenomena
such as boundary layer heat transfer, shock layer vortex shedding, shock detachment, centre of pressure
location, control surface effectiveness and combustion heat release in propulsion systems.

For most problem- as-ciated .-_h lifting venicles, the dominant real gas effects are associated
with the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen. this begins when the gas experiences the sudden
temperature rise which occurs when it crosses the bow shock from the vehicle and, because the
dissociation reactions take a finite time to come co completion, it continues for some distance
downstrem. -I.r *he gas in a non-equilibrium state. An indication of the magnitude of this distance
is given in fig.l, where normal shock calculations have been slightly modified to show the streamwise
variation of density in a stream tube which crosses a normal shock, and subsequently remains at constant
pressure as it passes downstream. The distance downstream is expressed in terms of the binary reaction
variable, Z - px/u, where p is the pressure, u is the velocity and x is the distance from the shock.
It can be seen that in terms of this variable, two curves at different altitudes (i.e. different
densities) and the same flight speed are the same for a considerable distance downstream.

The re-aon for this is that this part of the non-equilibrium process is dominated by the forward
chemical reactions which increase the dissociation levels. Al. these are reactions which involve only
two components

(2 )
, and therefore the rate at which they proceed is proportional to the density or, at

the same temperature and dissociation level, to the pressure. Now, as also may be seen from fig.i, when
the gas begins to approach an equilibrium state the curves, which were identical, increasingly di'rge.

This is because the backward, recombination, reactions play an increasingly important role, and since
these involve three components, the direct proportionality between reaction rate and density no luager
applies. The binary scaling variable X then ceases to be effective in correlating fluws at different
densities.

An indication of the limits to the binary scaling regime for flight vehicles may be obtained by
plotting two boundaries on a velocity-altitude diagram, as in fig.2. Here the flow downstream of a
shock inclined at an angle of 400 to the oncoming flow is considered, since this is likely to be more
representative of the flow field about a re-entry glider than a normal shock. Using curves similar to
fig.l, a lower "equilibrium" boundary can be drawn. For altitudes below this boundary, the reactions
require a distance of less than 1 metre after the shock to reach equilibrium and, since this may be
expected to be an order of magnitude less than the typical dimer~sions of a flight vehicle, most of the
flow about the vehicle can be expected to be in equilibrium. An upper, "frozen", boundary also may be
drawn, above which no significant reactions occur for distances less than 1 metre from the shock. Thus,
reaction effects will be weak close to this boundary, and will become weaker still at altitudes above
the boundary. It may be noted that both boundaries tend to curve steeply to lower altitudes as speeds
fall towards 4 km.s. . This is a manifestation of the fact that real gas effects behind a 400 shock
are becoming very weak in approaching this speed, and indicates that wind tunnel facilities must be able
to comfortably exceed this speed if they are to produce significant real gas effects in the general flow
field about a re-entry glider.

Trajectories for the Space Shuttle Orbiter and possible Aero assisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles also
are shown on fig.2. It can be seen that they fall well into the region between the two boundaries,
without approaching closely to the equilibrium boundary. This is fortunate, because it implies that
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recombination effects are unimportant in the flow field about these vehicles and, in order to simulate
real gas effects in a shock tunnel, it generally is necessary only to ensure that the effects of forward
reactions are represented, and these are accommodated by matching the values of the binary scaling
variable. Similar remarks also apply to an acceleration vehicle because, although its trajectory on
fig.2 passes close to the equilibrium boundary, the fact that it may be expected to generate shock
angles substantially less than 400 over most of its flow field implies that it also falls into the
binary scaling regime.

Thus the primary requirements for real gas simulation in a shock tunnel are:

(i) Matching tunnel to flight stagnation enthalpies. This ensures that stream energies are
sufficient to generate real gas effects of appropriate strength.

(ii) Matching values of the binary scaling variable at corresponding points in the flight and wind
tunnel model flu, fields. This can be done by matching tunnel to flight values of the binary
scaling parameter pD, where P_ is the freestream density, and D is a typical configuration
dimension. It is interesting to note that this criterion is the same
as that for matching Reynolds' numbers.

This paper discusses existing' shock tunnels which meet these requirements. They are based on the
use of a free piston driver, with helium driver gas. the discussion is centred first on the reflected
shock tunnel, and then on the non-reflected shock tunnel, showing how the latter extends the
capabilities of the former, though with a much reduced test time. A further development of the free
piston reflected shock tunnel, designed to allow propulsion experimentation, is then briefly outlined.

2. TIH F.EZ PISTON RflXZCTED SHOCK TUNNEL

The free piston driver employs a simple principle
(3 )

. It involves filling a compression tube
with driver gas at a relatively low pressure. This tube is coupled to the shock tube at one end, and to
a reservoir of moderately high pressure air at the other. The air is separated from the driver gas by a
piston, which is prevented from moving until the facility is ready to fire. Wher the piston is released
it is driven along the compression tube, accelerating and acquiring energy from the expanding reservoir
gas. As the piston approaches the downstream end of the compression tube, its energy is transferred to
the driver gas, raising its pressure and temperature to the point at which the shock tube diaphragm
ruptures, and the shock tube flow is initiated. The piston is sufficiently massive that the time scale
of the driver compression process is roughly two orders of magnitude longer than that of the shock tube
flow processes, so that the transient peak driver conditions produced in the compression process can be
taken as quasi steady for the purpose of calculating the shock tube flow. Thus. high temperatures and
pressures can be generated in the driver gas, without introduction of contaminants, and this permits the
high shock speeds which are a feature of the method. For example, a regularly used test condition
involves a driver gas compression ratio which raises the temperature of helium driver gas to 450,K, an
produces tailored interface operation with air test gas at a primary shock Mach number of 22. The basic
layout of a free piston reflected shock tunnel is shown at the top of fig.9, and more details of the
layout of such a facility are presented in refs.3 and 4.

(a) Test Time and Simulation

The question of stagnation enthalpy simulation is interwoven with test time considerations, and it
is convenient to consider the latter first. It is limited by driver gas contamination arising from the
shock boundary layer interaction which occurs as the shock wave reflects from the downstream end of the
shock tube. As shown in fig.31a) the bifurcation of the strong reflected shock as it interacts with the
shock tube dall boundary layer causes "jetting" of the driver gas along the walls when the shock reaches
the contact surface. The driver gas therefore arrives prematurely at the nozzle entrance, and
contaminates the test gas.

Davies and Wilson
(5) 

have developed an approximate theory which allows test times to be estimated
according to this mechanism, this theory has been extended to allow for the effects of high enthalpy
operation with a free piston driver(6), and yields estimates of test times as shown in fig.3(b). The
estimates are made for a 75 mm. diameter constant area shock tube but, for shock tube diameters which
are within a factor of two of this value, the test time can be taken to be roughly proportional to the
diameter. Also, the driver gas pressure and sound speed can be adjusted to take account of the area
change at the diaphragm station which is a part of the free piston driver configuration. For the
figure, the horizontal axis expresses the stagnation enthalpy in terms of an equivalent flight velocity,
and the vertical axis expresses the test time, , in terms of the approximate length of the slug of test
gas which passes through the test section before contamination begins. ft can be seen that with given
driver gas conditions, the test slug length reduces strongly as the nozzle stagnation enthalpy is
increased but, if the driver sound speed is allowed to increase, then the test slug can be maintained
roughly constant.

It is worth noting that, in general, this theory errs somewhat on the conservative side, as demonstrated
in fig.3(c). This displays measurements of the time of arrival of driver gas contamination at the test
section, normalized with respect to the theoretical estimate. Because it generally is difficult to
detect the driver gas by aerodynamic methods, mass spectrometry has been employed at the higher(7)(8
enthalpies , and mass capture probes at the lower ones

(
S
)
. A substantial scatter exists in the

* In operation at the Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
t Under construction at the University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.
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data at the upper end of the e.thalpy range for the hydrogen driver results, as the tests approach the
tailored interface condition. This is thought to arise from an intermittency in the passage of the gas
from the wall jet across the end wall of the shock tube and, if it is ignored, then the general trend is
for the measured test times to exceed predictions.

It can be seen that, with a test gas slug length only of the order of metres, the effect of the
nozzle flow starting process on the test time becomes important. This is illustrated in fig.4. The
figure shows the double snock system which arises from the expansion of the test gas into the shock
tunne' nozzle after reflection of the primary shock wave at the end of the shock tube. If the initial
gas density in the nozzle is sufficiently low, this shock system passes through the nozzle rapidly
enough to ensure that it is always followed by an unsteady expansion. The upstream head of this
expansion (the "{u-a) wave") marks the onset of steady flow. Taking the point C on the figure as
indicating the arrival of driver gas contaminant at the entrance to the nozzle, it will transmit to the
test section along the steady flow particle trajectory from C. It then follows that the difference
between the time taken for the (u-a) wave to traverse the nozzle, and that for a flow particle, will be
the net loss of the test time associated with the nozzle starting process.

lone estimates of this test time loss lead to the rough rule of thumb that, for a contoured nozzle
which begins with an included angle of 300 at the throat, it can be given as

At ( -2.5 4 M-1 + 14r)/42h.

where t is the overall nozle length, M is the test section Mach number, r is the nozzle throat radius,
and hs is the nozzle stagnation enthalpy. This is plotted in fig 3(b) for an M = 6 nozzle 1 metre long,
with a throat radius of 10 mm. It can be seen that it reduces the usefil I-gth of th lest gas s111 by
approximately 0.5 m, and that this is enough to be significant at high enthalpies.

The remaining test slug length provides an indication of the size of models which can be tested in
the shock tunnel. For example, for boundary layer studies without separation the steady flow test slug
length must approach three times the model length. thus, the 4.4 km.s. speed of sound curve in
fig.3)b) allows boundary layer studies (including heat transfer measurements) to be made on models which
are 0.3 m. long at values of 2-Th up to 7 km.s. ', Smaller models can be tested at higher stagnation
entnalples. this example shows how the useful stagnation enthalpy limits of a shock tunnel are
conditioned by the model size.

The value of the binary scaling parameter, p0D, obtained in a shock tunnel depends or the test
section density, as well as the model s-. With a given nozzle reseLvoir pressure (i.e. pressure at
the end of the shock tube after the shock reflection process is completed) the density can be increased
by reducing the test section Mach number. For a given test section size, this is limited by the
allowable nozzle throat size, consistent with avoiding excessive drainage of gas from_ the shock
reflection region. In fact, this requirement is not too demanding and, for the 4.4 km.s. speed of
sound curve in fig.3(b), it is possible to operate a nozzle with throat and test section diameter of 25
me. and 250 mm. respectively to produce test flow Mach numbers ranging from 6.5 to 5.5, depending on the
stagnation enthalpy. With this nozzle, a model 0.3 m. long, and a flight to model scale ratio of 100:1,
it is possible to establish a simulation boundary on a velocity-altitude diagram. This is shown in
fig.5, as the M = 6 boundary. Since the flight value of pD can be simulated for any point above this
boundary, by reducing the nozzle reservoir pressure or the throat size, it follows from the figure that
much of the high enLhalpy portion of the Space Shuttle Orbiter trajectory can be simulated.

3. REAL GAS FLON !MzanmTS IN TUE RuI.CTED SHOCX TUNNEL

A number of basic research studies involving non-equilibrium real gas effects have been performed
in the free piston reflected shock tunnel, T3, in Canberra, and some examples are briefly outlined here.

(a)(i) Non-equilibrium Effects in Shock Detachment

Shock detachment is a feature of blunt body flows. It drastically changes the flow field about a
body, and can influence the stability characteristics of blunt body flight configurations. An
investigation of non-equilibrium real gas effects on shock detachment(9) has been conducted for
two-dimensional wedge configurations, and results are shown in fig.6. First, tests were conducted with
argon at low enthalpies in order to confirm the relation between shock detachment and wedge angle in the
perfect gas case. This relation then was used to predict the perfect gas shock detachment for nitrogen,
and is compared in the figure with measurements taken at hs = 22 MJ.kg. . It can be seen that real gas
effects inhibit the development of shock detachment, yielding much less detachment for a given wedge
angle than the perfect gas case.

() (il) Constant Temperature Curved Shock

Analysis of the non-equilibrium flow downstream of a curved shock in nitrogen
(1 0 ) 

shows that the
dissociation reaction is quenched close to the shock, at a temperature which is independent of the shock
slope. Thus, the constant density ratio shock wave of perfect gas hypersonic flow is replaced by a
constant temperature ratio shock wave. This will, of course, be evident in the shock density ratio and
to confirm this effect, Mach Zehnder interferograms were used to measure the density downstream of the
curved shock formed by a two-dimensional cylinder model. The results are shown in fig.7., and indicate
density ratios consistent with a constant temperature shock.
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It is interesting to note that one of the consequences of this effect is a change in the vorticity
downstream of the shock.

(a)(iii) Flat Plate Heat Transfer

Thin film gauges were used to study the heat transfer on a flat plate
(
11

) 
0.5 m. long. The results,

shown in fig 8(a), reveal the importance of surface catalysis effects. For the test conditions of the
experiments, the oxidized steel surfaces of the shock tunnel models are non-catalytic and the increasing
level of frozen atomic species in the freestream as the stagnation enthalpy is increased causes a
corresponding increasing reduction in heat transfer level. This is evident in the figure. Also,
increasing the tunnel nozzle reservoir pressure at 4- = 5.7 km.s. increases the forward reaction
rates in the boundary layer, and produces the further reduction in heat transfer which is evident in the
figure.

Using these heat transfer values, combined with available catalytic coefficients for Space Shuttle
Orbiter tile materials, it was possible to predict the reduction in heat transfer which is shown to be
consistent with flight measurements in fig.8(b).

(b) Tunnel Limitations

These, and other, experiments have established the efficacy of the free piston reflected shock
tunnel for real gas flow experiments up to, and perhaps somewhat exceeding, stagnation enthal.,"
corresponding to Earth orbital velocity. However, to proceed to higher stagnation enthalpies, it is
necessary to produce substantial levels of ionization in the test gas at the end of the shock tube
after shock reflection and, in experimental studies of this region(12)

'
(13) it was found that

radiative energy losses wert- '. tc allow effective reflected shock operation. Thus, a "radiation
barrier" prevented the attainment of significantly higher stagnation enthalpies.

Also, some desired experiments called for higher nozzle reservoir pressures than were achieved,
either to increase the value of the binary scaling parameter, or to increase the Mach number without
reducing the binary scaling parameter.

In order to meet both these requirements, the facility was developed to operate in the non-reflected
shock tunnel mode.

4. Ta TfZ PISTON ON-DZFLXCTZD SHOCK TUNNEL

Non-reflected shock tunnel operation has been employed by previous experimenters (e.g. ref.14). It
requires that nozzle flow starting times be minimized, and this has been effected by using a
pre-evacuated nozzle, with a light diaphragm near the nozzle entrance. However, this is not possible
with the short test times whico are available in shock tubes at high stagnation enthalpies, as the
diaphragm fragments cannot be removed from the flow sufficiently rapidly. This problem was circumvented
by developing the "Prior Steady Flow" technique for starting the nozzle

( 5 )
.

(a) The Prior Steady Flow Technique

The manner in which the technique operates can be seen by noting that, as shown in fig.4, the
starting process in an expanding nozzle normally involves the formation of a secondary shock wave,
which tends to propagate upstream into the test gas. Although this shock wave is swept downstream by
the motion of the test gas, it can be strong enough to cause a substantial delay in starting the nozzle
flow and, if the shock tube test time is short, it may eliminate the steady flow period in the nozzle
altogether.

The prior steady flow technique weakness the starting shock by establishing a steady flow of test
gas through the nozzle prior to arrival of the primary shock wave at the nozzle entrance. For high shock
speeds, the velocity of the prior steady flow is insignificant. However, the associated density
distribution in the nozzle is such that the starting shock system is swept through the nozzle without
significant decay in velocity, and delays in nozzle starting associated with the starting shock system
are eliminated. Steady flow in the test section therer--- 4s established upon passage of the (u-a) wave
In fig.4.

Modification of a free piston reflected shock tunnel for non-reflected operation is shown in fig.9.
It is effected by removing the nozzle and test section, and replacing them with a new test section, and
an extension to the shock tube. The extension is surrounded by a nozzle feed tank, and the test section
is vented to the damp tank via the valve assembly. The valve is spring loaded to open. The valve
actuating sleeve is rigidly connected to the shock tube and, prior to a test, the dump tank and test
section assembly is moved towards the shock tube, allowing the valve actuating sleeve to force the valve
to open. The flow of test gas is initiated, passing from the shock tube and feed tank to the
pre-evacuated dump tank. The feed tank is large enough to act as a steady state reservoir for this
prior steady flow, ensuring that the shock tube pressure does not change significantly as the pistoc
traverses the length of the compression tube. When the piston reaches the end of the compression tub,
the shock tube main diaphragm is ruptured and the shock tube flow is initiated.

. • m • m munu nlln nnnnlnmee~lII~l | o unlim | n N OON"
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With the non-reflected modification installed, the overall length of the 75 mm. diameter shock tube,
in the T3 facility, is 8.4 m. The entrance to the nozzle is 38 mm. diameter, and the nozzle is
contoured to produce parallel flow at the test section. It is a supersonic to hypersonic nozzle,
designed for an area ratio of 16.

(b) Test Time and Simulation

Tne non-reflected shock tunnel avoids the "radiation barrier", because at least half of the
stagnation enthalpy takes the form of the flow kinetic energy, and therefore is not subject to radiation
loss. However, it achieves this objective at the price of greatly reduced test times. These are
displayed in fig.10 in the form of test slug lengths, as in fig.3. They are determined by recording the
termination of radiation from the stagnation point of a blunt body in the test section, with the time
taken for the nozzle starting process obtained from time resolved Mach Zehnder interferograms. It can
be seen that effective test slug lengths are an order of magnitude less than those obtained with the
reflected shock tunnel.

The simulation capability of the non-reflected shock tunnel is shown in fig.ll. As for fig. 5 it is
possible to match stagnation enthalpy and the binary scaling parameter for altitudes above the shaded
boundary. Because of the higher effective nozzle reservoir pressures associated with non-reflected
operation, the simulation boundary lies at a lower altitude than that for the reflected shock tunnel at
comparable stagnation enthalpies.

It is worth noting that the high enthalpy capability of the non-reflected shock tunnel affords the
interesting possibility of simulating flows associated with entry to the outer planets. The atmospheres
of these planets are hydrogen-helium mixtures but, except at very high flow energies, the helium acts
only as an inert diluent. in this role, it can be replaced by neon and, with hydrogen-neon test gas
mixtures, it is possible to produce effects associated with ionization of hydrogen in the flow. For
example, at a stagnation enthalpy of 140 MJ.kg. ', using a 60% H2 - 40% Ne mixture, it is possible to
simulate flow over a blunt cone under conditions corresponding to peak heating in entry to the
atmosphere of Saturn.

5. WflRI.TS Iy TU ' omN-BlCl'- D swOc TUNNL

In order to demonstrate the utility of the non-reflected shock tunnel, two experiments are reported
briefly. The first demonstrates the high enthalpy capability of the facility, and the second the high
nozzle reservoir pressure capability.

(a)(i) Ionizing Wedge Flows of Hydrogen-Neon Mixtures

Wedge flows of 60% hydrogen 40% neon gas mixtures were studied using Mach Zehnder
Interferometry

(1 6)
. Fig.12 shows a forward fringe shift (towards the leading edge), due to neutral

particle density increase across the shock wave, at a wedge incidence of 300. At 350, the forward
fringe shift is followed by a reverse shift, due to electron production. Close to the surface, a
further forward fringe shift marks the presence of the boundary layer. These experiments demonstrated
that steady flow over simple models could be established in the short test times available. The results
were used to resolve uncertainties in hydrogen lonizaton rates which existed in the literature at the
time of the experiments.

(a) (ii) Non-equilibrium Afterbody Flows

Mach Zehnder interferograms were taken of the two-dimensional flow of nitrogen over a flat plate with
a cylindrically blunt nose 

17 )
. A typical result is shown in fig.lZ, and is compared with results of

numerical computations. The high effective nozzle stagnation pressures allowed a hypersonic flow to be
produced at a pitot pressure level of 13 atm., thus raising the test section density high enough to
allow strong real gas effects to occur at the relatively small blunt nose. The Mach Zehnder
interferograms allowed the downstream effects of the flow at the nose to be observed. An experimental
interferogram is compared with results of numerical computations in fig.13, and the two are seen to be
consistent with each other, except near the surface, where the experiments indicate much lower densities
than the computations. The reason for this discrepancy had not been resolved at the time of writing.

6. A P SXOIU SNOm TUMNL

The search for a means of deliverying payloads to Earth orbit which is cheaper than those used at
present has directed attention to techniques of airbreathing propulsion at speeds approaching orbital
velocity. In order to produce the combustion heat release which is essential to airbreathing propulsion,
it is necessary to limit precombustion air temperatures to values around 15OOK, even with hydrogen fuel.
At the high stagnation enthalpies associated with high velocity flight, this implies that combustion will

take place under hypersonic conditions. For vigorous hydrogen combustion to take place within a length
scale of, say, 100 me., experiments similar to those reported in ref.17 have shown that pressures of the
order of 0.5 atm. are required and, at a Mach number of 7, this requires nozzle reservoir pressures
approaching 2000 atm. Since test times in the non-rlected shock tunnel are considered to be too short
for most propulsion experiments, it was necessary to develop the reflected shock tunnel for this
purpose.
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Now, one of the disappointing features of the free piston shock tunnel T3 has been the pressure
losses experienced in passing from the compressed driver gas at diaphragm rupture to the nozzle

reservoir region at the downstream end of the shock tube19), after shock reflection. Whilst the reason

for this is not understood at present, model studies have established that the effect can be overcome by
ensuring that the face 'f the piston is well removed from the entrance to the shock tube at diaphragm

rupture. To accommodate this, whi -t producing the high compressed driver gas temperatures necessary

for high enthalpy operation, it -s necesu -y to use a long compression tube,

The construction of a shock tunnel embodying these principles is nearing completion at the Universlti

of Queensland. It employs a comprkssion tub- 25 m. long and 228 mn. in diameter, driving a shock tube

10 m. loig and 75 mm. in diameter. It is designed to produce nozzle reservoir pressures of 2000 atm.
and, although it obviously has potential for other applications, it is intended to use it, in the first
instance, for studies of hypersonic combustion.

7. COWCIuszQM

A discussion of the requirements for simulation of real gas effects in hypersonics leads to the
conclusion that, for flows typical of re-entry gliders and acceleration vehicles, only the behaviour of

the forward non-equilibrium reactions in air needs to be simulated, this implies that stagnation

enthalpy and the binary scaling parameter, pD, represent the two primary requirements for simulation.

The coupling of a free piston driver to a reflected shock tunnel has produced a facility which will
satisfy both these requirements, for flight vehicles similar to the Space Shuttle Orbiter, at flight

speeds up to approximately 7 km.s. . The simulation capability is limited by the test time, which in
fundamentally determined by the shock boundary layer interaction occurring at shock reflection in the

shock tube. Within this limitation, test times are sufficient to allow realistic experimentation on

hypersonic real gas effects, and this is confirmed by the results of some typical experiments.

It is worth noting that, although stagnation enthalpy and p.D can be matched in the tunnel, the
overall simulation will be imperfect, in that freestream composition and Mach number are not matche.

However, experience has shown that these imperfections are not a major impediment in many reacting flow

situations, largely because conditions downstream of a strong shock tend to be independent of those
upstream. If situations occur where they are particularly significant, their effects could be

accommodated in numerical real gas simulation models, implying that shock tunnels then could be used to

provide the experimental data base for validation of these models.

Because a "radiation barrier" effect limits the maximum stagnation enthalpy available in a reflected

shock tunnel, and high nozzle stagnation pressures are sometimes desired for real gas studies, the
non-reflected shock tunnel is attractive, notwithstanding its short test times. The prior steady flow

technique for nozzle starting makes high enthalpy non-reflected shock tunnel testing a practical

proposition. It produces a facility which will allow testing with stagnation enthalpies well in excess

of reflected shock tunnel limits, including values which allow simulation of the effects of hydroger

ionization on the gas dynamics of entry into the atmospheres of some of the outer plants. At lower

stagnation enthalpies, values of p1D appropriate to an acceleration vehicle are possible.

When the established capabilities of the free piston reflected shock tunnel, and the free piston

non-reflected shock tunnel, are combined with the designed capabilities of a new high enthalpy

propulsion shock tunnel which currently is under construction, it becomes clear that shock tunnel
facilities have deveoped to a point which will allow experimental study of real gas effects ir

hypersonic flow over the range of flight speeds which are likely to be of foreseeable interest to beyond

the turn of the century.
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TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT IN HYPERSONIC FLOW

F. K. Owen
Complere Inc.
P.O. Box 1697

Palo Alto, CA 94302

and

W. Calarese
AFWAL/FIMG

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

SUMMARY

An assessment has been made of the potential for hot wire and laser anemometer measurements
of turbulent fluctuations in hypersonic flow fields. The results of experiments conducted in the
AFWAL M=6 High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel are reported and comparisons made with previous
hot wire turbulence measurements.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The following symbols are not defined in the text.
m mass flux Subscripts Superscripts
M Mach number
p pressure e edge + wall variable
T temperature f fluid fluctuation
uit friction velocity m mass flux - time average

U, V mean flow velocity p particle ~, rms quantities
Aem mass flux sensitivity I total

Ae t total temperature sensitivity w wire

Au velocity change
y specific heat
p.t viscosity
p density

1. INTRODUCTION

In the post-Apollo era, a time of reduced space effort in the United States and Europe. the subject
of hypersonic aerodynamics has been neglected and many hypersonic simulation facilities have either
been scrapped or decommissioned. However, with the resurgence of planned hypersonic research
associated with the National Aerospace Plane, for example, facilities and experimental methods for
hypersonics are once again in strong demand.

During this period of hypersonic neglect, great strides have been made in our capabilities to
compute complex fluid flows. But, reliable flight vehicle designs and modifications still cannot be
made without recourse to extensive wind tunnel testing. At present, progress in cnmputational fluid
dynamics of hypersonic flows is restricted by the need for reliable experimental data and an
improved understanding of both the physics and structure of turbulence in high speed flows which

can be used for the development of empirical turbulence models and to validate Navier-Stokes codes.
Although some hot wire data have been obtained in previous years, they are of questionable
reliability due to the assumptions which must be made to determine velocity fluctuation levels from
the measured hot wire variables, Currently, there are few compressible flow measurements which
could be used for modelling purposes, and, since additional shear stress terms may ye significant at
high Mach numbers, models based on incompressible measurements may not be realistic.
Experiments designed to aid turbulence modeling of hypersonic 'flows and verify computer codes will
require extensive flow field turbulence measurements.

Experimental methods in lower speed regimes have also made significant advances due primarily
to the availability of high power lasers. Their introduction has enabled the field of laser velocimetry
to expand from low speed, small scale, closely controlled laboratory applications to the measurement
of compressible flows in large scale wind tunnels. (Ref. 1). The advent of the laser velocimeter allows
us to measure velocity fluctuations directly in a linear, non-intrusive manner. Of particular value is
the capability it offers to measure some of the compressible turbulent shear stresses, since this is an
impractical task with hot wires.
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The challenge now is to apply these new computational and experimental capabilities to the
solution of current and future hypersonic flow problems in a cost effective and timely manner. But,
before complex and expensive test plans are made, an assessment of the potential for laser
velocimetry in hypersonic flows must be made. To achieve this, fundamental questions of seeding and
optical sensitivity must be answered by experimentation. The purpose of this work was to make such
a determination for flowfield measurements in the AFWAL M=6 High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel.

2. BACKGROUND

Current turbulence meast.,'ement requirements for hypersonic flow fall into three primary areas,
namely: measurements to define wind tunnel flow quality in facilities to be used in future transition
experiments, measurements of basic bench-mark flows to support turbulence modeling efforts and
measurements to determine the mechanisms and effects of large scale turbulent interactions in flows
of immediate practical interest.

At present, the principal research tools for turbulence measurement in low speed flows are hot
wire and laser anemometers. In hypersonic flows, hot wires can be used reliably to measure
treestream mass flux and total temperature fluctuations but cannot be used in flows which involve
high levels of turbulence, separation or time-dependent flow reversal which are often associated with
shock/boundary layer interactions (Ref. 2). On the other hand, due to resolution limitations, the laser
anemometer is not suitable for low turbulence. freestream measurements. But, with its linear and
directional sensitivity it probably represents the instrument of last resort for the non-intrusive
measurement of large scale, unsteady turbulent flows. Thus, it is important that the practical
problems associated with both hot wire and laser anemometry are addressed and that redundant hot
wire Lnd laser velocimeter experiments and comparisons be carried out to determine their reliable
ranges of application. Measurements to support turbulence modeling could then be chosen so that the
attributes of both techniques could be applied with care.

A hot-wire anemometer senses any changes in the variables which affect the rate of heat-
transfer between the wire and the fluid. Variations in heat transfer cocfficient can change both vire
temperature and resistance. If the wire is made part of a suitable electrical circuit, these change can
be used to generate a signal which is related to the instantaneous heat transfer. Thus, as Morkovn
(Ref. 3) points out, for the correct interpretation of the electrical signal we need to know: 1) the
identity of possible fluid flow variations (eg. turbulence or sound), 2) the laws of heat transfer
between the wire and fluid, 3) the variation of wire resistance with temperature and the effects of
conduction to the supports, and 4) the response of the associated electrical system which produces the
measured current or voltage variations.

Unfortunately, our knowledge in each of these categories is far from complete and could well be
responsible for the current lack of reliable data. A recent review (Ref. 4) of supersonic and hypersonic
hot-wire data taken in zero pressure gradient, adiabatic or isothermal wall boundary layers illustrates
the problem. Fig. 1, taken from Ref. 4, shows data from several sources for the fluctuating axial
velocity component. The scatter is so large that it is impossible to construe that any form of similarity
with Reynolds or Mach number exists. The picture is even more confusing when the distributions of
the other two normal stresses are reviewed (Ref. 4). The measured shear stress distributions (Fig. 2
once again show that no pattern of similarity can be observed. Indeed, only Klebanoff's
incompressible measurements (shown for comparison) approach the anticipated limiting value of
unity in the wall region. These results give some indication of the deficiencies in the lsedstrement
techntques and data reduction assumptions.

The problem is further compounded by the fact that a significant portion of the available studies
were conducted in wind tunnel nozzle wall boundary layers in which unknown upstream influences
could have affected the turbulent structure. Also, many measurements have been made with thin
film gages which have doubtful validity for quantitative turbulence measurements, since substrate
thermal feedback causes probe sensitivities to vary with frequency. It is particularly serious and
complex for multiple films mounted on the same substrate which are the type of probes used for
shear stress measurement. Even with crossed-wire probes, data interpretation is involved and can be
unreliable. For instance, the time-averaged expression for one component of the compressible
turbulent shear stress is (pv)'u' whereas the hot-wire, after questionable assumptions (Ref. 5),
measures (pu)'v' which differs by a first-order term. Thus, it is clear that systematic investigations of
fluctuating velocities are still needed, even in zero-pressure gradient compressible boundary layers to
establish a reliable data base for turbulence modeling. Clearly, hot wire turbulence measurements in
compressible shear flows still present a formidable scientific challenge. Most flows of practical
interest can be extremely sensitive to probe interference. Local turbulence levels also normally
exceed those for which reliable hot wire measurements can be expected. Directional intermittency can
give rise to substantial hot wire errors (Ref. 6).

There are other factors which affect the reliability of hot wire measurements in flows where
more than one mode fluctuation is significant. In these flows, a fundamental hot-wire anemometer
requirement for meaningful quantitative measurements is one of high-frequency response over a
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wide range of wire overheat ratios. This requirement is needed to separate mass flux and total
temperature fluctuations in compressible, non-isothermal flows. But it brings out a basic flaw in the
most widely used tool for current turbulence research, namely, the constant temperature anemometer
(CTA). This weakness is illustrated by the following equation for the CTA frequency response

MCTA = Mw(l + 2rRwG) I

where MCTA and i w are the time constants of the anemometer system and the wire alone.

respectively, r is the wire overheat, R is the wire resistance and G is the anemometer
transconductance. It can be seen that the CTA frequency response is directly proportional to the wire
overheat ratio and at low overheat ratios (r--0) the anemometer system time constant approaches the
wire time constant. Since M. can range from I to 5 ms (frequency response from 32 to 160 Hz), low-
overheat, constant temperature anemometer measurements are clearly open to question.

Unfortunately, low overheat measurements are required to determine the total temperature
fluctuations and the mass flux total temperature cross cnrrc!aiDr.3. But, with the use of compensating
amplifiers, adequate constant current anemometer response can be maintained even at the lowest
overheat ratios. Comparisons of the two basic hot wire systems have been made in Ref. 7. These
measurements clearly show that there will be a need for alternate constant current anemometer
measurements in many hypersonic flow situations.

Other sources of hot wire turbulence measurement uncertainty are the assumptions involved in
reducing the hot wire measurements of mass flux and total temperature fluctuations to termis which
appear directly in the momentum and energy equations. For example, to obtain the axial velocity
fluctuation levels, we assume that the flow field is isentropic. This permits us to write the energy
equation in its differential form as

1 3 Tt z.a p ap
= 

(Y 
- t) M u L ..p 2

where x _ I/( I.zIM2)
2

Then we consider the equation for the mass flow per unit area and time in its differential form

am au ap
m U P3

Substituting for ap/p in equation 2 gives

I aTt 2 au + ap am au
= Cv lM-i -1)- M

Xp m u

or, collecting terms, we obtain

au 1 3 Tt 1 a1a
u [1 * (v- I)Ma

] 'Tt (ll (v- I)M
2

] p mJ

which, defining 3 = cs(y - I)M
2

, can be written as

.u cc + --' Tt -,oc + 0 t-P

In past shear layer studies, the effect of pressure fluctuations has been negelected so that, with
p/p << 1.0, equation 6 may be written as

u cc+)0Tt oc + pu)((l

Squaring both sides of this equation leads to an expression for the streamwise turbulence
intensity in the form

u" 1 "TO + 2o (pu)T _ ( + _ (_ .
F (+ 0 / 7( (F l f.), o* T i)2

Clearly the measurement accuracy is governed by a pressure fluctuation assumption which is
probably not valid in hypersonic flows, and questionable, low-overheat determinations of the first two
terms in equation 8. The procedures used to evaluate other terms which appear in the momentum
and energy equations are reviewed in Ref. 5. These analyses show that previous hypersonic hot wire
measurements could be subject to substantial errors.

However, recent developments in laser velocimetry facilitate the non-intrusive, linear
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measurement of complex high speed turbulent flows and the direct measurement of some shear stress
terms. But, before laser velocimetry can be extended to hypersonic flow, some basic questions must
be addressed. The primary question is that of particle size requirement for reliable response
combined with adequate Mie scattering.

The motion of a spherical particle in a fluid flow has been reviewed and summarized by Hinze
(Ref. 8). The results show that, given the particle diameter, specific gravity and the local flow
conditions, the particle response to sinusoidal velocity fluctuations of the surrounding fluid can be
estimated from

(d 2pp/l8l.f)(dVp/dt) = (Vf-Vp) = 0 9

The analysis, which assumes Stoke's drag with the Cunningham correction, gives the particle
response to turbulent fluctuations in the moving frame of reference of the particle. Equation 9 may be
transformed to

Vp(S)/Vf(S) = I/(TpS + 1) 10

where S is the Laplace operator and Tp is the time constant defined as

Tp = d2 pp/l8.tf I I

By substituting io for S in equation 10, the particle response in the frequency domain may he
written as

VP/Vf = lI/(Tp
2W2 + 1)0 .5  

12

where co is the frequency of the fluid flow fluctuations in radians/sec. However, in the low density
and static temperature environments associated with hypersonics, corrections are required to the
Stoke's drag coefficient which extend its range of application to flows where the Knudsen number is
significant. The form used in Ref. 9 results in a modified time constant which miw be wri!-en as

Tp = (Pr dp
2
/lStv.itl + k L/dp) 13

where k is the Cunningham constant and L is the mean free path. Clearly, the effect of increasing
Knudsen number is to degrade particle response. However, when the Knudsen number is large,
equation 13 shows that relative seed particle response is proportional to the product of the diameter
and specific gravity rather than the square of the diameter. In hypersonic flow. low static density and
gas viscosity associated with low static temperature result in relatively large Knudsen numbers.
Therefore, the use of large diameter, low specific gravity particles becomes a possibility.

As an example, figure 3 shows some calculated particle response curves for the two operational
extremes of the AFWAL 20 inch Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. The curves are for M=12 assuming particle
densities of I gm/cc. Also shown is the response of a 0.1 gm/cc. 5 micron particle of the type used
previously in combustion studies (Ref. 10). It can be seen that, when the mean free path is large,
Knudsen number effects dominate the seed particle response to such an extent that the lighter 5
micron particle response can exceed that of a 1 micron water droplet. Indeed, when the Knudsen
number is large, the light-r seed material can have essentially the same response as that of a 0.5
micron droplet. Since the intensity of the scattered light, and hence signal to noise ratio, is
proportional to the square of the particle diameter and, since the number of photons emitted is
proportional to the time of flight through the focal volume, the advantages of using large, low density
particles in some hypersonic flows is clearly evident.

These initial calculations indicate that final seed particle choice will be governed by the ratio of
particle size to mean free path and may well be different in other test facilities. Figure 4 shows the
significance of this effect. Clearly, the flow conditions in the 20 inch facility and other hypersonic test
facilities will be in the Knudsen number range where careful choice of seed material must be
exercised. Mie scattering calculations (Fig. 5) which show the affects of particle size and scattering
angle on light collection indicate that the use of larger particles may be mandatory in most back-
scatter applications where the scattered light intensity can be reduced by several orders of magnitude.

Although. at first glance, particle response appears to be generally poor in hypersonic flows, we
must remember that the seed material is convected in the Lagrangian frame so that frequency
response requirements are relaxed by a factor porportional to the difference between the turbulence
convection and the local mean velocities. To compare with hot wire turbulence spectra observations.
we must convert the frequencies to their equivalent counterparts in a fixed (Eulerian) frame of
reference. To do this, we assume that the turbulent fluctuations relative to the moving particle
approximate those observed in a frame of reference moving with the local mean velocity. Thus the



turbulent frequencies in the two cases are related by a velocity ratio Uc/U-Uc where U, is the
turbulence convection velocity. Previous hot wire work in the Ames 3.5 ft- Hypersonic Wind funnel
(refs. 7 and 11) has shown that the broad-band disturbance convection velocity is close to 0.8 of the
freestream value over most of the boundary layer. Thus, the particle response estimates could well be
increased by a factor of five. However, close to the wall, where the turbulence levels are highest,
filtered space-time cross-correlation measurements (Ref. 7) show that the high frequency, small scale
turbulence is convected at velocities within 5 per cent of the local mean. This indicates that the
particle response calculations could underestimate the actual response by a factor of twenty. Thus.
practical particle response may well be adequate for some, if not all, hypersonic flows.

Particle trajectory calculations also suggest that adequate particle response and recovery across
shock waves may be possible in some flow situations. Fig. 6 shows the effect of a normal shock on
particle response in the AFWAL 20 inch and M=6 facilities. In these calculations, the particles are
assumed to be moving with the gas flow ahead of the shock in a nominal, 0.1 ft. thick boundary layer.
It can be seen that 3db (Aup/Auf = .707) response could be achieved in distances comparable to or
smaller than those of the model boundary layer thickness in many flow situations. This arise3 since
the density and temperature increases which occur across shock waves dramatically improve particle
trackability (see Fig. 7). Clearly. extensive particle research will be required to optimize the seed
materials for hypersonic flows.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The hot wire anemometer and laser velocimeter measurements were made in the AFWAL M=6
High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel, which is an open jet, blow down facility. It was designed to
produce a maximum free stream unit Reynolds number of 3xl0 7 per foot and operates over a
stagnation pressure range from 700 to 2100 psia at a fixed stagnation temperature of 1100 R. The
rupply air is heated in a pebble bed storage heater which allows run times of up to 100 seconds at the
maximum mass flow rate of 90 pounds per second. The measurements were obtained in the tunnel
empty free stream and on two model configurations namely, on a zero pressure gradient smooth flat
plate and in a pressure gradient flow imposed by the introduction of a 30 deg. ramp.

The freestrram hnt wire measurements were made with two separate anemometer systems. The
mass flux fluctuations were determined from high overheat measurements using a constant
temperature anemometer and the total temperature fluctuations were measured at low overheat
ratios using a constant current system. The hot wise Probe-, which had length to diameter ratios of
200 were fabricated from 0.0005 inch dia. Platinum-Rhodium wires. Probe fabrication and calibration
details are given in Ref. 5.

Two different laser velocimeter configurations were used during the test program. For the initial
measurements, a single component forward scatter fringe mode system was fabricated and used to
measure the zero pressure gradient velocity profiles. To avoid unknown contamination from
upstream flow history, these measurements were made in a fully developed, zero pressure gradient,
smooth wall boundary layer. The second system, which was used for the ramp flow measurements,
utilized the 4880 and 5145 Angstrom lines of an argon-ion laser and is shown schematically in Fig. 8.
One spectral line was used to measure the streamwise velocity component, the other to measure the
vertical velocity component. Bragg-cell frequency shifting, a necessity for probing highly turbulent

and separated flow regions, was incorporated in both spectral lines. The frequency offsets also
facilitated the direct measurement of the vertical velocity component (i.e. ±45deg. beam orientations
to resolve the vertical velocity were unnecessary). The laser and most of the optical components were
fixed on a table where color separation. Bragg-cell frequency shifting and the establishment of the
four-beam matrix were accomplished. Only the transmitting optics, collecting lens and photo detectors
moved. The traverse system on the opposite side of the test section from the laser held the collecting
lens and photo detectors for forward scatter light collection. The traversing system on the laser side
of the test section supported the transmitting mirrors and lens.

Seed particle selection was made from theoretical particle response estimates shown in Fig. 9.
Bearing in mind the tunnel total temperature requirement, a high flash point fluid (Dow Coming 7(4)
was chosen as the seed material. The fluid was injected through a small atomizer ahead of the throat.
The subsequent nozzle flow accelerations and shear were then sufficient to break up the seed material
into a fine mist of nominally 0.5 pm particles. With seed mass flow and injector pressures optimized.

data rates of up to 600/sec on both channels were obtained. Signal processing in both cases was
accomplished with single particle burst counters. However, since no coincidence requirement was put
on the two component arrival times, shear stress calculations could not be made. But, since these
measurements were made, we have significantly improved our data acquisition and reduction
capabilities. These are described in the Appendix.
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4. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Hot Wire Freestream Measurements

One of the largest sources of uncertainty in proposed testing of hypersonic flight vehicles will be
consistent documentation of the extent of transitional flow on wind tunnel test models. However, past
research has stressed the dominant role that freestream fluctuations have on model boundary layer
stability at supersonic speeds. Not only do the external fluctuation amplitudes influence transition,
their spectra are also significant. Unfortunately, freestream turbulence intensity and scale vary with
facility so that a reliable model transition data base may be difficult to establish. This problem could
be alleviated if assessments were made of flow quality in facilities which are likely to be used in
future hypersonic flight vehicle development. These documentations would allow judgements to he
made as to the meaningful operational range of adequate flow quality in each facility relative to the
proposed test program.

With these thoughts in mind, freestream hot wire measurements were made in the M-6 facility
and have been compared with data obtained previously in the NASA Ames 3.5ft. Hypersonic Wind
Tunnel and the Langley VDT. The present hot wire data, plotted in mode diagram form, are shown in
Fig. 10. Since these mode diagrams are linear, the two hot wire sensing variables namely the mass
flux and total temperature fluctuation levels can be determined from the slope and intercept
respectively (Ref. 12). The total temperature measurements obtained from the intercept
determinations have been confirmed by independent constant current anemometer measurements.
Disturbance levels obtained over the entire operating range are shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that
the mass flow fluctuations increase with tunnel total pressure and range from 0.6 to 1.6 per cent. On
the other hand, the total temperature fluctuations range between 0.5 and 1.0 per cent. Iwo sets of
d:,a obtained in the Ames 3.5 ft. facility are shown for comparison. The first set was taken in the
original test configuration, the latter after the tunnel was converted to a free jet test section. The
lower levels in the AFWAL M=6 facility could be due in part to the favorable influence of flow
treatment screens installed in the stagnation chamber.

But, if we assume thz.z the disturbances sensed by the hot wire are p'-.',ninantly sound waves
radiated from the turbulent nozzle wall boundary layers, the pressure fluctuation levels can be
estimated from hot wire data. Hot wire theory shows this assumption to be consistent with linear
mode diagrams which are shown in Fig. 10. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 12 and
comparison made with the Ames HWT and Langley VDT facilities. These results clearly show the
improved flow quality in the M=6 facility. But, sound is not the only disturbance mode. temperature
spottiness probably due to non-uniform heating of the supply gas is not negligible (Fig. II). Thus, the
pressure level estimates from the hot wire data should be viewed as upper bounds, the actual levels
should be somewhat lower. Direct pressure measurements should confirm this.

Turbulent integral length scales have also been determined from the hot wire time histories. The
characteristics of two hot wire signals are shown in Fig. 13, One for a pressure of 930 psia. the other
for a pressure of 1860 psia. These traces clearly show the increased high frequency (smaller length
scale) contribution at the high tunnel total pressure. Low frequency (large-scale) contributions are
also apparent in both hot wire traces. In general, most of the energy is concentrated at low
frequencies. Auto-correlation measurements show the turbulent integral length scales to be of the
order of the jet exit diameter.

4.2 Laser Velocimeter Measurements

Important methods used to predict compressible turbulent boundary layer flow fields are
compressible-incompressible transformation techniques. Their appeal is the desire to employ their
simplicity and accuracy for simple flat plate flows. In Ref. II, three such transformation techniques
were used and it was concluded that the Van Driest method was superior when the data were plotted
in law-of-the-wall and velocity defect coordinates. Accordingly, such transformations should provide
a check on the accuracy of the mean velocity profiles measured with the laser velocimeter.

Mean and fluctuating axial velocity profiles were measured at several stations in the zero
pressure gradient flow. Measurements obtained for a momentum thickness Reynolds number of 808)0
are shown in Fig. 14, which shows the results of the law-of-tVe-wall transformation when the data are
compared with the incompressible correlation of Coles (Ref. 13). This transformation, made using a
wall friction velocity based on the calculated local skin friction, confirms the validity of the mean
velocity measurements. In the law-of-the-wall, the data have the correct incompressible slope and
show a wake-like region near the outer edge of the boundary layer similar to the incompressible
observations. The same data have also been transformed to velocity-defect variables in Fig. 15. The
agreement in the outer portion of the boundary-layer is consistent with the wake-like behavior
displayed in law-of-the-wall variables. Once again, there is good agreement with the incompressible
correlation.

A more stringent test of particle response was also made by perturbing the flow with the
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introduction of a 30 deg. ramp. A direct comparison of ramp induced effects on the mean and
turbulent flow fields can be seen in Fig. 16 where measurements obtained at the same streamwise
station are presented. These measurements obtained at a station 0.3 boundary layer thicknesses
ahead of the ramp clearly show retardation of the flow due to the imposed adverse pressure gradient
and a significant increase in turbulence level over a wide region. The vertical velocity profile
measured at the same location ahead of the interaction is shown in Fig. 17. Local flow angularity
profiles across the boundary layer have been calculated from the two component laser measurements.
These results (Fig. 18), show that particle response ts sufficient to produce local flow angles close to
the wedge deflection angle in the shear layer just upstream of the interaction.

The results of the most stringent test of the laser velocimeter measurements are shown in Fig. 19
where the zero pressure gradient turbulence measurements are compared with Klebanoffs
incompressible results. There is good agreement between the hypersonic laser velocimeter and
incompressible hot wire data when normalized by the wall friction velocity. This is in contrast to
previous hot wire compressible flow results, reviewed in Ref. 7, which show a monotonic decrease
with increasing Mach number. However, all these past results have been evaluated assuming zero
pressure fluctuations which we would expect to become more important with increasing Mach
number. It can be seen from equation 8 that this assumption could have a significant influence on the
calculated hot wire velocity fluctuations at high Mach numbers.

A comparison of the zero pressure gradient and ramp induced turbulence level profiles shows
that the streamwise turbulent kinetic energy for the ramp flow is more than three times that for the
flat-plate boundary layer. Turbulent mixing length scales, calculated using local rms levels and mean
flow gradients, are an order of magnitude larger, an indication of the large scale, unsteady character of
the flow field ahead of the interaction. Turbulence levels based on local mean flow values exceed 30
per cent in the wall region so that significant hot-wire measurement errors and flow interference
would arise. At this high intensity, large-scale turbulence results in directional intermittency of up to
15 per cent ahead of the time-averaged recirculation zone. Clearly, hot-wire measurement errors
associated with directional intermittency would be considerable (see Ref. 6).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Diagnostic tools are available to attempt the measurement of turbulent hypersonic flows, an area
where comprehensive studies are lacking. However, measurement techniques must be used with
understanding and care in appropriate test situations. Comparisons of the present laser velocimeter
turbulence measurements with previous hot wire results indicates that past data reduction
assumptions can result in significant measurement errors in hypersonic flows. Extensive work is
needed to establish a reliable data base for turbulence modeling and to define the reliable ranges of
hot wire and laser anemometer application.

The laser velocimeter mean flow and turbulence measurements were in good agreement with
incompressible results and the ramp induced flow angularity measurements were consistent with the
model configuration. Although these results indicate that adequate particle tracking is possible in the
M=6 facility, considerable work is still required to optimize seed particle requirements and to define
the flow regions in which reliable particle tracking can be expected in other hypersonic test facilities.
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APPENDIX

Experience has shown that reliable traverse capability and real time data acquisition and
reduction are a requirement for efficient operation in short duration hypersonic blow down facilities.
To this end, a computer controlled encoder position indicator system and a data acquisition system
and software capable of on-line data reduction and display have been built and tested. Traversing in
three dimensions can now be accomplished by microprocessor controlled, stepper motor driven lead
screws (Fig. 20). Op4_a' en.oders frcl ,,.iin infAf,,iation to a de.. top computer so tiiat
immediate corrections for backlash or slippage on any axis can be made. In addition to computer

software, the data reuuction system consists primarily of two elements: an event synchronizer and a
desk top computer as shown in Fig. 21. Each individual realization and essentially simultaneous
arrival time is recorded. The coincidence requirement ensures that the "'elocities arc obtained from
the same particle. This is a necessary condition for shear stress measurement. Each data point taken
by the processor contains the information required to calculate the instantaneous velocities u, v, w.
From these determinations, the average velocities U, V, W, turbulence levels u', V, w' and the cross
correlations iV, 7w7, 7w are all calculated. Plots of these parameters are displayed on-line as
profiles are measured and hard copy is available as required. All the raw and reduced data are stored
on flexible disks for permanent storage and retrieval. Real time histograms and probability densities
of all three velocity components are displayed during data acquisition.
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EXPERIMENTAL ohVESTIGATIONS ON BLUNT BODIES AND CORNER CONFIGURATIONS IN HYPERSONIC FLOW+

by
Prof. Dr. -Ing. Dietrich Hurmmel
Institut fUr Strdmngsmechanik

Technioche Universitbt Braunschweig
Bienroder Weg 3

D-3300 Braunschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

Within the framework of some theses hypersonic flows have been investigated theoret-
ically as well as by experiments in the hypersonic facility "Gun Tunnel" of the institute.
Some of these a ctivities during the last years are sunmmarized.

The first problem to be treated here is that of a blunt body of revolution with sub-
sonic blowing in the stagnation point region against the hypersonic main flow. Surface
pressure and heat transfer measurements have been carried out for two bodies at different
free-stream Machnumbers and for various blowing rates. Remarkable agreement has been oh-
t.inmd in comparison with a combination of Newtonian and potential theory.

The second problem discussed in detail is that of the hypersonic flow in corners
formed by intersecting swept wedges. The corner angle and the leading-edge sweep angle
have been varied systematically. The flow field has been analysed by means of pitot
pressure measurements in a characteristic cross-section and the flow structure sear the
wall has been determined from oilflow pictures as well as from wall pressure and heat
transfer measurements. Strong nortical flows have beeri detected underneath the corner
shock system. Starting from a 9o0 corner of unuwept wedges, the heat flux in the corner
center can be reduced considerably by increasing the corner angle and by sweeping the
leading-edges hack.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Cross-section area y Ratio of specific heats
D Body diameter 4 Wedge angle normal to the leading-edge

J Impingement point (Fig. 11) 0 Corner angle (Fig. 10)

M Machnumber v Kinematic viscosity
Re Reynoldunumber P Density

RlR2 Reattachment points (Fig. 11) e Leading-edge sweep (Fig. 10)

Sl1' 2 Separation points (Fig. 11) v' Angle between the shear stress direction
T Temperature (local flow direction) at the wall und the

conical direction, positive towards the
Tr Triple point (Fig. 11) corner center

U, Free-stream velocity

Y,Z Conical coordinates in the measuring Subscripts
plane (Yy/x, Z=z/x), origin at x-axis
(Fig. 10) D Based on body diameter

V ! Conical coordinates in the measuring T State at the dividing stream surface
plane, origin at the corner (Fig. 10) W State at a swept wedge

2 Conical coordinate along the wall of the
inclined wedge (2=7.slnU), (Fig. 15) W,s State at an uswept wedge

b Model span i State in the ejection tube

c Momentum coefficient (c = 'T/ n2/T2) 1 Based on model length

c% Mass flow rate coefficient (c%= j/ ) U AD) ma Mxiu vle
m Moe legt0 Total condition (gas brought to rest

K. ass flew rate of the ejection ( .nA isentropically)
A3 iojv , 2 State behind a normal shock

P rssr Free-'strem conditions
q Local heat transfer rate at the wall * Critical conditions
v Velocity in axial direction

w Local velocity

o,y,z Rectangular coordinate system (Fig. 10)

+) These investigations have been supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under contracts Schl 5/82
and Hu 254/2
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1. INTRODUCTION

The hypersonic test facility "Gun Tunnel" of the Deutsche Forschtngsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt
(DFL) in Braunschweig came into operation in the mid-sixties, see K. Gersten, G. Kausche [1]. Starting
from three- and six-component measurements the capability of this tunnel has been developed systematically
to include pitot and surface pressure measurements, K. Kipke [2), heat transfer measurements, G.
Strdmsd6rfer [3), as well as flow visualizations by means of an oil-dot technique, W. Mbllenst dt [4].
Computer aided control of the facility led to a frequency of about 30 runs (shots) per day, which is a
rather high value for this kind of test facility.

During the quiet years of hypersonic research the "Gun Tunnel" in Braunschweig remained in operation.
The ownership changed from Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) to
Technische UniversitNt Braunschweig, and the tunnel is now operated at its original site by the Institut
fur Strbmungsmechanik of TU Braunschweig. When the investigations of K. Kipke [5), [6], [7) on caret wings
- which were mainly based on balance measurements - came to a close, new projects have been treated, in
which special emphasis was given to the application of pressure distribution and heat transfer measure-
ments. G. Strbmsdbrfer £8) investigated the problem of subsonic blowing in the stagnation point region of
a blunt body against the hypersonic main flow. K. Kipke, D. Hummel [9] initiated a long-term program on
hypersonic flow in corner configurations starting with corners between unswept wedges. This program has
been continued in the last years by W. Mbllenstddt [10], £11), £12], £13], who investigated corners be-
tween swept wedges and this program will be continued by an extension to unsymmetric configurations.

Following here some results of the theses of G. Strdmsdbrfer [8] and W. Mbllenstadt [11] will be dis-
cussed in some detail in order to sunmarize the activities of the Institut fUr Strdmungsmechanik of TU
Biaunschweig within the last years.

2. TEST FACILITY

The experimental investigations have been carried out in the gun tunnel of the institute, which has
been described originally by K. Gersten, G. Kausche [1]. The actual data of this tunnel are compiled in
Tab. 1. The tunnel is mainly operated at a driver pressure of 150 bar. Test gas is the air within the
barrel (length 6 m, inner diameter 50 mm), which usually starts at atmospheric pressure and temperature
and which is compressed by the piston to a stagnation pressure of about 150 bar and a stagnation tem-
perature of about 1300 K, see K. Kipke [2). The flow expands through a conical nozzle the throat part of
which can be changed in order to alter the Machnumber. At the beginning of each run the vacuum chamber at
the downstream end of the facility starts at a minimum pressure of 0.4 mbar. The total running time at
these conditions is about 100 msec.

Within this time margin the measurements of the aerodynamic quantities are taken. For surface press-
ure and heat transfer measurements 4 channels for the electric signals from the pressure transducers and
from the thermo-couples are available. Within the running time of the tunnel on all 4 channels 400 values
of the signals are taken and stored in the computer. From the time history of these 400 values the time
interval can be determined in which constant aerodynamic parameters and thus steady flow conditions are
present at the model. The corresponding measuring time is about 20 msec and the final measuring value for
each channel is taken as the arithmetic mean value over the measuring time.

For atmospheric conditions within the barrel the obtainable Reynoldsnumbers depend on the stagnation
pressure and the free-stream Machnumber. For a stagnation pressure of 150 bar and a characteristic model
length of 100 mm the Reynoldsnumber is Re = 1.4.106 at a Machnumber of M = 8 and Re = 2.0.105 at
M® = 16. The corresponding Knudsennumbers are Kn. = 8,5-10"5 and Kn. = 12.10" which indicates that
continuum flows are present.

Type Gun Tunnel

Maximum driver pressure 500 bar

Working section (size; type) 0 = 0.16 m; open

Machnumber range 8 to 16

Stagnation pressure range 100 to 500 bar

Stagnation temperature range 900 to 1500 K

Typical model length 100 mm

Reynoldsnumber per mm (at maximum conditions) 1.5.101 to 3-104

Running time 40 to 300 milliseconds

Usable measuring time 20 milliseconds

Test frequency 30 runs (shots) per day

Balance system Strain-gauge balances (all six components)

Main use of tunnel Basic research, force-, pressure- and

heat-transfer measurements, flow
visualization by oil-dot technique

Tab. I Test parameters of the hypersonic gun tunnel of the Institut fur Strbmungsmechanik
of Technische Universit~t Braunschweig
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3. SUBSONIC BLOWING IN THE STAGNATION REGION OF BLUNT BODIES OF REVOLUTION

3.1 Characteristics of the flow field

One of the important problems of hypersonic flight is to protect the nose region of a blunt body from
heating. One of the methods to achieve this is blowing of gas in the stagation region out of the body
against the free-stream flow. Basic research on this topic has been carried out by H.M. McMahon [14] and
C.H.E. Warren [15]. In these investigations sonic blowing of small mass flow rates from small orifices in
the body surface has been applied. For this type of blowing the overall heat transfer rate from the flow
to the body could be reduced, but in some parts of the contour an increase )f the local heat transfer rate
was found as compared to the stagnation point heat transfer rate. For this reason heat protection by means
of sonic blowing has not been applied in hypersonic flight vehicles. Later L.M. Tucker [16] investigated
subsonic blowing with larger mass flow rates from contoured nose orifices in supersonic free-stream flow.
The measured pressure distributions indicated that for this type of blowing a unlfonm reduction of heat
transfer along the contour might be achieved. Therefore this concept has been investigated experimentally
as well as theoretically in the hypersonic flow regime.

Fig .1: Subsonic blowing from a contoured

orifice in the nose region of a

blunt body (schematic)
o~~~sd ~ ~ r~li *0.00 I Z-.

9 
0o. 040 Stp Free stagnation point

E End of the straight tube
contour

Subsonic blowing from a contoured orifice in the nose region of a blunt body is sketched in Fig. 1.
Between the shock wave and the body a dividing stream surface is formed which separates the hot outer flow
from the cool inner flow of the ejected gas. In inviscid flow of the same gas on both sides of the divid-
ing stream surface the stagnation pressure is constant, p - , but the stagnation temperature may be
different, * T At the dividing stream surface in eag poiP the static pressure is the same on both
sides, PET Nlis means that

!2T = PiT (1)

Pt2 Ptj

and M2T = MjT, (2)

which can be written as

w2T T
=_ t2_ (3)

wjT tj
At the dividing stream surface a velocity jump is present in the case of different stagnation temperatures
on both sides.

The dimensionless coefficient for the mass flow rate is

C; = p (4)
p. U AD

If the quantities corresponding to the ejection jet are expressed by the pressure ratio p /p and if the

free-stream quantities are written in terms of the free-stream Machnumber M, for subsodict lowing with

PtJ " Pt2 yields

jl/r[ [ 2_ [/2 , t2 , f(14) (5)
m= PJ l' 1- P Pt2 Pt2 ]12 Y- T tJ A D"

with
-- --J M 1Y Y- Y +-- l/ _

2 2y M
2 
- Y + I

f(M) = (6)[ + -i ]1/2
" 1 + -- M

5  
• M

2
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For high free-stream Machnumbers . > 7 the function f(M ) becomes independent of M and in the limit re-
suits

ii f(N) f-f ()
N.- L (y - MY( + 1) y 2l

This mans that for Machnuters in the range 10 1 M a 16 the flow with subsonic blowing does not depend
on the free-stream Machnumter. The principle of achnumber independence in hypersonic flow therefore
applies also for the case of subsonic blowing. Equ. (5) holds for PJ/Pt2 

s 
P*/Pt2" Inserting critical con-

ditions into equ. (5) leads to

c, .[ 2 ) 1 T D f . 8
* t2 -) (()

This is the upper limit of the mass flow rate for which a subsonic flow in the ejection tube is present.
In addition equ. (5) and (8) indicate that for a given configuration with the cross-sections of tube A.
and body A at constant Machnumber in the ejection tube Ni, which means constant value of pj/Pt2 in th
case of supsonic blowing, the parameter

mvTtz

is the relevant one. It can easily be determined in the experiments and it is therefore used subsequently
for the presentation of the results.

The preceding considerations were based on the assumption of inviscid flow. In viscous flow, however,
the velocity jump across the dividing stream surface leads to the formation of a free shear layer, which
is very important for the heat transfer from the hot outer flow towards the body. Shear layers of this
kind have been investigated by W. Wuest (17). Underneath the ejected flow a boundary layer develops along
the contour of the orifice in the nose region of the body. For rounded contours as indicated in Fig. 1
this boundary layer is unseparated and merges further downstream with the free shear layer. Due to the
large mass flow rates at subsonic blowing it is possible to shift the free stagnation point relatively far
upstream of the body. In this case a wedge-shaped core of inviscid flow is placed between the free shear
layer and the boundary layer in the nose region of the body. This inviscid flow region blocks the heat
transfer from the hot outer flow towards the body in the nose region, and this leads to a smooth pressure
distribution according to L.M. Tucker £16) and to a considerably reduced distribution of heat transfer
rates without peaks. The benefits of the flow field according to Fig. 1 can only he achieved if the
ejected flow remains attached at the nose contour. Therefore the orifice has to be contoured in order to
avoid flow separations.

3.2 Experimental set-up and test conditions

The experimental investigations have been carried out in the gun tunnel of the Institut fur Strb-
mungsmechanik of TU Braunschweig, see chapter 2. All runs of the tunnel have been performed for a stag-
nation pressure of 150 bar. The free-stream Machnumber M has been varied between M = 10.8 and M = 16.0
and the corresponding Reynoldsnumbers based on the mode) diameter were ReD  * 2. -105 at M. = rO.8 and
ReD_ = 0.6.105 at M. = 16.

Fig. 2a shows a sketch of the ejection system which has been used during the tests. The ejection
vessellha a volume of V = 104 cm

3 
and its pressure PK rould be altered continuously. The stagnation

temperature in the vessel Kwas T = 300 K for all tests. In the ejectin duct between the vessel and the
model a quickly working magnetiJ valve as well as an orifice plate were installed. As long as sonic con-
ditions were present at the throat a linear dependence between the mass flow rate and the pressure p in
the vessel resulted as shown in Fig.j2. For non-critical conditions at the throat the calibration crve
is dashed, and for p = p the To6w7n the ejection system comes to rest. Before entering the ejection
tube of the model thi ejetion flow passed a settling chamber in which the total pressure p has been
measured by means of a pitot probe. The operation of the ejection system in relation to the shrt running
time of the gun tunnel has been controlled by the computer which is used to run the tunnel. Details may be
taken from G. Strbmsdbrfer [8]. The measuring time in which a stationary flow in the ejection system has
been present was up to 35 msec.

The contours of the nose region of the blunt body of revolution used in the tests are shown in
Fi These shapes have been designed by the method of E. Eminton [18) to produce a constant pressure
dltibution in two-dimensional flow. These contours have been chosen for the present tests with bodies of
revolution in order to get a qualitative extension of the measurements of L.M. Tuckcr [16) to hypersonic
flow.

For the experimental investigations two sets of models were available. One of them was equipped with
pressure holes in the contour in order to measure the surface pressure distribution. In the second set of
models the contour was manufactured as a thin shell which was equipped by a large number of thermo-couples
in order to measure the heat transfer rate by means of the transient thin skin method. Details may be
taken from G. Strbmsddrfer £3), [8].

3.3 Calculation of the surface pressure distribution for subsonic blowing with small mass flow rates

Theoretical investigations of the flow field for the case of subsonic blowing are due to J.R. Baron,
E. Alzner [19). The dividing stream surface is prescribed and the corresponding body shapes are calculated
for different mass flow rates. An extension of this method to include a larger variety of dividing stream
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surfaces with and without angle of attack has been described by Ch. Y. Wang [20), (21). The papers men-
tioned so far describe design procedures. A first attempt to calculate a two-dimensional flow with blowing
for a given geometry at supersonic free-stream is due to W. Wuest [221. The flow field is divided into two
different parts: The flow within the dividing stream surface is considered to be incompressible and out-
side the dividing stream surface as compressible. Both solutions are adapted to each other by variations
of the shape of the dividing stream surface. This idea seemed to be promising to treat the problem of sub-
sonic blowing against a hypersonic free-ttream in the nose region of a blunt body of revolution. The cor-
responding calculations are due to G. Strbmsddrfer [81.

For hypersonic free-stream Machnumbers the local Machnumbers behind the shock wave (see Fig. i) are
small, and therefore as an additional approximation the flow between the shock wave and the dividing
stream surface may be regarded as incompressible. If subsonic blowing with very low Machnumbers is con-
sidered the flow within the dividing stream surface can also be assumed to be incompressible. Thus the
flow in the vicinity of the free stagnation point can be determined from incompressible flow calculations.
The following procedure has been applied:

i) Calculation of the incompressible flow around the given body of revolution with ejection. The free-
stream Machnumber for this flow should be the Machnumber M behind the shock wave, but the calculat-
ions have been carried out approximately for M2 = 0. ResOlts are the shape of the dividing stream
surface as well as the velocity distributions on the body contour and on the dividing stream surface.

ii) The dividing stream surface is regarded to be a fixed wall for which the pressure distribution can be
calculated easily e.g. by means of Newtonian theory.

iii) Calculation of the final pressure distribution on the body contour starting from the pressure distri-
bution according to ii) under the assumption that the shape of the dividing stream surface remains
unchanged.

The calculations of the incompressible flow according to Fig. 4 have been carried out by means of an
extension of the method of K. Jacob [23), in which a dstribu7 of vortex rings on the body contour is
used. A long tube-like body with the prescribed contoured orifices at both ends has been considered. Due
to the different stagnation temperatures on both sides of the dividing stream surface the density of the
incompressible flow is px p . It has been shown by W. Wuest [22) that in this case the quantity w.4p is
steady at the dividing jtre& surface. The original method of K. Jacob (23) has been modified by G.
Striimsdbrfer (8) in such a way that w'p- is calculated in the flow field rather than w. Instead of vj/v 2
the momentum coefficient

c z - (g)
v2

c -'• -j (9) I I lll lI
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Is the governing parameter, which determines the strengths of the vortex rings. Between the momentum co-
efficient c1 used in the theory and the mass flow rate coeflicient c. utilized to order the experimental
data exists a relation of the form

c ~ c c t r.UAP1 (10)

which has been deduced by G. Strbensddrfer (81 for the limit M . The result is shown in F and com-
pared to experimental data of C.H.E. Warren (15).

The shape of the dividing stream surface which turns out from the incompressible flow calculations is
assumed to be the final one, which occurs behind the shock wave. This dividing stream surface nas been
regarded as a fixed wall and the pressure and Machnumber distribution on it has been calculated by Newton-
ian theory.

For the calculation of the final pressure distribution at the body contour in compressible flow the
fact has been used that the system of the lines of constant stream density and constant potential in the
flow field is independent of Machnumber if the Machnumbers are low. According to 0. David [24] the
velocity distribution along a potential-line is given by the differential equation

dw dn
- . - (11)
w R(n)

with n as coordinate along te potential line and R(n) as the curvature radius of the streamlines. Under

the assumption that the curvature

K(n) = - (12)
R(n)

is a linear function of n, the integration of equ. (11) can be carried out exactly. For two points (a) and
(b) on a potential line, having the distance N (arc length) along the potential line the result is for

incompressible flow

k - jic Iep - I (K + Kb I (13)
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and for compressible flow yields

exp Z- e (K + Kb)]M b ab (14)

Under the assumption that the net of streamlines and potential lines is Independent of Machnumber, the
exponential expression in equ. (14) may be taken from the solution for incompressible flow, equ. (13).
which leads to

Mb (wb/wa)inc (15)

a '1 + N
0
2 [1 - w/a21

To apply equ. (15) one has to locate points of equal potential on the dividing stream surface and on the
body contour in incompressible flow. For known values of w and w c from calculation (I) and for
the given value M in the point at the dividing stream saBfaIf accorkf cto calculation (ii) the Mach-
number N and corfespondingly the pressure ratio P/Pt2 can be calculated for the point at the contour.
Further etalls may be taken from G. Strbmsdkirfer 81.

3.4 Experimental results and comparison with theory

For model (1), see Fig. 3a, the pressure distribution is shown in Fig.j for various free-stream
Machnumbers M and different mass flow rate coefficients c-. Simple Newtonian theory is the limit of the
method accordIng to G. Strtmsdbrfer [8) for c. * 0. In %his case within the orifice, s/D 0.1, the
agreement between theory and experiments was ex(cted to be poor because of the overall concave shape of
the body in this region, but for s/D 0.1 in the outer region of the contour the agreement between theory
and experiment is acceptable for this limiting case. For small values of the jlpyjp rate, c; V t2
0.059 and 0.079, the agreement between theory and experiment is good. For c; T /TtTt - 0.113 m v t
the differences between theory end experiment increase considerably. In tj t this case the
ejection Machnumber is about M = 0.5 and this means that the assumption of low ejection Machnumbers is no
longer fulfilled. The coincidjnce of the results for different free-stream Machnumbers in the plots of
Fig. 6 indicates that c; e is the governing parameter which influences the pressure diztribution.
Similar results are m tJ t2 shown in Fig.j for model (2). For low values of the pa-ameter
c& -.,jTt2 the agreement between theory and eijifiiints is remarkably good.

The results for the heat transfer measurements on model (1) are shown in Fjj. 8. All heat transfer
rates a based on the largest local value n without blowing. With Increasing blowing rate

T/T2 the heat transfer is considerably reduc Varlong the whole contour of the blunt body. No local" t2 heat transfer maxima occur. At M - 10.8 a certain increase of the heat transfer rate is

shock shock

- -NWtono fhe O - - N'tot hery
Theory G.Strj'msdrfw18 - Theory O.StrOosodrter/sJ

A aope , ;. r

o StrSmsdS-ter(5 z . "md'-5
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Fig.6; Pressure distribution on model (1). 7_jj.: Pressure distribution on model (2).
Comparison between theory and expe- Comparison between theory and expe-
r iment riment
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observed when the blowing rate goes up from c; t t2 " 0.057 to 0.124. This effect might be due to the
fact that the boundary layer becomes 'TW turbulent at these relatively high blowing rates.
Similar results have been found for model (2) as shown in Fig. 9. The reduction of the heat transfer rate
is quite remarkable. Some minor differences exist between J = 10.8 and M = 16.0 since the Reynolds-
numbers were also different.

3.5 Conclusions

The experimental results reported here as well as the related theoretical investigations on subsonic
blowing from a blunt boey of revolution against a hypersonic free-tream lad to the fnllowing conclusions:

i) The local and the total heat transfer on a blunt body can be reduced considerably by subsonic blowing
of relatively large mass flow rates. This is due to the fact that with increasing blowing rate a
wedge-shaped core of inviscid flow is placed between the free shear layer at the dividing stream sur-
face and the boundary layer at the body nose which blocks the heat transfer.

ii) For hi hfee-stream Machnumbers, M . -, the pressure distribution depends on the blowing parameter
c tj 1:2.

IlII) For the calculation of the pressure distribution a reliable method has been developed by G.
Stromsddrfer [8) in which a combination of Newtonian theory and incompressible flow calculations is
used.

•z Z

c, M .. k

FjIgLO: Sc hematic view of the hypersonic
flow in a swept corner configura- edog, W-0dcr lre'Y . B

tion -be~ shock VP -taO.
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4. LONGITUDINAL FLOW IN CORNERS OF INTERSECTING WEDGES

4.1 General features of the flow field

Hypersonic flight vehicles are subject to considerable thermal stress due to kinetic heating. High
heat transfer rates are not restricted to the nose region and the wing leading-edges as discussed in
chapter 3, but they'occur similarly also in the junctions between wing and body as well as in rectangular
air intakes. The spectacular damages at the X-15 research aircraft are well known.

Measurements of pressure distribution and heat transfer in various corner configurations caused by a
hypersonic longitudinal flow .have been carried out among others by P.C. Stainback [25), P.C. Stainback,
L.M. Weinstein (26) and R.A. Jones [27). The first investigations on the corresponding structure of the
flow field are due to A.F. Charwat, L.6. Redekopp [28) for the supersonic flow in a 90

0
-corner between two

wedges. The general features of this type of flow are shown schematically in Fig.j1 for the case of a
swept corner configuration. At supersonic free-stream velocity the flow field can be divided in two parts:
In the outer region inviscid flow is predominant. A shock system is formed which consists of the two wedge
shocks, the connecting corner shock, two embedded shocks and two slip surfaces. Embedded shocks and slip
surfaces are necessary in order to fulfil the shock relations in the vicinity of the two intersecting
lines between the wedge shocks and the corner shock. The pressure distribution generated by this shock
system has a strong influence on the formation of the viscous layer in the corner region. Due to the
embedded shocks flow separations occur in the inward directed viscous flow, which leads to highly
non-uniform distributions of static pressure and local heat transfer rate along the walls. In hypersonic
flow the shock system is located close to the configuration and a strong interference between the boundary
layer flow and the outer shock system takes place.

Further experimental investigations of the flow field in 90°-corners have been carried out at . - 19
vnd ?n Ly '.n. veyc:, R.D. Watson (29), R.D. Watson, L.M. Weinstein (30) and R.D. Watson [31), whereas
J.E. West, R.H. Korkegi (32) analysed mainly the inviscid outer flow regime at supersonic speeds.

Measurements at 60*- and 90-corners at M - 11 are due to R.J. Cresci, S.G. Rubin, C.T. Nardo [33). An
unsymmetric configuration with the combiation of a flat plate and a wedge has heen investigated at
M - 12.5 by J.R. Cooper, W.L. Hankey [34). In this case a shock system without corner shock has been
o~served. Similar results have been obtained by H.-J. Schepers [35) for a plate/wedge combination at
M - 8.8. Summaries of the existing knowledge on the three-dimensional flow separations in axial corners
aee due to R.H. Korkegi [36] and D.J. Peake, M. Tobak, R.H. Korkegi [37).

At the Institut fur Strdmungsmechanik of TU Braunschweig in 1972 a long-term program on hypersonic
flow in axial corners has been started. The first investigations were concerned with symmetric corners
between unswept wedges. Wedge angle, corner angle and free-stream Machnumber were varied systematically.
The results have been published by K. Kipke, D. Hummel [9]. Later this program has been extended to
include also a systematic variation of the sweep angle for symmetric corners of intersecting wedges with
different corner angles. These investigations are due to W. Mdllenstdt 1V-131. Some of these results are
summarized subsequently.

4.2 Experimental program

The measurements have been carried out in the gun tunnel of the Institut fUr Strmungsmechanik of TU
Braunschweig, see chapter 2. All runs of the tunnel have been performed for stagnation pressures of 150
bar. The free-stream Machnumber has been varied between M - 12.3 and M = 16.0 and the corresponding
Reynoldnumbers, based on the model length I, were Re - 5.Th0 and Re, = 17,7 . 1OS.

All corner configurations investigated so far Ji're symmetrical 0l'h respect to the plane through the
apex and the (o/2)-line, see Fig. 10. The corner angles were a - 600

, 
90' and 1200, the wedge angl s nor-

mel to the leading-edges s = 6.3', 8.0' and 10.0, and the sweep angles of the leading-edges a = - '10
,

0', 15', 30', 45' and 60'. In part I of the program corners between unswept wedges have been considered
and the varied parameters were the Machnumber as well as the wedge angle and the corner angle. In part II
corners between swept wedges were investigated and the varied parameter was the sweep angle at constant
wedge angle and constant Machnumber. The dimensions of all models were 1 - 100 mm in free-stream direction
and b = 50 mm perpendicular to it.

The test program for both parts of the investigations may be taken from Tab.2. Pitot pressure
measurements have been carried out in a plane normal to the free-stream close to the model end at x =
0.9.1. In order to check the conicalness of the flow field some measurements have also been performed at
x = 0.4.1 and x C.6.1. Four pitot probes with an outer diameter of I mm have been traverseo

Tab.2: Test program for the measurements in correr configurations

Port! Corners between Port H Corners between swept

unswept wedges wedges (W Mt lenstodl[12)

(K KPpke. D Hummelt9/)

M. 32 1 160 i_ 123

63o 8.0o 6. 80* 10 ,a 80'

Iv0'f I.I.Ie 0 -30 007150 45'600
0 90o0'e o S 0 o

a heot flux. o/ flow pictures

e pitot pressure (flow field), woll pressure. heat flux, oil flow pictures
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simultaneously in an area of size 30 mm x 30 mm. About 800 runs of Lhe tunnel were necessary to analyse
all details of one flow field. The wall pressure and heat transfer measurements have been carried out in a
section at x- 0.9-1. The heat transfer rates were determined by means of the transient thin skin
technique as described by 0. L. Schultz, T. V. Jones [3E] and G. Strbmsddrfer [3]. The measuring device
which contained 11 thermo-couples could be adjusted in different positions in the surface of the corner
models in order to achieve a dense distribution of measuring points within the section tinder

consideration.

For the visualization of the flow at te wall an oil-dot technique has been applied. For this purpose
a fluid had to be found with relatively low values of viscosiiy, whicn does not vap'rie under vacuum
condition of 0.5 - Hg pressure and which leads to a distinct displacement of the droplets within the very
short running time of 100 msec. Initially vacuum oil was used for this purpose, see K. Kipke, D. Hummel
[9]. Later W. MPllenstgdt [4) detected a well suited combination of an especially prepared model surface
by means of an adhesive film and droplets of dibutylester (C H ,) supolied with a rod-coloured nnwder -1
forma le4hyd-resin. During the tests the shear tres5 ar4i F. the droplets and leads to considerable
deformations. Local fiow direetions and qualitative values for the shear stress can easily be evaluated
from deformed droplets after the run of the tunnel.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Basic properties of the flow In a 90°-corner

General features of the flow field in a 90*-corner may be taken from Fig. 11, which shows the results
for a -30 (forward) swept configuration. The pitot pressure isobars in the measuring plane are drawn in
Fig. lia. Since the flow field is symametric with rr pect to the (6/2)-line the upper part of the diagram
shows the measurements and in the lower part the interpretation is elven. In the corner region the system
of wedge shock, corner shock, secondary or embedded shock and slip surface can he detected. The shocks are
characterized by a steep increase of the pitot pressure, which is strongest for the corner shock. Behind
the shocks pitot pressure plateaus at different levels are present. For the measured shock positions the
strengths of all shocks can be calculated from the shock relations and the corresponding pitot pressure
plateau values are in good agreement with the measured ones. The shocks interfere along the line between
the wedge shock an' the corner shock which is marked in the measuring plane by the triple point Tr. Due to
the different pitot pressure levels on both sides the slip surface is also characterized by a pitot
pressure jump. The slip surface divides the flow through the corner shock from that through the wedge
shock which crosses also the embedded shock. On both sides of the slip surfacp 1:,e same static pieSeT-' I
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present, but different velocities tangential to the slip surface as well as different pitot pressures and
therefore different values of the entropy exist. According to Crocco's theorem the slip surface is a
vortex sheet. The slip surfaces from both sides tend to meet at the plane of symmetry. Therefore the flow
through the corner shock does not reach the Inner part of the corner flow field. Ite flow behind the
embedded shock and in front of the slip suface is not yet parallel to the wall. The corresponding changes
in the flow direction towards the corner center is achieved by passing some expansion and compression
regions as indicated in Fig. la. Finally in the corner center very I.;gh pitot pressures have been found,
but the peak values in the hatched regions of the flow field could not be determined due to limitations of
the available pressure transducers.

Underneath the wedge shock a decrease of the pitot pressure towards the wall is observed. The onset
of the pitot pressure reduction marks the outer edge of the boundary layer. In conical coordinat- the
flow within the boundary layer is directed inwards. At Z - 0.1 oval isobars show a relative pitot pressure
minimum, which has been interpreted by K. Kipke, D. Hummel (9) as a total pressure loss due to a vortex in
the viscous layer. The corresponding flow separation is caused by the pressure rise due to the embedded
shock and it occurs already far upstream at SI and the corresponding reattachment line lies at R1.

The measured pressure distribution at the wall is shown in Fig. hib. Its slope Is similar to that in
two-dimensional flow underneath a shock impinging on a boundary layer as described e.g. by L. Lees,
B. L. Reeves [39]. According to [39] the separation takes place at S far upstream of the point of
impingement (1. plateau) and increases downstream to the value at reatf'schment R (2 plateau). In the
present situation this scheme is modified by the strong vortex in three-dimensionil flow, which produces
additional negative static pressures at the wall. Underneath the primary vortex a positive pressure
gradient in Y-direction is present which leads to a secondary separation at S2 and corresponding
reattachment at R2 .

The positions of separation and reattachment lines have been taken from oil flow pictures. A
quantitative evaluation is shown in Fig. 11d. The angle v between the wall streamlines and the conical
direction is plotted against the coordinate V. Positiv values of Y indicate a flow towards the corner
center whereas negative values belong to a flow directed outwards. The effect of the second wedge on the
flow at the wedge under consideration starts at the conical line A at V - 0.7 which may be regarded as an
influence border, which is located far more outwards than e. g. the second wedge shock. Fig. ld indicates
that the flow in the corner region converges at the separation lines S and $2 and diverges at the
reattachment lines R1 and R . At these lines the flow follows the conical lines at V - 0. Between S and
R a primary vortex is foriled and between S and R a smaller secondary vortex is present als skeiched
shematically in Fig. Ila. This kind of vortex forlation is well known from delta wings with subsonic
leading-edges, see e. g. D. Hummel [40]. Due to the strong primary vortex a large portion of the viscous
layer finally moves outwards and does not reach the corner center. Correspondingly the viscous layer
becomes very thin close to the corner center. This means that in the region of R high energy inviscid
flow comes very close to the corner center and causes very high wall pressures add heat transfer rates
there.

The measured heat transfer rates are plotted in Fig. lic. It turns out that in the region of the
reattachment line R the heat transfer rate is 7 times as large as on an unswept wedge. A second, relative
heat transfer maxim;m is found in the vicinity of the reattachment line R of the secondary vortex. This
correlation between the reattachement lines and the heat transfer maxima ;as also been observed by R. D.
Watson [31], J. R. Cooper, W. L. Hankey [34), J. W. Keyes, R. D. Watson [29) and R. 0. Watson,
L. M. Weinstein (30].

4.3.2 Effect of leading-edge sweep

The Figs. 11 to 14 show a series of experimental results in which the leading-edge sweep angle * has
been varied between # - -30o and * = +600. With increasing sweep angle f the pitot pressure level in the
corner region reduces, all shocks are weakened and the whole shock system moves slightly inboard as
indicated by the partial diagrams a) in Figs. 11 to 14. For unswept wedges, Fig. 12a, the wedge shock is
parallel to the V-axis. However, for swept wedges, Figs. lIla, 13a, 14a, the wedge shock is inclined
against the V-axis since the distance of the wedge shock from the wedge changes in V-direction due to the
increased or reduced distance between the leading-edge and the measuring plane depending on the sweep
angle. With increasing sweep angle the slip surfaces meet closer to the corner center and the embedded
shock impinges more and more normally on the viscous layer.

According to the partial diagrams b) in Figs. 11 to 14 for small sweep angles i# 6 300 the maximum
wall pressure in the corner reaches about 4 times the swept wedge value. The maximum wall pressure
decreases considerably with increasing sweep angle * and the width of the corresponding plateau is also
reduced.

The partial diagrams c) in Figs. 11 to 14 show that the maximam heat flux in the vicinity of the
reattachment line R1 Is highest for unswept corners, for which the maximum heat transfer rate is 10 times
as large as for the unswept wedge. With increasing sweep angle * the maximum loyal heat transfer rate is
considerably reduced.

According to the partial diagrams d) in Figs. 11 to 14 the influence border A is located at its
outermost position at V > 0.7 for unswept wedges. The corner shock system is located at V < 0.2. This
means that the interference effects between the two wedges extend through the subsonic boundary layer
further outwards than the direct effect of the supersonic shock system. With increasing sweep angle # the
corner effect reduces considerably and the influence border moves inwards. Correspondingly the strengths
of the primary vortices and of the secondary vortices within the viscous layer are reduced and for large
sweep angles, Fig. 14d, the secondary separation disappears. The whole vortex system moves inwards with
increasing sweep angle *.
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4.3.3 Effect of corner angle

In pert 1 of the test program according to Tab. 2 the corner angle e has been varied systemtically
between e = 600 and e - 1200 for corners betw~een unswept wedges. The results have been published by K.
Kipke, D. Hunnel (g). In the course of the investigations of W. Mlllenst~dt [12) the corner angle e has
also been varied for corners between swept wedges. Exampoles of this kind are shown in Figs. 15 to 17 and
discussed subsequently.

The partial diagrams a) indicate that the pitot pressure level in the corner region is considerably
reduced for increasing corner angle n. The shock system moves inboard and all shocks weaken. The
impingement angle between the embedded shock and the outer edge of the viscous layer is very flat for
e = 600, but its value increases rapidly with increasing corner angle.

According to the partial diagrams b) in Figs. 15 to 17. at small corner angles a plateau of high wall
pressures in the inner part of the corner exists. With increasing corner angle e this pressure plateau
disappears and the maximujm wall pressure values are considerably reduced. This mants that the pressure
gradients are smaller and therefore the flow separations are weakened. The partial diagrams d) in Figs. 15
to 17 indicate weaker flow separations with increasing corner angle, and for e =1200 the secondary
separation disappears at all. Corresponding to the inboard movement of the shock system with increasing
corner angle the corner effects in the viscous layer decrease considerably in width. The influence border
A as well as the separation lines S1 , S2 and the reattachment lines R1, R2 move iwards with increasing
corner angle.
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The partial diagrams c) in Figs. 15 to 17 show the effect of the corner angle on the heat transfer

rates. Since the position of maximum heat flux is correlated with the reattacheent line R * the region of
maximum heat transfer moves inboard and the maximue values are reduced considerably with illcreasing corner
angle.

4.3.4 Reduction of maximum values for wall pressures and heat transfer

In the cnurse of the experimental investigations of K. Kipke. 0. Hium1e [9) and W. Mo11enstadt [12]
reductions of the mximm values for static wall pressure and heat transfer rate due to variations of
corner angle e and of leading-edge sweep * have been found. The possible reductions of these maximum

values by variations of the two governing parameters are sunmrized subsequently.

~g.18 shows a schematic diagram of the pressure distribution along the wall in a corner

configurat~ion. The maximum value tn the corner center is p, and far away from the corner the undisturbed
value for the swept wedge p., is reached. In the lower pare'iadT Fig. 18 the wall pressures are based on the
wall pressure of an unswep wedge p. ,,. In order to be able to show the results in this manner, some
additional pressure measurements on ftt and unswept wedges far away from the corner have been carried
out. The measured pressure ratio Pu/u is plotted as a function of the sweep angle *. The well known
reduction of p... with increasing * tfr 5

out. The ratio p.,/ p. , has also been calculated from the shock
relations using the measured shock positions. The agreem~ht fI the directly measured data is good. The

I . 151 -
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lower dia~,am in Fig. 18 shows the maximum wall pressure p I p, as functions of the sweep algle # for
different corner angles 0. Both parameters have a big inflVJIce. Te highest values are found for unswept
wedges, * - 00. and with increasing sweep angle a considerable reduction is achieved. On the other hand
the maximum wall pressure increases very much with de,...ing corner angle e. In an unswept 90*-corner
p is 4 times as high as in a 6

0
swept 90*-corner. If the corner angle is reduced from go

0 
to 600 the

wffes have to be 45°swept to obtain the same maximum wall pressure as in the unswept 90
0
-corner. Small

values of the maximum wall pressure are achieved for combinations of high sweep angles and large corner
angles.

Finally Fig. ig shows the maximum heat transfer rate as functions of the sweep angle * for different
corner angles 0. Tn the diagram the maximum heat transfer rate is based on the value for an unswept wedge.
Measurements for swept wedges in the absence of a corner are not available. The maximum heat transfer rate
decreases with increasing sweep angle and it increases with decreasing corner angle. In an unswpt
60

0
-corner the maximum heat transfer rate is 14 times as high as for an unswept wedge. For 90*-corners the

maximum heat transfer rate can be reduced to about 40% by applying a sweep angle of * = 60'. If the corner
angle is reduced from go

0 
to 60* the wedges have to be 45

0
-swept to obtain the same maximum heat transfer

rate as in the unswept 90-corner. Small values of the maximum heat transfer rate are achieved for
combinations of high sweep angles and large corner angles.

4.4 Conclusions

The results of a long-term program on the axial flow in corner configurations according to K. Kipke,
D. Hummel [91 and W. M6llenstadt (12] have been summarized. The investigations have been carried out in
the gun tunnel of the Institut fUr Strdmungsmechanik at TU Braunschweig, The corner models were composed
of two intersecting wedges with wedge angles 4 - 6.31, 8.00 and 10.0*. The corner angles e - 600, go0 and
1200 have been investigated in combination with leading-edge sweep angles # * -30', 0% 1S', 300, 450 and
60

°
. The free-stream Machnumbers were , 12.3 and 16.0 corresponding to Reynoldsnumbers Re1 . = 5 • 105

and 1,7 10 %

The conical interference flow has been Investigated in one cross-section normal to the free-stream
direction on each model. Pitot pressure measurements in the flow field show the position of the shock
system, consisting of corner, wedge and embedded shocks and slip surfaces. With increasing leading-edge
sweep and increasing corner angle, a displacement of the shock system towards the center of the corner,
accompanied by a strong reduction of the pitot pressure level, was found. The flow structure near the wall
was determined from oil flow pictures, wall pressures and the pitot pressure measurements. Within the vis-
cous layer !.Irzng vortex flows have been observed, which are close to the center of the corner and consist
of primary and secondary vortices, whose intensities decrease with increasing corner angle and with in-
creasing leading-edge sweep. The highest static wall pressure occurs in the vicinity of the reattachment
line of the primary vortex. Its value decreases with increasing corner angle e and with increasing sweep
angle *. Tht maximum value of the heat flux at the wall was also found at this reattachment line. For an
unswept 90°-corner its value is about 10 times as high as the heat flux on an unswept wedge. This high
heat flux can be considerably reduced by increasing the corner angle e and by sweeping the leading edges
back to # = 601.
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DRIVING MECHANISM OF UNSTEADY SEPARATION SHOCK MOTION IN HYPERSONIC INTERACTIVE FLOW

D. S. Dulling and J. C. marls II

Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics

The University of Texas at Austin. Austin. Texas 28712

SUMMARY

Wall pressure fluctuations have been measured under the unsteady separation shock wave in Mach 5 tur-

bulent interactions induced by unswept circular cylinders on a flat plate. The wall temperature was adia-
bctic. A conditional sampling aigorithm has been developed to examine the statistics of the shock wave

motion. The same algorithm has been used to examine data taken in earlier stu'ies in the Princeton

University Mach 3 blowdown tunnel. In toese earlier studies, hemicylindrically blunted fins of different
leading-edge diameters were tested in loundary layers which developed on the tunnel floor and on a flat
plate. A description of the algorithm, the reascons why it was developed and the sensitivity of the re-

sults to the threshold settings, are discussed. The results from the algorithm, together with cross cor-

relations and power spectral density estimates suggests that the shock motion is driven by the low-

frequency unsteadiness of the downstream separated. vortical flow.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1950's, it has been known that shock-induced turbulent boundary-layer separation is a
highly unsteady process. In early work on step-induced interactions [1], and in later studies employing

many different model geometric- (21, the unsteadiness was evident from randomly shot sequences of micro-

second spark shadow and schli ±ren photographs, or from high-speed cinema records. Although such optical
methods readily reveal unsteadiness, the results are diffi-ult to interpret even for two-dimensional

flows. This is because thc photograph represents the integration of the light beam across a spanwise
rippling shock structure. Consequently, other than providing estimates of the shock motion length scale,
little quantitative information has been obtained from them.

Kistler, in 1964, was probably the first to make quantitative measurements and to document the char-
acter of the wall pressure signal, Pw(t) , near separation 13). Kistler's tests were made using piezo-
electric transducers in forward-facing step flows a Mach numbers of 3 and 4.5 . A typical pressure

signal, which has all of the features observed by Kistler but from the present study (a separated flow

induced by a circular cylinder), is shown in Figure 1. The moving separation shock generates an inter-

mitteut wall pressure signal whose level fluctuates between that characteristic of the undisturbed inco-

Ing boundary layer and that downstream of the shock wave. Since Kistler's work, pressure signals such as

these have been measured in a wide variety of interactive flows at speeds from transonic to hypersonic

(i.e.. Refs. 4-14). They all show qualitatively similar results. Much of the early work 14-7] was moti-

vated by the need for engineering estimates of the fluctuating pressure fild around high-speed vehicles.

More recently, the resurgence of interest in the unsteadiness has been motivated largely by the realiza-

tion that physically accurate interpretations of mean flow data and an understanding of the flow field

mechanisms requires a knowledge of the flow dynamics. In most of these more recent studies, the emphasis

has been on the separation process [8-141.

One of the most fundamental questions about this unsteadiness is that of the driving mechanism behind

it. Andreopoulos and Muck have recently addressed this question [141. In their experimental study, Pw(t)

was measured at several stations in the intermittent region In three, nominally 2-D, compression ramp

flows in a high Reynolds number Mach 3 airflov. Of the three flows, two were separated, and the other was

in a condition of incipient separation. The pressure signals were analyzed using a conditional sampling

algorithm. In this algorithm, the measured pressure signal is converted Into a square wave of amplitude

unity and varying frequency (Pig. 2). The time T
I 

between consecutive passages of the shock wave over

the transducer can then be determined, and the probability distribution for T, can be constructed. The

distribution is highly skewed with the mean period. Tm , significantly larger than the most probable per-

iod, T [14].

Andreopoulos and Muck found that T
m 

was approximately 7.76/U, where in and U. are the undis-

turbed boundary layer thickness and freestream velocity, respectively. Further, T
m 

was independent of

both position in the intermittent region and ramp angle (i.e.. independent of shock strength and, hence,

apparently independent of downstream flow conditions). The mean shock frequency, fm , (I/T ) was equal

to 0.13U/6, which Andreopoulos and Muck point out is the same order as the estimated bursting frequency

of the incoming turbulent boundary layer. This apparent correlation with th bursting frequency and the

independence of fm on the downstream flow field led these investigators to conclude that the "incoming

boundary layer is the most likely cause triggering the shock wave oscillation" [14].

This conclusion does not fully explain certain features of the shock motion. First, with fixed free-

stream conditions and fixed 6% , it is known that the streamwise length scale of the separation shock

motion, L. , depends on the particular flow field under study. For example, in hemicylindrically blunted

fin flows, L. is of order D , where D is the fin -eading-edge diameter [151. Hence, L. can vary from

a fraction of i
0  

to several 1. depending on D . If the shock wane was convected by turbulent bursts,

Ls might be expected to remain constant for fixed incoming conditions. Of course, it is possible that

different driving mechanisms exist in different flow-, but the commonality of rms distributions, ampli-

ride probability densities, power spectral density estimates and many other global and detailed features
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suggests a common origin. SeconU, careful examination of the conditional sampling algorithm of referetce
14 by the current authors has suggested that a large number of "false" shocks were counted which signifi-
cantly increases f This will be elaborated on in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

These observations led to the :urrent investigation, the first results of which are presented in this
paper. The study consists of two parts:

(i) a series of tests has been made of the separation shock-induced pressure fluctuations in
interactions induced by circular cylinders in the Mach 5 blowdown tunnel of The Universi-
ty of Texas at Austin. Details of the experiment are given in section 2. The data have
been analyzed using a new conditional sampling algorithm designed to avoid the problem
mentioned above.

(ii) wall-pressure fluctuation data taken in hemicylindrically blunt fin-'nduced interactions
at 'ach 3 have been re-examined using the new algorithm. These data were taken by r'e
first author in the 20 cm. o 20 cm. (Bin. x Bin.) Mach 3 blowdown tunnel of the Gas
Dynamics Laboratory of Princeton Unliversfty. Mean wall pressures, distributions of the
rms of the fluctuations and some spectral analysis have been reported in Reference 8. A
description of the facility and models, the instrumentation, and data acquisition tech-
niques are also given in Reference 8. In summary, fins with D - 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) and
2.54 cm (1.0 in.) were tested in incoming turbulent boundary layers with thicknesses
ranging from 0.3 cm. to 1.6 cm. The pressure signal was digitized at rates from 20-400
kHz. Up to 72 data records (1024 points per record) were taken at each station.

In this paper, the new experimental study and some of the results from it are described first. The
results from applying the same algorithm to the earlier data are then presented and compared with the new
findings.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Mode's and Test Facility

The tests were conducted in the Mach 5 blowdowt facility of The University of Texas at Austin.
This facility has a 17.8 cm. s 15.2 cm. (7 o 6 inch) test section. All the tests were conducted on a
full-span flat plate, 43.7 cm. (18 in.) long, mounted at zero angle-of-attack, Two miniature Kulite pres-
sure transducers were installed upstream of an unswept cylinder which was approximately 33 cm. (13 in.)
downstream of the test surface leading edge. The transducers were mounted flush in a 7.6 cm. 3 in.) di-
ameter circular plug which was mounted flush with the surface of the flat plate. The circular plug could
be rotated so the transducers could be aligned streswise or spanwise to the freestream flow.

Cylinders with diameters of 1.27 cm. (0,5 in.) and 1.90 cm. (0.75 in.) with heights of 5.08 cm. (2.0
in.) and 7.62 cm. (3.0 in.), respectively, were used. Based on the criterion of Reference 16, their
heights were effectively semi-infinite. The cylinder was moved relative to the transducers. Over the
range of travel (at maximum 2.5 cm.). the change in incoming flow conditions had a negligible effect on
the interaction properties.

2.2 Instrumentation

The pressure transducers, Iulite model XCQ-O62-l A. were 0.29 cm. (0.115) inches center-to-
center. This was the closest spacing possible due to physical limitations. The transducers have external
diameters of 0.162 cm. (0 064 in.) with a pressure-sensitive diaphragm 0.071 cm. (0.028 in.) in diameter.
The natural frequency is quoted as 250 kHz by the manufacturer. Full-scale output is nominally 225 mv
for 15 psi giving a sensitivity of 15 mv/psi. The transducers were calibrated statically, since shock
tube tests with similar designs have shown that dynaric calibrations are only a few percent lower than
those obtained statically[171. The combined non-linearity and hysteresis are quoted as 0.5% full scale
with repeatability of 0.1% full scale.

The out ut from the transducers was amplified by a PARC, Model 113, amplifier giving a signal in the
range 0-i0 volts. The signal was then low-pass filtered using an Ithaco filter, Model 4213, with the
cut-off set to either one-half the sampling rate or, for sampling rates greater than 100 kHz, it was set
at 50 kHz. This was because the dynamic response of the pressure transducers is limited to approximaely
50 kHz. The signal was digitized by a 12-bit A/D converter which outputs 0 to 4096 counts for inputs
of 0 to 10 volts. Noise on the system was ±2 counts which resulted in an overall resolution of
±0.005 psi. Additional details concerning the instrumentation are given in Reference 18.

2.3 Flow Conditions

The freestream and incoming turbulent boundary-layer properties are given in Table I and Figure
3 which show the mean velocity profile, plotted in wall coordinates. The boundary layer deve-sped natur-
ally on the upper surface of the flat plate. No trips were used. The measurements match the combined
wall-wake law well. The skin friction coefficient deduced from the curve fit is within 10% of that pre-
dicted using the van Driest Ii method.

2.4 Test S chnique

First, the intermittent region was mapped out for each cylinder. The sampling rate used was
250 kHz and at each station 70 records were taken on each channel (I record - 1024 data points). Sev-
eral stations ws -e then selected for further detailed analysis. At these positions, the number of records
taken was increased to 400 (the limit of the data acquisition system) and the sampling rate was reduced
to 100 kHz.
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TABLE 1. Freestream and Boundary Layer Properties

Preestream Mach Number, , 4.96 ± .02

Freestream Velocity, U. 741 m/s 2430 ft/s

Freestream Reynolds Number, Rea 55 x 10 6 m-I 16.8 x 106 ft
- I

Stagnation Pressure, Po 2.09 10
6 
N/r

2 
±1% 303 psia

Stagnation Temperature, To  327 K ±1% 590"R

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Conditional Sampling Analysis

The main thrust of the present work was to determine the frequency distribution of the shock
wave motion using a conditional sampling technique. This technique transforms the pressure signal into a
box-car function which is then analyzed stati'cically. The technique employs upper and lower thresholds
to distinguish between those pressure fluctuations induced by the shock and those characteristic of the
turbulent boundary layer both upstream and downstream of the shock. Before the results are presented, the
algorithm itself is discussed since understanding its operation is crucial for appraising the results in
section 4.

3.2 Upper Threshold Calculation

Transformation of the pressure signal into a box-car function requires careful thought. An obvious
requirement is that shock waves in the original signal must also exist in the tranLsformed signal. Since
the original signal is that of a turbulent flow, precautions must be taken to ensure that turbulent fluc-
tuations are not inadvertently counted as shock waves.

In earlier work, pressure signals were simply "eyeballed," and a threshold pressure was selected as
the level just above the largest pressure fluctuations characteristic of the boundary layer 19,14). Eye-
balling the signal separately at all stations helps avoid problems due to d.c. offsets and drift, but is
highly subjective and it is difficult to be consistent from station to station. To avoid such problems, a
systematic technique for calculating the threshold level(s) has been developed.

The first step is to calculate the mean pressure, Pm of that fraction of the signal corresponding to

the undisturbed boundary layer for signals in the intermittent region. Only a brief explanation of the
method is given below. The detailed programming is given in Reference iR. First, the minimum pressure in
each record was determined and the average for N records was calculated to give Pmln" Once P. n was

calculated, a "window" of width 0.01 psi was stepped upwards through the signal in increments of 0.005

psi, starting at P At each step, the number of data points within the window was counted. The win-

dow position at which the greatest number of data points occurs brackets Pm. This is because the bound-

ary-layer pressure fluctuations are distributed normally and the probability Is a maximum at the mean
value. Figure 4 illustrates this process.

Once P was obtained, the standard deviation, 0p , of the pressure fluctuations in the boundary

layer was calculated since this is needed for setting the upper threshold level, T2 . Since these fluc-

tuations have a Gaussian distribution, the probability of finding points at any chosen values above or

below Pm ca be defined once a is known. A value of P. 
+ 

4.50 was chosen for T2 - since thebeo P nbedfndoeUp m p 2

probability of finding points greater than 4.5c above the mean is 0.0000068 (i.e., chances of I inp
147,000). Hence, pressures above T2  are characteristic of the flow downstream of the shock wave, and

pressures below T2 are characteristic of the undisturbed boundary layer. This approach sets T2 consis-

tently just above the largest pressure fluctuations of the boundary layer, and automatically takes care of
any small d.c. offsets or drift on the signal from run to run. The process is automated and requires no
subjective input from the user.

3.3 Transformation of the signal

Once T2  is calculated, the signal can be transformed into a box-car function. Tvo methods were ex-

amined. The first was a single threshold method similar to that of Reference 14. Data points are checked
sequentially and the passage of a shock over the transducer in the upstream direction is considered to
have occurred if the first point is below T2 and the second is above it. Termination of the shock occurs

when this criterion is reversed. The problem with this simple approach is that the resulting box-car does
not accurately reflect the original signal.

Close examination of the box-car shows that many "false shock waves" can occur with this algorithm.
Figure 5 (reaketched from data presented in Ref. 14) shows the inclusion of four shock waves, labeled A.
B, C and D. that are not in the original record. The "false shocks" are actually turbulent fluctuations
and occur at high frequency. The inclusion of these waves in the box-car drives the mean frequency higher
and alters the shape of the probability distribution. Examination of many cases shows that no matter what
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thresho1V l '.'.: i. chosen, turbulent fluctuations such as those labeled A and B will inadvertently create

"false shock waves."

The second method used fvc all of the results p-esented in this paper uses 2 thresholds. The upper

one is given by T2 - P. + 4.5Op and the lower out by T, . P,. TI is used so that the small amplitude

pressure fluctuations present on the signal are not counted as shock waves. The detailed programming is
also given in Reference 18. A brief discussion of how it works is as follows. Initially, a "toggle" that
determines if a data point has a lower value than T2 is set to an "off" state. The algorithm then checks

successive data points. If the first point is less than T2 and the second point is greater than T2 and

the "toggle" is "off," this marks the start of the passage of a shock wave. This event initializes the
process that determines the time between successive shock waves. The "toggle" is then set "on." and fur-
ther crossings of 12 are not counted until a data point has a value below 1 . Termination of the shock

wave occurs when this happens, and the "toggle" is then reset to "off." This process largely eliminates
the counting of turbulent fluctuations as shock waves.

However, this algorithm introduces a new problem. If in between two very closely spaced shock pas-
sages, Pw(t) does not fall below P. before increasing again, the toggle Is not reset and what is in re-

ality two shock passages is only counted as one. As might be expected, at low intermittency, 7 , when
significant time spans of undisturbed boundary-layer flow exist between successive shock passages, this is
not a problem, but at moderate to large y it is more severe. To examine this problem, a sensitivity
analysis was made in which the effects on f. of varying T, and T2 were investigated.

The results at low and mid-range y are shown in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. The parameter
plotted on the horizontal axis is n , where n is given in the expression T2 - Fm  no p. Careful exam-

ination of the results shows that different problems occur with different pairs of I and T Because of

space constraints, only the more salient results and conclusions are listed below. The reader is referred
to Reference 19 for details. For a fixed T2 - fi increases as TI increases because Fw(t) now has to

drop below a progressively higher pressure level for the toggle to be reset. However, when T I - T2. the

method becomes a single threshold technique and the same problems as discussed earlier occur. With TI

equal to Pm - 3o p, then Pw(t) must just fall with the range of the boundary-layer fluctuations for the

toggle to be reset. However, for this setting of T 1, T2 must be set significantly higher to avoid shock-

induced turbulent fluctuations (occurring as it moves downstream over the transducer) from being counted
as shocks. Setting T2 - P - 6op or above provides the necessary discrimination, and fm is then rela-

tively insensitive to increases in 12.

In conclusion, although different combinations of I, and T2 can be justified physically and argued

for on rational grounds, any particular pair lacks discrimination with respect to turbulent fluctuations
generated either upstream or downstream of the shock wave. This means that the mean shock frequency can-
not he pinpointed with precision. However, it can be bracketed within a fairly narrow range. The bound-
aries of this range are essentially given by the cases T, - P, , T2 - P m 4.5op (this results in the

lower boundary since P w(t must fall below P to reset the toggle) and T = Pm 
+ 
3op , T . P. 

+ 
6op

(for which the toggle is reset when Pw falls below the upper pressure level typical of the undisturbed

boundary layer). As expected, the variation in fm between these boundaries is small for low y. (Figure
6
a. for y o 0.2, shows a variation from 0.55-0.65 kHz.) At higher y (Fig. 6b), the variation is larger
(1.2-1.5 kHz). However, the bounds of this range, as discussed later, do not overlap the ranges of other
characteristic flow frequencies such that the lack of precision in specifying fm does not lead to ambi-

guities in drawing conclusions.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 Incoming Boundary-Layer Properties

In a Mach 5. (740 m/s) 5mm thick, turbulent boundary layer, pressure fluctuations at frequencies
as high as reveral hundreds of kilohertz are to be expected. The transducers used cannot resolve such
high frequencies for several reasons. First, the finite size of the transducer limits the resolution cf
the high-frequency components of the signal. Schewe [20) has studied this problem and, from careful mea-

surements and correlations of incompressible and subsonic data, shown that o normalised by the free-

stream dynamkc pressure qw is a function of the nocrmalised transducer diameter, d(d* - duo/v). The

"ideal" transducer has d' z 20. Under the present flow conditions and using the smallest available trans-

ducer, the value of d
+ 

was approximately 770. Extrapolation of Shewe's results suggests that the mea-

sured o p/q. will be about 40-50 of that of the "ideal" transducer. The current result (o p/q .7.7 x 10
- 4
)

is shown correlated with data from other studies in Figure 7. The value is about 60% of that predicted by
the semi-empirical correlation of Lowson (211 and about 30% of that predicted by Laganelli et al. 12Z).

Second, the usable frequency range is limited by the natural frequency of the diaphrogm and the ef-
fects of the protective screen. Tests have shown that beyond 45-50 ke the response is no longer flat and
resonance effects become significant. The power spectrum in the linear-log form G(f)f/o' vs f, where

p
G(f) is the power level and f is the frequency, is shown in Figure 8. There are two points worthy of
note. First, there is little low-frequency contamination by tunnel noise, so the latter does not

- mmmmmmm ms ......mtmesmmmammlmmlm
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contribute significantly to the overall Op. Second, as expected, the energy level increases with increas-

ing f . There is some suggestion of a plateau and subsequent roll-off around 40-50 kHz, but this is
probably due to transducer limitations. Future tests with a new transducer with frequency response up to
300 kHz will resolve this.

The cross-correlation R pp((.r) of the two signals (transducers streamwise) for -50ws < T s 
+ 

50cs)

is shown in Figure 9. it is evident that, in this boundary layer and with this spacing, a sampling rate of
250khz does not adequately resolve R ppa

x
. The maximum value of the correlation is bracketed between T-4

and 8s. These correspond to broad-band convection velocities of 370 and 730 m/s, respectively. A simple
linear extrapolation between adjacent data points, as indicated by the hatched lines gives R i .84ppmax

at T= 5.
9
us, corresponding to a broad-band convection velocity of 496 m/s, approximately 0.6U . The

average of the phase speeds, summed over the range 0-50 kHz, gives an average phase velocity of 530 m/s,

approximately 0.72U.. These values agree reasonably well with results of other studies (Fig. I0). Simi-

larly, R of 0.84 (for E/i* - 1.33) agrees reasonably well with other results (Fig. 11).
ppmax

4.2 Mach 5 Cylinder Interactions

Distributions of the mean wall pressure, normalised tms level, and intermittency are shown. in
Figures 12, 13 and 14, respectively. The int'rmittency is the ratio of the number of data points counted
when the toggle is in th- "on" stt- to the total num. f Jat p.iuts. 7,11 sepaLiiol iocaslonn, -
rained trom surface flow vlsualisation, are indicated by 'S.' The trends are identical to those of earl-
ier studies indicating that these particular flows have no features peculiar to this blowdown facility.

Distributions of fm are shown as a function of I in Figure 15. In both cases, fI has a maximum

value at y .5 . This result differs from the findings of Reference 14 where it was observed that fm

was independent of position within the intermittent region. It is probable that this result is a feature

of the single-threshold algorithm as described earlier. The present results show very clearly that f

changes from station to station. Examination of the pressure signals for different values of y confirms
this qualitatively. From Figure 16, which shows sample time-histories for y - .25 and .75 , it can be

seen that the average time between successive passages of the shock wave occurs at different intervals.

The distributions of fm for both cylinders are similar in shape but have different maxima. The ,ax-

imum frequency for the 1.27 cm and 1.90 cm cases is approximately 1.6 and 1.2 kHz, respectively. The
fact that they differ suggests that the motion is in some way influenced by the downstream separated flow
dynamics since the incoming flow conditions are constant, and only the cylinder diameter is changed. Most
significant is the observation that the magnitudes of the maximum mean frequencies are more than two or-
ders of magnitude less than a typical large eddy frequency (i.e., U./6 . 120 kHz) and one order of magni-

tude less than the estimated boundary-layer bursting frequency (of order I0 kiz).

Probability distributions for the shock wave period were constructed at each station. in all cases,
the distributions are highly skewed with T s T P. Results for y 0 0.2 and 0.5 are shown in Figure 17.

The distribution for the smaller-diameter cylinder is more compressed (i.e.. higher probability of finding
shorter periods and vice-versa). For example, at y 0.5, the probability of finding periods greater than
2 ms is very small for D = 1.27 cm, whereas for D - 1.9 cm, the maximum period is about 3 ms. An inter-
esting feature is that, although T

m 
is a function of y (for a fixed D) and a function of D (for a fixed

y), T remains approximately constant (, 0.4-0.5 ms) at all stations for both cylinders.
P

Power spectral density estimates provide additional quantitative support for the above findings. Al-
though power spectra calculated using the entire signal present different information than the probability
distribution for the shock period alone, they show very clearly that the large amplitude, high-energy
fluctuations (i.e., those caused by the shock wave) fall in a fairly narrow low frequency band. Power
spectra at the same stations as the probability distributions of Figure 17 are shown in Figure 18. The
data are also plotted as f. G(f)/u

2  
vs. f, rather than the more usual log-log form. This method high-

p
lights dominant frequency ranges in the signal. The results show that the high-amplitude pressure fluctu-
ations generated by the shock wave motion are distributed in the range of 0.2 to 2-3 kHz. This is the
same range of frequencies as indicated in Figure 17. There is very little energy at frequencies of the
order of the bursting frequency. In both figures, and all other spectral plots, the effects of changing

D are evident. With increasing D, the curves retain their basic shape but are shifted towards a lower

range of frequencies.

Initial cross-correlations of the transformed box-cars for the two transducers suggest that the shock
wave is not convected by the large-scale structures in the incoming boundary layer. The cross-correlation

for two transducers at X/D - 3.15 (y -.66) and X/D - 2.92 (y -. 34) for the 1.27 cm. case is shown
in Figure 19. There are two maxima, one at i - -3

2
us and the other at *28us, corresponding to the aver-

age time delay between the rise and fall in pressure on the two signals as the shock moves upstream and
downstream, respectively. From these values of T and the transducer spacing, the average shock velocity

in the upstream and downstream direction was calculated as 91 m/s and 104 m/a, respectively. Without
detailed analysis at other stations, and preferably additional tests at higher sampling rates (to improve

the resolution of T), it cannot be stated with any certainty that the downstream velocity is higher than
the upstream one or that these velocities are truly representative. However, both are relatively small,

of order 20% of the incoming boundary layer broad-band convection velocity. Since the shock velocity in
the downstream direction is a small fraction of this convection velocity, it seems unlikely that the
incoming turbulence acts as the driving mechanism of the motion. However, before definitive conclusions

can be drawn, the probability distribution of the shock velocities must be calculated and examined since
the average velocities from the correlation may be misleading.
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4.3 Mach 3 Blunt Fin Re-Examtnation

fm as a function of intermittency is shown in Figure 20 for fins with D - 1.27 cm. and 2.54

cm. The figure includes results for the model on the tunnel floor (6. - 1.6 cm.) and on a full span flat

plate (6o - .3 cm.). In these boundary layers, large eddy frequencies (U-/6.) are of order 36 kHz and 190

kHz, respectively. Two conclusions can be drawn from the Figure:

1) for a given diameter blunt fin, f is independent of 6 , at least over the range tested
(5:1 variation in thickness); o

2) f. is dependent on D , and decreases with increasing D (i.e., increased interaction

and separated flow length scale). This result is the same as that observed using cylinders
at Mach 5.

The maximum frequencies in the Mach 3 flow do not differ much from those at Mach 5. For the 1.27 cm. fin
at Mach 5 and Mach 3, the maximum frequencies are approximately 1.6 kgz and 1.1 kHz, respectively. The
higher frequency corresponds to the higher Mach number and freestream velocity, U.. This observation sug-

gested examining the possibility that a Strouhal number eight be formed using U as the normalising

velocity. As a first attempt, the length scale selected for normalization was D . Table 2 shows the
pertinent parameters used in the calculation of the Strouhal number.

TABLE 2

I fl~o~ c, -I I -0,
s Mach 0 (cm) . fm(lz_ ) fu/_l fl /U

1 4.96 1.27 740 1 6 .027, 071

2 4.96 ,.90 740 1.2 .03, .075

3 2.95 1.27 590 1.1 .024 .050

2 2.95 2.54 590 0.7 .030 .063

The reasonably good correlation in terms of such simple parameters suggests that they might play a
role in, or be related to, the parameters pertinent to the underlying driving mechanisms. Since D con-
trols the length scale of the separated flow. L sep (defined as the distance from the fin or cylinder

leading edge to the primary separation line as indicated by surface tracers), LSe p was also used to cal-

culate a Strouhal number. These values are shown in the right-hand column of Table 2. The scatter is
somewhat greater than with D suggesting that the geometric parameter is more important than the overall
separated flow length scale. It is highly probable that a more physically appropriate velocity would be
some average value characteristic of the upstream flow in the primary vortex, rather than the freestream,
but this velocity is not known or easily deduced. However, it is likely that it would depend on the
freestream velocity and, hence, U. might be a suitable parameter.

Probability density distributions for the shock wave period and power spectral density estlmates were
alec calculated. The results for Y z 0.25 and 0.5 are shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. Cross-
correlations could not be computed since all the tests at Mach 3 were made using a single transducer.
Neither the probability distributions nor power spectra are as well-resolved as the Mach 5 data (fewer
records were taken), but the shapes of the curves and the trends with D are the same. With decreasing
D. the probability dis,ributions show the shift towards larger periods and the power spectra show the
shift toward lower frequencies.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Wall pressure fluctuations have been measured under the unsteady separation shock wave in inter-
actions induced by circular cylinders in a Mach 5 airflow. The wall temperature condition was adiabatic.
A conditional sampling algorithm has been developed to examine the statistics of the shock wave motion.
The same algorithm has been used to examine data taken in earlier studies in the Mach 3 blowdown tunnel at
Princeton University. In these earlier studies, hemicylindr4cally blunted fins with differert leading-
edge diameters were tested in different incoming boundary layers. Initial analysis show that:

1) The mean frequency of the shock wave is a function of position in the intermittent region
and reaches a maximum at an intermittency of about 502. These frequencies calculated using
the conditional sampling algorithm are supported quantitatively by independent spectral
density calculations.

2) Probability distributions for the shock wave period are highly skewed at. all stations such
that the moat probable and mean frequencies are different. Although the mean frequency
varies with intermittency and hence position, the moat probable frequency does not change
significantly from station to station.

3) The cylinder and blunt fin-induced flows exhibit the same general trends. The mean shock
wave frequency is dependent on the cylinder or fin leading-edge diameter, D , and decreases
as D increases. For a fin with fixed D. the mean shock frequency is independent of the
incoming boundary-layer thickness over the range tested (5:1 variation).

4) The maximum mean frequency generated by different diameter cylinders and fins at the two
Mach numbers can be correlated reasonably well by forming a Stroubal number using D and



U as normalising length and velocity sca,es, respectively. The Strouhal numbers are in

the range 0.024 to 0.031. More data over a wider range of conditions is needed to evaluate
the validity of this approach and these parameters.

5) Initial cross correlations of the conditionally sampled signals for the Mach 5 cylinder
flows show that the average upstream and downstream velocities of the shock wave are rela-
tively small (about 202 of the broad-band convection velocity in the incoming turbulent
boundary layer). However, before the motions in either direction can be fully character-
msed, additional cross correlations at other pairs of stations are required.

6) The low, mean shock wave frequencies (relative to either the large eddy frequencies or
estimated bursting frequency) and the low shock wave velocities (relative to the broad-band
convection velocity of the incoming boundary layer) do not *upport the view that the motion
is triggered by turbulence in the incoming boundary layer. Rather. it suggests that the
motion is coupled to the lower frequency motion of the downstream separated flow.
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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation was conducted into the effects of leading edge sweep
and bluntness on the flow characteristics of a glancing shock wave turbulent boundary
layer interaction generated by a fin-on-plate configuration. A series of sharp swept
fins (covering angles of sweep from 0 to 75') and a series of blunt unswept fins
(ranging in leading edge diameter from 0 to 25.4 mm) were tested at incidences of up -o
300 at a Mach number of 2.4 and a freestream Reynolds number of 2.6 x 106 m

.

Observations of the mean flow were made using oil flow visualisation, static pressure
measurements, schlieren photography and vapour screen visualisation techniques. In
addition, some limited measurements of the unsteady static pressures beneath the
interaction were taken. Flow field models are proposed to include thv effects of sweep
and bluntness and the governing parameters controlling the extent of the disturbed flow
and the pressure levels beneath the interaction are examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

Glancing shock wave boundary layer interaction is an important type of three
dimensional inviscid/viscous interaction which can frequently have a significant effect

on the 'ideal' performance of, for instance, air intakes and control surfaces. It is
important for designers of hypersonic vehicles tc be able to identify the instances
where strong interactions of this type may occur and to determine the region over which
the effects associated with the interaction are significant if the vehicle is to be

both aerodynamically and structurally efficient. The configurations examined in the
present study are illustrated ij Figure 1. This investigation represents an extension
of the work performed by Kubota on the interaction generated by a sharp unswept fin.
Kubota proposed a flow field model to describe the development of the flov' with
incidence as shown in Figure 2(a). At low incidences, the sidewall flow remains
attached and the main features of the flow are a small corner vortex and an induced

flow from the fin surface which travels from the high pressure region on the fin
towards the low pressure region upstream on the sidewall. These manifest themselves in
the surface flow as a separation line on the fin surface and an attachment line on the
sidewall surface. For small incidences the induced flow does not present a sufficient
obstacle to the oncoming sidewall boundary layer to cause it to separate. However, as
the incidence is increased there comes a point at which separation occurs and the flow

on the sidewall separates resulting in the flow illustrated in Figure 2(b).

The application of bluntness to the leading edge of an aerodynamic surface as a
means of alleviating the stagnation point or attachment line heating rate has been
found to have important implications on the magnitude of the interaction generated in
the immediate vicinity of the fin or wing root whereas the effect of sweep on the sharp
fin interaction has only recently begun to receive attention. It was therefore the aim

of the present study to examine the manner in which Kubota's flow field model could be
modified to include the effects of sweep and bluntness and to investigate the effects
on the overall pressure levels and interaction extent over a broad range of geometric
conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The tests were carried out in the 229 mm x 229 mm working section of the
continuous supersonic wind tunnel of the College of Aeronautics. The tunnel is fitted

with an interchangeable two-dimensional asymmetric nozzle. Static pressure surveys
throughout the test region indicated that the flow Mach number was 2.40 + 0.05. The
tunnel stagnation pregsure is automatically controlled and was maintained at
approximately 25.3 kNm- . Similarly, a watercooling system kept the total temperature
at abput 293 K resulting in a freestream Reynolds number in the working section of 2.6
x 100 m_,. Under these conditions, the sidewall turbulent boundary layer velocity
(99.5%) thickness is 15.2 mm with displacement and momentum thicknesses of 3.8 mm and
1.0 mm respectively. Previous measurements by Kubota have shown that the wall
conditions at M - 2.4 are very nearly adiabatic.

The two sets of fin models which were employed are shown in Figure 3. (In

addition, some tests were also made with the semicones shown.) The models were mounted,
with the aid of brackets on their leeward side, to circular inserts on the working
section sidewall as illustrated in Figure 4.

* Present address: Hunting Engineering Ltd., Reddings Wood, Ampthill, UK



The blunt models were of sufficient height to satisfy the criterion proposed by
Dolling and Bogdonoff

2 
for the interaction at the fin root to be unaffected by the

finite height of the model. This was confirmed by schlieren photographs of the root
flow. For the purpose of the surface oil flow visualisation, the fin and surrounding
sidewall were painted matt black to provide high contrast with the mixture of oil and
titanium dioxide which was applied. A steady oil flow pattern was produced
approximately five minutes after the required working section conditions had been
reached. The oil flow studies were used to check that the fin mounting did not
influence the flow in the test region.

Static pressure measurements on the sidewall were made using two rotatable
pressure tapped sidewall inserts containing up to 220 tappings in a rectangular matrix.
Checks made with these inserts failed to show any incidence hysteresis effects in the
static pressure footprint of the interactions. The static pressures were measured using
a Setra 239 0 - 0.5 psi differential pressure transducer mounted in a Scanivalve Model
9D pressure scanning system. The signal from the transducer, when amplified, was
digitised and stored on 5 1/4" floppy discs under the control of a CBM Pet
microcomputer.

In order to determine the shape and position of the shock produced by each fin in
the absence of any interaction (referred to as the freestream shock location), a
conventional single pass schlieren/shadowgraph system was employed together with sting
mounted models. In the case of the swept leading edge fins, an appropriate set of delta
wing models was constructed and the centreline shock angle determined. The flow field
in the neighbourhood of the blunt fin leading edge sidewall junction was also examined
using schlieren photography.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of Sweep

Firstly the influence of sweep on the interaction surface pressure footprint will
be discussed. Figure 5 shows the isobars on the sidewall beneath the interaction for
the A= 30, 45, 60 and 750 sweep models at an incidence of 130. It is apparent that
as the sweep is increased so the overall surface pressure level of the interaction
falls and the lateral extent of the disturbed flow decreases slightly. The fall in
pressure level might be expected because of the reduction in freestream shock angle, as
shown in Figure 6, and the reduced compression between the shock and the fin surface.
Typical pressure distributions at two stations parallel to the fin are shown in Figure
7(a). In an attempt to collapse these distributions, the asymptotic value which the
pressure might be expected to approach at large distances downstream was considered.
For any value of Y/8 , as defined in Figure 7, as X/S tends to infinity so the
pressure approaches the value on the centreline of the corresponding delta wing. These
delta wing centreline pressures were estimated using the linearised theories described
by Jones-' and Puckett . (It is recognised that linearised theory underestimates the
centreline pressures, however its use was justified on the basis of simplicity.) The
distributions when nondimensionalised in this way are shown in Figure 7(b). The
collapse suggests that the delta wing centreline pressure is a valid scaling parameter
for the pressure levels beneath the interaction when the leading edge is swept. It is
thought that the use of methods such as thin shock layer theory or that described by
Babaev

5 
would result in an even better collapse of the data and a closer prediction

of the downstream asymptotic pressures, particularly at higher Mach numbers. (Note
however that the overshoot of the limiting value shown in Figure 7(a) at the station
close to the fin is due to the influence of the attachment line in this region as shown
in Figure 2.) Although more tests are needed to fully confirm this method of scaling,
the implication is that if the surface pressure footprint is known for the unswept fin,
then the swept fin pressure levels can also be estimated using delta wing theory.
Figure 8 shows the alleviating effects of sweep as calculated using the linearised
theory. Unfortunately, lack of data prevented the examination of this correlation when
applied to peak pressures experienced near the corner attachment line.

Scaling parameters for the extent of the disturbed flow produced by a sharp
fin-on-plate configuration have been put forward by Dolling and Bogdonoff

° 
fiom the

tests performed at Princeton University at M - 2.95. These are of the form:

LuN . Reb - f(L Re ,MN)

where LuN - upstream influence, see Figure 9
Ls - distance along shock, see Figure 9
Re5  - Reynolds number based on boundary layer thickness

MN - Mach number normal to shock
b - constant, '3
6 - boundary layer thickness

The line representing the furthermost upstream point at which the static pressure is
disturbed by the presence of the unswept fin when scaled using the above relationship
is shown in Figure 9. Despite the large difference in the freestream Reynolds numbers



of the present tests and those performed by Dolling, the comparison suggests that th,
expression can be used to scale the interaction on the basis of boundary layer aeynolds
number.

The question of the exact manner in which the interaction footprint grows at large
distances from tha fin has been the subject of much attention. The present experiments
tend to suggest that the interaction upstream influence grows in an approximately
conical manner with a quasi-two dimensional footprint downstream of the freestream
shock location as shown in Figure 10. However the relatively low values, of Y/l which
were attainable probably do not allow the flow to become 'fully developed' (if sch a
state exists) in the lateral direction. For typical hypersonic vehicles flying at low
Reynolds number with consequently very thick boundary layers, this question may, in
reality, be of very little consequence.

The method in which the separation of the sidewall flow develops with incidence
appears to be qualitatively unaffected by the application of sweep. The development of
separation, as observed from the oil flow visualisation, appears to follow a number of
stages. These are illustrated in Figure Il using oil flow photographs of the A - 75

°

fin. (In the following description, three-dimensional separation was judged to have
occurred if the oil flow streaks on the upstream side of a particular line converge
into that line, as discussed by Kubotal.)

(I) At low incidences a small separated flow region xists around the nose of the
fin as shown in Figure 11(a). The ordinary separation line wrapped around the nose of
the fin marks a dividing line between the induced flow from the fin surface and the
remainder of the sidewall surface flow.

(1) Further increase in incidence enlarges the lateral extent of the seperated
region as shown in Figure 11(b). Note, that the separation line is not terminated in a
singular point and therefore appears to be an example of an 'open' type separation as
discussed by Wang

7
. Ultimately, the separation line extends across the entire test

region as illustrated in Figure 11(c). This type of separation growth behaviour
demonstrates the complex nature of the flow and indirates the limits of the usefulness
of expressions such as that proposed by KorkegiO for the shock pressure ratio
necessary to produce incipient separation i.e. even the mean flow separation process
must be regarded as a continuous process rather than a single event.

(iii) Also associated with an increase in incidence is the division of the region
behind the dividing surface streamline and the fin, into two distinct regions i.r. a
region of high surface shear where almost all the applied oil mix has been swept away
and a region of relatively low shear sluggish flow immediately downstream of the
dividing line. This can be seen in Figure 11(c). The compzossion region separatirg the
two regions becomes a separation line with an attachment line visible just upstream as
the incidence is raised as shown in Figure 11(d). Associated with this development is
the appearance of a dip in the static pressure distribution when viewed in the
direction normal to the shock as illustrated in Figure 11(d).

The two separation lines present on the sidewall at high incidence can be regarded
as being the result of two different processes. The first separation line is produced
by the flow induced from the fin surface forcing the sidewall flow off the surface.
This induced flow is generated as a consequence of the high pressures recovered in the
region of the fin leading edge attachment line and the fin boundary layer induced
pressures at zero incidence and at positive incidences by a combination ol these and
the high pressure on the entire windward surface due to fin deflection.

The second separation line is produced as a result of the difficulty encountered
by the secondary flow in passing beneath the shock system in the opposite direction to
the freestream flow as shown in Figure 11(c). The location of the secondary separation
is very close to the freestream shock location. It is suggested that this might be
caused by the higher shear forces experienced by the flow crossing the shock location
in the 'reverse direction once it appears ahead of the main shock structure and
encounters flow travelling with almost the freestream flow velocity. This would have
the effect of reducing the momentum of the already sluggish reverse flow.
Unfortunately, insufficient data was available to determine the necessary conditions
for the appearance of the secondary separation line. However it is felt that it would
not be wise to attempt to generalise by suggesting that the appearance of the secondary
separation line could be linked to certain values of incidence, sweep etc. because of
its expected dependence on such factors as boundary layer characteristics (steady and
unsteady), shock structure etc. The flow field model proposed for the sharp generator
flow field with secondary separation is shown in Figure 12(c). The effect of sweLp is
to change the rate of development of the flow field shown in Figures 12(a) - 12(c) with
incidence i.e. delays each stage of development until a higher incidence. Sweep also
has an effect on the flow field in the immediate vicinity of the fin i.e. the
introduction of sweep has the effect of moving the attachment line off the fin leading
edge. This has a tendency to drive the corner based separation line further into the
fin/sidewall junction.
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The results of the tests performed with the semicones are shown in Figure 13.
These indicate that the semicone which produces the same overall pressure ratio as the
sharp unswept fin also produces the surface properties which most closely resemble
those of the sharp fin interaction. This tends to support the fact that the overall
pressure ratio is the main parameter determining the interaction footprint at any
particular Reynolds number rather than purely the shock strength.

Effects of Bluntness

The influence of bluntness on the pressure levels in the zero incidence fin
interaction is graphically illustrated by Figure 11 which shows the surface pressures
beneath the interaction produced by the D - 25.4 mm fin. Note that the disturbance
produced by the fin travels approximately 2.5D (- 46) upstream of the leading edge.
Clearly the highest static pressures on the sidewall surface (from which highest
heating rates can probably be implied based on the work of Wiakelmann

9
) occur in the

immediate vicinity of the nose. These peak pressures can .e associated with flow
attachment/reattachment processes inferred from the oil flow studies. A typical oil
flow photograph for the D - 25.4 mm model is shown in Figure 15. The two separation
lines crossing the centreline in front of the fin are easily distinguished. Schlieren
photographs taken of the flow on the centreline, such as the one in Figure 16, show
that the mean shock structure on the fin centreline is very similar to that found by
Kaufman et al lu at higher Mach numbers. The origin of the separation shock is very
close to the mean position of separation as indicated by the oil flow. The lambda
structure is charactl-ised by an Edney Type IV shock/shock interaction (as originally
described by Edney -) at the intersection of the bow and separation shocks.
Associated with the interaction is a supersonic jet which impinges on the fin leading
edge. The cellular shock structure within this jet is visible in Figure 16. The path
taken by this jet away from the fin root is an indication of the high pressures in the
root region.

The pressure levels experienced on the centreline, as shown in Figure 17, can be
approximately estimated using very simple expressions. The semi-empirical
two-dimensional analysis of Truitt

1 2 
produces a good estimate of tie height of the

first peak. This agreement however, mu., be regarded as rather fortuitous because the
theoretical base for Truitt's analysis assumes that the boundary layer remains attached
on passing through the front leg of the shock. The second peak pressure is very close
to the pressure obtained by stagnating the freestream flow through a single normal
shock. Examination of other results suggests tLat this value represents an upper limit
to the steady pressure in this region.

In contrast to the swept fin interaction, the blunt fin interaction in the
vicinity of the nose appears to be reme'kably insensitive to Mach number and freestream
Reynolds number effects as the comparison of the present results with those of
Winkelmann

9 
and Saida and Hattori

1 3
, demonstrates, Figure 18. This insensitivity,

together with the data fitting performed by Truitt, probably explains the close
agreement between his prediction and the value of the first peak pressure. A rise in
Mach number produces higher pressures along the attachment line A 2 which, by comparison
with Winkelmann's results, extends further in the lateral direction at higher Mach
numbers. It Is thought that this is because the attachment line A2 is associated with

attachment of flow from the freestream rather than flow from th, momentum deficient
approaching boundary layer. The other major feature of the flow in the region of A 2 is
what appears to be a high presssure jet of air, which traces a path from the attachment
node on A 2 and into the low pressure region created by the overexpansion of the flow
around the fin leading edge. Schlieren photographs, such as Figure 19, of the
freestream flow show a compression shock emanating from the fin shoulder, thus
providing evidence of this overexpansion.

The use of the leading edge diameter D as a scsling parameter or the vertical and
horizontal extent of the interaction has been suggested by sever-al investigators eg:
Winkelmann

9 
and Kaufman et al 10. Figure 20 shows the coll'.pse of the pressure

distributions when nondimensionalised in this Ay. This plot also demonstrates the
effect on the pressure footprint of the other ci racteristic dimensions of the flow
i.e. some boundary layer thickness. It seems reaso-.:le to suggest from Figures 18 and
20 that as the parameter D/6 reduces so the pressure levels throughout the
interaction decrease and the nondimensional extent of the interaction increases. A
similar trend with D/6 is observed at subsonic qpeeds as shown in the results of
Peake and Galway

1 4
. This trend can be explained if it is recognised that as D/6

reduces so the flow approaching a fin of a given diameter exhibits a greater momentum
deficit and therefore separates more readily i.e. further upstream.(The present tests
at M - 2.4 also show an independence of the parameter D/6 for values of D/6 ' 2.0.)

As was noted to be the case with the sharp fin flow field, the oil flow lines
corresponding to the separation lines Sl and S2 where they cross the centreline have a
limited lateral extent. The extent of the second line S2 is connected with the
disappearance of the pressure dip in the streamwise pressure distribution and occurs
typically for Y/D 2.5 - 3.5 (increases with M. This dip can be seen in Figure 14.
This suggests that where the mean adverse pressure gradient normal to the separation
line necessary for the separation of the reverse flow disappears, then the flow is no
longer separated. A flow field model for the flow past the D - 25.4 mm model is shown
in Figure 21. It is suggested that the fading out of the separation lines S1 and S2 is
caused by the weakening of the vortices VI and V 2 due to viscous diffusion combined
with movement of these vortices away from the surface.



For a blunt fin put at incidence, it has been suggested by Dolling
1 5 

that at
sufficiently large distances from the fin, the interaction pressure footprint reverts
to that produced by a sharp unswept fin at the same incidence. In thi- rspcct the
interaction flow field behaves in a similar manner to the freestream flow field i.e.
the effects of nose bluntness are undetectable at large distances from the fin.
Dolling's experiments at M - 2.95 suggested that the point at which the footprints
match, mirrors very closely the point at which the freestream flows (in particular the
shock strength) become indistinguishable. However, the present tests indicate that the
influence of the nose bluntness may be felt outboard of this point. A comparison of the
sharp fin and the D = 3.18 mm fin pressure distributions at an incidence of 13', Figure
22, shows that even at Y - 50.8 mm, where the difference in shock strength (as
calculated from the schlieren photographs of the freestream flows) is only
approximately 9%, the footprint has not completely reverted to that of the sharp fin.
This suggests that at M - 2.4, the interaction footprint may not follow the inviscid
flow as closely as Dolling found to be the case at M = 2.95.

The flow field in the vicinity of the nose i.e. small values of Y/D, changes
little as the incidence is raised, as shown in Figure 23. The major change is that the
jet on the fin surface shown in Figure 21 becomes weaker. This is probably as a result
of the increased pressure levels on the fin surface in relation to the stagnation
pressure recovered on A 2 . The development of the oil flow with incidence suggests that
the flow field becomes as shown in Figure 24. The secondary separation line S 3 weaken-
and the flow becomes dominated by the attachment line A 2 . Note, that at low incidence:
the nose bluntness is responsible for producing a flow from the sidewall onto the fi.
surface whereas at higher incidence, this flow is reversed due to the high pressure
levels on the fin surface. At incidences outside the present range of study it is
expected that a new secondary separation would appear as was observed with the sharp
fin, as illustrated in Figure l(d).

Unsteady Aspects

Measurements of the static pressure fluctuations were made at four locations
beneath the interaction generated by a sharp unswept fin at O = 9'. These positions
are shown in Figure 25(a). Care was taken to mount the Kulite LPS-125-IOM differential
pressure transducer used for the tests so that its diaphragm was flush (or very
slightly below) the surrounding sidewall because of the effect transducer position can
have on the RMS level and power spectrum of the measured signal as discussed by
Hanly

1 6
. The signal from the transducer was amplified and then recorded on 0.5 ins

magnetic tape via a Racal 7M tape recorder. The recorded signals were replayed,
digitised and sampled by a Digital Minc minicomputer. Library programs were then used
to evaluate the RMS value of the fluctuating signal about the mean as well as the power
spectral density of the signal at each location.

The variation of the RMS pressure fluctuation is shown in Figure 25(b). The value
at position (I) was unaffected by the presence of the fin and was in reasonable
agreement with the estimate obtained using the correlation produced by Laganaili
et al 17 for high speed turbulent boundary layers. The highest value occurs in the
neighbourhood of the mean position of the separation line and is associated with
movement of the separation shock and the unsteady nature of turbulent separation.
Although more transducer locations are needed to properly define the peak of this
distribution, the maximum measured amplification of 1.5 galls well below the peak
values of 12.0 and 8.5 measured by Dolling and BogdonofflO and Dolling and Murphy

1 9

in blunt fin and two-dimensional swept ramp flows at M = 2.95. It is suggested that the
sharp fin induced separation is less unsteady than the corresponding separations in
blunt fin and ramp flows. In addition, there is also no evidence of intermittency in
the pressure-time histories at locations around the mean separation position.

In order to determine whether the increase in the RMS fluctuations around
separation could be associated with any particular frequency (i.e. was oscillatory),
the power spectra of the pressure signals was obtained. The results indicated that no
one dominant frequency is present but that there is an overall increase in the
approximate range 3 - 30 kHz.

4. CONCLUSIO17

The flow field model proposed by Kubota has been extended to include higher fin
incidences characterised by the appearance of a secondary separation. Associated w\th
the secondary separation is the appearance of a dip in the surface pressure
distribution normal to the shock. This model is also applicable to cases where the
leading edge is swept back.

The static pressure levels beneath the interaction generated by a sharp swept fin,
approximately scale with the pressures experienced on the centreline of the
corresponding delta wing at the same incidence. The application of sweep decreases
slightly the extent of the disturbed flow field. However, the effect of sweep on the
footprint extent when referenced to the freestream shock location, is secondary in
comparison to the effect of sweep on the pressure levels. Limited comparisons suggest
that existi,-g methods for estimating the effects of Reynolds number (based on boundary
layer thickLess) on the upstream influence of the interaction produced by an unswept
fin, at a ptrticular incidence, are not unreasonable. Fluctuating pressure measurements
indicate th t the separation Induced by a sharp unswept fin is considerably less
unsteady than blunt fin induced separation.
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A mean flow field model has been put forward for the blunt fin interaction at zero
to moderate incidences. Leading edge diameter is found to control the horizontal extent
of the flow field even at larg distances from the fin. The results indicate that a
reduction in the parameter a/ below approximately 2.0 results in a significant
decrease in the interaction surface pressure levels and an increase in the non-
dimensionalised (with respect to leading edge diameter) extent of the interaction
footprint.
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RESUME

L'utilisation de mdthodes optiques est l'une des seules possibilitds d'6tude des sillages hypersoni-

ques en tunnel de tir. En raison de La vitesse des icoulements, les mthodes utilises doivent permettre

den temps de pose nettement infdrieurs A la microseconde. L'ISL utilise depuis longtemps des techniques de

visualisation ultra-rapide pour l'tude de Ia transition dans les sillages hypersoniques, mais les moyens

disponibles jusqu'ici ne permettaient pas de suivre dans le temps les instabilit6s du sillage laminaire.

Nous proposons ici d'utiliser un laser associ6 h un modulateur acousto-optique comme source de lumib-

re ultra courte, I haute energie et grande frdquence de r4pdtition, pour permettre l'enregistrement d'un

certain nombre d'images du inme phinomnne en vse d'6tudier l'volution au cours du temps des instabilitis.

Les avantages de cette source lumineuse sont une grande 6nergie, des impulsions de 20 ns seulement, une

frquence de rdpitition variant inddpendamment de La durde des impulsions et une synchronisation aise avec
des 6v4nements extdrieurs. Le laser constitue une source ponctuelle qui peut Stre utilise pour olusieurs

montages optiques diffirents et sa nature cohirente permet d'envisager l'emploi de I'holographie. Le systh-
me de rdception capable d'enregistrer len images obtenues avec une vitessc suffisante constitue le princi-

pal probleme de La mise au point de La mithode.

ABSTRACT

Optical methods are among the only possibilities to study hypersonic wakes in ballistic ranges. Be-
cause of the flow velocities involved the methods employed must permit exposure times well below one micro-
second. The ISL has been using ultra-high-speed visualization techniques for the study of the transition of

hypersonic wakes for quite some time, but the means available up to now did not permit to investigate the

time-history of the instabilities in the wake.

We are proposing the use of a laser equipped with an acousto-optical modulator as a source of ultra

short, highly energetic pulses with high repetition rate to be used to record a certain number of images of

the same experiment in order to study the time history of these instabilities. Advantages of the laser as a

light source are not only the high energies available together with pulse durations down to 20 nanosecondes,

but mostly the free choice of repetition rate independantly of exposure time, and the possibility to syn-

chronize the pulses with external events. The laser is a point source and as such can be used in a variety
of different optical setups. The coherent nature of the laser light even permits holographic techniques.

The reception system capable of recording the images at a sufficient rate is the basic problem in the devel-

opment and use of the proposed setup.

1. INTRODUCTION

L'arodynamique hypersonique a 6t6 IPun des th~mes majeurs sur lesquels a travailld l'ISL de 1960

1975 et l'tsblissement se6tait dot pour ce faire de moyens d'essais relativement importants, d'une cer-

taine originaliti, et pour lesquels a 4td d6velopp6 un grand nombre de moyens de mesure d'usage assez peu

courant ou mgme tout i fair nouveaux [?).

Les problbmes qui ont t6 traitds concernaient surtout lea problbmes de rentrde dans l'atmosphre de

tftes d'engins balistiques et plus particulibrement les deux points suivants :

- dtude de l'dchauffement cindtique et des flux de chaleur, surtout effectuie dans one soufflecie I chocs

dont les caractdristiques sont rappeldes en [2];

- i'6tude des sillages, effectude au tunnel de tic hypersonique.

Malgr6 les diffdrences des installations et des sujets traits, un certain nombre de problbmes ndtro-

logiques conmmns ont 6t6 rencontrds. En effet, les temps de rafales de la soufflerie h choc sont brefs (de

l'ordre de 10O s), bien que nettement supdrieurs aux temps dont on dispose pour les mesures au tunnel de
tic hypersonique (au maximums de 10

- 
s). Mais rels ncessite dans les deux cas l'emploi de mlthodes rele-

vant de la physique des temps courts, aucre doaine dans lequel 1'ISL avait acquis une grande expdrience

par Ie moyen d'6tudes relevant de Ia ddtonique ou de La propagation des ondes de choc.

Parmi len mdthodes qui ont 6t6 utilises figurent 6videmnmet les mthodes de visualisation ultra-

rapide. Celles-ci avaient notaiment 4t6 utilises pour l'tude de La transition laminaire/turbulent dans

un sillage hypersonique, mais cette 6tude 4tait restle soommaire du fait des limitations des moyens disponi-

bles A Vipoque, lesquels ne permettaient pas l'tude du ddveloppement des instabilitis du sillsge laminai-

re.

Les progrls rdcents de l'opto6lectronique permettent d'aborder aujourd'hui cette 4tude.

On trouvera successivement dans ce qui suit :

- un rappel des rksultats obtenus autrefois, prcdd, pour en faciliter Ia comprhension, par one brkve

prdsentation glndrale et une courte description des moyens d'essais utiliss;
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- un examen des possibilitds nouvelles offertes par leg techniques actuellement disponibles;
- des exemples des premiers risultats obtenus.

2. Etude des sillages hypersoniques

2.1 Motivations de l'tude

Le sillage que laisse derriire lui un engin pinitrant dans Vatmosphire est ionise et constitue done
un moyen de dtection de cot engin. Cette ditection peut itre soit passive (icoute de l'dmission propre du
sillage), soit active (icoute du retour d'une onde imise du 6ol). On pest ainsi suivre la trajectoire d'un
engin alors qu'il n'est lui-mime pas ditectable ou que La communication avec lui n'est pas possible. Thio-

riquement, Ia dirtection est possible dans tout le spectre ilectromagnitique (radio4lectrique, infrarouge,
visible, ultraviolet), mais lea itudes de IISL ont surtout porti sur La ditection active dans la gamme
des friquences radioilectriques ("Acio radar") [3]. Dans le cadre de cette itude, l'ISL a mis au point di-
verses mithodes de mesure de Pionisation d'un sillage en laboratoire : caviti rdsonante, interfirom tres
hyperfrdquences, sondes de Langmuir [4]. Du point de ue airodynamique, lionisation du sillage et son
ivolution en fonction de Is distance a lengin sont gouvernies par diffirents paramitres his aux condi-
tions de vol et A la giomitrie et aux dimensions de l'objet. Ces paramitres diterminent La nature du sil-
lage qui joue un rSle essentiel. En effet, la dicroissance de Ia densiti ilectronique est bien plus rapide
dans un sillage turbulent oh il y a milange avec un 6coulement extirieur plus froid que dans un sillage
laminaire. Li6tude de La transition de l'icoulement laminaire a li6coulement turbulent dana It sillage a
done constitud un des aspects essentiels d l'ensemble de l'Pdtude et c'est le soul dont il sera question
ici. On trauvera en [51 une prisentation plus ginirale de l'ensemble.

2.2 Moyens d'essais

Etant donni le problime pos6, l'emploi do tunnel de tir de prifirence A La soufflerie s'impnsait en
raison de :

- La nicessiti de faire varier La pression dans les imites rencontries dans La haute atmosphire (de I A
100 m Hg environ) et de rialiser lea essais dans un milieu ayant strictement Ia composition chimique de
lair en dquilibre,

- La vitesse h reproduire, de lordre de plusieurs km/s, correspondant h des nombres de Mach tr s 6levis
(de 10 A 25),

- La nicessite d'iviter tout support de maquette susceptible d'entralner une perturbation du sillage et du
besoin de pouvoir observer le phinomine loin A l'aval de La maquette.

Les essais ont done iti effectuis dans le tunnel de tir hypersonique du dipartement d'adrodynamique
de l'ISL. Ce tunnel est iquipi de deux canons A gaz Idger (hydroghne, mais l'hilium a aussi t4 utilisi)
dont la figure I precise lea caractiristiques*). Les vitesses maximales atteintes ant itd de 8,5 km/s pour
Ie canon de ZO et de 9 ,1 1 ms pour Ie canon de i0 w. La figure 2 donne une photographie de ces canons
et Ia figure 3 une photographic du tunnel de tir proprement dit. Celui-ci comporte une chambre de detente
destinde A freiner leg gaz de bouche du canon, un diaphragme (pi ce mitallique perce d'un trou et desti-
ne A arriter les "sabots" ayant servia guider les projectiles non cylindriques dans le tube de lancement)
et un certain nowbre d'6liments variables en fonction des essais A rialiser. La figure 4 donne une confi-
guration typique du tunnel de tir tel qu'il dtait iquipi pour li'tude des sillages hypersoniques. La ra-
diographie-iclair servait A virifier le bon ditachement des sabots. Les deux postes ombroscopiques itaient
utilisis pour la mesure de la vitesse du projectile (dautres postes doivent 9tre ajoutis lorsqu'il faut
tenir compte de Is diciliration du projectile), le spectromitre de masse a servi A une tentative d'6tude
de La composition chimique du sillage [8] et l'tude des caractiristiques ilectroniques du sillage etait
faite dans lielment terminal de grand diamktre. Les deux postes strioscopiques dtaient utilisis pour la
visualisation du sillage et lctude de Ia transition.

2.3 Visualisations par strioscopies

L'6tude de Is transition a essentiellement it6 faite par examen visuel des photographies du sillage
obtenues par strioscopies. Cct examen a conduit A ladoption du critre de transition de Zeiberg [91 pour

lea sillages de sphkres [i01 et A celui du crithre de transition de Waldbusser 111, 121 pour lea sillages de
canes faiblement imoussis [13, 141.

O a igalement utilisi plusieurs variantes d'un montage dans lequel un faisceau laser traverse

l'icoulement avant d'9tre reCu sur on photoaultiplicateur. Le signal recu ddpend des variations de Ilin
-

dice de rifraction intigri le long du chemis optique et prisente un aspect trhs diffirent suivant que
licoulement est laminaire ou turbulent [15, 16J.

L'tude a 6t6 faite pour des vitesses de 3500 A 6500 m/s, des maquettes de faibles dimensions (ca-
libre maximal : 20 mm) et de faibles pressions dans le tunnel de tir (de 2 A 100 mmHg). Dans ces condi-
tions, de tr~s faibles temps de pose (h 5 km/s, le projectile parcourt 5 ma par Ps) et de tris fortes in-
tensitns lumineuses itaient nicessaires. Poor lea obtenir, PISL avait coastruit des flashes ayant les
caractiristiques suivantes :

- dnergie ilectrique : 0,7 joule,
- durne d'imission A mi-hauteur : 150 A 200 ms,
- dimensions du canal lumineux : 4 s x I m.

Ces flashes iquipaient des postes strioscopiques A double passage dont Is figure 5 donne It schema.
La plupart des visualisations ant dti effectudes en utilisant des miroirs sphiriques de rayon de courbure

*) Les caractdristiques donnies correspondent A 1itat actuel de l'installation.Du fair des modifications
intervenues depuis La mise en service du petit canon en 1961 [7] et cellc du grand canon en 1965 i6), lea
valeurs indiqudes peuvent diffirer ie celles que Von peut trouver dans lea documents ISL plus anciens, qui.
pour lea mimes raisons, peuvent donner des valeurs diffdrant entre elles.



4gsl A 2 m et de diamitre 21 cm [171. Dane ce ras, deem montages me diffdrant que par ltorientstioo des
couteaux (l'un A cootesux peralliles A l'axe dut tir et lVautre A routeaux perpendicelaires A ret axe)
sysient icd mis en oeuvre simultandment. Par la suite un montage plus porformant aver un miroir spdrique
de 5 m de rayon de roorbure et de diamitro 50 cm a 6t6 ucilis6 111. son enrns4,remeoc a nicessit6 l'emplui
d'on miroir de renvoi suppldmentaire (figures 6 et 7).

La tigere 8 donne us promie- emmaple de risultat. 11 s'agic d'un rine de deed-angle au sooneL 12,9,
d'eoussemenc 0,2, de diamitre au culot 12,4 -, lanc6 A 4113 n/s dans de Ilsir A 100 mmelg. Le sillage ls-
minaire prdsente d'sbord des contours rectilignes jusqu'A 95 rm du net du projectile. Ensuire apparaissent
des ondularions qui induiseot dans l'droulement extdrieur du sillage des ndes de rhoc, qui viennent inter-
fdror aver l'onde de rbcc de rerompression issue du col do sillage, pois le sillage prend us aspect turbu-
lent raractdriecique A parcir de 115 mm du nez, aver des "booffdes" plus o moms importantes.

La figure 9, qoi correspond A un projectile identique tire A vicesso un peu plus 6levie (4674 m/s)
done de lair A La mime prossion, door A one transition us peu plus prorhe ds projectile, nontre us diroe-
lemeot analogue :apparition d'oodolatinns A la fronti~re du sillage laminaire, mais rette fois dis 70 mm
du nez, puis des ondulations do sillage laminaire avant l'sppsrition de bouffdes turbulentes plus ou moms
importantes A partir de 92 on du nez, main ce n' est guire que dans la partie droite de l1imsge, c 'eat-A-
dire vein 250 oan du net, que le sillege turbulent comemenre A prdsenter un 'grain' & peu prbs homogkne.

La figure l0montre le sillage d' un rise de nine forme main de dimensions deum fois plus faibles (die-
mitre de culoc 6,2 emm) tir6 A 4614 m/s dans de l'air A la pression de 60 mmdlg. La transition est slurs plus
lointaine et le centre de l'image eet a 205 on du rolot do projectile. On unit tris nettoment le diveloppe-
meot des instabilitds du sillage lamineire et lapparition progressive de "bouffdes turbulentes de plus en
plus importantes. On examon attentif de l'inage montre que lee instabilitie apparaissent d'abord A La fron-
cuire supdrieure do sillage laminaire, lee instabilit~s A Ia frontiire infdrieure ne deviennent visibles
que tout A fait A droite de l'image. Cetto figure est one strioscopie A couteaum perpendirulaires A Vase
du tir et visoalise door les gradients de masse volumique dane la direction amiale. La figure 11 donne la
strioscopie & rooteaum parell~les A Vase rorresponsant au mime tir. Lee deom postee etriosropiques Otsieot
siparde de 75 cm et le ddrlenchement des 6riaceurs rdgl6 de maniire A ce que le centre de deem images suit
A la mime distance do projectile. L'esamen de La figure 11 permet de retrouver lee mimes structures que

sot ls figure 10 meis ddcalies vets La droite. A priori on serait tencd d'attribeer re d~calage A Ia vitesse
de convection de ces structures par ld4coolemeoc et de calceler cette viresee A partir de res photographies.
Cependant linfluenre des incertitedes empdrimentales (erreor soc la mesore de La viteese des projectiles,
erreors sot l'inetant do diclenrhemeot des dlateers) eslivereit route pricision A cerre dveluation.

La figure 12 out particoli~remnt remarqoable. flle correspond A en c~ne do petit calibre (diambktre
so celot 6,2 on) tir6 A 4780 s/s dane de l'air A 20 mmsHg. La transition eat alors tris lointaine et l'6cla-
tour a k6d rdgld do manuire A cc quo le centre de l'image suit A Ia distanre prdvue poor la transition par
le rrit~rc de ldeldbusser (soit A 110 calibres do nec do c~ne oii 68 rm). M-ais clots que cc critiro est sup-
pos6 donner Ia fin do la transition, la photographie montre que l'on Oct plet~t au ddbet de cello-ri; on y
voit necromeoc so ddvelopper une instebilird A La frontihtro sop~rieorc du sillago laminairo. Cetto meste-
bilird rontamine progreseivoment tout le sillage, mais ce qo'il y a de serprenant est son ettineetion or
sa dieparition progressive yore La droito de l'imsge.

L'iotdrit d'one dtude ddtaillie des instabilirds qee Vo'n voit set lee figures 8 A 12 (leeqoellos
soot extraices do [131)esr 4vident. Il aerair fallo,poor faire retto 4tudo, poovoir soivro lo ddvoloppo-
meot do re instabilitds au coors do temps, ce coi 6teit malbeureusomooc impossible A l'6poqe o6 roe pho-
cographies ont 6t6 obtenoes. En effet, cheque 6clateor (sliment6 per Ia dirbarge d'uoe betterie de condes-
sareers) ne pouveit icro otilied qe'one seule fois par t. One solution tbdoriqooment possible cut 6t6 de
multiplier le nombre do postos strioscopiqoes le long do Ia trajectoiro, meis le nombre de postes possible%
eet limird A qoclqoes unitds et leer muiltiplicstion no vs pee sans poser des problimes praciqoes. La solu-
cion iddele, offoctoer plusicure diosinee do visoalisations secressives so mime ondroit, n'6tsit pee possi-
ble, fauto de source lomincuse eppropride.

3. Cindmacogrephie ultre-rapide

3.1 Cniddretioos gdoireles

Pour visusliser on phdoom~ne instationnaire, il fact quo La durde d'observstion e oit netteeot in-
fdricore A la dorge csractdristiqoe do phdoomkoc. 11. eet difficilo ini d'ostimes cecte dorniiro do faton
prdcise, =*rae on pout en ddterminer en ordre do grandeur. En effet, lee figures 9 A 12 mootrent que lee
inecabilitds qui se ddveloppeot soot A pee prits A l'drbolle spatialo de l'nbstacle. flles nt door one
raillo csrartdristique L do l'ordre de 10-2 M. Si on prend poor vitesse carectdristiqoe cello do projecti-
le, snit yeS5-103 m/s, on obtient on tempe carsrtdrisciqe: L/v z 2 ms, pour La "piriode" do phdnockno A
6todior. 11 faudrait door poevoir faire pendant cette pdrinde on certain nombre do photographies aver des
temps de poses seffisament petite. Lee drlateors utilieds ri-desses nt one dorge acceptable (150 me)
main ne permettent pee la rdpdtitioo des images.

01 exisre on instrument ddjA enrico qui permet cette rdpdcitioo :r'ost Is chronoloupe de Cranz-
Scherdin [19], qoi consisce en one batterie de 24 6rlatoers ddcloo-iede avec does intervalles At rdglsbies
et, A l'oppnsd par rapport so phdoomioe A 6todier, one plaque rerevant rite A cite lee 24 images (figu-
re 13). L'inroovinieot do syatbme est qu'il entratne des erreors de parallaxe, main que V'on peet mini-
miser en inignent Is batterie d'4c1.steurs et Is plaque do phdoeine, cc qui entratne des complications
does A l'emploi de mimoics de reovoi (le laboratoire n'eat pas exceosiblel). Lee appareils existent A
l'OSL ont one cadence de ripdtitioo qui eat boone (At minimum ilgal A 10-

7 
S), mais leg temps de pose

soot trop longs (so minimum 3 as) cc Ia puissance lumiocoso eet aeec faible. L'pari eat cependane
utilisable pour des sillege do projectiles A faible vitesse, rouse le mootre l'exemple de Os figure 14.

L'iddsl serait de pouvoir disposer d'une source lominoose fournissant des impulsions de l'ordre de
20 ns aver des intervalles entre impulsions de Vodr de 100 ns.
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Remarquons en peasant quil faudrait aller encore bien plus loin pour acctder aux dchelles du mouve-
ment turbulent auxquelles se fait la dissipation par viscositi. E7 effet, si lion en croit la thdorie [20],
ces dchelles out on temps caractdristique de l'ordre de L/v Re-$'. soit ici de l'ordre de 10

-
10 s.

La rdalisation de cemps d'exposition courts et d'une cadence de ripdtition Olevde peut Itre obtenue
au wyen des trois dldments du montage optique : la source lumineuse, l'optique elle-mame et le moyen de
rdception. Dans la plupart -. . a o .1on suohaite effe.uer une cere de phoographies tris rapprochies
dans le temps, lea temps d'exposition et lea intervalles entre images successives sout ddterminds par lesyste de rdception. Cteet Ie rae des camdras A mimoic touroant, des camdras A atour, ainsi que des

systimes utilisant des obturateurs dlectroniques. Quel que sit leur mode d'utilisation, le temps d'exposi-
tion permis par ces camdras utilisdes A grande vitesse est fonction de lintervalle de temps entre images
successives et ne peut Stre choisi inddpedasent. Ces systimes de rdception sout en gdniral utilisds avec
des sources lumineuses quasi-continues. qui 6clairent l'objet avec une lumiire intense pendant Ia totalit6
de lenregistrement.

La chronoloupe mentionne plus haut est un exemple d'utilisation de la source lumineuse pour fixer Is
durne d'exposition et Io friquence des images puisqu'elle utilise 24 iclateurs indipendants pouvant Etre
diclenchis par groupes de six. La rdception eat assurde par 24 appareils photographiques sdpards. L'obten-
Lion d'enregistrements plus longs comprenant plus de 24 images serait extrimement difficile pour des rai-
sons pratiques.

3.2 Emission

Des sources lumineuses fournissent des impulsions tris courtes et de grande dnergie ont dtg develop-
pies rdcemm t sous forms de lasers. Des lasers A rubis, A colorant ou des lasers YAG opdrant en mode re-
laxd fournissent des impulsions de l'ordre de la microseconde. L'utilisation de techniques particuliires
de modulation intra-cavitd du laser permet d'atteindre des durdes d'impulsion de l'ordre de Is nanosecon-
de et les impulsions les plus courtes que l'on peut obtenir en combinant la modulation intra-cavitd avec
des techniques de mise en forms des impulsions extra-cavitd atteignent Is picoseconde. Mais les dnergies
de ces impulsions restent limitdes et il reste A rdsoudre le problime de leur rdpdtition et de leur syn-
chronisation avec des ivdnements extdrieurs. Un moyen d'obtenir des impulsions courtes, une frdquence de
ripdtition dlevde et une dnergie suffisante, est d'utiliser un laser YAG A impulsions longues et un dis-
positif intra-cavitd [231, [21] adaptd. On obtient ainsi des impulsions d'environ 400 ns ayant une dnergie
de l'ordre du millijoule et une frdquence de rdpdtition de 100 kHz. L'dnergie par impulsion peut 9tre nor
tablement accrue par amplification dens une seconde tite laser. Ndanmoins la durde d'impulsion et la caden-
ce de rdpdtition ne sont pas iddales et, surtout, le problime de La synchronisation avec un appareil extd-
reur demeure.

L'utilisation d'un obturateur acousto-optique pour hacher le faisceau dmis par un laser continu en
one sdrie d'impulsions brives permet de risoudre cette dernire difficult6, mais l'dnergie de cheque impul-
sion ddcrolt lindairement avec sa durie, ce qui rend lfenregistrement photographique difficile, voire im-
possible.

Par contre, l'emploi de techniques de modulation intra-caviti permet d'obtenir des impulsions aussi
brives que 10

-
2 s et des frdquences de ripitition jusqu'A 100 Miz. En particulier, Ia technique dite "cav-

ity dumping" eat one bonne solution pour une source lumineuse satisfaisant A toutes lea conditions requi-
ses ;

- inergie d'impulsion ilevie,

- impulsions courtes (environ 20 ns),
- friquence de ripartition riglable indipendamient,
- pas d'erreurs de parallaxe d'une impulsion A lVautre,

- nombre d'impulsions non limiti,

- synchronisation facile avec des ivinements extdrieurs.

La figure 15 montre le principe do "cavity dumping". Lorsque le miroir K3 est en position basse, Is
lumiire formie dans Is caviti eat renvoyde par lee miroirs hautement rifliehissants M1 et M2 et n'effecrue
que des aller-retour dens le milieu laser L oh elle eat amplifiie dans lee limites permises par les invi-
tables pertes dans La cavitI et par 1'6nergie que peut fournir le milieu laser. Si le miroir 13 est alors
plac6 rapidement en position haute, toute l'dnergie emagasinie dans la caviti eat riflichie hors du laser
en un temps tris court qui ne dipend qu de la longueur de la caviti et de La vitesse de la lumiire. La
vitesse de basculement du miroir eat de mime diterminie par le temps d'aller-retour des photons dans le
caviti. La puissance maximale d'une impulsion ainsi produite est environ 50 fois supirieure A cells four-
nie en rigime continu.

Plusieurs types de modulateurs acousto-optiques ou dlectro-optiques peuvent itre utilisds actuelle-
ment. La figure 16 montre le montage que nous avons retenu. I1 consiste en on cavitd "replide" par trois
mirnirs dont deux focalisent le faisceau pour ie ramener au diamitre recquis pour obtenir une riponse suf-
fisamment rapids du modulateur acousto-optique utilisi ici pour divier le faisceau hots de is caviti du
laser.

Un des avantages de l'utilisation du laser comm source lum~neuse eat le fait qu'il peut itre utili-
sd aisiment pour des montages optiques diffirents : ombroscopie, interfiromitrie et mime holographie [22].
Les techniques lea plus simples sont lombroscopie et l'interfiromitrie diffirentielle. Toutes deux sont
basies sur lea variations locales de l'indice de rifraction dans le champ de l'dcoulement. Les deux tech-
niques ne ndcessitent que des montages simples c8td dmission et peuvent Stre utilisdes avec diffdrents
syst~mes de r6ception. L'holographie fournirait d'avantage d'informations sur la nature tridimensionnelle
de l'dcoulement, mais demanderait la miss en oeuvre dun montage plus complexe et d'une technique d'enre

-

gistrement spdciale difficiles A utiliser dans l'environnement d'un tunnel de tir hypersonique.



3.3 Reception

Le problime le plus dilicat est celui de La candra oriliade pour Ia riception. Le ddplaceoent des
images successives sor le support d'enregistrennnt doit avoir lieu tris rapideient. Diffdrente types
de camdras esistants, sont actuellement disponibles Ai l'Inarirut et peoveor ttre utilia~a pour la ricep-
tion des images obtenoes.

La premiire camsdra, et la plus lente, est A tambour tournant. Le film eat fied sor un tambour cylin-
drique de grand diambtre dont le pdrimitre estirieor se ddplace dans le plan focal de l'objectif aver une
vitease tangentielle pouvant atreindre 100 m/s, soit on diplacement de 0,1 mm par mnicroseconde. Si l'an
veot enregistrer des images succeosives ayanr one hauteur de 10 mmn (re qui eat on minimuim raisonnable),
on intervalle entre images de 100 uis cut on minimum. Mais la possibilit6 d'enregisrrer 100 images avec one
cadence de 10 k~lz peor fftre inr~ressante pour l'drode d'dcoulemenrs plus lents.

Le deuxiime type de carudra disponible est k convertisamur d'image 6lectroniqoe. Ses avantages sont
one frdqoence extrmemenr 6levde et on gain de lumiire dO A on amplificateur de luminance incorpori. Sea
incanvdnienrs sont one faible rdsolution et on sombre d'images (ao surplos de petite taille) limit6 8 00
16. De plus, le laser ne peat itre aisiment synchronis6 image par image avec Is ramira en raison de soa
abtorateor 6iectronique interne. Cependant, cette camira eat otiliade poor mettre so point le montage apti-
qoe et le dispositif de synchronisation aver le passage do projectile.

Les figures 17 et 18 nontrent des emamples d'images obtenoes aver cette carmera. Les images se 50cce-
dent de haut en basaet de gauche A droite. L'istervalle de cempa escre deux images eat de 5 pa. Lea vitesses
do projectile soot reapectivement de 3023 n/s et de 3000 n/a. Lea deom airies d'imagea montrent clairement
Ia structure dc l'6coulement autoor do projcctile, maia la frantiire do aillage n'est pas visible.

La figure 19 donne des images do aillage longtempa apria le passage do projectile. La distance de ces
images so projectile n'a po Ztre diterminie en raison d'on probleme de synchronisation, mais on diatingoc
de nombreos details do sillage. On voit egalemenr lea riflesians den andes de chars nor lea patois do tun-
nel de tir.

La traisiime poasibilit6, et La plus prometteuse, eat l'ernploi d'one camira aver on mimaic pin-
sieurs faces mis en mouverent par one turbine A gao. Avec ce type de casidra le tempa d'eapasition eat one
fois de plus proportionnel A Ia friquenre de rip~tition des images. Cependant, on signal de synchronisa-
tion image par image permet de diminoer mettement le temps d'expoaition ind~pendassent dc La frgquence de
ripdticion ao mayen do laser utilisdi canie source lumineose. Cette synchronisation eat aimplifide si Ia ca-
odra peat 9cre utilisde en taint que cam/ ra A fence. Abcrs seolement le laser conunande A Ia fois le tempa
d'enpanician et l'ioteraalle entre lea images. Cette camdra peot enregiatrer juaqu'S 80 images auccesaives
do same ph~nombne.

4. Conaclosian

Conme on a pu le voir le principal problbme rdside dans le chain d'un sysrime de reception adiqoat cc
-cLte question n'est pan toot A fait resolue. Cependant lea premiers rdaalcatn saint encourageants et le
problime devrait troover one rdponac assez rapidement.

On disposera alors doune mdchode permettant l'6tude do ddveloppement des inscabilirda dams lea 6coa-
lements hypersaniqoes 00 l'6tode des 6couoementa bypersoniqoes instationnaires. En effec, non applicatian
m'eat pas limicde so tunnel de tir et, contrairement A ce que l'an poorrait croire instinctivement, lea or-
dres de grandeurs A atteindre sont A peu prbs lea .mes em soufflerie hypersonique qo'en tunnel de tir. En
effet, lea vitesses de convection des inatabilicis saint soovent do omine ordre que celles de l'#coolement,
c'eat-4-dire celle do prajectile en tonnel de tir.
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Fig. 8 StrioscoPie couteaux paralliles A l'axe du tir 469.
Calibre du projectile 12,4 mn. VitesSe 4113 m/s. Pression 100 nxJg

x -t 70 mm

-R, 98 mmu

distance (thoforique) du nez du c8ne au nzilieu
de l'image - 149 nei

Fig. 9 :Strioscopie A couteauc paralliles h l'axe du tir 462.
Calibre du projectile 12,4 m. Vitesse 4614 zn/s. Pression 100 mm1g

distance (th~orique) du culot ao centre de lcnzsge -205 mmn

x TR s 250 n

Fig. 10 :Strioscopie h couteaux perpendiculaires h V'ane du tir 1263.
Calibre du projec tile 6,2 smn. Vitesse 4614 m/s. Pression 60 mmlig
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distance (thiorique) du culot au centre de l'isrg 0 r

Fig. 11 Strioscopie A couteaux parallides h laxe du t 1263.
Calibre du projectile 6,2 ms. Vitesse 4614 rn/s. Pression 60 mmsHg

Fig, 12 Strioscopie h couteaux parallbles A l'axe du tir 1266.
Vitesse 4780 vs/s. Pression 20 ssvHpg. Calibre du projectile 6,2 un

1 Sources lumineuses

2 Lentille

3 Objet

4 Cam~ra aver objectifs

4 5 Miroir sph~rique

a) Schirn optique de la chronoloupe avec
mrarui sph~rique

3 b) Schdrsa optique de Ia chronoloupe aver
t..re lentille

2b) Fig. 13
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Fig. 14 Images d'un cylindre en vol hypersonique (chronoloupe)
v - 2700 rn/s, At : ps

ML M3  M

Fig. 15 :Principe du "cavity dumping"

Fig. 16 :Schema optique du laser avec modulateur acoosto-optique T



Fig. C1 8 19A Imges obtenues A 1'aide de la camfira 4lectronique ft 5 ps
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THE DRAG OF SLENDER AXTSYKMETRIC CONES IN RAREFIF HYPERSONIC FLOW

by

T. J. Rhys-Jones

Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU4 6TD, England

SUMMARY

This Paper describes an experimental study performed in the RAE Low Density Tunnel to determine the
aerodynamic characteristics of a range of slender axisymw tric bodies in rarefied hypersonic flow. The
main purpose of this study was to assess the effects of cone angle, nose bluntness and Reynolds number on
the zero incidence drag of cones. In addition, some measurements of axial force, normal force and
pitching moment at incidence were made. The bodies were tested at a nominal Mach number of 10 and at
flow conditions which correspond to those in the transitional rarefied flow regime. These data have been
compared with correlations develoned to represent the change in drag coefficient in this flow regime

between continuum and free-molecular flow.

LIST OF 'IYMBOLS

2
A base area, w r

b

C. Chapman-Rubesin viscosity coefficient, iwT,,/IuTw

C
A  axial force coefficient

C
D  drag coefficient, D/qA

2 2CD dras parameter, CD /sin 0 (I + 0.375 8

C, viscosity coefficient, v
5
T /u.Tx

d base diameter

D measured drag force

Kn
d  

Knudsen number, X - 126Y M/Re
d )

I cone length

M Mach number

Mach number parameter, % sin N (I + 0.375 62)

q_ dynamic pressure, 0.1

rb base radius of cone

rn nose radius of cone

Re., d Reynolds number, 0oUd/p®

S freestream speed ratio, U,/(2RT,) (" (3/2),)

T temperature (absolute)

T
x  

temperature parameter, To(l + 3(Tw/To)J/6

U velocity

velocity pramet(r, ( +204 Tw/T)co 0)

(I + 0.375 82 ) sin N8 Re,

V-,d viscous similarity parameter, M,(C /Red)

a angle of incidence

B */Sin N

y ratio of specific heats

8 cone half angle

A. ambient mean free path of gas molecules
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P viscosity

U viscosity evaluated at T
x

p density

0 (C
D 

- CDi)/(CDf
m - CDi) or (CA - CAi)/(CAf - CAI

)

* (Kn) bridging function

I bluntness ratio, rn/rb

Subscripts

c sharp cone
fs free molecular val,,e

i inviscid (continuum) value
0 total or stagnation value
w wall value

freestream value

I INTRODUCTION

This Paper describes tests carried out in the RAF Low Density Tunnel to measure the aerodynamic
characteristics of a range of slender axisymmetric bodies in rarefied hypersonic flow. The maia purpose

of the study was to measure the drag of cones at zero incidence. It was intended to assess primarily the
effects of cone angle, nose bluntness and Reynolds number on the drag coefficient, however it was necess-

ary to consider also the effects of Mach nmber and the ratio of wall temperature to freestream tempera-
ture. The small variations in Mach nmber and temperature ratio were due to the conditions and mode of

operation of the Low Density Tunnel. As well as some cones, biconic and triconic bodies were tested, and
some measurements of axial force, normal force and pitching moment at incidence were made. The purpose
of these tests was to provide material for an aerodynamic data base for slender bodies, and data for the
development of the so-called 'bridging functions' which define the changes in aerodynamic characteristics
through the transitional rarefied flow regime .

The transitional rarefied flow regime is that between continuum and free molecular flow, and is
where the viscous effects become increasingly significant. These viscous effects can lead to large

changes in the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies. For example, the zero incidence drag coefficient
of a slender body changes by an order of magnitude between its continuum value and its value under free
molecular conditions. In the transitional rarefied flow regime the theoretical prediction of aerodynamic

loads is difficult even for simple axisymmetric bodies under zero incidence conditions. Hence it remains
necessary to rely on experimentally-derived data until the most promising of current prediction methods
(eg Monte Carlo direct simulation) are fully developed and validated for axisymmetric bodies at

incidence.

Over the last 10 years or so, there have been a number of studies in which the zero-incidence drag
of slender cones has been measured. However, the results obtained by different experimental investi-
gators do not show good agreement. These differences illustrate the problems of measuring small forces
on small models under rarefied flow conditions. The substantial scatter of data tends to obscure any
possible effects of such parameters as cone angle, nose bluntness, freestream Mach number and Vall tem-
perature. There has been no general agreement about the choice of parameter with which to correlate the
drag data, and no completely successful correlation has yet been achieved. The drag data have usually
been presented in the form of the coefficient, C

D 
, or the ratio of the coefficient to the free-

molecular drag coefficlenL, CD/CDf
m  

. However, Potter has suggested that the function

* (- tC
D 

- CDilC/CDfm - CDil) is used since this removes the geometric effects of similar shapes. (4(Kn)

is the 'bridging function' of interest, and CD
1  

is the inviscid drag coefficient.) The choice of

parameter with which the drag is correlated could by any of the traditional rarefaction parameters such

as Reynolds number (Re.,d - p.Iid/u.), Knudsen number (grad - 1.26y M./Re.,d) or the viscous similarity

parameter (IVd - Mj[t/Re-,dk)
• 

All of these parameters have been used in the past to try to correlate

data, along with others such as Re,,d(Tw/T) k , Knm,d(Tw/T )% and more complicated ones. Geiger
2 

has

proposed a correlation which includes terms such as the viscous similarity parameter, the inviscid and

free-molecular drag coefficients, the ratio of wall to freestream trial enthalpies and an empirical
nose-bluntness factor. Taub

3 
has proposed a correlation involving the viscous similarity parameter, the

wall to freestream temperature ratio and c nose-bluntness factor. However, none of these correlations

are entirely satisfactory.

The present data will be used for comparison with simple Knudsen number bridging functions,
O(Kn) . Knudsen number Is the ratio of the ambient molecular mean free path to a characteristic body

length (usually the base diameter for slender bodies), and is widely accepted as a scaling parameter for
low density flows. For Rn.,d 't 0.01 the flow is considered to be continuum and for Kn.,d ). 10 the

flow is free-molecular. For these particular tests, the range of Kn, d was 0.0011 to 0.1606. Although

these tests fulfil the need for data over part of the Knudsen number range in the transitional flow
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regime, there is a definite need for more experimental data over the range 0.1 4 Ktn..d 4 5 . It is

hoped that future enhancements to the Low Density Tunnel may make the coverage of part of this range
possible. The present cone drag data will also be compared with the correlation of Iaub.

Some additional tests on biconic and triconic axisymmetric bodies at zero and non-zero angles of
incidence were made. The zero incidence drag coefficient data for both these bodies and the non-zero
incidence axial force data for the triconic body will elan be compared with the Knudsen number bridging
functions.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Tunnel operating conditions

Four operating conditions of the RAE Low Density Tunnel were used for these tests. These
conditions correspond to two freestream Hach numbers of 8.58 and 9.84. The tunnel uses pure nitrogen as
a test gas. The three standard conditions (1 - 9.84) are achieved by operating the Mach 10 contoured
nozzle at slightly different stagnation conditions. The M - 8.58 condition results from operating the
nozzle at off-design conditions. The more rarefied flow at the off-design condition produces a thicker
boundary layer along the nozzle wall, and hence a lower Mach number in the free jet outside the nozzle
exit. Detailed axial and radial pitot probe traverses were carried out, and these confirmed the
uniformity of the nozzle flow at this off-design condition. The four conditions give a range of unit
freestream Reynolds number of 11380 per metre to 124023 per metre. The stagnation pressure ranged from
3.12 iO4Nm

-  
to 2.06 x 10

5
N&-

2  
and stagnation temperature from 1170 K to 2110 K.

2.2 Description of models

A large number of models were needed to carry out the parametric study of the effect of various
parameters on the zero incidence drag of cones. The parameters varied were cone angle, cone bluntness
and Reynolds (or Knudsen) number. The ratio of wall temperature to total temperature varied to a small
extent although this was not by choice, but was governed by the tunnel operating conditions and the
material of the models. Cones of five different half angles (0) and six different bluntness ratios (t)
were tested. This corresponded to a total of 30 different geometries. In addition to this, there were
five models of each geometry of different sizes in order to give more variation in Reynolds number than
provided just by variation of the four tunnel operating conditions. Hence there was a total of 150
models. The majority of these models were solid and made of mild steel. The exception to this was the
largest model for each of the different geometries which were thin-walled models made of a nickel alloy.
This was necessary because a solid model of this size would have been too heavy for the sting to support
without bending.

These models were fairly slender cones with the half angles ranging from 4 to 10'. The bluntness
ranged from 0 - 0 , a 'nominally' sharp cone, to * - 0.5 , where the nose radius was half the base
radius. The range of model lengths was 26.7 mm to 300 am. Full details of the various parameters are
shown in Fig 1. This corresponded to a range of Reynolds numbers based on the cone base diameter (Re d

)

of 80 to 13122, or Knudsen numbers (Kn d ) of 0.0011 to 0.1606.

Also shown in Fig I are details of the biconic and triconic models. Only one geometry of each of
these shapes were tested. The two conic sections of the biconic body had half angles of 11.25

° 
and 4.5'.

A single model, of length 150 m, was tested at one flow condition, corresponding to a Reynolds number
(Re.,d) of 3324 (Koed - 0.00442). The three conic sections of the triconic body had half angles of
7.03', 3.87 and 7.37. Four different sized models, of lengths 50 me to 200 m, were tested at
different flow conditions to give a range of Reynolds number (Re d) of 157 to 6850 (Kn. d - 0.00214 to
0.0814). ",d

2.3 Force balances and model mounting

The drag forces on the models in the Low Density Tunnel were measured using three externally-mounted
force balances of different range. The balances were the Mk 1 one-component balance, and the 100 g and
500 g three-component balances. These three balances can measure maximum axial forces of 0.1, 1.0 and 5.0
Newtons respectively. At zero incidence the axial force is also the drag of the body. All three balances
operate on the 'null' principle and use an electromagnetically-derived restoring force to balance the aero-
dynamic loads. The two three-component balances, which measure axial force, normal force and pitching
moment, were used for all tests at non-zero angles of incidence.

All three balances were similarly mounted from rails on the roof of the evacuated working section.
The balances were carefully shielded from the high temperature 'free jet' gas flow to prevent any errors
due to heating effects. Each force balance was calibrated statically prior to wind-tunnel testing. The
repeatability of the measurements from the force balances is ±k. and the accuracy ±12 of full load. It
is estimated that the overall accuracy of the drag coefficients is ±4% when uncertainties in the tunnel
test flow conditions are taken into account. The results used were those for which the balance was most
appropriate to the level of axial force experienced on the model. This would maximise the accuracy of
the results. Hence the Mk 1 balance was used for the very small models where the forces were low, and
the 500 g balance was used for the larger models where the forces were much higher.

There are two other factors which could affect the measurements. These factors are sting inter-
ference and shroud interference effects. The model is mounted on a horizontal sting which is rigidly
attached to a vertical sting connected to the balance In the roof of the working section. The vertical
sting is protected from the heat of the gas flow by a shroud to prevent any errors due to heating
effects. The horizontal sting passes through a hole in the shroud before its attachment to the vertical
sting. At no point do the horizontal or vertical stings touch the shroud and great care is taken to sake
sure this is always so.
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Sting interference effects are due to the sting diaeter being large in relation to the diameter of
the base of the model being tested so as to modify the pressure field (and hence the drag) in the region
of the base. For the standard AGARD supersonic/hypersonic calibration models4 83-1 and 95-2, it is
stated that the sting dismster must not exceed 30Z of the base diameter on an axisynmetric body in order
to avoid sting interference effects. For the very smallest models tested in this tunnel programme, the
sting diaeter was only 23Z of the base diameter and for all the other models it was less than 202 of the
base diameter. Hence it is concluded that all these measurements are completely free of sting inter-
ference effects.

The shroud interference effects will be caused by the shroud being too close to the base of the
model (is the length of the horizontal sting being too short). The shroud, in the same way as a large
sting, may modify the pressure field in the region of the base of the model and hence alter the drag.
Experiments showed that the shroud interference effects were most severe for the small models when the
base dismter is of the order of the shroud width. Stings of differing lengths were used and the
pressure close to the base was measured using a tube mounted on the sting. The results showed a con-
siderable variation in base pressure with the separation distance between the base and the shroud. The
mini distance to avoid interference for each case could readily be deduced from these results.

2.4 Estimation of model wall temperature

As the wall temperature ratio, TW/To , is known to have a large effect on the value of the drag
coefficient, CD  (see, for example, Ref 5), it as important to estimate the values of Tw/TO which
apply to this present data. The estimation of Tw/TO was made difficult by the method of operation of
the Low Density Tunnel. Firstly, each of the four 'standard' tunnel operating conditions have a dif-
ferent stagnation temperature, and secondly, the 'warming up' of the graphite heater and the establish-
ment of the stable flow condition takes a period of 2-3 minutes. During this time the temperature of the
model increases by kinetic heating from the flow and by conduction within the model itself. This results
in temperature gradients along the surface of the model, the nose of the model being considerably hotter
than the base. The problem is further complicated by the use of both the large thin-walled nickel alloy
models and the smaller solid steel models.

In order to measure these temperature gradients, and estimate values of Tw/TO for the models as a
whole, use was made of the AGA infrared thermal imaging system. This is a non-intrusive technique for
measuring the infrared radiation emitted by a surface. The model was viewed by the long-wavelength
(8-14 im) camera through an infrared-transmitting window mounted in the side of the tunnel working-
section. The signal from the camera is passed to a microcomputer and Is presented as a temperature con-
tour map. Using the software available for the microcomputer the thermal images were processed. The
mean surface temperature was calculated for both the solid and thin-wall models at each of the four flow
conditions. The accuracy in the measurement of Tw is estimated to be ±52. The range of mean values of
Tw/TO for the solid models were 0.16 to 0.31 and for the thin-wall models 0.31 to 0.52.

2.5 Values of contiouum and free-molecular axial force coefficient

In order to compare the present data in the transitional rarefied-flow regime with Its limiting
values and to be able to define 'bridging functions', it was necessary to obtain values of continuum and
free-molecular axial force coefficient for the geometries used in this study. Although one set of the
limiting values of axial force coefficient are referred to in this paper as the continuum limits, the
values actually used are Inviscid. In the equations for inviscid-flow all shear terms are ignored, and
the flow is strictly inertial. In practice, continuum flow corresponds to high Reynolds number flow
where the viscous effects are mall but not negligible. The values of the zero incidence axial force (ie
drag) coefficient and non-zero incidence axial force coefficient for the various geometrics were obtained
from computational methods.

The values of the inviscid axial force coefficient were obtained from a Report by Morrison et &l.
These values were calculated using a NSWC/WOL

7 
computer code based on a finite-difference solution of the

steady inviscid three-dimensional compressible flow equations for a perfect gas with Y - 1.4 . These
values are for , - 10 and include the contribution of base drag.

The values of the free-molecular axial force coefficient were obtained fro% unpublished RAE data.
These values are for M - 10 and Tw/T - 1.08 , and were calculated using a free-molecular computer
code. The usual assumptions of perfect normal momentum accommodation and diffuse reflection were made.

3 DISCUSSION OF CONE RESULTS

3.1 Measured drag of sharp and blunted cones

The measured zero incidence drag forces on the cones were converted to the usual aerodynamic coef-
ficient form, CD , using the base area as the reference. Some of the data are presented in graphical
form in Figs 2 and 3. These graphs show CD  plotted against Xn-,d , the Knudsen number with the base
diameter as the reference dimension. Fig 2 shows the effect of bluntness ratio, * , on CD for the cone
half angle, e , of 8". Fig 3 shows the effect of 0 on C for * - 0.1.

It can be seen from these graphs that for all the present data, the values of CD lie between the
calculated continuum and free molecular values as would be expected. Also, the expected trend of CDincreasing with increasing Kn- d (or rarefaction) can be clearly observed. No graphs have been plotted
to illustrate specifically the effects of Mach number and wall temperature as these are generally small
in the present work. Data for the different Mach numbers of 8.58 and 9.84 can be distinguished on all
the figures. Keel et a1

8 
state that for Mach number independence, the criteria is M. sin 8 l1 , or,

more specifically, S. sin 6 ) 1 (where S. - (Y/2) VW} . For the present data the values of S, sin 0
range from 0.50 (for 8 - 4* and M. - 8.58) to 1.43 (for 0 - 10' and M. - 9.84). Hence the present data
cannot be considered to be Mach number independent.
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These Figures indicate that the range of Ksd presently covered by the Low Density Tunnel is the
one where the most significant changes in CD  characteristics occur. At the lowest values of Kn'd
for which the present data exist, it can be seen that the values of CD are considerably higher than the
continuum limits. This indicates that there is a very significant viscous contribution to the drag at
this value of Kn I (around 0.001). (The flow is considered to be continuum at around Red - 107 or

Knd O 6 for '. - 10 .) At the higher values of Kn.d , the present data is approaching the free
molecular limits but is not close enough to be able to ascertain whether it will approach these limits
asymptotically, as the lower Kn.d data does to the continuum limits.

The apparent slight scatter In the data (Figs 2 and 3) is mainly due to the different model
materials and flow conditions (ie different values of T./To ). Although these differences in CD are
only about 10% at the mst, it is clear that they are greater for the blunter cones. That is to say, the

effect of Tw/TO increases with increasing * . The effect of CD  increasing with increasing T./To
has been noted by many researchers. In particular, Dahlen

9 
found that the value of CD for a hot wall

(Tw - TO) model was ll greater than that for a cold wall (Tv - T_), whereas Crawford
5 

found that this

increase sas between 11% and 191, and was greater for blunt cones than for harp cones.

Fig 2 shows the effect of bluntness for 0 - 8* . It is clear from this Figure that for values of
* from 0 to 0.2 inclusive, the corresponding values of CD  are very similar. An increase in the values
of CD between each value of 4 from 0.2 to 0.5 is clearly observed. However, the effect nf 4
appears to decrease with increasing Rossd • These trends were also observed for the other values of
S(4, 6, 7* and 10'). Unfortunately, there is no data available for higher values of Kn.,d , but it
would be expected that the effect of 4 decreasing with increasing Kn..,d would continue, as is shown
by the free molecular limits.

Fig 3 shows the effect of cone angle, 5 , for the bluntness ratio, * , of 0.1. It is Immediately
clear that the effect of e on CD  is much less than that of * for the range of values of 6 and 4
used in this study. The graph shows a cross-over of the data as would be expected by looking at the con-
tinuum and free molecular limits. At the lower values of Kn. ,d the highest value of CD is for the
6 - I0 case, whereas at higher Kn d the highest CD  is for the 8 - 4 case. These trends were also
observed for the other values of 41 t0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5). However. it was observed that this cross-
over point occurs at about Kn.,d - 0.01 for the 4 - 0 case, and at decreasing values of Kn..,d with
increasing * to about Ko. d - 0.005 for the * - 0.5 case. Over the region Kns.sd - 0.001 to 0.01,
there is only a very small e fect of 8 , whereas for Kn d - 0.01 to 0.16, the e - 4 data are
markedly higher than the rest. The data for values of 0 'between 6 and 10' appear to lie on the same
curve. These trends are exactly what would be expected as the data approach the free molecular values.

3.2 Knudsen number correlations

The effects of cone angle, bluntness, wall temperature, Kach number and Reynolds (or Knudsen)
number on the drag coefficient of a cone at zero incidence have been described earlier. Any correlation
which is derived to define the drag coefficient of a cone In the transitional rarefied flow regime must
take into account all of these effects, which may well all be interdependent. The alternative, in the
extreme, may be to derive a separate correlation of drag coefficient with Reynolds or Knudsen number for
each value of cone angle, bluntness, wall temperature and Mach number. It is expected that, in practice,
a compromise between these two extremes will have to be reached. For example, this may be a series of
empirical relations defining the effect of each parsmeter, or perhaps a series of relations, each only
applicable to a certain range of geometries and flow conditions.

A logical choice of correlating parameter is Reynolds number or Knudsen number, since both of these
have fixed values at which the transitional rarefied flow regime is considered to end. At these limits,
the continuum and free molecular flow regimes exist. The value of the drag coefficient for a given
geometry is constant within these two regimes. Hence there are fixed values at either end of the tran-
sitional rarefied flow regime to which any correlation must asymptote. However, one comes across the
first problem when it is realised that the free molecular drag is wall temperature dependent whereas the
inviscid drag is not. Also, only the free molecular drag is sensitive to surface roughness and normal

momentum accommodation features, which are not discussed at all in this Paper. The effect of Mach number
on drag (for 0,. > 2) is the opposite in inviscid flow to that in free molecular flow. The effect of
bluntness is mch reduced between the continuum and free molecular limits, whereas the effect of cone
angle is reversed. To take into account all these changes in the effects will be very difficult.

Dahlen
9 

carried out a study similar to the present one in a low density tunnel, where the effects
of cone angle, bluntness and wall temperature were measured. A number of attempts were made to see which
were the best parameters to collapso the data. Re concluded that the drag was best represented in the
form originally suggested by Potter , that is (CD - CDi)/(CDfa - CDI). It was considered that this para-

meter, also known as # , reduced the effect of bluntness compared with CD/Cofm or Just CD . Also the

relation has limiting values of 4 - 0 for continuum flow and # - 1 for free molecular flow. The drag
was plotted against a number of flowfield parameters such as Reynolds and Knudsen numbers, with both the
base diameter and cone length as reference lengths, Reynolds and Knudsen numbers multiplied by the wall
temperature-ratio, and the viscous similarity parameter. It was concluded that the Knudsen number with
base diameter as reference, Knss d , was the best parameter. A graph of 4 plotted against Kn. d will
give a curve which can be defineA by a function # (Rn) - this is known as the 'bridging function

# .

Fig 4 is a graph with 4 plotted against Kn.d showing all the present data. It can be seen
that there is a significant collapse of the data when it is compared with the earlier graphs showing the
variation of CD  with Kromd • A first order Knudsen number relationship (bridging function),
# - (nssd + 0.008)/(KN d + 0.09) is shown on this graph. This relation is a good fit to the data, and
asymptotes to the lower limit of + - 0.089 rather then # - 0 . (However, the lower limit of 4 - 0
is not realistic. In practice, the viscous effects, although small, are not negligible in continuum flow
and so the continuum value of CD  will be greater than the inviscid value. Therefore, a lower limit of
* 0 for continuum flow is better in reality.)
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By looking at the effects of the various parameters as shown earlier, it is clear that the drag of
the 

4
' cones is most influenced by wall temperature and Mach number. Since these effects are much more

extreme than for other values of # . it was decided to exclude the 6 - 4' data from the next graph.
Fig 5 shows # plotted against KDm d with all the data for 6 - 6, 7, R and 10. It is immedately
clear that the exclusion of the 6 -'4* data brings about a significantly greater collapse of the dats,
particularly at the higher values of Kn- d . The removal of the * - 0.5 data aay reduce the spread of
the data further. However, it was decideS that this would not be greatly beneficial, since much of the
spread was due to the effects (although greatly reduced by the use of *) of 6 , 14 and Tw/TO . A

second-order Knudsen number relationship is suggested -

(Kno d + 0.008)(Kn d + 0.0005)

(Kn d + 0.OQ)(K6 d + 0.0008)

This bridging function is shown on Fig 5. This relation is also a good fit to the data, and asymptotes
to the lower limit of # - 0.056. However, It is considered that the second-order relationship is the
better curve and should certainly be adopted for values of Kn..,d 4 0.001 . Further data are needed at
values of KnId not covered by this present study to enable a better fit curve to be defined.

3.3 Taub relations

A particular criticism of the *CKn) bridging functions is that they do not make any allowance for
wall temperature effects other then in the value chosen for the free molecular drag term. (However, it
was decided not to incorporate this in the present study, for simplicity, and so all values of CIf.
were evaluated at the same value of Tw/TO , equal to 0.05.) A method which does allow for wall tempera-
ture effects more formally (as well as those of Mach number, cone angle, nose bluntness and Reynolds
number) is based on correlations by Taub

3 
of wind tunnel and ballistic range data for sharp and blunted

cones at zero incidence in rarefied hypersonic flow. It was found that the results correlated well when

plotted in terms of two parameters ZD and U , which are defined as

CD

CD sin
2
6(i + 0.37562)

and

(I + O.&Tw/T)) cos 6 CX

(1 + 0.37562) sin2o R /

where B * 4/sin 0

and C. is a coefficient defined as Cx - ux T/ T

with

To ( w

T, - - (1 + 3 -6 To

Taub also estimates a 'hypersonic limit' which all data for > 4 reach. This limit is defined by
the equation

- 2+1.681 + 1.66 x 10 U +4.5" 10 Y

and the parameter 1 is defined as

i - M sin 
6 

(I + 0.37582)

Some of the present data are plotted on a graph of ZD against U (Fig 6). Also shown is the estimated
'hypersonic limit'. Taub suggests that curves exist for each value of 1 until the hypersonic limit is

reached. Some of the present data are plotted in an attempt to show the effect of 1 . From the 6 - 7*
data, it can be seen that the * - 0.2 cases lie between those for * - 0 and * - 0.5 . The other
data selected for this graph were for 6 - 4* and 10* and * - 0 and 0.5. The s of this was to be
able to show the extremes of the various geometric parameters (which corresponded to extremes in values
of 4). It can only be concluded from the effects of the data shown that all the other data will lie
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between the limiting values. To plot all the present data would make it impossible to determine the
effect of H . The correlations produce a reasonable collapse of the data, the worst case, once again,
being the 0 - 4 data. However, this value of 0 falls outside the range of conditions of the data
from which Taub derived the correlations. The data he utillsed actually encompassed the ranges:
so 1 e < 30"; 0.04 4 TV/To • 1; 0 4 * 4 0.82, and 2 ?. 4 21.5 . The effects of 8 and 0 seem
to have been well accounted for in the expression for i , although changes in H are, perhaps,
overcompensated for. (This is observed by looking at the data for the same geometry - the M - 8.58
data (lower i) lies closer to the hypersonic limit than the %, - 9.84 data (higher M) for all the
geometries shown.) It can only be concluded that this is the reason for the data not lying in ascending
order of H . However, it may also be an incorrect assessment of the effects of Tw/T0  in the
formulation of the parameters CD and U

3.4 Comments on correlations

Comparing Figs 5 and 6, it can be seen that with the removal of the e - 4' data, the # versus
n.., d graph (Fig 5) produces a better collapse of data than that produced by the correlations of Taub.
Alttough Taub's correlations are some 20 years old and have no physical basis, it can be seen that the
present data do not disagree with them. As i increases, so the data tends towards the 'hypersonic
limit'. There are two criticisms of Taub's correlations. First there is no free molecular limit (value
of CD corresponding to high I) as given by kinetic theory, hence the bridging function, 4 (Kn), is a
better physical concept. Secondly, the 'hypersonic limit' (N )" is not realistic, especially for cones
with high values of * ; for in these cases the criterion is met for %,. values 4 - . Although a
relation expressing CO in terms of a power series in U , following Taub, could have been derived as a
best-fit curve to all the data, it is considered that the * (Kn) relations would be better fits to the
present data.

4 DISCUSSION OF BICONIC AND TRICONIC RESULTS

4.1 Measured axial force

The measured axial forces on the trionic body were converted to the usual aerodynamic coefficient
form, CA • The data, for angles of incidence, a , of 0* to 20', are presented In graphical form In
Fig 7. This graph shows CA plotted against Ktn.,d . It can be seen from this graph that all the
measured values of CA lie between the calculated continuum and free molecular values. The expected
trends of CA increasing with increasing 

0
-,d and, o can clearly be obscrved. The values of CA

for o - 5' are only slightly greater than those for o - 0* , but there are progressively larger
increases in these values for a - 10' and 20'. These trends are reflected in the continuum and free
molecular values. (The Inviscid computational method breaks down at incidences greater than 15', so
CAi for o - 20" could not be calculated. However. CAf. - 2.802 for a - 20'.) The magnitude of the

changes in CA with a are comparanble to the changes in CD with * for the cones, reported earlier
In this paper (over the ranges of a and # tested). Again, the M ' - 8.58 data appear to lie on a
lower curve than the H - 9.84 data. This is believed to be due to the effects of Mach number and wall
temperature.

4.2 Knudsen number correlations

Since the effects of a (for 0' a -C 20') are of the same order as those of * (for 0 4 # 4 0.5),
there Is no reason why the parameter 4 should not collapse the CA data for the triconic body in the
one way as it collapses the CD  data for the cones. With # being defined as * - (CA - CAI)/
(CAf. - CAi), changes in the axial force at incidence can he plotted against Kr.,d . Fig 8 is a graph

with 4 plotted against Kn.d showing the triconic data for a - 0, 5' and 10'% and also the biconic
data for a - 0' . The effect of a is significantly reduced by the use of the parameter 6 . In
addition, the collapsed data is fitted reasonably well by the bridging function

(Kn.,d + 0.008) (Kn-,d + 0.0005)

(Kn.,d + 0.09) (Krnd + 0.0008)

which was suggested earlier to fit the zero incidence cone data. Hence this shows that the principle of
using a bridging function of the form * (Kn) can be extended to cover the axial forces on slender cxi-
symmetric bodies at low angles of incidence.

5 CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation has been carried out in the RAE Low Density Tunnel to measure the
zero incidence drag of sharp and blunted cones in rarefied hypersoni- flow. The effects of a number of
geometric and flow parameters on the drag coefficient, CD , have been determined. The parameters which
were varied and their range of values were as follows:

cone half angle, 8 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10*
cone bluntness ratio, 0 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5
Mach number, M1' 8.58 and 9.84
Reynolds number, Re-,d 80 to 13122
Knudsen number, Kn..d 0.0011 to 0.1606
wall to total temperature ratio, Tw/TO 0.16 to 0.52
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The range of n.. d lies in the transitional rarefied flow regime. The transition referred to is thit
from continuum to'free molecular flow. All measured values of CD .ere between the calculated continuum
sad free molecular limits. As expected, it was found that the effect of increasing Rn..d was to
increase CD . The effect of 0 was smell, however a cross-over in the CD  traces was observed with
the smallest value of 0 having the highest value of CD  at the higher values of Rn..d . For vglues
of * from 0 to 0.2 inclusive the values of CD were similar, but for * > 0.2 CD increased with
increasing # .

The effects of these various geometric and flow parameters are reduced by plotting the function
(-(CD - CDi)/(CDfm - CDI)) against Ka.,d . A second order Knudsen number empirical relationship,

(Kn. d + 0.008) (Kn d + 0.0005)€ -8

(Kn d + 0.09) (Knd + 0.0008)

has been suggested to fit the present data. In addition to the zero incidence cone drag, it was found
that this relation also fits date for the zero incidence drag of biconic and triconic bodies and the
aol1 force of the triconic body at incidences up to 10". It is recomended that this relation is used
for any calculations related to the zero incidence axial force (ie drag) and low incidence sxial force of
slender axisymmetric bodies in the trensitional rarefied flow regime. The definition of a better
bridging function, # (Kn), and a greater understanding of the effects of the various parameters requires
data at different values of Kna,d , H6 , o and Tw/TO

In addition to the low incidence axial force there is a need to be able to define changes in other
aerodynamic characteristics of slender bodies through the transitional rarefied flow regime. This stems
from a requirement to be able to predict the performance of bodies re-entering the Earth's atmosphere.
The aerodynamic characteristics required are the axial force coefficient at higher angles of incidence,
the normal force coefficient at angles of incidence, the centre of pressure position at angles of Inci-
dence, and heat transfer rates at zero and non-zero angles of incidence. The limited data obtained so
far from the Low Density Tunnel does not cover a wide enough range of Kna.,d to be able to ascertain the
effects of the various geometric and flow paremeters on these other aerodynamic characteristics. It is
hoped to carry out the study of these complementary charscterfstics over a wider range of Kn d  in the
near future.

Copyright © , Controller RMSO London, 1987
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LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER INFLUENCE ON AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
OF HYPERSONIC LIFTING VEHICLES

by

Georg Koppenwallner
Priv.Doz.Dr.-Ing., Section Head

DFVLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics
Bunsenstrasse 10, D-3400 Gbttingen, F.R.G.

SUMMARY

The aerodynamic performance of lifting reentry vehicles in the high Mach number
Ma > 10 and high altitude H > 50 km regime is analyzed. Due to the high flight
velocity chemical reactions and due to the low density viscous and rarefaction effects
are of importance. Free flight data of the US-Shuttle and low density wind tunnel data
of DFVLR are used. It is found that aerodynamic performance loss and a destabilizing
pitching moment change can be explained by viscous-rarefaction effects.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

cA axial force coefficient

cN normal force coefficient

cD drag coefficient

CL lift coefficient

cM pitching-moment coefficient;
M M

CM = e-q.S or CM lq.S

CP center of pressure

Z reference chord length

d diameter

H altitude

Kn Knudsen number; Kn or

Lch chemical relaxation length

1 body length

Ma Mach number

Re Reynolds number based on vehicle length 1

if not otherwise stated

S plane form area

Sc scale

v flight velocity

V, viscous parameter; V = Ma , = IC. Ma

x coordinate in length direction

p P center of pressure coordinate

x M  moment reference point coordinate

a angle of attack

X molecular mer.n free path

6 boundary lejer thickness

n flap deflection, positive downward

Indices

free stream

1 conditions at body length 1
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1. INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic performance of hypersonic reentry vehicles is strongly influenced
by viscous and chemical relaxation effects in the high altitude flight regime. Reentry
starts with orbital velocity of 7.6 km/s at near free molecular flow conditions. In
the initial deceleration phase the aerodynamic forces and .aoments are small due co the
low air density. The aerodynamic lift is also small when compared to the centrifugal
force acting on the vehicle. Therefore vehicle stabilization and control must be per-
formed by reaction control jets. In the main deceleration phase from v = 7 to 3 km/s
the aerodynamic forces, moments, and heating are however most important.

In this part of the trajectory with v 3 km/s and H s 50 km the flow around
the vehicle is dominated by

* Hypersonic high Mach numbers Ma > 10

* Laminar viscous and rarefaction effects V Ma//R' > 0.005

* Chemical reactions and nonequilibrium.

Figure 1 shows for a typical reentry trajectory the lower limits for the regions of

- high Mach number flow

- laminar and rarefied viscous flow

- chemical reactive flow.

It is evident that the three regions overlap each other which means that the aero-
dynamic behaviour of a vehicle will be determined by all three phenomena and its mutual
interaction. This region is sometimes called 'real gas flow' regime.

Unfortunately the present state of wind tunnel technology and theoretical methods
does not allow a combined stmlation of the three phenomena. Therefore free flight data
as obtained from 3huttle flights and studies of the single effects with an appropriate
synthesis are the only way to obtain more insight and to improve the prediction methods.

In the following contribution we will investigate the influence of laminar viscous
and rarefaction effects on the aerodynamics of reentry vehicles. Primary emphasis will
be put on the pitching moment because the US-Shuttle flight data showed an unpredicted
behaviour. Wind tunnel measurements performed in the DFVLR hypersonic low density tunnels
on various reentry configurations will be used to analyse high Mach number viscous and
rarefaction effects. The main question to be addressed is: Can the shuttle pitching
moment behaviour be attributed to chemical real gas effects as presently stated In tie
literature or will it be caused by viscous low density effects?

2. SHUTTLE FLIGHT RESULTS AND EXPLANATIONS FROM LITERATURE

After the first flights of the US Shuttle NASA started an extensive study to
compare the preflight prediction of aerodynamic characteristics with the infilght
measurements.

The preflight aerodynamic predictions are based on 27000 wind tunnel occupancy
hours and utilized semi-empirical methods to correc, for incomplete simulation in the
tunnels. As result of these studies and additional theoretical work the Aerodynamic
Design Data Book (ADDB) was established. The ADDB is the basis for shuttle preflight
aerodynamic prediction [i]. An excellent review of preflight estimates of real gas
effects is given by Woods, Arrington and Hamilton [2].

The complex problem to model the hypersonic flow with viscous, low density, real
gas chemistry and relaxtio. could not be solved end the following conventional approach
was taken.

a) Hypersonic viscous and rarefaction effects

The theoretical approach was to use inviscid hypersonic calculations complemented
with viscous laminar boundary layer corrections and the resulting viscous Inviscld
interactions.

The experimental approach was based on results of conventional hypersonic u-nd

tunnels.

b) Hypersonic real gas and relaxation effects

The theoretical approach was based on inviscid equilibrium air chemistry calcula-
tions. Good agreement was found between equilibrium real air chemistry and Ideal gas
calculations using an effective specific heat ratio of y = 1.12. This agreement served
as justification for the use of Freon as operating gas in the Langley LaRC CF4 -hyper-
sonic tunnel.
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Relaxation effects of the chemistry were not included In theoretical prediction
methods. Besides of the above mentioned Langley facility the CALSPAN Shock Tunnels
served as the main tunnels to investigate real gas effects.

2.1 The shuttle flight results

The shuttle prediction, the flight data evaluation, and the post flight comparison
is summarized in 'Shuttle Performance: Lessons Learned [3]' and in the following publi-
cations (4, 5, 6, 71. Figure 2 gives the shuttle entry trajectory in a Mach-Reynolds
diagram. Also included are the angle of attack a and altitude as function of flight
Mach number Ma. It is Important to note that during the deceleration phase the angle
of attack is kept constant at a 40' for Ma- 12. Mach-12 is obtained at H =53 km
with a viscous parameter of V_ 0.005. The hype-sonic high altitude region where
severe discrepancies between prediction and flight have been found is the flight tra-
jectory with Ma. Z 12 and V 0.005. Only the prediction of the aerodynamic force
coefficients agreed well with the flight results, as may be seen from Figure 3 showing
LID, Lift and Drag as function of flight Mach number. A large disagreement was found
for the pitching moment cM behaviour.

Figure 4 shows the trimmed cM during flight, which must be zero, and the predicted
c using the flight conditions, i.e. actual flap deflections. It is seen that the
dyfference between prediction and flight is ic N +0.03 for Ma > 15. Deviation exists
for Ma 1 10. The errorband for prediction becomes very large at Mach numbers above
Ma = IA, which is due to the scatter in the wind tunnel tests.

In order to trim the shuttle with the unexpected AcM = 0.03 during the STS I
flight the body flap had to be deflected by the double of its nominal value, namely
15' instead of 7.5'

. 
This unpredicted moment behaviour is typical for all shuttle

flights as shown in 6 , where the Space Shuttle flights No. I up to No. 8 have been
analyzed. The AcM  error at Mach 20 between data handbook prediction and flight has
average values of Sc z 60 - 80 %. The nose up pitching moment in this high Mach number
flight regime causes a center of pressure shift to the nose by AxP/I - 0.7 . Thenominal center .f pressure locations I at xp/l = 0.668.

2.2 Review of nubllshed explanations for the shuttle pitching moment behavlour

The unabillty to predict the pitching moment behaviour of the shuttle with the
aerodynamic design data book (ADDB) initiated in the US a strong activity to find xpia-
nations (3, 5, 71. It is generally agreed that the AcM behaviour must be explained by
the high velocity real ga- and the low Reynolds number viscous effects, which are not

properly Included in the ADDB.

uriffith, Maus, and Best published (5, 8] their methodology model for improved pre-
diction. According to this model the actual flight pitching moment c is predicted by
three additive corrections Ac to a standard hypersonic cM whicA essentially re-
presents the inviscid case at ixed Mach number, namely Ma- 8.

cM Flight (c M)invliscd +  
AfMi

Ac4 1 AcM (Mach number effects)

AcM2 cM  (real gas effects)

6CM3 AcM (viscous effects).

The AcM correction terms were obtained in the following way:

Mach number effects, AcMMach

Ideal inviscid gas flow calculations for Mach numbers between Ma S and 23
using the CM3DT/STEIN computer codes.

Real gas effects, ACM real gas

Inviscid equilibrium air flow calculations for the actual flight conditions using
the CM3DT/STEI:l computer codes.

Viscous effects, ACMviscous

Fully viscous computations for a modified Orbiter geometry using parabolized Naver
Stokes codes. In addition a semi-empirical correction as shown In Figure 5 was
used. In this semi-empirical approach it is assumed that viscous forces act only
on the lower wing surface of the Orbiter.

Using this methodology model Griffith, Maus, and Best recalculated the cM behav-
iour of the shuttle for the entry flight conditions, which is shown in Figure 6. Accor-
ding to these calculations Mach number and real gas effects produce nose up Ac con-
tributions, whereas viscous effects produce a nose 

down ACM cntricution. If Il three

contributions are summed up a total moment change of ACM = 0.03 results , which agrees
with the flight results.
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This agreement lead to the conclusion that the methodology model is appropriate and
that real gas effects mainly influence the pitching moment. At a = 40' the
Ac M,real gas 0.025 as can be seen from Figure 6.

2.3 Critical remarks

At first it shall be remembered that agreement of a prediction method using additive
correction terms with free flight data does not necessarily mean that each carrection
term was calculated right. There exists an Infinite number of correction term combina-
tions giving the same answer.

The real gas effect treatment

For shuttle flight conditions with V = 0.001 to 0.03 the treatment of real gas
effects with equilibrium chemistry is due to the following argument in adequate. The
viscous parameter V represents a Knudsen number based on the molecular mean fre path
and the boundary layer thickness 6, namely V - Ma//Re] - /6 It is well knowni that
chemical reactions need much more molecular collisions to approach equilibrIum than a

purely gas dynamic change of state. This means that the ratio ot chemical relaxatlon
length L to boundary layer thickness L /51 ks 1 /6 if we assume h h =
the chem ISl relaxation length will vary fr h L 0 1.i to L = '6 12 the llle.t
regime with V = 0.01 to 0.03. This means t t this Isisouscnf regime IS connect-
ed with chemical nonequilibrium effects at high velocities.

The viscous effect treatment

The simplified treatment of these effects as shown in Figure 5nE'-cts toe vsc
shear of the cross flow in the nose region. This viscous shear Is large ou t, the s'!%_
Reynolds number at the nnse region and acts also on a large lever arm. The nose r'0 7 n
shear shall contribute a nose up pItchIng moment contrary to the 1 w ~r s shear.
To neglect the nose region seems therefore questionable.

Figure 7 summarizes the phenomena, which seen unprcperly modeled In the methcd .

method.

A definite answer how real gas effects and how the viscous 1,w deisit.; efe
fluence the pitching moment behavour can only b ftund ty exact c .'
experiments which simulate these phenomena separately, in the foilcK.' we wli g2 th
experimental way and analyse wind tunnel data obtained at PFVLR 4ttingen durn> -he
years 1972-74, also in the earl :hut 'e development thase.

3. MODEL SHAPES, WINL TUNNELS AND TT rLb-Ti NS A-

The ART configurations

These configurations where defined witthn th0r -
(ART) 191. The shape AFT 71A had oxtranl aoraf wh-r-as te sha,4
central fins.

Figure I shows th0 w'nd tunnel nocloisati. so1Ie 011r' n .

Vacuum Wind Tunnels. Models wIth a scle of -: were -_d >. "1, 'n
Tube Tunnels.

The Shuttle-Orbiter eodels

An early shape'>' the US Shuttle was ac teJtd. This , -
0-C A Orbiter, i shwn 'r Figure 9. The can ry and thi sopIe do"
have been changed on the final Orbiter cofiguratlon.

Wind tunnels and test conditions

The hypersonlc low Reynolds number studi-s we- , t n he L.R I ri
vacuum tunnel VII 1101. This tunne I ,lows )1:1ral' I n r, Mash -' nd ma.ch -- n d .'
test conditions covered are summarized in ble '. 7he hich R-vnos1 er t w-r,
conducted in the ludwlegF Tube Tunnels [I l at Gt.....en. For the AFT J-1 ,
parameter V was varied between t. 3 aC d I iue 0 shows ' .

tions in a Mach-Reynolds diagram with the cnrrc._,ndlnri .

For the OLD A Orbiter model only 'he low -hMa'i u. ,a w-I - -
tained at DFVLR. For the high Reynods number 97-w1 Mah rane wi!d tunne ,-
from NASA Langley Tunnels LaRD I'CFHT and LOC , .- rv,,i for c-o.[risn.

4. TYPICAL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMAN F IN THE HIGH MACH NJMBER VISTCU" AN:
FP'REFIED FLOW REGIME

From drag and pressure dlstribution measurementc 70 s-op.11 i' o lhn d
it is well known that with decreasing Reynolds numor the vlscoslty and
first to increase the skin friction, and then at Roynilds numbers about 1.n a
lower the surface pressure will be affected. It is also known that In h'. fl'ew r'>' '
where primarily skin friction is influenced the appropriate scaling parameter
viscous parameter V., which Is a Knudsen number base! on 'he 'oondary
6, namely

_ - Imm mm mmum mm mm ~mn~ m m m
un~un~mmmmu t m nW0pNmm W
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V = Ma/elo 1/6 1

As an illustrative example for this behaviour may serve our pressure- and frictional
drag measurements 131 on cylinders shown in Figure ii. This different strong depend-
ence of friction and pressure on the viscous parameter V will help to explain the
aerodynamic behaviour of lifting reentry vehicles in the high Mach- and low Reynolds
number regime.

4.1 The ART-configurations

A synthes.s of wind tunnel results on the ART 24B shape is shown in Figures 12 and
13. The data are taken from [14, 15 and cover a range from V = 0.006 to V = 0.1. At
small angles oi attack the lift coefficient is quite independent from V whereas at
higher u a reduction of c with increasing V. is observed. This re uction is
mainly due to the viscous foces.

The viscous influence on the drag shows a different behaviour with angle of attack.
At a = 0 a large increase of the drag with V is observed, whereas at high a this
Influence is smaller. At high a mainly pressure forces determine the drag, which are
in this flow regime not strongly influenced by viscous effects.

The gliding capability, i.e. the L/D ratio is strongly reduced with increasing V

(Figure 13). At V. = 0.006 we have (L/D) = 2.1, which is approximately the invlscid
Newtonian value. At V - 0.096 the (L/D) max is reduced to 1.1. It should be pointed
out that at free molecular conditions, whicI pAre approached at V. 8 for Ma = 20
the lift-drag ratio will drop to L/D - 0.

This viscous rarefaction effects strongly influence the longitudinal stability as
can be seen from Figure 13. With V_ increasing from 0.006 to 0.1 the slope dcM/d,
becomes smaller and a nose up moment contribution +AcM is observed. At a = 30' the
viscous induced change of cM amounts to AcM = 0.03.

The pitching moment of the configuration 24A, Figure 1, shows the same dependence
on the viscous parameter as the shape 24B.

Figure 15 shows for both ART shapes the (L/) reduction and the drag increase
in the viscous rarefied regime. It is evident that T viscous parameter V_ scales
these integral aerodynamic data quite well.

The very strong influence of the viscous effects on aerodynamic stability and con-
trol is shown in Figure 16. Flap effectiveness is reduced by 50 % and a nose up moment
of ACM 0.03 is induced at Ma//W = 0.1.

4.2 The 040A-Orbiter configuration

The PFVLR test results in the hypersonic vacuum wind tunnels were obtained in
September 1983 at a stage when European participation in the shuttle development was
still under discussion. The results have until now not been published. The complemen-
tary high Reynolds number data from NASA Langley facilities are taken from a US Memo

No SSPO E241-696 from 1972.

Tests were conducted on the basic configuration without flap deflection and the
external OMS-pods.

In Figures 17, 18, 19 the low Reynolds number DFVLR results are compared with the
high Reynolds number US wind tunnel results. Poth sets of data cover a Ma//v-R range
from 0.01 to 0.12. It is evident that viscous effects reduce the lift and normal
force and increase drag and axial force. The viscous (L/D) loss amounts to 50 N
as can be seen from Figure 19. A very strong nose up influeRe on the pitching moment
is again evident from Figure 19.

An extracted aerodynamic vehicle behaviour at a = 250 is shown in Figure 20 as
function of the viscous parameter Ma//R . Calculations with Newtonian theory predict
the aerodynamic coefficients with exemption of cM quite well for the high Remnolds
number (Ma.//RST' 0.11) limit. Viscous effects show with increasing Ma./Re the

same influence as found on the ART configurations, namely L/D loss, increase of axial
force and a nose up pitching moment change AcM*

4.3 Qualitative explanation of moment and center of pressure shift

All our experiments on reentry vehicles demonstrate that in the viscous slip flow
region at Ma,,//Siz'u 0.01 and at high angles of attack a nose up pitching moment AcM
will exist. This nose up pitching moment causes a forward shift of the center-of-pressure.

A simple explanation can be given by following arguments:

In the forebody region of these vehicles the flow is more rarefied and therefore
the shear of the cross flow on the lateral surfaces is larger than the shear on the
further aft wing. This larger shear acts on a long lever arm and produces a nose up
pitching moment.
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To quantify these arguments it would be useful to have pitching moment or center
of pressure data of simple bodies in the range fro! continuum !o free molecular flow.

Due to the lack of experimental and theoretical simulation no relevant data exist.

In a semi-empirical way we can however analyse the center of pressure behaviour of
cones at a = 90o. This CP behaviour will approximately be representative for the CP
behaviour of a reentry vehicle at high angles of attack.

In inviscid continuum (Ma//e << 1) and in free molecular flow Ma//Re > 1 all
flow properties on a cone are constant on rays from the cone apex. Therefore the center
of pressure position will be given by the center of the flow projected area, which is
at xp/1 = 2/3.

To determine the CP position in the transitional flow regime we introduce a local
drag coefficient c '(x) which we set equal to c of a cylinder with diameter equal
to the local cone d~ameter d. In Figure 21 this ppocedure Is explained. During transi-
tion from continuum to free molecular flow the local drag coefficient on the cone apex
will be higher than on the cone base. Therefore a forward shift of the CP will occur,
which shall vanish when free molecular flow on the whole cone exists. Figure 22 shows
the result of a CP calculation with the outlined method. Withln the raretied transi-
tional flow regime the center of pressure moves from x /1 - 0 66C forward to
x /1 - 0.645 and then back to x /l a 0.666. The maximEm shift is &but (x /1) = -0.02,
which is about three times the value observed during shuttle reentry. Thls ex~mply
supports our arguments concerning the viscous influence on the shuttle.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnel experiments and qualitative arguments show that the aerodynamic per-
formance of reentry vehicles is strongly infuenced by viscous low density effects. It
is of importance to note that the nose up pitching moment change of the shuttle at high
altitudes can be explained by viscous rarefaction effects. This is in contradiction to
other studies which concluded that real gas effects should cause this pitching moment
change. These studies however were based on equilibrium chemistry, which is doubtful to
exist in the low density flight regime.

To obtain additional understanding studies of the aerodynamic behaviour of some
basic shapes with separated influence of viscous low density and chemical nonequilibrium
effects would be very useful.
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Table 1. Summary of test conditions

Wind tunnel Model Ma Re_ 7 a//-

Vacuum VIG ART 24A - 7 7.8'103 0.08

-20 (42-144.6)'103 O.l - 0.05

ART 24B - 7 (7.3-27.3).103 0.08- 0.04

-20 (40-1i9)'103 0.1 - 0.05

040A Orb. - 7

-22 (34-60) -103 0.12- 0.089

Ludwleg Tube ART 24A 6.83 1.2106 0.0063

10.3 8.1-105 0.011

ART 24P 6.83 1.2-10 6 o.c063

10.3 8. -1-o5 0.011
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A history of the evolution of airbreathing propulsion, with emphasis on the development of
supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) engines, is presented. The current status of scramJet engines
is discussed and deficiencies in fundamental and applied data and/or knowledge, which comprise
opportunities for future work, are noted.

NOENLATUs

A - area Subscripts
ER0 - fuel-air equivalence ratio 0 - free stream
H - Mach number 4,5,6 - stations shown in Figs. 1-3, 28

f - fuel

PugACK

In any historical treatise on a particular technological subject, it is prudent to establish a
perspective of events on an evolutionary scale so that those who read it can gain some appreciation for
the tremendous advances made in a particular area In recent times. As such, the initial pages of this
paper attempt to provide such a perspective on the evolution of powered flight and powerplants which, in
this instance, has lead to the not-quite-complete understanding and development of airbreathing engines
for hypersonic flight.

INTRODUCTION

Man's desire to first fly, and then fly faster and higher, has evolved from the imagination of
Greek mythologists to the development of reusable earth-to-orbit vehicles which, in the near future, may
well employ sirbreathing engines for at least a portion of, if not the entire, flight regime. While
notable personages, such as da Vinci (cr. 1490), have devoted extensive efforts throughout history
trying to solve the riddle of flight, it was not until the Montgolfier Brothe-s (Fr) lifted off the

ground in their hot air balloon in 1783 that man's first aerial voyage took place . However, it was not
for another 120 years that the first heavier-than-air, powered flight would take place. In the interim,
powered flight continued in balloons and dirigi les using steam engines (Fr-1852), internal combustion
engines (Aus-1872) and electric motors (Fr-1883) . In addition, significant advances were to be made in
aerodynamics, flight control and aircraft design by such notables as Cayley (GB), Hensen (GB),
Lilienthal (Get), Chanute (Fr, LIS) and Langley (US)'. In fact, the thoughts, designs, data and
experiences of each of these men were incorporated, to varying Jegrees, in the Wright Brothers bi-plane
design that flew in level flight under power in December of 1903 -.

Since 1903, the pace and understanding of manned and unmanned powered flight has progressed at an
ever incrlasing rate. For manned flight, it was only another 5 years before the first helicopter flight
(Pr-1308) but another 36 years before the turbojet began to replace this piston engine (von Chain, Get-
1939) . Seven years later, the first manned, ramjet-powered aircraft flew (F-80, US-1946)4. In 1947,
the sound barrier was surpassed (Yeager, US), and by the mid-1950's, the U.S. and most European
countries had fighter aircraft capable of sustained supersonic flight. By 1961, man ?ad orbited the
earth (Gargarin, USSR) and, in 1969, man landed on the moon (Armstrong, Aidrin, US) . During the
1970's, manned space Vploration in earth orbit became -routine" and by 1981, the U.S. had deployed a
reusable Space Shuttle albeit not without limitations (1986).

On the more practical side, i. e., in general aviation, the fabric covered, wooden or tube framed,
biplane designs of the early 1900's were largely replaced by metal structured, single wing designs by
the late 1920's . By the mid-1930's, commerical flights became commonplace and, in 1952, the large,
long range, propeller-driven aircraft tha% lad evolved were begun to be replaced by turbojet/turbofan-
powered aircraft (GB - de Haveland Comet) - * In 1969, the first jumbo jet service began (US - Boeing
747) and in 1976, the first transqort capable of cruising at supersonic speeds (Mach 2

+
) began

comerical flights (Pr, GB - Concord) .

Militarily, the use of aircraft as weapons platforms did not begin until the middle of WWI. By its
end, aigrgft were used for air superiority, ordinance delivery and forward observatins by all nations
involved ' . By 1922, aircraft were being flown from aircraft carriers (USS Langley) , expanding their
use to sea as well as air control. By 1944, piston-poered aircraft were being replaced by operational
turbojets (Ger - ME262, GS - Gloater Meteor, US - F8O) and flight speed increased from Mach 0.4-0.6 to
Mach 0.8-0.9. Supersonic military aircraft become commonplace in the early 1

9
50's and by 1966, Mach 3

+

versions were flying (US - SR71).

Unmanned vehicles, i.e., missiles or projectiles, employing airbreathing engines, by contrast, did
not make their appearance in operational lystem until 1944 in the form of the V-I (Get) powered by a
Schmidt designed intermittent or pulse jet . Unlike the subsonic speed V-1, however, most missiles are
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required to fly at supersonic or greater speeds (with the exception of current cruise missile
designs). In addition, because they are expendable, cost and simplicity are also considered.
Consequently, most subsequent airbreathing missile designs were powered by subsonic combustion ramjets
because of their efficiency at supersonic speedS, and simplicity and low cost compared to turbojets or
fanjets. A limited number were deployed as early as 1955 (see Evolution of Ramjets section). Since
that time, any number of ramjet-powered missile and projectile designs have been developed, but very few
have made it to the operational stage due primarily to competition from rocket propulsion, long range
guidance limitatione sod politics.

During the course of the 20th century, ramjet and rockets developed along similar paths through the
end of WW1II and4 into the mid-to-late 1950's. While bombardment rockets have been around since the 10th
century (China) 4 the technology to convert the principals of rocket propulsion (including the V-2, Ger,
1944) into effective weapons platforms did not really mature until the 1950's with the advent of
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM's) as well as launching vehicles for space exploration.
Consequently, tandem boosted ramjets with typical cruise speeds of Mach 4

+
, and staged rockets were co-

developea f.r the same applications (other than space launchers) up until the late 1950's, when rockets
became, for the most part, the propulsion system of choice for ICBM's and ground-to-air, air-to-ground,
air-to-air and ground-to-ground missile applications. Although rockets became the preferred choice for
propelling these missiles, it was also recognized that airbreathing ramjets still offered large
advantages in range, powered saneuverability and powered intercept compared to rockets in volume and/or
weight limited application against nonstationary air or well defended surface targets, resulting in
continued development of ramjet-powered systems through the present day.

Two limitations of the subsonic combustion ramjet (compared 'o a rocket) are its inability to
produce thrust at zero or very low speeds and the drastic drop in its performance at flight speeds above
about Mach 6. To overcome the former, most ramjets systems use either a tandem rocket or integral
rocket (which uses a common combustion chamber for both the rocket and ramjet cycles) to boost the
vehicle to a given speed (typically 0.5-0.7 of the cruise speed) before the ramjet begins operation.
Alternatively, combined cycle engines have also been investigated which ?roduce static thrust by
incorporating either a turbojet embedded with the ramjet (Air Turbo Ramjet) , a rocket-driven turbine
and ccmpressor embedded within the ramjet (Air Turbo Rocket), or an ejector system8 driven by a high
pressure gas from either a rocket or fuel and/or oxidizer supply (Ejector Ramjet) . Sometimes the
latter is also called an Air-Ducted-Rocket but is not herein to distinguish it from Alr-Ducted-Rockr.
which use a solid monopropellant to supply low pressure fuelotna ramjet combustor which, in turn, is
accelerated to its takeover speed by a separate rocket boostergt

-' .

The upper speed lia ation is a result of declining inlet performance and chemical kinetics. As
the Mach number increases, so do inlet total pressure losses, especially through the terminal normal
shock system. When these losses are coupled with energy losses due to dissociated species at the
elevated air total temperatures present, a significant decrease in performance is encountered.
Structural and materials problems may also be encountered because of the high static pressures and
temperatures in the engine, but can be overcome using innovative, active structural cooling techniques
and advanced materials.

To overcome this upper speed limitation, scientists and engineers recognized that if it were
possible to inject, ignite and react fuels in a supersonic air stream, then the large total pressure
losses associated with the terminal normal shock in a subsonic combustion ramjet could be mitigated and
the chemical kinetics losses forestalled to higher flight speeds. Such engines (Supersonic Combustion
Ramjets or scramjets), their history, current status and future prospects, are the subject of this
paper.

RAM= AND SCURJAE m g CONCErS

Prior to discussing the evolution of airbreathing engines, and ramjets and scramjets in particular,
a brief review of the operation and types of ramjet and scranjet engine concepts previously introduced
or those to be discussed in subsequent sections of this paper will be presented for clarity. Conceptual
schematics of subsonic combustion ramjets and combined cycle derivatives thereof are shown in Figs. 1
and 2, respectively. Figure l(a) depicts the traditional can-type, liquid-fueled ramjet (CRJ) with a
tandem booster attached. Here, M0 > M1 > I but the air is diffused to a subsonic speed (typically Mach
0.3 to 0.4) through a normal shock system prior to reaching station 4. fuel is then injected and
burned subsonically prior to reaccelerating the flow to a sonic speed at station 5 (M5 - 1) and further
accelerating it in the exit nozzle (M6 > 1). A more recent alternative to this concept is to use a
common combustion chamber for both the boost and sustain phases of flight, commonly referred to as an
integral-rocket-raajet (IRR). This generally requires a dump-type rather than a can-type combustor, but
the cycle operation of the ramjet remains the same. Figure 1(b) schematically illustrates this concept
for a liquid-fueled ramjet (LFiR) and Fig. 1(c) is illustrative of a solid-fueled system (SFIRR). In
some applications, SFIRR's are preferable to LFIRR's (or CRJ's) because of the simplicity of the fuel
supply, but only when the fuel throttling requirements are low, i.e., when flight altitude and Mach
number variations are limited. Another alternative, the Alr-Ducted-Rocket (ADR), -hown in its IRE form
in Fig. l(d), operates under the same engine cycle principles, but uses a fuel-rich menopropellant to
generate a low to moderate pressure gaseous fuel supply for the subsonic combustor. Here, the ADR is a
compromise between the fuel supply simplicity of a SPIUR of and throttleability of the LFIRR (or CLJ).
It should be noted, however, that the performance of liquid-fueled systems is always superior to any of
the others.

While the ramjets shown conceptually in Fig. I have been and continue to be viable vehicle
propulsion systems, none can produce static thrust. Figure 2 illustrates three types of hybrid ramjet
engine cycles that can. The first embeds a turbojet engine within the main ramjet engine and is usually
liquid-fueled and called an air-turbo-ramjet (ATRJ-Fig. 2(a)). Here, the turbojet produces the required
static and low speed thrust for takeoff (and landing if required) which. may or may not be isolated from
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the main ramjet flow at supersonic speeds. An alternative to the ATRJ is the air-turbo-rocket (ATR-Fig.
2(b)) in which a low to moderate pressure rocket motor is used to drive a turbine and provide a gaseous
fuel for the ramjet. The turbine, in turn, drives a compressor, the combination of which will produce
static thrust. At supersonic speeds, the compressor, again, may be isolated from the min ramjet flow
and the turbinc idled so that the vehicle can then operate as an ADR. The final hybrid ramjet cycle
capable of producing static thrust is the ejector ramjet (ERJ) shown in Fig. 2(c). Here a rocket motor
or gas generator produces a high pressure, generally fuel-rich, supersonic primary or ejector flow which
induces secondary air to flow through the engine even at static conditions. The ejector effluent and
air then mix and burn (at globally subsonic speeds) and finally expand in the convergent-divergent exit
nozzle.

Figure 3 presents schematic illustrations of a generic scramjet engine and two hybrid cycles
thereof. In a pure scramjet (Fig. 3(a)), air at supersonic speeds is diffuse, to a lower, albeit still
supersonic, speed (typically 0.3-0.5 HO ) at station 4. Fuel (either liquid or gaseous) is then injected
from the walls where it mixes and burns with the air in a generally diverging supersonic combustor.
Unlike the subsonic combustion ramjet, however, which always generates a terminal normal shock in the
inlet duct with heat addition, the combined effect of heat addition and diverging area in a scramjet
combustor generate a shock train at and upstream of the combustor entrance, often called the
precombustion shock, which can vary in strength from the equivalent of a normal shock to no shock,
depending on mo, overall fuel-air equivalence ratio, ERo, and combustor area ratio, A5/A4. Also unlike
the ramjet, the scramJet has no geometric throat, so that M5 uat always be greater than or equal to
unity.

The unique combinati.a of heat addition in a supersonic air stream with a variable strength shock
system plus the absence of a geometric throat permit the scramjet to operate efficiently over a wide
range of flight conditions, i.e., as a nozzleless subsonic combustion ramjet at low flight Mach numbers,
e.g. M0 - 3-6, and as a supersonic combustion ramjet at higher flight Mach numbers, e.g., HO > 5. At
low M0 and high ER, the combustion process generates the equivalent of a normal shock system and is
initially subsonic, similar to that of a conventional subsonic combustion ramjet, but accelerates to a
sonic or supersonic speed prior to exiting the diverging area combustor, eliminating the requirement for
a geometric throat. As ER decreases at this same MO, the strength of the precombustion shock system
will also decrease to the equivalent of a weak oblique shock and the combustion process is entirely
supersonic. At high HO, the strength of the shock system is always equivalent to either a weak oblique
shock or no shock, regardless of ER. This is referred to as dual-mode combustion and permits efficient
operation of the engine from H0 - 3 to M0 - 8 to 10 for liquid fuels and up to orbital speeds for
gaseous (e. g., hydrogen) fuels. The upper limit for the liquid-fueled cycle is, of course, due to
energy consumption by dissociating and ionizing species at elevated temperatures which cannot be
compensated for by additional fuel as in the case of, for example, a diatomic gas such as hydrogen.

Although the scranjet offers these unique capabilities, it also requires special fuels or fuel
preparation in order to operate effectively below M 7 because of -low" static air temperatures and
short combustor residence times (( I me). For liquid fuels, this generally means using highly reactive
(generally pyrophoric) fuels, fuel blends or fuel/oxidizer pilots which are logistically unsuitable.
For gaseous fuels, it requires that the fuel be preheated or combined with a pyrophoric additive. To
overcome this deficiency, an alternative to the pure scramjet is the Dual Combustor Ramjet (DCR) shown
in Fig. 3(b). The DCR has all of the features of the scramjet except a portion of the captured air is
diverted to a small, embedded subsonic dump combustor into which all of the fuel is injected. By
maintaining a proper distribution of the fuel, a near stoichiometric flame can be maintained, the heat
from which is used to prepare and preheat the remaining fuel so that efficient heat release can be
realized in the supersonic combustor. Thus, the dump combustor acts as a hot, fuel-rlch gas generator
for the main supersonic combustor, similar in princi.e to the air-ducted rocket previously described in
the ramjet cycle section. This cycle, therefore, permits the use of conventional liquid hydrocarbon
fuels or gaseous fuels such as hydrogen without resorting to logistically unsuitable additives.

The final supersonic combustion cycle, which is a natural extension of the scramjet and DCR cycles,
is the ejector scramjet shown schematically in Fig. 3(c). Unlike the pure acramjet or the DCR, it is
capable of producing static thrust using axial fdel injectors fed by a high pressure fuel/fuel-oxidizer
supply, yet retains the high speed operating characteristics of the scramjet and/or DCR. These same
injectors, perhaps complemented by staged injectors further downstream, can be used for dual-mode
scramJet operation, thus making it a viable candidate for a single stage, but multiple cycle,
airbreathing engine concept for zero to hypersonic speed flight.

With the ramjet and scramjet cycles thus introduced, let us now return to the evolution of
airbreathing engines for powered flight.

EVOLUTIOR OF AIAKHIM PRIOPULSIOE MIMS

Concurrent and synergistic with the evolution of vehicles capable of manned and unmanned flight
within the atmosphere has been the evolution of the powerplants required to propel them. While these
powerplants include devices which produce lift along, e.g., heated air for balloons, and those which
produce thrust but carry their own oxidant, e. g. chemical rockets, the following chronology excludes
both. It addresses the evolution of airbreathing engines alone with emphasis on subsonic and supersonic
combustion ramjets.

Interrneal Coutio aSine

While the aerodynamic principles required for powered flight were sufficiently well understood one
hundred years1 earlier than the Wright Brothers' first flight (see, e.g., Sir George Cayley's
contributions) , the requisite high power-to-weight ratio powerplant to achieve powered flight was
missing. The steam engine, available even in Cayley's time, was far too heavy because of its indirect
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energy supply. The internal combustion engine, which permits a direct energy transfer to the working
medium, was developed in the aid-to-late 1800's but was also too heavy in its then available designs.
It was not until Langley, Balzar and Manley (USA), and the Wright Brothers (USA) concurrently redesigned
and built internal combyeton engines in 1903 with the requisite power-to-welght ratios that powered
flight could be achieved , . For the next 40 years, this engine was to become the premiere powerplant
for all heavier-than-air craft with significant improvements in its power-to-weight ratio made both in
fu.ope and the United States. Ever today, it continues to play a significant role in the commuter and
private aviation industries.

Iotating Machinery Engines

The airbrlathjg engine which superseded the internal combustion engine was, of course, the gas
turbine engine ' with its inherent advantage of converting chemical energy directly into kinetic
and, thence, mechanical energy. While the principal of the gas turbine has been around since Hero's
Aeolipile (Egypt, cr. 200 B.C.), the first patent (Barber-GB) was not issued until 1791, and it was not
until 1939 that a von Ohain (Get) designed turbojet-powered aircraft flow for the first time. This was
followed shortly thereafter by little (GB) and General Electric (USA) designed turbojet-powered flights
in 1941 and 1942, respectively

2 
.

The incorpo5 ation of a turbine with either a centrifugal or axial flow compressor did not begin
until the 1930's . Although Guillaume (Fr) patented a combined axial flow compressor and multistage
turbine concept in 1921, it was not until Whittle (1930) and von Ohain (1935) patented their centrifugal
compressor/axlal turbine concepts that actual development began. These were preceded by earlier
development work using a piston engine in place of the turbine to overcome the problem of static
operation. These earlier efforts included designs and patents by Lorin (Fr-1908), Marconnet (Fr-1

9
0
9
),

Harris (GB-1917), MIloJ (Fr-1
9
20), Fono (Hun-1928) and Campino (It-1932), and a Compini designed engine

actually flew in 1940 . These turbineless designs, however, proved to be heavy and inefficient for
powered flight. Whittle and von Ohain, on the other hand, recognized that an auxilliary power unit
could be used to overcome the static starting problem in turbojet engine designs, and the resulting
evolution from their initial designs into today's multitude of high thrust-to-weight, efficient turbojet
and fanjet designs is history.

The concept of a turboprop
2- 4 

also appeared during this period. Patents to Ljungstroms Angturbin
(Sw-1936) ard Brown-Boveri (Ger-1939) were issued for multi-stage centrifugal compressor/axial turbine
and multi-stage axial compressor/turbine designs, respectively, each attacted by a central drive shaft
and gear box to a propeller. The latter is a prototype of modern axial flow turbojet engine designs
(sans the propeller). Both are forerunners of today's large bypass ratio turbofans.

Ramjet Engines

While many of the inventive minds of the world were focusing on internal combustion engines and
derivatives thereof in the early 1900's Lorin (Fr) and his fellow countrymen, as well as Lake (US),
began to look at jet propulsive devices

- 
,l which did not contain any lnstream obstructions (such as

pistons or turbomachinery) which they termed compressorless motors (later called Lorin tubes). The
first treatise of the potential of ramjet propulsion for low subsonic flight speeds was repjrtd by
Lorin in L'Aerophile (1913), in which he concluded that its propulsive efticiency would be poor ' (he
did not address high subsonic or supersonic speeds). Others, however, were addressing methods of
producing static thrust or augmenting the low speed thrust of rocket motors. Consequently, the first
practical ramjet desigon were what are currently called ejector ramjets. While Lake was the first to
patent this idea (1909) , it was Morze (Fr-1917) and Melot (Fr-1920) who developed and engineered this
concept. The Melot concept shown in Fig. 4 was actually Lested in France during WWI prior to issuance
of the 1920 patent and was tested again in the US in 1927 at what is now the NASA/Langley Research
Center . Both demonstrated an increase 1n static thrust. Interest in this type of device, however,waned until the late 1

9
50's.

The first patent, on the other hand, was not applied for until 1926 when Carter (GB) submitted
details of conical nose/inular duct and normal shock inlet, ramjet-like devices for augmenting the
range of artillery shells . While none of these were built, his application did, for the first time,
address the beneficial use of ramjet propulsive devices at supersonic speeds (up to Mach 2) at what was
then high altitudes [op to 8500 m (28 kft)J, his thinking being influenced perhaps by the early
proponents of supersonic flight, e.g., Prandtl and Mach (Ger).

The first clearly recognizable forerunners of today's liquid-fueled ramjet engine designs are those
sho,. in Fig. 5 which were submitted by Fono

4
' '

1  
(Hun) in a 1928 German patent application. These

clearly show a convergent-divergent inlet to diffuse the flow from supersonic to subsonic speeds, fuel
Injectors, flameholders, a combustor and a convergent-divergent exit nozzle. These concepts were
specifically designed for supersonic, high altitude flight of an aircraft, but never progressed past the
design stage.

The first actual construcioj fd ground testing of ramjet engines occurred in the early-to-mid
1930's. Is 1933, !,dc (Fr) I' produced designs similar to present day schemes including a
ogive/annular diffuser and boundary layer control for efficient inlet operation, especially at
superscnic speeds. He was gr~nted a patent on the ramjet-powered aircraft design in 1934, and by 1935,
had conducted ground tests on a small scale ramjet engine using liquid fuels at simulated flight speeds
up to Mach 0.9. By 1938, work on a full scale, ramjet-powered aircraft had begun and engine component
tests at simulated flight Mach numbers up to 1.35 continued into 1939.

All work was halted during WWlI but tesumed immediately thereafter so that by the end of 1945, an
experimental aircraft designated the Ladul-OlO, was completed. However, it was not until April of 1949
that the first powered flight of this aircraft took place. The interim time was required to dselop a
separate aircraft to take the Leduc-OlO up to its initial flight speed and altitude. These were
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followed by tests of refined versions in 195113. These ultimately led to the development of the Nord
1500 Griffon I1 aircraft (1955) which used a turbojet embedded within the ramjet to produce static
thrust, i.e., an air turbo ramjet. In 1957, this aircraft achieved supersonic flight speeds and in
1959, achieved Mach 2. 1 at an altitude of 15.3 km (50 Kit) .

Conilrrent with ramjet development in France in the 193
0
's was an unknown, but parallel effort In

the USSR . In 1929, Stechkin began publishing theories on ramjet propulsion, and by 1933, he and
Pobedonostsev had conducted ground tests at simulated subsonic speeds on a liquid-fueled subscale ramjet
engine. In order to conduct tests at supersonic speeds, they switched from liquid-fueled to solid-
fueled designs and from 1933-1935, fired a number of 76ma, ramjet-powered projectiles out of artillary
pieces at speeds up to Mach 2.0 using phosphorous fuel. While net positive thrust was not achieved,
they did increase the range, and through a combination of experimental data and theory, deduced that
increasing the size (or diameter) of the ramjet engine, using alternate fuels (Mg/Al) and tailoring the
exit nozzle throat-to-inlet area ratio would permit net positive thrust to be achieved.

In order to achieve this increased engine size required a new boosting system. Given the USSR
infrastructure, a new team took over ramjet development in 1936, beaded by erkulov and Shcherbakov,
with emphasis on tandem rocket-boosted ramjet vehicle designs. While the specific size is not
mentioned, they did undertake a development program using pressed Mg/Al solid fuel culminating in
successful subsonic flight tests in 1939.

Immediately following these tests, emphasis shifted to using liquid (rather than solid) fueled
raujets to augment the speed of propeller-driven aircraft. Throughout the remainder of 1939, Merkulov
and his associates began developing wing-mounted ramjet engine pods, and by the beginning of 1940,
aircraft flight tests had begun using 40-50 cm (15.7-19.7 in.) dia ramjet pods. These tests, with a
variety of aircraft and ramjet engine designs, continued through 1948 when interest in turbojet engines
subverted, at least for a while, the USSR ramjet efforts. None of the tests were very successful in
that they all had high installed engine drag and suffered from combustion Inefficiencies and
instabilities which they were not able to overcome.

Germany also began development of ramjets in the 1930's
4
'
15
. In 1935, Trommsdorff

15
, initially

supported by the faculty at Gottingen and Siemene Ltd. (to be joined later by the faculty at
Braunschweig), began developing ramjet-powered artillary shells. By 1938, a number of oxygen deficient,
solid-fueled, 8.8-cm (3.5-in.) dia, normal shock inlet units were gun iaunched at Mach 2.5, but were
hapered by a lack of combustion. ffforts then switched to liquid-fueled system as well as more
efficient inlet designs, culminating in a series of multiple-shock conical inlet, liquid-fueled (carbon
disulfide), 15-cm (5.9-in.) dia units being successfully fired in the early-to-mid l

9
40's. Typically,

these units left the gun at Mach 2.9 and accelerated to Mach 4.2 in 3.2 s before fuel depletion. In
addition to these test units, designs of much larger operational units including a 6000 kb, aircraft-
launched, ramjet-powered intercontinental guided missile were being considered.

Concomitant with these supersonic speed ra jj development efforts was a parallel effort to develop
ramjet engines to power subsonic speed aircraft - . Initial research began at The Walter Co. in 1936,
but it was not until Sanger became involved in 1938 that actual development began. By 1943, be and his
co-workers had built and flight tested (on an aircraft) a liquid-fueled ramjet engine and plans 4'Yeactually made to build an aircraft powered by a ramjet (with rocket assisted takeoff) by 1944 - .
Concurrent with these engine development programs were the more fundamental efforts of Oewatitsch and
Buseman (high efficiency supersonic inlet designs), Dankolher and Pabst (short..length/high efficiency
liquid-fueled combustors), Lipplsch and Schwabl (solid fuels for ramjets) and Sanger, metalieed slurry
fuels), all of which represent foundations upon which today's modern rajets are based .

British interest in ramjets began in the early 1940's as an indirect result of the German
efforts. By 1943, Smith had proposed a ramjet powered bombardment missile, with some initial cojpustor
work reported in 1945 and a theory of ramjet propulsion presented in 1946 by Reid and Merbert . By
1944, a Guided Aerial Projectiles project was established to oversee rocket and ramjet development, but
apparently, was not well supported; most of Britain's efforts being directed towards Whittle's turbojet
development.

United States interest in raajets also began in the early 1
94
0's. By 1941, rudimentary analyses

of, initial experimentation on subsonic speed ramjets had been established by Way, and Becker and
.aa. . These early efforts prompted considerable interest and government support at a number of
institutions to stlidy and understand the fundamental physics and chemistry governing ramjet operation at
both subsonic and supersonic speeds as well as developing engines applicable to both.

The subsonic flight speed efforts peaked in 1946 when two 51-cm (20-in.) dia M.I.T. designed
racjets were used to augment the thrust of a E-51 aircraft, and when two 

76
-cm (3

0 -
in.) dia liquid-

fueled ramjet engines, developed by arquardt' , were used to power and accelerate an F-80 aircraft
without benefit of any other auxiliary powerplant, the first such demonstration ever recorded. Although
some work continued in the subsonic flight speed r.gie, most notably applying ramjet technology to
afterburners in turbojets, emphasis shifted shortly thereaf.er from subsonic speed aircraft to
supersonic speed missiles.

The application of liquid-fueled rajets to superao]jc missiles began in the mid 1
9 4

0's,
principally at the NASA Lewil and Langley Research Centers , T.g Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) , and of course, The Marquardt Co. The first successful supersonic
flight tests were conducted by JHU/APL in 1945 followed by NASA/LewIs tests in 1947 and NASA/Langley
tests in 1950 at speeds in excess of Mach 2. Marquardt's design was not flown until 1055 when it
exceeded Mach 4.3 on the Lockheed X-7 test vehicle.

These early successes in the U. ., as well as others in Europe, led very quickly to a series of
operational or flight tested systems . In the U.S., there were BOMAiC (Mach 2.8 at 30 km - 1955),
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TALOS (Mach 2.5 at 25 km - 1955) and TYPHON (Mach 44 at 5u SM - 1961). In France, there were SIRIUS
(Mach 2.7 - late 1950's), VEGA (Mach 4 - early 1960's) and STATALTEX (up to Mach 5 - aid-1960's), and in
Britain, there were BLOODHOUND (late 1950's) and SEA DART (1960's).

Subsequent to development, demonstration and/or operation of these conventional, tandem-boosted,
liquid-fueled raujets, emphasis shifted to more volumetrically/weight efficient ramjet designs in the
late 1960's and early 1970's, an evolution which has continued to the present. Specifically, these are
the liquid- and solid-fueled, integral-rocket-raujets (LFIRR, SFIR) and combined cycle sytems such as
the integral-rocket, Air-Ducted-Rocket (ADR), which typically cruise st about Mach 2-3 at or near sea-
level and Mach 4-5 t2 altituds. Known propulsion systems of these types which has progressed through at
least flight testsl

8 
2 include the ALVEJ (LFIRR-1973), ASALM (LFIRR-1979) and SLAT (LFIRR-1987) in the

U.S.. the ASSM (ADR-1976). ASMP (LFIRR-1970's), RUSTIQUE (ADR-1984) and ANS (LFIRR-1986) in France, the
EFA (ADR) and ANS In Germany. and the SA-4 and SA-6 (ADR's-1970's) in the USSR.

Other combined cycle engines, such as the air-turbo-ramJet and air-turbo-rocket have also been
addressed in both the U.S. and Europe, but to the author's knowledge, have not been flight tested at
supersonic speeds.

scranjets

The origins nf the concept of employing combustion in supersonic flows can be traced back to
interest in burning fuels in external streams to either reduce the base drag of supersonic projectiles
or to produce lift and/or thrust on supersonic and hypersonic airfoils in the early 1950's. Actually,
these were preceded by some very fundamental theoretical t~aents of diabatic flows (1-D flows with
heat addition) by Hicks (US) and others beginnink in 1945 . In 1950, these basic analyses were
extended to two-dimerional flows by Pinkel (US) and theoretically aglied to projectile base drag
reduction (Wald, US) . By 1951, experiments by Baker, et. al. (US) , had demonstrated base drag
reductions i a ath 1.6 flow of up to 75% using hydrogen fuel and similar results were obtained by
Hebrank (US) in 1952 using a solid pyrotechnic fuel. These were followed by a successive number of
experimental and theoretical investigations continuing through the early 1980's (see, e.g., Refs. 31-
34), but are not discussed herein for brevity and because combustion, for the most part, is confined to
the subsonic wake region.

Interest in combuftion on airfoils in supersonic flows surfaced in 1952 when Pinkel (US)
35
, and

Smith and Davis (US) published theoretical predictions of the benefits of external supersonic
combustion on both thrust and lift. These were followed by successively more complex and, therLfore,
realistic treatments of heat addition in external supersonic flows throughout the remainder of the
1950's and into the early 1960 3, comple~nted by yerimentl investigefios. Theorrically, these
included U.S. studies by Chu , Gazley , McCloy , Hager , Dugger and Billig which cover
fundamental treatments of the heat addition process as well as vehicle applications and performance.

Experimentally, Smith and Davis
36 

(1952) were the first to demonstrate the feasibility of
supersonic combustion using a flat plate In a Mach 1.7 airstream with hydrogen injected from discrete
holes, but found that flameholders and an oxygen pilot were necessary to achieve stable combustion.
Krull, et. al. (US, 1958), also ran tests with hydrogen, but used parallel rather than normal injection,
demonstrating diffusion-controlled supersonic combustion. Subsequegtly, Dorsch, Serafini and Fletcher
(US) ran a series of discrete hole injection tests from 1955-1960 - using a very reactive borohydride
fuels, but, while achieving vigorous combustion in a supersonic airstream, were not ae to demonskfate
net positive thrust. The first demonstration of net positive thrust was by Dugger and Billig in
1958 on a double wedge model In a Mach 5 airstream using aluminum alkyl fuels. A photograph of this
experiment is shown in Fig. 6.

While these initial efforts to understand and demonstrate the concept of supersonic combustion in
an external airstream provided valuable insight and understanding of some of the physical and chemical
processes which occur as well as some practical engineering experience, it became apparent in the late
1950's that ducting the supersonic flow in an inlet prior to fuel injection and combustion offered large
advantages over external burning. These include increased air static pressures and temperatures to
enhance ignition and combustion of the more conventional fuels as well as confining the combustion
process, resulting in higher static pressures in the combustion zone with its attendant increase in
thrust.

The first theoretical studies addressinb the concepk i.e., of scramjq as we know it today, were
published in 1958 by Weber and MacKay (US) , R (Fr) 5 nd Dunlg (US) . These were3 followed in
rapid succession with gapers by Sargent and Gross , Dugger . Feri and McLafferty (US) and Mordeil
and Swithenbank (Can) in 1960. The papers by Roy, Dunlap, and Sargent and Gross described standing or
detonation wave scramjets. In this concept, fuel is mixed with the air upstream of a shock generating
obstruction which, in turn, initiates and sustains combustion at that point. While th 5 concept of
standing wave combustion in aSguct was the first h 

b
e pursued, both analyticalls(, cholls , US, 1948)

and experimentally by Gross (1959), Nicholls (6O), Rhodnq and Chriss 1 (1961-1962) (US),
comparative studies, such as those by Weber and acKay and Dugge , demonstrated that the performance
of scramjets without the obstruction in which the fuel and air are not premixed, but mix and
distributively burn downstream of the fuel injection point, was superior for hypersonic (up to Mach 10)
flight. In addition, at the higher flight speeds, i.e., H0 > 7, premixing the fuel and air without
combustion would not be possible because of the high air statTic enthalpy. Consequently, the standing
wave scramjet concept was not rigorously pursued, rather emphasis focused on the distributed mixing and
combustion concept.

As a result of these initial performance studies and proof-of-concept tests, interest in applying
the scramjet engine cycle to both aircraft and missj6 es rapidly evolv . In the U.S., the Air Force
began supporting scramjet research in the late 1950's as did the Navy . In late 1959, several major
aircraft and engine companies became interested in developing single-stage-to-orbit aircraft using
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craeietfropulsioo. i.e. the first aospaceplane concept (Fig. 7). Principle among them was Republic

Aviation who collaborated with Ferri and his associates at the General Applied Sciences Lab (GASL)

on hydrogen-fueled Screget engines for Mach 8 to orbital speeds. This initial impetuslei to Air Force
interest in evaluating and eventually sponsoring an Aerospaceplane program i%61964 ' . In 1962,

NASA was asked to participate in a preliminary technology demonstration program but the program did

not materialize. The Navy also exgpessed some interest, but never progressed beyond supporting some
preliminary performance evaluations . Consequently, the Air Force. Navy and NASA pursued separate
scraoJet development programs until the inception of a new National AeroSpace Plane (NASP) program in
1986.

In Europe, interest in supersonic combustion paralleled that in 1he U.S. throughout the 1960's and
into the 1970's. In France, followi% Roy's initial publication

4 , 
fundamental work on supersonic

combustion resulted in Mestre and Viaud being the first researchers to present experimental results on
supersonic combustion in the open literature. While these initial results were with normal inrction of
kerosene fuel, emphasis switched to either normal or tasW4al injection of gasel oels such as
methane 7 Ind hydrogen with a number of reports by Leuchter * Ducorneau and Borgh I and Ballet,
et. al. .. A parallel research program on hypersonic In~gtwas also undertaken during this time with
emphasis on axisymmetric designs7 nd tests up to Mach 7W'5. Complementing these basic nd7 fPplied

research efforts were aerodynamic
" 

and application studies for hypersonic missiles and aircraft

These efforts culminated in a series of connected pipe tests of a 40-cm (15.75-in.) dia scramJet
engine7 illuding the exit nozzle) at Modene at simulated Mach 6 flig% conditions in the 1972-1973 time
period . The engine, a photograph of which Is shown in Fig. 8 , was axisymmetric in design and
used staged, normal injection of hydrogen. Since these tests, interest in scramjet propulsion in France
appears to have wanned, at least as far as the author can discern. However, a survey paper entitled.
"Early Researches in Supersonic Combustion," by Mestre and Barrere (ONERA-FR) is to be given at the 1987
AIAA Propulsion Meeting in June, in San Diego, CA (US), which should clarify this point.

Interest in supersonic combustion and scramjet propulsion in England evolved along several parallel
paths in the early 1960's. Initially, three groups pursued combustiolin supersonic streams. These
included Townend's and Reid' ,perest in waveriders and base burning at Parnborough, Hawkin's and
Fox's interest in scramjets

8 2 "
SW at Rol'1  Royce and the Swithenbank team interest in supersnic

diffusion flames at Sheffield University - (after returning to England from McGill University 9 3 -
Canada). These were to be followed by diffusion flames studies by Cookson, et. al., at Cranfield
beginning in the late 1960's.

The8 2w sik at Roll's Royce, begun in 1963, first addressed kerosene-fueled supersonic combustor
concepts ' , for flight speeds in the Mach 6-7 range but switched to hydrogen-fueled co epts,
culminating in direct-connect combustor tests at simulated Mach 5 to 7 flight conditions in 1969 . At
Sheffield, most of the reported supersonic diffusion flame wg~kdras performed in a shock tunnel at
simulated Kach 10 to II fight conditions using hydrogen fuel

0 
- through the early 19701s, Ns the

last reported work in 1975 was with kerosene. At Cranfield, the first reported work by Cookson was
on connected-pipe diffusion flame tests at simulated Mach 7 flight conditions with hydrogen. Subsequent
tests included methane, keroseg and hydrogen using both axial and transverse injection -9, the last
work being incompleted in 1977 . No development tests have been reported in Great Britain in the open
literature.

In Germany, most of the reported work on supersonic cbustion has been of a more fundamental
nature , with the fS;O eported work by Winterfeld in 1966-67 . For the next 8-10 years, ef5 ld's
gro.i at Porz-Wahn , inc18Y7Suttrop and Mauer, along with Kallergis at Braunschweig . and
Wilhelmi's group at Karlsruhe 

-  
directed their efforts at understanding the physical and chemical

procles leading to the ignition and combustion of gaseous fuels in supersonic airstreams, Kallergis'
work being the exception. These included normal as well as tangential fuel injectio methods of
flameholding, and ignition enhancement aids such as preburning a small portion of the f l . Since the
mid-1970's, however, the only reported work has been on application/performance studies ' 1,22.

The USSR has also had an extensive program in supersonic combustion and scramjet propulsion since
the 1960's, but a review is not presented herein. The reader is referred to Ref. 108 (Bayev and
Golovichev) as an initial source for such a review, Ref. 108 being the only textbook known to the author
or supersonic combustion.

Three other papers of interes 
09

.
1 

are by Da-Riva, et. al. (Spain) 109, J 1bl1h9 an analytical
treatment of hydrogen-air supersonic diffusion flames, and Tsuji and Yoshida I (Japan) which
experimentally investigated normal injection of hydrogen into a vitiated Mach 1.8 sirstream.

Returning to the North American continent, interest in Canada in scramjets, as previously noted,
began at MacGill University in 1960 with Mordell and Switnenbank-. Almost sijJ t Iously, M lder and
his associates at McGtll1 e fy parallel efforts in hypersonic inlet aerodynamics and gun launched
scrajet flight testing . The inlet work began In the early 1960's and centered around the design
of Buseman-type inlets which were inverted to produce modular inlets with very good performance
characteristics and low external cowl drag and heating. These novel designs also alleviated starting
problems of high area contraction ratio, high design Mach number inlets at low flight Mach numbers, A
number were designed and successfully tested over a wide range of Kch numbers (see succeeding
discussion of US Navy work).

Gun launching sffgmjets concepts, a novel idea at the time, began in 1960115, evolved to actual
construction in 19661 (supported by the Canadian Defense Research Board) and a horizontal flight test
took place out of a 40.6-cm (16-in.) dis gun in 1968 using trielhysluinum fuel. Unfortunately, the
test was unsuccessful, the structure of the engine failing during launch. Another gun launching
program, however, was begun in the early 1970's, jointly supported by the National Research Council
(Can) and U.S. Army Ballistics Research Lab. In the Spring of 1974, another firing was attempted, this
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time at a near vertical (850) flight angle at a test range on Barbados. This time, the sabot did not
fully separate, damaging the control surfaces, resulting in an uncontrolled tumbling flight.
Photographs of the engine before and after flight, and of the test range are shown in Fig. 9, While not
completely successful, these are the only reported attempts to actually flight test a scraujet.

In the United States, the Air Force, Navy and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
pursued separate scramet development proggam Interest within the Air Force focused op1 a single

stage, airbreathing powered Aerospaceplane " (Fig. 9) as well as missile applications . This
interest ultimately led to development of two alrbreathing propulsion schemes, one being a hybrid
subsonic combustion ramjet capable of producing static thrust as well as accelerating a vehicle to low
hypersonic speeds, and the other being a scramet. The former led to the liquid asi compression thrust
augmentation1 Iggi ne concepts such as those investigated by The Marquardt Corp. (THC) in the mid-1960's,
a photograph of which is shown in Fig. 10.

During this same period, four separate scramet engine development programs were initiated
18
'
120

.
These engines, shown in Figs. 11 through 14 respectively, were hydrogen-fueled and achieved performance
levels which, in general, substantiated theoretical predictions. Although most of these engines were
aerodynamically designed to operate over a wide range of hypersonic speeds and were substantiated by
component tests conducted over a wide Mach number range, ground testing of the entire engine was
restricted to a narrow Mach number range because of facility limitations.

The United Aircraft Research Laboratory's (UARL) Variable Geometry Scramjet (Fig. 11) was a 
4
5.7-cm

(18-in.) dia , variable geometry, water-cooled axisymmetric engine designef2 of2 lach 3 to 12 flight. Ii
was bult in the 1965-1968 time period but only free-jet tested at Mach 5 '

,  
2 These were, however,

proceeded by a number of inlet, combustor and nozzle component develoment cestsl2l in the Mach 3.5 to
8.0 flight speed range.

The General Electric scramjet engine, shown in Fig. 12, was also a variable geometry, vater-cooled
design. In fact, two 22.86-co (9-in.) dia engines were designed and tested free-jet at NO - 7 in the
1966-1969 time period. The first engine, CIM- 0 provided an evaluation of a combined set of scramet
components designed for operation up to Mach 8120. Upon completion of testing in the General Electric
Hypersonic Arc Tunnel, CIM-I was subsequently modified by replacing the cowl section with one having a
smaller cowl lip angle to reduce external drag, and contouring some of the internal lines to increase
performance. Extensive performance tests were conducted on CIM-II to obtain the effects of varying
inlet contractlio 1 2tio, equivalence ratio, fuel injector location, free stream Reynolq 3 number and
total enthalpy ' . These were also preceded by a number of component development testsib

The third concept developed (Fig. 13) was a Mach 3-12 engine involving I series of filed geometry,
thermal compression, heat sink engine models of approximately 194 to 226 cm (30 to 35 in ) of capture
area, developed and tested b 2 he General Applied Science Laboratories (GASL) under the late Dr. Ferri
in the 1964-1968 time period . Engine models demonstrating this concept have been tested at Mach -
2.7, 4 and 7 with inlet component tests covering Mach numbers from 2.7 to 11.3. Modifications to these
designs were incorporated into a later engine model shown in Fig. 21 and tested at N - 7.4 in the GASL
combustion heated,lPgh enthalpy blowdown tunnel using a wide variety of fuel injector patterns and fuel
flow schedules I 

.

The final hydrogen-fueled scramjet engine developed and tested under Air Force sponsorship was the
THC Dual Mode Scramet. The main feature of this concept, as previously discussed, is that the
combustor is capable of operating in two modep: one for supersonic combustion and the other for
subsonic operation. The engine shown in Fig. 14 20, which was preceeded by extensive component tests of
the inlet (from Mach 2 to 40) nd combustor (Mach 3 to 6) from 1964 to 1967, was free-jet tested at Mach
3 and 5 in 1967 and 1968121,

In the late 1960's, it became apparent that the proponents of the Aerospaceplane had understated
the magnitude of the problems to be addressed as well as the J.escale needed to resolve them.
Consequently, the initial Aerospaceplane program was discontinued , As a result, support for
hydrogen-fueled scramjet development was not renewed, rather emphasis was focused on liquid hydrocarbon-
fueled scrainjets, with TMC and UARL received contracts for component development. UARL concepts
focused on preburning part of fuel to produce a hot pilot to maintain mbustion which the T4C
concept used a very reactive pilot oxidizer (C1F ) to maintain combustion . The Marquardt engine,
which is the same as that shown J5gFig. 14 but with a longer combuctor, was free-jet tested in 1970-1971
at Mach 3 to 6 flight conditions . However, by 1972, the Air Force concluded that scramjeta were not
appropriate for their mission requirements and support was terminated.

Some interest was expressed by the Air Force in a joint experimental hypersonic aircraft program
with NASA in the mid-1970's , but nothing came of it and it was not until the new National AeroSpace
Plane (NASP) program was initiated in 1986 that the Air Force began, again, to support scramjet research
and development.

At the NASA, early interest in scramjet propulsion evolved aro,,nd both hydrogen-fueled hypersonic
transport 6and an Aerospaceplane. After declining to jointly sponsor an Aerospaceplane program with the
Air Force% circa 1962, eiaiS5 was focused on evolving a program to develop the propulsion technology
for hypersoni 3 fransports . As a result, in 1965, NASA imitated the Hypersonic Research Engine
(HRE) project at the Langley Research Center with the goal of flight testing a regeneratively cooled,
flight weotiht scramjet engine on the X-15 research aircraft at speeds up to Mach 8. Garrett Air
Research

1 3
" was selected in 1966 as the contractor to design and develop a flight weight Structural

Assembly Model (SAN) for structures, materials and hydrogen regenerative cooling evaluation and a
heavyweight, water-cooled Aerothermodynamic Integration model (AIN) to evaluate engine performance.
Although the X-15 program was cancelled in 1968, the HRE progral §aoAnued. Consequently, in 1972,
the SAN was tested at simulated Mach 7 flight speeds at n"1g3 ' and the AIM engine tasted at

Plumbrook at Mach 5, 6 and 7 in the 1972-t974 time period , - Photographs of these engines are
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shown in Fig. 15136. While not achieving net positive thnjst, these tests did provide valuable insight
into the design, testing and operation of dual-mode scranjet engines.

Concomitant with the glu, a parallel, albeit more fundamental, ef t to 1  p hydrogen-fueled
scramjet technology was ini

t
iuen 4 5a

t  
the Langley Research Center . including the

construction of test facilitiesit . Actually, these p5 2Preeded by fundamental studies and tests
at the Applied Physics Laboratory under NASA sponsorship beginning in 1962 and continuing through
the aid-1970's.

With the cancellation of the X-15 program becoming imminent and the recognition that the propulsion
inteft 1  must play a key role in any vehicle application, Langley personnel began addressing, in
1967f

"
'g, hypersonic hydrogen-fueled scramjet concepts that would he an integral part of a hypersonic

trf p ,,1P • This approach evolved to the Airframe Integrated Scranjet concepj 3 hown in Fig.
10 and technology programs addressing this concept continued through 1986b when all NASA
efforts were redirected towards technology development for the National AeroSpace Plane. These included
additional test facilities and instrumentation; inlet, fuel injector and combustors tests; seal-free-jet
engine tests; fundamental mixing, ignitio a8n i studies; and concomitant analyses, including
advanced computational fluid dynamics codes1

2 
.13 , * .

Figures 17 through 20136 are photographs of representative test hardware in each of the major
areas. Figure 17 illustrates the evolution of inlets, Fig. 18 presents a representative fuel
injector/combustor configuration tested, Fig. 19 shows three types of semi-free-jet engines tested at
simulated Mach 4, 5.5 and 7 flight conditions and Fig. 20 presents the test facilities used. Excellent
reviews of these efforts are given in Refs. 120 and 136.

Navy interest in scramjet propulsion centered around high speed (Mach 6-8) airbreathing missile
applications as natural follow-ons to the TALOS and TYPHON ramjet powered missiles, most of which have
been carried out by The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL). Unlike the Air
Force's and NASA's programs, which were directed at hydrogen-fueled engine concepts, the work at JHU/APL
concentrated on storage liquid-fueled engine designs. As a result of their infial studies. Billig and
Dugger applied for the first patent on a Supersonic Combustion Ramjet Missile (SCRAM) in 1961, the

details of which are given in Ref. 157 and shown in Fig. 21.

Subsequent to the early feasibility studies, work was directed towards better understanding the
physical and chemical processes governing supersonic combustion and developji a technological data base
on inlets, fuel injectors, fuels combustors, nozzles and free-jet engines for the remainder of the
1960's and most of the 1970's. In 1978, work on pure scramjets was terminated in favor of developing

the DCR concept.

Examples of scramjet component development efforts are shown in Figs. 22-24. Figure 22 presents
photographs of modular inlet designs tested in 1965120 from Mach 4 to 10. Figure 23 presents a
schematic and photograph of the connected-pipe combustor test apparatus, including a steam calorimeter
developed to determine heat release conytf 1iciency, used to develop the data base on fuels, fuel
injectors, ignition aids and combustors 

, -  
for Mach 3 co 8 flight. These culminated in free- 41

tests of a 25.4 cm (10-in.) dia engine (Fig. 22) at Mach 5.0, 5.8 and 7.1 from 1968 through 1974
which were the first tests of a scroajet engine in which net positive thrust was measured.

In 1978, emphasis switched to conducting a similar development program on the DCR 161(Fig. 3(b)).
To date, tests on mltiple inward turning scoop inlets for both the main supersonic combustor and gas
generator have been made between Mach 3 and 6. Fjlgre 25 is a photograph of one of the single scoop
inlet models tested between Mach 3 and 6 since 1983 . Connected-pipe tests of the gas generator alone
and in tandem with supersonic combustors have also been made at simulated flight Mach numbers between 3

and 4, and tests at higher simulated flight Mach numbers will be made in the near future. ibgure 26 is
a photograph and schematic the DCR connected-pipe combustor test set up. Credit is given here to
Mestre and Ducourneau (Fr) A who were the first to demonstrate very fuel-rich, stable combustion in
subsonic combustors in 1973, a very important step in the evolution of the DCR combustion concept.

Complementing these development efforts have been other, more fundamental, research programs to
analytically and experimentally explore and evolve a better understanding of the physics and chemistry
governing the operfoyf the liquid-fueled scraujet and DCR. Analytically, these include components

and cycle analysesMG
'  

as well 6 t application of Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques to
hyperson. ic airbreathing propullo1

6 5 
' . Experimentally, these include develop~i, 

1
nvw experimental

techniques and instrumentation ' as well as obtaining fundamental process data ' . These basic
efforts have continued through the present day and have been expanded to include fundamental experiments
on supersonic free shear layer mixing and combustion and the control of incident shock separation by

means of mass addition.

UR? STATUS OF SCKAMJRTS

Currently, there are two on-going programs within the United States supporting hypersonic
propulsion: the Navy's Dual Combustor Ramjet (Pig. 3(b)) and the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP) shown
conceptually in Fig. 27. The latter Is supported by the Air Force, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), NASA and Navy. ThF DCR is a liquid hydrocarbon-fueled engine intended for Naval
applications in the Mach 3 to 7 range 61 while the NASP program is evolving a single-stage-to-orbit (and
back) airbresthing propulsion cycle, the high speed end being a hydrogen-fueled scrsmjet (as a subset of
the NASP, there is considerable interest in developing a Mach 5-6 air transport, i.e., the "Orient
Express"). These are complemented by basic research programs supported by the Office of Naval Research,
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, NASA and the Canadian Ministry of Defense and exploratory

development work supported the Navy and Air Force. Stalker (Australia) and his associates' are also
conducting research on supersonic combustion of hydrogen in his shock tunnel. To the author's
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knowledge, there are no ongoing programs on scramjets in Western Europe, although Great Britain does
have a program to develop a two-stage. Horizontal Take-Off and Landing (HOTEL) space transport.
However, while the first stage is an airbreather, it is reported to be a hybrid subsonic combustion
ramjet (Fig. 2) with staging at about Mach 6.

The current status or state-of-the-art as applied to the development of scraajet engines, in the
author's opinion, is as follows: for liquid- and/or gaseous-fueled scramjet engines, sufficient
knowledge and data exist to design, build and fly one or more flight test vehicles over a flight Mach
number range of approximately 3 to 7, provijd fty are boosted to their scramJet takeover speed using a
separate propulsion system, e. g., a rocket .' . For the VCR, on the other hand. several more years
of exploratory Inlet and combustor development as well as free-jet engine tests are necessary to achieve
this same goal. These statements, however, should not be taken to imply that all of the desired
technology is or will be shortly in hand, nor that all of the fundamental physical and chemical
processes governing the operation of scramjets or DCR's in this flight regime are well understood or
completel .'nd.tWr , 61 .fir. they are meant to impart the level of current understanding and
knowledge I I

1i sfge 0 above about Mach 7 and on to orbital speed 8 there are very little, if any, coabustor
data . Inlet data, while somewhat more extensive , is also in this catagory. There are no
exit nozzle or engine data. Consequently, engteering design as well as fundamental process data are
being rigorously pursued in all of these areas, at least in the U.S., in support of the Navy, Air Force
and HASP propulsion development programs. For mixed cycle scramjets, e. g., Fig. 3(c), there is a
similar o1us86yqof d19a, albeit somewhat more extensive than st the high hypersonic
peeds I 9 II . Mixed cycle ramjet engines, on the other hand, have a much more extensive data

base for static and low speed operation.

Potentially, the most revolutionary tool in airbreathing propulsion (and almost all other
disciplines) to evolve over the past decade is computational fluid dynamics, made possible by the
evolution of supercomputers. In propulsion, CFD codes are current 6 cpggbi 3 of computing meat viscous,
non-reacting, albeit with real air thermochemistry, internal flows 

6
' . They have not, however,

evolved to the point where they can predict, with sufficient resolution, three-dimensional, viscous,
chemicaliy reacting ,

1
o wI9h or without the pressure of shock trains, i. e., typical flowfields with a

scramjet combustor , 4,1 These limitations are due primarily to computational and storage
limitations of current Class VI computers and a lack of detailed, fundamental experimental d% ybh
which the turbulence, kinetics, etc., models used in these codes can be compared and validated '.
CFD, however, even with these limitations, still provides a powerful tool to aid in and provide
direction for the design of scramjets engines and concomitant basic and applied experiments,

DUICIPCIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

For exemplary purposes, the generic, gaseous-fueled, mixed cycle, dual-mode scramJet engine shown
schematically in Fig. 28, which has the potential to produce thrust from static-to-orbital speeds, will
be used as a point of departure in the succeeding discussions. Also, for convenience, three generic
speed regimes, I. e., Mach 0 to 3, Mach 3 to 7 and Mach 7 and above, will be used to identify what, in
the author's opinion, are the deficiencies and, therefore, opportunities in basic and applied research,
exploratory development and CFD.

Operationally, the engine in Fig. 28 works as follows: static, subsonic and low supersonic speed
(M0 < 3) thrust are generated using retractable axial supersonic injectors to pump air through the
engine and provide instream fuel injection. Wall injectors my also be used to augment the ejector fuel
injection. In addition, the fuel composition (which may contain other than combustible species,
especially at subsonic speeds) and distribution, engine equivalence ratio and area distribution between
station 1 and 5 are varied such that M4 an7P5 > 1 i. e., no geometric exit nozzle throat is
required. Recent analyses

7 0 
and experiments" indicate that not only is it desirable to have a

nozzleless arine over the entire flight regime to reduce complexity, but eliminating a geometric throat
may, in fact, increase low speed engine performance. This operation assumes that the inlet is
unstarted, i. e., that a normal shock sits upstream of the cowl lip plane st supersonic flight speeds.

At flight speeds on the order of Mach 3, the axial injectors would retract, the inlet would start
and the engine would operate in the subsonic combustion mode of a dual-mode scramjet with fuel provided
by the wall injectors alone or in combination with the axial slot injectors as M0 increases. The engine
would continue to operate in this mode until acn 6 to 7, when It would begin operating as a
conventional scramjet. In this case, the ER and combustor geometry would, again, be modulated such that
M5 1 and the inlet diffusion shock structure would be stablized between stations I and 4.

At about Mach 7, the wall Injectors would be turned off so as not to thermally overload the walls
in the vicinity of the injectors. In this case, the supersonic axial slot injectors would provide fuel
to the combustor and thermal protection for the walls. From Mach 7 to perhaps as high as Mach 15 to 20,
fuel alone would be injected from the slots. At speeds above these values, the composition of the
injectant may include hot combustion products as well as fuel, I. e., a fuel-rich rocket exhaust, In the
event that thrust augmentation is required to achieve orbital speeds,

With the generic engine cycle just described, it is now possible to present, in an orderly fashion,
what controls the operation of the engine in the various speed regimes, what the present state-of-

knowledge is or is not and what, in the author's opinion, is required to fill in the voids.

At static and subsonic speeds, the primary mechanisms controlling engine operation (including air
capture) are the ejector thrust and air entrainment rate and the downstream combustion process. The
entrainment rate, in turn, is controlled by the axial position and lateral distribution of the ejectors,
the ejectant composition, pressure, velocity and temperature and, ultimately, the entrainment and/or
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mixing rate within the compressible free shear layers generated. The combustion process is also
controlled by the initial conditions of the ejectent and the diffusion or mixing rate of the free shear
as well as equilibrium thermocheaistry and the downetream area distribution (to keep M

4 
and N

5 
> I). At

supersonic speeds up to Mach 3 with the inlet unstarted, engine operation continues to be dominated by
these mechanisms, although the pumping requirements of the ejectors diminishes with speed, especially
for No > 1, where air capture is dominated by flight speed, internal combustion and area distribution.

Currently, there AS rather extensive design data base on non-reacting ejectors for nozzle and
diffuser augmentation I As, 0. For static and low speed ejector systems with combustio,. e eeo
ramjets or hybrid rocket-ramjets, the reported data base is substantially smaller I -7I1I, .
Refelgece 171 is the only reported data applicable to an ejector scranjet. Analytically, Billig's

work is the most recent, and represents the first unified approach to optimizing the performance of

combined cycle scrajets. It is evident, therefore, that an exploratory development data base
demonstrating and documenting the static to Mach 3 performance of nozzleless ejector scramjet concepts
is needed.

On a more fundamental level, the current understanding and predictability of compressible free

shear layer mixing and combustion at these speeds is also limited, mainly due to a lack of detailed
experimental measurements of turbulence and its influencl 8 n mixing and combustion. The experimental

data In the literature are generally 10 to 20 years old
" 6  

and only provided limited axial mean flow
measurements of shear layer thickness and/or pitot pressure and gaseous species profiles. While these
data are useful in specific development programs, they do not document or describe the flow in

sufficient detail, nor are they systematic enough to permit an adequate description of the flow
structure or the mechenisms controlling it to be made. This deficiency, however, could be overcome by

conducting a series of experiments in which the initial and boundary conditions as well as in-stream,

normal and axial property profiles are carefully measured usin established in-situ measurement
techniquesalVd the latest non-intrusive laser diagnostic techniques N. Computationally, any number of
CFD codes exist which are capable of computing these shear flows with or without equilibrium

thermochemlstry, but their accuracy is dependent on the turbulence models used which, in turn, is

dependent on the existence of a thorough, fundamental, experimental data base.

For the Mach 3 to 7 speed regime (with the inlet started), engine operation and efficiency is

governed by the inlet compression process, the normal or axial fuel injection distribution, mixing,
ignition and combustion processes, wall skin friction and heat transfer, and nozzle efficiency. Inlet

efficiency, in turn, is governed by shock wave and viscous losses, the extent of which is dependent on a
particular design, and nozzle efficiency is governed by chemical kinetics, wall friction and non-

uniformities in property profiles (including imbedded waves and flow angularity).

The current understanding of e e
3

p tion at these speeds is quite good. There exists an
extensive inlet design data base " 139*1"9 from which advanced concepts can be evolved with

confidence. There is also an adequate semi-empirical data base for designing the length o duct needed
to isolate combustion induced compression fields from adversely affecting inlet performance 1

3
9u . One

possible problem at these speeds, however, is the potential for a large separated zone to exist where
the cowl shock intersects the inner body as depicted in Fig. 28. The traditional methods of alleviating
this problem are to use shock traps and/or boundary layer bleed. For propulsion system intended to go

to orbital speeds, however, the air mass loss associated with bleed may impose too high an engine
performance loss, requiring an alternative approach, such as mass injection to control the extent of the

separated zone.

For fuel injector placement jgo fgll &ssj bution, there are sufficient data to assess th- design

of combustors n~th 
6 all injectors and an adequate data base on combustor wall she.- and

heat transfer ' , but not necessarily for the wall a ,t? ela. While data exist on slot
injector placement, fuel distribution, mixing and combustion , they are not sufficient to be
incorporated into a unified design procedure. This will require a more extensive experimental data base

encompassing all of the pertinent parameters, i. e., slot geometry, angle and placement; fuel
composition, distribution, temperature, pressure and velocity; and combustor geometry and initial

conditions.

Data on nozzle performances alone are non-existent at these speeds, due primarily to test facility
limitations. The only data available are wall static pressure distriutigns od some nozzle exit pitot

pressure and species sample surveys obtained in free-jet engine tests 
1 3  

s

On the sore fundamental scientific level, Refs. 136 and 160 gives comprehensive reviews of the

state-of-the-art of acraijets in the Mach 3 to 7 speed regimes. Rather than reiterate those

discussions, their conclusions, while not always the same, may be summarized as follows: turbulence by
itself and its effects on and interaction with chemical reactions is not well understood. Of primary

interest are the onset of turbulence (transition) and the influence of turbulence on separation (and

control thereof), wall skin friction with and without chemical reactions, and free shear layer mixing
with and without combustion. Non-equilibrium thermochemistry in the nozzle is also not well
understood. These, then, comprise the opportunities in this speed regime, some of which are currently
beginning to be experimentally gtgalytically addressed, especially in the area of supersonic free

shear layer mixing and combustion I

Computationally, a large body of CFD codes 156 are available which can compute inlet and nozzle

flows In the Mach 3 to 7 speed regimes, but, as previously stated, none exist which can compute, with
acceptable resolution, the precombustion shock separated flow in the isolator duct or the 3-D,
chemically zeacting flows in t "

4
combustor. These are being addressed using 2-D or parabolized forms

of the Navier-Stokes equations . Again, however, the accuracy of these models is only as good as the
turbulence and chemistry models and sufficient experimental data do not exist to validate them.
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At speeds above Mach 7, the mechanisms governing engine operation are the same as those in the Mach
3 to 7 range with one exception, chemical dissociation because pl the elevated static temperatures in
the entire ione. While some limited data exist on Inlets and forebody shock/boundary layer
interactiogt practically none exist on internally-ducted hypersonic flows, especially with
combustion 1161. in addition, there are no fundamental process data and, while CFD codes can compute
any number of flovflelds, there are no data to establish their veracity or accuracy. Consequently, any
carefully measured set of data, whether they be basic or applied, would provide a much needed step in
confirming the current understanding or evolving a better understanding of acramjet engine operation at
very high hypersonic speeds.

aCIMA3DIM IuAM

Considerable advances in the state-of-knowledge of screajet engines and derivatives thereof have
been made since the inception of this propulsion cycle approximately 30 years ago. Currentlysufficient
knowledge exists to design and build a rocket-boosted scramJet for Mach 3 to 7 flight, but additional
development is required to extend the upper bound to orbital speeds and lower bound to static
conditions. Computational fluid dynamics, while a powerful tool, is still in its formative stage, being
hampered by computer limitations as well as a lack of fundamental process dat to validate a number of
the physical and chemical models used.

Consequently, opportunities in scramJet research and development abound. On a fundamental level
the most pressing need is to understand turbulence, especially at supersonic and hypersonic flight
speeds, and to be able to predict its effect on wall sheer and heat transfer, boundary layer separation
and reattachment, normal-to-axial fuel injection and mixing as well as chemical kinetics. On the more
practical side, an extensive effort is required to obtain the requisite engineering design (or
development) data base on mixed cycle scramjet engine performance at low speeds, to complement the
existing scraujet data base In the Mach 3 to 7 range and to begin to generate a similar data base for
flight speeds from Math 8 to 25.
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Fig. 3 Schematic of generic supersonic combustion engines.
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Fig. 4 A Melot multiple-nozzle "thrust augmenter' of the type investigated by the French
military authorities in the 1914-1918 war period.
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Fig. 6 External burning ramnt, first demontrtion of net positive thrust (1968.
Billig, USA).

Fig r Pinatwoece plMae concept definition (1959).

Wind tunnel H21450 < Ti < 1650 K 2.4 <M <3.0 .

10P< P 15 bars \

5.6 < M- < 6.0
25< Z <30 km

Flight 4,0<M< 4.4 2.4<M<10

(e) Schematic of semi-direct connect engine tests

(b) Front and rear view of engine

Fig. 9 Semi -connected pipe scramjet angina, Fr. (t97-72).
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(a) Prefiring (c) Postfiring

Fig.. Phtotgaphs of gun-launchod scrarnjet tests 1MMedr. Canada, 1974).

Fig. 10 Hydrogan-fuelul qector ramjet engne IThIC. USA, 1967).

Fig, I1I United Aircraft Research Lob variable geometry hydrogenfueled scramiet (cr 1968).
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Fig. 12 General Electric hydrogen-fueled component lntegsetion Fig. 13 General Applied Science Lab low-speed, fixed-geometry.

mode scrmjot(cr M).hydrogent-fueled scramiet (cr 1968).

Fig. 14 Marquardt hydrogen or liquid hydrocarbon-fueled dual mode scramjet (1968-71).

Structures Assembly Model (SAM) Aerothermodynarnic Integration Model (AIM)
in Langley 8-ft high temperature structures tunnel in Lewis/Plum Brook hypersonic tunnel facility

Fig 15 NASA hypersonic reeerch engine (cr 1972).

uel-injection
atmu

InI
omb

Cross-setion of strut regbo

Fig. 16 NASA airfrsme-inteseta supersonic combustion reajet concept.
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Fig. 19 NASA semitree-jet engine models.
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COMBUSTION RELATED SHEAR-FLOW DINAMICS IN ELLIPTIC SUPERSONIC JETS

K. C. Schadow, E. Gutmark, S. Koshigoe, and K. J. Wilson
Propulsion Research Branch, Code 3892

Engineering Sciences Division
Research Department

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, CA 93555-6001

SUMMARY

An elliptic jet havinq an aspect ratio of 3:1 was studied and compared to a circular
jet at three Mach numbers: M = 0.15, 1 and 1.3. Hot-wire measurements and Schlieren
photography were employed in this study. The superior mixing characteristics of an
ellintic jet relative to a circular jet, which were found in previous works in subsonic
jets, prevail in the sonic jet and are further augmented by the shock structures c4 the
supersonic underexpanded jet. The major and minor axes switch at a distance of 3
diameters from the nozzle, and the spreading rate of the minor axis side is twice that
of a subsonic jet.

The experimental data are supported by results of the linear instability analysis of
the supersonic elliptic jet which show that the initial vortices are bending at the
major axis side in a similar way to the process which occurs in a subsonic elliptic jet.

INTRODUCTION

In reacting flows, the flame stability and heat release are closely related to the
interaction between fluid dynamics and combustion. Specifically in a dump combustor,
with a flow field of a ducted jet with dump, the combustion is related to the dynamics
of the shear flow originating at the jet exit or the dump.

The evolution of subsonic shear layers, associated with vortex shedding and intera-
ction, has been studied by many investigators both experimentally'

3 
and analytically.4

These studies, which have recognized the important role of large-scale structures, have
opened up the possibility to modify actively or qassively the regular breakdown of
large-scale vortices into fine-scale turbulence. -, One method of passive shear-flow
control was obtained using non-circular jet-exit cross sections, which change the ini-
tial conditions of the jet. Non-circular jets did not attract interest of researchers
and only few studies with triangular and rectangular jets were reported in the
literature .

7 - 8

Another non-circular nozzle configuration, which was investigated, is the small
aspect ratio elliptic nozzle.

9 
Compared to vegular circular jets, the entrainment into

the elliptic jet was significantly enhanced in subsonic, nonreacting free-jet and
ducted-jet tests at low and high Reynolds numbers. 

0 - 1
4 Primarily responsible for the

mixing enhancement is the phenomenon of axis switching which occurs due to flow self-
induction processes associated with the bending of the elliptic vortices. 15

Moreover, the elliptic jet was superior to a circular jet in a subsonic fuel-rich
plume combustion process, where, in addition to the entrainment (bulk mixing) of reac-
tants, mixing on the fine-scale (molecular scale) is important. The intense fine-
scale activity in the shear layer was due to the generation of azimuthal modes of
instability which were excited by the non-circular initial conditions.

| | , - 1 8

Evidence exists that supersonic shear-flow dynamics are also governed by lare-scale
structures, 19-22 a feature which would allow passive shear-flow control in supersonic
combustion.

The objective of the present work is to determine whether the special entrainment
eeatures of subsonic elliptic jets can also be found in sonic and supersonic free jets.
This combined experimental and analytical work provides a basis for future supersonic
ducted flow and combustion research.

Experiments were performed with cold and heated free jets in both fully expanded and
underexpanded conditions usina hot-wire anemometry, thermocouples, and Schlieren photo-
graphy. The theoretical part includes stability analysis of circular and elliptic jets
using an integral-equation formulation of the linear stability analysis which is appli-
cable to arbitrary cross sections.

2 3

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In the nonreacting tests, air from a blow-down facility was supplied to a free-jet
test setup with interchangeable circular and 3:1 aspect ratio elliptic nozzles having a
diameter or equivalent diameter of D = De = 1.9 cm (Figure 1). The measurements were
carried out for three condltions: (l) a subsonic jet with exit velocity of M = 0.15,
(2) a fully expanded J.-t with sonic velocity at the exit, and (2) an underexpanded jet
having a Mach number of Mj = 1.27.

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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The mean and turbulent velocity fields of the jets were measured using a constant-
temperature hot-wire anemometer with a verified frequency response of 80 kz. The wire
was calibrated up to sonic velocity using a compressibility correction factor.

The hot-wire was mounted on a computer controlled precise traverse mechanism
enabling movement in all three axes. A typical measurement included 500 points covering
the entire jet from the nozzle to 30 equivalent diameters downstream of the exit.

A 3 ma diameter R&K microphone was used to determine the power spectra of the iear
field pressure fluctuations at the notential core region. The microphone had a frequency
response of up to 140 kHz.

Schlieren photography was used to visualize the shock structures of the circular and
elliptic nozzles.

In the reacting tests, the circular and elliptic nozzles were mounted at the exit of
a dump combustor burning a lean mixture of air and hydrocarbon fuel at P - 650 kPa and
T - 1400*K. Color photos were made of the exhaust shock pattern. In addition, mean
temperatures in the exhaust jet were measured using a rake of eight tungsten/rhenium-
thermocouples.

The hot-wire, thermocouples, and microphone calibration, data acquisition and
analysis were done using a VAX-750 minicomputer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of axis switching in a subsonic three-dimensional jet (elliptic or
rectangular) was reported in previous works

7, 
and is shown in Figure 2 for the

present experimental set-up as a reference. The spreading rate of the jet in the minor
axis plane was higher than in the major axis plane. The major and minor sides of the
initially 3:1 aspect ratio jet became equal at x/De = 23. This cross-over point was
previously shown to be a function of the nozzle aspect ratio and the jet exit velocity.
The spreading rate of the elliptic jet is compared to a circular jet. The spreading
rate at the minor axis plane of the jet is larger than the circular jet at x/De < 5
and x/D > 20. In the other section it is similar in the two jets. This particular
behavior of the elliptic jet is a result of the self induction of the asymmetric
coherent structures. The coherent structures undergo azimuthal distortion due to the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and consequently the self induction process is enhanced.
The instability process of the subsonic and supersonic jet flows are discussed briefly
in the following section to elucidate the basic differences and similarities of the two
flows, especially regarding their spreading rates.

Instability Analysis of Elliptic Jets

An integral-equation formulation of the linear stability analysis was developed for
jets having arbitrary shapes. Using this method, the stability characteristics of
elliptic jets were studied for different aspect ratios and Mach numbers.

Figure 3 describes the dependence of the spatial growth rates (-si) of disturb-
ances in the initial circular jet shear layer and their phase velocity (Cp) on the
frequency of these disturbances, at different Mach numbers. The growth rates diminished
with increasing Mach number: for M - 0 (subsonic flow), aiRe - -5.6 (where %e is
the jet equivalent radius) while at supersonic flow (M 1.5), siRe - -2. The most
amplified frequencies, corresponding to the peak values of the growth rates decreased
with increasing Mach number. The nondispersive range of the frequencies, i.e., the
range of frequencies which move at the same phase velocity, was wider for higher Mach
numbers.

When the jet eccentricity was varied from a circular jet to an elliptic jet with
different aspect ratios, the growth rate and the phase velocity of the amplified waves
were changed too. The non-circular jet stability characteristics were also associated
with various azimuthal modes. These modes represent variation of the disturbances
amplitude and phase around the jet circumference. Figure 4 shows the variation of the
growth rate and phase velocity as a function of the aspect ratio--A/8, (where A is the
major axis length of the jet nozzle and B is the minor axis length)--for a subsonic flow
(M w 0). The graph depicts the variation of the two main components of the first azi-
muthal mode. The insert to the figure shows that the first component, described by the
circular symbols, was dominant in the jet section with the large radius of curvature
(minor axis plane), while the second component, described by the "plus" symbols, was
dominant in the section having the small radius of curvature (major axis plane). When
the jet eccentricity was varied from I (circular jet) to a 2:1 elliptic jet, the ampli-
fication rate of the first component was almost invariable, but its phase velocity was
decreased from 0.54 to 0.52. With the same variation of eccentricity, the second compo-
nent underwent a reduction of its amplification rate accompanied by an increase in the
phase velocity from 0.54 to 0.57. The outcome of these changes was that the mode which
is dominant at the major axis side moved faster than the one at the minor axis side.

This differential motion caused bending of the jet coherent structures at the major
axis side initiating the self induction process and the subsequent accelerated spreading
rate of the minor axis section.
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When the jet Mach number was increased to I (sonic jet), a similar behavior was
observed (Figure 5). Although the two components of the azimuthal eigenmode switched the
center of their activity between the minor and major axis planes, the phase velocity of
the unstable waves at the major axis was still high relative to the minor axis side. The
same condition also occurred at supersonic speeds of M = 1.S (Figure 6).

The difference in the phase speed and amplification rates between the major and minor
axis sides resulted in a different roll-up location of the vortices at the two sides.
The computed streaklines in Figure 7 show that the roll-up was completed in the minor
axis sides at x/Re - 1.6, while at the major axis side it occurred further downstream
at x/Re - 2.4. This pattern of non-symmetric roll-up resulted in the vortex bending
which was also observed earlier in water flow visualizations. 12 The self-induction
process ensuing from this bending yielded the high spreading rate typical to the elliptic
jet. The stability analysis results, which were described above, suaoest that the
mechanism which was found at subsonic flows prevails also in supersonic flows.

Sonic and Supersonic Axes Rwitchino

The spreading rates of sonic elliptic and circular jets (M - 1) are compared in
Figure 8. As predicted by the stability analysis, the axes switching can be observed
here too. The circular jet's spreading rate was reduced slightly relative to the low
subsonic case (Figure 2) but the high spread of the minor axis section resulted in axes
switching at x/De = 20, which is slightly upstream of the subsonic switching point.

When the jet's chamber pressure was further increased, an underexpanded jet was
obtained. The jet Mach number following the initial expansion waves was Mj = 1.3. At
this condition, the jet initial core was dominated by expansion-compression waves cell
structures and its acoustic radiation concentrated in a narrow frequency peak which is
called the jet screech frequency. Figure 9 shows the power spectrum of the near field
pressure fluctuations of the underexpanded jet with Mj - 1.3. The screech frequency is
close to 7000 Hz, with a power level of three orders of magnitude above the other broad-
band frequency components.

The shock structure of the underexpanded jet has a substantial effect on its spread-
ing rate (Figure 10). The spreading rate of the minor axis side was doubled relative to
the sonic jet while the width at the major axis side remained unchanged until
X/D e = 10. From this point its growth was similar to the circular jet. Axes switching
location was moved far upstream to x/De - 3.

The rapid occurrence of the axes switching in the underexpanded jet is also shown in
Figure It for an elliptic underexpanded reacting jet. The second shock cell has Its
wider dimension aligned in the minor axis plane and its narrow one in the major axis
plane. Temperature measurements done in this elliptic underexpanded jet showed the
larger width of the jet at the minor axis plane relative to the other plane at a distance
Of x/De - 8 (Figure 12).

Mean and Turbulent Velocity Field

The mean velocity and turbulent axial velocity contours of the sonic (M = 1) and
supersonic (M = 1.3) jets are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The region of
the supersonic jet core with shock structures was not covered by the hot-wire measure-
ments. The contours in this area are drawn by the computer interpolation procedure.
Both figures show that the supersonic jet spreads faster than the sonic jet. The turbu-
lent intensity was higher for the supersonic jet and covered larger sections of the jet.

The mean and turbulent velocity contours on the major and minor axis plans of the
underexpanded elliptic jet (Mj = 1.3) are shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.
The high spreading rate on the minor axis plan is evident. The jet width at the major
axis plane remains almost constant in the first 10 diameters and its spreading rate
further downstream is small. Because of the lack of hot-wire data, the interpolation
procedure resulted in a mismatch of the velocity contours at the centerline.

The cells formed by the expansion-compression waves structures inside the jet core,
which could not be measured using the hot-wire, were visualized by Schlieren photography.
Figure 17 shows these structures in the underexpanded circular and elliptic jets. The
non-symmetric shape of the expansion/compression waves in the elliptic jet resulted in a
different pattern of flow spread along the two axes of the jet. The intersection of the
waves bouncing from the jet boundary were non-symmetric and distorted.

The centerline velocity decay rates of the circular and elliptic jets are compared in
Figure 1A. For x/De > 10 both jets had similar centerline deceleration rates for the
three Mach numbers studied. The potential core length of the elliptic jet was very short
even for subsonic exit velocity. The core of the subsonic circular jet was 5 diameters
long and was decreased at the sonic speed. No measurements were taken for the supersonic
jet in this region.

The centerline turbulence intensity of the .circular and elliptic jet is shown in
Figure 19 for subsonic, sonic, and supersonic speeds. The turbulence intensity is ampli-
fied faster in the elliptic jet core than in the circular jet both in subsonic and sonic
velocities. Downstream of the core region both jets have nearly the same turbulence
intensity for subsonic and supersonic exit Mach numbers. At sonic speed the circular jet
has the highest intensity while the elliptic jet has the lowest.

7=.
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CONCLUSIONS

The high rate of entrainment of the small aspect ratio elliptic jet relative to an
axisymsetric or plane jet was attributed to a growth mechanism which does not exist in
symnetric jets. This entrainment mechanism is related to self induction of vortices which
are being distorted due to the variation of their instability characteristics around their
circumference. It was shown here that although the distribution of the various eigenmodes
change from subsonic to supersonic jets, the initial vortical structures of the elliptic
jet at the major axis plane hand in the streamwise direction relative to the minor axis
section. This phenomenon occurs also in subsonic flows. consequently, the self induction
of the jet coherent structures augment the amount of surrounding fluid engulfed by the jet
at the minor axis section in the subsonic and sonic elliptic jets.

In a supersonic underexpanded elliptic jet the series of bouncing expansion and com-
pression waves generate a non-symetric structure of cells. The angle of the oblique
shocks and expansion fans are different in the two planes of the jet and the flow changes
direction in a non-symetric pattern. The experimental data which was described in the
paper show the large increase of the spreading rate of this jet in the minor axis plane
relative to the sonic and subsonic jets. The two axes switch direction at x/De - 3
instead of x/De - 20 in the lower velocity jets.

The interaction between the shock cells and the coherent structures of the jet shear

layer is being currently studied in our laboratory.
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(a) Circular jet, Stneec exposure.

(b,) Elliptic jet -major, Sflisec exposure.
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Pigure 17. Schlieren Photographs of the Underexpanded Jets.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOW THROUGH SCRANJET ENGINE INLETS

Ajay Kumar*
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Hampton, Virginia
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Abstract

A set of computer programs has been developed to analyze flow through supersonic
combustion ramjet (scramjet) inlets. These programs solve either the two- or three-

dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes equations in full conservation form by MacCormack's

explicit or explicit-implicit method. An algebraic two-layer eddy viscosity model is

used for turbulent flow calculations. The programs are operational on Control Data
CYBER-200 series vector-processing computer system and have been optimized to take

maximum advantage of the vector processing capability of the system. Since their

development, the programs have been extensively verified and used to analyze a number of

very complex inlet configurations. In this paper, results are presented from two-

dimensional, quasi-three-dimensional, and three-dimensional analyses of the inlet flow

field to illustrate the use of the programs.

Nomenclature

G throat gap
H height of inlet
M 1  Mach number at inlet face

MlN component of M 1 normal to silewali leading edge

Mlt component of M1 tangential to sidewall leading edge

M free-stream Mach number

p pressure
9] pressure at inlet face

T1  temperature at inlet face

w width of inlet
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
A sweep angle

s a sidewall and strut compression angle

Introduction

The exponential growth of computer speed and storage capacity as well as alcorithm
sophistication has allowed application of advanced numerical methods to practical design

problems in many engineering disciplines such as fluid dynamics. More and more use is
being made of vimerical methods in analyzing complex flow fields than has been possible

in the past. An important example is that of the inlet design of supersonic combustion
ramjets (scramjets), where modern computational methods allow the direct numerical

simulation of the inlet flow field in a reasonably efficient manner. Intelligent use of
such capability can be very helpful in eliminating the poorer designs and in allowing
promising design configurations to be developed with less reliance on extensive wind-
tunnel testing.

This paper discusses the application of a set of Navier-Stokes codes in the

analysis of high-speed inlet flow f'e!'i. NASA Langley Resmarch Center has an ongoing

research program to define and develop an airbreathing, airframe integrated scramjet
engine for hypersonic propulsion.1)

2 
Scramjets become attractive at flight Mach numbers

of 4 and above, and they offer the most viable propulsion option at Mach numbers above
6. The scramjet engine concept being developed at Langley uses a fixed-geometry,
rectangular module approach that closely integrates with the vehicle. Use of fixed
geometry reduces weight and system complexity, whereas vehicle-propulsion system
integration takes advantage of forebody compression to reduce inlet size and afterbody

expansion to provide a low drag, high area ratio exhaust nozzle. An example of such a

module is shown in Figure I with a sidewall removed. A cross-sectional view is shown at

the bottom of the figure. The module has a fixed-geometry inlet with aft placement of

the cowl on the underside of the engine that allows for efficient spillage and good

inlet starting characteristics over the operating range with fixed geometry. For this
module, the inlet compression is completed by three wedge-shaped struts which also

*Senior Research Scientist, Computational Methods Branch, High-Speed
Aerodynamics Division.
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provide locations for injection of gaseous fuel. The fuel and air mix and react in the
combustor portion of the module. The reacted mixture is then expanded through the
nozzle.

Efficient engine design requires a detailed understanding of the internal flow
field in various engine components over the range of operating conditions. While the
flow field in these components cannot really be separated, each of the components should
perform well by itself. Most of the studies in analyzing flow through various engine
components have necessarily been experimental in the past due to the complex nature of
the flow field which does not lend itself to simple analytical estimates. However, with
increasing availability of large storage, high-speed computers and advanced computing
techniques, it is becoming more feasible to numerically calculate the flow field in the
inlet and nozzle portions of the engine. Analysis of complete combustor flow field
still remains beyond the current state of the art.

The effort to provide an inlet analysis tool started with the development of the
two-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes code described in Reference 3; this was followed by
the full three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes code described in Reference 4. This paper
briefly describes both the two- and three-dimensional codes. It also describes the
application of the two-dimensional code in quasi-three-dimensional form in the analysis
of a certain class of inlets. A parametric study in inlet design based on the quasi-
three-dimensional application of the two-dimensional code is presented. Results are
then presented from a complete three-dimensional analysis of a two-strut scramjet
inlet. Comparison with available experimental data is made where possible.

Outline of the Inlet Codes

The codes model the flow field by the two- or three-dimensional Euler or Navier-
Stokes equations in conservation form. These equations are transformed from the
physical domain to a regular computational domain by using an algebraic numerical
coordinate transformation that generates a set of boundary-fitted curvilinear
coordinates.

5 
The transformation can accommodate embedded bodies (e.g., struts, cowl)

in the flow field. It also allows for concentrating mesh lines in regions of high
gradients such as near the solid boundaries. The transformed governing equations are
solved by either the explicit or explicit-implicit method due to MacCormack.

6 
7 In the

case of turbulent flow calculations, an algebraic two-layer eddy viscosity model due to
Baldwin and Lomax

8 
is used.

The codes are operational on the Control Data VPS-32 (a specially modified
CYBER-200 series computer with a 32 million, 64-bit word primary memory) vector
processing computer system at the Langley Research Center and have been optimized to
take maximum advantage of the vector processing capability of the computer system.

Results and Discussion

This section describes briefly how the two-dimensional code can be used in quasi-
three-dimensional sense to analyze certain class of scramjet inlets. The approach is
verified by calculating the flow field in a three-strut inlet shown in Figure 1 and then
results from a parametric inlet design study are presented using this approach.
Finally, results are presented for a two-strut scramjet inlet as obtained from a full
three-dimensional analvsis.

Two- and Quasi-Three-Dimensional Analysis

For the type of scramjet inlet configuration shown in the following sketch where
all the compression surfaces are swept back at the same angle A, it is possible to use
the two-dimensional code in a quasi-three-dimensional sense if the shock

M1, N -IA
1A

MMMl, t

Cowl
SideIll
leading edge
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waves in the inlet do not detach and if the end effects (i.e., the effects of top
surface and cutback cowl of inlet) are neglected. Under these assumptions, the velocity
component parallel to the sweep line should remain constant, and the flow disturbances
should occur in a plane zz' normal to the sweep line. The flow can, therefore, be
solved by using the two-dimensional code in the plane zz' with Mach number M1, N. The

solution in the zz' plane can be projected to the plane of the cowl, and the velocity
distribution in the plane of the cowl can be obtained by superimposing the constant
velocity component over the aforementioned solution. In the case of viscous flows, an
approximate boundary-layer profile has to be prescribed for the constant tangential
velocity component before superimposing it. By knowing the velocity and density
distributions, it is possible to estimate the flow spillage from this class of three-
dimensional inlets as a function of cowl location.

The preceeding approach is verified by analyzing the three-dimensional inlet shown
in Figure 1, details of which are given in Reference 9. The inlet sidewalls are swept

at an angle of 480. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the turbulent sidewall pressure
distribution with the experimental results of Reference 9. The experimental results are
in a plane parallel to the cowl located at mid-inlet height. This particular plane is
chosen for comparison so that the cowl shock does not affect the measured sidewall
pressure upto the point of comparison in the axial direction. (The present analysis
cannot account for the cowl shock disturbances.) It is seen from Figure 2 that the
present calculations are in very good agreement with the measured values.

The type of agreement obtained for the three-strut inlet gives credibility to the
code in its use as a tool for parametric studies in inlet design. Results of one such
parametric study are presented here. In this study, one- and two-strut inlets are
analyzed over a range of Mach numbers. The compression surfaces of these inlets are
swept back at an angle of 33*

. 
The flow conditions used in the analysis are given in

the following table:

Mw M1  MlN PJMPa T,K

4 3.43 2.88 0.00963 322
5 4.29 3.60 0.00648 328
6 5.18 4.34 0.00456 329
7 6.00 5.032 0.00355 335

Figure 3a shows the geometry of a one-strut inlet in a plane normal to the sidewall

sweep. Figure 3b shows the pressure contours for the inviscid flow at M. = 7. It is

seen from the contour plot that the shock waves from the sidewall and strut leading-edge
coalesce to form a stronger shock. For the viscous flow, this strong shock caused a
large separated region on the sidewall which resulted in aerodynamic choking of the flow
at all the Mach numbers considered here except at the highest Mach number with turbulent
flow. In the case of inviscid flow, no solution could be obtained at the lowest Mach
number for which the shock waves detached in the inlet. The following table summarizes
the conditions for which the solutions could or could not be obtained (indicated by
"yes" and "no," respectively):

Mach Number Type of Flow
M rnviscid Laminar Turbulent

7 yes no yes
6 yes no no

5 yes no no
4 no no no

To eliminate the problem of shock wave coalescence in the one-strut inlet, a two-strut
inlet is considered in which the strut surface, on which the sidewall shock strikes, is

made parallel to the oncoming flow so that no shock is produced by this strut surface.
This avoids the possibility of shock-wave coalescence. Figure 

4
a shows the geometry of

the two-strut inlet in a plane normal to the sidewall sweep. The pressure contours and
velocity vector field for the laminar flow at M. = 7 are shown in figures 4b and 4c.

For this inlet, solutions could be obtained at all the Mach numbers for the inviscid

flow and at the highest three Mach numbers for the viscous flow. The following table
summarizes the conditions for which the solutions could or could not be obtained
(indicated again by "yes" and "no," respectively):

Mach Number Type f Flow
M Inviscid m nar Turbulent

7 yes yes yes
6 yes yes yes
5 yes yes yes

4 yes no no

b.i
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The table clearly shows the improvement in the performance of the two-strut inlet over
the one-strut inlet.

The preceding parametric study indicates that the numerical computer code developed
herein can be used to modify or eliminate those designs which are not expected to
perform well and, thus, can help in reducing the experimental testing required for inlet
design.

Three-Dimensional Analysis

Even though the preceding parametric study using the two-dimensional code provides
meaningful information, it has only limited applications in the analysis of scramjet
inlet flow field because, in most situations, the flow is truely three-dimensional. It
is, therefore, necessary to use three-dimensional analysis in order to model all
important features of the flow including interaction between the high-pressure internal
flow and low-pressure external flow ahead of the cowl caused by the aft location of the
cowl. This section presents result from a three-dimensional anlaysis of the two-strut
inlet shown in Figure 5. A line diagram of the inlet is shown in Figure 6. It has a
rectangular cross-section with wedge-shaped sidewalls which are swept back at an angle
of 30*. Two compression struts are located in the center passage of the inlet which are
also swept back at the same angle as the sidewalls. The basic design of the struts is
similar to that discussed in the preceding parametric study. Sweep of all compression
surfaces ends along line EF and the cowl closure starts at F. The inlet model is
parametric and allows adjustments in the overall geometric contraction ratio by moving
the sidewalls and the struts in and out. The cowl location can also be adjusted, and it
is possible to add top surface compression, if needed.

In order to compare the numerical results with the experimental data, flow
calculations for the preceding two-strut configuration are made at the following
experimental conditions:

M I = 4.03

PI = 8724 N/m
2

T I = 70 K

The inlet has a geometric contraction ratio, W/G, of 4.01 and zero top-surface
compression. The cowl closure begins at the throat.

Before results of this calculation are presented, it is necessary to discuss how
the present analysis includes the end effects in the inlet which arise due to the
interaction between the Internal flow and the external flow. This interaction occurs
due to the aft placement of the cowl which exposes the high-pressure internal flow to
the low-pressure external flow in the region ahead of the cowl. The pressure
differential causes an expansion wave to run into the inlet flow and a compression wave
into the external flow, thus creating an induced flow in the downward direction ahead of
the cowl. These end effects can significantly affect the inlet flow field for certain
flow conditions, and the induced flow set up by the end effects can result in
substantial additional flow spillage other than that due to the sweep of the compression
surfaces. In order to account for the end effects in the analysis, a portion of the
external flow under the plane of the cowl must be included. ldeal'v, one should go down
and around the sidewalls far enough so that the free-stream conditions can be applied on
the free boundaries, but this would greatly increase the computational requirements. In
the present analysis, the region is extended as shown in Figure 7 by the dashed line
(only half of the inlet flow is calculated due to symmetry). This limited extension of
the computational domain is found adequate so far as the inlet flow field is con-
cerned. Extrapolation from interior grid points is used all along the dashed line
boundaries except at the inflow boundary where the flow conditions are prescribed.

The calculations presented here are made with a grid of about 271,000 points (77
points in the x-direction, 69 points in the y-direction between the symmetry plane and
the sidewall, and 51 points in the z-direction). Out of the 51 planes in the z-
direction, 14 planes are located under the cowl plane to account for the end effects.
Discretization of this inlet is further complicated by the struts embedded in the flow
field. In order to accommodate the strut, the present analysis makes the strut surfaces
coincident with two grid planes in the y-direction and further allows 12 more arid
planes to go through the strut. This results in slight blunting of the strut leading
edge, but this bluntinq is relatively small due to grid refinement in the neighborhood
of the strut surfaces. A typical grid in the symmetry plane and one of the cross-planes
is shown in Figure 8. If a particular cross-plane lies above the cowl plane, the grid
points lying within the strut are neglected and prorer boundary conditions are applied
on the strut surfaces, but if the cross-plane lies below the cowl plane, all grid points
in the plane are used in the calculations. The preceding simplified approach in
discretizing the inlet configuration, although it resulted in waste of some grid points,
avoided the need of using more involved grid generation procedures.

Results of the present calculations are shown in Figures 9 through 13. Figure 9
shows the velocity vector field and static pressure contours in a plane located at mid-
inlet height. Although the calculations were performed only for half of the inlet,
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results are shown here for the full inlet by reflecting to the other half. Slight
blunting of strut leading edges and associated small distortions in pressure contours in
the immediate neighborhood of the strut leading edges are obvious from this figure.
However, the impact of bluntness appears to be local. The velocity vector plot shows
several regions of separated flow on the inlet surfaces caused by the shock/boundary-
layer interactions and the pressure contour plot clearly shows the complex shock and
expansion wave structure present in the inlet.

Figure 10 shows the velocity vector field and static-pressure contours in the
symetry plans of the inlet. The swept shock wave structure caused by the swept
compression surfaces is obvious from this figure. The velocity vector plot shows
significant flow separation near the top surface of the inlet caused by the
shock/boundary-layer interaction. The velocity vector plot further shows a downturn in
flow direction ahead of the cowl resulting in some flow spillage from the inlet. This
downturn is caused by the swept compression surfaces and the interaction in the cowl
plane between the internal and external flow (the so called end effects). Once the
inlet flow passes behind the cowl leading edge, it is turned back parallel to the cowl
plane; and this turning results in a cowl shock which can be seen clearly in the
pressure contour plot of Figure 10.

Figure 11 shows the sidewall pressure distributions at two inlet height
locations. Experimental results from reference 10 are also shown. It is seen that the
present results compare very well with the experiment at both height locations. Figure
12 shows the pressure distribution on the strut inner surface (i.e., the surface facing
the symmetry plane) at the mid-inlet height location. Here again, a comparison with the
experimental results of reference 10 shows a very good agreement. The preceding good
agreement with the experimental results is significant considering the fact that the
flow in the throat region of the inlet is highly complex due to the interactions of
sidewall and strut shock and expansion waves, cowl shock, expansion waves due to the end
effects, and induced shocks caused by the flow separation; all of which are taking place
in relatively small gaps between the sidewalls and struts.

As mentioned earlier, not all the flow approaching the inlet face is captured by
the inlet. Some of it is spilled out due to the swept compression surfaces and end
effects. The amount of flow captured by the inlet is an important measure of inlet
performance. Figure 13 shows a comparison of the predicted inlet capture with the
experiment as a function of axial distance from inlet leading edge. It is seen that the
predicted capture distribution agrees very well with the experiment.

Preceding good agreement with the experimental results shows that the inlet code
has very well simulated the complex flow field of the two-strut inlet configuration.
The results also substantiate the adequacy of the procedure used in the analysis to
include the end effects and to accommodate the embedded struts in the flow field.

Concluding Remarks

A set of computer programs has been developed to analyze flow through complex
scramjet inlet configurations. These programs solve either the two- or three-
dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes equations in full conservation form by MacCormack's
explicit or explicit-implicit method. An algebraic two-layer eddy viscosity model is
used for turbulent flow calculations. The programs are operational on the Control Data
CYBER-200 series vector processing computer system at NASA Langley. An important
feature of the three-dimensional program is that it allows inclusion of end effects in
the inlet flow calculations. These end effects arise as a result of the interactions of
the inlet flow with the external flow due to aft placement of the cowl and they affect
the inlet flow field very signficantly.

Since their development, the programs have been extensively verified and used to
analyze a variety of complex inlet configurations. Although the codes were primarily
developed for high-speed internal flows, they have also been used for a variety of other
problems, including mixed subsonic-supersonic flow, subsonic flow, and external flow.
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Fig. I An example of a scramjet enqine module and its cross
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Fig. 3 One-strut inlet: (a) geosetry in a plane normal to

s idewall sweep; (b) pressure contours for inviscid flow
at M 7.
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Fig. 4 Two-strut inlet: (a) geometry in a plane normal to

s idewli sweep; (b) pressure contours for laminar flow
at M_ : 7: (c) velocity vector field for laminar flow
at M 7.



rFig. 5 Two-strut Scamjet inlet configuration.
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Symmetry plane

Cross plane

Fig. 8 Computational grid.
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Fig. 9 Velocity vector field and pressure contours in a plane
located at mid-inlet height.
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Fig. 10 Velocity vector field and pressure contours in the
symmetry plane.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE HYPERSONIC

FLOW AROUID LIFTING VEHICLES
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SUMMARY

A method for solving the viscous hypersonic flow field around realistic configurations is pre-
sented. The numerical procedure for generating the required finite difference grid and the two-
factored Implicit flow solver are described. Results are presented for the shuttle orbiter and a
generic wing-body configuration at hypersonic Mach numbers.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of more powerful computers, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has
emerged as a viable tool in understanding complicated three-dimensional fluid dynamics phenomena in
subsonic, transonic and supersonic flow regimes. Hence CFD is now being routinely applied to prac-
tical problems to supplement wind tunnel experimentation in the design process. The recent renewed
international interest in hypersonic transport is partly attributed to the confidence in using CFD
solely in design because of the impossibility of simulating the wide range of the actual hypersonic
flight conditions in a wind tunnel. This of course necessitates the development 'f robust hypersonic
CFD codes which are reliable for providing important quantities such as the aerodynamic stresses.
heat transfer and inlet flow conditions to the engine.

In this paper we describe and apply a numerical technique which is capable of solving the hyper-
sonic flow around three dimensional liftin6 configurations. In this technique, the computational
grid is created using an efficient numerical hyperbolic grid generation procedure (Ref.[1l) and the
equations of motion (represented by the Reynolds averaged flavier-Stokes equations) are integrated us-
ing the time-dependent factored procedure described in Ref.(2).

The present numerical procedure is used to compute the viscous flow around the shuttle orbiter at
Mach number of 7.9 and angle of attack of 25 degrees and around a generic wing-body configuration
at Mach number 25 and 6 degrees angle of attack. In both cases the fluid was assumed to behave as

a perfect gas. The calculations were performed on the CRAY-2 to allow the use of fine grids in order
to resolve the details of the complicated flow field associated with the geometries under considera-
tion.

In the following sections, we briefly describe the grid generation procedure, the flow simulation
procedure, and the computed results.

2. GRID GENERATION PROCEDURE

In computational fluid dynamics, a three dimensional body fitted mesh is highly desired and can be
generated numerically using the elliptic (Refs.[3.4]). hyperbolic(Refs.[l.5]). parabolic or hybrid
(Refs.[6,7]) schemes. All these schemes involve solving a set of partial differential equations and
they all possess the desirable feature of allowing the user to specify an arbitrary point distribu-
tion along the body surface.

In the present study. the hyperbolic scheme was chosen because it automatically creates a body nor-
mal grid which is important for viscous flow computations. Also, the hyperbolic grid generation
method is efficient in terms of computer time and memory and the resulting grid can be made orthog-
onal or close to orthogonal every where by proper surface grid specification. The major drawback of
the hyperbolic scheme is its inability to prescribe an exact location for the outer boundary. How-
ever. with a minor modification, the user can specify an approximate location for the outer bound-
ary as will be discussed later. This limited control on the iuter boundary shape suffices for a wide

range of external flow problems.

The Hyperbolic grid is generated by solving for the cartesian coordinates r.y.and z. in terms of
the generalized coordinates .?.and c where, in general:

7 X(z, y, z)

here Is the streswlse coordinate, 1? is the circumferential coordinate and c is the outward coordi-
nate.

A set of three equations are required to solve for the three unknowns xZy and z. Following
Ref.[1), the first two equations are obtained by enforcing orthogonality relations between and
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lines and between and q lines, whereas the third equation is obtained from the cell volume specifi-
cation. The following set of partial differential equations result:

r. 0 (lb)

(-. - J- = AV (1)

where F is defined as

The above nonlinear system of equations are locally linearized about the previous step which re-

sults in

- ) B6,(r j.j - fl) - Cir-r 1 (2)

where A,Bj and C1 are 3 x 3 coefficient matrices that are formed from the local linearization of
Eq.(i). The vector it., contains the user specified cell volumes

In Eq.(2), b is the central difference operator used in and P1 directions whereas r is the backward
differencing used in q direction. Using approximate factorization. Eq (2). is reduced to

f(tI - fr) = C', (3)

where C, and f are block tridiagonal matrices given by:

£, (I - C, 'B,6)

£ (I - C, 'Alb,,)

Therefore. the vector '., is obtained by solving the following sequence:

~1

Starting from the body surface, the mesh is obtained by marching outward using Eq (3) In order to
improve stability, numerical dissipation terms are added in the and q directions. The dissipa-
tion consists of second-order implicit and fourth-order explicit terms which are scaled to the local
mesh spacing (Ref.[1]). Additional optional implicit smoothing(Ref.[8]) is used for complicated body
shapes to prevent grid line intersection near highly concave sections.

Depending on the boundary conditions specitiuo at tho w diteccion. -ne user can create "C-0" (Fig.
a) or "H-0" (Fig. lb) meshes suitable for supersonic external floe problems. The boundary con-
dition procedure developed in Ref.[i]is employed at a 

= 
0 and e =1c_ . This procedure takes ad-

vantage of the fact that the eigenvalues of either C, '.4 or C, 'B are of the form (c.O.-) where
o is real. The zero eigen value permits the specification of a combination of the dependent vari-
ables(e.g. z - f(r.y)) or the use of one sided differencing at the boundary. Hence. either one of
the following two stable boundary procedure can be used. The first is to specify one combination of

the dependent variables and use one sided differencing for the two remaining governing equations at
the boundary. This approach is used at a boundary surface (e.g. = c_ in Figs. Ia. Ib) The sec-
ond procedure is to specify two combinations of the dependent variables and use one sided differenc-
ing for a third governing equation at the boundary. this approach is used at an axis (e.g c = 0 in
Fig. Ia). In both cases. periodicity is assumed in the Y direction.

The surface grid can be arbitrarily specified by the user. For relatively simple body shapes, the
user can generate an orthogonal grid along the body surface. This process assures that the resulting
grid will be nearly orthogonal in all directions. For complicated configurations. however, the sur-
face grid is generated along cross sections of constant axial distance. Depending on the body shape.
the and Y7 lines can be far from being orthogonal, However. this does not introduce any inconsis-
tency because the orthogonelity between the c and ? is not enforced in the grid generation procedure.
Experience has shown that the overall quality of the mesh is def>endent upon the quality of the sur-
face grid. Therefore. the user should pay extra attention in defining the surface grid to ensure a
well behaved grid everywhere.

Since the grid is obtained by marching outward from the body. an exact location for the outer
boundary can not be prescribed, Ilevertheless. an approximate location for the outer boundary can
be specified through proper selection of the cell volumes used in Eq. (ic). The cell volumes are
defined by connecting straight lines between the surface boundary and the desired outer boundary
shape. A prescribed clustering is then used to define the points along each C line. These cell vol-
umes are then used in Eq.(Ic) for the marching process. The resulting outer boundary will be close
to the desired boundary. If a more exact outer boundary shape is needed, the computed grid points
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can be reclustered in the - direction to allow that. This is accomplished by calculating the inter-
section of the computed lines with the desired boundary. The grid points are t.len obtained by re-
distributing points between the body and the calculated intersection points alonb each line using the

prescribed clustering. Although. the grid remains body normal, a significant amount of mesh skew-

ness can be introduced especiall if the desired outer boundary is relatively close to the body sur-

face. This can be remedied by adding an extra global marching pass to improve the quality of the

grid. This is done by computing ne. cell volumes at the end of the first global marching step and

using that as the specified cell volume for the second global step,

3. FLOW SIMULATIOH PROCEDURE

Although in the current study we are dealing with predominantly supersonic flows, some regions
of the flow field may contain pockets of embedded subsonic flow and/or axial separation In
such regions, the flow equations are elliptic, precluding the use of the more efficient space-
marching techniques such as the parabolized lavier-Stokes (PIS) codes (e g. Ref. [9]) Instead.
a time-dependent procedure (F3D)is used to find the steady-state solution of the three-dimensional
conservation-law form of the Reynolds-averaged Iavier-Stokes equations.

3.1 1Numerical Procedure

The unsteady avier-Stokes equations with the thin-layer approximation in a strong coservative
form. can be written as:

, -k C k (. Re? K. (4)

where 9 is the dependent variables vector. K.i" and ( are the inviscid-flux vectors, and the . is
contribution from the viscous terms. These vectors are given in Ref.[2].

A first or second order upwind differencing is used in C (streamwise) direction while a second
order central differencing is used in ? (meridional) and < (normal) directions. The implicit non-
iterative two-factored scheme developed in Ref.(2] is used to solve Eq. (4) In this scheme. the flow
variables at time step n , I are obtained from :

where, 6' is the central operator,6 is the backward operator .6f is the forward operator and 6 is
the midpoint central operator. In Eq.(5). _' is a lower block triangular matrix and Z is an upper

block triangular matrix and they are given by:

-(I - Atbh4 - 6ItO Re - '.(J - MJ))

(I - h_\t6!A- -6,h

where the 5 , 5 matrices .4,, and Af are the flux Jacobians of the fluxes E.G and - respec-
tively.

Equation (5) is solved by a sequence of t,- n n-9menional like inversions. In practice. smooth-
ing terms are added in the q and ' directions vhere central spatial differ'neing is used. Toe
smoothing consists of second order implicit terms and combination of second and fourh order explicit
terms. Also. free stream is subtracted as a base solution to reduce the numerical differencing er-
ror.

In the above formulation, upwind differeicing is used in the streamwise direction. In h:,personic
flows, the bow shock is typically more aligned with < lines than with the 1 lines especially near the

nose section where the bow shock is the strongest. Therefore, it would be more advantageous to use
upwind differencing in the ( direction and central differencing in the C and Y directions. Without

making significant changes to the code. upvind differencing can be utilized in the outward direction
by simply interchanging -"ith and neglecting the implicit portion of the viscous terms in Eq.(5)

resulting in:

C' (Q ' ") -AtliG bf-6(6) ' 4 - It' Re '6-'(6

here,

Here C>- is the flux jacobian of C It must be noted that, while upwind differencing is used for
the inviscid flux in the direction, the viscous flux on the right hand side of Eq.(6) is still cen-
trally differenced using the midpoint operator.

The above alternative formulation produces sharper bow shocks as will be show jater. Moreover. by
interchanging the algorithm this way, the atreameise axis singularity(at which the grid transforma-
tion Jacobian is infinite)is tied to cwntral differencing rather than the most sensitive upwind dif-
ferencing. The obvious drawback is that the viscous terms are treated explicitly. This proved to
reduce the maximum allowable time step increment resulting in slower convergence rates. The possi-
bility of modifyng the code in order to retain the implicit viscous terms in Eq.(6) will be addressed
in a forthcoming report.

The normal flux split formulation is implemented into the code as an option. An input control pa-
rameter activates the calls to the appropriate boundary conditions subroutine. In order to compare
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the two formulations. the inviscid flow around the shuttle nose at Mach number of =7.9 and 25 de-
grees angle of attack was selected as a teat case. The grid in the pitch plane of symmetry is shown
in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4 show the computed steady state mach number contours in the pitch plane
of symmetry obtained using streammise flux split (Eq.(5)) and normal flux split (Eq.(6)). respec-
tively. It is clearly seen that the normal flux split yields a much sharper bow shock definition
near the nose and in the windward region where the shock is roughly aligned with =constant surfaces.
However, both the streamwise and normal flux split result in shock smearing in the downstream por-
tion of the leeside. This is because the bow shock there is no longer aligned with either the or

surfaces as could be seen from the grid in Fig. 2. It is worth noting that, with the normal flux
split, a simple grid adaptation where the grid points are allowed to move on the lines can solve
this problem. In general, a formulation in which flux splitting is utilized in both the streamwise
and normal directions may be more suitable for general hypersonic flow problems.

3.2 Boundary Conditions

At = = 0 (body surface), the viscous no-slip condition is imposed. The normal momentum equation
is used to compute the surface pressure. In addition, either an adiabatic wall condition or a pre-
scribed wall temperature are specified. At - ,,,, (outer boundary). the bow shock can either be
fitted or captured. In the bow-shock-capturing calculations, the boundary values are fixed at its
free stream values. With the bow shock fitted, its location as well as the flow variables behind it
are determined from the shock fitting procedure of Ref.[tO]. The shock is allowed to move along the
curved ( lines. The original clustering is maintained by redistributing points along s lines after
each time step to adjust for the bow shock movement.

In the present study only cases with bilateral symmetry are considered, and the boundary conditions
in the meridional direction r? enforces symmetry conditions at the ' - 0 (leeward) and 7 , (wind-
ward) planes. The symmetry is imposed through the use of reflection points on the opposite sides of
the leeward and windward planes.

At = 0. either axis ("C-0" mesh) or inflow ("H-O" mesh) boundary conditions are imposed. At the
axis the boundary conditions are obtained by extrapolating and then averagirng the flow variables from
the surrounding points. When upwind differencing is used in the streamwise direction, the flow vari-
ables at the first set of grid points away from the axis is obtained by interpolation to avoid inte-
grating the equations of motion at these points. This interpolation step is not needed -hen central
differencing is used in the streamwise direction At the inflow boundary, all the flov variables are
specified. At r - c,,(outflow boundary) an extrapolation formula consistent with supersonic outflow
is used.

All the boundary conditions are implemented explicitly in the code. While the use of e:.plicit
boundary conditions with an implicit scheme does cause some degradation of the convergence rates, the
use of explicit boundary conditions allows the user to treat different flow problems by merely chang-
ing the boundary conditions routines vithout changing the rest of the code.

4. RESULTS

The current grid generation and flow solution procedures have been used to simulate the hypersonic
flow field around the shuttle orbiter and a generic wing-body configuration.

4.1 Shuttle Orbiter

Figure Sa shows an overall view of the mesh generated for the orbiter while Fig. 5b shos the de-
tails of the grid near the body surface. The three dimensional mesh is displayed by shoving the sur-
face grid ( - 0) . the grid in the plane of symmetry (q - 0 and ri -,,a ) and the grid at the exit
plane ( - ,__ ). It is seen that the grid is well behaved and is body normal. In generating the
mesh, an estimate for the bow shock location was made and the appropriate values for the cell volume
were chosen to result in an outer boundary location suitable for shock capturing computations. The
boundary procedure corresponding to Fig. la ("C-O" mesh)is used where the two relations y - y(i) and
z- z(x) are employed at the axis. At the outflow noundary the relation x . constont is employed.
The value of the constant is determined from the surface grid. The grid is compromised of 54 points
along the body, 61 points in the cross section and 45 points in the outward direction.

The flow conditions are V, - 7.9 and a 23 degrees, and a constant wall temperature of 540 de-
grees. The Reynolds number (based on the orbiter total length) is 1.46 10". The flow vas assumed
to be laminar. These flow conditions correspond to the wind tunnel experimental data of Ref. [11].
The calculations were performed using the streamwise flux split option. The result of the computa-
tions in the region where the wing shock interacts with the bow shock are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Figure 6 shows the pressure contours at a typical cross section. The pressure and mach number con-
tours in a 7 = constant plane passing by the wing tip are shown in Fig, 7. The general features of
the flow field near the surface is indicated in Fig. 8 which depicts the simulated oilflow pattern.
Lines of cross flow separation are clearly visible on the upper wing and on the top part of the or-
biter. Also. a line of axial flow separation is observed on the top surface. Fig. 9 show the vari-
ation of.the surface pressure along the windward plane of symmetry and in a cross plane at 1 = .796.
The experimental data at xl = .8 is also shown, and it seen that there is a good agreement between the
computed results and the data. The steady-state computations required about 7 MW of core memory and
took about 8 hours of CRAY 2 time.



4,2 Generic Ving-Body Geometry

The flow about a generic wing body configuration 'as also computed. The flow conditions for this
case are .Aft 25. 1 - 5 degrees. and a constant ,all temperature of 3000 degrees A specific heat

ratio of 1.2 was chosen to simulate the real gas effects at high freestream Mach number

In order to facilitate the solution at this high -ach number, a segmentation procedure(Ref [12])
in which the flow field is divided into to regions is used. The boundary between the t o adjacent
regions is carefully located beyond the rounded nose there the outer inviscid flo, is supersonic
and the boundary layer is attached. This ensures the absence of an), upstream influence betveen the
two regions. This division enables the use of shoc, fitting in the nose region where the shock is
strongest, while shock capturing is used in the downstream section. The use of shock capturing in
the second segment avoids the tedious process a~sociated with guessing the initial bo, shock shape

for the shock fitting procedure.

Tne grid in the second segment was first created with the outer boundary located far a. from the
body. Then, the local bow shock slope at the end of first segment was used as guide for determining
a more appropriate location for the outer boundary. The grid points were then redistributed in the
direction to reflect this new location as explained earlier. The boundary procedure corresponding to
Fig. Ib ("H-0" mesh)is used where the relation i constant are employed at the inflow and the out-
flow boundaries. The surface and resulting computational grid (at the symmetry plane and e:-it plane)
are shown in Fig. 10. The grid consisted of 45 points in the streamwise direction. 92 points in the
meridional direction and onl,' 26 points in the outward direction. It is seen that the grid is smooth
and body normal everywhere except at C,,, where one of the orthogonality equations as replaced by
the relationship x - consi si to ensure stable marching.

The computation was firwt performed with the original flux split formulation until stead," Etate was
reached. Then. the normal flux split option was activated to produce a better defintion for the bow
shock. The implicit viscous terms on the left hand side of Eq.(5) were neglected as mentioned be-
fore. This forced a reduction in the time step by an order of magnitude thus slowing do.n the con-
"ergence considerably. Figure 11 sho, the Mach number in a cross plane near the end of the vehicle.
The pressure contours on the body surface are shown in Fig. 12. It is seen that there is a pressure
rise near the nose and near the wing tip.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The hyperbolic grid generation scheme allows the generation of a three dimensional bod' normal mesh
suitable for viscous flow computations. The limited outerboundary control is suitable for hyper-
sonic applications. A meth' for solving the viscous hypersonic flow field around realistic config-
urations on the CRAY2 comp--: was presented. Flu: splitting was used in the streamwise and normal
directions. The normal flu:-: splitting results in a sharper bow shock and avoids the ax:s singularity
problem but requires more iterations because of the explicit treatment of the viscous terms
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Fig. I Mesh topologies for hypersonic flow computations.
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Fig. 10 Computatioi.al grid for a generic wing body
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Solution of Som 3-0 Viscous and Inviscid Supersonic
Flow Problems by Finite-Volume Space-Narching Schems
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Federal Republic of Germany

Simary

For prediction of steady supersonic flow fields two numerical methods for solution of the three-dimensional
Euler- and parabolizad Navier-Stokes (PNS-) equations are considered. Both are based on a Finite-Volume dis-
cretisation (FVD) of the governing conservation laws and because of the special properties of steady super-
sonic flows cost-effective space-marching integration techniques can be applied. Both methods are described
and results for inviscid and viscous flows are presented.
In view of the upcoming european space trasportation activities the simulation of hypersonic flows past com-
plex blunted lifting vehicles requires also efficient methods for solution of the full, not-reduced Navier-
Stokes equations. These are needed to provide solutions for super- and hypersonic flow fields with large sub-
sonic regions and also to get accurate initial conditions for the space marching codes developed. A relaxation
procedure for the steady form of the not-reduced Navier-Stokes and the Euler equations is described and some
first results are presented.

1. Introduction

The new strong interest in efficient aerodynamic prediction methods for super- and hypersonic flows has been
stimulated by some new european projects and advanced concept studies in the field of high speed missiles and
aerospace transportation systems. Basically in the low supersonic flow regime important aerodynamic quantities
can be predicted with some success by considering inviscid computational methods. However in the high super-
sonic or even hypersonic region the flow field is influenced in an increasing manner by viscous and real gas
effects as well as by non-equilibrium chemistry phenomena, so that the full conservation laws have to be taken
as the starting point for the development of valuable numerical prediction tools. Especially from the theore-
tical simulation of flow fields around vehicles during reentry extreme reliable results are required concern-
ing thermal and structural loads. On these answers the design of the necessary thermal protection systems and
the vehicles payload will critically depend. Also these reentry vehicles will fly for most part of their
reentry trajectory with high angle of attack so that strong streaiwise vortex systems on the wing leeside will
be generated which under some circumstances can interact with existing shock systems resulting in extreme
local thermal loads.
To meet these requirements on prediction quality methods based on the parabolisation of the Navier-Stokes
equations are offered as a compromise between accuracy and costs. However these methods are built around the
assumption of a steady supersonic flow field with the particular property of propagating all waves and distur-
bances downstreams. Essentially this fact is used as key assumption for construction of any space-marching
method. Therefore any physical phenomena acting upstream will be the cause for some problems in a space-march-
ing integration procedure. Some of these upstream effects, like those originated from subsonic regions of
supersonic boundary layers can be overcome by special algorithmic treatments. But recirculation regions, if
prese.t in the flow field, will effectively suppressed in a non-iterative, one-sweep space-marching method.
What can be simulated with some success, however, are streamwise or vortex separation processes which occur
frequently in flows past bodies at high angle of attack.

Even with the restrictions mentioned space-marching methods for integration of the parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations are attractive tools in terms of storage and costs. Only data planes perpendicular to the integra-
tion direction (which approximately should be parallel to the main flow direction) have to be considered thus
the effort to solve three-dimensional problems is reduced to that needed to solve two-dimensional time-depen-
dent problems. Moreover, by space-marching methods the necessary spatial resolution of a three-dimensional
flow process can be achieved without running into storage problems.

Most of the successful applications of PNS-methods for more complex geometries follow the solution approach of
Vigneron at al [1] and Schiff and Steger [2]. Some notable examples are computations of flows around simple
reentry lifting bodies [3], around the US-Space Shuttle assuming ideal gas [4] and real gas behaviour [5,6] as
well as flow simulations past a complex fighter configuration [7]. In all these works cited PNS-methods are
used which are based on a finite-difference discretisation of the conservation laws. The methods presented in
this study are developed as finite-volume schemes.

In the following sections the methods are described in more detail and results for the inviscid and viscous
schemes are presented. As test cases for the inviscid code the flow! around two different forebodies are con-
sidered. Hypersonic flows along a compression ramp, around cones av incidence and around on a ogive-cylinder
configuration are chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of the PNS-code.

As mentioned previously every space-marching solution depends essentially on the quality of the initial con-
ditions provided. Only for pointed bodies free stream values defined in the cross-plane at the very tip are
sufficient as initial conditions. For blunt bodies initial solutions have to be supplied; e.g. by not-reduced
Navier-Stokes methods. For computation of steady flows an implicit LU-scheme of Jameson and Yoon [8] seems to
be a promising method with some potential. The approach can h'! viewed as a deferred correction method, where
the implicit operator only approximates the corresponding flux jacotians to first order in space. However, the
LU-factors have the property of diagonal dominance and theretore are well conditioned allowing a relaxation
type solution of the steady equation set. First results are the flow around a hemisphere-cylinder and the flow
around a reentry type lifting vehicle.

4-
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2. Governing Equations

The proper starting point for development of a Finite-volume space-marching method is the integral fore of the
sLSt.J £.At* Co,s-rvation laws

(A+ 6) nds - 0 (1)

There S is the surface bounding a fixed volume in space, where A represents a certain property convected with
the mass velocity X and 8 denotes a flux associated with A.
From (1) the specific conservation laws for mass, eomentum and energy are recovered by substituting A and B by
following quantities

continuity: A p ; - 0

ecentum: A 8 - n (2)

energy: A S Etot - pe + f p ivv] 8 1 -ov +a

In usual notation p, I and % are introduced as the mess densi*y, the mess velocity vector and the heat flux
vector; whereas o denotes the stress tensor, E to the specific total energy per-unit-volum and a the mass-

specific internal energy.

To assure a general applicability of the numerical method it is convenient to express the conservation laws in
terms of a generalized curvilinear coordinate system (xl.x*,xl

) 
= (9,,) which is related to the base

cartesian coordinate frame (x-,x',x-) = (x,y,z) by some mapping. The tensor notation applied follows
essentially that introduced in [9].

The normal surface vector n dS of a surface element belonging to a coordinate surface x
k 

= const can be
written as

dSk - n(kldS
(
k) . dSk, i

where dSk, denotes the cartesian components of the normal surface vector. As an example the continuity
equation can then be written in terms of vector components as

pvA dS1 , - 0

To get a direct finite-volume discretisation for a elementary volu dV, bounded by successive surface
elements dS and dS belonging to the general coordinate surface x, the mean value theoree of integral
calculus has to be applied, resulting in:

I pv dSk, . 3 A[ pv a = 0
S kl-- , (3)

Here the delta operator should be understood as Ak ' i' S,] - (...+- [..._. It should be noted that the
relation represents an exact epyality and the order of the discretisation error is determined by the
delinition of the mean value 1 and by the accuracy in evaluating the components of the normal surface vector
aS1 ,
The above procedure leading to a finite-volue discretisation of the continuity equation can be repeated in an
analogous way for the equations of somentue and energy. Dropping below the bars indicating a mean value one
gets, after splitting the stress tensor in a viscous and a pressure contribution o = -p1 + o, the following

equations

3

k1 k t(Pv1, ve+ 0 - ) Sj]) j = o (4)

kli1k [([Etot + p] vm'- ;01 v' + qm') as;,] = 0 (S)

The system of equations (3-5) is closed by assuming a perfect gas

p = (K-1) pe (6)

the validity of Fourier's law of heat conduction, where A denotes the coefficient of heat conduction and cv
the specific heat at constant volume

I= - J.-Ve - -e, 5s8,g'n'mge, (7)

and by assuming a Newtonian fluid
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o (-p 6: + ; : ,

(8)

a: v3 0;. a: + *' r r nmI'

Thy -pu. .cL.c uepwutfneu Lne dynamic vlscity u is taken according to Sutherland's formula.

3. Space-marching schems

3.1 POS-Nethod

The steady state conservation laws (3-6) are valid in the entire flow regime and show mathematically for sub-
sonic flows an .elliptic behaviour, meaning, that waves are carried up- and downstreaes. However a stable
space-marching integration can ota be assured for hyperbolic-parabolic systems of equations, which requires
the suppression of any elliptical influenc- icting into the integration direction. To achieve this goal ob-
viously all viscous and diffusive terms affectiny the main flo. direction have to be neglected.

Assuming that the main flow direction is approximately in parallel t, the c ic:tx ' E 4 (along which inte-
gration should be performed) and that the coordinate surfaces x' - const. are parallel to the cartesian sur-
faces x' x - const., then some metric simplifications are possible and the conditions for elimination of
the viscous terms in (4) and (8) can be expressed as

(a1' ;: as,]) a' 1 o (9aJ

V'i 1', = 0 (i' = t',..,3, 1 gb)

Corresponding conditions for the en., equati-in (S) and Fourier's law read:

A1 [U-c 
' 
+ q"( 6S,] = 0 (9)

e,,$,, = 0 (gd)

It can be shown [1], that the necessary conditions (9&-d) are not sufficient even in the inviscid limit
(P,A) * o, where complex eigenvalues appear for subsonic flow (Ma<l). The reason for that behaviour is the
upstream influence of pressure waves in subsonic flow regions. Therefore the success of a space-marching
method is crucial dependent upon the modeling and the approximations of the streaewise pressure gradient. A
possible remedy for that is the total neglect of the streamwise pressure gradient which from the mathematical
point of view fulfills the requirements for a stable space integration procedure. However accurate results can
be expected only for some hypersonic flow problems [10].

In first order boundary layer theory one of the basic assumptions is that of a zero normal pressure gradient
across the boundary layer. This idea is carried over to a space-marching approach, widely known as 'sublayer
approximation' which was refined and extended to implicit, non-iterative schemes by Schiff and Steger [2]. In
the development of that technique one argues that a basic assumption of boundary layer theory taken as valid
for the whole viscous layer should at least be a very good approximation for only the subsonic portion of a
supersonic boundary layer. So the local streemwise pressure gradient from the supersonic side of the sub-
sonic/supersonic boundary is transferred to the subsonic zone and therefore a constant value is taken for the
whole subsonic layer. However, this model seems to generate a conistency problem. The flux jacobians indeed
possess also for subsonic velocities real eigenvalues but not linearly independent eigenvectors, which should
be assured for hyperbolic systems of equations.

Consequently, using the Isublayer technique' in a space-marching integration procedure some lower bound on the
integration step size has to be observed [2,11].

A somewhat other approach is taken by Vigneron et al [1]. They ask for that portion w of the streamwise
pressure gradient which is allowed to be considered in a space-marching procedure with the intend of avoiding
any complex eigenvalues which would indicate an elliptic behaviour. Taking the cartesian components of the
velocity vector v as u,v and w then under the metric simplifications introduced the flux vector E correspond-
ing to the x'-coordinate can be written as

=S[,(pu, pu' + ap, puv, puw, (Etot+p)u)T (10)

P 8SI(0, (1-w)p, 0, 0, O)
T

In [1] it is shown, that complex eigenvalues for (max = u/c) < I
(c-speed of sound) are always prevented by the relation.

o MaI
w a I + (-L1 M; (Kax<Il (1i)

ft. .m -m ( ~ I•iim i m mm
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Ther a is a parameter (a-d) supplied for securit. The experience has shown that instabilities in non-iter-
ative space-marching schemes do not occur if C is taken as zero. In comparison to the 'sublayer-approximation'
a step size limitation do not exist. This fact is of some importance, because the start of the integration is
possible from the very tip of a pointed body by providing only the free stream values as initial data. It is
this particular Prrnerty which has lead to the application of the *Viqneron-techniquel in the space-marching

method presented.

3.1.1 Numerical Scheme

For the numerical solution of the PNS-equations (3-51 an implicit Beam-Warming scheme is adopted. The develop-

ment of the scheme is most easily presented by writing (3-5I with the corresponding parabolisation require-

ments (92 in symbolic form

AE+ A,(F-F_) + A, I -G,) - 0 (111

There the vectors iL and G denote the inviscid flux vectors according to the generalized coordinate direc-
tions x' E (, x =n and x - ;, whereas the viscous and diffusive fluxes in the cross-plane directions x' and

x' are gathered into the vectors F, and G%. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the space-marching scheme solves for the

flow variables in the cross-plane x' = i+i and the corresponding finite volume is defined by the coordinate
planes x1 - (i,i+l); x' - (j,j+l) and x' - (k,k+l). For the flux difference across the cell one may write e.g.
AE= Ei+I-ti. Then an integration scheme of at most second order ( = 1/2) in x-direction reads

(i-i)+ (1-61 (A, (Ftv) + A, (i-v)]i
(13)

+ P A &~)+ t., -§t

By defining the solution vector as a = (p, pu, pv, pw, Etot) (13) is linearized with respect to a. Taking
irt 'count the 'Vigneron-splitting' (10) linearization results in the following relations.

= R'1 i + 0 (q)

= 
+

qi+ 
+ 
0 (dq'(

(14)
i C+1/2 2

Li+l - i -%i+i 
+ 
0 (dq)

=i~ - Mj+" jI + (q'

Fvi+l =-.vi 
+ 

_ + 11 l O(22
-a
i
2 1 

2  + ( q '

_v = -i + ! i qi+ q(

In (14) is fact is exploite1 that 0th, snviscid pnd viscous flux vectors are homogeneous function to first and
zeroth degree (e.g.: Ai Ri. +/i , 0), supposing linearization of the viscous flux vectors is done
according to [12]. In reading the functional matrices e.g. Ai+1i (81f/ (1' it is understood that the upper

index indicates the position in x-direction at which the metric is evaluated whereas the lower index points
out where the expressions of dependent variables are formed.

Using (14) the scheme (13) reads

(i+1 + M(I/2-Mi/2 +a/2 1 i+112{ f
+  

+ A -2, i - i ) + ' A i -1i )]).i+1
(152

+ (1'+1 ai-Li| - B(AF+Aj1 i + (tAF-) + A,(g-G_ Ii = 0

Numerically more suitable is the delta-formulation of (15). By defining 9 - a1+I - ai one arrives at

(41I + 0(A,(B i+I/
2
-4i+I/

2
)+A, Ci+I/

2
--Ni+I/

2
(I) 

t a
(161

= -[(IR+
4 - t

-')ai--i]-+(A,F.--LI--,(I_--D,)] i  16

By choosing the values of the solution variables at the cell surfaces by the simple algebraic mean according
to qi - 1/. (i

-
* + 4 i+, I a finite-volume PNS-space marching scheme is similar to a central difference

scheme with the consequeve that (161 has to be supported by some artificial dissipation fluxes. The
construction of the dissipation-operators D and Z corresponding to the coordinates x' and x' is essentially
that of Jameson at al [13]. There coupled second and fourth order conservative operators are used adaptively.
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At shocks the fourth order dissipation is turned off continueously, degrading the numerical method to first
order accuracy. However in flow regions with smooth pressure variations and appropriate metrics the
finite-volume scheme maintains a leading second order discretisation error. Details about the adjustment of
the dissipation operators can be found in [14].

It s 'ld be p- nt.. ouL, that the success of the finite-volume PNS-method is crucia! dependent upon the
proper treatment of the flux diffences in x-direction. This is expecially true for the flux-vector P intlo-
duced in (10) according to Vigneron E1). It turns out (15) that the metric variation of the cell faces IS,
along the integration direction should not be neglected in considering the vector P. Only the portion RR--. I

can assumed to be zero for an implicit, non-iterative finite-volume PNS-method.

The solution of (16) is accomplished using the delta-formulation of the approximate factorization algorithm
after Beam and Warming (15]. According to [15] the implicit operator in (161 is approximated by a product of
one-dimensional operators.

CL, (i'I L,] 61 = RHS(16)

L, =i+l + li& (1!
+
1/2 + "i+1/21  (171

L, 10
+ 1 

+ 0A, (9l+1
12 

+ 111/2)

All necessary boundary conditions are formulated implicitly. To improve the stability of the scheme also the
second order dissipation operator is included implicitly. The results presented beloware calculated with the
choice of 0=1, th.: degrading the scheme to first order accuracy into the integration direction.

3.2 Euler-Method

For an inviscid steady supersonic flow the corresponding conservation laws (3-5) are purely hyperbolic in the
main flow direction. Because in an inviscid flow steep gradients like those present in viscous shear layers
have not to be resolved, explicit integration methods can also be applied cost-effectively. Additionally it is
possible to solve directly for the flux vector E, which avoids those linearization errors present in any non-
iterative one-sweep PNl-method. So the scheme is conservative with respect to the flux vectur E.
A second order 3-stage scheme is applied which can be considered as a fix-point iteration procedure. In symbo-
lic form the Euler-equations can be written analogeously to (11) as

a, E + S q) = 0
(18)

!(q) = 2 FO(+ A(-

l the upper in'
4
.x indicates the integration stage the scheme takes the form

E(01 = Ei

E( ) a E(0) - 1(q)( )

E(2) = E10) - 1/2 (S(q)(O)+S(q)
(
1)(

0"3 = L(01 - 112 (I(q) O)+ ( q)12J)

iI
= 

E13)

Because the flux vector E is integrated directly as a dependent variable, at each stage of the scheme the flux
vector E has to be decoded to get the primitive variables which are needed to form the fluxes representing the
operator S(q). An explicit scheme like (19) has to observe a stability conditions which limits the maximum
integration step size. The corresponding CFL-condition reads

Amex (S- g; A-, C) s 2

where Amax denotes the spectral radius of the indicated matrix products.

4. Method for Steady Compressible flow

Most of the methods for numerical solution of the steady-state compressible conservation laws are based on
time-marching integration procedures. In most implicit schemes the time coordinate is used as a means to
provide some sort of diagonal dominance in the coefficient matrices which result after discretisation of the
implicit operator chosen. In advanced explicit methods time and space discretisation have been separated to
allow the application of efficient integration schemes developed for ordinary differential equations [13].

Without using the time coordinate in implicit schemes diagonal dominance can also be assured by suitable im-
plicit operators, which in general however possess a worse discretisation error compared to those for which
the method is designed. This feature leads almost automatically to a approximate Newton-iteration method,
where the stable implicit operator only approximates the true jacobians to some order.

t a m mI ~ mm mm m•mm
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An approach belonging to the latter class of deerred-correction relaxation schemes is that of Jameson and
Yoon (8, 16J, where the implicit operator is inverted by a particular variation of the symetric over-relaxa-
tion algorithm, called LU-SSOR method. So key features of the scheme are developed below.

Defining the descrete residual of (3-5), resulting from a cell-centered finite volume scheme, analogeously to
the representation in (111 as

R- A, (L-_) + (f-F) + (1-_G) (20)

Then a Newton iteration would read

aRn n n
( 4f) ft 

+ 
R

= 
0 (211

where the upper index indicates the iteration count and ft is defined as djn- 1..-1n
. 
In general the formation

and invertion of the functional matrix aj3Bg is too costly, so that an approximate form has to be found such
that the invertion is easy and stable. A choice which has been found beneficial [17] resembles that of flux-
vector splitting. Because the particular construction only influence, the implicit operator a rather crude
choice fulfills the requirements for diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrices. An appropriate approxima-
tion to the functional matrix in eq. (21) could be:

DtA + DB+ D;C- LD-IU (2

where the difference operators D etc. are defined as'

= -iAd +

and A and V, are the usual forward and backward difference operators, respectively. The experience shows that
in principle only the inviscid flux jacobians have to be introduced into the implicit operator, also for vis-
cous calculations. The optimal choice is currently under investigation.

Now the flux jacobians A+ and A- etc. are defined in such a way that they possess only non-negative and non-

positive eigenvalues

±A* (A rAil
= = _(23)

rA max (IAI)(

That is achieved by defining rA as a value which has to be equal or larger than the spectral radius of A.

By sweeping forward and backward through the field it turns out that the functional matrix defined in (22) can
further be approximated by the factorization L D

- 
U of strictly lower, diagonal and upper matrices. So the

basic scheme can be written as

IL D' U) ayn = _

with

L= V6 A++VnB++v C-A-B-Cz u 1= 5= = = =

0 (rA + r8 + rc) l (251

At + A B-+A C+A++B++C
+

TO solve (24) the following cost-effective variation is possible, which avoids the explicit computation of the
jacobian matrices. The particular steps are

l iJ,) --i,j,k + 
4

i-l,j,k+ 8iJ-k + 6i,j,k-I

,iij,k -97,j,k eai,j,k (26)

ai,j,k " 9i,j,k (61i,j,k-a Ei+l,j,k-a Fi,j+l,k- Gi,j,k+l)
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where

4Sf = f_ (g) - E (7)

The experience with such a scheme and variations ther-of will be reported elsewhere. However it should be
noted that full vectorization along planes i + j + k = const. is possible.

5. Results

5.1 Space-Marching Computations

Inviscid Flow:

As a test case for a typical pointed body the NASA-forebody 4 (18] was chosen, which has the advantage of ar
analytically defined shape. The flow at Me. = 1.7 and an angle of attack a = -5 presents some difficulties
for inviscid supersonic space-marching schemes, because a negative angle of attack produces in a region
(OxgO,4) near the nose subsonic values for the velocity components in integration direction. A purely super-
sonic space-marching scheme fails completely in such situations. For that reason the method described above
was modified to allow for so-called marching subsonic regions by including the fVigneron-approximation'
(10-11), which assures a hyperbolic system of equations. In Fig. 2 the geometry of the forebody, the wall
pressures at the upper and lower side in the symetry plane and the Mach-number distribution in that plane are
depicted. In comparison to the experimental data the numerical results show an excellent agreement apart from

some small deviations present at the nose region (0 5 x S 0.2). As indicated in the Mach-number distribution
the finite-volume space-marching scheme presented captures all discontinuities. So problems are avoided in
such situations where the outer bow shock is interfered by shock systems produced at a geometrical disconti-
nuity.

As an expample for a realistic configuration where such a problem can occur in principle a fighter aircraft
forebody is considered (Fig. 3). At Ma, = 1.8 and a = 0* the Mach-number distribution in the symmetry plane
shows beside the outer bow shock a second shock originated by the canopy-fuselage intersection and a strong
expansion process in the upper portion of the canopy. A more complete insight is provided by corresponding
Mach-number distributions of selected cross-sections. The flow features at stations x - const. just in front
and behind the canopy-fuselage intersection show a distinct horseshoe structure of the canopy shock, which
extends below the intersection line. At this point it should be emphasized that all space-marching compute-
tions were started from a plane at very nose tip with freestream values as initial data.

Viscous Laminar Flow:

The implicit finite-volume space-marching scheme was tested first at quasi two-dimensional geometries and for
laminar flow conditions. For that reason the supersonic flow past a flat plate was considered to get some
insight into the performance of the code. The specific parameters chosen are:

Ms. - 3; Re = 10/m, Pr = 0.71; Tstat. - 293 K; adiabatic wall

For comparison computations were also done using a time-dependent finite-volume Navier-Stokes (TNS) method
developed by Haase et al [19). To simulate two-dimensional conditions in the three-dimensional PNS-code syma-
metric side conditions were applied. Additionally, in order to guarantee same conditions concerning spatial
resolution an identical mesh structure normal to the plate was adopted.
Fig. 4 shows at two different stations x = const. the resulting velocity and density profiles for both
methods. Remarkable deviations can not be identified for the station near the leading edge (x = 0.05 m) nor
for the station (x 0.41 ml further downstreams. This should be noticed because the PNS-method presented do
not need an initial solution provided by a TNS-method.

Considering for that case the pressure and skin friction coefficients c and cf as functions of plate length
(Fig. 5) only small differences between the TNS and PNS-method are visi le for x C 0.001 m. The open symtuls
representing the result of the iNS-code indicate indirectly the streamvise grid point density of the TNS-mesh
at the leading edge. The slight oscillations of the PNS-method at the leading edge are effects of the initial
conditions, the insufficient mesh resulution in normal direction at the leading edge as well as strong
pressure gradients in normal direction, which appear as a result of the strong viscous-inviscid interaction in
that region leading to the formation of an oblique shock wave emerging from the leading edge. An improvement
of that behaviour can be achieved by adjusting the free scaling parameters of the dissipation operators.

As a second two-dimensional test case the laminar hypersonic flow past a compression corner is considered.
This problem is an interesting case for PNS-methods because for the specific flow parameters

M. = 14.1; ReL = 1.04105, Pr = 0.72, Tstat. = 72.2 K, Twall = 297 K; corner angle I5

A recirculation bubble in the corner region was not observed in corresponding experiments performed by Holden
and Moselle [20]. Also available for that flow problem are theoretical solutions obtained by a TNS-[21] and a
PNS-method [22).

Fig. 6 illustrates the flow topology and the principal flow phenomena together with the pressure distribution
predicted by the finite-volume PNS-method. Clearly to recognize are the leading edge shock wave and the forma-
tion of the bended corner shock wave as a result of the interaction with the incoming disturbed flow field.

.~~ rmm 
mm•mm mmmm n m mmm mm
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In Fig. 7 the wall presure coefficient (defined as c = P/(pUl.)) as well as the heat transfer coefficient
(defined as CH = (- --nwI(pCpU.AT), AT = tot, Tw) (re presented as functions of body length. Also depicted

are the experimental and theoretical data from (20,21,22]. It is obvious that almost the same pressure varia-
tions are obtained for the flat plate region from all theoretical methods available. This differs considerably
along the wedge region, where deviations are morx pronounced. However the result from the PNS-code of Lawrence
et al (22] seems to be the best fit to experimental data. Another impression is obtained by considering the
corresponding heat transfer predictions. Obviously the pre~ent PNS-method and the TNS-method of Wu-g and Mac-
Cormack (21) yield identical results along the flat plate. The PNS-method [22] shows better agreement with
experimental data there, but some inconsistencies are noticed for x/L > 1.5, which also was pointed out in
(22). In comparison the TNS-method [21] and the present scheme show an similar asymptotic behaviour for
x/L > 1.6.
However compared to the TNS-result both PNS-codes overpredict considerably heat transfer in the region just
behind the corner, which is due to the total suppression of upstream influence being common to all non-itera-
tive one-sweep PNS-methods. The reason for the systematic deviation of all theoretical results from experi-
mental data along the flat plate is up to now not settled.

An important test case for any three-dimensional PNS-code represents the flow around a pointed cone at high
angle of attack. Suitable experimental data were provided by Tracy [23], who has investigated cones with 10'
half angle for angles of attack 0' 6 a. 240 and Ma. * 8.
The observed experimental flow topology after Tracy (23] is shown for a - 12' and 24- in Fig. 8r The data are
presented in a plane r = cont. of a spherical coordinate system centered at the cone tip. Such conical coor-
dinate systems are beneficial for inviscid cone flow simulations, because these flows show an exact conical
behaviour. In contrast the present PNS-computations are performed along cross-planes x = const. perpendicular
to the cone axis, so that corresponding figures show some distortion. Between both geometrical representa-
tions exist the simple relation rx/rxc = tan ((re/re.) - O/tan e c where r8 determines the distance of a
point in the r = const. plane to the cone tip and re, the normal istance to the cone axis. With 

8
c as the

cone half angle the corresponding conditions in the x = const-plane are obtained.

Fig. 9 shows the coordinate systems in the olanes x = const for both angles of attack. The half-plane meshes
consisted in circumferential direction of 91 equally spaced points and 81 points in normal direction. To
achieve a high soluticl quality concerning shock wave and boundary layer resolution a procedure for generating
a solution-adaptive grid [24] was applied. Therefore the global features of the flow process are directly
visible in the structure of the grid system. In comparison to the experimental data concerning shock layer
thickness the agreement for both cases is excellent.

A look on the static pressure distribution (Fig. 10) illustrates tiat the use of solution adaptive grid
systems produces a solution quality which is essentially equivalent to 'shock-fitting' methods. In Fig. 11 the
corresponding Mach-number distributions are presented. For a =24* as a result of a vortex separation process a
large viscous region develops at the leeside which is well captured by the PNS-method presented. Comparing the
circumferential wall pressure distributions at the same stations (Fig. 12) an excellent agreement between
experimental and theoretical data can be stated. Proceeding to the pitot pressure surveys the same good agree-
ment is recognized (Fig. 13 a,bJ. It should be noted that the deviations between prediction and experiment for
a = 241 and z = 0.6' (inch) are the result of a plotting error and in reality the agreement for this particu-
lar distance z (z being the normal distance to the cone surface) is comparable to the other curves. The com-
parison between the results of the present PNS-method and the experimental data of Tracy are completed by
Fig. 14, where the heat flux ratio Q/Qo (Qo - heat flux at corresponding station and a = 0) is depicted as a
function of the circumferential angle ?. More details concerning PNS-results of this test case can be found in
(14).

As an example of a more realistic missile configuration an ogive-cylinder geometry was also considered. The
flow parameters specified are:

Ma. = 4; Re = 
3
.4.101/m; Pr = 0.71; 

T
stat. = 223 K; Twall 370 K; a = 40; laminar flow

Because an appropriate turbulence model was not included at that time the flow was assumed to be laminar,
which in reality certainly will not be the case. However concerning vortex separation processes the performan-
ce of the code for high-Reynolds-number flow could be tested. The resulting mesh structure in the symmetry
plane is depicted in Fig. 15. There the varying strength of the shock wave which is weakened in streamwise
direction can directly be observed. An impression of the pressure field in the symmetry plane around the nose
is provided by Fig. 16. It shows the high solution quality achievable with adaptive mesh systems, even for the
very tip region.
The effects of the leeside vortex separation process on the pressure distriuution is illustrated in Fig. 17.
Separation starts behind the ogive-cylinder juction x > 0.3 m and is well developed for x > 1.0 m. The pres-
sure peeks arising behind the established pressure plateaus indicate the development of secondary separation.
Overall the pressure distributions predicted show some significant features known from turbulent flows around
such configurations which is promising for future turbulent simulations. More details concerning this case can
be found in [14].

5.2 Steady Compressible Flow Method

The modified LU-SSOR method described in chapter 4 has been validated by considering the three-dimensional
flow around a hemisphere-cylinder configuration. In the past this flow problem was investigated experimentally
by Hsieh [25), Peake and Tobak (26] and more recently by Lim and Meade as cited in [27]. Theoretical studies
have been conducted e.g. by Pulliam and Steger [28], Kordulla and MacCormack (29] and also by Ying et &l [27],
where a more complete list of related works can be found.

The specific flow parameter chosen are:

Ma. 1.2; Reo = 445000; Pr - 0.71; Tstmt. = 300 K; a 19'; adiabatic wall; laminar flow
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The spherical type coordinate system used consisted of 49 points in the streamwise direction, 25 points in
circumferential direction for the half plane and 49 points normal to the body. In Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 the
static pressure and Mach-number distribution in the sy netry plane is shown together with an enlarged map
around the nose. There need for a better resolution of the bow and leeside shock wave becomes evident. From
the highly structured Mach-number field at the leeside behind the sphere-cylinder junction it can be deduced
that a complex interacting flow field establishes which clearly requires a mesh refinement. However the velo-
city vector fields (not shown here) of successive stations in that region indicate the occurence of owl eyes
immediately behind the junction. Also the primary and secondary separation lines are well captured considering
the relative coarse mesh system used. In Fig. 20 the axial pressure distributions along the leeside and the
90-line are depicted. The present results are close to those of Ying et al (27] for the leeside, however show
some remarkable differences along the 90-line. The reason for these deviations are not clear, because the
results of (27] are based on a slightly more refined mesh. However to get more insight into this particular
flow problem computations with more optimal grid systems are planned.

In a first effort the code was also applied to hypersonic flow problems around a reentry lifting body. The
geometry considered was a late configuration of the HERMES space-shuttle shown in Fig. 21. However up till now
only the portion of the vehicle in front of the upward bended outer wing panels which is approximately 70 % of
the vehicles length, was considered in the simulations. The particular case presented is an inviscid flow at
Me. = 8 and a = 20- assuming ideal gas behaviour. The mesh system used consisted of approximately 300 000
point;.

The resulting Mach-number distribution in the symmetry plane is shown in Fig. 22. As can be seen the bow and
canopy shock waves are well captured and appear sufficiently sharp represented. Looking at the corresponding
distributions in cross-sections near the outer wing panels the development of cross-flow shocks above the wing
and the upper fuselage can be observed (Fig. 23). It is obvious that some needs exist for the simulation of
the complete vehicle in a broad parameter range to draw the right conclusions concerning these flow phenomena
in the context of good aerodynamic design.

6. Conclusions

The development of two space-marching methods for prediction of inviscid and viscous steady supersonic flow
fields was described. Both methods rely on a finite-volume discretisation of the corresponding conservation
laws and have shown to be stable and robust. It was illustrated that both schemes give accurate results which
are in excellent agreement with available experimental data.

Also presented was a new method for solution of the compressible, not-reduced conservation laws for steady
inviscid and viscous flows, which appears as a promising method for simulation of super- and hypersonic flows.
Further developments will be reported elsewhere.
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Fig. 15: Solution-adaptive coordinate system for
IA. ogive-cylinder configuration
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ARES UME

L'influence Au eodblc utilooB pour represienter leo effeto de qaz r~el Bi t6 6tudade
pour des calculs Ae couche liis our un hyperboloide 6quumalcnt 'Is lugne de vymdtrie
intreados Ae le navette sp a tale,. pour Ic volITS 2. Le modhle uto;o ou t celide
Straub qu I ne prend en vopte que cinq epbcoset suppose l'6quitllbre thermodynama-
que. L:uemirel otnce, non) oeasn Aci a ycit4 de psrvi maim 3u-~i, deb
mitoe de rucun haioe doe temperatur Ap proo our Ie fluu Ac chaleur pa-
ridtal et our l'dpaioveur de ddplacement. Lc coefficient de frottevent paridtal cot ruu
sensible so modble Ac qaz rdel. De plus, Ai cot possible de rdduire le nombre Ac reac-
tions ohumiqies consddrtes et de simplifier lee termes de diffusion, afi do qagner du
tempo dc ceicul sans qie eels mc d~tdrirc trip Is prddicton.

ABSTRACT

A sensitivity study of the real 9a0 eidel has been performed on boundary Rayer Cr-
nutatio ns on an hyperboloid equivalent to the Space Shuttle windward symmetry plane ;for
the STS 2 reentry. rhe real gas model as due to Straub and accounts for only five chemical
species shole assumimg thermodynamic equilibrium. The otudy ham brouqht unto ecidence
the dependence of both cell heat flux and dioptaceccot thickness, not only upon the vaill
catalycoty but also upon the selected reaction rites and the wall temperature. the skim
friction coefficient is insensitive to the real gas model. Moreover, only a fey chemical
reactions can be selected and the Aiffusion mode] can be simplified to sve computational
time aithout drastic chanqes in the prediction.

I - INTRODucrION

Loes v1iteoses An remtr~ee Ac ohicuilem tejm que leo nacette s spatuiales dani la.tmomycre
Atant hypersoniqies R enthalpue d arrAt eot 6lemde. Dims Ia niche de chic, entre Ru yrui
dii u~hiule et Ronde do chic, ins viteoses rostent modArdes. L'6nergue cundtique amont nut
transformdc en dnecqie thermuque ;des miocaus Ae tempdritorm. importants cxistent Aanm la cii-
che Ac chic. lisutre part, du fait do Ri'atitude, is premiumt route faible n~me en soul du
chic. L'air S haute tempdrature moos uine foilo preuslon a slurs tendance ' me A iuoucu ceto
meine A s'ionvuer. doe partue de l'dnerque est ainsi "stoebde sous finme rhimique". L'6tude
de Il 6c oulement dolt slors prendre en compto ceo offeti do qaz crds.

Un des problbsco omportants tory Ac Is centrdc d'un odhicule hypersonoque est l'6chauf-
feiient Ac celoi-cv et doni l'6valuation des flom do chaleur paridtaum. Taint quo 1iritor-
action mosquevoc reste fauble, Ie flux de chaleur pout Atre calculd par one ayyrochc do
type niuche limite. o fait des faibles valeors Ac Is preusuon Si haute altitude, Re mom-
bre Ac Reynolds cat soddr6 ;RI'coulecont resto laminaire durant Ia majeure partic Ac Ia rem-
tr~c.

Aim de pouvoir prddire l'dcoulement situ do odhiculo et prinripaloment leo flux de
chaleurs paridtaus, moos avons donc ddvelopp6 des m~thodes Ac calcul Apc niche limute Rumumaure
hypersonuque, prenant en coopto Rev effets Au qaz r~ci. Noos nous sommem aoin intdressks tout
partoculobrevent S 1 influence do mod~le utoliod pour dicrire Rev eFfets do qaz r~cl.

11 - COUCHE fINITE LAMINAIRE HTPfRSTNIQJf

Rappelono bribcement Rem Aqustuons rdqissant on dcoulesent Aec niche locate d'un m6lanqe
Ac qaz.

Soot p IaI masoc volumoquc Ac Respbco 1, Is masse volumiquc du melanqe cot o 1

On ddfinit slurs Ia concentration massoque Ac l'espbce I 1  -, teRle quc E C, On nute

R e noobre Ac soles Ac lesptce I par unitd de volume et n m nm Ic noobre total de miles.

Le bilen Ac masesa Ac t'eapce I foot apparaitre le tsuv u1 Ae production ii Ac destruction

chusoquc Ac 1Icapbce I et Ic flox do diffusion QIi do cettc ospkco au scmn do mdtanqe
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at1  at1 aQ
7t pu 1 n Y- I 1 ax I

La thdorie rindtique fournut lexpresaxon du flux da diffusion

0 
1  -1  ~{rad _ C. -_ -_) grad (In p)}

T n.

- 1  rad (in T)

oij M eat Is masse Rojlaire de Ileapire J3, M la easxe colaire cayenne du edlange ddfmnie par

C I
I I

le 1r oeffirient de diffusion polynaira de l'espire I danx lexpire J1 et 0 le coef-

firient da diffusion thercuque de Ixaupbre I. La rdle de Ia diffusion polynaura ext, groaxut-
recent, d'hocoqdn~ixar le e~lanqa Landis qua Ia diffusion thercuque entralna lea expres 18-
qiras oars lea r~giens chaudes at lea eap~rea Iourdaa vara lea rdguns Froidas (effet borat
ox effet da parol frguda). Recarquens anfin qua Is conservation de Ia satiire impose

z xii= at z
I I Q

Dana le ras d'une rourhe licite biduxx.,ionnalle, statuonnaura, Idgquatiun, dx bila, dxx
expires deoxent

p I ICl w
ax ap I ap

n j a j

t'dquatuon de rontanuitd garde 6a force rlaxuique pour un 6roulecent budicxnxuonnel
stationnaire.

(pRJ 0 uRJ)(pp = 0
lx ap

axer j = 0 en 6-cilenent plan et j =I en droxixcent de rdvolutxon. R dtant le rayon du rorpx.
On retroxux auxxi lex fornes rlaxauquex des 6quatmons de quantit6 de couxcent

O!i ,IV u + a( (P a 00an ay Op a x a+ ay~ V

En ce qui cncne Idguatun" de l'6nxrqux, on supposera Idgquilibre thernodynacuque.
U'dquation pour lenthalpie a alors la Force riassuque

Oh@ .I 6 ( U a +. pC
12

)x Op_ a- Op On O

et Ia thdorue rundtuqux dex gaz donna I'eopression du flux de rhaleur

ay I 1-'+ n, 3 y O n

ob h0I ext I' enthalpue de 1 expire 1. Cocce 1' unxxrxuon de 1P. relation xnthalpxx-tecpdrature

pour un ctlanqe ext calroenode, on prdfirera travailler aver une dquatuon pour Ia teepdratirx

apxCp + pP -L = - IS + u *LOn Op Op ax Op

I I

xi Cpf act Ia chaleur cassuqux fxqda du edlanqe.
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Enfin, on admet que chaque espbce as comporte comae in gaz parfait.

Pi u oj -- T cii R eat Ia constante des gaz parfaits. Coepte teni de

is lo de Dalton et de is d6finition de Ia masse solire du a6lanqe, on a

R

III - REPRESENTATION DES EFFETS DE GAZ REELS

111.1. Coefficients de transport

Las Aquations r6gissant l'tcouleaant de couche limite Font intervanir divers coefficients
de transport (viscositd dynamique V, conductibilitd theraique X mas aussi diffusion polynaire

Didiffusion tharsique 0 T.). La thdorie cindtiqua des gaz parmet de caiculer ces coefficients

de transport au prim de calcula relativmant coiteum (rW. 1). De noebreuses formules appro-
chdes ont donn Etd propoadas par diffdrents auteurm pour calculer ces coefficients de trans-
port (rtf 2-5). Une formulation particulihrement simple a dtd propoade par Straub (ref 6)
dons Is cas ob I'on na retient qua cinq aspbces, A samoir N2, 0 2' NO, N at 0. Rappelons qua

lea coefficients da transport du adlanqeasm calculent & partir des intdqralas de collision mitre
particule- Straub ramarque qua tL !-: uul6cuiem consoddrdas ont des masses moulairas vii-
sines at qu'il an ast de amea pour lea atoams. Le calcul des intdqrslas de collision est mmi~
ramend au cam d'un m~lanqe atomes/aoldcules. Des formulas wmplifodes sont ensuita proposdas
pour valuar Ia vimcosit6, is conductibilitd theraique at lam coefficients de diffusion ther-
noque. En ca qui concarns lem diffusions polynaires, dam aimplifications de type noldcula/ato-
ma parmattent da ne calculer qua sept coefficients diffdrents mu lieu de vinqt. La ddfaut de
cetta simplification eat deana plus v~rifier la nullitd da Ia momma des flux de diffusion des
aspbces.

111.2. Fonctions tharmodynarnogues

L'dquation d'dnargia fait intervanir lea enthalpies da chaque esphce et le coefficient

de chalaur nassique fiqd Cpf u Z CI C 1 = E C1 ALh) La calcul de ces fonctions thereodyna-
I PI I I aT p*

aiques damands la connsissnca de Ia fonction de partition de V 'nergie antre las diffdrents
modes en fonction da Ia tempdrature pour cheque emphca. Straub at al (ref. 7) proposent d'uti-
liser Ia reprdsentation de Schifar (ref. 8) dsns laquelle lam diffdrentsmnodes (translation,
excitation Elactroniqua, rotation, vibration) at lea couplaqes entra ces modem mint prim en
compta. Une repr~sentation polynomias approchda pernettant da rdduira Is tamps de calcul, a
ELE proposde par Gordon et (4c Bride (rdf. 9).

Rappelons pour finor, qu'en plus dem anthalpias de chaque asphca at du coefficient de
chaleur nassigue fig6, Ia connaissance dam propridt~s thernodynamiques de chaque asphca par-
met dq calculer lea constantas d'dquilibra des rdactions chiniquem qui peuvent me producre
entre cas aspbcas.

111.3. Pho~ia chinigue

Si on ne considbra qua des r~actions b daum corps qui sent lam plus probablas, on
peut, avec lea cinq aspbcas conaoddea, former

-dam r~actions oe dissociation pour lam mol~cules

N 2 ,s MI zW=!N . M

O2 +fH-20 + M

NO + Mh N + 0 + Mh

ob 11 reprdsanta liune gualconque dam cinq aspces conaiddres.

- des r~actiona d'dchanqe

N 2 + 0 F&NO0 + N

02 + N - NO + 0

- ine r~action de formation directa du monomyda d'azota

N2 + 0 2 -t2 NO

quo eat pau probable at donc ndqlide dans Is majuritd des modbles.
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Perivi ces ridectiens, i eat clesique de ne retenhr que le Levis rdectionv ptdponddrantev
connuve seus Ic nn- d, pioCbsses de Zeld'ovich

02.N 
2 ;220 + NZ

N 2 + 0 ;ptNO + N

0 2 + N :hN0I + 0

Qletz (ref. 10) propose, dens one 6tude cur l'hyperbeloidc ACARD,d'ajooter au proccosus
de Zeldeovich les deux rdections soiventes

02 'a2r;.20 ' 02

0 2 + 0 ____ 30

Lee constentee dd6quilibrc des rdactuons ehimiques, ddduitea des fonctions thercody-
nemiquce olibenues par spvctromdtrse, sort connoes avec one bonne prdcision. En revenche,
lee viteaes de reactions sent difficiles & mesurer, et ilon observe one importante disper-
sion dens lee celeurs propoedes dents Ia l~ttdretore. Neus evens utilied dciv jeus de vitesses
de rections ;Ic premier eat cclvi utilied per Streub (refe 7, 10) et le second est isso
dun treveil de revue rdcemment Editd per Gardiner (ref. 11). La principals diff~rence entry
ces deuv jeus de constentes Porte cur Ia diesociation de i'ovyqkne qol eeL environ mulle foiv
plus repide dens le modbie utiliod per Streob.

IV - CONDITIONS DE L'CTIJDE

10.1. Cas test

Nous evn tddlinfloence deL rep r~sentationmidee ef fe te de e rdel dens c cv
de Ia rentrd de is navete spatiele loreado vol Sf12. Lee ponts de volgvent docuientI Gefl.
Ic r~f~rence 12. i sort comprie entre 92.*35 km et 47.67 km d'alItitude et correspondent ai
dev nembre de aeOd 27 .9 I a 9.5 On s tdrevse totprticulibrecen & La LIrjne dc y-m6tric intredos de is navettce Qo1.i eeL one de. pertie de Ie nre v i le flo de chacr v
importent.- Vu is force de La nette, cette liqne dv8 sydtriv peutvL'tre epprochde par on arc
Ihypzvu oie. Le calcolve done erfectud euar on hyperbeleide de rdvolu tion, & incidence nulle,

Equivalent & la ligne de sycdtrie intrados. Lee caectdristiques sur i'hyp tbololdc 6quive-
lent poor cheque point de is trejeeteire sort donndes dens la rdfdrence 12 et rappeldes sir
le tableao 1.

10.2. Conditions intiolys

Une condition instiele est ndceeeesrc pour dieercer le celeol de couche lInite. Lea
Equations de ceoucte limite sent done rE6crites & ieaide de Is transformaetion de Levy-Lees-
Doredniteyn. En feuvent des hypotheses de similitude vor lee profile de concentration de
mitesee et d'enthelie Coo de temp~rature), on peut dens le rev do point dearrt, transfor-
mer ie Equations de couche limits en on jeu d'6quetsenv diffdrvntselles orduncires coupldem.
La resolution de ceeEquations per one cethode pseudo-inetetionnaire, fournit ie profile de
conrcm ntretion~vsteaee et teinpdrsitore eu peint dearrit. Cctte solution permet duinitieliser le
celcol de cooche limitsen tvin point en svi, proche du point d'arrdst, 04 Ia viteese vvtdrseure
nest pee colic et Poor leqocl en adet quy lee profile de similitude ebtenos restent valables.

10.3. Conditions cue limitem

A Il'ctdrieur de Is courhe liimits, La scule doonde ndcvsairv eat Ic pression. Cellc-
ci et obtenue b leide de Ia formnule dc Newton codaf26e

c 2 .2
pv=p .l )0-~~ s!in a

04 P.,, 0., V. sort lee pressonii, masee volumique et viteese 4 l'infini amont, E ie rnpportdeesaee volomiqoesevent et sprbin choc pris Eqsi & 0.1 et 0 leangle entre Is vitesse in-
fins scen et Is tanqnte h Is psrol. ca vrtevr iodivrd acotelc

Le condition pourl idquetion d'nri a ertovr4 'xdiudeIcoh lit
l'enthelpic dearr~t de 1I6coulvcent & l1infuni scent. En cv qui concerne ie concentrations, on
s uppose 1l6qoslibre chicique & Slemtdrieur de is cooche limits so point dearrdt. Lee concentra-
tione & l'estgricur de Is ceuche licits en coal Lio point dearrat sent gdoru obtenues en r~vel-
vent & l'eetdricor l'6qoetion poor lee concentratiene doe lenuvile en a enrcIE les termes de
diffusion ;on asesore ainsi Iv reccord entry Is cooche limits vt on 6couiement estdricor non

A is perou, one a.e condition de nozn-gliesement pour lee cemposantes do vecteur viteeve.
Poor I'Eqosatso n de I 'rergic, en evout Imposer La teepdretore &t Ia pervi 00 Ic flux de chalvur
paritl. Tootes lea cempereieene prdsentces ci-desseos serent feitee & temperature de paroi
impos:c. Lescondition 4L peroir poort le oncentr ations depend dv Is nature ehuesqueo dou ma-tdrsau. La surac pctevs ne fort iteraction avec le gqz yE cet ear lee reactions chi-
esquca entry lea espbcca, per exempie does cain doune peroi cdtellique. te rae extreme eatIe paroi totalement ctelytiqoc au contact dc laqoelle le gee rvtourne At i'EquiLsbrecehimique.La pares Pout ausel aveir one foible interaction avec Is gee, per example densi le cee doune pa-
reu en aslice. Le cas extrece eat La persi non catalytiouc qui nlintersqst pee ever L-6coolement
Iea espfces adsorbves At Ia psrev sent ensuite lib~rces sans modification ehiesquc ;le flux de
cheque eapbce & Ia peroi eat nol.



IV.4. Schdma numdrigue

Lee Equations de couche linite sent untdqrdes P laide d 'une m~thods de voluaes Tints
melon en ach~sa hybrids ( ref. 13 ). A fn de stab,1iser lee cualIculs , le* term-esuourceo des 6 qua-
tuons doivent Otre traitda de Fagon implicite ;celb conduit bit~rer cur Ie terse de product-o
des eapbces pour assurer Is conservation de Ia masse (E 0.)

V- ETUDE PARAMETRIOUE

V.I. Introducti-on

Nous seons dtudod loinfluence, cur lea caractdristiquva de Ia couche limits, deo flypothbsee
faites cur Ia repr~sentation dea effeta de qac r~el . Noes neuc smses int~reseds nun ovulevent
U 1 influence du modble cur Is flue de chaleur paridtul, 5505 eusci sir l'6puieseur de Idplace-
sent quo untervuent dans Is cas dun ceupiage deoulenent uisgueos/6cooiesent non vs sueus, ainso
gee mer le coefficient de frottesent paridtal gui centribue U la trainde de l'engin. Levee lee
nombres de Reynolds reetent faublee, Ia coefficient de fcottement ceste div. Or observe qul
cat quasiment insensible au modble de gaz r~el.

Series plonchec donnan t l' volutiensde flue de chaleor paridtal en function de 1 u8becus-
se, noes3 avo ns por td le flee de chaleur secur6 s en vol cur Ia naoette. Ii cenvoent de noter
gee cec flue mecur6s ne sort donnds qgob te tre ind cuatIf . En eF fet, ai ,La forcme I'hype ribu0lsde
assure bien Ia s~ve lou de pressoon sir lhyperboiolde gue cur Ia lugne de eyrndtrue intrudes de
la nasette, par centre, Ia divergence des lugnes de ceurant due U. la sancation do ruyon de I by-
pcrboioide de r~volution, ne reprdcente pas a priori Ia divergence dee lignee IC courant de
part et d'autre IC is logne de syndtrie intrudes de Is nasette ;or or suit gue cr5 effete tri-
dinensioneic peuvent modifier de Fugon notable lee flue de chuleurs purudtu. Enfur Ia cA-
thode de calcul utuiisde ne prend pus en compte IC phdnonone duoulesent Iventropie.

V.2. Influence de Is catalycit6 de paroi

La figure 1 reprdsente lec flue au point d'arrdt en fonction du temps lore de la rentree.
Lu figure 2 vontre iduvolutoon du flue de rhuleur le long de l'engun poor on pount de Ia tre-
jectoore precise du casinos de fiux de chalvoc. En puree tetalement catulytique, Ia rvconioruo-
con des espbcec U Is paroi 6tant evothernugue, ol y a ere usportarte libdration d'dnergie quo
se tradeut par use augmentation (Cr saler aisolue) do flea de cisuleor paridtul. Line autre Ta-
gee simple d'espliquer Ia diff~rence entry lec floe de chaleurs Cst d'dcrire p- Is0 - hf 06

l'enthalple de frottenent hf peot @tre upprochde, en hyp reomoque, par lenthulpoc duarrtt, soot

02 Vl-
he hoes Cp T_ 2 M__ __

L'enthalpiv de parou hs est A~qale Li Cp Tp dens le cas d'une pareu freose totulveent
cetayiptuee pour laguvile ul a recosbinaisor des moldcules Ui Ia puree. Dane le cue I'nC
paroi eon catalytique, Ie guc Etaet partuelienent dissccci Ia purou, l'enthulpie be paoe
eat pies usportante vt doer Iv flue de chaleur est plus Tauble. On coot donc lInt~rlt doune
parse nor catetytoque (no, linconvdnhvnt d'une paceo ndtalleque) pour lusonuec lea floe Ic
chaleur paridtaum etl'6chauffesent de lengie. II convoent toutefois de noter gue cette una-
lyse ect tr~s sisplifo~e car elle suppose guy le coeffocient de fluc de chaleur

p

Loinfluence de Ia catalycutE de purou sic ldoolotoon de l'dpuoseur de d~plecenent

vat plus dofficile & interprter. L'6paecseur de dd ptavement est d~finje par 6 1 = - U dy---ei.

tommy Iv profil de votecce 5oyCOnC et pee uffectd par la catalpcitd de puroi, l a oriutuom de
l'dpaicseur de d~placvsent d~pendra sorteut do prufil Iv masse velseiqoe , prinripalemnt au
vouconage de Ia paroi. En parue totalement cataiptoguc, Ia libdration d'Onergie due U la re-
cosbucaisee des eap~ces U la pacol tend A dlemer Ia temp~rature dens Ia r~gion procne de la pa-
cmi. D'autre part, Is reconbinaison des stoves b Is parsi et is diffusion dea moldcules fersees
U is maceu conduisert h ue augnentation de is masse noisire nopenne N. So I'on se rET~rv U
I'dgeation d'Etat

R
ps -F

on a dono deco affets contradoctoeres. On me peut en d~duirv en effet syst~matiqov de la cately-

cotE de parso sec i'6paicseur de I~piacescnt.

V.3. Infiuence des sutesses des rdactions ciiegoe

tee sotesces de rdections chosiqees 6tant sal conruec, 11 et important de renmultre I en-
fiuence de ces sitesses de r~action cur Is prddictuon de l'6coulement. Ness users rersddredi1f-
fdrentvs donr~ec. La premoec mod~le.' utuliad par Straub (ref. 7, 10) cocrosyono ai L'ttt des
connaussancec ii p a dos arc. [.v second nod~le, tire du lucre de Gardiner (cef Ii) et bvauoep
pies r~cent. Enfor em ccc limits, correspondunt U den vitesses de r~sctuers omfinies, et de
suppocec idcoolevect U l16quilobre chioiguv. fappelons qua dune iv cue doun calcul ' l'gouilo-
bce ciumique, is catalycutE de parei me jeoe pas. Cependart l'6coolerert AtarI Li l'6golobre
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chimique au voisinage de Ia paroi, on peut comparer le calcul a l'6quilibre chimique it un calcul
an paroi totalement catalytique.

ta figure 3 reprdwente l'volution du flux de chaleur au point d'arrt, en fonction du
temps lora de la rentr6e, pour lea diffdrents modbles chimiques considdrls. Lea figures 4 a 7
donnent l'6volution du flux de chaleur Ie long d lengin pour dxffdrents points de la tra-
jectoire.

Dana le cam de la paroi totalement catalytuque, Is flux de chaleur parital eat, en ma-

jeure partie, dO & La recombunauson des espbces au voisinage de la parol. On retrouve le mme

flux de chaleur pour lea deux jeux de vitesse de rdactuon utilisdu. Lo flux de chaleur obtenus

avec i'hypothse d'decoulement it l'quilibre chimique ont trbs prochem de ceux obtenus en pa-

roi totalement catalytique. La dliffdrence provient sans doute du fait que i'hypothse dldcou-

lament & I'dquilibre chimique mupprime tout phdnomne de diffusion des espices et impose un

rapport azote/oxygbne constant en tout point.

Dana le cas de Is paroi non catalytoque, on note une forte influence du modle chique

utilisA. La paroi 6tant froide par rapport au reste de l'coulement, & son voisnage, lea tem-

plratures sont faibles at lea rdactions chiciques au sein de Il'dcoulement recombinent lee ato-

mes. Le modble de Straub ayant des vitesses de rdactuon beaucoup plus dlevdes recombinera mieux

lea atomes mi bien qua le niveau de dissociation A Is paroi sara plus faible, at donc aussi

l'enthalpi de paroi. Si ion garde lanalyse simple p - hp - hf, moins le gaz sara disso-

cud i Is parol, plum le flux sera grand an valeur absolue. On retrouve bien sur lea planches
3 b 7 qua Is moditle de Straub donne beaucoup moins d'effet de catalycitd qua celui de Gardiner,
exceptd aux plus hautes altitudes (trs faible densitd). Avec le modle de Gardiner on trouve
des effete de catalycitd mur tout lengin mme aux plus basses altitudes, ce qui nest pas le

cam avec le modle de Straub.

En ce qui concerne la prediction de l'paiaseur de ddplacement, on eat toujours rame-
ne au problme d'evolution du proful des masses volumiques. Comme pour lea effets de cataly-
cul de parsi, lea vitesces de r6actions vont jouer de fagon antagonists sur lea profile de

tempdrature et de masse molaure coyenne si bien qu'une tendance glndrale ne peut Atre dgagee.
La figure 8 peut donner une idde de 1influence, tant du modble chumuque qua de la catalycite
de paroi, aur la prddiction de ld1paisseur de dplacement.

Le modle chimque proposm par Gardiner Itant le plus crldble, nous ne ferons Is muite
de cette dtude paramdtriquej la plupart du temps, qulavec ce modble afin d'alldger la presen-
tation des resultats. Leas conclusions auxquelles nous aboutirsons seraient analogues si ion
utilusaut le modble de Straub.

V.4. Influence du nombre de rdactions

Glotz (ref. 10) a montrd qu'avec le modble chinique de Straub, Ilon obtenait lea mtmes
resultats an ne prenant en compta qua cunq rdactions chimiques prdponddrantes. Nous avons vc-
rifid ce rdsultat dane le cas de la rentrde de Is navette (ref. 14).

Dana le ca du modble chimique de Gardiner, nous aons cherche b reduire le nombre de
reactions utoles. Pour cel, nous avons 6tudil Is contribution de chaque reaction chimique
au taux de production des diffdrentes espices pour plusieurs profile de couche limite le long
de la trajectoire. Nous avons ainsi pu ddfinir un systme de dix reactions chimuques donnant
sur toute Is trajectoire, une prldictuon udentique au systbme complet. Ces dix reactions com-
prennent lea cinq choiies par Glotz plus lea ractions de dissociation suivantes

N
2  

1 j2N * M M N
2 

N

NO + M _-:N + 0 . M ri N
2 

N 0

Le systme des cinq reactions propose par Glitz ou le processus de Zeld'ovich dornent de
rdsultats udentuques et fort proches de ceux obtenus avec le modle complet ou le modle dix
reactions comma le montrent lea figures 9 et 10. La difference, visible au niveau du point
d'arrt, s'estompe rapudement lorsque l'on progresse le long de l'engin.

V.5. Influence de la tempdrature de parou 2 _

Reprenons notre formule sumplufide p - hp - hf avec h = ha, = T . Lors de Is

rentrde, pour lea points de vol consddrds, la vtesse infun amont decroit de 7500 ins-
I

2960 ma
- 

1 laenthalpie darret de l'coulement passe de 2,8 107 J.kg
-I 

i 4.4 106 J.kg
- 

. Dan,
le cas d'une paroi froide totalement catalytique, lea atomes tant totalement recombinds

i la paroi, lenthalpie de paroi eat egale i Cp Tp soit 8 105 J.kg
-I 

pour une paroi

800 K ou 1,5 106 J.kg
- I 

pour une parol i 1500 K. L'enthalpie de paroi eat fauble devant cen-
thalpue de frottement aux grandee vtesses tandus qu'en fin de rentree elleE sent du mme
ordre de grandeur. Une modification de Is tempdrature de parou sera done d'autant plum sensible
sur Ie flux de chaleur qua Is vitesse infuns amont sara aible.

Dana le cae d'une paroi non catalytique, l'coulement eat dissocil it la paro ice-

thalpue de paroi eat plus importante et Is difflrence hp - hf plus sensible i une augmentation

de Ia tempdrature de paros. De plus, une livation de is temperature de paroi peut entralner
un accroisement du nsveau de dissociation i la paroi at donec une sur-.-Imentation de l'enthal-
pie de parou. Le flux de chaleur sera done plus sensible i la tempdrattrp de Paroi an paro
non catalytique qu'en paroi totalement cstalytique.
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Leo figures 11 et 12 confirment ces rdsultats sur lunfluence de Is tempdrature de parox.
La figure 12 montre que, pour les vitesset lea plus faibles, en prenant deux valeurs extremes
de Is tempdrature de paroi lor de cette phase de rentrde, l'effet de tempdrature de parol et
du m8me ordre de grandeur qua leffet de catalycitd.

En ce qui concerne i'dpasiseur de ddplacement, l'effet de temp6rature de paroi jot le
msme que dana Ie cas d'un gaz parfait. L'augmentation de Is tempdrature de parol entralne ue
diminution de Is masse volumique et donc une auqmentation de l'dpaisoeur de ddplacement.

V.6. Influence du modble de diffusion

Le moddle de Straub pour le calcul des coefficients de transport a lavantage de ne cal-
culer que sept coefficients de diffusion polynaire diffdrents. En contrepartie, la iome des
diffusions de espdces cest pas nulle avec cette simplification. La formulation proposoe par
Obermeuer et al (ref. 5) permet de calculer les vinqt coefficients de diffusion polynaoe
pour un coot de calcul raisonnable ; Ia somme des flux de diffusion eat alors quasiment nul-
le. Les calculs effectuds avec le moddle d'Obermeoer montrent one variation monime do flux
de chaleur paridtal so point d'arrst, lea prddictions devenant rapidement identiques en aval
do point d'arrt.

Une autre stratdge est d'essayer de simplifier Ie calcul des termes de diffusion afin
de dimnuer le temps de calcul. Une premidre simplification et de ndgllqer la diffusion ther-
mique. Les flux de chaleur so point d'arrdt augmentent faiblement en paroi totalement cataly-
tique et dominuent faublement en pardi non catalytique (figure 13). Ces diffdrences dlspa-
raussent rapidement en aval.

Une seconde simplification et de representer Ic flux de diffusion des espces I loalde
d'une lou de Fick

Q I'y :- p D a0

oi le coefficient de diffusion D eat le mme pour toutes lea epces afun d'assurer is njlliltd

de la somme des taux de diffusion. On peut alors ddfinir on combre de Schmidt S - .Nou

avon0 effectu6 cos calculs pour on nombre de Schmidt de 0.518. On observe encore one augmenta-
tion du flux de chaleur an parol totalement catalytique ot one ldg~re diminution on parol non
catalytuque (figure I). Cette diffdrence s'estompe toujours trdo rapidement en aval.

Ii convient toutefois de noter quo l'emploi d'une lou de Fock impose on tout point de
i'dcoulement on rapport oxygdne/azote constant. Les profils de concentration qui dtaent peu
modifids par Is non-prise on compte de la diffusion thermique oont plus sensibles b cette
modification de la diffusion (figure 14). Cependant i'dvolution de l'dpaisseur de ddplacement
nest gubre modifide par ce simplifications.

V.7. Autres simplufloations du moddle

L'ensemble des rdsultats de calcul montre quo le nombre de Prandtl P =u f ne varne

pratiquement pas au seo n de ld'coulement et quelque suoit le point de vol considdr6. L'hypo-
thdse d'un nombre de Prandtl constant dgal & 0.725 permet d'6viter le calcul du coefficient
de conductibilitd thermuque sans affecter le, rdsultats.

Une autre modification possible eat l'emploi de polyndmes pour reprdsenter leo functions
de partition de I'dnergie de chaque espdce. Cette modificatior cermet, ele aosso, d'alldger
Ie temps de calcul sans modifier lea rdsultats.

VI - CONCLUSIONS

Rappelons d'abord lintdrdt de la formulation proposde par Straub pour dvalier lea
coefficients de transport d'un mdlange gazeux de faqon simple.

L'6tude paramdtrique a permis de vdrifier lomportance pour la ddtermunation du flu
de chaleur parodtal, de Is catalycit6 de paroi, du choix do jeu de vitesses de rdactions
chomoques dans le cas d'une paroi non catalytuque, et de Is tempdrature de parol lorsque la
votesse amont eat moddrde. De plus, nous avons pu montrer quo lon peut obtenur une prddic-
tlion satisfausante enne prenant on compte qu'un nombre rdduot de rdactions chumoques, voire,
en simplifoant le mud6le physique, so prox certes d'erreurs on peu plus importantes. Le tableau
2 rdsume les diffdrentesimplifications apportdes A Is description des effets de qaz rdel, le
flux so point d'arrdt en paroo non catulytique dtant Ie plus sensible sox variations du moodle.
La rdduction do nombre des rdactions chimiques permet de diviser le temps de calcul par quatre,
Is simplification do moddle physique apporte encore on gain d'un facteur deux. Ces valeurs
ne sont boen entendu donndes qu' titre indiratif et ddpendent de la mdthode numdrique, du
matdriel utiisd et di degrd de vectorisation.

L'onfluence do moddle stir Is prddiction de l'dpaisseur de ddplacemerit ne peut dtre
analysde de faon simple. En revanche, Is prddiction du coefficient de frottement parldtal
et insensible aux modifications de la reprdsentation des effets de gaz rdel.

La auteurs toennent i remercier Serge Grunwald pour son travail sur leo couches blmLes
i diqullibre chumoque lor de son stage de DEA.
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Tableau I - Trajectoire de rentrde STS2 et ddfinition de I'hyperboloioe de r6volution
& incidence nulle dquivalent 4 Ia ligne de symdtrie intrados (d'aprbu ref. 12).

T Altitude P p p_ T Mach Incidence k angle Rayon
S K. km/s kg/m 

3  
aamu sSOmmet de
atm K des asymp- nez

totes
deg m

200 92.35 7.50 2.134x10
- 6  

1.128xlD
- 6  

324 27.90 40.4 41.15 1.296

250 85.74 7.53 6.365x10
-6  

3.587xi0
- 6  

199 26.60 41.0 41.70 1.322

330 77.91 7.42 2.335xl0
-  

i.316xi0
- 5  

199 26.30 40.2 40.80 1.286

460 74.98 7.20 3.815xlO
-5  

2.142xi0
-5  

198 25.50 40.0 40.75 1.276

480 74.62 7.16 4.055x10
-5  

2.280xi0
-5  

198 25.40 40.3 41.00 1.289

540 73.33 7.03 4.794x10
- 5  

2.831x10
-5  

200 24.80 40.4 41.10 1.295

650 71.29 6.73 6.824xi0
- 5  

3.965x10
- 5  

205 23.40 39.4 4U.20 1.253

770 68.67 6.31 9.6f9x10
- 5  

5.992.10
- 5  

219 21.30 38.5 39.0 1.2n7

830 66.81 6.05 1.216xi0
-4  

7.925x10
-5  

230 19.90 41.4 42.20 1.342

100 60.56 4.99 2.621x10
- 4  

I.877x10
-4  

253 15.70 42.0 42.75 1.368

1120 52.97 3.87 6.762x10
-4  

5.025x10
-4  

262 11.)0 38.3 39.00 1.204

1215 47.67 2.96 1.344xi0
-3  

9.900x10
-
4 260 9.15 34.8 35.50 1.056

Tableau 2 - Comparaison des diffdrentes repr6sentationa des effete de gaz rdel.

Erreur sur )e flux de chaleur au point
d'arr~t en paroi non catalytique.

Mod~le Moyenne Max Temps U.C

SComplet 0. 0. i.

10 r6actmons 0.06 0 0.14 0 0.62

5 r6actions 1.1 0 4 0 0.35

3 rdactmons 2.4 . 4.3 0 0.26

Diffusion thermique ndgligde 3.3 0 5.8

Nombre de Prandtl P= 0,725 4.8 % 7.4 % 0.19

Nombre de Schmidt S- 0.518 9 % 11.7 % 0.16

(Lewis L = 1.4)

Fonctions thermodynamquee 9 % 11.7 % 0.13

sous forme polynomiale
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ON THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
HYPERSONIC FLOW

by
S. Riedelbauch, W. Wetzel, W. Kordulla and H. Oertel jr.

DFVLR Institute for Theoretical Fluid Mechanics,
Bunsenstr. 10, D-3400 G6ttingen, FRG

SUMMARY

The present paper reports on the first steps towards the numerical simulation
of hypersonic flows. Intentionally, the ideal-gas assumption is used to validate
the methods by comparing results with experimentally observed or theoretically
obtained data in cold hypersonic flows about simple geometries. The approaches
cover the continuum as well as the gas-kinetic flow regime. An implicit
finite-difference method with bow-shock fitting is employed to integrate the
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations, while the gas-kinetic flow is simulated
by approximations to Boltzmann's equation. The Direct-Simulation Monte-Carlo
method is preferred to the Molecular-Dynamics approach because of its larger
computational efficiency. Results are compared with experimental data for the
laminar flow past a blunted cone at M = 10.6 and past a hemisphere at M = 4.15.
Thr Jtcay of Oseen's vortex at Kn= 0.1, and the gas-kinetic flow past a cylinder
at M = 5.48 with Kn = 0.1 and 0.3 have been simulated, and results are shown in
comparison with theoretical data. As an application to more realistic config-
urations the three-dimensional laminar flow past the nose of a typical
spacecraft and the gas-kinetic flow in the symmetry plane of the flow past the
same configuration is being discussed. The next steps will include real-gas
modelling. For hot hypersonic flows experimental data are badly needed for com-
pari son purpose.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of the development or planing of new spacecrafts such as Hermes [11,
Hotol [21 or SAnger (3], or the planning of future supersonic/hypersonic air-
planes [4,5,6] there is renewed interest in the understanding of hypersonic
flows. It is wel known that the development of the US Space Shuttle took mainly
place in wind tunnels or by means of other experimental investigations. The expe-
riences gained in free-flight as compared with the experimental and theoretical
design are described in [71. These experiences show that quite a few flow phenom-
ena lack basic understanding, and require further studies. In contrast to the
past design of the Space Shuttle, the Hermes vehicle is planned to be designed
with the help of advanced numerical methods in order to reduce the expensive and
time-consuming experimental investigations. This will provide a major thrust to
develop new, more efficient numerical methods, or to apply existing methods to
more complicated and realistic configurations. This tendency will be supported
by the activities associated with forthcoming super- and hypersonic airplanes,
see e.g. [5,6]. Present-day supercomputers such as CRAY-XMP, FUJITSU-VP200 or
CYBER-205 enable to simulate viscous three-dimensional flows past fairly compli-
cated configurations based on the assumption of perfect gases, see e.g. [8 to
15]. The numerical simulation of 3-D viscous flows with reactions is more diffi-
cult, see e.g. [16 to 20], due to the increased stiffness of the equations, and
due to the lack of accurate physical modelling.

The numerical simulation of hypersonic flows in three dimensions is quite a
challenge for a variety of reasons, see also [211. In addition to the well-known
difficulties associated with the determination of transition and with the
modelling of turbulence in compressible flows at moderate temperatuics, one
encounters problems associated with real gas effects and with the approximation
of dilute gases. In [22,23] experimental devices are discussed which are
required in order to better analyze real gas effects at high temperatures, and to
provide the necessary physical input or the verification for the numerical simu-
lation. One major task of the numerical simulation is the prediction of integral
quantities such as forces and moments acting on the hypersonic venicle. The anal-
ysis of the development of the Space Shuttle Programme seems to indicate that
these integral quantities are dominated by Mach number and real gas effects [21].
The other major task in hypersonic flow predictions is to accurately determine
the aerothermodynamic load of the vehicle due to heat transfer. Here viscous
effects must be considered, in addition. Real gas effects introduce new time sca-
les or length scales into the problems resulting in an increased stiffness of the
nonlinear equations. For finite-rate chemistry there is a lack of accurate rate
constants at high temperatures.

The range of the hypersonic flow regime can be classified according to the
- alue of the ratio of the mean free path of the particles and the characteristic
length of the considered problem, denoted by the Knudsen number Kn. In the con-
tinuum flow range at very small Kn, up to Kn 0.01 0. 1, the Navier-Stokes
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equations can generally be used to describe flows, see figure 1, [24,25]. This
is true for atmospheric flight in altitudes up to roughly 100 km.

The other limiting case, for very large Kn, corresponds to the
free-molecular-flow regime governed by Boltzmann's equation where the colli-
sions of molecules are rare, and can therefore be neglected. The flow regime
between the two limiting cases is called transitional, see figure 1. In the tran-
sitional-flow regime the mean free path of the molecules is of the order of the
characteristic length of the body in question. In order to determine the transi-
tional flow an approximation is required for Boltzmann's equation, see e.g. [25
to 30). One often and successfully used gas-kinetic approximation for dilute
gases is the Direct-Simulation Monte-Carlo approach. When approaching the con-
tinuum-flow regime, i.e. with decreasing Knudsen number, the computational
effort associated with gas-kinetic flow simulations becomes larger and larger.
This happens because the larger density of the gas can only be simulated properly
if the number of cells is increased as well because the dimension of such a cell
should be of the order of the mean free path of the particles involved. Although
the entire regime could be treated by such a technique, current computer capabil-
ities forbid its use for continuum flows. Navier-Stokes solutions may be used,
on the other hand, for low-density flows, provided appropriate boundary condi-
tions are employed allowing for slip flow and a jump in temperature.

The present paper discusses work at the DFVLR-Institute for Theoretical Fluid
Mechanics done as a first step towards the numerical simulation of hypersonic
flows. This first step is based on the assumption that the flow is thermally and
calorically perfect. Thus cold hypersonic flows can be treated, and numerical
tools can be developed by verification with available experimental data. For the
consideration of real-gas effects -he corresponding physical models must be
developed, and corresponding experiments have to be conducted for validation
purpose. The simulation of hypersonic flows is approached from both sides, from
the c,,ntinuum-flow as well as from the gas-kinetic-Li.w regime, sie figure 1.
Figure 1 displays a typical flight envelope of a spacecraft such as e.g. Hermes.
The flow can be considered continuum throughout most of the flight since it takes
place in altitudes less than 90 km. Only for those situations where the speed of
more than 7 km/sec is required, the transitional flow regime is entered. Figure 1
also indicates the flow regimes where the perfect-gas assumption, corresponding
to cold b'-ersonic flow, can be made, and where the internal degrees of freedem
are exci c and reactions start to occur.
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In the following, the integration of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes
equations in finite-difference formulation will be discussed first, followed by
a presentation of the direct gas-kinetic simulation using the Monte-Carlo tech-
nique. As a first application of these methods the results for the computation
of the flow in the nose region of a realistic spacecraft are described assuming
that the ideal-gas model holds in spite of the chosen realistic free stream flow
conditions. The paper is concluded by some remarks pointing out the importance
of experimental verification -3r the development of numerical simulation tech-
niques.

2. SIMULATION OF VISCOUS CONTINUUM FLOW

2. 1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND ALGORITHM

The governing equations for time-dependent viscous flows are discussed e.g.
in [31,321. The formulation used here is based on the differential formulation in
strong conservation-law form which allows to capture flow discontinuities such
as shock waves. This property is, however, used only for shock waves embedded in
the flow field while the bow shock wav, is fitted, thus forming one boundary of
the computational domain. A detailed dibsussion of the equations and the used
algorithm is contained in (331, and will t.herefore only be summarized here.

The equations are based on the assumption of ideal gases using constant spe-
cific heats. The flows treated are laminar with the viscosity coefficient being
determined with Sutherland's law although this is not accurate over the temper-
ature range encountered in some computations. The heat transfer coefficient is
related to the viscosity coefficient via the definition of the laminar Prandtl
number which is assumed constant as is usual in supersonic flows. In the case of
hypersonic flow at high temperature these assumptions have to be revised com-
pletely, and additiona c-ations w 1 '.v" t- be added if reactions t 1Ze plc
see e.g. [20].

The time dependent equations have been derived using the thin-layer approxi-
mation which is quite common in ideal-gas flow simulations for high Reynolds num-
bers in order to reduce the computational effort. Owing to this approximation all
surface-tangential diffusion terms are neglected based on the argument that only
the wall-normal direction can be resolved properly on present-day

Figure 2: Perspective view of some surfaces of a grid for the simulation of
the laminar flow past a blunted cone at M- = 10.6, Re = 110 000,
TO = 1111 K, Tw = 300 K, a 

= 
150. The grid corresponds to the con-

verged solution with fitted bow shock wave.
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supercomputers. Although the thin-layer approximation has been verified for
quite complicated flows, see e.g. [34], it needs to be checked for flows with
reactions, or if an extremely fine resolution becomes possible in more than the
wall-normal direction.

The used solution algorithm is originally based on the implicit
Beam-and-Warming scheme as applied in a modified version to axisymmetric super-
sonic and hypersonic flows past blunt bodies in [35,36]. The extension to three
dimensions in [331 takes advantage of the work in [371 which reduces dramatically
the computational effort associated with the inversion of the implicit operator
in three dimensions. Instead of approximately factoring the multi-dimensional
implicit operator into one-dimensional f ,ctors, the surface-tangential flux
differencing is done in an explicit fashion. Hence only one one-dimensional
implicit operator remains to be inverted. This advantage is achieved at the
expense of having to reduce the time step considerably if the surface-tangential
grid resolution needs to be improved, e.g. near the nose of the body or in regions
with embedded shocks. In such cases it may become necessary to take recourse to a
more implicit or even fully implicit solution. The hybrid explicit-imolicit
scheme exhibits another advantage for uze on computers with small main memory in
that less storage is needed because only one level of the solution vector needs
to be stored. A black-and-red pattern relaxation scheme is used for the solution.

The initial conditions used are, in general, post-shock conditions requiring
small time steps in the beginning, and increasing these within about 100 steps to
the final value. Alternatively, for steady-state problems some artificial vis-
cous layer could be introduced near the body surface to enhance taking large time
steps from the very beginning on. Note that constant time steps are being used
thr'ughout the entire computational domain. Usually, for solutions at angle of
attac% the flow field is established gradually, starting with a solution at an
angle of attack of 00. Most crucial is an appropriate initial guess of the shape
of th- bow shock wave, in particular for more complicated shapes (see below).
This may, however, be due to the use of explicit boundary conditions at both the
moving bow shock and the surface of the body. Therefore, these conditions are
currently being transferred to an implicit treatment which is non-trivial
because of the moving grid. The formulation of the boundary conditions at the
fitted shock wave uses the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and assumes the pressure
behind the shock wave Lo L known from a calculation based on the values of the
previous time step. At the surface no-slip conditions and adiabatic walls or
prescribed wall temperatures are currently used. Flow symmetry is assumed to
reduce the computational effort because the computations are generally carried
out on a CRAY-IS without dedicated input/output device,

2.2 VALIDATION OF THE METHOD

The validation of the code in three dimensions has been carried out in several
steps, for cold hypersoni flows as was mentioned earlier. First, it was made
sure that the axisymmetric flow is recovered as was obtained previously with te
code for axisymmetric flow (without separation). Then, different grids have been
used for the same axisymmetric problem [33]. One is based on cylindrical coordi-
nates with a singula" axis at the nose, the other avoids the singular axis by
wrapping a surface around it. Both solutions give the same answer if the mesh
spaciigs, and the interpolation at the singular axis in the first approach are
chosen appropriately [33]. The mesh with singular axis is currently preferred in
spite of the difficulties associated with the interpolation because it imposes
less restrictive time-step limitations due to the coarser mesh near the nose.

Because the accuracy of the prediction of heat transfer is most important for

the design of hypersonic vehicles, experimentally observed heat transfer data
for model configurations were sought for -ompavison purpose. While hot hyperson-
ic flow data are virtually not available at all, those for cold hypersonic flows
in well documented form seem to have been established only in the sixties, seee.g. [3e to 401.

The laminar flow past a blunted cone at Mach number 10.6 with Reynolds number
110 000 based oi, nose radius for the free-stream stagnation temperature 1111 K
and prescribed wall temperature of 300 K was chosen as one test case [38,39]
because pressure distributions and heat transfer data are given. Figure 2 shows
several surfaces of the mesh used for this flow simulation at an angle of attack
of 150 in perspective view. The mesh dimensions in longitudinal, circumferential
and wall-normal directions are 63 x 2S x 41. Note that the external grid surface
corresponds to the fitted bow shock wave as is obtained for the converged sol-
ution. Measurements are given only at locations more than about 1.5 nose radii
downstream of the nose. Figures 3 and 4 show the excellent agreement of predicted
with experimentally observed distributions of pressure coefficients and heat
transfer (referenced to the heat transfer at the body nose at zero incidence).
The ratio of the heat traiisfer passes slightly the theoretical value of one at
the stagnation point at angle of attack which can be corrected by improving the
resolution of the grid near the nose. Figure 5 displays the lines of constant
Mach number in the symmetry plane for the same flow conditions. The location of
the subsonic flow domain near the stagnation point is indicated as well. The
location of the bow shock wave can be estimated well as the external boundary of
the domain of the iso-line plot.
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Figure 3: Comparison of predicted and experimentally observed pressure
distribution on a blunted cone (o experiment, Cleary). Legend
see fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Comparison of predicted and experimentally observed heat trans-
fer data (o : experiment Cleary). Legend see fig. 2.

It remains to show that the heat transfer is well predicted also in the neigh-
borhood of peak values, near the stagnation point. It is hard to find correspond-
ing experimental data for cold hypersonic flows. Therefore fiqure 6 shows a
comparison for supersonic flow conditions in terms of adiabatc wall temper-
atures near the nose of a hemisphere. Fres-zteam conditions are M- = 4.15,
Re = 1 500 000 and TO = 389 K. The deviation of the experimentally detrined
stagnation temperature, as referenced to the free-stream stagation
temperature, from the theoretical value of one indicates the error involved.
This shows that the predicted values ate well within the band width of the exer-
imental error range.
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Figure 5: Display of lines of constant Mach number in the symmetry Plane of
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Figure 6: Comparison of predicted end experimentally observed adiabatic
wall temperatures near the nose of a hemisphere as referenced to
the free-stream stagnation temperature (o :experiment, Beckwith
and Gall1agher) . M- = 4.15S, Re =1 500 000, TO =389 K.
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2.3 IDEAL-GAS FLOW PAST A REALISTIC SPACECRAFT NOSE

As an application to more realistic body shapes half of the laminar flow past
the nose of a Hermes-like vehicle has been simulated with 1 = 1.4 for a point
within the possible flight corridor (M- = 12.2, ReL = 141 200, L = 1 m, T- = 266.6
K), see figure 7. Tie external grid suLface c incides with the L 2. . aurface
for an angle of attack of 100. The flat windward surface of the body can clearly
be seen. Because the desired wall temperature is not known, adiabatic-wall boun-
dary conditions have been employed. Starting with a solution at zero incidence,
based on a mesh with 40 x 41 x 41 points, flow fields have been obtained up to an
angle of attack of 20*. As indicated earlier, the estimation of the initial shock
shape is most difficult, because the solution is rather sensitive with respect to
the shock position. Note that the authors are well aware of the discrepancy of
the high temperatures near the stagnation point (of the order of 8200 K) and the
ideal-gas flow assumption. For an angle of attack of 10* figure 8 shows the lines
of constant Mach number in the symmetry plane of the body including the trace of
the sonic surface near the stagnation point. Note the flat windward surface which
becomes obvious in figure 9 where a cross-sectional plot of the isobars is pre-
sented including the cross-sectional shape of the body at the downstream end of
the computational domain. The used mesh is indicated in the same figure, with
the trace of the bow shock wave indicated by the outmost coordinate lines. The
carpet plot of the pressure clearly indicates a typical cross-sectional local
maximum of the pressure near the lower "corner" of the body before the flow
expands around the shoulder with a fairly small radius of curvature.

The solutions with roughly 67000 grid points could be obtained with an
in-core version of the code on the CPAY-IS computer owing to the reduced storage
requirements of the hliz.d explicit-implicit scheme. Currently the mesh sensi-
tivity of the solution is investigated by running the code on a CRAY-2 computer
with the mesh dimensions in the surface tangential directions being doubled.
From the cross-sectional view of the mesh in figure 9 it seems that more resol-
ution is needed near the "corners". And actually a flow-adaptive solution would
be most appropriate.

Figure 7: Perspective view of some surfaces of the finite-difference grid
used for the flow simulation past a typical spacecraft nose.
M- = 12.2; a = 10; ReL = 141 200; L = 1m; T- = 266.6 K; adiabatic;
1=1.4.
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3. GAS-KINETIC FLOW REGIME

3. 1 SOLUTION METHODS

For sufficiently dilute gases the fluid is considered to consist of an ensem-
ble of discrete particles. The motion of these particles and the corresponding
collisions are described by Boltzmann's equation. There is a single dependent
variable, the distribution function, but there are seven independent variables,
the time and the coordinates of the position vector and the velocity vector. This
explains why it is usually avoided to integrate the equation in three dimensions,
even if the collision term in Boltzmann's equation is simple, describing the var-
iation of the distribution function as a consequence of the collisions of the
particles.

As an alternative to the numerical integration of Boltzmann's equation two
simulation approaches have been investigated. One is the Direct-Simulation
Monte-Carlo technique (DSMC), suggested by Bird [41], and the other is the Molec-
ular-Dynamics approach (MD), see e.g. [29,30,421. In these approaches the dis-
tribution function is directly represented by the particles in the phase space
where every particle is defined by the position and the velocity vector. The flow
simulation is possible with some thousands of model particles which represent
the roughly 1E+19 particles per cubic centimeter existing in reality. This is
possible because Boltzmann's equation can be normalized such that it is inde-
pendent of the number of particles [431, if the product of particle density and
cross section of the particle remains constant.

In the MD simulation approach the calculation starts with defining the posi-
tion and the velocity of the particles within the chosen control volume. Usually
statistical assumptions are employed for this purpose. Once the initial condi-
tions have been defined, e.g. based on Maxwell's distribution for the
velocities, the motion of the particles is determined completely (deterministic
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Figure 8: Lines of constant Mach number in the symmetry plane near the nose
of a typical spacecraft (+++ sonic surfac2) Legend see fig. 7.
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approach). This motion is only a function of the chosen particle potential and
the conditions at the boundaries of the computational domain. For every time step
the impact of the inter-molecular forces on the particles is determined, and the
motion of the particles is then considered in a decoupled fashion. Concerning the
formulation of the boundary conditions, e.g. specular or diffuse reflection can
be used. Specular reflection corresponds to symmetric or inviscid boundary con-
ditions, while diffuse reflection allows to simulate viscous conditions.
Macroscopic quantities can be determined at any time by sampling the properties
of the particles. For all present MD results a hard-sphere potential has been
assumed. This means that there is no interaction between particles unless they
collide with each other. Therefore the time step for the calculation must not be

chosen larger than the increment between two subsequent collisions. Thus, in
principle, any possible collisions need to be checked before the smallest time
step is chosen. Then all molecules are moved according to this smallest time
step, and just the single collision is then considered based on the governing
equations for fully elastic collisions. Although modifications to this approach
will speed up the computations considerably 129,30 1 , the accuracy of the MD meth-
od is nevertheless achieved at the expense of very time-consuming operations.
The advantage of this approach is that the computation itself does not require a
grid, and it can therefore be applied to complicated geometries. Also, more com-
plex flow phenomena can be simulated in an accurate manner if the computer
resources are large enough.
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Figure 9: Isobars in a cross-sectional plane near the nose of a typical
spacecraft, (right). Corresponding pressure carpet plot in com-
putational space (left, bottom). Cross-sectional mesh (left,
top). Legend see fig. 7; x/L 2.5 (exit surface).
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Figure 10: Sketch of the control volume for the simulation of the decay of
Oseen' s vortex flow, with initial velocity distribution.
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Figure 11: Comparison of predicted and analytical velocity distribution for
Oseen's vortex decay for Kn = 0. 1. --- : in~iti al condition, -
analytic solution, xx :MD result, oo DSMC result.

Figure 12: Sketch of the discretization of the flow simulation with the DSMC
method.
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The DSMC method is similar to the MD approach in so far as the paths of many
particles are determined, and the macroscopic quantities are obtained by sampl-
ing the icroccopic quantities. The difference between both methods originates
from Uta treatment of the collisions where statistical assumptions are employed
in the DSMC approach. Because this results in less computational effort, the DSMC
method is preferred, in general.

The computational domain in the DSMC approach is first partitioned into dis-
crete cells. The size of a cell has to be chosen such that the variation of the
flow properties within that cell are small i.e. of the order of the mean free
path. With the initial position and velocity of the particles known, as in the
case of the MD method, the DSMC method consists of two steps which are repeated as
often as needed. In the first step of the simulation the particles are moved
according to their individual velocities for a time step /t, chosen such that it
is small compared with the mean collision time. Thereby the motion is determined
without regard of possible interactions with neighboring particles. Collisions
with walls are handled in the same way as was indicated for the MD method. The
next step then consists of computing for each cell representative collisions
between two particles which are chosen in a random manner. These two particles,
however, may or may not collide depending on the collision probability which is
proportional to the product of relative velocity and cross section. If the two
particles collide, the momentum and energy conservation equations are used to
determine the new velocity components. This procedure is continued until the
time increments Atc, the time between collisions, sum up to the prescribed At for
all cells. Because the particles do not actually collide in the DSMC method, the
impact parameters - for a given interaction potential - are not determined by the
geometric consideration as is the case in the MD approach. The Monte-Carlo method
makes use of the fact that, in particular for the hard-sphere model, there does
not exist a preferred spatial direction for the impact parameters, so that they
can be determined in a random way.

Many physical models are available to numerically describe the interaction of
particles due to both repulsing and attracting forces. The usefulness of such
models have been shown by comparison with experimentally observed data. For
engineering purpose it is not necessary to know very well the interaction poten-
tial. In [441 an efficient model, the so-called "variable hard sphere (VHS)
model" is proposed. This model has the advantage of the hard-sphere model, ie.
the isotropy of the impact parameters. On the other hand the VHS model takes into
account the dependence of the cross section upon the relative velocity of the two
colliding particles 1441.

The kinetic theory for gases consisting of molecules with internal energy is
very complex owing to the multi-dimensional phase space, and to the complicated
exchange of energy between internal and translatory energy modes of molecules,
in the case of inelastic collisions. Therefore it is very difficult to determine
exact physical models, As an alternative phenomenological models have been
developed: the Borgnakke/Larsen model has proven to represent a valuable tool
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Figure 13; Velocity profiles along the stagnation streamline of the flow
past an adiabatic circular cylinder for Kn = 0.1 and 0.3 (DSMC),
The lines are taken from [461 and the symbols represent present
results (the shock location predicted by continuum is included as
well).
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for engineering applications [45]. The main feature of this statistical model is
that part of the collisions is treated completely inelastic. The remaining col-
lisions are considered fully elastic, and are determined as if the considered gas
was monatomic. This model will lead to the Maxwell distribution in the case of a
gas in equilibrium, where translatory and internal temperature coincide. It is
currently being implemented in the DSMC method.

Concerning the gas-kinetic flow simulations, the simulation of the decay of
the Oseen vortex and of the hypersonic flow past a cylinder are discussed as part
of a validation procedure. Then first results are presented for the flow in t 'e
symmetry plane of the nose region of a spacecraft based on simplifying assump-
tions. Note that the methods are formulated for three dimensions, where the third
dimension exhibits in most cases a length of one mean free path because of the
lacking computer resources. Hence, all two-dimensional results presented have
been obtained in a quasi-three-dimensional fashion.

3.2 VALIDATION OF THE DSMC METHOD

As first test case which is being used to determine the parameters character-
istic for both gas-kinetic flow simulation approaches, the decay of Oseen's vor-
tex has been chosen. This flow allows to check the sensitivity of the DSMC method
with respect to the conservation of angular momentum which becomes important
whenever vortical flows are simulated, see [29,30]. The advantage of this test
case is that there is an analytic solution of the Navier-Stokes equations to com-
pare with.

The control volume for the simulation of the vortex decay exhibits a circular
shape with radius R, see figure 10. The characteristic length scale L of the
problem is chosen to be the distance between vortex core and initial location of
the maximum of the velocity. At the boundary of the control volume specular dif-
fusion is imposed which is certainly not consistent with the condition of air at
rest (which would rather require diffuse reflection). This way, however, the
total amount of angular momentum within the control volume must remain constant.
Thus the conservation properties of the considered method can be checked direct-
ly. Knowing that the boundary condition is physically incorrect, care is taken
that the influence of that condition does not penetrate further in the direction
of the vortex core than R/2. This is achieved by choosing the simulation time
appropriately. The interaction between the particles is modelled with the help
of the hard-sphere model.

Figure 11 shows for Kn = 0.1, which is close to continuum conditions, a com-
parison of results for the MD and the DSMC methods with the analytic solution in
terms of velocity distribution. The ratio of particle diameter and average dis-
tance between particle centers is a measure of the degree of rarefaction. This
ratio is 0.4 in the case of the MD method, where 10 000 particles arp employed for
the simulation. Four independent runs have been made, and the corresponding
results have been averaged. In the case of the DSMC method 211 000 particles have
been used. The circular computational domain has been partitioned into cells
such that the radial extent of each box is roughly 0.8 of the mean free path of
the particles, see the sketch in figure 12. This choice of parameters leads tc
good agreement of the predicted with the analytical solution, see figure 11. As
expected, only near the external boundary some systematic disagreement is recog-
nized. The average change in angular momentum per collision of the particles was
less than 0.0002 for both gas-kinetic simulation approaches.

After having calibrated the DSMC technique only this one was used in the fol-
lowing because of its superior computational efficiency. As another test case
the adiabatic hypersonic flow normal to a cylinder is simulated, the fluid being
Argon. The calculations have been performed with the VHS interaction model after
Bird for Kn = 0.1 and 0.3 and a free-stream Mach number of 5.48. Diffuse
reflection with complete thermal accommodation served as boundary conditions.
The correlation for the recovery temperature at the surface of a cylinder in
dilute gases [46] has been used to determine the wall temperature. Since the out-
er boundary was far enough away from the cylinder, the toal number of particles
within the computational domain was kept constant: the number of particles leav-
ing the domain were replaced by the same number entering based on a random
distribution. In 1974, a similar investigation was carried out [47]. Therein,
however, the inverse 12th-power-law potential was used to simulate the flow of
Argon. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the velo-ity, as referenced to the
most probable velocity cm of molecules in equilibrium, along the stagnation
streamline in comparison with the results in [47). The bow-shock stand-off dis-
tance is referenced to the radius R. An additional comparison is the
continuum-flow approximation from [47] which has been plotted as well into fig-
ure 13. In figure 13 one recognizes the bow-shock wave building up in front of
the body with reduced Kn, with the shock thickness decreasing towards the cont>'-
uum-flow limit. For Kn = 0.1, the figures 14 and 15 show lines of constant
temperature and constant density for the nearly adiabatic cylinder walls. The
curved shock wave, the thickness of which is of the order of the body radius, is
clearly seen.
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Figure 14: Lines of constant temperature for the flow past a circular cylin-
der. M- =5.48, adiabatic wall, Kn = 0.1.
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Figure 15: Lines of constant density for the flow past a circular cylinder.
M- = 5.48, adiabatic wall, Kn = 0.1.

3.3 GAS-KINETIC FLOW PAST A REALISTIC SPACECRAFT NOSE

In the following first simulations of the flow past the nose of a realistic
spacecraft are discussed. The flow conditions are chosen from realistic reentry
parameters. The Knudsen number is roughly 0.08, where the mean free path corre-
sponds to an altitude of 95 km and where the characteristic length is the average

nose radius in the symmetry plane. The free-stream Mach number is 25.5 and the
prescribed wall temperature is chosen 1043 K. The calculation of the collisions
is again based .n the hard-sphere model for monatomic gases. The boundary condi-
tions on the vehicle is based on diffuse reflection and complete thermal accommo-
dation. It is obvious that the high free-stream velocity would lead to real gas
effects including chemical reactions. These are currently neglected as was men-
tioned earlier. Figure 16 shows lines of constant Mach number in the symmetry
plane of the flow past the typical spacecraft nose. A thick shock layer is seen
wrapped around the nose. Note that the solution i,s rather sensitive to the size
of the cells. Also, the same boundary conditions as for the flow past the cylin-
der has been applied at the external boundary of the computational domain, see
figure 16. This assumption will be checked, in future. These calculations are
currently being repeated on a CRAY-2 based on the complete three-dimensional
shape of the vehicle nose. Future investigations will include real gas effects,
and will look into the influence of the boundary conditions on the flow simu-
lation.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper describes results of the first steps made in the direction
of numerically simulating realistic hypersonic flow fields past
three-dimensional configurations. In order to cover the entire hypersonic flow
regime methods are needed for continuum as well as for gas-kinetic flow simu-
lations. The results intentionally concern simple configurations, and are based
on ideal-flow assumptions to validate the methods. For such cold hypersonic
flows it is not easy to find recent detailed, well documented experiments which
allow to check the performance of the methods with respect to e.g. heat transfer
which is of major importance in the design of hypersonic vehicles. The exper-
imental situation is even worse in the case of hot hypersonic flows where
reactions occur, and of flows where continuum flow prevails but where rarefied
flow effects must be considered at solid surfaces, or of flows with recombination
taking place at surfaces. Realistic physical modelling is required in these sit-
uations, and needs to be incorporated in the existing flow simulation methods and
codes. The only way to gain confidence into the usefulness of such modelling is
by comparing the computational results with experimentally observed data. To
achieve this for hot hypersonic flow, high-enthalpy facilities are badly needed
which can simulate properly hypersonic free flight.

Here, ideal-gas assumptions allowed to check the performance of codes in the
cold hypersonic flow regime based on fairly simple configurations. In the con-
tinuum-flow regime an implicit finite-difference method has been verified by
comparing predicted and experimentally observed surface pressure and heat trans-
fer data for the flow past blunted cones and past hemispheres. In the
gas-kinetic-flow regime the Direct-Simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) approach is
preferred to the more accurate Molecular-Dynamics method because of the larger
computational efficiency. It is shown that the DSMC is as good as the other
approach even with respect to the conservation of angular momentum in vortical
flow, if the parameters of the method are chosen appropriately. As further test
the flow past a cylinder has been chosen. Finally the flow about the nose of a
typical spacecraft has been simulated with realistic free-stream conditions at
M- = 12.2 (continuum) and 25.5 (gas-kinetic flow). It is noted that due to the
limitations with respect to the available computer resources the gas-kinetic
flow simulation actually considers only one layer of flow encompassing the sys-
metry plane of the body. Currently computations are under way on a CRAY-2
computer to perform fully three-dimensional simulations and to study the mesh
dependency of the solutions.

The next steps in the development of the simulation codes will concern the
modelling of real gas effects and their implementation, including the
gas-surface interaction. The modelling of transition and turbulence in hyper-
sonic flows is as important as in the conventional compressible flows. All these
features are necessary ingredients for the successful application of prediction
methods in the design of hypersonic vehicles. When extending the work to realis-
tic, more complicated configurations, flexible grid generation methods are
required.
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SUMMARY

Numerical experiments of hypersonic flows beneath a cone-delta-wing combination have
been carried out by solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations using an assumption
of local conicity. An Implicit method is combined with a multigrid scheme in the solution
procedure to achieve fast convergence to the steady state. Detailed flow field results
provide further insight Into the complex flow structures due to interaction between the
cone shock and the wing shock and the interaction of the resulting flow with the wing or
cone boundary layer. Flow field pictures reveal phenomena of value in the design of
hypersonic lifting vehicles, such as the Interference surface pressure and the high local
wall heating. Comparisons with experimental data and conical Euler solution are also
made.

LIST OF SYNBOLS

B state vector
Cp surface pressure coefficient,(p-p.)/(I/2)pV.. at r
cp specific heat at constant pressure
e total internal energy
F 0 direction flux vector
G * direction flux vector
H source term vector
k thermal conductivity
N Mach number
n normal direction
Pr Prandtl number, cpu/k, 0.12
p pressure
q heat transfer rate
Re..r Reynolds number, poV.r/oa
r radial coordinate, measured from cone vertex
S i  vector in governing equations
St Stanton number, IqwI/p.V.cp(Ta-Tw)
T temperature
t time

U conservative vector
u veiocity in r direction
V resultant velocity, (u v2,wz)}

/
'

v velocity in 0 direction

w velocity In a direction
a angle of attack
7 ratio of specific heats, 1.4

O coordinate, copical angle
u viscosity
p density
0 'ij stress tensor
a coordinate. circumferenti-l angle, measured from windward symmetric surface
6,6 increment
a. _ forward and backward finite differenclng operator, respectively
A delta wing leading edge sweep angle

Subscripts
c cone surface
i.J value at (r.Oia j )
t derivative to time
w wall value

o stagnation value
,. ., pertaining to r.e.e, direction

free-stresm value
O.s derivative to ., a. respectively

Supersclpts
n time level
T transpose
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1. INTRODUCTION

A major step towards understanding the flow over general hypersonic vehicle shapes
can be made by numerically predicting the flows over a simplified yet representative
shape. The cone-delta-wing combination Is such a shape In that simplification arises from
assuming a locally conical flow. i.e.. gradients In a radial direction can be ignored.

In early studies it had been expected that the interference effects on the windward
side of a wing-body combination in high speed flows would favour lifting effectiveness.
Lack of knowledge of 3-D shock-shock and shock-boundary layer interactions and
difficulties in predicting the resultant separation, vortex flow and reattachmeot.
however, did not allow the full exploitation of this benefit. Furthermore undesirable
high local heating peaks were generated as a result of these interactions.

Attempts made two decades ago to understand these complicated flows involved surface
measurement in supersonic and hypersonic flow beneath such simple geometries[l-3]. The
small scale of experiments and the large scatter In the data, however, was so as to sake
it difficult to predict accurately, especially near the wing-body junction, the details
of the surface pressure signature due to the vortex flows generated by the interactions
and the resultant high local wall heating rates.

Work has been undertaken by the authors to further the knowledge of this complex flow
field using numerical experiments by computer simulation. The unsteady compressible
Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a locally conical flow spimption. The
efficiency of the MacCormack implicit finite difference method[4) w.. improved by
combining it with a sultigrid acceleration for steady state solutions(5].

In this paper the numerical method Is outlined before giving detailed numerical
results for the hypersonic flow beneath a cone-delta-wing combination chosen to have the
same shape as that used in the experiment by Meyer and Vail(l]. Comparisons with these
experimental results were made where possible. The numerical results for the above cases
have been plotted out in detail to allow an understanding of the flow field and its
effects cn surface parameters. An Euler solution is also given to compare with the
Navier-Stokes solution.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1. The Locally Gunical Navler-Stokes Equations and the Cocial Euler Equations

The three-dimensional unsteady, compressible Navier-Stokes equations are first
written in weak conservation form for a spherical polar coordinate system(r.o.0). For
supersonic and hypersonic viscous flows around conical bodies, it can be assumed that the
gradients in the radial direction are such smaller than those in the crossflow direction.
The validity of this "locally conical" approximation downstream from the nose region has
been well established through experiment and computation even though a relatively large
viscous region exists(e.g. see reference 6 and references therein]. Applying this
approximation. i.e. a/ar = 0. to all fluid quantities in the above equations, results in
the following "locally conical" Navier-Stokes equations.

at aF a

where

U sine(B), F - slne(vB-S,), G = (wB-S,)

BT - (p,pu,pvpw pe)

SIT (Oi-)

2pu

H - sine 30uv-ctga(pw2+p+ctge(T9 p)-2Tz

3puwctgpvw-ctg9T1-2'1

2u(pe~p)-u( _*p)-v111-wT13

T - -p-(2/3)( /Re..r)(2u~vevctga we/sineI

T22 - 2(u/Re.,r)(ve u)+T-

Tq3 - 2(u/Re .r)(w*/sine+u~vctga)+'e

11 = '., - (u/Re.,r)(-v+ue)

zj - 3,- (A/Re.,r'(w9-wctgo+v*/sin9)

-T ",T, a (u/Re.,r)(u,/sine-w)

q, - -(1/2)(u/Re.,rPr)Te, qs - -(1/2sina)(m/Re..rPr)T*
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The fluid properties, density p. velocity components u,v,w. Internal energy e,

pressure p. temperature T and the viscosity m. in the above equations have been
ondimemlonied with respect to P, V., V.,. p.V.c, T.-T, and .. The time t has been
nondleosionized by /Vr correspondingly. Note that, for viscous flow, a length scale
dependence remains and is contained in the Reynolds number, Re.,r9.V.r/.., which
determines the location of a crossflow plane. r, in which a solution is computed.

The pressure is given by

p - ( -l)p[e-(uv+w)/2]

and viscosity is accounted for by the Sutherland formula.

I. the above locally conical Navier-Stokes equations I the viscouc effects are
neglected. I.e. u - 0, conical Euler equations result with

! i2pu

0 0 2 p u -p v -p s "

S, " -p S 0 H - sine 3puv-ctge(owl+P)

0-p Spuw+ctgepvw

I-vpJ I-wP 2u(pep)

In contrast to the locally conical Navier-Stokes equations no length scale dependence
reains in the conical Euler equations, which indicates that for high speed flows around
conical shapes conical Ruler equations describe strictly conical inviecid flow and the
nonconIcity Is all Introduced by the viscous effects.

2.2. An Implicit Scheme with Nultigrid Acceleration

The basic integration scheme employed in this work is the two-step implicit method
proposed by NacCormack[4]. We apply it to Eq. (1) in the following form.

Predictor:

AU - -+t, j/he & h+Gj/h . n.n,

I (At/ )A. l A n][ I _ (ht/he ) + lS n l]e U l , AUi j

1ITT n 6T.- Uj,j 8.

Corrector: (2)

AUj., - t({A-h.F 1 s/Ae + -a- /Ae * + i..)

( I + (at/Ae)&-IA I I + (At/e)AB I] -]l.J - h0

Unj (I/2)(U'.j + IUTT + 6Un 
' )

For further acceleration of the convergence to the steady state, a sultigrid scheme
is combined with the above implicit method In the solution procedure. Coarser grids are
defined by successive deletion of every other line In each coordinate direction. The
multigrid strategy used here is by sawtooth cycling. The coarse grid scheme is a one-step
Lax-Wendroff explicit scheme expressed as distribution formulae In finite volume
Integration form by NI[7]. In this application, the distribution formulae can be written
as

8013j - (1/4)(AU + At( hF/he + AG/he* + R)J 5
+(l/4)(AU + At(-&F/he + AG/Ae + AB)]b

+(1/4)([U + At( &F/A - Ah/Ae + &B)] c
+(1/4)[AU + At(-hF/Ae - AG/Ae + &H)]d (3)

where a.b,c and d represent the four control volumes surrounding the grid point (1.J).

Based on physical argument[S], the coarse grid scheme involves only Inviscid
Jacoblans, the result of which makes the procedure more efficient. Therefore, in Eq.(3).
we have

AF - (OFI/a0U)U, AG - (.GI/U), AH - (aNI/SU)AU

For stability a local variable time step, which iS determined by the local inviscid
stability condition, is used In the coarse grid scheme.

At - CFL min[(he/(Ivl+c). eIneho/(Jwjlc)], CFL A I

The restriction and proloagation operators are respectively full-weighting average
and billnear interpolations.

The efficiency of the above numerical procedure was studied in Ref.(SJ. Comparison
with the corresponding NacCormack explicit method and effect of the nultigrid schemes on
convergence were investigated there.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cone-delta-wing configuration tested experimentally by Meyer and Vall[l] is
chosen. Fig. I shows the sketch of the geometry and the solution plane. The conditions
are

M. - 12.65. Rne,r - 3.78 x 10', To  - 1800 K, Tw/T O  - 0.16. Po 3.5685 x 10' N/n.
.c - 1

2
'. A - 60'

The computation Is made at the spherical plane of r - 3.71n corresponding to the
experimental measurement. The mesh of 65x65, illustrated in Fig. 2, Is stretched In both
a and * directions In such a way am to ensure sufficient resolution of the viscous
effects. A three-level sultigrid procedure Is used. The initial flow field is set to the
flow properties at Infinity.

The boundary conditions supplied are:-
a)on the wall: u - v - w - 0: T - Tv - constant (isothermal wall)
b)outer boundary: free stream values
c)eysaetric plane: reflection condition

For conical Ruler solutions the wall no-slip boundary condition a) Is replaced by

tangency condition with v - 0 on the cone surface and w - 0 on the wing surface.

3.1. Angle of attack a - 0"

According to inviscld flow theory, flow at zero angle of attack Is quite simple. In
this case the free stream is aligned with the surface of the wing so no shock wave Is
generated by the wing. Part of the wing captures the high positive pressure of the cone
shock layer and this so-called "inviscld interferene- prrssure" prod.ces en int.rferepr-
l!ft in the wing.

Unfortunately this Is not the case In practice. Viscous effects complicate the flow
field. Figs. 3-8 show the numerical results for this case. Fig. 3 presents the croseaflow
velocity vectors at each grid point and Pig. 4 gives a closer view near the junction.
Figs. 5 and 8 show the crossflow Mach number end pressure contours (These contours are
plotted In the rectangular computation grid instead of the curved physical grid due to
lack of appropriate graphic software). Figs. 7 and 8 compare the surface pressure and
heat transfer with the experimental data respectively.

The high pressure field of the cone shock layer interacts with the wing boundary
layer, which results in separation on the wing. This Is the major feature of the flow
interaction, which is clearly shown In Figs. 3-6. The separated flow from the wing forms
a very strong vortex, which reattaches first on the cone surface at A, and then on the
wing surface at A,. Flow reattachment creates high local heating rates on the surface as
seen in Fig. 8. A secondary vortex between the wing and the primary vortex Is easily
observed with reattachment at A.. The thick viscous layer beneath the wing interacts with
the oncoming flow and a weak shock wave forms from the wing leading edge. The outer edge
of the viscous layer aad the weak shock wave are clearly illustrated in Pig. 5. This weak
shock wave again interacts with the cone shock wave and a resulting strong Internal shock
wave appears clearly outside the primary vortex to decelerate further the high speed flow
passing through the weak wing shock and deflecting it ltq the primary vortex. The
internal shock curves inwards because of the Influence of the wall as shown In Figs. 5
and 6. A shear layer resulting from the slip surface is seen lying between the
shock-shock interaction point and the reattachment point A, in Fig. 5. which divides the
flow processed by the cone shock from that by the wing shock.

With the flow field pictures in mind, the surface pressure distribution and the heat
transfer to the wall become understandable. Comparison with the data of Meyer and Vail's
surface pressure measurement Is made in Fig. 7. The pressure spike at A, predicted by the
numerical results aligns qualitatively with measurements at zero angle of attack as
reported in [3]. Unfortunately Meyer and Vail[l] failed to give data in this region due
to difficulties In measurement near the Junction. The peaks In heat transfer corresponds
to the reattachment points. A, A, and As while the valleys to the separation points, S.,
S'.

3.2. Angle of attack a - 5*

Figs. 2-14 Illustrate the results of the numerical simulation of the case at an angle
of attack of 5" using the same set of Illustrations as for the a - 0' case. At this small
angle of attack, a number of its features as described for zero angle of attack are seen,.
but the effects on the surface parameters on the wing are sore accentuated due to the
interaction being sore directed towards the wing. In the croesflow Mach contour. Fig. 11.
the "three-shock configuration" is well represented and Instead of a slip surface the
shear layer between the shock-shock Interaction point and the reattachment point A, Is
clearly seen. The shock resulting from the shock-shock interaction further interacts with
the wing boundary layer and another internal shock emerges close to the junction due to
Influence of the wall. This internal shock directs the strong crossflow to roll through
the junction into a strong primary vortex beneath the wing.

Significant is the appearance of a vortex rolling up from the cone surface, which is
not seen in the zero angle of attack case. This vortex is seen more prominently in the
a * 15 case to be described. It is seen from Fig. 13 that the predictions of the surfaceI
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pressure dtrlbution agree well with the measurements of Meyer and Vail[iI. In Fig. 14
the heat transfer distribution agrees qualitatively with the experimental results, which
was stated to be laminar, in identifying the peaks and the valleys but the level is
obviously lower than the experimental data on the cone surface. At this stage this
discrepancy is not understood.

3.4. Angle of attack a - 15"

Figs. 15-20 have an equivalent sequence as In the a 0 and 5" cases. Figs. 15-17
show crossflow features of the flowfleld. At this high incidence, the flow structure is
clearly different from those at zero and 5" angle of attack cases. From the crossflow
velocity vector plot (Figs. 15 and 16), there is observed a narrow separation region
beneath the wing and the high energy flow reattaches on the wing first instead of on the
cone as in the previous cases. The main stream of this flow passes through the corner
then reattaches on the cone surface. It meets the cone boundary layer and rolls up into a
vortex. When the high energy flow passes through the corner, a small part of It divides
and forms a small vortex near the Junction. A secondary separation on the cone surface
beneath the primary one can be identified in Figs. 16 and 20.

At this angle of attack, the wing shock wave becomes stronger and the difference In
strength and intersection angle between the two shock waves is reduced. The two shock
waves appear to merge into each other and the interaction only results in weak
compression waves and a shear layer. The compression waves Interact with the wing
boundary, while the shear layer joins into the process of rolling up of the primary
vortex.

The comparison of the wall pressure distribution Is given in Fig. 19. The two high
pressure peaks near the corner represents the two reattachment points of the high energy
4tr-m. Pedi., in heat transfer distribution, Fig. 20, exhibit all the four reattachment
points. A, At, A,. A-. on the wall, two on the wing and two on the cone surface, while
the valleys In heat transfer distribution are associated with the separation points. S,
S,. S,. S,. These peaks and valleys are clearly results of the flow structure shown in
Fig. 15-18. The decrepancy with experimental data appears larger in the level of heat
transfer distribution at this higher angle of attack.

3.4. Ruler solution

To Illustrate the importance of viscous effects it is usful to compare the
Navier-Stokea solution with the Ruler solution. Figs. 21-24 show solution of the conical
Ruler equations for the 5" angle of attack case. It is not surprising to find that no
vortex exists in the Inviscid solution. The delta wing shock layer is such thinner than
that in the viscous solution. The three shock configuration is clearly shown with a
resulting shock reflected on the wing surface. The totally different flow structures
produced by Navler-Stokes solutions and Ruler solutions indicate the strong viscous
effects in this problem.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow beneath a cone-delta-wing combination has
been generated by solving the compressible Navler-Stokes equations using "locally
conical" assumption. Illustrations derived from these solutions and comparisons with
surface measurements and conical Ruler soluLiones have resulted in the following
conclusions.

1) Numerical simulations can provide considerable detail within the flow field and help
understanding of the complex flow processes.

2) Various types of vortex flows resulting from the shock-shock and shock-boundary layer
interactions dominate the flow beneath the combination. The comparison of the results
with those from a conical Ruler analysis indicates further that the windward flow is
governed by viscous effects.

3) Surface pressure peaks near the junction are features at low angle of attack cases and
very high aerodynamic heating rates are observed In all cases around the strong vortex
reattachment points. The flow behaviour appears quite sensitive to the angle of attack.
showing large difference between results at 0 and 15" angles of attack.

4) Reasonable agreement with surface pressure measurements provides validity of the
locally conical assumption and the numerical method. while the decrepancy with the
measurement In the level of heat trasfer distribution, especially at high angle of
attack, needs to be studied further.

5) The results give important guidance to design of high speed vehicles of the complex
nature of aerodynamic loading and heating on surfaces.
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Summary

A technique has been developed for obtaining approximate solutions of the inviscid, hypersonic flow on a blunt body
with a spatial marching scheme. The scheme introduces the Vigneron pressure gradient approximation into the momentum
equation in the direction along the body surface. The resulting governing equations are hyperbolic. With a specified shock
wave these equations are solved at the stagnation streamline with an iteration procedure and are solved in the downstream
direction with a marching scheme. The complete Euler equations are solved with the numerical scheme when the flow
is supersonic. A global iteration procedure is required to obtain the shock wave location. The approximate results from
the spatial marching technique are compared with the complete solution of the Euler equations for flow over a sphere.
The two results are shown to be in approximate agreement and the spatial marching technique provides useful engineering
predictions while requiring considerable less computational time.

1 Introduction

In the nose region of a hypersonic reentry vehicle, the flow behind the shock wave is subsonic and the steady-state
Euler equations describing the inviscid flow are elliptic. To avoid solving a system of nonlinear elliptic partial differential
equations with a relaxation method, the standard solution method solves a finite-difference form of the time-dependent
Euler equations. This approach requires hundreds of time steps to obtain the steady-state solution for the inviscid case
but can require thousands of time steps when extended to viscous flows. A faster and more robust technique is needed for
engineering design codes, especially when real gas properties are included.

Another technique for solving the blunt body problem is the thin viscous shock layer approach of Davis[l] where the
normal momentum equation is simplified in order to allow a marching solution to be used. For an ogive in supersonic flow.
Blottner[2 has shown that the thin viscous shock layer approach is not as accurate as a parabolized method where, in the
tangential momentum equation, the pressure gradient is held constant across the shock layer and equal to the value at the
shock wave. The standard solution technique used downstream on reeentry vehicles where the flow is supersonic (except
in the boundary layer) has become the parabolized Navier-Stokes approach.

The purpose of this paper is to present a new approach for solving the subsonic nose region with a spatial marching
technique. With global iteration on the pressure field, the method can be modified to provide the complete solution of
the Euler equations. For supersonic flow regions, the solution is obtained with one spatial marching sweep. The present
work considers inviscid flow but the procedure can be extended to viscous flows. When the method is developed further,
one code should be able to solve the complete flow field on a hypersonic vehicle. The initial solutions obtained would be
approximate but with a reasonable number of global iterations the complete solution of the Navier-Stokes equations should
be obtainable.

2 Theoretical Development

2.1 General Solution Procedure

A spatial marching solution technique is obtained by introducing the Vigneron condition for the pressure gradient in the
momentum equation in the direction along the body surface. The Vigneron condition requires part of the pressure gradient
to be specified depending on the local Mach number. When the Mach number is zero, the complete pressure gradient is
specified while for supersonic flow the complete Euler equations are solved without any approximation for the pressure
gradient. The Euler equations then become hyperbolic in the subsonic as well as the supersonic flow regions. The elliptic
nature of the problen still remains in the boundary conditions at the shock wave and a marching technique requires that
a shock shape be specified initially where the flow is subsonic. After each marched solution along the body, an iteration

"Thi work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO4-76DP00789.
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on the ahok -.1 i tion is required until the assumed shock location is the same as the calculated location. Beyond
the sonic line where the flow is completely supersonic, the complete Euler equations are solved with a single downstream
march. The initial conditions for the marching solution are obtained from the solution of the governing equations along
the stagnation streamline where ordinary differential equations result. The elliptic properties of tbe problem also occur in
the solution of these equations as downstream information on the shock shape and pressure field i.,; needed.

The present solution procedure was introduced into a previously developed code for solving inviscid supersonic flow
for the case of axisymmetric flow of a perfect gas. Significant changes and improvements have been made in the original
code. A surface coordinate system was used in the previous work and is used in the present investigation. This coordinate
system is more appropriate when considering viscous flows where the boundary layer terms are more readily included and
higher-order terms can be neglected. In addition, with surface coordinates the Vigneron condition fur pressure gradient
is used only in the momentum equation along the body surface. There are several choices for the dependent variables
available. The ones used in this study are the velocity components along and normal to the body surface, the pressure
and the gas temperature. The governing partial differential equations are locally linearized and then are written in finite
difference form using a box scheme. The difference equations for the governing equations plus the boundary conditions
at the wall and shock wave give a system of equations that matches the number of unknown dependent variables. No
numerical boundary conditions are required. This system of equations is of block tridiagonal form except the shock layer
thickness appears as an additional unknown. This modified form of block tridiagonal equations is also readily solved. The
governing equations are reduced to ordinary differential equations at the stagnation streamline and an iteration procedure
is used to obtain the solution of the nonlinear governing equations. This solution is used to provide initial conditions for the
marching solution along the body. At each marching step along the body, the solution is also iterated until the nonlinear
difference equations are satisfied. The solution provides a new value of the shock layer thickness that must match the
assumed value for a converged solution.

As a test of the validity and accuracy of the spatial marching technique, the hypersonic inviscid flow over a sphere at
Mach number of 8.0 has been obtained. The spatial marching results are compared with the complete solution of the Euler
equations to evaluate the present approach.

2.2 Governing Conservation Equations

The inviscid flow equations are written in surface coordinates with s the distance along the surface from the stagnation
point and n the normal distance away from the surface. The velocity components are u and v and are in the a and n
coordinate directions, respectively. The Euler equations are written in the following form:
s-Momentum

(9u 9u
u +Hv + (lap)s 0 (2.1)

8s n a
n-Momentum

u9 + Hv 9 - icu2 + (HP) - 0 (2.2)

Continuity
____) 8 (rHpv)
9(rpu) + =0 (2.3)

88 8n
Energy

l + Hv- = 0 (2.4)

where the metric term H = 1 + Pin and the radial distance r = rb + n cos B6. The variable r is the surface curvature, rb
is the radial distance from the body axis to the surface of the body and Ob is the angle between the body surface and the
body axis. The total enthalpy Hr is written in terms of the pressure p, the density p, and the total energy e which gives
Hr = (e + p)/p = h + 1(u

2 + v 2
) and for a perfect gas the specific enthalpyh= ( i) p/p.

The variables are nondimensionalized with the freestream velocity V-, freestreamn density p_, and reference length L.
The pressure is made nondimensional with pV.. New coordinates are introduced

/ s/L and Y? = 
(n/L)IF (2.5)

where F = n.h/L is the nondimensional distance from the body to the shock along a surface normal. The nondimensional
transformed governing equations become

C-Momentum
F u F4p u -9 (UFI/a) +Fnw=OFu + +05,7 (oF ) =O -26

t -Momentum
Fu 49 V + (2 =0 (2.7)

Continuity
+ r = 0 (2.8)

Energy
8Hr 

8 1
fr

H(2.9)
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where = oH - uv7F, and the metric term H = 1 + acF. The foregoing governing equations can be used to solve
for four dependent variables and the ones used in this investigation are the u and v velocity components, the pressure
p, and the temperature T. The temperature is nondimensionalized with V1/c, and for a perfect gas is obtained from
T = a= (--) P/P Therefore, wherever the density p appears in the governing equations, it is determined from and
replaced with this relation.

The foregoing Euler equations are elliptic when the flow is subsonic and hyperbolic for supersonic flow. There are
several techniques to change the properties of these equations so that a marching solution technique can be used when the
flow is subsonic. The present approach is to modify the pressure gradient term (ap/BC) in the s-momentum equation with
the Vigneron condition which is expressed ao

cV
-=PC, = WP + 0i - WAp, (2.10)

The pressure gradient pO is assumed known while the other part of the pressure gradient PC is obtained as part of the
solution procedure. It has been shown by Vigneron ct a.[3 for the Cartesian form of these equations and by Prabhu and
Tannehill [41 for the equations in generalized coordinates that w can be chosen so that the eigenvalues are real and positive
as long as there is no reverse flow. For this situation the equations are hyperbolic and can be solved with a marching
teclnique. For the present set of equations with the Mach number M t a./a and speed of sound a' = I/'p, the Vigneron
randition becomes

.w = jM,/[1 + (-Y - I)M4 where 0 < M( < 1 (2.11)

When the Mach number MC is zero, the pressure gradient is completely specified by pC. When the Mach number MC ? 1,
then w = 1 and the pressure gradient is completely determined from the solution. In the present solutions the part of the
pressure gradient that is specified is evaluated at the shock wave since the pressure is known at this location. The specified
pressure gradient is assumed to remain constant across the shock layer at constant C values. With the Vigneron condition
employed, the resulting solution will be an approximate solution to the complete Euler equations. It appears feasible to use
a global iteration procedure to include the complete pressure field into the final results. This item has not been considered
in this paper. The present paper is concerned with an evaluation of the results obtained from the approximate form of the
Euler equations.

2.3 Boundary conditions

At the body surface the velocity normal to the surface, v, is zero. At the shock wave the steady Rankine-Hugoniot
relations provide equations to determine the dependent variables. These relations for the present coordinate system and
for a perfect gas have been developed in previous work (21 and are given below

umh = u- + (v.o - vh)a

V.A = [v. (Wl + I/p.) + u(l - l/p.h)f]/(I + a')

2 M[I2 I -1 1(
P~h = T -I --) M. 2-M ] (2.12)

i/. = I[+

= r+ 2 where = (y- )/(-I + l)
L ('Y - 1 I I

In the above relations, the freestreem velocity components are obtained from

u. Vrl - (G')
2 

=cos 0 and v. -G'= -sin 0b (2.12)

where the nondimensional body radius is G = rb/L and C' is the derivative of G with respect to . The velocity component
in the freestream that is normal to the shock is written as a normal Mach number and is obtained from the relation

M.. = M,(V_ -oi )/, + o2 (2.14)

where a = tan(Goh - 0b) = F/(1 + xF) and Oh is the shock angle relative to the body axis. If the flow properties -1 and
M. are specified, the body properties oc and 96 are given, and the shock shape (F and FC) is assumed; then the dependent
variables at the outer boundary can be determined from the foregoing shock relations.

An analytical approximation for the shock wave shape is presently being used and is written as

F = Fo + 2FC4t + j&F ' + jF 5f + (2.15)

In the solutions that will be presented, the coefficients have been adjusted until the assumed shock layer thickness F
obtained from this relation is approximately the same as that obtained from the solution of the governing equations. An
automated iteration procedure for the shock layer thickness is not considered in this paper.
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2.4 Body Geometry

The body geometrical relations are developed for an arbitrary case and are then specialized for a sphere. It is assumed
that the radius of the body r is specified as a function of body axial distance z. In the governing equations, G(C) = rs/L is
needed as a function of the surface distance C = a/L. The nondimensional radial distance becomes r = G + F, I -

The derivative of the body radius with respect to surface distance is

C=± - = sin$. where I1 dz (2.16)

The surface curvature is
ds r [+( dL ] (2.17)

For a Sphere with radius RN. the axial distance z is related to the distance along the surface by the relation z =
RN(1 - cos(C/Rv)] and the radial distance is r = G(I + qF/RIN). The body radius is

G = /R'N - (RN - z) = RN Sin(fIRN) = RN oe0& (2.18)

while the derivatives are dn=(R, - z)/G and e [ (dn']
dr& d

2
b + (Lr 2

an-zd'--2  [ -1+ u,-d ] / / (2.19)

In the foregoing relations the reference length is taken as the noe diameter which gives L = 2RN and RN = 1/2 for the
nondimensional equations. In addition, the curvature is r = 1/RN = 2.

2.5 Governing Equations at the Stagnation Point

Initial conditions along the stagnation streamline are required to start marching the solution away from the stagnation
point. The partial differential equations are reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations along the stagnation
streamline. Assumptions are required to obtain a closed set of equations due to the elliptic properties of this problem. The
nondimensional distance between the body and the shock wave and the geometrical relations near the stagnation point are
expanded as follows:

F =FO + jFg +-, z= -

G= +-.., and G = I -(C/RN)2+... (2.20)

where Ff = 0 and Ft( is the second derivative of F at the stagnation point. The dependent variables are expanded as
follows with 0 = C/RN where RN is the nondimensional nose radius:

U = u1()Sin#+U2(t+sin$9+ ... = i(/RN)+
v = Vl(v)eeO+v 2(17) o8Sin +.... n(l - l(CIRN)'] +

P = P(l1) cosO + P2(17) sin8 +... = pi[I-(,/RN)
2 j] + p(C/RN)' +

T = Ti()co_29+T2(1?)sin29+... T[1-(f/RN)2]+..

The first and second order terms are given in the the first form of the expansion. Several forms of the above expansions
have been used by various authors as follows:

1. Ho and Prostein[5]: Use the second form of the expansion in Equation (2.21) which is the last column and use the
first order terms except second-order pressure term is retained.

2. Kao[6: Uses cos 0 = I in the pressure and temperature expansions. Includes p term in first truncation solution.

3. Conti7T: Uses above expansions and neglects p2 in the first truncation.

The radial coordinate becomes r = CH +.,. and gives the relations r,/r = rF/H and Cr(/r = 1 +... which are needed.
Introduce the above expansions with ui = RNU( into the governing equations (2.6) to (2.9) to obtain the following governing
equations at the stagnation point where v, = v, p, = p and T = T:

Fuf + (Flp) \IO ++

v + (H/p) LP = 0 (2.23)

2Fpu ) + i-- + H(r,/r)p = 0 (2.24)

,aHr = 0 (2.25)
a1
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where 0 = vH. The dependent vaaii4 ., =0 at the stagnation point and is replaced with the velocity gradient u( as an
unknown. In the foregoing equations the elliptic charact-r of the equations and boundary conditions are displayed by the
terms

Ia = pt and F(/ = Ft (2.26)

in the f-momentum equation. These terms require information away from the stagnation point and across the shock layer
in order to be evaluated. The second derivative of pressure at f = 0 from the above expansion gives

pu = -2[p,(n) - pj(,i)j/RN (2.27)

With RN = 1/2, p2 = 0 and M_ = oo, the above equation becomes p( = -16/(-y + 1).
Pressure and velocity behind the shock wave are evaluated by expanding the variables near the stagnation point which

gives

u. C/RN+-'"

= 
2

Gi + (2.28)

M_ M 11-4(1 -,)2+)

where a = !FC/(I + xF). The first-order expansion coefficients in equations (2.21) for the region behind the shock wave
become the following from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations (2.12):

ul(l) = 2RNII-(1+V)il

VIMl = -[Q- l)M_,+ 2] /[(-y+ 1)M.']

p,(l) -- [2 M_- (-- 1)]/[_(-Y+ 1)M ] (2.29)
T,(l) =-[/(,- x)Plvl

At the stagnation point these relations determine the dependent variables behind the shock wave. Once a shock wave is
specified, FCC can be determined and al and uC can be determined behind the shock wave. The second derivative of the
pressure gradient behind the shock becomes (p ).h = -16(1 - al) 2/(-y + 1). The variation of ptt across the shock layer
can be determined by introducing an equation from the second truncation but this approach is not readily handled in the
solution procedure. Two procedures have been investigated to approximate pe as follows:

1. The second-order truncation term p2 is neglected and with Pi = p the value of pf is obtained from the expansion
expression (2.27).

2. The stagnation solution is obtained by assuming pu is the same for all v7 and equal to shock wave value. This
technique is consistent with Vignerod pressure gradient approximation and is the approach that is used.

The boundary conditions for the governing equations at the stagnation point are v = 0 at the body surface and the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (2.29) behind the shock wave. This gives five boundary conditions. Since the governing
equations are first-order, four boundary conditions are sufficient to solve this system of equations for the four dependent
variables u, v, p, and T across the shock layer. However, the shock layer thickness F appears in the governing equations
and is unknown. Therefore, the additional boundary condition gives the necessary relation which allows the value of F to
be determined.

3 Numerical Solution Procedure

3.1 Linearization of Steady Shock Wave Relations

Before the governing equations are considered, the shock wave equations (2.12) are linearized such that the unknown
variables appear linearly. The shock wave relations are of the form W = W(u-, _, y, M , , M,). The freestream
velocity components u. and v- are a function of G' = sin , and are known from the body geometry. The ratio of specific
heats -y and the freestream Mach number M_ are also known from the freestream flow conditions. The shock slope relative
to the body surface a is a function of the shock wave shape which is unknown and the surface curvature a which is known
from the body geometry. The shock shape must be determined as part of the solution. This dependence on unknowns is
expressed as a = o(F, FC). The normal Mach M is a function of M., u., v_, , and in terms of unknowns has the form
M._ = Mo(,). Therefore, the shock wave relations are of the form W = W(o,Me) = W(F,FC) and are linearized so
that the unknows F and FC appear linearly.

Rather than using the dependent variables in the solution procedure, the delta form of the dependent variables is used
and is expressed in vector notation as AW = IAu AV Ap A71T. The increment or delta form of a variable is defined as
follows: Au = u - 0 where u is the new value of the variable and f, is the initially assumed value of the variable or the value
of the variable from a previous iteration. In addition, the shock layer thickner, F and shock layer thickness derivative Ff
are written in delta form which gives AF = F - P and AF f = F - P.

As a first step in the linearization of the shock wave relations, consider the linearization of a and the normal Mach
number relation (2.14) which gives

Au=aAF- bAF where a=l/(1+ xP) and b- ra

U000
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AM,. = -#Aa where # = (DA4./1-+'* + M,,)/'-- (3.1)

The next step is linearization of the dependent variables which gives WA = W.h + Aau + BAM. where A = OW/a
and B = 8W/8M,. With givez values of the shock layer thickness P and shock wave slope p, along with specified flow
conditions and body geometry, the shock equations can be used to determine the flow variables behind the shock wave
and are denoted w ih, 8.%, p,, and t.h. The dependent variables behind the shock wave may initially have some other
values us, v., pg, and 7h. The new value of the variable can be expressed as Wh = W, + AW,, and the delta form
becomes AWA = AAa + BAM.o + (W - W*). The foregoing linearizations of o and M_ are used to obtain the linearized
Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations

AW. + dAF + eAFf = S (3.2)

where
[A d e [S1 ] j S[= .= 1

_w u-41 d= Id2 f])- $ .A
Ali.5  I h d 3 e3 S3 N,- -$2I vhI

LATA d4  e4 S4 [ , t._ T.,
For m ionic aflw behind the shock wave, the shock layer thickness derivative F( is held fixed and AF( =0. Therefore,

equation (3.2) is rewritten as
AWoh+DAF=S where D=d (33)

Although a new value of the shock layer thickness F is determined as the solution is marched along the body, the shock
layer thickness derivative F is held constant in the shock relations. After the complete solution is obtained in the subsonic
flow region, a new shock wave location is determined and the solution is marched again along the body. When the assumed
shock thickness F is the same as the calculated shock layer thickness, a solution has been obtained to the Euler equations
with the Vigneron pressure gradient approximation.

For supersonic flow behind the shock wave, the shock slope is calculated from

(F + F,_,) = (F - F,._)/Af and linearization gives AF = (2/A )AF (3.4)

The coefficient D in equation (3.3) becomes D = d + 2e/AC. In this case the shock wave location is determined as the
solution is marched along the body and no global iteration is required. If the subsonic solution does not have a completely
converged shock wave location, the supersonic solution will be influenced.

3.2 Difference Equations at Stagnation Point

The governing ordinary differential equations (2.22) to (2.25) are written in difference form with a mid-point scheme
which is consistent with the properties of a system of first-order equations. Since the governing equations are nonlinear,
the initial step is a local linearization of the equations so that the unknown dependent variables appear in linear form.
Rather than solving for the dependent variables, the delta form of the dependent variables AW is used. In addition, at
the stagnation point the shock standoff distance AF is unknown and must be included in the linearization process. The
shock wave slope AFC is zero and does not enter the problem at the stagnation point. The linearization of a typical term
is performed as follows:

ON=O,+fiOA +OAuN and AO=HAv+rvvAF (3.5)

The governing equations. are replaced with difference equations at the point j + 1/2 where A17, = ,/,+ - 17,. In the above
relation, nondifferentiated variables such as and A0 are evaluated with the averaging relation

u. +i/ 2 = (wj+i + w.)/2 (3.6)

while the derivatives N and Au use the mid-point difference relation

(Wq)j+1/2 = (W,+1 - W,)/Al 3  (3.7)

The four governing equations in difference form and using vector notation become

DjAW + OjAW+, + dAF = S, j = 1,2,.-., J - 1 (3.8)

where , and D, are 4 x 4 matrices and d. is a column matrix with 4 elements. The dependent variables Wj at the shock
wave are known from the shock conditions while at the body surface the velocity normal to the surface v,=l = 0.

The difference equations (3.8) for the governing equations and boundary conditions are rewritten in block tridiagonal
form which can be easily solved. In the system of equations below the last equation normally does not occur, but with a
slight modification of the usual tridiagonal solver the added equation is readily handled. The system of difference equations
requiring solution at the stagnation point are

BAW + CAW2 - D+AAF = St (3.9)
AAWi + BAW, + CAW,+, + DjAF = S, j=2,3-,J-l (3.10)

AWj+ DjAF = Sj (3.11)
fj-AWj- +.f AWj + DAF = S (3.12)

The four difference equations above each represent four equations as follows:
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1. The boundary approximations (3.9) consist of the following:

The boundary condition v = 0.

The s-momentum, n-momentum, and energy equations at j = 3/2.

2. The difference equations (3.10) consist of the following:

The s-momentum, n-momentum and energy equations at j + 1/2.

The continuity equation at j - 1/2

3. The boundary approximations (3.11) consist of the linearized Rankine-Hugoniot relations which are given in equation

(3.3).

4. The last difference equation is the continuity equation evaluated at J - 1/2. The continuity equation coefficients are
fj.l = third row of bi, fj = third row of Cj-1, D = third element of d j-i, and S =third element of Sj-.

If a shock wave shape (FCC) is assumed, then the above difference equations can be iterated to obtain the soiution of the
dependent flow variables ul, v, p, and T. The shock layer thickness F also appears in the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and
is treated as an unknown. In addition, as the solution is iterated the shock layer thickness F in the governing equations is
treated as an unknown and is obtained in the solution procedure.

3.3 Difference Formn of the Complete Equations

The governing equations (2.6) to (2.9) are replaced with a box difference scheme centered at the point (i + 1,j + 1) and
where Af = &,1 - & and AY = t12+1 - i/j. The dependent variables W and shock wave parameters F and F( are unknown
at i + 1 and known at % but the shock wave parameters are held fixed where the flow is subsonic. The ri-derivative terms
are handled in the same manner as previously described for the stagnation point case. The termns must he averaged and
this is illustrated as follows: 1

The first term in the bracket is linearized as done previously for the stagnation point problem while the second term is
evaluated directly and is known. The t-derivative terms are evaluated, for example as

I
Fuw = j [(Fuwt),+ + (FuwC)J,.q

The derivative terms are evaluated with mid-point reltions which gives

=Fw)j (F.+z 2+ F.) (%+2+ N4), (w,+,I- w,),

The unknowns in this expression are F,+,, u,+,, and w_+1 and these variables occur nonlinearly. The resulting linearized
relation in delta form is

I-
FuwC = (Ffi),++fib + jF,+ f@Au + (Ffi/AC)i+ Aw + jfi, jstAF (3.13)

The dependent variables that result from the differencing and linearization of the various terms in the governing equations
are the flow variables Au, Av, Ap, and AT at the grid points j + 1 and j and the shock shape parameters AF and AFt
and all quantities are at i + 1. After further differencing of all the terms in the governing equations and linearizing the
resulting difference relations, the difference equations for the governing equations become

B 3AW, + C0,AW, + dAF+eAFC = S j = 1,2,..-,J -- 1 (3.14)

This equation is the same form as that obtained at the stagnation point except AFE now appears as an additional unknown.
As discussed previously, AFt = 0 in the subsonic flow region and AF( = (2/A )AF in the supersonic flow region. With
these relations used in the above difference equations (3.14), the resulting equations are combined with the boundary
condition v = 0 and linearized shock relations to obtain the tridiagonal equations (3.9) to (3.12). At each marching
step along the body, the tridiagonal difference equations are iterated several times which reduces the unknown dependent
variables in delta form to very small values.

In the nose region where the flow is subsonic, the shock wave parameters F and F, are fixed in the shock relations as the
solution proceeds along the body. The shock wave is then moved and new v-lues of F and Ff are assumed. This iteration
is performed until the assumed shock parameters closely match the values calculated from the marching solution.

4 Numerical Results

The numerical procedure described above has been implemented into a computer code. Numerical predictions have
been obtained for hypersonic flow at M. = 8 over a sphere to illustrate the present solution technique and accuracy of
the appraidmate solutions to the Euler equations. Presently the shock wave shape is approximated with an even degree
polynomial as given by Equation (2.15) where three terms are used and the coefficients are adjusted to give close agreement
between the assumed and calculated shock wave location. The assumed and calculated shock layer thickness F as a function
of the nondimensional distance along the sphere surface, s/D = 4 and D = sphere diameter, is given in Figure 1. Although
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Figure 3: Comparison of the shock layer thickness F obtained from th- Z Lial marching code and from an unsteady Euler
code. Flow over a sphere with M_ = 8.

tho curve and symbol appear identical, there are slight differences when the shock slopes dF/dC are compared in Figure 2.
A converged solution for the approximate governing equations is obtained when the assumed and calculated shock slopes
dfI/dC are identical and the present result is close to a converged solution. For this case the coefficients in the shock wave
polynomial are FO = 0.074646, F~t = 0.300, F4 = 1.000, and F6 = 1.000. This solution was obtained with At = 0.1 and
A = 0.025. For this case the complete Euler equations are solved when _ 0.425 and all of the flow is supersonic.

The present spatial marching code results are compared with steady-state results from an inviscid time dependent
code[3 where the complete Euler equations are solved. The time dependent code solution is considered the exact solution
for this blunt body problem while the spatial marching code gives an approximate solution due to the Vigueron condition
for the pressure gradient. This comparison is made in Figures 3 to 5. As shown in Figure 3, the spatial marching code
predicts a slightly thicker shock layer near the stagnation point as a result of the Vigueron condition for the pressure
gradient. There is a 7.4 % difference in the two results at the stagnation point and the difference is less at other locations
along the body. The derivative of the shock layer thickness is nearly the same from the two solutions as shown in Figure
4. The flow properties near the shock wave for the two cases are also nearly the same since these properties are obtained
from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations which are mainly dependent on the value of dF/dC. The pressure ratio, pb/p.o, along
the sphere surface is given in Figure 5 with results from the two codes given.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The results of this investigation show:

1. A spatial marching technique has been developed to solve the inviscid blunt body problem to obtain approximate
solutions. When the complete solution procedure is developed for the Euler equations, it is anticipated that the
spatial marching code will be as much as an order of magnitude faster than a time dependent code.

2. The results obtained from the inviscid governing equations with the Vigneron pressure gradient approximation are in
reasonable agreement with the complete Euler equation results. This approach provides a good engineering prediction
procedure for the hypersonic blunt body problem.

3. Further work is required to improve the iteration procedure used to move the shock wave and to add a global iteration
procedure for the pressure so that, if desired, the complete Euler equations can be solved.
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SUMMARY

The development of reusable re-entry vehicles and hypersonic missiles require the control of aerothermal problems. To that end it is
necessary to develop new aerothermal prediction methods and to change and extend existing methods, which have been developed for sub-
and supersonic flow problems.

In this paper we discuss the integration of the three-dimensional unsteady and steady Euler equations in the regime of hypersonic
flow (4 S M.

<
- 30).

The formulation of the Euler equations in quasi-conservative form and the use of a third order upwind biased discretization formula
guarantees an accurate and robust algorithm with good shock capturing capabilities. It is found, that with a procedure, where the strong
bow shock is fitted and the imbedded shocks are captured. more accurate flow fields with less grid points can be achieved. Results are
shown for flow fields around blunted cones with half-angles between 6 = 0' and 20

° 
and angles of attack between . = 0' and 30' for

free stream Mach numbers up to M. = 30. Also shown are results for a numerically defined forebody at M. = 6 and a = 30'
.

At hypersonic Mach numbers real gas effects become important for M. a 4. We discuss the generalization of the basic equations and of
the upwind algorithm to deal with a general equation of state. For air the equilibrium equation of state can be calculated through existing
Mollier - fit routines. The results of ideal gas calculations with isentropic exponent y 1.4 xnd y 1.2 are compared with real gas calcu-
lations using the effective y approach and the full equations for a blunted cone at M. = 15.

1. INTRODUCION

The construction of reusable re-entry vehicles requires the simulation of hypersonic flow around complex geometries. In this flow
regime the numerical simulation is of particular importance since the flow conditions cannot be reproduced fully in existing experimental
facilities. The full simulation has to take into account the strong compression of air causing high temperature and real gas effects In air
different phenomena lead to departure from ideal gas behaviour in different temperature regimes [1, 2):

a) T< 500 C:
- for low enough pressure air is a calorically pertect gas (constant specific heats)
- at higher pressures van - der - Waals forces occur and a general equation of state has to be used. This regime is not of

particular importance for actual flight conditions.

b) 500 *C :s T : 2000 °C
The excitation of vibronic degrees of freedom causes the specific heats to become temperature dependent The thermal equation
of state is not changed (Z 1) (thermally ideal gas)

c) 2(W *C 5 T :5000 °C:
Dissociation of oxygen (2000 *C-5000 °Cl and nitrogen (5000 *C--8000 *C) occurs and a general equation of state has to be
used.

d) T > 8000 'C:
The different species begin to ionize and a plasma forms. In typical re-entry trajectories the temperature normally does not reach
8000 *C and therefore ionisation has not to be taken into account for these calculations.

The typical re-entry trajectory of the space shuttle touches the outer regions of the atmosphere at a height of 100 km 13/ reaching a
maximum Mach number of about M. = 30 (Fig. 1) 13, 21]. With increasing height the Reynolds member decreases, leading to laminar
flow above 60 km. In this region the bow shock is smeared out by viscous effects and the boundary layers are rather thick. At the body a
slip boundary condition must be imposed as the mean free path of the molecules becomes comparable to the dimensions of the vehicle.
The relaxation times for the rotational and translational degrees of freedom are so short that local equilibrium can be assumed for them.
The characteristic times for the relaxation of vibration and for chemical reactions are comparable to typical flight times over the shuttle at
a height H >. 50 kin. Nonequilibrium effects have to be taken into account in this region.

A complete numerical simulation of the flowfield in the upper atmosphere around a re-entry body requires the solution of the
3-D-Navier-Stokes equations including slip boundary conditions and chemical nonequlibrium effects. In spite of the rapid increase of com-
puter power and memory during the last decades su,., a simulation would require at least 1-3 orders of magnitude more in speed and

nemory than exists today [4), On the other hand, the solution of 3-D-Euler equations around complex geometries is well within reach of
today's supercomputer technology and the use of a general equation of state increases the CPU time per step by only 30 % compared to
ideal gas. Combination of a 3-0-Euler code with boundary layer codes with inclusion of real gas effects extends the region of applicability
up to M. = 15 (H = 60 km) without increasing the computer requirements beyond current limits.

The shuttle-like configurations, to which the code shall be applied, are rather blunt. For blunt bodies non-equilibrium effects are
less important than for sharp-nosed bodies [51. Therefore the range of applicability of the equilirium code is greater for shuttle-like than
for rocket-like configurations.

In this paper we describe a split-matrix finite difference algorithm to solve the 3-D instationary Euler equations in quasi-conservative
form. We discuss the thermodynamic equations necessary for the inclusion of real gas effects. We derive the generalization of the algo-
rithm to deal with a gas in equilibrium with a general equation of state. 2-D and 3-D calculation of hypersonic ideal gas flow around
simple blunt forebodies and around a sharp-nosed rocket are presented. We show a comparison of ideal gas flow around a blunted cone at
M. = 15, a = 0' with real gas calculations, where the real gas effects are approximated on different levels of accuracy (full equilibrium,
effective y. y - const. < 1.4).

• ,
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2. THERMODYNAMIC FORMULATION

The basic equations governing the inviscid flowfleld describe the conservation of mass. momentum and energy. If one chooses the
conservative variables

O
T 

= (p. QU, Qv. ., e)
T

,

these equation, can be written as /6):

a3Q + F 3G +aH

F 
= 

(gu, ou
2 

+ p, puv, puw, u(e + p))T

O 
= 

(u, pVU. pv
2 
+ p, Vw

, 
v(e + p))T ()

H = (ew, Qwu, Qwv, iw + p, w(e + p))
1

P: density
u, v. w: cartesian velocity components
e; total energy per unit of volume
p: pressure

This system of equations is closed by a relation between the pressure and the dependent variables Q, which has to be derived from
the thermodynamic equation of state. In thermodynamic equilibrium there are only two independent variables. Therefore there must be
two equations connecting the four variables p (pressure). ) (density). T (temperature) and e (thermodynamic energy per unit of mass).
These equations are the caloric and the thermal equations of state.

The thermal equation of state for real gas can be written as [6/.

p = 9RT Z(, T) (2)

Z: compressibility factor
R: gas constant at T - 0

For non-dissociating and nos-itoniing gases we have Z - i if the pressure is tow enough that von-der-Waals-effects are not impor-
tant. In this case the thermal equation of state for thermally ideal gas can be applied:

p = pRT (3)

The caloric equation of st .c connects the internal energy r to the density and temperature and can he written in general as

r = r (p. T) (4)

In a dilute non-dissociating and ',n-ionizing gas the energy does not depend on the density and we have

r = c(T)
151

c(T) = R J c,(T) dT

c,(T): specific heat at constant volume

Below 500 °C the specific heat in air is independent of temperature:

c 5/2
(6)

S=Rc, T

and air behaves as thermally and calorically ideal gas ("perfect gas"). Above 500 'C molecular vibration can be excited, leading to
a temperature dependence of c,.

The thermal and caloric equations of state can be combined to give the desired expression connecting the pressure with density and
energy:

p = 0 R T(,. r) Z (p. r) = p (p c) (7)

The internal energy t can be written in the flow variables through

e 0.5 (u2 + v + w
2 )  

(8)

For perfect gas eq. (3) and (6) can be c mbined with the result

or --- (e -1 1 Q(u + v' + w')) (9)

44 2
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If we use the perfec
t 

-is relations

cp = c. + 1 (10)

and

V = - (11i

y: isentropic exponent

we get the familiar result

p= (y - 1)(e - ( (u + v, + w2)) = l(y (12)

The velocity of sound fuc real gases in the variables p, L is given by [']

¢2P0) =( " (Pli/;Olp (13)

( e s Up( - (ah/op)

h = e + pie. specific enthalpy

If we define

y, = 13 (In p)/3 (In e)),
we have (14)

c& = ), p/v

For perfect gases y, and y = c/c, are identical, but this is not true for real gases. where y, is the more useful quantity. If we use
the variables r. p, the velocity of sound c becomes

c! ((, e) = - (ap/z),,, + (ap/ap), (15)

If the chemical composition of a mixture of diatomic and monatomic gases is frozen, y, (and y) can have values between 9/7 c y _
3/2 depending on the ratio of diatomic and monatomic species and on the degree of excitation of molecular vibration.

The implementation of equilibrium gas equation of state in a Euler flow code requires the knowledge of p(q. c), and also of (3p/
Sp), and (apl3e), if the velocity of sound is needed by the ilgorithm. For air the pressure p(p. e) can be extracted from tables 18-101 or
from (Mollier-)fit routines [11-131. The d.erivatives can then be calculated numerically. For application of the code to nozzle flow one can
use a program like that in [14] to generate a table of pressures. Chemically frozen flow can be treated as ideal gas if one uses the
appropriate value of p and subtracts out the frozen amat ,f internal energy c, from E.

The implementation of the full equilibrium thermodynamics should be preferable to the use of an effective y [13] since in the latter
case the derivatives of y are not treated physically correct. The use of a constant effective y < 14 may be sometimes justified especially if
one is interested in pressure only [15, 16/ and if execution time is critical. In practice the full equilibrium Eojler code with a sophisticated
fit routine 113) needs approximately 30 % more execution time than the corresponding ideal gas code.

The real gas effects in hypersonic flow change the pressure only by a small amount. For M. - i the shock front and the streamli-
nes behind the shock are nearly parallel to the body. In this limit the momentum of the gas nort! to the body surface is zero behind
the shock and the pressure is given by Ncwtonian impact theory 1171. Since the argument leading to Newtonian theory does not depend
on the equation of state used, it should hold for ideal as well as foe reAl gases. The main effect of the real gas effects is the -swallowing"
of compression energy by internal degrees of freedom (vibration, dissociation). This leads to a decrease of the temperature and to an
increase of density behind the bow shock in comparison to the ideal gas case.

3. ALGORITHM FOR SOLL'TION OF THE 3-D INSTATIONARY FLULER EQUATIONS

The basic equations governing the inviscid flow. eq. (1), have to 'e rewritten in generalized coordinates to be applicable to complex
configurations. We introduce the coordinates

4 = (x. y. z. t0

I= I (x. y. z)
(16)

c r (X Y, Z)

If shock fitting is applied, the 4 coordinate is time - dependent and (4 = 0, 4 = I) corresponds to the body and the shock
surfaces, respect rely. In a typical grid the coordinate Ij is roughly along the body axis and € represents a polar angle. The dependent
variables are not transformed into the new coordinate system. i.e. cartesian velocity components (u, v, w) = (vs. v, v ,) are used Eq. (1)
can then be written in the generalized coordinates:

Q, + AQ, 4 BQ, + CQ. = 0 (17)
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with

K =a k. + bky + ck, + k,
(18)

K = (A, B, C) fur k = (i. ,.

and

A quasilinear form (eq. 17) of the Euler equations can be derived for any set of dependent variables Q (e.g. the primitive variables
., u, v, w. p). If one uses the conservative variables 0 = (p, qu. pv. pw. e) the formulation of the equations is called quasiconservative.

In this case shock waves can be captured with the correct gain in entropy and with the correct jumps in pressure and density, as is shown
later,

The matrices K in eq. (17) for ideal gas can be found in [6/ for time independent metrics. If one uses a time dependent grid
necessary for shock fitting, the term k, I (I = identity matrix) has to be added to K from [6]. The eigenvalues of the matrices are given
by

LM = U k

A, = U. + c V7k (20)

A, = U, - c ?h7k

where

U, k ku + k,v + krw + k,

I 7k I = (k, + k,' + k,)
1 2  

(21)

k = ((., ;)

and

c (1P (idew gas)

(Note the term k, in U, for time-dependent grid)

We can diagonalize the matrices K:

K = TitT,' (22)

with

0 A, (23)

Tk are the righthand eigenvectors and Tk_ are the lefthand eigenvectors of K. Since K has three identical eigenvalues A = A: = .,
the eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are not unique. They can, however, be chosen so that they are linearly independent
and one explicit form of the eigenvector matrices T, and Tk

-
' can again be found in [61. The eigenvector matrices are identical for time-

dependent and time-independent grids.

The scheme used for the integration of the Euler equations, is based on the split matrix algorithm 1181 The diagonal matnx is split

according to the sign of the eigenvalues

(24)

At, = min (A,, 0)

and the corresponding matrices Kt are formed

K' T, A,' T,
(25)

K = K + K-

We then write eq. (17) as

Q, +- A*Q, + A O,- + B'Q0, + B-O, + CQ7
* 

+ C-U": = 0 (26)

Stability of the algorithm (without the addition of damping terms) is achieved if the derivatives QO and O; are discretized such,
that the major portion of the stencil is on the upwind side. The disc-etizatiom we use is an upwind-biased formula 1221

U' - + ( - 60., 30 + 20.,,) (27)

II-ir U -
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which is third order acsrate. The formula is unconditionally stable as long as no shocks are present in the flowfield. To avoid oscillations
at shocks a non-linear artificial diffusion term d of the MacComack type 1191 is applied

d =d + d + d, (3.18) (28)

d = a,4k'(I U, I + c4 [ -- p - 3- (akzl )

ak = 0.5

This term is small in regions of smooth flow and becomes large near discontinuities. An explicit first order algorithm with local
timesteps (except at a fitted shock) is used for the time integration to the steady shock.

At subsonic inflow or outflow boundaries one-dimensional characteristic boundary conditions with the primitive variables are used
[6. At impermeable wall k-boundaries the boundary condition is

U, = 0

and the corresponding flux matrix becomes singular. That may cause problems in some cases and therefore the discretization for the flux
matrix sphtting is done halfway between the boundary point and the first meshpoint above it [21J.

Since we want to use this scheme with a general equation of state to include equilibrium real gas effects, we have to rederive the
flux matrices K together with their igenvalues A and left and right hand eigenvectors T5, T

-
'. To this end we assume that we have the

pressure p as a function of density and internal energy E as it can be calculated for equilibrium air e.g. from Mollier-type fits [11. To
derive the generalized matrices we start from the fluxes eq. (1), which are valid in the real gas case and use the general relation (6) which
connects the internal energy f to the total energy e.

The calculation of the matrices K with their eigenvectors and eigenvalues is straightforward, but very tedious when carried out by
hand. The derivation was very much facilitated through the use of the REDUCE package (201, which is able to manipulate analytical
expressions.

The generalization of the flax matrices K is

0 k, k, k,

k ,ci - u k ku(l-p,) + 8k k,u - k.pv k,u - kp,w k, p ,

k = k,g5  - vOk k,v - kp,su k,v(I-p,) + 0, kv - k p,w k, p, k, I

k, - wO, kw - k, ,u k~w - kp.. kw (-p,) + ci k, P,

(
0
. t~O k.( ) S. - p eci k( , k,( -) - p,Wok +~) 1 ) Ic -

with

os = p, (2 +- + 41)

0, = ku + k,v , k,w.

Its eigenvalues are as in the ideal gas case. but with the real gas speed of sound ca inserted instead of the ideal gas one.

A = U%

A4 = Uk + cn IVkI (31)

A5 = UJ - c. I'j

In the ideal gas limit we get

c .P. (32)

-R. 
(
Y- l) (u2 + V, + w2)

The notation has been chosen to orrespond as closely as possible to the one in ref. :61. Note. however, that the expressions 0 and
y in 16] cannot be simply replaced by Ox and (p, + 1).
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Thve elgenvectorn; of K arm again degenerate because of three identical eigenvalues. A form of the T,, Ti-', whbich as as dose as
possible to these us [61 is

AL k, - eh., Ak. + eh, (a+Cak,) (u-c.k.)

T, A. + Ak vi, A.i - A&(~s,) (-a,

.kt, - 04 w, + ei, wk. fw+'Ai) (W-oCA)

iE + (vi - wk,) kE + (wi, - uk,) kE+ L(uk, - vQ ,) &~+c '.k) c~

I k, +.spI
+ (uk,-wk. up + --- rP

Car-C C e -car C7

Ifl _k -P It u, p I ip

P(O.nCAs) 0l(4.k - up,) mcak, - Ap) j~citk' - p) ,

LAaI-cs~s) - #ACak. + p.) - Pcek, + C-p,) - fl(citk, + wp, Op,

(35)

1/l2c,'

This completes the formulation necessary for calculation of supersonic flow with shock-capturing.

In the hypersonic flow regime the anticipated strength of the bow shock is such, that even in fully conservative schemes errors may
occur in the flosw variables behind the shock, especially if the shock contour is not alined with a coordinate tine. Therefore and since the
anticipated shape of reentry bodies is sufficiently simple, a shock fitting procedure should be applied. Imbedded shocks, which are usually
much weaker, can be captured without problems. With shock fitting (where applicable) usually a much smaller number of mesh points is
needed to achieve the same level of accurncy, which is very important in 3-D calculations because of the limitation of computer resources.

The Rankine-Hugoniot equations of the shock moving with velocity D are

p (ut. - D) = P. Iun- - D)

9(u, - D) a,= e. (u-, - D) 
(36)

p + e(u, - D)-' = p. + L9. (su- -D)

+ }(u,-D= E. + - + u )

D: velocity of shock

u,: flow velocity normal to shock

u;, flow velocity tangential to shock

In addition to these 5 equations we need one equation describing the influence from the flowfield behind the shock. This equation
depends on the timestepping scheme one uses. To derive this equation one multiplies the discretized eq. (26) hy the left rigenvectors Tj
picks out the equation corresponding to cigenvalue A,. andI collects all terms belonging to the new time level. We arrive at an equation of
the form

R contains all terms coming from previous time levels and derivatives other than ~.The components of the flow normal and
tangential to the shock surface are

a, W.ut + v4+ w 4j/V 1
(38)

a= 1U-
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The 6 equation can be solved so that only one equation containing the function p(e, c) remains to be solved numerically. These
equations are

J- Ou.- D)

q. - (C f, + C. 4, + 1-i. .)/ 1 V4l

R. - R(O - Q.)

A -
1 (9. - R.) + OD - p.

B - tI (R - 0(6) - OD + p. + W19o.

C - .
(39)

0( 1-. -
1

-(- BB7 -4A3

S - + (R - Rt. -1 (- q)

(E)- -ee + (2tl, fv

The equation which has to be solved for D numerically, is

p ( r(D ), e(D )) - p . - -- e1 " - -) =D) (40 )
Q-_ p(D)

The sq;,n of the square root expression of e/0. has to be chosen such that e/Q. > I is satisfied. A Newton algorithm is used to
solve ,q. (40) very efficiently.

In the implementation )f the equilibrium real gas effects a modified version of the subroutine TGAS [11 is used. which calculates
p(g, e) and also cj and p,. The flow variablcs ,re normalized such that p. = I. p. = I and for the gas in front of the shock ideal gas
with y = 1.4 is assumed for simplicity.

For comparison the real gas program can be run in an "effective y" mode, where the W = E from TGAS corresponding to the
local density and internal energy is calculated, but ideal gas relations are applied to calculate p. 4 and p,.

In contrast to ideal gas calculations, with real gas the flowfield depends on the (dimensional values of @1, pt. Vot flow around a
reentry vehicle, the fligh pah with the corresponding velocities can be used to find o. p* and M. at height H. In this way a one
parameter set of flowfields can be calculated along a specified trajectory.

4. RESULTS

The split matrix algorithm with ideal and real gas with the provision of shock fitting and shock capturing has been incorporated in
the code EULSPLIT The 3-D code has also been vectorized on a Fujitsu VP200 resulting in a acceleration factor around 15.

The shock capturing capabilities of the quasiconservative algorithm is demonstrated in fig 2. Shown are isobars of flow about a
sphere at M. = 4.0 calculated on an uncustered (32 x 33) grid. A comparison of the pressure on the surface with the 'alues from
Lyubimov and Rusanow [26) is displayed in fig. 2b.

In supersonic flow about rocket-like and shuttle-like bodies at moderate angles of attack a large part of the fiowtield is purely
supersonic in the direction of the body axis. In these Parts of the flowfield we use a space-marching code with shock-fitting (23, 24/. This
code applies the progonka process to the quasiconservative formulation of the Euler equations and can capture imbedded shocks correctly
[26j. For a sharp-nosed body the space-marching code can be used to generate also a conical solution at the nose. Tyipical results are
shown in Fig. 3.

Displayed are 3-D views of the body and shock contours of flow at M. = 4.5. a = 6 about a rocket-like configuration. Stream-
lines on the body and isobars on the body and tn the planes of symmetry are also included. In this case inclusion of real gas effects does
not change these results appreciably due to the weakness of the conical shock.

The combination of the (idealgas) EULSPLIT code with the space marching procedure has been applied to a simplified shuttle-like
geometry similar to that used in [27. 281 at freestream conditions M. = 8.0, a = 30* (Fig. 4a). The instationary code was applied up to
ZIL - 0.14 on a (17 x 5t, x 19) grid. Figs. 4b, c display isolines of pressure and mach number on the surface and in the symmetry planes.
The contours reveal clearly the influence of the changes in the curvature of the body geometry and the strong expansion in crossflow
direction at 91 - 130* in the front part of the nose. The mach number contours revea, the formation of the entropy layer on the luv side.
The subsonic bubble extends to about Z/L - 0.07. Also shown are the streamlines on the nose calculated from the flowfield [27. The
flowfield around the afterbody 0.14 < Z/L < 0.5 has been calculated with the space marching code. Figs. 4c .f shows the body and shock
contours and pressure isolines on the body. A (17 x 73) grid was used in the marching planes. The crossflow expansion at q, - 130' can
be resolved much better with this finer grid.

Fig. 5 contains a 3-D view of the mach number isolines of flow about a blunted cone (6 = I0) at M. = 15, a = l0
° , 

In the luv
symmetry plane and in the outflow plane the layer with high mach number gradients is seen to be forming. Its origin are the regions,
were the blunt-body dominated part of the shock merges with the conical-type part.
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Fig. 6 dRays pressure and mach number isolines of ideal gas flow about a blunted coae (6 - 20*) at M. 30 and a - 30
°
. In

this case the flow stays subsonic on the whole luv side symmetry line of the body.

With this analytialfy defined body geometry the kinks in the isolines at points, where the body curvature is discontinuous, is nicely
seen. Note also the strong entropy layer visible on the iv side in the mach number contours. Also shown is the pressure distribution on
the body in the symmetry planes. There is a small undershoot on the luv side, whereas on the lee side the pressure monotonously
approaches its asymptotic value.

The equilibrium real gas algorithm has been tested with the blunted cone (6 = 15") at M. - 15. a = 0* corresponding to a height
of about 60 ki on the reentry trajectory. The flowfield has been calculated with ideal gas assumption with y = 1.4 and with y - 1.2,
which is chosen to be consistent with flow about a pointed cone with 6 = 15* [15, 16). The real gas calculations were done with the full
cquilriu.n coa And ',ihe cffcste , sumption 1'13], where the drerity _nd energy dependent ,, = I + p/fwel fti-n tW rutine TGAS
was used and p, j, and 4 have been calculated using ideal gas relations. Fig. 7a shows a comparison of the static pressure on the body in
the stagnation point region and in the expansion region for all four models. Around the stagnation point the pressure is virtually
unchanged by real gas effects as has been expected since newtonian theory should he applicable. In the aft region of flow again the
pressure is similar for the ideal gas (y = 1.4 and y = 1.2) and the equilibrium calculations. In this region, however, the pressure calculated
with the effective y model, is only - 50% of the correct equilibrium value. Therefore the effective y approach should not be used, since it
leads to physical inconsistencies in regions of flow with strong gradents. Fig. 7b, c show a comparison of isolines of static temperature of
ideal gas flow and equilibrium air. From these pictures we can also see, that the shock contour moves towards the body if real g" effects
are included Fig. 7d displays the distribution of static temperature along the body contour. The stagnation temperature is overestimated by
130 % using ideal gas assumption in this case.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the thermodynamic equations needed for the simulation of inviscid equilibrium flow with a general
equation of state. A quasiconservative split-matrix algorithm capable of capturing shocks correctly has been generalized to include equilib-
rium real gas consistently. The real gas generalizations of the flux matrices with their eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been derived. The
results shown are flowfields about sharp nosed and blunted bodies at freestream mach numbers ranging from M. = 4.0 up to M. = 30
with ideal gas and equilibrium air assumptions.
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Fig. 1: Re-entry trajectories

Fig. 2: Sphere -flow with captured bow shock at M. = 4.0

SPHIERE FLOW ~-j swccen

Fig. 2a: Pressure isolinesMewt

Fig. 2b: Pressure ott surface (o)
compared to Rusanow (-[2(4

Fig. 3: Flow about a rocket at M. 4.5. oa 6o calculated with space marching technique

Fig. 3a. 3-D view of body and shock contour

Fig. 3b: Streamlines on body Fig. 3c: hsolines of prensure
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Fig. 4: Flow about a simplified shuttle geometry at M. = 8. a =30*

Fig, 4a: Body geomietry

Fig. 4b: Pressure isolates on nose Fig. 4c: Mach number isolates on nosw

Fig, 4d: Streamlines in nose region Fig. 4e: Body and shock contour of aft body
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Fig. 5: Mach number nsolines of flow about a blunted c-one

Fig. 4f: Pressure isolines on body (6 = 10') at M. = 15. a 1 0'

Fig. 6: Flow about a blunted cone (6 =2(Y) at M. 30. a = 30*

Fig. 6a: Pressure isolines Fig. 6b: Mach number isolines

40t 0

Fig. 6c: Pressure distribution on surface in
symmetry planes
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Fig-1 7 Comparison of perfect gaand equilibriumnreal gas flow about abluntedecone (6 1 5*)at M. 15 Ia 0'

Fig. 7a: Coumparisoni of pressure on surface
+: ideal gas, y- 1.4
*:equilibrium real gas

x: ideal gas, y= 12
o: effective y

Fig. 7b: Temperature isolines in flosslield Fig. 7c: Temperature isolines in floufield (real gas)
(ideal gas. y =1.4)

333 -- --------------- ----

0000 ---.-

Fig. 7d: Comparison of static temperature on body
'ideal gas, Y= 1.4

+: equilibrium real gas
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COMPUTATION OF FLOW PAST CONICAL HYPERSONIC WINGS
USING A SECOND ORDER GODUNOV METHOD

by
R. Hillier
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England

SUMMARY

This paper presents computations of inviscid hypersonic flow past flat plate
delta wings using a second order Oodunov-type scheme. The governing equations are
written in an unsteady conical form and then time-marched to a final conical steady
state. The core of the calculation is a generalised Riemann problem which is used
to determine the flux transfers at the interfaces between computational cells.
Results are presented for wings with shock waves both attached at and detached from
the leading edges. The leeward surface flows support embedded shock waves and
separated vortex flows and the likely influence of real viscous effects on these is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is now considerable interest in modelling the flow field past hypersonic
wings, operating over a wide range of incidence, sweep and Mach number. Despite
advances in prediction methods, the simple delta wing still remains a very
challenging problem and is therefore chosen as the subject of study here. For
sufficiently low sweep or angle of incidence or high enough Mach number, the shock
wave will attach at a sharp leading edge so that the leeward and windward surfaces
become independent of each other. When the shock wave detaches from the leading
edges the leeward surface flow in particular becomes more complicated. There is then
a strong acceleration around the edge, usually from conicall, subsonic to supersonic
so that the compression surface remains independent of th leeward surface flow.
The conically supersonic inflow on the leeward surface must eventually turn parallel
to the wing axis of symmetry, and the resulting compression generally coalesces to
form an embedded shock wave. Stanbrook and Squire (1964) presented a correlation
for thin wings, in terms of the Mach number and flow deflection relative to the
wing leading edge, to distinguish between those leeward surface flows which
teparated at the leading edge and those where there was a fully attached supersonic
inflow at the leading edge, with vortex separation further inboard and, usually, an
associated embedded shock. Numerical prediction of these vortex separations is
difficult. Squire (1985) and Newsome (1986), amongst others, have shown that
although Euler codes may predict leeside separations and vortex flows, the
calculated location of separation may not be very reliable. In turn Navier-Stokes
codes clearly are dependent upon transition and turbulent models which, at best, are
not properly understood for three-dimensional hypersonic flows.

There is a need therefore for further study by both Euler and Navier-Stokes
methods together with a careful parallel programme of experimental work. The paper
presented here provides inviscid calculations by a Godunov type Euler scheme.
Godunov schemes have been used extensively for a wide variety of problems in
unsteady gas dynamics, and have produced impressive results for multiple shock
flows, shock-vortex-sheet interactions etc. (e.g. Glowacki, Kuhl, Glaz and Ferguson,
1985; Colella and Woodward, 1984). They have been used less extensively in purely
aeronautical applications, although results have been presented for blunt bodies
(Colella and Woodward, 1984), cascade aerodynamics (Eidelman, Colella and Shreeve,
1984) and slender supersonic missiles using a space-marching variant of the method
(Wardlaw and Davis, 1986).

This paper uses a method which is based essentially upon the second-order
algorithm developed by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitr (1983, 1984). The purpose is to show
how the algorithm is simply extended to deal with conical flow fields, and to
present initial results for flat delta wings. Future work is planned both to
introduce a general mesh routine, in order to handle non-simple section shapes, and
also to introduce a Navier-Stokes (initially laminar) option to the code.

2. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The basic approach, which follows that of Newsome (1986) and Bluford (1979), is
to write the equations in an unsteady conical form, which is then time-marched from
an impulsive start to a final steady state. The intermediate time-dependent conical
flow is not required generally and indeed it has no actual physical counterpart. In
the present formulation, the flat delta wing lies in the x-z plane and moves at
constant velocity Ucosa in the direction of negative- as shown in figure ]a. At
time - 0 the wing apex lies at the origin of coordinates 1 - y - 2- 0. An initial
fluid velocity Usina is applied in the y-direcrion throughout the flow field which
simulates an overall incidence of a therefore. The time-dependent Euler equations
are then transformed by setting

. n5.-qanm m m m ms ~ ~ ulsm wlns ln
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Q(,y,Z,t) *Q7ft

where z - ?I(x + t.t.coso
y ? /CI + t.U.cos a 1

and then evaluating them in the reference conical cross plane x - 0.

The two-dimensional solution procedure followed here !s an "operator-oplitting"
technique, which employs a sequence of one-dimensional sweeps in the 7 and 1
directions respectively. A single time step At is advanced In two-dimensions by the
sequence

where [ * say, represents an advance of the Y-sweep by . 2St

The resulting Y-split equations are then written in conservation form as

U. Cs at) . E .S-0(2)

where Q - f 1E t F Ydv-VU..U cosa))

uu J uv - {Cp~ou 2
)*o u.U CO S 0'wv p~v-fpuv.p. Uosl

Le Lv
9
(p)Ru.Ow ~.Uon}coscza

and e *?-i 3 + p1~,u
2
+v

2
+w

2
)

with a corresponding set for the F-sweep.

For convenience during the computations ti,e term U~cosa was ,sually set to unity,
the Mach number being specifiedi by apropriately setting the ambient speed of sound.
It s hould also be noted that the velocity components u and v in the flux term of
equation (2) can be replaced by

V
5  

- (v - 7 u)/(l +4.2

-v cise - u sine,

and U. C u + v/* ~ F)

- u COsO + v sine C(3)

where e is the angle between the surface 7-constant and the plane of the wing.
V
5
. is then the velocity normal to the surface 9- constant and ti* is the component

of velocity, in this surface, which is also parallel to the symmetry plane of the
flowfield (see Figure 1b).

The flux vector E can therefore he re-written as

E - !Py 
5 -sinO)/cosO

PCU*-VtanO)(V*-sinO) - pY

1 p+PCU
5 
tan.V 5) CV*-sinO)

L V-snw(V
5 -sinO)/cosO

W hich wasa the form used, since for an unsteady conical flow it is most appropriate
to0 co nsi der fl ux velocities resolved normal to, and in the plane of, the surface

7-con sta nt.

Referring to figure 2, the update of equation (2) from tn to tn+
1 

for cell j is
manipulated to give
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U co.s.Q
n l  

cosa.Qn -n+ E At/tn(n--j+1 - _ s d / n  Sn+i t
®~c sa Q (--4)

(I -At/ ta) (yJ+i - yj-i) (,+,,t/tn) (+At/tn)

where At is the time step, n + I indicates that a quantity is evaluated at
mid-time-step and j and j ± I respectively represent quantities calculated as cell
averages and cell interface values.

The special feature of the Godunov scheme is the use of a Riemann pr-blem

to calculate the flux E n+. Here the method of Ben-Artzi and alcovitz (1983,

1984) is followed. At the commencement of a time step it is assumed that cell
average values are known and also that spatial gradients have been specified: At a
cell interface, therefore, there are generally discontinuities in the variables and
their space derivatives as shown in figure 3a for density (say). Over the subsequent
time step the resulting wave field generates both "left" and "right" facing waves,
either of which may be a shock wave or a rarefartion wave, and a contact surface
which denotes the trajectory of the fluid particle initially at the interface
(figure 3b). The waves may take any position relative to the int rface, depending
upon whether the general motion is to the left or right and whether it is subsonic
or supersonic. At the interface the flow properties change with time (figure 3c).
We therefore calculate the Eulerian time derivative at each interface at the
commencement of the Riemann

problem, denoted by say, so that

The term Pn (say) is the value at the cell interface immediately after the
wa z interariu, commences, and depends only upon the initial values of the
variabi either sin, of the interface and not en their spatial gradients.
Furthermore since the onical model obviously treats the surface Y - constant as the
initial surface of disco ,,'nu!Ly, this first order Riemann problem must be solved
for specified jump conditions In p,p and V*, the velocity normal to the
discontinuity. An iterative technique (Chorin, 1976) wa used for this, starting with
a guess based upon an acoustic solution. Oenerally this provided convergence after
only one iteration, since the specification of initial linear distributions across
cells ensures that discontinuities in variables at the interface are usually small.
Once this solution has been completed, the interface values of U* and w are
easily determined, since they are advected as passive scalars; that is their
required values are simply the initial values from either left or right of the
interface, depending upon whether the contact surface moves to the right or left
respectively.

The second order procedure follows closely that of Ben Artzi and Falcovitz
(1984, 1985), in this paper we make O(At) estimates of time derivatives, comprising
their so-called El scheme. In common with the first order solution, the essential
feature of the analysis is the matching of pressure, and normal velocity V* at the
contact surface for both the left and right hand flows, whilst permitting
discontinuities across it in w, U* and p. The characteristics from the y-spllt
Euler equations (eqns 2) give

di* A V*
dt X (ly 2)

along dt = (6)d t X

and dp +oadV*+ aU + dt

along t a + (i+ ) a 7dt X

where X - tUicos

and A = v-9(u+UcosA)
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These characteristic equations are theu us.i to determine the time derivatives
at the contact surface, giving

a I[o + b, (d-j = ci (8a

a da + b, [dYVi = c, (Sb)

X (l+y 2
)

and

(dW.) 0 (8d)

where V* is the appropriate normal velocity for the contact surface value deduced
from the first order Riemann problem and the coefficients a, b, c, a , b, c
are given in Appendix I. Finally the Eulerian time derivatives at the inteiface are
then obtained from the Lagrangian derivatives of equations 8, again outlined in
Appendix 1. Thes, time derivatives depend upon the initial spatial gradients within
the computational cell, which itself is deduced here from a simple formulation.
First a central difference estimate is made for the gradient. If this results in a
cell interface value which Is extremum compared with the neiibourine cell average
values, the absolute gradient is then reduced until the extremum is just removed.
This was sufficient to produce stable solutions for most cases although slight
oscillations were noted inboard -f the leading edge for the attached shock case so
that a further small reduction in gradient in regions of strong compression was then
introduced. The gradients for the velocity components were determined by applying
the routine above to the Cartesian components u, v and w, which were then
appropriately resolved to give the gradients, at cell interfaces, of V* and U

If both left and right waves of the Riemann problem lie on the same side of the
interface (see Figure 3b) we do not need to follow toe above procedure. Instead the
interface variables and gradients are taken for the upwind side of the interface and
simply substituted into the Euler equations to give the interface time derivatives.
The source term of equation 4 was evaluated in a like manner, using the cell
gradients and cell average values to estimate the values for the half time step.

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONICAL FLOWS

Gounov-type schemes show their best discontinuity resolution when waves are
stationary relative to the mesh, which is the case with all the problems studied
here, and also when they are aligned with the coordinatr surfaces. This is
illustrated nere by the two-dimensional problem of a flat plate aerofoil shown in
Figure 4 for M. - 4.0 and a - 15

°
. This shows excellent agreement with exact

results, even for a fairly coarse mesh representation, for both the compression
surface and expansion surface flows.

4. FLAT PLATE DELTA WING - ATTACHED SHOCK WAVE

For attached shock flows the basic case chosen was a 50o sweep wing with
M_ = 4.0, a - 15o since this has been used as a test case for a variety of
numerical schemes. It was computed using a rectangular mesh with 40 cells to the
3emi-span, and since the windward and leeward surfaces are aerodynamically
independent of each other the data were obtained in two separate runs. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) show cross-plane isobar distributions for the two surfaces respectively;
the mesh size is also illustrated on the Figures.

Figures 6 and 7 present the corresr)rding spanwise pressure distributions.
Considering the compression surface first, the constant pressure outer region agrees
very closely with the exact cblique shock value shown. There is a slight pressure
overshoot (1%) immeliately inboard of the leading edge which indicates that the
gradient reductions applied to the second order scheme are not quite sufficient. It
is easy to modify these further because the reductions were fairly small, but it has
to be a matter of numerical experiment to determine the most appropriate
formulation. It should be noted that one cause of such overshoots is the
operator-split approach to the handling of oblique shock waves, and it may be
possible to devise a more refined approach along the lines (say) of Davis (1984).
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Further inboard the constant pressure, conically supersonic inflow changes to a
non-uniform conically subsonic region at 56.5% span according to exact inviscid
theory, which is resolved well by the computations. The pressure distribution in the
central, non-uniform region agrees very closely with inviscid computations of South
and Klunker (1969) and Voskresenkil (1965). Roe (1972) has produced a theoretical
result for the spanwise pressure gradient at the outer limit of the non-uniform zone
and this is also included on the Figiure. The present computations appear to
underestimate this gradient somewhat, as did also the results of South and
Voskresenkii. The mismatch doubtless arises because of a combination of numerical
smearing in the code (although Figure 4 shows how well gradient discontinuities can
be captured) and the local nature of Roe's result. It is intended to explore this
point by refined mesh computations.

On the leeward surface Figures 5 and 7 show that the Prandtl-Meyer expansion at
the leading edge is smeared over several cells. This mainly arises because the mesh
ratio dr/dr of 0.25 means that the expansion fan does not clear the surface row of
cells until the third cell inboard from the leading edge is reached. The asymptotic
pressure value then agrees very closely with the exact result of pIC, - 0.146.
Based upon the flow conditisns behind the leading edge the Mach cone from the wing
apex makes an angle of 4.37 (i.e. !/%ci ec 0.091) to the centreline. The
computations show, however, that this Mach cone does not terminate the uniform
pressure region ; rather an e Mbedded shock wave forms at Z/le"0.16, which
abruptly turns the flow parallel to the asis.

5. FLAT PLATE DELTA WING - DETACHED SHOCK WAVE

The case considered here has a 74.60 sweep, operating at M. - 3.51, a 
-  

14.70,
and has been computed for several mesh densities. Cross plane isobars are shown in
Figures 8(a) and (b) for meshes of square cells with 20 and 30 cells (meshes A and B
respectively) to the semi-span. In Figure 8(c) mesh C has 40 rectangular cells to
the semi-span, hut stretched to concentrate them near the surface and close to the
leading edge as shown in part by the velocity vector plot of Figure 9. The
predicted pressure distributions for the compression surface are shown in Figure 10
and these are compared with experimental data (Hillier, 1973) for a flat compression
surface wing with sharp leading edges. Results from all mesh densities agree
closely with the experimental data. Meshes A and B show slight oscillation near the
leading edge which probably arises because of the close proximity of the shock wave
to the edge. This oscillation disappears for the finest mesh C.

Prediction of leeward surface flows is much more difficult because of the wide
range of flow regimes which may be encountered. The particular wing incidence,
sweep and Mach number chosen here were selected to provide a case where leading edge
separation is expected (Squire, 1985; Szodruch, 1978), although no experimental data
are available fir this case. It is generally recognized that Euler codes can
predict separation at sharp edges (see, for example, Rizzi and Eriksson, 1983)
although the precise controlling mechanism is unclear. The more difficult case
would be when the flow remains attached at the leading edge, conically supersonic,
and undergoes an embedded shock-induced separation further inboard. This will
always depend upon the leeward surface boundary layer, viscous or numerical, and
also on the vorticity convected around the leading edge from the curved shock wave
on the compression side.

Figure 9 shows the conical velocity vector plot for mesh C (noting that the
vector length is not directly proportional to the velocity magnitude). This shows
that a separation commences just inboard of the leading edge at about 91% semi-span.
Similar vector plots for meshes A and B gave separation positions at about 80% and

85% semi-span respectively. Thus mesh refinement tends to a leading edge
separation, which is indeed Lhe expected result for this case. The flow also
remains separated up to the centreline, for all mesh densities, which is consistent
with the general data of Szodruch (1978).

Figure 1i shows the corresponding spanwise surface pressure distributions for
the three meshes, illustrating the point above that mesh independence has not been
achieved near the leading edge. The other, main, prominent feature of the lee
surface flow, seen best by the isobar plots of Figure 8, is the cross-flow shock
wave located at about 30% semi-span. This extends into the upper region of the
separation zone but clearly cannot penetrate down to the surface because of the
reversal in cross flow direction. Figure II, for mesh C say, shows the diffused
pressure rise at the surface associated with the shock wave, but now of course it
forms the favourable pressure gradient driving the reversed flow near the surface.
This figure also shows a relatively large pressure increase just inboard of the
leading edge, at about 95% semi-span. This opposes the conical inflow and clearly
is associated with the Inviscid separation of the flow.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The generallsed Riemann problem, as developed initially by Ben-Artzi and
Falcovitz, has been extended to conical flows. Computations for both detached and
attached shock waves show sharp and stable capture of the main bow shock wave
together with leeward surface embedded shocks. The detached shock case predicts
separation close to the leading edge. This is consistent with other experimental
observations and is unlikely to be affected significantly by real viscous effects.
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APPENDIX I

The time derivatives of pressure pc and normal velocity V along the trajectory
of the contact surface are given by

al (Al)

4et /t
and a., 14.&' + 6 ,(.Vc* - (A2)

where a, - -I,

where X - t .,cos o and i /

0r A - sin. Uacoso(.

The above coefficients are all evaluated using the initial data at the interface
immediately before the wave interaction commences. Thus/0.1L (say) are the initial
density and speed of sound on the left of the interface. ( is the initialsi : orte iterfce,04 i ispressure

gradient on the left etc. 9 and y (where tanO - y) are evaluated at the interface
position.

The time derivatives of density at the contact surface is given by

= at
kct IL 4/ t (A3)

where a is the speed of sound at the contact :jzface evaluated from the first order
Riemann problem. Note that the density and speed of sound are discontinuous across
the contact surface so that equation A3 must be evaluated on the correct side, that is
the left side for a right-moving contact surface and vice versa.

The time derivatives of U and at the contact surface result from equations 8c
and 8d. that is

d =(Ad)

and -1 (t *o v _

t X (AS)

where V is the normal velocity of the contact surface.
c

If we consider here a right moving contact surface, the required time derivatives
(Eulerian) at the interface are related to the time derivatives along the contact

surface by

T a x (A6)

where Q - (pp. V u, ).

The Eulerian space and time derivatives of p and V are also related by the Euler
equations which g4ves

T = 1 V. +- AA 4 (Aot

t ~a t Y

i-i
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To evaluate time derivativesro!f, U* and w at the interface, again for a eight-moving
contact surfae weus the requirement z:t,:derivatives in the direction of the Le6t-6acing
(acousatic ) wave are cont inuous aitis crossed that is

Q~ t.{ AL (t -Q J)".' (, Q) (. Q) 4  f A, ~ ) L/~c (A9)

Combined with equation A6 this gives for the required time derivative

- - (I~~-

LQ A, (+ V'- X d~c (AlO)

The time derivative( ) can be expressed in terms of the initial gradients

from the Euler euations, to give the finai explicit eviostion of (oQ\ Equations for
a _ it-mo.cn 0 cotact surface follow identically. ?o/

This snaiysis has been presented brief ly ofnecessity, endafinal results can be written
in a farycmatfrm. -A acre detailed vrsion othe deiaini en rpred by
the author asoan Imperial Colleg Aer. Det. epot and wil betavailable shortly.
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Figure 3. Details of the generalised Riemann problem
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Figure S. Cross plane Isobars for flat delta with attached shock wave.
% 4.0, a - 150. sweep - 500 (a) leeward surface,
(b) compression surface.
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Figure 6. Flat delta with attached shock wave, a 150 M. *N- 4.0,
500 sweep. Compression surface
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Figure 7. Configuration of Figures 5 and 6. Expansion surface.
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Figure 8. Cross plane isobars for flat delta with detached shock wave.
MI - 3.51, a 1 4.70, sweep 74.60. Stretched rectangularmesh used. Meshes (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 9. Cross plane 'conical velocity' vector plot, from the configuration
of Figure 8, mesh C.
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Figure 10. Configuration of Figure 8. Spanwise oressure distribution on
compression surface. All meshes. Experimental data
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leeward surface. All meshes.
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AEROTHERMODYNAMICS RESEARCH AT NASA AMES

by
George S. Deiwert

Chief, Aerothermodynamics Branch
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035

SUMMARY

Research activity in the aerothermodynamics branch at the NASA Ames Research Center is reviewed. Advanced
concepts and mission studies relating to the next generation aerospace transportation systems are summari ed and directions
for continued research identified. Theoretical and computational studies directed at determining flowfields and radiative and
convective heating loads in real gases are described. Included are Navier-Stokes codes for equilibrium and thermo-chemical
nonequilibrium air. Experimental studies in the 3.5 foot hypersonic wind tunnel, the ballistic ranges and the electric
arc driven shock tube are described. 'rested configurations include generic hypersonic aerospace plane configurations,
aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicle shapes and Galileo probe models.

INTRODUCTION

Current research activity in the Aerothermodynamics Branch at the NASA Ames ilesearch Center is outlined and
described. Focused activity is directed toward orbiting high altitude, high drag aerobraking vehicle configurations such as

aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicles (AOTVs), and toward high lift trans-atmospheric vehicles (TAVs), for the purpose of
maturing the enabling technology necessary for the design of such vehicles. Research efforts are divided into four distinct
areas: I) advanced mission and concept studies, 2) computational aerothermodynamic flowfield code development, 3)
thermo-chemical non-equilibiium reacting gas models and 4) code validation experiments. These four research areas are
considered synergistically to extend the state-of-the-art in aerothermodynamic technology.

Advanced mission and concept studies identify the thermal-control requirements for design optimized aeromaneuvering
performance for space-based applications and low-Earth orbit sorties involving large multiple plane inclination changes.
Heating analyses for hypersonic low density viscous flows including real gas chemistry and surface catalysis are considered.
The predicted aerothermodynamic heating characteristics are correlated with thermal-control and flight performance ca-
pabilities. Mission payload capability for delivery, retrieval and combined operations is determined for round trip sorties
extending to polar orbits. The results help to identify technology issues required to develop prototype operational systems
and provide guidance and direction for development of computational aerothermodynamic flow codes.

The design of the next generation aerospace transportation systems will be driven by considerations such as fully
reusable systems, maximum payload-to-total-weight ratios and high altitude aeromaneuverability to achieve orbital plane
change and cross range capability. These considerations, and others, will be finely tuned to effect designs for economically
viable vehicles such as rapid response transatmospheric vehicles (TAVs) and space freighter concepts like the aeroassisted
orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV).

In the past heavy reliance was made using ground based test facilities such as shock tubes, arc jets and ballistic ranges,
in conjunction with engineering design and analysis codes, to achieve closure on designs of such vehicles as the Apollo,
the Space Shuttle, and the Galileo probe. Many of these vehicles were expendable, "one-shot", vehicles that use ablative
heat shield materials. The space shuttle, a reusable non-aeromaneuvering vehicle, employs reusable tiles but must undergo
considerable refurbishment between missions. To design fully reusable aeromaneuvering vehicles will require design tools
significantly improved over those used in the past, and design tolerances will need to be much tighter to avoid unnecessary
weight penalties that can drive the cost beyond economic viability.

Ground based test facilities can provide valuable insight for the design and understanding of aerospace vehicles. Such
facilities, however, cannot simulate all of the conditions that will be encountered in planned missions of the future. Shown
in Fig. I is the flight domain for a variety of aerospace vehicles for typical missions in terms of flight Reynolds number
and flight Mach number. Superposed are regimes which can be simulated by typical ground based test facilities. The high
altitude, high speed regime is the most difficult to simulate, yet it is this regime that will be encountered by vehicles of
the future. Flight tests can, and are being planned, such as the aeroassist flight experiment (AFE), to provide data in this
regime. But these tests are expensive and can provide only a limitcd amount of data. To augment this data and to optimize
cost effective designs, reliance must be made on advanced computational techniques. Both ground based and flight tests
can provide valuable data to validate these computational methods. The computational methods can then, in turn, be used
to extrapolate our understanding and analysis in to regimes not covered by existing facilities.

Over the past decade and a half, during the hiatus in hypersonic research, we have seen great advances in three key
areas that are now being synthesized to develop advanced computational techniques to a mature technology to enable the
design of the next generation aerospace transportation systems. The first of these is the development of inexpensive raw
computing power. In the early '

7
0s scientific computers were of the IBM 360 and CDC 6600 class. The IBM 370 series

and CDC 7600 machines were just becoming available. Since that time we have seen the Cray I and Cray 2 computers,
the CDC Cyber 205 and the Fujitsu VP200 and VP400 and Hitachi S 810. Coming along are the ETA 10 and the Cray
3 supercomputers. These computers are faster in terms of computing speed and larger in terms of high speed memory by
orders of magnitude and, at the same time, cost orders of magnitude less per unit of computing power than a computer of
a decade and a half ago.

During the same period a new and powerful tool in aerodynamics was developed; computational fluid dynamics
(CFD). Numerical algorithms have been refined to efficiently solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for three-
dimensional steady and unsteady compressible flows at transonic and supersonic speeds in an ideal gas. Associated with
this are sophisticated discretization schemes to describe complex geometries and flowfields. To extend the CFD capability
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to the hypersonic flight regime experienced by aerospace vehicles it is necessary to include 'real gas" effects. Typically this
involves the description of chemical reactions, thermo-chemical nonequilibrium and radiative transport phenomena.

At the very high temperatures associated with high altitude hypervetocity flight there is a paucity of experimental
data defining collision cross-sections and transition probabilities necessary to accurately describe the chemical exchange
processes involved. To this end recent advances in computational chemistry can be used to fill this critical gap. A recent
survey describing the capability of computational chemistry and the impact on the analysis of orbital transfer vehicles is
given by Cooper et al'. The combination of CFD and real gas chemistry, along with oa.dern high-speed computers form
the synergistic basis of computational aerothermodynamics (CAT). Three excellent recent review articles on computational
aerothermodynamics are given by Anderson

2
, Graves and Hunt' and Lewis

4
.

The particular phenomena addressed by computational aerothermodynamics is the prediction of aerothermal loads.
These include effects such ss aerodynamic forces, convective and radiative heating rates, gas/surface interactions and surface
catalytic effects, thermal protection systems with active cooling and plasma layers and their effect on communications and
power supply. These phenomena are critical to designing vehicles that are to be adequately protected from the very
high thermal loads that will be encountered during hypervelocity flight and that are to be aerodynamically stable and
maneuverable. Existing ground based test facilities will be used to perform critical experiments designed to provide data
for real gas computer code validation.

ADVANCED MISSION AND CONCEPT STUDIES

In conceptual studies extending over the past two decades 
-

7 the potential of aeroassisted technology for enhancing
orbital operations and planetary missions has been widely recognized. This technique calls for using the aerodynamic
forces produced by grazing passes through the upper atmosphere to achieve the transition to local orbit by deceleration or
directional change; earlier methods relied exclusively on propulsion power. The propellant saveo by eliminating the costly
propulsive maneuvers not only makes possible missions that are otherwise impractical but also substantially increases
payload capability. Exploratory studies' have indicated that two classes of aeroassisted orbital-transfer vehicles (AOTVs)
can satisfy a broad range of Earth-centered space transport missions.

Aerobraking AOTVs

One design is useful primarily as a space freighter for transporting large payloads when time is not a constraint in
the mission requirements. This "aerobraking" vehicle performs its orbit-change maneuvers by aerodynamic drag in the
far-outer extent of the atmosphere to alleviate surface heat fluxes and pressure forces, which minimizes the weight penalties
for the aeroassist apparatus. Extensive design and mission-performance analyses for operations encompassing cislunar space
have been given by Menees et als,

9 
and Davies and Park' for an AOTV design in this category. A typical near-Earth

orbital transfer mission would be between a geosynchronous and an equatorial low earth orbit. The location of a space
station at geosynchronous orbit (CEO, 35,841 km altitude) is a future certainty because of its many scientific, commercial,
and strategic applications. Consequently, low-cost orbital-change maneuvers between CEO and low Earth or Space Shuttle
orbits (LEO, 400 km altitude) for personnel and material transport will be a future requirement of high frequency. The
advant Lges of aerobraking provide substantial savings in propulsion fuel mass for this mission. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 by
the schematic of a typical mission profile for a single-pass, aerobraked orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV) maneuvering between
GEO and equatorial LEO. Multiple passes are possible and appropriate for unmanned missions for which turnaround time
is unimportant, but a single pass in appropriate for manned missions. The constraints on the mission are a re-entry mass
of 12 tons (to conform with other studies) and the use of a liquid rocket engine with a specific impulse of 420 s to make
the AOTV reusable and refuelable. The mission scenario is as follows: 1) the AOTV with initial mass of 30 tons (the
approximate capacity of Space Shuttle cargo bay) is inserted into equatorial LEO; 2) a propulsive thrust of 2395 m/s is
required to transfer from the circular LEO to an elliptical orbit with apogee at CEO and perigee at LEO; 3) this consumes
a propulsion fuel mass of about 45% of the initial AOTV mass; 4) a propulsive thrust of 1456 m/s is required to achieve
the circular GEO from the elliptical transfer orbit; 5) this maneuver consumes an additional 30% of the AOTV mass; 6)
a payload of 5.5 tons is picked up for transfer to LEO so that a re-entry mass of 12 tons will be obtained subsequently;
7) a retropropulsive thrust of 1490 m/s is required for transfer to an elliptical orbit with perigee in Earth's atmosphere to
take advantage of aerodynamic braking; 8) this maneuver expends 30% of the remaining AOTV mass in fuel and provides
the desired re-entry mass of 12 tons; 9) aerodynamic braking occurs with the AOTV, achieving a new elliptical orbit with
apogee at LEO; and 10) a final small propulsive thrust of 90 m/s is required for insertion into LEO, which burns a fuel
mass of only 2.5%. Thus, aerobraking conserves essentially all of the fuel mass that would be required for return to LEO
using all-propulsive maneuvers, which is about 45% of the AOTV mass (the difference between propulsive thrust for steps
2 and 10).

Several design concepts have been considered for orbital transfer vehicles including a conical lifting-brake
s ,

", a raked
elliptic-cone

12 , 3
, a raked sphere-cone

4
, a lifting body'", and a ballute. These five concepts have recently been reviewed

and critiqued by Park'". Historical backgrounds, and the geometrical, aerothermal and operational features of the de-
signs are considered as are the technological requirements for the vehicle (namely, navigation, aerodynamic stability and
contiol, afterbody flow impingement, nonequilibrium radiation, convective heat-transfer rates, mission abort and multiple
atmospheric passes, transportation and construction, and the payload-to-vehicle weight requirements). These issues are
delineated and recent advances that have been made in them are summarized. Each of the five design concepts are critiqued
and in Table I are rated on these issues. The highest and the lowest ratings are given to the raked sphere-cone and ballute
designs, respectively. A fairly in-depth aeroelastic analysis of the bottom rated ballute concept is given by Park" which
identifies critical concerns with aerodynamic stability.

The highest rated sphere-cone concept is described in detail by Davies and Park'" and is illustrated in Fig. 3. To
position the thrust line correctly, the two rocket engines must exhaust forward through an opening in the aerobrake as seen
in Fig. 3a. The thrust line in each of the two engines passes through the approximate center of gravity (c.g.) at take-off
(see Fig. 3c) so that, in case one engine fails, there would be no unduly large yawing moment. The engines have telescopic
extensions that serve two purposes: preventing spilling of rocket exhaust gas behind the aerobrake, and increasing nozzle
area ratio and thereby thrust. Two hinged hatches must be provided on the aerobrake for the telescopic engines and these

(. . _ _ - ., ,. - . lmnnn n m,.ml mau iu l I .,,a a am o
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are indicatcd in Fig. 3c. Similar hatches are already incorporated into the Space Shuttle for its landing gear. Two sets
of fuel tanks exist in this design: the main tanks within the heavily armor-protected command/tontrol module, and the
auxiliary tanks dispersed behind the aerobrake as seen in Fig. 3b. The fuel in the auxiliary tanks will be used first; the
fuel in the main tanks (comprising 5-10% of the total fuel capacity) will be kept as a reserve. The heavy oxygen tanks are
located on the central yaw plane to minimize their effect on the trim angle. The tanks for the much lighter liquid hydrogen
are located symmetrically on the central pitch plane so that possible imbalance in the amounts of hydrogen in the two tanks
would not greatly affect the trim angle of attack. In case one engine fails, oxygen can be shifted from one auxiliary fuel
tank to the other to realign (in tie yaw plane) the c.g. with the thrust line of the functioning engine. The toroidal-shaped
main oxygen tank inside thc command/control module has four compartments. Large adjustments in the .g., if needed
during operation of the rocket engines or during atmospheric flight, can be made by shifting liquid oxygen among these four
compartments. Fine adjustments in the c.g. during the atmospheric flight can be performed by gimballing the engines.

On the base side of the aerobrake, the command/control module and the auxiliary fuel tanks are covered by a shroud
(see Fig. 3a) made of lightweight heat shield material. The shroud serves three purposes: first, it thermally protects
the auxiliary fuel taulis aad the command/control module from the bot recirculating flow in the base region; secondly, it
protects the tanks from possible meteoroid bombardment; and thirdly, it is used as a radiating surface for the thermal
control of the components it encloses. The cargo bay has a two-part shield (seen open in Fig. 3c) which also serves three
purposes. First it thermally protects the payload; secondly, it protects the cargo from meteoroid bombardment; and thirdly,
in case of failure of one engine, it can serve as a ballast (that is, by opening one shield, the c.g. shifts in the yaw plane
which brings the c.g. closer to the thrust line of the functioning engine).

igh.Lift AOTVs

The other generic AOTV design is a very high-lift 
"
aeromaneuvering" vehicle. This is an essential oporat nal re-

quirement if time-constrained. aeroassisted maneuvers are to be accomplished between low-Earth orbits (LEOs) involving
large, multiple plane-inclination changes. Such high-lift vehicles serve as space taxis. They achieve rapid response from
one orbital plane to another but have the inherent liability of small payload fraction because of Iw volumetric efficiency.

Results were given by Menees
' 9

, Davies and Park",'" and Brown"
s 

of detailed system design studies for configurations
in the high-lift AOTV category. These were the first studies to address the problem of rarefied-hypersonic flow over a
lifting surface at incidence with the inclusion of appropriate viscous/inviscid interaction phenomena. A subsequent work by
Menees'" brings together the diverse ,tctails of the research activities at NASA Ames Research Center for high-lift AOTVs
and is an adjunct to this paper. Special emphasis is given to the problems of hypervelocity, low-density, viscous effects on
flow-field dynamics and thermochemical relaxation effects.

The use of high-lift vehicles when returning from low-Earth orbit has many advantages. A primary benefit of lift
is the ability to achieve large longitudinal range. Lift also provides the capability to maneuver within the atmosphere.
Maneuver ability enhances mission flexibility and increases the choice of landing sites. Lift can also be used to alleviate
the deceleration loads and aerodynomic heating accompanying atmospheric entries. The resultant moderation of the entry

environment benefits the vehicle's occupants and permib. lower structural and thermal protection weights. Skipping flight
paths can be used to maximize both longitudinal and cross ranges

2
" but have associated with them adverse deceleration,

structural load factors and aerodv-namic heating factors when compared with gliding flight paths
2 

Even for entry angles
of less than 10', the deceleration loads can be an order of magnitude higher for skip flight paths; therefore, the crew of a
skipping vehicle experiences severe physiological stress. To withstand the increased structural loads, such major components
as the fuselage and wings must be two to three times heavier. Heating rates are 4 to 5 times higher and require heavier
thermal protection systems.

Airbreathing TAVs

The developing need for more economical access to space has spurred renewed interest in transatmospheric vehicles
(TAV) in both the United States and Europe. Such a transatmospheric vehicle would have responsive, flexible operational
characteristics approaching those of aircraft and might eventually replace the Shuttle by providing short launch notice and
turnaround times. The TAV would be able to take off and land from ordinary runways and operate in low-Earth orbits.
A lower-speed variant of such a vehicle may be used to transport passengers or high-value cargos to any location on the
Earth in a small fraction of the flight time of current jet airliners.

The configurations proposed for transatmospheric vehicles would use primarily air-breathing propulsion systems
(scramjets) for extended period- of hypervelocity flight to orbital speed. The hypervelocity flight within the atmosphere
subjects the vehicle to severe aerodynamic heat fluxes and total heat loads. Therefore, the thermal protection of such
vehicles will be major design considerations. A TAV using air breathing propulsion must fly in the denser part of the at-
mosphere to achieve adequate acceleration to reach orbital speed. The elements of severe aerothermodynamic environment
are, therefore, coupled with the requirement of low aerodynamic drag. To achieve low drag, the vehicle must be slender and
must have a relatively sharp nose and wing leading edges. Propulsion and aerodynamic performance of typical TAVs were
approximated and trajectory and angle of attack histories were derived which allow meaningful computation of the surface
heating rates and heat loads

2 2 s23
. Heating rates, equilibrium wall temperatures and total h, loads at the stagnation

point, along a postulated wing leading edge, and on the windward surface centerline of the vehicle are presented.

The combination of high heating rates experienced by surfaces with small curvatures and the long ascent times results
in large total heat loads. Therefore, the most severe heating occurs during ascent at the stagnation point and wing leading
edges. In contrast, atmospheric entry occurs at large angles of attack, since high drag is desirable to reduce the length
of the heating pulse. A comparison of total windward centerline heating loads for typical ascent and entry trajectories

2 s

are shown in Fig. 4. Temperatures peak around 13000 K during both ascent and entry and radiative cooling should be
effective over large areas of the vehicle. Ascent peak stagnation point and wing leading edge wall tmperatures are about
350

° 
K and 25000 K, respectively. Therefore, some form of active cooling may be required for these regions of the vehicle.

The corresponding temperatures during entry are 10000 K lower.
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COMPUTATION AL AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Computational fluid dynamics involves the numerical simulation of the equations of motion for an ideal gas; these
equations are the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. In their moat general form these equations are the
compressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. For turbulent flows the range of length scales is too great to feasibly be
resolved numerically, and so these equations are time averaged over a scale small with respect to the mean motion time
scale yet large with respect to the fine scale turbulent structure. These small scale turbulent transport procewes are
modelled using eddy v'scoity and eddy conductivity concepts. Many flowfields have been well simulated for a variety of
shapes and flow conditions where strong viscous/inviscid interactions and/or flow separation are important by solving these
equations in a time-like manner until a steady state is asymptotically achieved. When there is no flow reversal and the
flow in the streamwise direction is supersonic these equations can be simplified by neglecting the streamwise viscous terms.
The solution to these simplified equations, referred to as the paraboized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations, can be found
by efficient streamwise marching techniques. Further simplification can be achieved when viscous/inviscid interactions are
weak by decoupling the viscous and inviscid dominated regions from one another and simulating the regions separately
in an iterative manner. Here the inviscid Navier-Stokes equations, termed the Euler (E) equations, and are solved in the
inviscid region away from body surfaces. Near the body surface the viscous dominated boundary layer (BL) equations are
solved. A fourth simplification which can be used for strong viscous/inviscid interactions is the viscous shock layer (VSL)
approximation. The VSL equations are obtained from the steady-state NS equations by retaining terms up to second
order in the inverse square root of the Reynolds number. In addition, approximations are invoked for the normal pressure
gradient and the bow shock location.

These four equation sets, Reynolds averaged NS, PNS, E plus BL, and VSL, are used in computational aerothermo-
dynamics to simulate aerothermo loads for a variety of vehicles and flight conditions. Examples of each will be described
later along with the influence of real gas effects.

Real gas effects include thermo-chemical nonequilibrium, where finite rate processes for chemical and energy exchange
phenomena occur, and radiative transport. To account for chemical reactions conservation equations for each chemical
species must be added to the flow field equation set. There are 5 flow field equations; one continuity, three momentum and
one energy equation. For dissociating and ionizing air there are typically 9 species (N 2 , O2 , N, 0, NO, O, N

+ , 
NO

+ ,

e-). The inclusion of conservation equations for each of these species nearly triples the number of equations to be solved.
When there are combustion processes or gas/surface interactions or ablation products, the number of species increases
dramatically. To account for thermal nonequilibrium and radiative transport there are additional energy equations to
describe the energy exchange between the various energy modes (translational, rotational, vibrational, electronic, etc.) To
further complicate the analysis the range of time scales involved in thermo-chemical processes is many orders of magnitude
wider than the mean flow time scale. This is the single most complicating factor in computational aerothermodynamics. A
wide variety of simplifications are used to alleviate problems associated with widely disparate time scales and are discussed
briefly next.

Many flows can be adequately approximated by assuming an equilibrium real gas. Here the reaction rates are assumed
to all be fast enough that the gas is everywhere in local equilibrium and the thermo-chemical state of the gas can be
defined solely by the local temperature and pressure. Reactions are allowed to occur but are completely uncoupled from
the flowfield equations. This is a good approximation for lower altitudes and can be used for a major portion of the analysis
of such vehicles as transatmospheric vehicles. In the other extreme reactions are sometimes so slow that the gas can be
considered frozen in a particular chemical state. This phenomenon typically occurs in regions of rapid expansion such as
in jets or base regions of body shapes, but can sometime be used behind compressive shocks as well.

When finite rate chemical reactions are important they can often be considered to be in thermal equilibrium. That
is, that the energy modes of the species equilibrate very rapidly compared to the chemical rate processes. Even with this
simplification the time scales vary over an extremely wide range, resulting in a "stiff" behavior of the complete equation
set and adding to the difficulty in solving the flowfleld and species equations in a fully coupled manner. In these cases the
species equations are often effectively uncoupled from the flowfield equations and solved separately in a "loosely" coupled

manner, often by a different (typically implicit) numerical technique.

VSL Methods

Recent applications using VSL techniques are describe in Refs. 18 and 24 - 27. Green et al
2

'
2
" obtained VSL solutions

for the forebody of the Titan atmosphere entry probe which is planned to make scientific measurements in the organic
haze layer of Saturn's largest moon. The flow was assumed to be in local thermo-chemical equilibrium and corresponded
to an entry velocity of 12 km/sec. Both radiative and convective heating analyses were performed in order to identify the
thermal protection system (TPS) requirements and associated material response necessary to protect the probe. Shown
in Fig. 5 is the convective and radiative stagnation point heating histories. The chemical species distribution predicted
along the stagnation streamline in the forebody shock layer at a time corresponding to the peak heating pulse are shown
in Fig. 6. The heating pulse occurs in the hypersonic, low-Reynolds number region of the trajectory and at the stagnation
point the peak flux is 2.5 MW/M

2
. A stagnation-point convective heating correlation was developed from the results of

this study which can he employed in approximate heating analyses.

Balakrishnan et a127 solved the radiative VSL equations to analyse the flight data from several experiments including
Fire I1, Apollo 4 and PAET and compared the computed results with radiometric data from the flight tests. Calculated con-
vective heating rates were found to compare wtll with experiment, but self-absorbtion and thermochemical nonequilibriun
effects precluded good agreement with the radiative heating rates.

In an attempt to account for thermochemical nonequilibrium, Brown"
5 

solved the VSL equations for dissociating
nitrogen for typical flight speeds of 10 km/sec, altitudes of 80 km and bodies with nose radii from I to 50 cm. A two-
species, two-temperature nonequilibrium gas model

2
l'

2 9 
was assumed and comparisons are made with previous theories,

experimental data, and results based on the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption. Results shown in Fig. 7, in which
:ieat-transfer rate coefficient Ch is shown as a function of rarefaction parameter K,2, indicate that the inclusion ofvibrational

relaxation has little effect on the convective heat-transfer rate for a fully catalytic surfaces hut can contribute to increased
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heating-rates to catalytic surfaces. Preliminary studies'," indicate that peak heating for a TAV occurs at rarefaction
parameter values, K,

2
, between 8 and 18 for a leading edge radius of 10 cm. If low-catalytic materials are used for thermal

protection, vibrational nonequilibrium effects will be critical in the structural design.

The effect of thermochemical nonequilibrium on radiative heating has been addressed by Park"'
3
". The results of these

studies indicate that radiative heating loads for typical AOTV missions are of the same order as the convective heating
loads.

Euler Methods

Recent applications using Euler methods are described in Refs. 33-38. A total variational diminishing (TVD) numerical
scheme for high Mach number flows in chemical equilibrium with emphasis on improved convergence is discussed in Refs.
33-36. Here TVD numerical dissipation and real-gas properties are added to one dimensional and axisymmetric codes using
the Beam and Warming central difference algorithm. Solutions are generated for hemispheres and cylinders at Mach 15 and
20kn altitude. Equilibrium solutions were generated for axisymmetric and 2D spheres and cylinders at Mach numbers up
to 15. The altitude (20km) and velocities were chosen to reflect the flight regime of hypervelocity atmospheric aircraft. The
algorithm uses a TVD dissipation operator which allows strong shocks to be captured. Real-gas properties are provided
by the Gordon and McBride

3
" equilibrium chemistry package. Particular attention was devoted to achieving quadratic

convergence, which no other equilibrium code has been capable of duplicating. Density and temperature contours show
the effect of real-gas chemistry on shock stand-off distance and adiabatic wall temperature. A converged solution gives
confidence that the method is stable and correct. In the one-dimensional code

33 
fully coupled finite rate chemistry is

considered in the simulation of hypersonic flow through a strong normal shock.

Yang
7 

solved the two-dimensional unsteady Euler equations to simulate the impingement of an oblique blast wave on
a two-dimensional AOTV-like configuration. A time accurate hybrid upwind algorithm was used. Shown in Fig. 8 is the
geometry and computational grid used for the simulation, and in Fig. 9 are computed Mach number contours for a Mach
30 impinging shock at 15' incidence to the body. These results were computed assuming a frozen gas with y = 1.1.

Three-dimensional simulations for equilibrium air are describe by Balakrishnan et a1
3
8. Thermodynamic properties are

evaluated at each computational grid point using an equilibrium composition methodse and the code has been validated
through detailed comparisons with tabulated data of Ref. 40. Results were computed for Mach numbers of 10, 15 and 20
at entry altitudes of 20 and 50 km for a hemispherical blunt body with nose radius corresponding to the Space Shuttle.

PNS Methods

Recent applications using the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations are described in Refs. 41-45. Rakich et a41 solved
the equations in three dimensions for a Space Shuttle configuration in ideal air. Balakrishnan

42 
and Prabhu and Tannehill

4 3

added equilibrium real air properties. Shown in Fig. 10 is a comparison of computed temperature distributions for one
cross sectional plane for both ideal and equilibrium air. The real gas temperatures are significantly lower than the ideal
gas temperatures at these flight conditions. Prabhu has extended this capability to include chemical nonequilibrium in
two dimensions

4 4 
and three dimensions"'. The gas dynamic and species concentration equations are solved in a coupled

manner using a noniterative, implicit, space-marching finite-difference method. The conditions for well-posedness of the
space-marching method have been derived from an eigenvalue analysis of the governing equations. Hypersonic laminar
flow of chemically reacting air over cones and wedges has been simulated and the results validated. Shown in Fig. II are
computed oxygen and nitric oxide species concentrations in the shock layer of a 10

° 
cone for two different altitudes and a

speed of 8.1 km/sec. The results compare favorably with reacting boundary layer results
4 6

.

Navier-Stokes Methods

Recent applications using NS methods are described in Refs. 47-52. These hypersonic applications are based on two
well established codes. The first, the ARC2D/ARC3D codes, have been applied and validated for a variety of complex
configurations and flow fields. Equilibrium air properties are included to enhance the codes to apply to hypersonic flight.
The central difference Beam-Warming algorithm is enhanced by adding TVD (total variational diminishing) modifications
so that strong discontinuities can be adequately treated in an upwind-like manner. The second, CSCM (conservative supra-
characteristic method), is an upwind scheme developed for hypersonic applications. Equilibrium air properties are included
for realistic simulation at flight conditions. Shown in Fig. 12 are computed concentrations of nitrogen for a Mach 20 flow
of equilibrium air over a hemisphere forebody

4
". These results compare well with the results of Ref. 40.

Of particular importance in the simulation of complex hypersonic flowfields is the ability to adapt the grid to the
solution itself. Two codes, ADAPT2) and ADAPT3D are especially effective as practical and robust methods to define
solution adaptive grids (Refs. 53-55) These codes have been used for a variety of flows, both steady and unsteady and in
both two and three dimensions. Use of this technique significantly improves the accuracy and efficiency of the Navier- Stokes
methods. An application of the CSCM method using the adaptive grid is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for a two-dimensional
hypersonic inlet 

2
. The solution adapted grid is shown in Fig. 13 and corresponding computed pressure contours on this

grid are shown in Fig. 14. The shock reflection along the lower boundary and the interaction of the expansion waves with
the reflected shock are the major features of this flow. The interaction of the expansion fan with the reflected shock results
in a curved reflected shock. The predicted pressure recovery behind the reflected shock is critically dependent on accurate
resolution of these features. Other applications using solution adaptive grid- with Navier-Stoke methods are described in
Refs. 56 and 57, and a recent survey of current state-of-the-art in computational aerothermodynamics is given in Ref. 58.

NONEQUHLIBRIUM CHEMISTRY

The development and validation of a computer program to calculate the flow of nitrogen and air in thermal and chemical
nonequilibrium is a first step toward the longer range goal of predicting multidimensional flowfields in nonequilibrium air
and for hydrogen-air combustion processes. This predictive capability is critical to designing the protective heat shield for
the AOTV where radiation heating loads are expected to be severe, and to analysing scramjet engine performance for the
air breathing propulsion system of TAVs. Thermo-chemical non-equilibrium reacting gas models have been considered by
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Parkz,
'
ss. A computer program identified as "Shock Tube Radiation Program" (STRAP) (Ref. 29) has been developed

which computes one dimensional viscous flows of nitrogen and air in a constant-area duct. By improving existing theories
and by introducing several new innovations, differences between the translational and rotational temperature and the
vibrational and electron-electronic temperature are considered as are chemical reactions whose rates depend on those two
temperatures. The computed nonequilibrium thermodynamic properties have been analyzed using the Nonequilibrium
Air Radiation (NEQAIR) (Ref. 60) program to determine the spectral radiation characteristics. The resulting radiation
characteristics are compared with available experimental data. Shown in Fig. 15 is a comparison of computed and
experimental emission intensity spectra for air behind a normal shock at a velocity of 10 km/sec and pressure of 0.1
tort. The computations were performed using a two-temperature gas model in which the translational and rotational
temperatures were equal to one another but different from the vibrational and electron temperatures which were assumed
equal to one another. The point behind the shock where the comparison is made is nearly halfway between the onset of the
shock and the point downstream where the air is once again in thermal equilibrium. Good agreement is observed between
the experimental and the present theoretical data, thus validating the computations and the computer code.

Lee" derived the basic governing equations for the low-density, high-enthalpy flow regimes expected over the heat

shields of proposed AOTVs by combining and extending existing theories. The conservation equations are derived from
gas kinetic principles and a four-component ionized gas consisting of neutral molecules, neutral atoms, singly ionized
ions, and electrons, assuming a continuum flow. The differences among translational-rotational, vibrational, and electron
temperatures are accounted for as well as chemical nonequilibrium and electric-charge separation. Expressions for convective
and viscous fluxes, transport properties, and the terms representing interactions among various energy modes are explicitly
given. The expressions for the rate of electron-vibration energy transfer, which violates the Landau-Teller realtion, are
derived by solving, the system of master equations accounting for the multiple-level transitions, Subsequently, a theoretical
study was made'

2 
of the electron-impact vibrational exitation rate processes expected in the AOTV flow fields. Semi-

empirical quantum-mechanical treatment was adopted to predict the vibrational excitation cross sections and the rate
coefficients. The obtained results for e- collisions with N2 showed reasonable agreement with available experimental data.
The solution to the e- N2 vibrational rate equation revealed the unexpectedly slow process to equilibrium which is the
result of the diffusion characteristic and multiple-level transitions at high-temperature regions. A modified Landau-Teller-
type rate equation and a corresponding relaxation time are suggested which are suitable for nemerical calculations relevant
to AOTV flow fields.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Experimental facilities used for the purpose of code validation include the Ames 3.5 foot hypersonic wind tunnel which
is used for testing generic high lift configurations at Mach numbers of 5, 7, 10 and 14, the pressurized ballistic ranges which
can produce flight speeds up to 27 km/sec and is used to test AOTVs and planetary probes such as the Galileo probe, and
the electric arc driven shock tube which can produce nonequilibrium flows at .peeds up to 13 km/sec. Flight experiments
for both the drag brake and the high lift configurations are planned for early in the next decade.

Shock Tub

The 24-inch EAST Facility was operated with pressures between 7 and 30 microns of mercury to simulate flight
altitudes between 68 to 81 kilometers. Test firings show that: (1) shock velocities in excess of 13 km/sec are achieved at
densities equivalent to altitudes of 80 km., (2) the hot driver gas emits radiation in the same pattern as observed in previous
higher density, slower shock speed tests, (3) the driver gas does not radiate at unanticipated spectral frequencies, and (4)
there is no significant radiation spectra from common impurities such as sodium and iron. This facility will be used to
perform basic experiments on thermo-chemical nonequilibrium with particular emphasis on vibrational energy excitation
and nonequilibrium. A description of proposed tests and instrumentation is given by Sharma and Park".

Ballistic Range

Two ballistic range facilities at Ames Research Center support hypersonic research
4

, the Hypersonic Free Flight
Aerodynamic Facility (HFFAF) and the Pressurized Ballistic Range (PBR). The two facilities compliment each other; each
has specific advantages for certain types of tests. Together, they allow testing of a variety of models over a wide range of
test conditions. Each facility and associated experiments is described briefly.

Hypersonic Free Flight Aerodynamic Facility

A photograph and schematic of this facility are shown in Fig. 16. The test section is 23 m long and has 16 orthogonal
spark shadowgraph stations evenly spaced (1.52 m) over its length. Kerr-cell shutters are used to produce a sharp model
and flow-field image on the film. Four deformable-piston, light-gas guns, having bore diameters of 0.71, 1.27, 2.54, and 3.81
cm, are available for launching the model into free flight. Each of these guns can operate to muzzle velocities of about 9
km/sec. A shocktube to provide a countercurrent flow capability is available, but has not been used for recent tests.

Tests in this facility can be conducted from I atm to as low as about 20 jim Hg. And tests can be conducted in
nontoxic gases other than air, such as C0 2 , H2, He, Kr, and Xe.

Pressurized Ballistic Range

The pressurized ballistic range consists of a large tank that can be pressurized or evacuated and a test section 62
m long. It has 24 orthogonal spark shadowgraph stations irregularly spaced over its length. The station spacing ranges
from 2.1 m to 4.2 m. All of the optics are internal to the tank, which imposes a limit on the maximum velocity of the
model. Many tests in this facility are conducted with powder gas guns rather than the more sophisticated deformable-piston
light-gas guns. The advantages of this facility over HFFAF are threefold: long model trajectory, pressures up to about 6
atm and highly detailed shadowgraphs.

Galileo Tests

The ballistic ranges at Ames have supported all of the United States' probe missions to other planets. These include
the 1976 Viking Mission to Mars and the 1978 Pioneer Venus Mission. Currently, tests ar being conducted on the Galileo
probe. The Galileo spacecraft will be launched in the near future and will arrive at Jupiter two years later. The spacecraft
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consists of two major components, an orbiter which is to orbit Jupiter numerous times, concentrating on close encounters
with many of Jupiter's moons, and a probe, to enter (and descend through) the atmosphere of Jupiter. The probe will
make in situ measurements as it descends through the atmosphere prior to its eventual destruction due to extreme external
pressures.

Although the probe aerodynamics were needed initially for design purposes, more accurate aerodynamics are needed
in support of the Atmosphere Structure Experiment carried on board the probe. The Atmosphere Structure Experiment
is designed to determine the state properties (i.e., density, pressure, temperature) of an unknown planetary atmosphere
as functions of altitude from measurements made during the entry and descent of a probe. The experiment consists of
a three-axis accelerometer, plus pressure and temperature sensors. During the high-speed portion of the trajectory, from
an entry velocity above 47 km/sec to sonic speed, direct measurements are impractical and accelerometers are used to
determine the state properties. This requires the precise knowledge of the probe aerodynamics, in particular the vehicle
drag and lift coefficients as functions of Mach number and Reynolds number. The aerodynamic characteristics plus the
measured decelerations allow the probe attitude to be determined and the atmospheric density to be deduced. Integration
of the density gives the pressure, and the temperature is deduced from the equation of state (given the molecular weight,
which ib measured by another on-board experiment). The ballistic range facilities are well suited for providing thc accurate
aerodynamic data over a wide range of conditions.

The Galileo probe is a blunt, 450 cone. During the high-speed part of the entry, severe ablation takes place. As much
as 40% of the vehicle mass at entry is expected to be ablated away, mostly in the nose and conical regions, and even the
maximum diameter will be significantly decreased. Hence, tests must be conducted not only of the entry configuration but
of hypothesized ablated configurations as well.

A typical shadowgraph of a Galileo model in flight obtained in HFFAF is shown in Fig. 17. The screw on the model
base is for attachment to its sabot prior to launch. The vertical wires are plumb bobs on both sides of the facility for
reference purposes and the irregular markings are imperfections in the facility windows caused by past impacts of various
sorts.

Low-Reynolds-Number Tests

Ballistic range tests are currently being conducted to precisely define the drag characteristics of the Galileo probe
at Reynolds numbers, based on model diameter, of about 500 to 250. The importance of obtaining drag data at these
low Reynolds numbers is due to the fact that the drag coefficient is expected to increase markedly as the slip-flow and
free-molecule-flow regimes are approached. This dramatic increase in drag coefficient occurs below a Reynolds number of
about 1000.

The importance of obtaining drag data at various Reynolds numbers is shown in Fig. 18- Shown are Pioneer Venus
data down to a Reynolds number of about 250. The drag coefficient increases continuously below a Reynolds number of I
million, but the increase becomes most dramatic below 1000.

AOTV Tests

Ballistic range tests have been conducted for two AOTV configurations; a symmetric configuration and raked elliptic
cone. These tests were conducted to: 1) Provide experimental aerodynamic data and good flow-field definition against
which cor, putational aerodynamicists could validate their computer codes, 2) Define bow shock wave shape and shock
standoff distance, 3) Investigate flow impingement on afterbody,4) Compare the aerodynamics of several configurations, 5)
Investigate how minor changes in corner geometry affect the flow field, 6) Determine the trim angle of attack of a trimmed
vehicle.

A shadowgraph for the symmetric configuration in Fig. 19 and for the raked elliptic cone in Fig. 20. These flow

visualizations plus drag data from these tests are used for computer code validation.

3.5 Ft HWT

The current test program in the 3.5 Ft hypersonic wind tunnel is focused on a generic all-body (elliptic cross section,
delta planform) hypersonic aircraft model. This configuration is representative of airbreathing TAVs now being considered.
Flow-visualization (shadowgraphs and surface oil-flow pattens), surface pressure, surface heat transfer, and flow-field
surveys using probes and non-intrusive lasers will be obtained for this model both with and without control surfaces.
Angles of incidencto the free stream will be varied between plus and minus 15 and the free-stream Reynolds number
varied between 1.5x10

8 
and 25xi0V. Shown in Fig. 21 is a photograph of the model with all control surfaces attached. The

model has a half angle of 75* and is one meter long. There are two nose configurations: a sharp nose and a blunted nose.
The simple geometrical configuration is easy to define for computer flow codes and can be readily used to evaluate a wide
variety of hypersonic flow codes.

AFE

A forthcoming NASA flight experiment called the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) is planned for early in the
next decade. Ames research center will participate in this experiment by assimilating a large base of radiometric data for
high-altitude, high velocity thermochemically nonequilibrated flow conditions. The AFE will be carried to orbit by the
Space Shuttle and then deployed for the atmospheric data pass. Accelerated by an 18,000 pound thrust solid rocket motor,
the vehicle will enter the atmosphere at nearly tO km/sec, and then experience approximately 500 seconds of aerodynamic
deceleration during which a variety of flight data, including radiative and convective heating rates, will be gathered. The
vehicle will exit the atmosphere at orbital speed to be recovered by the Shuttle Orbiter for return to earth for post flight
evaluation. As a preliminary to the design of a radiometer for this experiment, an approximate method for predicting both
equilibrium and nonequilibrium radiative surface fluxes has been developed

e s
. Spectral results for one trajectory state, a

velocity of 10 km/sec at an altitude of 85 kin, are shown in Fig. 22, where the spectral surface flux at a distance of 20.9 cm
behind the shock front is plotted as a function of wavelength in the spectral region from 0.2 to 2.0 im. An inspection of
the figure reveals ,hat the spectrum appears to be composed of a background continuum with a color temperature in the
range of 7,000 K to 8,0000 K (based on a flux maximum in the vicinity of 0.4 um) on which is superimposed a complex
structure of molecular bands and broadened atomic lines. The radiation calculation included nine species (0, NJ, NO, 0,
N, N', O', N2

+
, e-); some of more apparent band-heads and lines from these species are identified in the figure. These
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results, and others like them, are used to develop the instrument parameters for the three different types of radiometers
proposed for the experiment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Aerothermodynamic research underway at NASA Ames has been described. Four research areas are considered syn-
ergistcally in an effort to mature the enabling technology necessary for the design of the next generation aerospace trans-
poration systems. These four ares include 1) advanced mission and concept studies, 2) computational aerothermodynamic
lRowfield code development, 3) thermo-chemical non-equilibrium reacting gas models and 4) code validation experiments.
Research in these areas continues in an effort to improve the accuracy and efficieny of predictive methods and our under-
standing of hypervelocity flows and the effect on aerospace vehicles. A thorough description of the current activity can be
found in the references cited in the text of this paper.
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Table I

RATINGS OF FIVE AEROBRAKING ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
00 - VERY GOOD, 0 - GOOD, X - BAD. XX - VERY BAD

BL TE COMICAL RAKED LIFTING- RAKED

LIFTING-BRAKE ELLIPTICZONE BODY SPHERE-CONE

NAVIGABILITY XX 0 0 00 0

STABILITY AND CONTROL XX 0 XX 00 00

MBS FLOW IMPINGEMENT 00 0 XX 0 0

RADIATIVE HEATING3 XX X 00 00 00

CONVECTIVE HEATING XX 00 0 X 0

PRUSTRUM EDGE HEATING .00 0 X X 0

ABORT AND MULTIPLE PASS XX 0 XX 0 0

TRAN4SPORTATION AND 00 X 0 0 0
CONSTRUCTION

PAYLOAD/WEIGHiT RATIO 00 X 0 ? 0

OVERALL RATING XX 0 X 700
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SUM4ARY

The flow field of the thick delta wing at high subsonic and at supersonic speeds has been the sub-
ject of quite a variety of investigations at the Technical University of Berlin. The research work
started as early as in the late 60s and is still going on today. It was triggered off by the initiatives
of the late "Dietrich KUchemann-aiming" at a hypersonic transport and it was taken as a contribution to
the Eurohyp activities.

The wing configurations investigated at the Technical University of Berlin were of simple shape:
Delta wings with straight leading edges and triangular cross sections of different thickness. The inter-
est was focussed on the development of the leeside flow with changes in angle of incidence and main
stream Mach number. In addition to that similar delta wings with curved leading edges and also with a
jump in leading edge sweep were investigated, as well as two types of wave riders.
Besides some theoretical work mainly wind tunnel test were made applying available test techniques: Sur-
face pressure measurements, Pitot measurements in the flow field, flow visualization by Schlieren,
vapour and oilfilm technique, skin friction determination using oilfilm interferrogramm and, finally,
laser velocimetry (laser-two-focus-system). The experimental investigations were particularily challeng-
ging, because of the small models of generally not more than 6 cm span. This limitation arose from the
small size of the transonic and supersonic wind tunnel (15 x 15 cm).

The paper will give a review on the activities and a brief report on some of the findings.

1. INTRODUCTION

About three decades ago - at the end of the 50s - considerable effort started at various West-
european research institutions to explore the possibilities of hypersonic transport. Wave rider config-
urations were found to be the most promising aerodynamics shapes. Such wave riders are in general delta
wings featured by a rather thick cross section. At the Technical University of Berlin, the basic aerody-
namics of these configurations have been investigated for many years. The investigations comprised
simple delta wings with straight leading edges and double delta wings - both with triangular cross sec-
tions - as well as wave rider configurations. Vortex-type separations at the leading edges are the main
characteristics of these delta wings at subsonic as well as at supersonic speeds.

The origin, location, form and general structure of the vortices depends on many parameters such
as Mach number, Reynolds number, sweep angle, angle of attack, form of the leading edge and eventually
body shape in general. The effect of these parameters has been experimentally investigated at the super-
sonic facility of the Technical University of Berlin and various wind tunnels at other research insti-
tutes. The experimental tools included surface and flow field pressure measurements, Laser-2-Focus meas-
urements, skin friction measurements, surface and flow field visualization including visualization of
skin friction.

The paper will present results obtained for three different configurations:

1) The simple delta wing planform with triangular cross section is ideally suited for a description and
systemization of the vortical lee side flow fields as they occur for different Mach numbers, angle
of attack and leading edge sweep.
For these parameters domains of vortical flows can Le defined. Additionally the influence of Reynolds
number, present only at certain conditions, will be exhibited. Furthermore, the behaviour of free
vortices in the wake of delta wings was studied in detail.

2) Double-delta planforms, either increasing or decreasing leading edge sweep angle in downstream direc-
tion allow detailed insights into the interaction of two or more vortex flow fields emanating from
different generators. Theses studies lead to the conclusion that vortex interference at subsonic and
supersonic speeds is different due to Mach number and compressibility effects, and that vortex break-
down is influenced by these interacting vortices.

3) Finally wave rider and more sophisticated hypersonic vehicles have been investigated in order to
study the configurational influence on vortex formation and eventually on the performance. Details
of the flow field studies over a Jones wave rider with vertical stabilizer and representation of a
fuselage will be presented.

2. VORTICAL FLOW OVER BASIC DELTA WINGS

The simple delta wing planform with triangular cross-section is ideally suited for a basic descrip-
tion and systemization of the lee-side vortex flow fields as they occur for different Mach numbers,
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angle of attack and leading edge sweep angle. For these parameters domains of vertical flow fields can
be defined. This classification strictly is valid only for one Reynolds number so that this parameter
needs to be Included, although for sharp leading edges only at certain flow conditions the vortex behav-
iour is affected by Reynolds number changes.
Important knowledge concerning vortical flows is gained from wake studies downstream of the base of
delta wings. Finally the'geometry of the cross section of the delta wing can alter strongly the type of
vortical flow over the lee-side.

In the following a detailed description on these four topics for simple delta wing configurations at
supersonic speeds is given.

2.1 Classif'cation of flow fields

In a first attempt to systemize the compressible lee-side flow field over a delta wing as sketched
in Fig. 1, it is assumed that the Reynolds number is fixed and the boundary layer is either fully turbu-
lent or fully laminar. Then there are Mach number, angle of attack and leading edge sweep angles as main
variables. For essentially conical flow, the Mach number and angle of attack components normsal to the
leading edge can be written as

Mn = M - I 1-sin'A -cos ( a + 3)

an = tan
I 

tan (co + - tan-
1  tan

Cos ta-n A

These relations were derived in [1]. In case of flat topped delta wings ( j = 0), as discussed in this
section, these normal components reduce to those originally given by Stanbrook and Squire [2). Evalua-
ting available experimental results Stanbrook and Squire found mainly two types of flow. When plotting
these findings in a diagram with on vs Mn, regions of attached and separated flow at the leading edge
are divided by the so-called "Stanbrook-Squire Boundary", abbreviated to SSB in the ensuing text, Fig,.2.

Further detailed studies at the Technical University of Berlin with flat topped thick delta wings
(thickness-to-chord ratio = 0.25) lead to an extended an - Mn diagram. As seen in Fig. 2 especially to
the right hand side of the SSB, more details of the vortical flow have been found and thus additional
boundaries could be incorporated [31. These results were supported later by quantitative skin friction
measurements and visualization of skin friction (41. One example for a type of flow to the right of the
SSB is shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Reynolds number influence

In general the Reynolds number influence has to be considered for each individual type of flow left
and right of the SSB. This is because for example the vortex at leading edge separation condition isfixed and thus the primary vortical flow is not expected to vary with Reynolds number. In contrast sec-
ondary separation may be influenced as well as most of the flow types to the right of the SSB since
there attached leading edge flow is prevailing. Details of the flow changes to the left and right of the
SSB with Reynolds number variation have been studied in [51. A summary of these investigations and a
comparison to other results is presented in fig. 4 and 5 161. Here at constant an and Mn respectively,
the influence of Reynolds number on flow types In the an - Mn diagram is presented. For the type of
flow denominated "separation with shock" we deduce that the effect of transition diminishes until at
higher Reynolds numbers this kind of vortical flow field ran no longer be ascertained. Here leading edge
separation develops directly in the type of flow with shock induced separation.

At high Mach numbers (Mn 2.5) and high incidences, Reynolds number variation has the effect of
changing the boundary layer thickness developing from the leading edge and thus changing the Prandtl-
Meyer expansion around the leading edge. In consequence the shock strength and thereby the primary sepa-
ration line position is changing. A strong dependence of the boundary between shock induced separation
and leading edge separation is supported by the few available experiments used in Fig. 5. Thus, even for
the sharp edged delta wing it has been demonstrated that the parameter Reynolds number cannot be neg-
lected.

2.3 Wake flow field of delta wings

It is only fairly recently that the investigation of the delta wing model, shown in Fig. I, wastaken up again. The purpose of the new test campaign was to study the vortex development over the rear
part of the model and downstream of its trailing edge. With two models of different thickness, it was
a chance to investigate the impact of different base flows on vortex development. The test techniques
were laser vapour screening and laser velocimetry. Besides that some Schlieren and ollflow pictures were
taken again.

The thick-delta-wing-model may be identified from the Schlieren picture, Fig. 6. The Schlieren-
visualization indicates the complex flow structure in the base area of the mod-ilT7-'sides the impact ofthe expansion at the trailing edge the interaction with the 3-D-base flow structure will determine theflow development of the leading edge vorticies downstream of the model.

In the Schlieren-picture it Is indicated for which cross sections vapour screen pictures are ava'l-
able (151. Two examples of vapour screen pictures are shown in Fig. 7. The fotos inherit optical distor-
tions which are been taken out in the drawings. On the leeside -YfThI wing the flow structure is fea-
tured by a primary vortex with a feeding layer linking up to the leading edge and a secondary vortex
below. On top of the primary vortex the flow is strongly expanded with local velocities being conically
supersonic. A shock wave terminates the supersonic region.

. i lm iI ill n• llmmmmlmmm m ilAm
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The oilflow visualization features a clear dark line which was not found in earlier experiments,
Fi 8. Comparison with vapour screen pictures link this line to the secondary separation caused by the

py vortex. Results of the laser velocimetry measurements for the trailing edge plane (x/l = 1.0)
are presented in Fig. 9 through 11.

The measurements were handicaped by the fact that no readings were obtained in the vortex region.
Obviously no particles entered that area. At its boundary measurements were only obtained by increasing
laser power from 0.3 to the max. 1.0 Watt.

Each point did require 3 to 6 measurements of appr. 1 min. Thus the 130 points in one plane of
measurement took about 13 hours to measure! The pictures shown are the result of extensive inter- and
extrapolation and cross-checking [16].

Fortunately the vapour screen pictures compare very well with the results from laser measurements,
so that these pictures may be used to quite an extend for studying the flow field. An example is shown
in Fig. 12. It compares the flow structure for the thick and thin delta wing.

In a similar way comparisons were made between the flow structure obtained with a full model and
a half model. The comparison revealed that for a half model the flow is strongly influenced by an addi-
tional vortex which occurs on the junction between sidewall and model. Thus half models were found not
to be useful for this type of study 115, 16).

2.4 Influence of geometry

Two aspects of the geometrical influence on the lee-side flow field shall be discussed in the fol-
lowing. First, it has been pointed out already that there seems to be a different vortical flow develop-
ment when either thin or thick delta wings are considered, i.e. the angle between upper and lower sur-
face normal to the leading edge ti is a major geometrical parameter. Secondly it will be shown that the
shape of the upper surface can influence the flow types and boundaries as presented in the above classi-
fication. Thus, also the angle between the leeward meridian and the X-axis 3 is considered another im-
portant parameter. Therefore it can be expected that at the same an and Mn the leeward flow field for
a thick (P = 150) and thin (4 = 40') delta wing will differ. The bow shock as well as the flow around
the leading edge is different so that the boundary layer development on the upper surface is affected.
One example is given in Fig. 13 where the secondary separation line position of the type of flow to the
right of the SSB is plot versus angle of attack.

Also the non-conical regions of a delta wing very close to the tip indicate the influence of 'P.
Fig. 14 shows the chordwise starting position of the separation line for two different leading edge
ang-es4). The difference between thin and thick wings is evident, however it has to be kept in mind
that the reason lies not only in the viscous interaction due to the different geometry but also is
caused by imperfections in manufacturing the models. These two examples for the influence of the leading
edge angle indicate already that also some of the boundaries in the an - Mn diagram are shifted to dif-
ferent positions (6].

The majority of systematic investigations on the lee-side flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds is concerned with flat upper surface as discussed in section 2.1 through 2.3. Based on these re-
suLs, in I) the attempt was made to characterize the different types of flow over a wing with a delta
shaped upper surface, i.e. the wedge angle is 30. Fig 15 suinarizes the findings in the a n - Mn-dia-
gram, however the normal flow components are now depen on 0 as well. While leading edge and shock
induced separation is still present, only at different values of an and Mn, there are now large regimes
of non-conical flow. No apparent correlation between the flat and delta shaped upper surface flow fields
of delta wings seem possible.

3. VORTEX INTERFERENCE OVER DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS

In the above sections only delta wings with straight leading edges have been considered. The fol-
lowing discussion concentrates on delta wings having decreasing or increasing leading edge sweep angles.
The variation of leading edge sweep can either be gradually or discontinuous, Fig. 16. Then the question
arises if the known classification for flow types resulting from straight leading edges is applicable
locally for these types of wings.

In any case one must expect that the interaction of vorticen emanating from differently swept edges
lead to complex vortical flows over these types of double-delta wings. The planform shape of these
double-delta wing were designed in such a way that for a given Mach number M. = 3.0 a sweep angle at
the tip and at the trailing edge of A = 800 and 690 respectively, will result in experimental trajecto-
ries in the an - Mn diagram which are positioned left and right to the SSB. An overview of wind tunnel
models and the location of the experimental envelope in the an - Mn classification is given in Fig. 16.
Models with decreasing sweep angles where denominated strake wings, either having a kinked leading edge
or a continously changing sweep angle from tip to trailing edge. Tie Gothic wings on the other hand are
those models with increasing sweep angle in flow direction.

In the following results of investigations on strake and Gothic delta wing configurations immersed
in a supersonic flow will be presented.

3.1 Strake wing configuration

Pressure measurements, surface and flow field visualization have been carried out in order to study
the vortical flow development. One typical example 191 for a Mach number of M. = 2.5 and higher angles
of attack is given in Fig. 17.

4
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The visualization in Fig. 17 shows the rather normal vortex development upstream of the leading edge
kink, while downstream the complex vortex interaction is hardly detectable from the visualization. One
hint in which way the vortex emanating from the upstream leading edge interfers with the vortex shedding
downstream of the kink is shown in the water tunnel visualization in Fig. 18.

In general it has been found that for the downstream flow region of the strake wing the classifica-
tion as used for the basic delta wing with straight leading edge can hardly be utilized. Even the vortex
flow upstream of the kink is influenced by the downstream flow field.

These findings are supported by pressure measurements across the rear part of the wing (x/I 1 0.7)
as plotted in Fig. 19 (71. The interference between tip and kink vortex of the strake wing induces espe-
cially for lowerIIEW numbers high negative pressures as compared with the basic delta wing. Also the
vortex intensity in Fig. 20, deduced from wall skin friction lines in oilflow pictures leads to the con-
clusion of differentf ields of basic delta and strake wing configurations in the down-stream part
of the flow field.

Thus the interacting vortices in the downstream region of the strake I configuration cannot be
classified according to the basic delta wing systemization.

The strake II configuration having a continuously curved leading edge seems to generate one vortex
pair only, following the curvature of the leading edge. At higher angles of attack a secondary vortex
appears.

The pressure distribution for both strake configurations and the basic delta wing is shown in
Fig. 21. At low incidences the similarity of pressure distribution between strake II and basic delta
wing is seen, while the strake I configuration clearly indicates the two vortices from the upstream and
downstream part of the leading edge. In contrast at high angles of attack the vortex emanating from the
tip region of both strake wings seems to dominate the entire downstream flow field so that the pressure
distribution shows little differences.

Summarizing the results for the strake II configuration it has been found that as long as the nor-
mal Mach number Mn along the entire leading edge is smaller than one, i.e. positions to the left of the
SSB, there the leading edge separation type of flow is dominating at all chordwise positions. When the
Mach numbers Mn in the downstream part of the strake II wing become larger than one, a different type
of flow develops in that region. However, even then the flow is goverred by the vortex generated in the
tip area.

3.2 Gothic wing configuration

A first impression of the flow field over the Gothic I wing is presented in RI g22 [81 with oil-
flow and vapour screen pictures at three different incidences.At small angles of tV the leading edge
separation occurs according to the local sweep angle. The flow appears to be conical over most parts cf
the wing. At higher angle of attack again the vortex emanating from the tip region seems to influence
the flow field entirely. Separation and attachement lines are mostly conical with respect to the wing
tip. Thus it is expected to find similarities to the basic delta wing flow field.

In Fig. 23 the vortex positions above a Gothic and a basic delta wing are compared and up to medium
angles oala-ck a similar vortex behaviour over the two wings is observed. At higher incidences differ-
ent types of flow between the wings may be encountered: Wnile here the delta wing tends to the flow type
"separation with shock" the Gothic wing seems to remain in the flow region with "leading edge separa-
tion".

The Gothic II wing with continously increasing leading edge sweep angle behaves very much like the
Strake II wing, i.e. only one vortex system develops and separation and attachement lines follow closely
the variation of leading edge sweep. Although from visualization techniques the Gothic II flow field
seems to be without major surprises, Fig. 24 shows more details evaluated from Pitot-probe measurements
at a chordwise position x/l = 0.7. Besides primary and secondary vortex there is apparently a third re-
gion above the wing which could be interpreted as a vortex. More detailed measurements are necessary and
especially non-intrusive ones are needed to avoid the observed probe influence on the flow field even
at these supersonic velocities 1141.

4. WAVE RIDER FLOW FIELD AT OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS

When the possibilities of hypersonic transport have been explored wave rider configurations were
found to be the most promising aerodynamic shapes. At the Technical University Berlin two basic wave
rider wings were subject of theoretical and experimental investigations, the Nonweiler wave rider and
the Jones wave rider respectively. The wave rider design follows the concept of shaping the wing accord-
ing to a known flow field. Thus the hypersonic flow around a 2-d wedge is the basis for the Nonweiler
wing, while the Jones wave rider is based on the flow around a circular cone. Both configurations are
characterized by three design parameters as there are the Mach number Md, the semi-span-to-length ratio
s/land the volume parameter t = V/F. Both wave riders were designed for Md = 7.0. The Nonweiler wing
parameter resulted then in s/l = 0.3 and t = 0.08, while the Jones wave rider was slightly more slender
with sl = 0.28 but having more volume at the same time with T = 0.0883. Thus the Jones concept seems
to be closer to application than the Nonweiler wing, not only because of more volume but also since the
volume distribution and thereby the payload capabilities are more advantageous.

In the following a summary of these investigations on Nonweiler and Jones wave rider configurations
as sketched in Fig. 25 will be presented. The results are confined to off-design conditions in the su-
personic speed regme.

p . . . . . .
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4.1 Nonweiler wave rider

The Nonweller wing is the simplest type of wave rider, having straight leading edges and ridge
lines and between these, plane surfaces, Fig. 25. At its design condition this wave rider produces a
plane shock wave attached to the leading edges and between this shock and the lower surface the flow is
parallel to the lower ridge line. The flow condition corresponds to that of a flow around a two-dimen-
sional wedge of angle e .
If the Mach number is reduced below the design value (or angle of attack is increased) the shock wave
bulges and finally separates from the wing. Thus flow around the leading edges occurs and separations
are formed, rolling up into spiral vortex sheets. The vortices account for low pressure on the upper
surface of the wing producing a considerable amount of additional lift and thus improving the
lift-to-drag ratio, Fig. 26. At subsonic speeds the low pressure due to the leading edge vortices pro-
vides roughly half oftTeotal lift in this particular case.

The values for lift and drag have been calculated from measured pressure distributions. The pres-
sure measurements along the surface of the Nonweiler wing revealed remarkable non-conical effects for
subsonic and low supersonic free stream conditions. In particular strong upstream influences of base
flow are shown to exist especially for the lower surface of the wing. Thus model mounting in the wind-
tunnel becomes critical as it effects the surface pressure via the base flow.

If for the Nonweiler wing the free stream Mach number is just slightly below the design value
(or angle of attack is just above) the shock wave bulges with a plane portion attached to the leading
edges, Fi .27 Near the leading edges the flow is still parallel with constant pressure. Within the
Mach cone a flow direction varies while the flow expands towards the lower ridge line. Such a flow is
amenable to an exact but inviscid calculation (131.

The solution for the leading edge region is straight-forward by the use of oblique shock relations.
For the central region within the Mach cone a finite-difference solution was necessary. Starting with
a zeroth-order solution chosen in such a way that the boundary conditions are satisfied, an iterative
process leads to the exact solution. As an example a calculated pressure distribution is shown in
Fi 28. Although the Nonweiler wave rider is of fairly restricted practical importance, such results
ar o interest for testing approximate solutions.

4.2 Jones wave rider

While the Nonweiler wave rider was designed to produce at the lower surface a flow equivalent to
a wedge flow, i.e. a parallel flow following a plane shock, the Jones Wave rider is based on a cone
flow, Fig. 29. At the design condition, the shock wave is conical and attached to the leading edges, and
the pressure along the curved lower surface is not constant. For practical application of the wave
rider concept to a hypersonic cruise configuration the Jones wing is much more realistic, because of
reduced dihedral and more favourable volume distribution as compared to the Nonweiler wing. At
Messerschmitt- Bdlkow-Blohm (MBB) the applicability of the Jones wing to a hypersonic transport configu-
ration has been demonstrated, Fig. 30 (17].

The flow field of the Jones wave rider at off-design condition is more complex, because it is ba-
sicly non-conical. In particular, when the upper surface is designed to produce an expansion equivalent
to a Prandtl-Meyer flow, this surface will also be curved and generally no similarity will exist between
cross-section shapes at various chordwise positions. Accordingly the fls. structure varies with chord-
wise position as can be seen from some measured pressure distributions presented in Fig. 31. Such sur-
face pressure measurements have been made for various subsonic and supersonic free siream conditions in
order to provide data for comparison with theoretical results.

For subsonic and moderate supersonic speeds an attempt has been made to calculate the flow field
for bodies of general shape, such as the Jones wave rider. The assumption was made that the body had to
be slender, so that Slender-Body-Theory could be used, but otherwise the body could have sharp leading
edges and finite thickness. Following a suggestion of Hummel [18) two-dimensional singularities have
been distributed over the surface contour of the body in the cross-sections perpendicular to the main
-tream direction, Fig. 32. In this way the method is applicable to slender bodies of any cross-sectional
aid planform oa r dies with sharp leading edges, however, leading edge separation occurs even
for small angle of attack. Such separations are not accounted for in the theory so that one has to ex-
pect that calculated pressure distributions will show considerable discrepancies when compared with ex-
perimental results on the upper surface of the wing near the leading edge.

Theoretical results obtained for the Jones wave rider are shown in Fig. 33. They again compare
fairly well with experimental results not only for subsonic free stream co ons but also for the
supersonic Mach number. The weak point remains the leading edge separation region. As the comparison is
made for the cross-section at 60 % chord position, the experimental results are assumed to be free of
base-pressure influence.

The chordwise variation of pressure distribution for the Jonls wave rider is shown in Fig. 34.
While for the Nonweiler wing the pressure level is nearly constant at supersonic free stream conditions,
for the Jones wave rider theory predicts variation of pressure level on the lower surface due to the
basically non-conical shape to the body.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The variety of mainly experimental results obtained for thick delta wings yields some basic infor-
mation on the flow structure as it develops at subsonic, transonic and supersonic flow conditions. By
comparing the results of different experimental techniques sufficient cross-check is provided to allow
fairly reliable conclusions from the tests of cowaratively st311 models. The information given allows
first of all a classification of the lee-side flow condition with dominant leading edge separation.
Some non-conical features of the flow have been analysed mainly by use of flow visualization methods.
They shed some light on the upstream influence of the base flow and the development of the vortex
structure downstream of the wing.
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ABSTRACT

Waveriders are being considered more and mor as potential aerospace vehicles. However
there are several questions regarding these configurations that must be answered before
they can be considered viable designs. The most significant problom are related to
aerothermal heating, propulsion integration, and off-design performance. This paper

presents off-design performance predictions for two generic waveriders. The results are
from a numerical method based upon the nonlinear, inviscid Euler equations. Comparisons

to experimental data are also shown.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this paper is the off-design performance of hypersonic waveriders. These

vehicles are fairly well understood at their design Mach number and angle of attack, but
their behavior at other conditions is not well documented. In addition, waveriders that
have non-planar or non-conical bow shocks are also not well understood. After a brief
discussion of some of the off-design problems encountered on waveriders, some numerical
results will be presented. The results will be for two different waveriders, and will be
limited to inviscid flows.

With the recent resurgence of interest in aerospace planes, space shuttles, hypersonic

missiles, and orbital transfer vehicles: waverider configurations are being proposed as
effective hypersonic designs. Waveriders are vehicles which capture a bow shock along
their leading edges, this eliminste: flow aroond the leadina edges (Ref. 1) and captures
the high-pressure air. In effect, the shock wave generated by thickness or volume is
also used for lift. The result is a significantl., higher lift coefficient (CL) for a
given lift/drag (L/D ratio than more conventional designs, or a higher L/D for a given
C
L . 

An increase in L/D can usually be equated with an increase in aircraft range or
cross-range (Ref. 2).

Kuchemann (Ref. 1) describes how aircraft fall into one of three categories : wing-body

for swept), slender, or waverider. These are schematically shown in Figure 1 in terms of
their range and Mach number. An understanding of one class does not necessarily allow
one to design an effective vehicle in another. Just as one could not have anticipated
the design of the Concorde or the IR-71 in the 1930's, no one can anticipate the ultimate

hypersonic cruiser of the next century today.

Figure 2 shows the three types of aircraft in terms of their span/length, design Mach
number, and range. Wing-body aircraft are very effective at low speeds, but are not well
cuited to supersonic flight. Slender configurations have subsonic leading edges at

supersonic froestream conditions. As the Mach number is increased, this requirement
produces vehicles that are too slender to be practical. If one must use supersonic
leading edges, waveriders appear to be very effective, especially if one is interested in
global flights in reasonable times (under 2 hours).

Several excellent surveys of waveriders h7"e been published (Ref. 1,3-6), therefore few
historical remarks on waveriders will be made. Although these vehicles have been
thoroughly studied at their design conditions, off-design they produce very complex flow
fields and have not boon analysed in detail. One exception is L.C. Sguire's (Cambridge
University) work on the off-design perfomance of waveriders. For example, Reference 6
presents of a set of charts for the off-design characteristics of diamond and caret
configufrations. Off-design behavior is typically determined from wind tunnel tests, many
of which are described in References 1,3-6. Off-design performance is critical since

many hypersonic configurations will not be "point-design" vehicles. With the recent
advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) these flows can be analysed in detail,
including real gas and viscous effects. Until realistic waverider configurations are
thoroughly studied at off-design conditions, they cannot be seriously considered as

practical designs.

Some of the major phenomena that must be addressed before waveriders can be considered
viable are :

Aeropropulsion Integration
Aerothermal Heating

Stability and Control
Non-Conical or Non-Planar Bow Shocks
Shock Wave Impingement
Leading-Edge Vortices
Degradation of Theoretical Performance Due to Viscous Effects

Effect of Leading-Edge Radii

Upper Surfaces not Aligned with Free Stream

Shock Thickening Due to Knudsen number effects

Most of the above effects will only be described briefly here, and then some results for
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generic waverider configurations at off-deo~gn conditions will be shown.

Viscous effects will be critical to accurately assessing aeropropulsion integration,
aerothermal heating, shock/boundary layer interactions, and separated flows. Townend
(Ref. 4) suggests that the heating problems (both the rate and the peak) may be less
severe on ,oovoriders than on flat delta wings with the same lower surface deflection
angle.

For air-breathing vehicles, the inlets and nozzles may be essentially the entire fore and
aft lower sections of the vehiv'e, respectively. Therefore the aeropropulsion
integration problem cannot be separated from the exterior aerodynamics of the vehicle.
The hot reacting flows in the base region will be especially difficult to calculate or
simulate experimentally due to the interaction of complex chemical kinetic effects and
turbulent shear layers. Some of the problems associated with inlets for hypersonic
vehicles are discussed by Molder (Ref. 6). Hunt (Ref. 7), and more recently by Heamdan
(Ref. 8). Aerodynamic and inlet performance improvements due to fuselage cambering are
discussed in Reference 7.

The off-design location of shock waves can seriously impact performance, heat transfer,
and propulsion integration. Conventional slender aircraft have leading edges swept
inside the bow shock. Weveriders have a bow shock captured on their leading edges. On
conventional vehicles, at Mach numbers greater than their designed values, the forebody
bow shock can impinge upon the wing leading edges. This results in significant increases
in local aerothermal heating unless the leading edges are highly swept (Ref. 9). one may
not be able to sweep inlet cowl leading edges however, which means they must be &rtively
cooled or incorporate high-temperature thermal protection systems. An excellent revi,.
of aerothermal nesting is given in Reference 10. Shock wave systems on waveriders are
described in Reference 11.

Waveriders at Mach numbers above their design values will encounter a completely
different type of shock impingement. Instead of impinging on the leading edges, the
shocks may sweep across the upper and lower surfaces. This will cause very complicated
shock/boundary layer interactions and possibly high heating rates. Reference 12 presents
a very comprehensiv- review of shock/boundary layer interactions.

Stability and control of waveriders is a concern because of the typically large amounts
of anhedral. It may also be difficult to incorporate effective control surfaces without
degrading the performare. The stability and control of conventional hypersonic vehicles
is discussed in References 13 and 14. Hui has published extensively on hypersonic
stability and control (see Ref. 14), including the characteristics of caret wings (Ref.
15).

Few theoretical or numerical studies have included the effects of viscosity on
waveriders. Bowcutt (Ref. 16) has included skin friction in his waverider optimization

procedure. On slender vehicles such as these it is very important to include viscous
effects. Vehicles similar to Bowcutt's will be analyzed experimentally by NASA-Langley
in the near future (Ref. 17, 18) in order to further evaluate viscous effects. It would
also be of interest to include displacement thickness effects in any analysis procedure,
these ste not included in Reference 16. Since the boundary layer thickness on a flat
plate varies according to :

2
N

6 (y-l)
L 2 / Re&

it can be orders of magnitude larger than at low Mach numbers. At high altitudes it can
be of the same order as the thickness of a slender body. In addition, the displacement
thickness can be of the same order as the boundary layer thickness.

The configurations in Reference 16 were optimized for L/D and consequently have very
small lift coefficients (CL < .1). L/D is just one possible parameter that could be
optimized. For some vehicles L/D will not be the most important parameter, such &s those
that go from earth to orbit very rapidly without actually cruising. For these vehicles
one might be more interested in maximizing thrust minus drag (T-D) and thus
aeropropulsion integration would be the main issue. Configurations that minimized drag
or maximized lift may also be of interest.

Classical waveriders are designed using "known" flow fields. The most common are the
planar and conical flow fields of wedges and cones, respectively. These are not optimal
shapes, even from an aerodynamic standpoint. Optimal hypersonic shapes are described in
References 20 and 21. Power law bodies have been shown to have very low drag compared to
cones. With advanced computational methods, it should be possible to incorporate these
low drag shapes into waveriders. Power law waveriderb would have a Gothic-like planform
and would consequently have significantly different leading edge vortex flows (Ref. 171
at subsonic and supersonic speeds than a conical waverider with a delta planform. This
could significantly alter the aerothermal heating and the low-speed vortex flows off the
leading edge. Nonweiler (Ref. 3) showed that rounding the apex of a delta planform would
also help reduce the aerothermal heating at the apex. However, the power law bodies will
have blunter nose cones, which may increase the total pressure losses to the inlets.
Also, optimizing aerodynamic forces will be of little use if the vehicle's performance is
governed mainly by aeropropulsion integration. Air-breathing hypersonic vehicles will be
characterized as having lift, drag, moments, thrust, and trim all highly coupled.

In addition to being sub-optimal aerodynamically, conical and planar flow fields are not



optimum from a systems standpoint either. Ths ;rsvnc problems i. torn. :f rm 'tlSi fnintegration, control surface location, and landing gear placement. Their tietendouvalue comes in the guidance they give the designers. However, there has been little toguide the designers as to the effect of deviating from the conical or planet fieldsMost studies have shown, however, that minor deviations from the classical shapes do not
significantly alter the characteristics. This will be discussed in more detail in the
results section.

Since waveriders may be uaJ as aerospace planes that take-off and land horizontally onrunways, their low-speed characteristics are also important. As with conventional
highly-swept wings, they can be expected to produce significant vortex lift at highangles of attack (subsonically and s'upersonically). However, the nature of these flow
fields may differ significantly from delta wings, due to the differences in thickness and
planform.

As mentioned above, the waverider off-design flow field is not amenable to simpe
analyses. Methods based upon modified Newtonian or other component techniques (such aithe Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program, Ref. 22) are by definition incapable of modelinginterference effects. Ideally one would like to use the full Navier-Stokes equationsbut this is expensive and not well-validated at hypersonic speeds 1particularlyturbulence models and boundary layer transition). For many problems, especially a' &
preliminary analysis, inviscid techniques can be quite useful. They cannot predict theimportant heat transfer and boundary layer characteristics, but quantities such assurface pressure are often predicted very well with inviscid methods. This is eapeci&lltrue for vehicles that are relatively thick. Figure 3 shows that for relatively thickbodies the skin friction has a negligible effect on the L/D.

However, Figure 3 may not be applicable to higher Mach numbers because it does not showthe effect of displacement thickness, The relative importance of the boundary layot on
the outer flow can be estimated using the viscous interaction parameter
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When this parameter is order unity or larger, the surface pressure distribution maydiffer significantly fom inviscid predictions. For example, at Mach - IL theinteractio-s eay be significant when the Reynolds number is less than 1 mill'on. If avehicle is designed for high-altitude flight (where the aerothermal heating will be
reduced) the Reynolds number will most likely be smaller than these numbers. When theseeffects are large, the inviscid methods must be abandoned or at least coupled to a
boundary layer routine. However at hypersonic speeds the concept of an inner vlscous
flow and an outer inviscid flow is not always valid.

At high Mach numbers and/or low Reynolds numbers, rarefied gas effects will also becomeimportant. These flows are usually characterized by the Knudsen number (Kn - XL). whee
X is the mean free path and L is some characteristic length (e.g. L - P / (do.dxo . TheEuler equations are valid in the limit as Kn - 0, and the Navier-Stokes for Kn , 1Typically when Rn > .1. one must resort to kinetic-theory-based methods such as thsDirect Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method (Ref. 19). As the Knudsen numbariincreased, shock waves become thicker and thicker. Therefore at high altitudes :a
concept of capturing a bow shock on a leading edge becomes somewhat arbittary. TO:'
means that waverider performance will be reduced due to the inability to capture the O!Izl
pressure air. The performance of waveriders under these circumstances has not :aoninvestigated in detail. An important point to make is that although in the freestrece yn
o M/Re, near stagnation regions Rn - 1/(M Re); therefore surface quantities tan onter ye
predicted quite well with continuum theories.

PMTROD

In the present study a numerical method based upon the nonlinear Euler equeiv nr. :44isrused. These equations accurately model the effects of strong shock waves -n: ::tar.
shock wave structure however) end vorticity transport. In addition, when the se;acar.,
point is fixed, such as at a sharp leading edge, they Pave been shown : ;..-separated flows reasonably well. Relatively thick bodies will be analyzed here fr:sozr-thickness/chord = .21 and .30), so inviscid methods should be fairly avct4ars T'i.-
types of bodies will be of interest when large amounts of volume are required f:: =*-.-:or fuel. For example, hydrogen-powered vehicles may require relatively thi: !j3-a e-due to the low density of liquid hydrogen compared to conventional fuels Ref.

The results presented below were all obtained using the Lockheed Three-fs ;-, . _-
Aerodynamic Method (TEAM), the development of which wis partially funded rv :,. :j._-States Air Force (Contract Humber F33615-84-C-3005). This computer program is Oate :cxthe FLO-57 algorithm developed by Jameson, et al (Ref. 23). Lockheed has mate a--.
refinements to the method over the past several years (Ref. 24 - 25).

In the TEAM code, the region surrounding a given configuration is subdA tev .cells. In each of the cells, the time-dependent Euler equations 'in isea=:, e ,lca -
form), representing mass, momentum, and energy conservation

at 1 0 dV - v.n dS
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where

Q V = V I

r a h [
are integrated in time using a multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. The quantities
represented by p, V, p, end h r, density, velocity, pressure, internal energy, and
enthalpy, respectively. Notice thet density. eomentum, end energy ere all calculated

from the time-stepping process; pressure end enthalpy are required for the flux terms.

For perfect gases pressure is normally calculated using a form of the energy equation and
then enthalpy is calculated from h = p/p + e, In simulating a reel gas in equilibrium,
one must calculate pressure, enthalpy, specific heat ratio, and the speed of sound
(required for upwind schemes) properly; for example by using the subroutines described in
Reference II. For non-equilibrium chemistry one must add additional equations to the
time-stepping procedure that govern the species concentrations: Non-equilibrlum effects
are not included in the TEAM code at this time.

To accelerate convergence to the steady state, local rather than global time steps are
used. This will produce valid steady-state results, when there is a steady-state
solution. For unsteady flows one must use the code in a time-accurate mode, which is
quite expensive. Implicit residual smoothing (Ref. 27) further reduces the number of
time steps required to reach the steady state. Appropriate non-reflecting boundary
conditions based on Riemonn invariants (Ref. 27) are used at the far-field boundaries and
no-normal-flow conditions are used on the solid surface. Upwind differencing based upon
o Riemann solver (Ref. 28 and 29) has also been incorporated, and can be used instead of
the standard adaptive artificial dissipation. The upwind differencing greatly increases
the robustness of the program, but does require slightly more computer time.

On a solid surface. th- no-normal-flow boundary condition is imposed by seoting all
convected flux quantities to zero. Only the pressure on the solid surface contributes to
the momentum flux balance. Since pressure is calculated aL the cell center, one is
forced to estimate its value at the actual surface. This is accomplished by computing
the derivative of pressure normal to the surface using the momentum equation:

p V (.7( n n.11 p

where :, n, and p are the fluid velocity, surface normal, and pressure; respectively.
This derivative and the cell-centered values are then combined to determine the surface
pressure. A precise implementation requires that all metric quantities and flow
variables occurring in the equation above be evaluated right on the surface. In the
original FLO-57 program, the cell-center values were used instead. In the present
version of the solver, three additional approaches may be used to obtain the desired flow
variables on the actual surface: (l) A Taylor series expansion about the cell center, (21
Lagrange two-point extrapolation along the local normal direction, and (31 Averaging the
call-center values for cells next to the surface in the flow domain and ghost cells
outside of the flow domain.

The finite-volume formulation essentially decouples the flow solver from the grid
generator. The grids can be constructed in any convenient manner; only the Cartesian
coordinates of the nodal points are required by the solver. The present version of the
solver can accommodate multiple, patched zonal grids of arbitrary topologies. This is a
necessity for nalyzing realistic complete aircraft configurations. The original FLO-57
solver was limited to isolated wings having C-H grids, whereas the 0-0 and C-O types
offer improved resolution. The letters C, H, and 0 refer to the we, the grid looks in
the spanwise and chordwise directions. A C-H grid wraps around the airfoil section like
a C, and has these 2-D grids stacked up in the spanwise direction to form the region
around the wing. Thus, from the front, a C-H grid looks like an array of H's. If a C-H
mesh is used, adequate resolution near the wing tip can be obtained only by increasing
the number of cells in the spanwise direction. It must be noted that none of these
topologies is as suitable as the H-H when the detailed flow field is desired about all
sections of a wing-body or wing-body-tail configuration.

The fnita volume grids used here were all of the C-H type. Several different grids were
used, a typical grid had 105 x 29 x 25 cells (76,125) in the chordwise, normal, and
spanwise directions, respectively. For the subsonic cases, the far-field boundary was
several vehicle lengths away from the body surface, for supersonic flows the far-field
boundary was much closer (although still in the free stream). Other than this, no
attempt was made to tailor the grid to the particular flow field. Similar grids were
used at most Mach numbers, which means they could not have been optimal for all Mach
numbers. Ideally one would like to cluster cells near shocks, but shock wave location
and strength changes with Mach number. Therefore a new grid would be required at each
Mach number; which would have been extremely time consuming. Some type of adaptive grid
scheme would have been useful, but is currently not available in the TEAM code. However,
the grids used were relatively dense and should yield reasonable results for forces and
moments at most Mach numbers.

Depending on which options are used, the TEAM code requires about .00002 CPU
seconds/cycle/cell on a Cray XMP-24. For the results presented here 400 - 3000 cycles
were required to reduce the residual error by 3-4 orders of magnitude. The convergence
rate varied dramatically with Mach number. At the very high Mach numbers, where the
shocks are very close to the body and not resolved well, the code converged extremely
rapidly. Likewise for coarse meshes, the code converged very rapidly. In principle,
this should allow preliminary investigations to be made of configurations very quickly;
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with detailed examinations performed afterwards. In some cases the solutions were
restarted from previous runs, which did allow some savings in computer time.

RESULTS

Two configurations were investigated here. The first one (referred to here as WR-l) is
Rasmussen's elliptical-cone waverider (Ref. 31) shown in Figure 4. This configuration
has 20 degrees of anheral and a leading -dge sweep of 65.53 As'cees. The second
configuration (WR-2) is a flat-bottomed version of Rasmussen's waveride, (Figure 5). WR-
2 was obtained by simply cutting off the under-side of WR-l. The section removed was cut
away by a plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry end at an angle of -11.956 to the
free-stream direction. Whereas the wind tunnel model of WR-I had a 18.06 cm base height,
the base height of WR-2 would be 12.7 centimeters (cm). The length of both of them is
60.0 ca (excluding the fairing tt the base).

The shape of WR-2 was chosen because it represents a deviation from the standard conical
flow field. Also the flat underside is desirable from a practical standpoint. Both
landing gear and inlets may be easier to incorporate into a flat surface. It was also
reasoned that the shock wave attached to the leading edge may not be affected too much by
relieving the pressure on the very bottom, and thus the flow may still be fairly well
contained. If this were true then the bottom portion of WR-l might contribute more to
the drag than to the lift. In addition, WR 2 should have both lower friction drag and
base drag, since it has a smaller wetted area and base area than WR-l.

In order to evaluate realistic vehicles, a fairing was added to the aft-end of WR-i and
WR-2. This is shown in Figure 6, which is a typical grid at the plane of symmetry. This
fairing is aligned with the free-stream on the upper surface. The lower surface consists
of a flat (aligned with upper surface) portion whose length is 10 % of the local chord
and then a cosine shaped portion that is an additional 50 % of the local chord. Thus the
total length of the fairing is 60 1 of the local chord. |{owever, in order to compare to
Rasmussen's data directly, the force and moment calculations presented below do not
include the forces and moments on the fairing. Since on an actual configuration the aft-
end flow would be Iominated by jet exhaust entrainment and/or separated wake flow, the
inviscid contributions were not added to the forebody forces and moments. In the near
future viscous analyses will be performed on these configurations by solving the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the flow in the base region will be of
great interest.

WR-i was designed for Mach 4 and zer- d..,ees angle-of-attaiK, where it's L/D is a
maximum. Exrerimental and predicted values of L/D (at Mach 4) are shown in Figure 7.
The experimental results for WR-I compare fairly well considering no viscous effects are
included, but this should not be a surprise since it is a relatively thick body. The L/D
for WR-2 is substantially higher than WR-l, mainly because the parameter V**(2/31/S is
smaller (see Figure 3). Therefore the flattening of the otandard Rasmussen wavrider
would be beneficial from a systems (inlets, landing gear, etc.) viewpoint and the L/D is
higher. LiD versus Mach number is shown in Figure 8. The flattened waverider has a
higher L/D over the entire Mach number range. Also plotted is Kuchemann's L/D 'limit' of
4
(Me+3)/Mm. The performance of both WR-l and WR-2 is significantly below this limit.

The lift coefficient, CL, verses angle of attack is shown in Figure 9 for Mach = 4.
These results show good agreement between experiment and theory for WR-l. The behavior
is virtually linear for both WR-1 and WR-2. Pitching Moment. CM, versus Mach number
(including the one experimental data point available) is shown in Figure 10. Figure 11

!--t--"i-'id "ran t ;,l for'e '-in, base drag). The experimental and predicted
values compare well and WR-2 has less drag than WR-I. Note tnat the reference lesgths
anl areas used here are the s-m- as used in Reference 31, i.e L - 60 cm and A = 489.22
cm . The reference area used here is the base area of WR-1 (as is Reference 31) and is
not the planform area (which is 1638.16 cm2).

For highly three-dimensional flow fields such as these, it is instructive to use three-
dimensional color graphics (reproduced here as contour plots) to interpret the results.
Figures 12 and 13 show pressure distributions on front and bottom views of WR-l and WR-2,
rospertively, at Mach numbers of 1.1, 2, 4. and 6.0 (.=0). The surface has been
contoured according to pressure uiing PATRAN II (Ref. 32), a three-dimensional solid
modeling program. All pressures shown here ate non-dizsnslaJ!- J ". -_ I --*-om
pressure (p/p.1. For both waveriders, at Mach = 2, 4, and 6, the flow field appears to
be quite conical. In addition, the flat bottom waverider (WR-2) shows a ver uniform
pressure distribution on the underside which would be desirable for modular inlet
installation.

The wavy patterns near the edge of the flat underside are due to minor waves in the
surface definition. The numerical method is very sensitive to geometry variations, and
the grid generation scheme used here (parabolic conformal mapping) is not as effective on
these highly swept planforms as one would like. This could be corrected by specifying
the body with more points or by using a different type of grid generation scheme. An H-O
grid would allow better shock capturing, since the grid could more easily be aligned with
the shocks. However the present type of grid is well suited to transonic and subsonic
flows.

These configurations were also investigated at angle of attack, only a few results will
be shown however. Figure 14 shows the pressure distribution for angles of attack - -10,
0, ard 10. This images are for cross-sections of the flow field that are aligned with
the free-stream and at the mid-span of WR-2. Figure 15 shows similar views but display
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Mach number distributions. One can see the high pressure region near the leading edge,
the bow shock, and tho expansion in the base. Notice that the shock is smeared over
several cells, a consequence of the dissipative nature of the technique. At zero angle
of attack there are no disturbances on the upper surface, this is due to the absence of
viscosity in this prediction method.

In order to display another aspect of the flow field, lower surface velocity vector plots
for WR-l and WR-2 at Mach w 4 and a = 0 are shown in Figures 16 and 17. Both of these
figures again show the flow field to be quite conical. In addition, the WR-2 flow field
appears to be more nearly two-dimensional fless span-wise flow). Ever at angles of
attack of -10 and 10 (Figures 18 and 19), there appears to be relatively small amounts of
cross-flow on WR-2.

At higher Mach numbers, one simply cannot use a perfect gas model because it predicts
pressures and temperatures that are unrealistically high. Figures 20 and 21 show the
surface pressure distribution (p/p.) on WR-2 at Moch - IS and a a 5 usino a perfet ga-
model and a real gas model (40 Ke), respectively. The surface pressures ae lower than
that predicted by the perfect gas relations. and this causes the forces and moments to
differ also :

FOREBODY FORCES AND MOMENTS (M. = 15)

GAS CL CD CM L/D

PERFECT .305 .017 .061 3.96
REAL .288 .072 .059 4.00 (@ 40 Km)

DIFFERENCE -5.6 -6.5 -3.3 1.0

Cross-sections of the flow fields around WR-2 at Mach = 15 for perfect and real gases are
shown in Figures 22 and 23, respectively.

For many applications, these waveriders will be required to fly through all four speed
regimes (subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic), therefore it is important to
know the behavior of these configurations over the entire range. The only subsonic flow
field that will be shown here is Figure 24. As mentioned previously, one can expect
significant vortex flows from these configuration- at high angles of attack. Figure 24
shows the pressure distribution on the upper surface of WR-l at Mach -. 6 and o - 20
degrees. The low pressure region can be attributed to a leading edge vor as. Vortices
such as these occur at supersonic speeds also (Ref. 17), and can lead to significant
aerothermal heating problems.

CORCLUSIONS

The above results for the waverider are very encouraging because most design methods for
hypersonic vehicles are incapable ot predicting waverider performance. This is
especially true for off-design performance where only a truly nonlinear prediction method
is adequate. Because waveriders are based upon favorable interference, methods such as
the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (Rof. 22) cannot be used. For lower Peynolds
numbers, higher Mach numbers, or more slender vehicles, the viscous effects will become
more important and the inviscid CFD methods must be replaced by Navier-Stokes and
Boltzmann methods.

The TEAM code has recently been extended to model the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (Ref. 26), this aspect of the code will be exploited in the near future in
order to investigate aerothermal heating, skin friction effects, and displacement
thickness effects on realistic waveriders.
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NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF CONICAL FLOW WAVERIDERS
INCLUDING DETAILED VISCOUS EFFECTS

by

Kevin G. Rowcutt,* John D. Anderson. Jr.,** and Diego Capriotti***

Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742 USA

SUM4ARY

This is the second in a series of papers describing some new research on hypersonic
waveriders. In particular, a family of optimized hypersonic waveriders is generated
and studied wherein detailed viscous effects are included within the optimization pro-
cess itself. This is in contrast to previous optimized waverider work, wherein purely
inviscid flow is used to obtain the waverider shapes. For the present waveriders, the
undersurface is a streamsurface of an inviscid conical flowfield, the upper surface is
a streamsurface of the inviscid flow over a tapered cylinder (calculated by the axisym-
metric method of characteristics), and the viscous effects are treated by integral
solutions of the boundary layer equations. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow is
included within the viscous calculations. The optimization is carried out using a non-
linear simplex method. The resulting family of viscous hypersonic waveriders yields
predicted high values of lift/drag, high enough to break the "L/D barrier" based on
experience with other hypersonic configurations. Moreover, the numerical optimization
process for the viscous waveriders results In distinctly different shapes compared to
previous work with inviscid-designed waveriders. Also, the fine details of the viscous
solution, such as how the shear stress is distributed over the surface, and the loca-
tion of transition, are crucial to the details of the resulting waverider geometry.
Finally, unique to the present paper is a study of the moment coefficient variations
and heat transfer distributions associated with the viscous optimized waveriders.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, interest in all aspects of hypersonic flight has grown
explosively, driven by new vehicle concepts such as the National Aerospace Plane
(NASP), the British spaceplane (HOTOL), aero-assisted orbital transfer vehicles
(AOTVx), the hypersonic transport (the "Orient Express"), and hypersonic missiles, to
name just a few. An extended discussion of these concepts, as well as a survey of
hypersonic aerodynamic research contrasting the "old" with the "new" hypersonics, is
given in Ref.i. Hence no further elaboration will be given here.

The present paper deals with a class of advanced hypersonic lifting configurations.
It is a sequel to Ref. 2, whicn describes the generation of a new class of hypersonic
waveriders. In the present paper, the work of Ref. 2 is reviewed to some extent in
order to provide sufficient understanding of the work. Then, unique to the present
paper, results on moment coefficient variations and heat transfer distributions asso-
ciated with the present waveriders are presented and discussed.

To help understand the motivation for the present work, the following background is
given. For a lifting aerodynamic body, it is well-known that high maximum lift-to-drag
ratios, (L/D)max, are very difficult to obtain at hypersonic speeds, due to the pre-
sence of strong shock waves (hence high wave drag) and massive viscous effects. At
supersonic and hypersonic speeds, the most efficient lifting surface is the infinitely
thin flat plate; the inviscid hypersonic aerodynamic properties of a flat plate are
shown as the solid curves in Fig.1, based on the Newtonian limit of free stream Mach
number M.+- and Y = Cp ICv-. Note that L/D theoretically approaches infinity as the
angle-of-attack, a, approaches zero. In reality, viscous effects will cause L/D to
peak at low values of a, and to go to zero as a-0. This is illustrated by the dashed
line in Fig.1, which shows the variation of L/D modified by skin friction as predicted
by a reference temperature method. Although the infinitely thin flat plate shown
in Fig. I is the most effective lifting surface aerodynamically, it is the
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least effective in terms of volume capacity. It goes without saying that all prac-
tical flight vehicles must have a finite volume to carry fuel, payload, etc. Hence,
the flat plate results, although instructive, are of academic interest pnty. In
contrast, Fig. 2 shows values of (LID)max versus the volume parameter 

/ 
/S for

several generic hypersonic configurations, obtained from Ref. 3. Here, V is the body
volume and S is the planform area. Note from Fig.? that typical hypersonic values of
(L/il)max range from 4 to 6 for such lifting bodies at the conditions shown. These
vales are also typical of the hypersonic transport configuration studied in Ref. 4.
Clearly, salues of (L/D)max for hypersonic vehicles are substantially lower than those
for convenal subsonic and low supersonic airplanes. (For example, the maximum LID
values for the World War ii Boeing R-29 and the contemporary General Dynamics F-ill are
16.8 and 15.8 respectively, as obtained from Ref. 5). indeed, as ". increases across
the supersonic and hypersonic regimes, there Is 3 general empirical correlation for
(L/fl)max based on actual flight vehicle experience, given by Kuchemann

4(M +3)
(L/D)max -

This variation is shown as the solid curve in Fig.3. Also shown are a number of data
points for various previous hypersonic vehicle configurations at various Reynolds num-
bers (the open symbols), as well as new results from the present investigation (the
solid symbols). Fig. 3 is pivotal to the present paper, and will be discussed
at length in subsequent sections. However, at this stage in our discussion,
Fig.3 is used to illustrate only the following aspects:

1. The solid curve represents a type of "L/D barrier for conventional hypersonic
vehicles, which is difficult to break.

2. Data for conventional hypersonic vehicles, shown as the open circles, form an
almost random "shotgun" pattern which, for the most part, falls below
the solid curve. (The numbers adjacent to these open circles pertain to
specific reference numbers itemized in Ref. 7, which should be consulted for
details.)

3. The solid symbols pertain to the present study, and represent a new class of
hypersonic configurations which break the "L/n barrier." These configurations
are conical flow waveriders that are optimized with detailed viscous effects
included directly in the optimization process.

To help understand the contribution made by the present work, let us briefly review
the general concept of waveriders. In 1959, the design of three-dimensional hyper-
sonic vehl~ls which support planar attached shock waves was introduced by
Nonweiler, who hypothesized that streamsurfaces from the flow behind a planar obli-
que shock could be used as supersonic lifting surfaces. This led to a class of
vehicles with a caret-shaped transverse cross-section and a delta planform--the so-
called caret wing as shown in Fig.4. Here, the body surface is generated by stream
surfaces behind a planar oblique shock wave. The shock wave is attached to the sharp
leading edges at the design Mach number, and hence no flow spillage takes place around
the leading edge. The lift is high due to the high pressures behind a two-dimensional
planar shock wave, exerted on the lower surface of the vehicle. Because the body
appears to be riding on top of the attached shock wave, it is called a "waverider".
The aerodynamic advantages of such waveriders are listed in Ref. 1, and are discussed
in great detail in Refs. 7 2nd 10. In short, without repeating the details here, at a
given lift coefficient, caret waveriders theoretically operate at higher L/D values
than other hypersonic configurations.

Expanding on this philosophy, other types of flowfields can be used to generate
waveriders. For example, any streamsurface from the supersonic flow over an axisym-
metric body can be used to generate a waverider with an attached shock wave along its
complete leading edge. Work on such waveriders was first carried out in Britain, as
nicely summarized in Ref. 11, where the flow over a right-circular cone at zero degrees
angle of attack is used to generate a class of "conical flow" waveriders. Still later,
waveriders were generated from inclined circular and eJipjlic cones, and axisymmetric
bodies with longitudinal curvature by Rasmussen et al. . , using hypersonic small
disturbance theory. This work was further e ellished by the search for optimized
waverider shapes. For example Cole and Zien found optimized waveriders ved from
axisymmetric bodies with longitudinal curvature by using hypersonic small disturbance
theory to generate inviscid flow solutions, and then utilizing the calculus of
variations to obtain the optimum waverider shapes. Later, Kim et al. used the same
philosophy to derive optimum waveridej from flowfields about unyawed circular cones ,
and yawed circular and elliptic cones . In Refs. 14-16, the advantage of hypersonic
small disturbance theory is that analytic expressions are obtained for surface pressure
distributions, hence lift and wave drag can be calculated directly, thus enabling the
application of the calculus of variations for optimizattsn.

Unfortunately, to date the potential superiority of waveriders as hypersonic high
L/D shapes has not been fully demonstrated, either in the wind tunnel or in flight. A
basic problem arises because of the tendency for waveriders to have large wetted sur-
face areas, which leads to large friction drag. All previous waverider optimization
work (such as Refs. 14-16) has been based on the assumption of inviscid flow, after
which an estimate of skin friction for the resulting configuration is sometimes added.
As a result, the real aerodynamic performance of the resulting optimum configuration
usually falls short of its expectations.
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The purpose of the present work is to remove this deficiency. In particular, a
series of conical-flow generated waveriders aje optimized for maximum L/D wherein
detailed viscous effects (including boundary layer transition) are included witnin
teoptimization process itself. This leads to a new class of waveriders where the
opt iton process s trying to reduce the wetted surface area, hence reducing skin
friction drag, while at the same time maximizing L/D. Because detailed viscous effects
cannot be couched in simple analytical forms, the formal optimization methods based on
the calculus of variations cannot be used. Instead, in the present work a . al
optimization technique is used, based on the simplex method by Nelder and JeadS. By
using a numerical optimization technique, other real configuration aspects can be
included in the analysis in addition to viscous effects, such as blunted leading edges,
and an expansion upper surface (in contrast to the standard assumption of a free
stream upper surface, i.e., an upper surface with all generators parallel to the
freestream direction). The results of the present study load to a new class of wave-
riders, namely "viscous optimized" waveriders. Moreover, these waveriders appear to
produce relatively high values of (L/0), as will be discussed in subsequent sections.

11. ANALYSIS

For the present waverider configurations, the following philosophy is followed:

1. The lower (compression) surface is generated by a streamsurface behind a conical
shock wave. The inviscid conical flowfield is obtained from the numerical
solution of the Taylor-Maccoll equation, derived for example In Ref. 18.

2. The upper surface Is treated as an expansion surface, generated in a similar
manner from the inviscid flow about a tapered, axisymmetric cylinder at zero
angle of attack, and calculated by means of the axisymetric method of charac-
teristics.

3. The viscous effects are calculated by means of an integral boundary layer analy-
sis following surface streamlines, including transition from laminar to tur-
bulent flow.

4. Rlunt leading edges are included to the extent of determining the minimum
leading edge radius required to yield acceptable leading edge surface tem-
peratures, and then estimating the leading edge drag by modified Newtonian
theory.

5. The final waverider configuration, optimized for maximum L/D at a given Mach
number and Reynolds number with body flnmness ratio as a constraint, is
obtained from the numerical simplex method taking into account all the
effects itemized in 1-4 above within the optimization process itself.

The following paragraphs describe each of the above items in more depth; for a
highly detailed discussion, see Ref. 7.

A. Inviscid Flow -- Lower Surface

The waverider's lower surface is generated from a streamsurface behind a conical
shock wave supported by a hypothetical right circular cone at zero angle of attack.
The hypothetical cone and its flowfield is shown in Fig. 5, where ec is the cone semi-
angle and es is the wave8 angle. The inviscid conical flow is obtained from the
Taylor-Maccoll equation

y-I d dVr d
2
V

2 [2 +V[ Vr  -( fl)
2
J[2 Vr+ cote + __

dV dV dV d
2
V 

(1)

dA r + r r 0To [vr 0 -do Te d62

solved by a standard Runge-Kutta, forth-order accurate numerical technique, namely the
RKF45 algorithm obtained from Ref. 19. In Eq.(1), Vr is the component of flow velocity
along a conical ray, a is the angle of the ray referred to the cone axis, h is the flow
static enthaply and y is the ratio of specific heats.

Any streamsurface from this flowfleld can represent the wing undersurface of a
waverider, as shown in Fig. 6. (For purposes of illustration, Fig. 6 also shows the
waverider upper surface as a freestream surface, but ths is only one of many possible
choices for the upper surface.) Any pa r undersurface Is uniquely defined by the
intersection of the conical flow streamsurface with the conical shock wave, as shown by
the curve labeled "leading edge" in Fig. 7. Let us examine Fig.? more closely. It is
a front-view of the hypothetical conical flowfleld, illustrating the cone apex at the
center, and both the cone base and shock base at some arbitrary distance downstream of
the apex. Consider a curve in this front-view, lying below the apex (or even including
the apex), as shown by the curve labeled "leading edge". Now construe this curve as a
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trace on the conical shock wave itself, and visualize streamlines trailing downstream
from this trace; the resulting streamsurface is the waverider undersurface sketched in
Fig. 6. Indeed, the curve labeled *leading edge" in Fig. 7 is simply the forward pro-
Jection of the waverider leading edge on the cross-flow (x-y) plane. This curve is
treated as completely general, except for the constraints that it be symmetric about
the y-z plane, and that it lie entirely below the x-z plane to ensure that the
waverider undersurface is a lifting surface. Also in Fig. 7, note the curve labeled
*trailing edge'. This is the intersection of the particular conical flow streamsurface
with the plane of the shock base, and It represents the bottom surface trailing edge of
the waverider. This is the shape of the bottom of the waverider base, as sketched in
Fig. 6. Returning to Fig.7, the area between the 'leading edge" and 'trailing edge'
curves is the forward projection of the entire waverider compression surface.

Moreover, the dashed line emanating from the cone apex in Fig. 7 is the forward projec-
tion of a conical flow streamline; hence, that portion of the dashed line contained
between the 'leading edge' and "trailing edge" curves is the projection of a particular
streamline along the waverider undersurface, from the leading edge to the trailing
edge.

R. Inviscid Flow -- Upper Surface

In most previous waverider work, the upper surface is treated as a freestream sur-
face, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Here, the upper surface pressure is freestream
pressure, p.. However, if the upper surface is made an expansion surface, where p < p.,
then a small but meaningful contribution to L/D can be obtained. This approach is
taken here. Similar to the philosophy for the lower surface, the upper surface is a
streamsurface "carved" from a known expansion flow. The hypothetical expansion body
chosen here is a circular cylinder of given radius; the cyclinder is aligned parallel
to the flow and, at some point, is tapered parabolically to a smaller radius, The
result is an axisymmetric expansion flow, where the domain of expansion Is bounded by a
freestream Mach cone centered on the cylinder axis, as shown in Fiy. 8. Parabolic
taper was chosen because it is relatively simple, and the resulting expansion body
slope -ywwheie continuous. Once the expansion body is chosen, it remains only to
geometrically position the expansion region relative to the lower surface, choose the
initial and final cylinder radii, solve the inviscid expansion flow, then cut a stream-
surface from that flow to serve as the waverider upper surface. This basic idea was
first developed for 2 two-dimensional expansions by Flower", and later for axisysmsetric
expansions by Moore .

The axisymmetric flow is calculated from the axisynetric method of chaffc-
teristics, using the two-step predictor-corrector iteration scheme of Ferr- . The
details involving the matching of the resulting expansion surface with the conical flow
compression surface are straight forward, but lengthy. Considering that the expansion
surface contributes only about 10% to the value of (L/D). no further space for its
discussion is justified in the present paper; for the coeplete discussion, see Ref. 7.

C. Leading-Edge Bluntness

Waveriders, by design, have sharp leading edges that support attached shock waves.

However, for flight Mach numbers above five, the temperatures for sharp leading edges
will exceed the practical limits of most structural materials. This leads to the need
for blunt leading edges with sufficiently large radii such that the aerodynamic heat
flux is reduced to reasonable levels. However, at the same time the leding edge
radius should be as small as possible to reduce the nose drag.

To reduce the required leading edge radius, Nonweiler
2 3 

has proposed adding con-
ducting material aft of the leading edge to transport thermal energy away from the
region of high convective heating near the stagnation or attachment line, and conduct
it downstream to areas where convective heating is lower, and excess energy can be
radiated away from the body. Nonweiler labeled this theoretical concept a
"conducting plate", which is somewhat analogous to other passive cooling techniques,
such as heat pipes. Using Nonweiler's basic technique, minimum leading edge radii can
be ascertained, once flight Mach number, freestream conditions, leading edge sweep,
material properties, and maximum allowable temperature are known.

In the present work, Nonweiler's technique was used to determine the leading edge
radii for waveriders designed for Mach numbers between 6 and 25. The leading edge
material used for the calculations was ATJ graphite, chosen because it is representa-
tive of materials with high conductivity and high melting point temperature. Details
of this technique as applied to the present work are given in Ref. 7. It is
interesting to note that, for conditions associated with the typical flight path of a
lifting hypersonic vehicle entering the earth's atmosphere at Mach 25 and decelerating
to Mach 6 at lower altitude, the minimum leading edge diamesers ranged from 6 to 28 mm
--quite small in comparison to a typical overall length of. say 60m. Therefore, the
present waveriders are essentially aerodynamically sharp" from that point of view.
Regardless of the apparently small amount of required leading edge bluntness (from the
aerodynamic heating point of view), the present waveriders were geometrically altered
to accomodate the blunt edge, and the contribution to aerodynamic forces on the
waverider were estimated assuming a modified Newtonian pressure distribution on the
leading edge.
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D. Viscous Flow Analysis

A major aspect of the present investigation is that optimum waverider shapes are
obtained wherein detailed viscous effects are included within the optimization process
itself. These viscous effects are calculated by means of two integral boundary layer
techniques. described below. In al) cases, the boundary layer flow is assumed to he
locally two-dimensional, following the inviscid upper surface and lower surface
streamlines. Roth laminar and turbulent flow are considered, along with a transition
region based on empirical correlations.

D.1 Laminar Analysis

The laminar boundary layer calculations were performed using Walz' integral
method, as described in Ref. 24. The method requires the solution of a set of coupled
first-order ordinary differential equations along the boundary layer edge streamlines.
These equations are the boundary layer momentum and mechanical energy equations, given
by

Momentum: Z' + e FIZ-F = 0 (2)
ue  12

u' F4
Mechanical Energy: W' + e F - = 0 (3)

Ue 3 2

where

2=6 22 (e e ) (4)
2 w

W . 63/62 (5)

V, = f (1- Peue)dy (6)

62 = I " (I - e-)dy (7)
o neue Ue

6 2
63 = f " (1 - U)dy (8)

0 ee ue

and

FI1 - 3+2H-M2+n w/w n - t0 T = constant
e ' 1, Tw constant (9)

F2 = 2a/b (10)

F3 - 1-H+r(y-l)M2(1- IV) (11)

F4 - (28-aW)/b (12)

Note that in the above equations, primes denote differentiation with respect to x, here
representing the boundary layer coordinate in the streamline direction. The variables
in Eqs. (9)-(12) are defined by Walz to be

H = 8112 = bH12+r '-1Me(W-) (13)

a = 1.7261 (W*-1.515)
0
.
7158  

(14)

b (62)u
b - U- r 1 R MW-i((2-W( (15)

2 2 e

r - r (16)

Taw(x)-Tw(x) (17)

Taw XTe(x7

and 6 Oux (18)

where
612 4.0306 - 4.2845 (I*-1.s1s)

0 "38 86
(19)
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rue
Taw , Te  (20)

W* (a3)u/(62)u - WI (21)

(0i2-1)Me* l I + (22)

M+2" T 12 ~ -

12 2 / -- I?-8 gV -g (23)

. o.0144(2-W*)(2-;)
0-8  

(24)

S I)u/6 - 0.420 - (W*-1.515)
0
.424W* (25)

g - 0.324 0.336(W*-1.515)
0 "5 55  

(26)

Ou - 0.1564 + 2.1921 (W*-1.515)
I "7 0  

(27)

and

x -{lr(y-')K[1.16W*-1.o72-W(2w*-2.581)] 10.
7

[1+r( I)M2(1-i)j -0 7  
(28)

Careful inspection of Eq. (21) reveals that it is an implicit equation for W*, since $
is a complex function of W*. Therefore, in practice, a numerical zero-finding routine
is used on Eq. (21) to find the value of W* that yields the known value of W. Walz
suggested an approximation that would allow closed form solution of Eq. (21), however,
the present authors have found that it caused boundary layer calculations to become
unstable when used for a Mach six flat plate test case. Hence, the suggested approxi-
mation was discarded in favor of the zero-finding approach. For more details on the
numerical solution of these integral boundary layer equations, see Ref. 7.

0.2 Turbulent Analysis

If and when boundary layer transition is predicted, turbulent boundary layer
calculati9Rs are performed using the inner variable integral method of White and
Christoph . In practice, the method requires solution of one of two first-order ordi-

nary differential equations along the boundary layer edge streamlines, depending upon
the value of the parameter /Xmax, where

C (29)

Xmax 8.7S log10 Re- (30)

(TaT-1)
1
/2

S - wTe (31)

sn-IA+sin-18

and Re*- . e ()1/2 e (32)
Tw T e

In Eq. (31), the parameters A and B are defined as

A - a/c (33)

R - b/c (34)

T +7

where a 
=

aw w 2 (35)

T -T
aw w
e (36)

- - i ll ll Imm l lll l Ie
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T
aw
T 2 Tw'

I/
T (37)

e Te

and ITw is defined by Eq. (20), except that now the recovery factor is the turbulent
r - Pr

1
/
3  

(38)

According to Ref. 25, if '/'max < 0.36, or Re*<O, then the differential equation

A' P e (T el/ 112 5 
u(9.- _ (e-) ue exp(-0.48 L)-5.5 Uu (39)

cc w S e

is valid; however if X/Xmax ; 0.36, then the equation

u u"-(u "2
-ue (l+9SgRe*O.

7
) e • 

e  
)(3S2g*Re*

0
.
0 7
)

*' - e ________ + ueue0.16f*S
3  

0.16f*S
3  

(40)

applies, where

f* - (2.434z + 1.443z2 )exp(-44.0z6) (41)

g* - - 2.3z +. 1.76z
3  

(42)

z - A/max (43)

and the primes denote, as in the laminar case, differentiation with respect to the
streamline coordinate, x. For more details concerning the numerical solution of these
equations, see again Ref. 7.

D. 3 Transition Analysis

The prediction of transition from laminar to turbulent flow at hypersonic

speeds is a state-of-the-art research topic. In the present analysis, the correlation
used for predictino ths onset of trpusition is based on two sets of data: (1) data for
sharp cones at zer, 2 ngle-of-att*ck - and (21 data for wings with blunt, swept Super-
sonic leading edges . The correlation gives local j[ansition Reynolds number Rexto as
a function of local edge Mach number, Me, as follows :

log 1o(Rext) - 6.421 exp (1.2l9xIO-4W.
2 "
it) (44)

t e

In turn, this valyq of transition Reynolds number is modified for wing leading-edge
sweep, as follows-:

(Rex t ^ = .787 os 4 346^-O.722 e-O'Oeg]^ ,O.9464 (45 )
(Rex

where A is the sweep angle, and (Rext)AO is obtained from Eq.(&4).

Once the onset of transition has been predicted, the extent of the transition
region, hence the end6 of transition, is predicted using a relationship developed by

Harris and Blanchard , as follows:

xte = xti1l+5(Rex)-?
"2
i (46)

where xte and xti are the distances along a streamline from the leading edge to the
beginning and end of transition, respectively, and (Rex)ti is the local Reynolds number
at the beginning of transition obtained in the present analysis from Eq.(45).

The variation of local skin friction coefficient within the transitional region
(between xte and xti) is assumed to be a linear combination of the laminar (cf ) and
turbulent lCf ) values that would have existed if the boundary layer were complletely
laminar or tuThulent, respectively. The transitional friction coefficient, CfTR. is
thus related to CfL and CfT by:

cfTR  (1-) Cfl tfT (47)

where C is a weighting factor (a function of x) inspired by Emmons (as discussed in
Ref.29). For the present investigation, the following expression for I is, as derived
in detail in Ref. 7:
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-31exp{ i ex-' (-xti)]-l}
(x) - 1-e P i e O (48)

It is not possible within the current state-of-the-art to evaluate the accuracy of
these transition correlations. After a study of the existing literature, the present
authors feel that the above relations form a practical method for simulating transition
within the goals of the present study. They provide a mechanism for assessing the
effect of transition on optimum waverider shapes; indeed, as discussed in the results,
one series of numerical experiments is conducted wherein the transition location is
varied as a parameter.

E. Aerodynamic Forces

The lift, drag, and hence L/ is calculated from a detailed integration of the
local surface pressures and shear stress over the waverider surface. Consistent with
wind tunnel practice as well as other literature, base drag is not included in the pre-
sent results. (For example, all the data shown In Fig. 3 does not include base drag.)
This is done to enable a rational comparison with other data. Moreover, at very high
Mach number, the base drag becomes a small quantity in comparison to forebody drag.
Oetails on the pressure and shear stress numerical integration can be found in Ref.7.

F. Waverider Optimization

Once a specific shape for the forward leading edge projection of a waverider is
chosen, (such as shown in Fig. 7), the techniques outlined in the previous sections can
be used to generate the corresponding waverider and evaluate its lift-to-drag ratio
(L/D). Finding the leading edge shape that maximizes L/D, with all other parameters
held fixed, then requires an optimization scheme that can systematically change the
projected leading edge shape in search of the one that yields maximum L/D.

Unfortunately, most existing optimization schemes require that the function of interest
have an analytical description -- a requirement not possible in the present work.
There is one sqme, however, a non-linear simplex method for function minimization by

Nelder and Mead , that requires nothing more than the ability to numerically evaluate
the function. This scheme has been used in the present work to find optimum wave-
riders.

In general, the scheme of Ref.17 minimizes a function of n variables by comparing
values of the function at (n+1) vertices of a "simplex", then replacing the vertex
with the highest function value by another point determined via the logic of the
scheme. As a result of the algorithm logic, "the simplex adapts Itself to the local
landscape [of the function surfaceJ, elongating down long inclined planes, changing
direction on encountering a valley at an angle, and contracting in the neighborhood of
a minimum", according to Ref.17. In this scheme, three operations -- reflection,
contraction and expansion -- are used to modify the current simplex In an attempt to
replace the vertex having the highest function value with one having a lower value.
Each of three operations replace one or more of the (n+1) points (Po,P . ..,Pn) that
define the current simplex in n-dimensional space with new points that yield progres-
sively smaller function values (fo,f 1 ,. .,fn) at the new vertex points. A graphic
illustration of how the method works is shown in Fig. 9 for a hypothetical function, f,
of two variables, C1 and C2 . In the figure, a triangle with vertices on the function
surface represents a possible simplex. In the optimization process, the triangle
(simplex) flip-flops down the function valley, expanding if possible to speed up the
process, then contracting when it straddles the minimum.

To use the simplex method for optimizing waverider L/D, the shape of the forward
projection of the leading edge must be parameterized in some general way. In the pre-
sent work, five points in the x-y plane, lying inside of the shock domain, were chosen
to represent the forward leading edge projection. A cubic spline-fit through the five
points is then used to generate a continuous leading edge. One of the five points, the
symmetry plane point, is constrained to lie on the y-axis, hence its x-value is always
zero. This leaves nine variables, the remaining x and y values of the leading edge
projection points, for the optimization routine to manipulate in search of an optimum
waverider. A set of leading edge coordinates thus represent a single vertex point,

Pi = (u',x3 'x4,x5,y1,y2 ,y3,y4,y1 )i (49)

of the required simplex, where xI - 0 as explained, and the function to be minimized is
the negative of the lift-to-drag ratio

f =(Pi) - (-LIfl)i (50)

Note that the five leading edge points are used to define only half of the projected
leading edge shape, since the other half is constrained by vehicle symmetry to be the
mirror image of the first half.

With nine variables (ng), ten points (hence ten leading edge shapes) must be chosen to

create the initial simplex. In the present work, five polynomials of the form

Y e " C1 + C2 Xte + C3 x
2
le (51)
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and five cosine curves of the form

Y1, = C4 + C5 cOs(u6 2 ) (52)

were used to describe the initial leading edge shapes; the constants Cl,C?2....C6 being

varied to generate a set of distinct shapes. An example of a set of initial leading
edge shapes is shown in Fig. 10 -- the bold line representing the final shape asso-
ciated with the optimum waverider for this case. Also note that in the present work,
100 steps of the optimization routine were executed for all cases run, though a con-
vergence criterion could have been implemented as described in Ref. 17 It was found
that _qne-hndred steps provided adequate convergence for engineering accuracy
(-10 -10- ) without using excessive computer resources to generate an optimized
waverider.

For more details on the optimization scheme, see Ref. 7.

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO .

The present results are divided into six sections, as follows: (1) a presentation

of optimum waverider shapes and aerodynamic characteristics at Mach 6 and 25, repre-
senting two extremes of the hypersonic flight spectrum; (2) a discussion of two quan-
tities affecting aircraft longitudinal stability, namely moment coefficient and center
of pressure, for all optimum waveriders generated for Mach numbers between 4 and 25;
(3) an example of the heat transfer distribution and onset of boundary layer transition
resulting on an optimized waverider; (4) a numerical experiment to assess the impact of
boundary layer transition on the optimized waverider shapes; (5) an assessment of the
need to account for detailed surface variations of shear stress in contrast to the use
of an average skin friction coefficient during the optimization process; (6) an exami-
nation of the question: if the skin friction is deleted from the present analysis,
what type of optimized inviscid waverider configuration is produced?

Due to the specialized nature of any waverider generation analysis, including the
present one, it is difficult to obtain a direct benchmark comparison with existing data
in order to verify the integrity of the current re ults. However, with the present
analysis, it is possible to calculate the aerodynamic properties of a half-cone with a
flat delta wing mounted on top; in this case the wing will have a sweep angle
corresponding to the shock angle of the cone, and the body will be at zero degrees
angle of attack. This specialized case was calculated at Mach 6.8 for a half-cone of
Oc = 3.67', and the corresponding wing sweep angle of 81. The result is given as the
flagged solid square in Fig.3. This is to be partly compared with the point labeled
P2a, which was obtained from Ref. 3, and which corresponds to a similar flat-top half-
cone, delta wing model, but at conditions of maximum L/D, hence at some positive angle
of attack. About the only point to be made here is-that the calculated L/D at zero
angle of attack is lower than the measured (L/D) at some angle-of-attack -- a proper
qualitative result. The measured L/D at zero an Te-of-attack is not presented in Ref.
3; however, through a personal inquiry to Patrick Johnston at NASA Langley, the present
authors have been told that the measured L/D at zero-angle-of-attack was 2.7 -- about
eight percent higher than the value of 2.5 calculated with the present analysis. This
is a reasonable comparison, and if anything, seems to indicate that the present aerody-
namic analysis is conservative. (Please note that the comparisons discussed above are
for a given configuration, not an optimized waverider; hence any degree of
validation here pertains to the aerodynamic portion of the analysis and not to the pre-
sent optimization process itself.)

A. Representative Waveriders

In Ref. 7, a series of optimized waveriders is generated, including cases at M, =
4,6,10,15,20 and 25. The conditions correspond to altitude-velocity points along a
typical entry flight trajectory of a lifting hypersonic vehicle, such as an aerospace
plane. In the present section, only the results at M = 6 and 25 are presented as
representative of the two extremes of the flight spectrum. Ref. 7 should be consulted
for additional results.

Fig. 11 gives values of (L/D), CL, and volumetric efficiency, n = V2/3/Sp, for
waveriders optimized at different assumed wave angles for the conical shock. To
understand this more fully, consider the conical flow field associated with a given
conical shock wave, say Os = 11. For this value of Os an optimum waverider shape is
obtained (refer again to the bold curve in Fig. 10). The resulting characteristics of
this optimized waverider are then plotted on Fig. 11 for Os = 11". This process is
repeated for other values of e0, say 12, 13", and 14. For each value of Os, an
optimized waverider is obtained, and its characteristics plotted in Fig. 11 as the
open symbols. (The solid symbols will be discussed later.) Hence, Fig. 11 pertains to
an entire series of optimized waveriders. However, note that the (L/D) curve itself has
a maximum (in this case for e = 12') This yields an "optimum of the optimums", and
defines the final viscous optmized waverider at M. = 6 for the flight conditions shown
in Fig. 11. The front views of the optimum shapes at each value o

f 
e are shown in

Fig. 12, and the corresponding perspective views are shown in Fig. 13. Finally, a
summary three-view of the best optimum (the "optimum of the optimum") waverider, which
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here corresponds to es - 12", is given in Fig. 14. Also in Figs. 12-14, the lines on
the upper and lower surfaces of the waveriders are inviscid streamlines. Note in these
figures that the shape of the optimum waverider changes considerably with es .
Moreover, examining (for example) Figure 14, note the rather comeplex curvature of the
leading edge in both the planform and front views; the optimization program is shaping
the waverider to adjust both wave drag and skin friction drag so that the overall L/D
is a maximum. Indeed, it was observed in all of the present results that the best
optimum shape at any given M results in the magnitudes of wave drag and skin friction
drag being approximately the'same, never differing by more than a factor of two. For
conical shock angles below the best optimum (for example s - 110 in Figs. 12 and 13),
skin friction drag is greater than wave drag; in contrast, for conical shock angles
above the best optimum (for example es - 130 and 140 in Figures 12 and 13), skin fric-
tion drag is less than wave drag. (Note: For a hypersonic flat plate, using Newtonian
theory and an average skin friction coefficient, it can readily be shown that at maxi-
mumum L/D, the wave drag is twice the friction drag.)

The results in Figs. 11-14 pertain to M " 6. An analogous set of results for the
other extreme of the lifting hypersonic flight spectrum at Mg. - 25 is given in Figs.
15-18. The aerodynamic characteristics of optimum waveriders for 0s - 7*,8",g

0 
and 10

°

are given as the open symbols Fig. 15 (the solid symbols will be discussed later).
The respective front views are shown in Fig. 16, and perspective views in Fig. 17.
Finally, the best optimum Mach 25 waverider (which occurs at es  9o) is summarized in
Fig. 18. Comparing the optimum configuration at F. = 6 (Fig. 14) with the optimum
configuration at Mach 25 (Fig. 18), note that the Math 25 shape has more wing sweep,
and pertains to a conical flowfield with a smaller wave angle, both of which are
intuitively expected at higher Mach number. However, note from the flight conditions
listed in Figs. 11 and 15 that the body slenderness ratio at &, 0 6 is constrained to
be b/s - 0.06 (analogous to a supersonic transport such as the Concorde) but that b/s =
0.09 is the constraint chosen at M. - 25 (analogous to a hydrogen fueled hypersonic
aeroplane such as the British HOTOL). The two different slenderness ratios are chosen
on the basis of reality for two different aircraft with two different missions at
either extreme of the hypersonic flight spectrum. Also note in Figs. 16-18 the opti-
mization program has sculptured a best optimized configuration with a spline down the
center of the upper surface--an interesting and curious result, due principally to the
competing effects of minimizing pressure and skin friction drag, while meeting the
slenderness ratio constraint.

Return to Fig, 15, and note the solid symbols. These pertain to the values of CL
and L/ obtained by setting the ratio of specific heats y to 1.1 in order to assess
possible effects of high temperature chemically reacting flow. The solid symbols per-
tain to an optimized waverider at 0 - 9o with y - 1.1. This is not necessarily the
best optimum at Mach 25 with y - I.i; rather, it is just a point calculation to indi-
cate that high temperature effects will most likely have a significant impact on opti-
mized waverider generation, and that such effects are worthy of future investigation.
The detailed aspects of high temperature effects are beyond the scope of the present
paper; additional discussion is given in Ref. 7.

As a final note in this section, return to Fig. 3, and note that the solid symbols
pertain to the present investigation. The flagged square has been discussed earlier as
the data point for a half-cone with a delta wing at zero angle-of-attack; it is not
part of the present waverider family. The un-flagged solid square at M. = 4 pertains
to a relatively large slenderness ratio of 0.087, used to generate a waverider for
wind tunnel testing. The remaining solid symbols, the circles and triangles, pertain to
the present discussion. Recall that the circles are for b/i = 0.06 (a Concorde-like
slenderness ratio for a low Mach number configuration), and that the triangles are for
b/I o.09 (a HOTOL-like slenderness ratio for a high Mach number configuration). In
the present section, we have discussed results obtained at Mach 6 and 25; Fig. 3 shows
these plus others at Intermediate Mach numbers. Ali of these cases are discussed in
detail in Ref. 7. However, in regard to Fig.3, emphasis is now made that the present
viscous optimized waveriders produce values of (L/) which exceed the "L/ barrier"
discussed in Section I, and shown as the solid curve in Fig.3. Indeed, the present
waverider L/ variation is more closely given by

(L/n)a =6(M+2)

shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 3. Note that the two points given for It = 20 and 25
deviate away from the dashed curve. This is a Reynolds number effect. Recall that all
the Mach number-altitude points for the present waveriders are chosen to follow a typi-
cal lifting vehicle flight path through the atmosphere. The point at Mach 25 is at
very high altitude (250,000 ft.), with a corresponding low Reynolds number (Re -
1.4xl0 ); the flow is completely laminar. At Mach 20, the Reynolds number is 12 times
higher, but based on the transition criterion discussed in Section II the flut is still
completely laminar. Hence, the laminar skin-friction coefficient at the Mach 20 point
in Fig. 3 is much lower (cf i//45) than at the Mach 25 point, with an attendant
larger (L/D at Mach 20. In contrast, the point at Mach 15 is transitional, with
regions of both laminar and turburlent flow, and hence with larger skin-friction and a
lower (LD). In any event, the results given in Fig. 3 indicate that the present
viscous optimized waveriders produce high values of (L/D), and therefore are worthy of
additional consideration for hypersonic vehicle application.
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B. Quantities Affecting Longitudinal Stability

Because stability is a crucial aspect of any aircraft design, two quantities
affecting longitudinal stability, namely moment coefficient and center of pressure, are
presented in Fig. 19 for the best optimum waveriders generated for Mach numbers between

4 and 25. In addition, for comparison, the same quanitities are presented for the more
conventional Mach 8 design of Ref. 4 at (L/fl)max and a Reynolds number of 156.?
million.

Shown in Fig. 19 are the moment coefficients about the aircraft nose (DMo =

Mo/qpt) and the resulting centers of pressure as a fraction of aircraft length for
the above mentioned waveriders and Mach 8 design. Fig. 19 is not intended to show
trends in moment coefficient or center of pressure with Mach number, but merely to
illustrate the values these quantities attain for optimized waveriders, and provide a
comparison with a more conventional aircraft design. As is evident in Fig. i9 there is
a great deal of scatter in both quantities across the Mach number spectrum. This is due
principally to the somewhat irregular pattern of coefficient-of-lift with increasing
Mach number that the best optimum waveriders are operating at, which in turn is due to
the widely different Reynolds numbers that they are assumed to operate at in keeping
with the trajectory of an aerospace plane. Remember that the shock angle, hence CL
that yields the best optimum waverider is a function of Reynolds number, since a sort
of balance between skin friction drag and wave drag is achieved by the best optimum
waverider.

Looking at Fig. 19 once again, notice that although the moment coefficient of the
Mach B design is in line with the moment coefficients of the waveriders in the low
hypersonic range, the center of pressure of the Mach 8 design (the solid square) is
significantly more forward than the waverider centers of pressure. However, it should
also be recognized that the center of gravity of the Mach 8 design is probably more
forward than that achievable with a waverider. This point is illustrated in Fig. 20
where side views of the Mach 6 and Mach 1O best optimum waveriders, and the Mach 8
design of Ref. 4 are shown. Notice in Fig. 20 the concentration of volume toward the
aft portion of both waveriders in comparison to the Mach 8 design. As a final comment,
one should also keep in mind that adding nozzles and other devices necessary for flight
may have a significant effect on toe center of pressure location and moment coefficient
of an actual aircraft, especially hypersonic aircraft because of the significant
integration of airframe and propulsion system required by them.

C. An Example of Heat Transfer

To illustrate the level of heating to be expected on an optimized waverider, a con-
tour plot of the convective heat flux to an optimum waverider is shown in Fig. 21. Fig.
21 is a planform view of the best optimum waverider generated for Mach 10 conditions at
an altitude of 125,000 ft., hence at a Reynolds number of 62.89 million (based on an
aircraft length of 60m), and with a skin temperature of 1400K. Shown in Fig. 21 are
lines of constant stanton number (Ch) for both the upper and lower waverider surfaces.
The numbers on the contour lines are values of Stanton number multiplied by 100,000,
where Staqton number is defined here as

qwCh o,.yVcp (Tt Tw) (53)

where qw is heat flux per second to the wall, p. and V. are freestream density and velo-
city, respectively, CO is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, Tt is the
freestream total temperature and Tw is the wall temperature. Also shown in Fig, 21 are
the lines of transition onset for both the upper and lower surface. Note that for the
present work, the Reynolds analogy of Adams and Martindale (as reported in Ref. 30) was
used to obtain Stanton numbers from skin friction coefficients already calculated using
the boundary layer techniques discussed in Section II D.

The most interesting aspects of Fig. 21 are that the heat transfer on the upper
expansion surface is significantly less than on the lower surface, and that boundary
layer transition occurs further aft on the upper surface -- results to be expected for
the conditions of relatively higher Mach number and lower pressure on the upper sur-
face. Also notice that transition on the upper surface occurs further aft at the
center line than slightly outboard of the center line, a phenomenon not evident on the
lower surface, This behavior is due to a combination of the more complex shape, hence
flow characteristics, on the upper surface, and the blunt leading edge effects on tran-
sition. Finally, it is interesting to note that the contour line just downstream of
the transition line on the lower surface has a value of Ch lowcr than the values of the
contour lines both above and below it, indicating it is in the transition region.

0. Sensitivity to Transition

Because the major thrust of the present work is the inclusion of detailed viscous
effects in the waverider optimization, the question naturally arises: How sensitive
are the present waveriders to uncertainties in the location of transition from laminar

to turbulent flow? To address this question, a numerical experiment Is carried out
wherein the transition location was varied over a wide latitude, ranging from all lami-
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nar flow on one hand, to almost all turbulent flow on the other hand, with various

cases Inbetween. Specific results at Mach 10 are given in Fig. 22; here values of (L/D)
are given for optimized waveriders as a function of assumed transition location. The

point corresponding to the transition correlation described in Section 11, 0.3, is
denoted by *x" in Fig. 22. Other points in Fig. 22 labeled 5x. lOx and 15x correspond
to transition locations that are 5, 10 and 15 times the value predicted by the tran-
sition correlation. All the data given in Fig. 22 pertain to optimized waveriders for
e - 9% which yields the best optimum at Mach 10 for the usual transition correlation.
(Note, however, that as - 9- may not yield the best optimum for other transition loca-
tions; this effect is not investigated here.) The results in Fig. 22 demonstrate a
major increase in (L/D) in going from almost all turbulent flow to all laminar flow.
However, for the case where transition is changed by a factor of five, only a 2% change
in L/D results. Even for the case where transition is changed by a factor of ten, a
relatively small change in L/O of 11% results. On the other Mnd, the shapes of the
resulting optimized waveriders are fairly sensitive to the transition locatTon, as
illustrated in Figs. 23 and 24. The conclusion to be made here is that waverider opti-
mization is indeed relatively sensitive to transition location, and this underscores
the need for reliable predictions of transition at hypersonic speeds.

F. On the Use of Average Skin Friction Coefficients

The present detailed viscous analysis computes the surface shear stress distribu-
tions, and integrates over the surface to obtain the total skin friction drag. This
requires a substantial amount of computer calculations, and leads to the question: Can
an overall average skin friction coefficient be used within the optimization process
rather than dealing with the detailed shear stess distributions? To address this
question, consider the best optimum Mach six case given in Fig. 11, which was orginally
calculated with the detailed shear stress distributions. From this result, an avera e
skin friction drag coefficient was calculated for the complete configuration. Then the
optimization code was run again for the same Mach six case, now using this averae skin
friction drag coefficient. The results are given in Fig. 11 as the solid sy-bols. Only
a small difference exists between the two cases; indeed, the resulting waverider shapes
are virtually the same, as given In Ref. 7. This implies that if an accurate average
skin friction drag coefficient can be obtained, the resulting optimized wavwriders
would be reasonably valid. However, the problem with this method is that the infor-
mation needed to obtain the average skin friction drag coefficient is not known
apriori. Moreover, if other independent means are used to obtain an approximate
average skin friction drag coefficient and this approximate average value is used in
the optimization process, the results can be quite different from those obtained from
the use of detailed shear stress distributions; see Ref. 7 for more discussion on this
aspect. This situation, in combination with the sensitivity to transition demonstrated
in the previous section, seems to dictate the necessity of using the detailed shear
stress distributions rather than some approximate average value of skin friction drag
coefficient for obtaining the proper optimized waveriders.

F. Inviscid Optimized Waveriders

As a final note, it is interesting to pose the question: if the skin friction is
deleted from the present analysis, what type of optimized Inviscid waverider con-
figuration, with a constraint on slenderness ratio, is progu'ce-d?-To examine this
question, the present computer code was run without skin friction as part of the opti-
mization process, covering the range of Mach7number from 6 to 25. A typical result for
the inviscid optimized configuration is shown in Fig.25. Here we see essentially a
wedge-like caret waverider, such as the classic configuration generated by thestjo-
dimensional flow behind a planar oblique shock wave, as discussed by Nonweiler ".
This clearly indicates that the optimized inviscid waverider with slenderness ratio as
the constraint is indeed a caret wing. The result shown in Fig. 25 is produced by the
present conical flow analysis as a *limiting case', wherein the optimum shape is
seeking the flattest portion of the conical shock wave. To see this more clearly,
return to Fig. 6. The resulting inviscid waveriders are being generated by relatively
flat streamsurfaces at the extreme back and bottom of the generating conical flow-field
-- where the shock radius of curvature is the largest (relative to the scale of the
waverider) and the flow is closest to being two-dimensional. Consequently, the
inviscid configurations are tiny shapes compared to the scale of the flowfleld in Fig.
6, and they are "squeezed" into a tiny area at the bottom of the shock base. In turn,
due to the logic of the existing conical flow code, only a few pressure and shear
stress points are calculated on the surface of these tiny waveriders, raising questions
about the numerical accuracy of the calculation of their lift and drag. Therefore, no
further discussion about the inviscid optimized waveriders will be given here, except
to emphasize again that a two-dimensional caret wing seems to be the optimum inviscid
shape that is predicted by the present conical flow analys's.

IV CONCLUSIONS

In comparison to previous optimized waverider analyses, the present work is the
first to include detailed viscous effects within the optimization process. From this
work, the following major conclusions are made:

1. The resulting family of viscous hypersonic waveriders yields predicted high
values of (L/D) which break the "L/0 barrier discussed in Section 1.
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2. The optimization process for the viscous waveriders results in distinctly dif-
ferent shapes compared to previous work with inviscid-designed waveriders.

3. The fine details of the viscous solution, such as how the shear stress is
distributed over the surface, and the location of transition, are crucial to
the details of the resulting waverider geometry.

4. The center-of-pressure for the present waveriders is located further aft co*-
pared to a standard hypersonic transport configuration.

5. The waverider heat transfer distributions exhibit some interesting variations
worth further study.
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HYPERSONIC STATIC AND DYNAMIC STABILITY OF AXISYMMETRIC SHAPES - A COMPARISON OF PREDICTION
METHODS AND EXPERIMENT

RA EASTandG R HUTT

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Southampton. United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The stability of oscillatory motions of vehicles flying at hypersonic Mach numbers is of considerable relevance to their initial
design. Methods are needed for quick and accurate predictions of stability and control which are applicable over a wide range of body
shapes, angles of attack and flow conditions, without the need to resort to computationally time consuming numerical flow field
calculation methods.

The purpose of this paper is to present experimental data, obtained over a range ofongles of attack, concerning the static and
dynamic pitching stability of a wide range of beth pointed and blunted axisymmetric shapes including cones and blunted cylinder flares
These data have been obtained from free oscillation experiments at M = 6 85 in a short duration free piston driven hypersonic wind
tunnel Although Newtonian theory gives inadequate accuracy of prediction, inviscid embedded Newtonian theory, which accountv for
the reduced dynamic pressure and lower flow velocity in the embedded flow downstream of the strong bow shock, is shown to provide
surprisingly good agreement with the experimental data over a wide range of conditions A particular aspect which is explored is the
ability of the inviscid embedded Newtonian theory to predict the effects of nose bluntness, flare geometry, angle of attack and centre of
gravity position on single-degree-of-freedom oscillatory motions. Comparisons with experimental result show that the broad flow
features and their effect on static and dynamic stability are well described in regimes not containing flow structural change However,
in some cases discrepancies exist between the predictions and experimental observations and these have been attributed to a variety of
viscous flow phenomena involving boundary layer transition and flow separation, including complex lee surface vortical flows

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c reference length, pointed cone length (L for cones, cylinder diameter td.5l for hyperballistic shapes

CD, nose drag coefficient, CD, = DNIAl p, V.2) (tldv2/4)

C. pitching moment coefficient, Cm = M,/i p. V0 2 SC

Cm aerodynamic stilfness derivative, C. = aCm/do

C0 . pitching moment derivative due to rate of change of angle ofattack, C,4 = dCm/l c/2V.)

Cm pitching moment derivative due to rate of pitching, Cm, = dCe/Bqc/2V.)

CN normal force coefficient, CN = Nl(ip. V.2) (ndN2/4)

Cp pressure coefficient. Cp = (p - )/( p. V.
2 )

C, blast wave presure coefficient

C0  empirical coefficient

ds base diameter

d 4  diameter of hemispherical nose

f, dynamic pressure function, ft = pV
2
'p V.2

g' velocity function, g* = VIV.

L body length, length ofequivalent pointed cone for blunt cones

M. free stream Mach number

Mp pitching moment, positive nose up

N normal force

p pressure

N free stream static pressure

q pitch rate (rad s'l)

r body cross sectional radius, r' = r/d4

R radial distance, R' = Rld

R, cross-sectional radius ofbow shock, R, = RddN

Re unit Reynolds number



fea Reynolds number based on cone base diameter, d8

Red  Reynolds number based on diameter, d o dN for hyperballistic shapes

S reference area. base area ( = nda24l for cones, cylinder area = d.,2/4) for h) prhllistic s hapes

V velocity in x direction in embedded flow

V. free stream velocity

c,, velocity component perpendicular to body element

S asial distance downstream of nose/body junction, a' a /dN

xB a co-ordinate of body base

a, cu-ordinate of apex of bow shoc, 0.' = XdV

X G  x co ordinate of oscillation axis. A us - Xc'G

I vertical co ordinate. 2' = N

o angle of attack

ratioofspvific heats

p air density

1 azimuth angle

0 angle of body surface element

X. similarity parameter

W angular velocity

it wcl2V. reduced frequency paari,ice r

Subscripto

H body base

yy; axs ofnoscillation

N body ose

.S shock

Niu-t Newtonian value

lree st reaml

dimensionlessdistancese g x' v/dN

I. INTROIDUCTION

Hypersonic vehicle technology is a subject of increasing importance in a iarety of applications Particular application.
include future space transportation systems, aeroasoisted orbital transfer vehicles, the hypersonic transport, the trassatmospheric
aircraft and re entry vehicles Broad aspects of vehicle performance are determined by the steady aerodynamic characteristics, but the
ability to follow a predetermined flight path or re entry trajectory is determined by stability and control considerations In most
projected future applicatiois active control technology and stability augmentation will be used on essentially aerodynamically unstable
geometries The ue of these techniques leads to smaller control surfaces, to lower vehicle mass and larger payloads fractions.

In order that thlie uopect, of hypersonic vehicle design may be explored further there is a requirement for both an
experiiental and theoretical data base Moreover, there isa need for a rapid meanso f prediction of vehicle stability data which can be
validated with experimental results Modern computational fluid dynamics, applied to unsteady hypersonic flowfields, can be limited in
the range of condition, which can he quickly covered This paper highlights the surprisingly good agreement between the less time
consuming seni empirical inviscid embedded Newtonian technique and experimental data for pitch stability derivatives obtained with
a range ofaxi symnetric niodelo

The most fundamental appriximation of hypersonic pressure coefficients is given by the so called Newtonian impact technique
(Refs I and 2) However, it was noted by Busemann (Ref 3) that a centrifugal pressure term must be included with the Newtonian
approximation to cater for curved particle trajectories within the shock layer, this was developed into the so called Newton Busemann
method The centrifugal effect is necessary for the ideal Newtonian case of an infinitessimallv thin shock layer obtained at the gas
dynamic limit of M = a, Y = I Despite this observation of the requirement of a centrifugal term in the gas dynamic limit, it must be
noted that for the majority of hypersonic flight vehicles, infinitessimally thin shock layer and I . I assumptions are not well satisfied
These limitations and the subsequent effect on the prediction of pressure coefficients in realistic hypersonic flight regimes were
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considered by Seiff (Ref 5) and subsequently Ericsson (Ref 6) The consequencm of finite shock layer thickness and bow shock waves
determined by nose shape and drag coefficient led to the semi-empirical embedded Newtonian technique. This ignores the centrifugal
term, since the theoretical gas dynamic limit is not approached and concentrates on the entropy layer effects downstream of the nose
modifying the velocity and dynamic pressure fields in which the downstream body is embedded. For situations in which the ideal
limiting Newtonian case is approached Tong and Hui IRef.7) have extended the embedded Newtonian method to include the centrifugal
correction term in the embedded flow This paper presents results from all three of the above techniques and draws comparisons with
experimental data for pointed and blunted cones and a hyperbelliatic, shape.

A major aerodynamic feature of many of the hypersonic vehicle applications is that the flows are dominated by viscous effects
such as viscous interaction, boundary layer transition, separated flows and upper surface vortical flows. These phenomena, which are
strongly influenced by vehicle geometry, can exert a large effect on both static and dynamic stability at hypersonic Mach numbers The
effects of these phenomena are exposed by comparing inviscid/viscous hypersonic vehicle pitch stability date obtained over a range of
appropriate Reynolds numbers.

2. PREDICTION METHODS FOR THRIEE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES

Newton and Newton Busemann

The simplest technique for establishing the pressure coefficient on a hypersonic flight vehicle is the Newtonian Impact theory
In this flow model, it is assumed that the fluid particles do not interact and that the only change in the velocity of a particle impinging
on a body surface takes place normal to the surface. The normal component of momentum is assumed to be transferred to the body and
the particles continue to move along the surface with zero tangential acceleration If the velocity component normal to the surface is
written as v., the Newtonian surface pressure coefficient becomes

S 2

C =() (1)
PN, .. U

A semi empirical modification to the above expression replaces the factor 2 by C -, the pressure coefficient at the stagnation point on
the body Examples of the use of the unsteady Newtonian impact theory to calculate the stability derivatives of cones are given in
Reference 4

Busemann (Ref.3 observed that the expression given in Eq.(I) strictly applies only at the free stream surface of the Newtonian
shock layer, since a normal pressure gradient must exist as a consequence of the curved trajectories followed by the fluid particles in this
layer The body surface pressure in the Newton-Busemann theory may therefore be written as

~ =~ +~(2)
P =rfa. 

=  
PN w + P -i(i

where Point is the centrifugal pressure correction. For steady flow past bodies whose surface geodesics are straight, P... = 0 and Eqn(l )
provides the appropriate expression for Cp For bodies with curved geodesics, Cole (Ref 8) for slender axi-symmetric bodies, and Hui

(Ref 9) for general two dimensional and axi-symmetric bodies, showed that the Newton-Busemann expression (Eq.(2)] could be obtained
as the limit of gas dynamic theories for M. - a and Y - 1.

For non steady flow, the particle trajectories do not follow the surface geodesics, although they still move tangentially to the
surface In this case, the curvature of the trajectory is dependent both on the geometric surface curvature and on the curvature of the
trajectory induced by the body motion. Mahood and Hui (Ref.10) have applied the Newton-Busemann method to unsteady flow past
oscillating wedges and cones at zero-mean incidence. For both shapes, the steady centrifugal pressure correction term is zero, but the
unsteady correction term is significant. They showed that in the double limit M.-s- and V-n 1, the resulting Newton-Busemann
unsteady pressure was identical to that deduced from gas dynamic theories by Hui (Ref l I I for oscillating wedges and Mahood and Hui
(Ref. 10) for oscillating cones. This observation was important in explaining the apparent anomaly which had existed in the comparison
between the simple unsteady Newtonian model and the limits of theories based on the gas equations of motion for very high Mach
numbers as, for example, observed by Scott (Ref 12) for the case of oscillating cones.

A central assumption in the Newtonian flow model is that the shock layer is thin and the shock wave, therefore, lies close to the
body surface. This is often closely satisfied for wedges and cones with modest bluntness, two- and three-dimensional concave shapes and
some convex shapes at high angles of attack over a wide range of Mach number. However, for bodies with large bluntness,
hyperballistic bodies of revolution, general convex shapes at low and moderate mean angle of attack, the assumption is not well satisfied
and Newton-Busemann theory would not be expected to provide a good approximation at conditions far removed from the strict
Newtonian limit of M.-- a and Y - I As a consequence of the requirement to reduce heat transfer rates and to provide efficient
payload packaging, such bodies are of considerable importance at hypersonic Mach numbers and alternative prediction methods for
relatively thick shock layers must be sought

Embedded Newtonian

To remove some of the limitations of Newtonian theory caused by the requirement for an infinitessimal shock layer, Seiff
(Ref.5) proposed the embedded Newtonian method In this method, which was originally developed for steady flow, a non-uniform
rotational inviscid flow is defined downstream of the bow shock wave, whose shape is determined by the nose shape and drag coefficient.
The pressures on the afterbody embedded in this flow field are calculated using generalised Newtonian theory Physically, this method
takes account of the large reductions in both dynamic pressure and velocity which arise in the entropy layer caused by the bow shock.

Ericsson (Ref,6) extended this concept to deal with unsteady flow problems; originally to determine the effects of the entropy
gradient induced by the nose bluntness on the static and dynamic stability oft n ablating flared body of revolution. Later Ericsson and
Scholnick (Ref.13) and Ericsson lRef.14) used the method to determine the effects of moderate hemispherical nose bluntness on the
stability of slender cones and Ericsson (Ref 15) extended the analysis to include large bluntness, moderate angles of attack and finite
amplitude of oscillation. A more unified treatment of the unsteady embedded Newtonian method presented by Ericsson (Refs.16 and 17)
removed the hypersonic Mach number restriction on the previous methods, so that the range of application for blunted slender cones
could be extended down to M. = 3 The earlier methods of predicting the stability of hemisphere-cylinder-flare bodies were extended by
Ericsson (Ref 18) to include other more general hyperballistic shapes with different nose geometries, and to include the effect of Mach
number down to moderate supersonic speeds
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Newton-Busemann theory, as described earlier and suitably modified to account for the pressure coefficient at the stagnation
point, provides reasonable estimates of pressure coefficients and stability derivatives only when the shock layer is very thin. It is also
well known that the Busemann theory overestimates the centrifugal presure correction term in steady flow with Y = 1.4 with the result,
for example, that the pressure on a sphere is predicted to be zero at a position displaced 600 from the front stagnation point- This is at
variance with the predictions of numerical calculations for Y = 1.4 and with experimental results and suggests that when V * I and the
shock layer is not thin, the centrifugal pressure correction term for steady flow is overestimated. Moreover, Van Dyke (Ref. 19) showed
that modified Newtonian theory provides reasonable agreement with numerical predictions for cylinder and sphere flows at M. = -,
Y = 1 4 for angles up to at least 400 from the stagnation point, although this is purely fortuitous in that the effect of different Y appears
to cancel with the neglect of the centrifugal correction term. Although conjectural, it is suggested that broadly similar effects occur with
regard to the centrifugal term in respect of the streamline curvature resulting from non-steady body motion, and it is possible that the
change from Y = 1.0 in Newton-Busemann theory to Y = 1.4 for actual flows, provides an effect of opposite sign and of the same order as
the centrifugal term. It is therefore argued that for the thick shock layer flows at finite Msch number with Y = 1.4, charactoristic of a
large range of hypersonic shapes, the use of the straightforward modified Newtonian impact pressure may, on the same grounds as for
steady flows, give a good approximation to the pressure in unsteady embedded Newtonian flow.

For many hypersonic vehicles the region in which the Newton-Busemann assumptions are most closely satisfied is close to the
apes For the remainder of the flow field within the relatively thick shock layer, the assumptions are not well satisfied and the flow field
may be considered approximately as a strong curved bow shock, whose shape is determined by nose geometry, together with an inviscid
shear flow downstream of the shock in which the pressures are deduced using local generalised Newtonian concepts

Following Ericsson (Ref 18) we note tht for hemispherical noses, the shock radius R, at a downstream station a defined in Fig I
is given in terms of the nose drag coefficient CON and diameter dN by

R? =IC e - }a ON

where Rs = R./dN, '= z/dv, x d = x,'dN nd x. is the distance of the shock ahead of the x origin. A good approximation for K' at finite
Much number is

K' = I + 1.57 (x - XNM
2

C'ON

where z'N = XN/dN = z', if the bow shock stand-off distance is small.

Following Ref. 17 the dimensionless shock distance a, for high Mach numbers is given empirically by

a =-0,385co1t cooS -05 sin0

where

u.=n -I*I, 
66 

- . - 0! },
These expressions show good agreement with shock detachment data for hemispheres (Ref.20}

The dynamic pressure 4pV
2 

and local flow velocity V in the flow field downstream of the shock are respectively written in
terms of the dimensionless radial distance R' (= R/dN) - see Fig.1 - using the concept of similar profiles, in the following form

pV
2 

R R

V *R'

where R'is determined from Fig.l in terms of the vertical displacement x'(= z/dN) and angular displacement o Ref l8expressesf and
g* in terms of the parameter X

* 
defined by

. (3)
R'.

for a variety of steady flows past bodies of different nose shapes The empirical expressions for f- and g' are arranged to provide close
agreement with flow field calculations based on the Method of Characteristics, for example, over a wide range of Mach numbers
Following Ericcson (Ref. 18) the functions employed for f and g are:

/*(X*) = f. + 2.75X* and (4)

g*lX*) I I-0 362(1 - f,)i + O6X
*° 

6

noting that the maximum value of these functions should not exceed unity at the termination of the inviscid shear layer The term f is

of major significance since it is via this term that the finite Mach number dependence of the profiles within the shock shape is
determined. For finite Mach number applications

f = 0.17+ 9.65 ) (5)
(M. + 8.7)



The local pressure coefficient on the embedded body in the flow field downstream of the bow shock is given by the local modified
Newtonian expression as

,+CC PV
2  

(6)

where C., is the blast wave pressure coefficient generated downstream of the blunt nose which would exist on an embedded cylinder, and
the second term is the additional pressure coefficient due to the local body shape embedded in the inviscid flow field Cp. is the
pressure coefficient at the stagnation point which modifies the Newtonian impact pressure and v is the velocity component
perpendicular to the local surface element. Cy is an empirical coefficient (see Ref l81 which provides an effective Mach number
dependence for the Newtonian pressure coefficient

For a body perturbed in pitch by an angle 0 from its mean angle of attack a and pitching at a rate q about an axis distant xc'G
from the origin an expression for un/V is obtained. From thereon the procedure is to substitute for cv/V) in Eq (6) and noting that
[" = lpV2/pV.2), differentiate Eq.(6) with respect to a and with respect to (qlJ2V) to obtain O dC,,i) and dCp1d(ql2V. By
multiplying by the distance from the oscillation axis and appropriately integrating around the body surface, expressions for the pitching
moment stability derivatives are obtained

Ericsson (Ref.18) has also obtained an expression for the pitching stability derivative C.. due to rate of change of angle of
attack which is a consequence of the time lag between the motion of the blastwave generator (the nose) and the resulting motion of the
inviscid shear layer at the body element

These procedures, more complete details of which are given in Ref.18. result in C.. and C. + C , for the particular
embedded body Additional contributions to each of these derivatives from the nose portion, evaluated from Newtonian methods, are
added to give the results for the complete shape

Unsteady Embedded Newton-Busemann Flow Theory

In view of the success of lui and Tobak's (Ref21l) unsteady NewtonBusemann flow theory as applied to bodies of revolution
in providing results which are in agreement with the appropriate limiting results from gas dynamic theories, Tong and Ilui (Ref 71 have
applied Newton-Busemann flow theory to the embedded Newtonian flow concept described in the previous section In essence Tong and
Hui have applied the centrifugal correction term to the expression used to calculate the pressure coefficient on embedded farts and
compression surfaces within the flow downstream of the bow shock on a hemisphere cylinder basic shape In their method they have
preferred to use the value of 2 for the Newtonian coefficient rather than the value of C. Cp used in eqn (6), which provides better
agreement with experimental results but is empirically based. The expression used by Tong anZ'Hui is therefore

C = C 
+ 

2( ) )2 C

where Cp, is the contribution to the pressure coefficient from the centrifugal term and which has been calculated along similar lines to
the method of ilui and Tobak (Ref,21). The method, therefore, seeks to extend Seiff(Ref.5) and Ericsson's lRef 18) embedded Newtonian
concept so that, in the strict Newtonian limit, the pressures on embedded surfaces would be calculated in a manner consistent with gas
dynamic theories For applications to finite Mach number flows, which is the essential purpose of embedded flow methods, empiricism is
necessary to describe the similar profiles for the density and velocity variations downstream of the bow shock wave For these Tong and
Hui have used the following em pirical fits to Seiff and Whiting's (Ref.22) results for a hemisphere-cylinder in the high Mach number
limit for hypersonic flight.

p = {0.27 -+.X+ 0.157 065

p. I "T> 065

V 0. + 0.0Tr . 0,65

V. l I T> 0.65

In the above the parameter Xsee eqn.4, Ref.7) is related to, but slightly different in definition from, X* defined in eqn.
3

.

These expressions, which although are Mach number dependent as a consequence of the Mach number dependence of the
expressions used for the calculation of the bow shock wave shape in X, do not take into account the variations in the shape of the
downstream flow profiles with Mach number which have been used by Ericsson (Ref. 18) and which are quoted in eqns(4) and (51 It
should be noted that in making subsequent comparisons between prediction methods and experimental results, it is difficult to draw
conclusions with regard to the appropriateness of the embedded Newton-Busemann method vis a vis the unmodified embedded
Newtonian method since these inherent differences exist.

The inclusion of the centrifugal pressure correction within both steady and non-steady contributions to the pressure
coefficient should therefore improve the rigour of the embedded flow concept. However, in steady flow Newton.Busemann theory gives
poor comparison with experimental results, principally as a consequence of the finite thickness shock layers which occur on the majority
of hypersonic vehicles. It is one of the purposes of the present paper to compare both the uncorrected and the centrifugally corrected
embedded Newtonian method with experimental results for stability derivatives in single-degree-of-freedom pitching motions. Such a
comparison is difficult to make since the results published by Tong and Hui (Ref.7) ii..orporate Mach number dependence of the shock
shape but do not contain Mach number dependent functions for the downstream velocity and density profiles, whereas, the centrifugally
uncorrected embedded Newtonian results of the present paper do. Comparisons between the results of Ref7 and the embedded
Newtonian results to identify the magnitude of the centrifugal term have been facilitated by recalculating the results in the present
paper with alternative forms of eqns.(4) and (5) which are appropriate for infinite embedded Mach numbers. However, it is noted that
the experiments used for comparison have been performed at the relatively low hypersonic Mach number of 6.85 in which the joint
M Y-a, y -s I assumptions are not well satisfied. Not only is the free stream Mach number relatively low but the embedded flow Mach

F0
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number is even lower thus rendering Newtonian flow assumptions even more inappropriate for the local Newtonian flow calculations on
embedded surfaces.

Unsteady Numerical Techniaues

Although the capability of numerical techniques for solutions of the Euler equations for steady flow field calculations on
complex body shapes has improved tremendously in the last decade, very few comparable attempts at calculating the unstqady flow past
oscillating bodies have been reported. Brong (Ref.23) numerically solved the first order perturbation equations for pitching and
plunging cones and Rie et al lRef.24) carried out a complete non-steady numerical flow field calculation for oscillating blunted slender
cones at hvorsonic Mach numbers. In spite of the very considerable complexity of this approach, no improvement in agreement with
es r rlms.,~isober. o, sr .i:c V" .uwirical pr, .11-,,olo emneode" N-t oi at, method

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH PREDICTION METHODS

Wind tunnel facility- techniques and models

The experiments were performed in the Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel (ILPT) at the University of Southampton. This is an
intermittent wind tunnel facility providing an open jet test section of nozle exit plane in diameter 0 21m, with a flow Mach number of
M = 6 85 for durations of typically 0 Os A more detailed description of this facility is given in Reference 25; The unit Reynolds number
test range available is approximately 75 x 10

6
m I to 40 x 10

6
m

-1.

The test procedure employed to determine the aerodynamic stiffness and damping derivatives is the small amplitude free
oscillation technique. The model under test is held captive in the wind tunnel open jet test section flow on a sting support The model is
mounted on an internally sited rotary flexure pivot which allows the model to oscillate by 0 - t I

0 
in the pitch plane. The centre of

rotation corresponds to the effective centre of gravity location. The flexure pivot is mounted onto a rigid sting support which is quadrant
mounted on the test section floor.

All the experimental stability data were obtained using sting supported models pivoted on cross flexures. Dynamic stability
data obtained in such circumstances may be subject to support interference effects, unless certain sting design criteria are met It is
believed that the results presented herein are free from such interference in view of the following experimental features

i) The sting geometry is symmetric.

ii) The test Mach number is relatively low, (Mach number M = 6.85) and therefore little affected by sting interference
effects detailed by Ericsson (Ref.26) for example

iii) The parameter, visible sting length behind the model divided by model base diameter, is large - approximately 3.

iv) The negligible influence on these tests of base pressure effects has been previously demonstrated by open and closed,
model base results reported in Ref 27.

v) The sting support structure is of sufficient stiffness, that the fundamental mode of vibration has frequencies at least two
orders of magnitude higher than the model frequency.

The reduced frequency parameter for these experiments was 0 0018 < s' < 0 0092

The measurement of each pair of aerodynamic stiffness and damping derivatives necessitates two experimental tests, the so
called 'wind offand uwind on'runs. The ensuing model motions, both in vacuoo, (wind off) and in the aerodynamic flow (wind on) are
monitored via an optical model tracking system (Ref 28). recorded and digitised for microcomputer storage A subsequent analysis of
the two model motion time histories allows the aerodynamic pitch stability derivatives to be deduced

The analysis adopts the standard U.S. notation, whereby

M ac a(" ac
C P2 C = I. C Clpv sc an mq 8(qc/2V .) Ad2Vl

Flow visualisation was achieved by the schlieren flow visualisation technique. Surface flow visualisation was obtained using a
sprayed microencapsulated liquid crystal coating to provide a model surface thermographic map

Experimental pitch stability data have been collected for a range of axisymmetric vehicles shown in Fig.2, which included
pointed and blunted 100 semi-angle cones and the hyperbollistic shape HBS. These bodies were tested over a range of angles of attck
and axis oscillation position which extended to 0 < a < 16

° 
and 0.35 < Xcg/L < 0 82 (liBS only).

Results and Discussion

Pointed and Blunted Cone Geometries

A 100 semi-angle pointed cone has been investigated by East et al. (Ref.29). Small amplitude, 0 = 1
0 , 

oscillatory experiments
were performed in the facility described earlier at M = 6.85 in the Reynolds number range, 0.4 x 106 < Reb < 2 x.10

6 
The zero angle of

attack results are shown by Figure 3. This shows how with increasing Reynolds number the stiffness derivative, -C.. decreases in the
range 1.0 x 106 < Reb < 1.4 x 106. Further increase in Reynolds number causes the s iffness derivative to rise to a value greater than
the low Reynolds value. This minimum of stiffness derivative is accompanied by a maximum in the damping derivative, -(C~q + C.d)
Ward (Ref.30) reported a similar trend in pointed cone results and showed how the maxima and minima in the respective derivatives
occurred when there was transitional flow at the base of the model. These observations show that the results given in Figure 4 are
subject to transitional flow at the model base, where Reb = 1.45 x 106 and subject to wholly turbulent flow at Reb = 2 17 x 106. Recent
surface thwrmogreaphs have confirmed the transitional nature of the boundary layer at the rear of the pointed cone for these flow
conditions. At the greater Reynolds number condition, the inviscid embedded Newtonian technique yields results similar to the
experimental trend in that they are generally angle of attack invariant in the range, 6 a - r. 16

0
. It is likely that the increase in static

stability above the theoretical prediction shown by the experimental data is due to boundary layer displacement thickness effects
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Ericsson (Ref.31l has postulated that the angle of attack dependent trends are associated with aft cone transitional flow
Increasing the angle of attack causes the windward surface transition location to move aft slightly, however, this movement is much less
than the associated forward movement of the lee side transition With increase in angle of attack the crossflow enhanced leeside
transition location moves rapidly forward to then remain fixed despite further increase in angle of attack This asymmetric transition
point movement modifies the viscous contribution to stability. This is vividly shown by the comparison between the angle of attack
dependent, small amplitude experimental data at Reb - 1.45 x 106 and the inviscid embedded Newtonian theory results shown by
Figure 4. In comparison with the inviscid theory the a = 0

° 
experimental stability derivatives are consistent the effects associated with

aft body transition rear of the oscillation axis The viscous moment contribution acts rear of the oscillation axis at o = 00, but, with
increases in angle of attack, the viscous contribution moves forward to then become a statically stabilising effect for o > 50 This
conclusion is drawn from a comparison with the inviscid, angle of attack dependent theoretical r lts 'hpdaminss: influence is that
of f0 ,., ,-..2-.. 'Q - 0) A." , -. .ons the ice slue boundary tay- Attempts na- been mao., uy kLticsson titel 26) to predict
transition effects by proposing a boundary layer build up modification o an effective body geometry This was successful for the
stiffness derivative but not the dynamic damping derivative The discrepancy in damping derivative was shown to be due to an
bicceleratedflow effect'which affects transition in a similar manner to that by which local pressure gradients affect separated flows

These perturbations are only evident for pointed cones since the favourable pressure gradient present on blunt cones dominates the
flowfield.

Ericsson's model was centred on transition per s being the dominant viscous influence However, it is the authors' belief thot
the viscous influence responsible for the results observed is an interaction between transition and beside separation, whereby, the

prevailing boundary layer state determines the different nature of the lee side flow. Figure 5 shows two sketches of surface flowflelds
revealed by liquid crystal thermographic methods Fig.5la) shows the lee side flow with the model at a - 10 It clearly shows the
general high temperature region for the aft one third of the body associated with the transitional region. However for the forward
portion of the body separate hot and cold regions are shown associated with a generally stream wise vortical structure caused by the
viscous crossflow Results of further experiments show that this structure persists in a modified form at angles of attack up to at
least So Fig.Slb) identifies the flowfield at - - 50 showing fundamental differences in fore and aft body vortical structure This
suggests that the former transitional flow persists not as a transitional flow per se but as an influence on the nature of the aft body lee
side separated flow

Figures 6 to 9 show a comparison between the predictions of embedded Newtonian theory and experimental results for 10
semi-angle cones with hemispherical nose bluntness in the range 0 1 < dN/dB < 04 The experimental variations of the derivatives
C. 0 and -C. 5 + C ) .with angle of attack are complex and very dependent on nose bluntness. Considerable non-linear effects are
demonstrated and significant shifts of centre of pressure (where -C., = 0) are evident Only the pointed cone derivatives are relatively
independent of angle of attack up to 200

The general trends of the stiffness derivative (-C v) for oscillation axis positions of 0 68 < Xct.I. < 0 70 are well predicted by
embedded Newtonian theory. For bluntness ratios of 0.1 and 0.2 the stiffness derivative -C.. decreases with angle of attack, indicating
a forward shift of the centre of pressure. This is accounted for in the theory by the forward movement of the minimum in the typical
blunted cone blast wave induced pressure coefficient as angle ofattack of the windward surface increases. Since the windward surface
plays an increasingly dominant role as angle of attack increases, this forward movement of pressure distribution is reflected in the
derivatives. The effect of bluntness on damping is to destabilize as bluntness is increased This is due to the lower dynamic pressure
acting on the conical surface due to the entropy layer resulting from the bow shock.

Data from small amplitude longitudinal stability experiments performed on a 0 2 bluntness ratio 100 cone lRef.27), at two
Reynolds numbers, Reb = 1.45 x 106 and 2.17 x 106 show the results to be independent of Reynolds number within this range and for
angles of attack, 00 < a < 160. Nose bluntness produces a region of high entropy flow which reduces the local Reynolds number and
which has been shown to delay transition. Work by Softley et al (Ref.32Z illustrates how blunted cone transition is influenced by the
position of the entropy swallowing station at which the entropy layer thins so that the flowfneld tends towards that found or the
equivalent pointed cone The distance downstream of the entropy swallowing station at which transition occurs is determined by the
freestream Reynolds number, Re. As the equivalent pointed cone flow is transitional at the rear of the body for the experiments under
discussion, the bluntness will serve to move transition off the body into the wake The above implies that the blunted cone is subject to a
purely laminar flow at the Reynolds numbers appropriate to these data

On the assumption that the differences between the experimental stability results and the predictions from the embedded
Newtonian theory shown by Figure 7 are due to viscous effects, it is implied that the viscous contributions at a = o are statically
destabilising with no change in the dynamic stability. It is postulated that viscous phenomena associated with the nose flowfield
effectively increase the nose bluntness. This has been modelled by using the embedded Newtonian technique to prove that a nose
bluntness ratio of dlNde 

= 
0.22 reduces the stiffness derivative to the experimental value with no effect on the damping derivative.

Ilaving allowed for the increased nose bluntness at o = 00, the trends shown by Figure 7 identify the o dependent viscous
contribution to be statically stabilising, but dynamically destabilising for angles of attack, o < 8'. This trend reverses for angles of
attack, o > 80 The low angle of attack trend is thought to be a crossflow effect which is known to be statically stabilising when the load
centre of this effect is ahead of the centre of gravity position. The pointed cone results of Adams (Ref 331 illustrate how this effect
subsides with further increase in angle of attack In this case (Ref.33) the statically sabilising low angle of attack viscous local
crossflow effect disappears at o > 50

. 
With increasing angle of attack, ( > 80) the results of the experiments shown here illustrate a

reverse trend and the viscous contribution becomes statically destabilising and dynamically stabilising. This effect has been noted on
the laminar flow pointed cone, where at large relative angles of attack the local crossflow is dominated by non-linear viscous croesfow
It is suggested that this effect is present on this laminar flow blunted cone The leeward separated flows, under discussion, are revealed
in schlieren flow visualisation by embedded compression waves within the lee side bow shock layer The presence of the layer on the
pointed cone results in an increase in dynamic stability and a decrease in static stability The flowfields indicate the development of two
separating flows Their axial positions are close to the nose and move forward with increasing angle of attack. This trend is consistent
with observations of Stetson (Ref 341 who also showed these flows to be free from subsonic base communication travelling upstream
The high angle of attack embedded flttwfisld is almost identical to the separated flows ikentiied by Miller and Gnoffo (Ref 35) on the
foreconeof a blunted biconic geometry ins flow with M = 6 and Re = 29x 105 per metre

The pitch stability derivatives at various angle of attack for nose bluntnesses of 0 3 and 0.4 are shown on Figures 8 and 9
Unlike the 0.2 bluntness ratiocone where the pressure field is composed of both nose and cone influences, the 0 3 and 0 4 bluntness ratio
cone flowfield is dominated by the very large nose diameter. This causes a shift in centre of pressure which reduces the a = 00 small
amplitude stability derivatives in comparison with the inviscid theory. This compariso, implies that the entropy layer effects extend
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further downstream than the inviscid results would suggest. It ia almost certain that both of thse -nes -e subject to a purely laminar
flow at the Reynolds number of the tests, Re, = .45 x 106

At increased angles of attack, the entropy layer present on the dominant windward surface thins. This haa the eflect ..
increasing the pressure on the aft region of the body. The resultant change in the moment is reflected by the increase in the stiffness
derivative in the angle of attack range, 0 < a < 50 Although not shown on these plots, further increase in the angle of attack brings
the increased conic pressure component forward and ahead of the oscillation axis and the stiffnes. consequently decreases, The
embedded Newtonian theory overestimates the damping derivatives in the range a < 100, and fails to predict the large rise in damping
derivative seen at angles of attack a > 100. This tends to confirm the entropy effects being larger than predicted, since an increase of
the nose bluntness would produce decreased stiffness and damping derivatives.

In Fig 10, absolute values of the damping derivative -(C.e + C..) are compared with the results of prediction methods,
whereas, in previous papers such comparisons have generally been made with values norsalised with respect to the equivalent pointed

cone damping predictions On the previous basis, comparison between experiment and prediction can be obscured if the values taken for
the pointed cone differ The comparison presented in Fig 10, indicates that for low values of nose bluntness, the centrifugally corrected
embedded Newtonian method appears to over predict aerodynamic damping in comparison with simple embedded Newtonian and
esserimental results

A detailed comparison between experimental data and various theoretical prediction techniques for the pitch damping
derivative of a 100. 0.3 bluntness ratio cone at Mach number M = 685 is shown in Figure II using results reportedby Tong and tlui
(Ref.7). The results of Ref.7 show that the embedded Newtonian method underpredicts the stability derivative and that inclusion of the
centrifugal term, .( j) is necessary to attain values in keeping with experimental data lowever, as indicated earlier it is noted that
i".1g and Hui's embedded Newtor Bu-mainsn method employs infinite Mach number relations for the density and velocity profiles
within the bow shock shear layer If the functions, which have been shown for steady flow tobe appropriate for finite Mach numbers, are
used in the simple embedded Newtonian method then the prediction is very similar to that with infinite Mach number f*. g" functions
with centrifugal terms included Indeed it is arguably superior since the sensitivity to rearward axis position damping increasing is
identified This shows that with the appropriate finite Mach number functions applied to the embedded NPwtonian method, the further
inclusion of the centrifugal term would overpredict in comparison with experiment It therefore appears that, at the relatively low
hypersonic Mach number at which the comparison has been made, adequate predictions are obtained by the use of embedded Newtonian
methods without the tusemann correction It must be acknowledged that this is a severe test of the Newton-Busemann concept which
strictly applies in the M Io , - Ilimit, which is not well satisfied at the very low Mach numbers within the embedded flow on a blunt
shape A, M = 685

lyverballistic Shape IIBS

Figure 12 shows the changes in aerodynamic stiffness and damping with increase in angle of attack for the double flared,
hemispherically blunted cylinder body The measured increases in aerodynamic stiffness, corresponding to a rearward centre of
pressure movement, are predicted by embedded Nesonian theory, but the magnitude of the predicted increase is less than measured
Also, it is noted that at n = 140 the rearward shift is reversed and a rapid forward shift is predicted

Values of the damping derivative -iC, + C ) are in excellent agreement with embedded Newtonian theoretical predictions
over the complete range of 0 < a < 18", The predicted rapid forward shift of the centre of pressure appears as an increase in
aerodynamic damping Itowver, the measured damping for a = 16 0 for the HBS shape showed a large increase which was
experimentally attributed to the impingement of the bow shock on the rearmost flare This phenomenon occurs similarly in the theory,
at which point flare pressures are computed using simple Newtonian theory as the flare has moved out of the influence of the low
dynamic pressure entropy layer

The experimental trends for hyperballistic shapes are, therefore, well predicted by embedded Newtonian theory, aerodynamic
damping predictions, in particular, being in excellent agreement with experimental data. The theory takes no account, however, of any
cross flows which must occur on these bluff shapes as s increases Judging from the less rapid rearward movement of the centre of
pressure inferred experimentally from the -C,, data, it seems likely that viscous effects, resulting in cross flows, could account for the
observed differences.

This is further supported by schlieren flow visualisation and liquid crystal thermographic maps At near zero degrees angle of
attack there are very slight regions of separated flow present at the flow junctions. It is felt these regions offer insigrificant viscous
contributions to pitch stability in comparison to the dominating flow separation effects associated with the separation induced by the
large angle single flare of the AGARD hyperballistic shape 11B2 reported in Ref 18, for example Iowever, at large angles of attack
liquid crystal thermographic maps show that the lee side separated flow increases and this is shown schematically by Figure 13 Whilst
it is accepted that the stability derivatives are mainly influenced by the windward surface, it is apparent that the lee side viscous flows
will modify the results predicted by inviscid techniques

The variations of the zero degrees angle of attack values of -C., and -(C. + C.). with the position of the axis of oscillation
are shown in Figure 14. The aerodynamic stiffness plot identifies experimental data Ad predictions from the inviscid embedded
Newtonian technique. The centre of pressure location, where -Co = 0. is predicted to he further aft than that deduced from
experimental data, suggesting the theory slightly overestimates the flare effectiveness The observed difference corresponds to a centre
of pressure shift of 5% in the region of the centre of pressure

The variation of pitch damping derivative with axis position is shown in Fig 14 together with the results of several prediction
methods. The plot includes data associated with experiment, simple Newtonian impact theory, inviscid embedded Newwonian theory as
calculated by the present authors and the unsteady embedded Newton-Busemann predictions of Ref 7. The simple Newtonian impact
predictions are clearly in error since there is no allowance for the loss of the flare effectiveness due to the finite Mach number curved
bow shock and subsequent entropy layer influence. These deficiencies are redressed fully by the embedded Newtonian predictions of the
authors The embedded Newtonian method predicts a lower value of minimum damping than is observed experimentally, however, it
should be noted that a typical experimental error bar for experimental damping derivative is ± 20%. The predicted locations of the
minima with respect to oscillation axis are consistent between the embedded Newtonian and the experimental data.

The final prediction method used is that of Tong and Hui, Ref.7. This result is a finite Mach number embedded Newtonian
prediction but includes the centrifugal term found necessary in the gas dynamic limit of M = w. Y = I The result predicts a lower
damping minimum, but identifies the centre of pressure to be located forward, at XcgL = 0.55. (c.f. experiment and finite Mach number
embedded Newtonian damping minima at Xsg L 0 65) Strict comparison between the prediction of the embedded Newtonian theory,
with and without the centrifugal correction is not possible, since the density and velocity functions used by Tong and Hui (Ref 7) are for
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the infinite Mach number limit, whereas, in the uncorrected model, functions appropriate for finite Mach numbers (see eqn. 41 have
been used. Furthermore, it is unclear as to what values have been included in Ref.? for the itose contribution to aerodynamic damping
In the present paper, data are presented for infinite Mach nmber embedded Newtonian f* and g, functions, which are effectively Tong
and Hui's data without the centrifugal term. This clearly shows hew using f*, g* functions which are inappropriate for the low
embedded flow Mach numbers, leadis to underprediction. However, with these provisos, it appears that the embedded Newtonian
prediction (without centrifugal correction but with appropriate f- and g- functionsl gives the best agreement with experimental results.
particularly with regard to the axsa position at which the damping minima associated with the zero value of C occurs As for the 0.3
bluntness ratio cons, this conclusion should be qualified by the observation that the embedded flow Mach nu.ber for the extremely
blunt HBS shape will be in severe contradiction with the M- Vw - I Newton-Busex'anin limit, thereby providing an arguably
inappropriate test case for the method presented in Ref 7

A brief review of three analytical techniques for predicting the stability derivatives of slender asisymmetrir hypersonic
vehicles, is presented. The techniques presented are Newtonian impact, embedded Newtonian and embedded Newton-Bueemann.
Vehicle geometries considered are pointed and blunted 100 cones and a double flared hyperballistic shape HBS Comparison of results
from these prediction techsuques with experimental date demonstrates that the embedded Newtonian technique provides a suitable
method for approxinmate, -dictions o1 aerodynamic stiffness andi damping over a wide range of conditions

Although the centrifugal tern v; the embedded Newton-Busemann method is required for correct predictions in the regime of
the gas dynamic limit MI = a, Y= I where shock iayrs are thin, comparison with experimental results for a range of blunted cones and
the hyperhellistic shape HBS show that prediction using th:, nethod at M = 6.85 provides no improvement over the less rigorous
method in which the centrifugal correction is omitted.

It is noted that where flow structural change is present, in the form of transitive atiJ 'f -parat t, couu contributions
to the stability derivatives cannot be ignored The body motion coupling with respect to these viscous fl-on is an area in need of further
research.
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FIGURE 1 Definition of embedded flowlield and body geometry (Rf. 16)
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SUMMARY

In this paper a theory is given of the aerodynamic stability of hypersonic conical lifting vehicles
performing small amplitude pitching motion about its steady flight by using the Newton-Busemann flow
theory, which is the rational limit of gasdynamic theory as the flight Mach number M. - - and the ratio
of specific heats y - I . This is done by reformulating the gasdynamic equations using a set of
material functions as independent variables which are a generalisation of the stream functions of
steady flow. In this formulation, calculations of the steady flow field are reduced to finding the
geodesics of the body surface. The unsteady flow field is then calculated by perturbation of the steady
flow; in particular for conical shapes it requires only numerical quadrature. The theory is applied to
conical wings of parabolic cross-section and the dependence of the stiffness and damping-in-pitch
derivative on the angle of attack, the slenderness, concavity and convexity of the wing, and on the
pivot axis position is studied systematically.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the recent revival of interests in hypersonic flight information on aerodynamic stability of
vehicles at very high Mach number has become wanted, as evidenced in the excellent review papers by
Orlik-RUckemann(Ref. 1), Townsend (Ref. 2) and East (Ref. 3).

This paper is devoted to the theoretical prediction of the aerodynamic stability of hypersonic
lifting vehicles based on unsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory. The simpler aspects of the latter
theory were developed recently by Hui and Tobak (Refs. 4 to 6) and applied to aerofoils and bodies of
revolution. In particular, it has been shown that (1) the rational limit of gasdynamic theory, as the
flight Mach number M and the ratio of specific heats y - I , is equivalent to the Newtonian
impact flow model plus Busemann centrifugal pressure correction; (2) the centrifugal pressure is just as
important as the impact pressure and must not be neglected; and (3) with its inclusion the complete
unsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory is in good agreement with experiments on sharp-nosed bodies.

Extension to the three-dimensional case was partially given by Hui and Van Roessel (Ref. 7) using
a spanwise integration technique to obtain the aerodynamic derivatives. It gives, however, no
information of the details of the flow field; in particular, the region of zero pressure, if it exists,
was not determined.

In this paper the unsteady Newton-Busemann flow field around a three-dimensional body performing
small amplitude pitching motion about steady flight at a trimmed condition is obtained. This is done
by reformulating the gasdynamic equations (Ref. 8) using a set of material functions as independent
variables, which are a generalisation of the stream functions of steady flow. In this formulation,
calculations of the steady flow field are reduced to that of finding the geodesics of the body surface,
and the unsteady flow field is then calculated by perturbation of the steady flow.

When applied to conical shapes, the method requires only numerical quadrature. In this way, effects
of various factors, such as angle of attack, slenderness, concavity and convexity of a wing, and pivot
axis position on the stiffness and damping-in-pitch derivative are investigated systematically.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider a rigid vehicle B flying at supersonic/hypersonic speed. In supersonic/hypersonic flight
the front of the body is enveloped by a shock wave which extends downstream in the shape of a slightly
flared skirt. The flow upstream of the shock wave or shock surface is undisturbed whereas the flow
field of interest lies entirely downstream of the shock, between the shock surface and the vehicle
surface. In hypersonic flight, with the free stream Mach number M > > I , the enveloping shock wave
lies very close to the body surface. The region between the shock surface and body surface is termed
the shock layer.

We scale the time variable by u/U , and space variables by x where t is a characteristic

length of the body B and U is the free stream velocity. Scale the dependent variables pressure by

P U , density by P. and velocity by U , where p, is the free stream density. The equations

governing the flow field surrounding the vehicle B are the inviscid Navier-Stokes equations or the
Euler equations:
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10p+ .(pV) = 0,

av+ ('v. 1)'v + 1-

(P)+ 'V -0
. 0 Y

where p P ,' are the scaled pressure, density and velocity respectively of the gas, and T is the
L, body force per unit mass acting on the vehicle.

The boundary conditions are that the relative velocity of the fluid is tangential to the body at
the body surface and that mass, momentum and energy be conserved as the fluid crosses the shock wave.
At the body surface this condition is

(V- b) = 0 , on B (2)

where vb and ' are the velocity and unit normal of the body surface. The shock wave boundary

condition may be expressed in the form

s" L G + ' iG) = 0

I ~G* 2 2 =
0 ~v . GJ + pG P 0(3

[v.T] = 0 , a=1,2

tt V

where f , a = 1,2 are linearly independent tangent vectors to the shock surface G(tr) = 0 and

[,1s is defined by

E( ) s = (.) - .) (4)

the superscripts s and = denoting that the quantity is evaluated just downstream and just upstream
of the shock surface respectively. The shock surface at which Eqns. (3) are to be applied is unknown
and must be determined as part of the solution.

Let {x ; 1=1,2,31 be the body-fixed Cartesian coordinates. It is convenient to work within a
body-fixed curvilinear coordinate system in which the body surface coincides with one of the coordinate
surfaces. Let the body B be defined by the equations

x = 8 1 ( 1,2) , i=1,2,3 (5)

where the B's are at least three times piecewise continuously differentiable with the Jacobian matrix

5 B having rank two almost everywhere. Then {1a;=l 2) -epresents a coordinate system on

a(& ,& )
the body surface.

Now define a system of shock layer coordinates (Ei ;=1,2,31 as follows:

x = Bt(Cl,&
2
) + Et

3
nt(t

1
,k

2
) , 1=1,2,3 (6)

where e(40) is a constant, to be chosen in a convenient manner later, and the n i's are the components
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of the unit normal to the body surface. The equation of the body surface in shock layer coordinates is

0 0 (or4 ;= 0) . Let the equation of the unknown shock surface be

3 = S(t, 1, 2) (7)

In order to apply Newton's law in a non-inertial reference frame we must add those forces due to the
relative acceleration of the non-inertial reference frame, namely. -c , the translational

acceleration; -2w x v , the Coriolis force per unit mass; -Z x (w-1) , the centrifugal force per

unit mass; -: r , the inertial force of rotation per unit mass, where is the angular velocity

vector of the vehicle. The force ? in equation (1) is thus

-c - 2Z4 -w x ( x ) - w x r . (8)

In component form Equation (1) becomes

up * l _a =pi) o0 ,
X ( (ypv')g a

a v 
I 
.r 1 Jvk + 9ij F

i

-+v v9 -- Fr
at a j k a&3( (9)

where glJ are components of the inverse of the metric tensor, g is the determinant of the metric,

and rjk are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind.

The solution of Equations (9) would represent an Eulerian description of the fluid flow. However,

a transformation to Lagrangian coordinates will prove useful. The presence of the 1L term in the

continuity equation however, precludes the use of stream functions. But, facilitated by a change of
notation, it is possible to introduce a set of new functions to be called material functions.

Letting C0 = t , and since the metric is time independent due to the body-fixed frame of reference
used, the continuity equation may be written as

-17(r Vv) = 0 , (10)
aI

where v
0 
= I and upper case latin indices range from 0 to 3.

Introduce three functions Mi(& , 1, 2,
3 
) related to the components of velocity as follows

aMI aM
2 
aM
3

/gov=
I 

eIJKL aMl J T KM3 x(M
1
,M

2
,M

3
) (11)

where eIJKL is the permutation symbol. Substitution Into (9a) shows that the continuity equation is

identically satisfied. Taking the material derivative of M
i 
yields

Dv 
i  

am = 
M i 

_ am,aM~ ~a ai i

- - IJKL I.liiMi am 
1 

aM
2 

aM
3  

0 (12)

where A is an arbitrary function of the Mi'S.

The notation ((,n,e) is introduced to replace (C
1  

3) whenever the use of indices becomes
cumbersome.
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This shows that the N .s are constant following the fluid and so the name material functions is
appropriate. These material functions, analogous to the stream functions for steady flow, are not
unique. The existence of these functions was known previously but they have been little utilized.
Setting I - 0 in (11) results in the following constraint on the material functions:

. (13)

Consider a transformation from te ( coordinates to (Wl coordinates defined by

mZ =,Z(€.€1€2 €} .(14)

with inverse transformation

EI x'(m0,m
1
,e
m

m
3
) , (15)

where Ml,N
2 

and M are the material functions of Equation (11) and MO is to be chosen by imposing
the condition

j , (16)

which results in

X , m- - I .(17)
am am

It is clear that &i x (mO*m ,m2,m3) , considered as a curve parameterized by mO with the mis

held constant, represents the pathline of the fluid particle identified by (m,m 2,m
3

The material derivative reduces to

t 
=  

aM a m

which shows that m
0  

is a measure of time following a fluid particle or Lagrangian time. Therefore,
m0 will he replaced by T whenever convenient.

Making the transformation (15), the governing equations. (9), become

0 , (1ga)

J= , (19b)
40

1a21 1axj as'k
at

e IJKL i _
2
k a 3 _i2 0 

0  1

13 0 ax a a 121aa)=0 '-I I U - 1

am am am am

aT PY(19d)

a0 02
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Equation (16) only determines No to within an arbitrary function of three independent variables.

It is convenient, therefore, to set the shock surface at

m
0 
= 0 (or T=0) . (20)

The body surface will be set at

m
3 
= 0 . (21)

This is now a fixed boundary problem.

Equations (19) are six equations for six unknown functions. However, Equation (19a) can be

integrated immediately to obtain x
0  

and Equation (1gb) can be used to eliminate p , thus leaving four
equations in four unknowns. Furthermore, a first integral can be obtained from (19d). The major
difficulty lies with the momentum equations (1gc).

It is worth pointing out that while {T,ml
,m
2,m3 } are Lagrangian variables, they differ from the

standard Lagrangian variables in that a distinction is made between Lagrangian time 7 and Eulerian
time t . This distinction allows for the problem to be rendered a fixed boundary problem. It is
shown in Ref. 8 that a further transformation

i 123 i 12
(r,m ,m2,m

3 ) = E (r,t s s ) i=1,2,3 (22)

where the subscript s denotes evaluation at the shock surface, allows the problem to be formulated
as a system integro-differential equation. Taking the Newtonian limit M. - , 1 and
assuming that the unsteady motion is sufficiently slow so that an expansion of the following form

i 12 i 12 12 i 12E (T,ts', S ) = EO ,S, ) 2 E r, ,S)O(t s)  + E ( , ,s)6(t s )

(23)

P( 1 ,ts, c2  
= P 

1 2  
+ P r 

2
)(t + , 2)(t s )

PO(T,&s' s PT,'s'% o PiT

is valid leads to the following partial decoupling of the system of integro-differential equations
to the form

a 2E -atE aE
+ = 0

E'(0, 1 2,

10 .I .2 J Ua
. 

1 2, (24)

a ss Os's

PO(" E 2J) ( 1= Co('2) + 0 1 OT '2 )dT

,,= AN 1
2 dE 3 2 J E0 T2  )dT

0 .

A-
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3
2EG ad BEY 3ES BEY+2r - -A 16 + Fyc -

Ea(O t 1. 2 0

BE' 1 2 1 2O' C I(tsE, C
BT ss s 41 ss s(25)

P 2 '( t.t 1 2
2
)d +- '

3 
(*'lt 

2
) d 

2  
t )i0 0

where U0 1J, O . TO are velocity components and pressure at the shock surface and expressions

for e, , T may be found in Ref. 8.

Equations (24a) are to be solved for E and E0  . They imply that the particle trajectories in
steady flow are just the geodesics of the body surface. Once determined, Equations (25a), being linear
o.d.e.'s, may be solved for the corrections E" , i=e,6 to give the particle trajectories:

11

( Ea(,tss,1 ) o=1,2 . (26)

Equation (26) is then inverted to obtain

&11 = Za( ,t,c 
2)  

(27)

which is then inserted into (24d) and (25d) to obtain, simply by quadrature, the unsteady pressure

p = P(Tt,,n) . (28)

Thus the problem of determining the pressure for sufficiently slow unsteady motion in the Newtonian
limit is reduced to solving the geodesic equations, a pair of nonlinear ordinary differential equations,
for the body B.

3. CONICAL WINGS

We apply the formulation of the previous section to conical lifting vehicles, in particular conical
wings with parabolic cross-section. Consider the conical wing (see Fig. 1) given by

xy ' T=±l , (29)
2ay

where a concave wing corresponds to T= +1 and a convex wing corresponds to X=-I . The cross-section
In the plane x= const. is a parabola. Surface coordinates (1,t

2
) = (t,n) for the body which

are orthogonal may be chosen as follows:
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x = B1 (&,n) 
= 

-(dn(nm) + Tcn (n,m))

y = B
2
(&,n) = - .(dn(,,m) -rcn(ni)) , (30)

z = B 3(&,n) = ctsn(n,m) .

where m = (a
2 
-
1 )
/(a

2 
+1) c = a/(a

2 
+1)1/2 and sn, cn. dn are the Jacobi elliptic

functions of modulus m .

Specifying the sweep back angle A and the angle w from the centre line to the leading edge
plane uniquely determines the parabolic conical body yielding

tan(j- A)a=(31)

with 0 for concave wings and . 0 for convex wings. The surface coordinates are restricted to

2

dn(n,m)+"cn(n,m) in1 L  (32)

where nL is given by

sn2(n Lm) sin2 + tan
2
(

- 
A)

cn(nL'm) (cos. -sinw)

For the above body. Equations (24) and (25) are readily solved to obtain the pressure to within
quadrature (Ref. 8).

4. STABILITY DERIVATIVES

The pitsiu,., m01me-t c)-fficient CM , Ithe stiffness derivative -Cm, , and the damping-in-pitch

derivative -Cm6 are defined by

C: M + e(t)(-C) + (t)(-C) (34)
CM - (t (-m

where the pitching moment

M(t) = - f J P(t'C'n)[(Yl(n) -h)n 2(n) - Y2 (n)nl(n)]"gdtdn (35)

B

Yl(n) = }(dn(n,m) + Tcn(n,m))

12n =--dn(n~m) -Tcn(n,m))
Y ()= 1 i

nl(n) = - -(Tdn(n,m) - cn(n,m)) (36)

n2(n) = -C- (cn(nm) +7dn(nm))

S = planform area of the wing
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Systematic computations of the stiffness and daming-in-pitch derivative have been done for

various combinations of the defining parameters in the following ranges: 0 ' a 80' , -30 ' w < 30

60' < A ' 80' and 0 < h < 2/3 . It has been found profitable to present these results in relative
form as (-Cm )/(-C, )f1 and (-Cm )/(-Cm )f , where

(-Cm ) = 2sin2a( 2- h)

8 ft I

(-Cm 4)f 4sina( - h+h
2
)

are, respectively, the stiffness and damping-in-pitch derivative of the corresponding flat delta wing,
i.e. when w = 0 , as given in Ref. 9. We note that they are independent of the sweep-back-angle A
and that (-Cm ) is always positive but (-Cm ) changes sign at h = 2/3 .

These relative stability derivatives are, strictly, still dependent on the defining parameters
, , and h . It turns out, interesting enough, that they are practically independent of the angle

of attack a and the pivot axis position h for 20' c a • 75' and 0 < h 2/3 . This is to say that
the spanwise concavity or convexity of a conical delta wing does not alter the dependence of the
stability derivatives on a and h within the above ranges. Details of the computational results are
as follows.

5.1 A-dependence

The dependence of the relative stability derivatives on the sweep-back angle A is shown in
Figs. 2-5. It is observed that increasing A (i.e. more slender wings) decreases the damping-in-pitch
derivative (-C,) for both concave wings and convex wings. It also decreases the stiffness

derivative (-Cm ) of convex wings but has little effect for concave wing' These corclusions hold
8 2

true for any angle of attack a and for 0 < h < 2

..2 h-dependence

From the comparisons of Figs. 2a-c and 4a-d, which are for different h , we see that relative
damping-in-pitch derivative is independent of the pivot axis position h for 0 < h c 2/3 and for

0 < a < 75' . The same conclusion holds also for the relative stiffness derivative (Fig. 3a,b and
Fig. 5a,b). This near independence of the relative stability derivatives on h for 0 < h < 2/3 is

also shown explicitly in Fig. 5 for the case a 20' and . = 20', from which it is also seen that
the relative stability derivatives vary rapidly with h for h > 2/3 . One possible explanation for
this is that in the vicinity of h = 2/3 , (-Cm ) changes sign and (-Cm ) reaches minimum.

5.3 m-dependence

From Figs. 2 and 3, it is seen that both (spanwise) concavity and convexity of the conical wing

tend to decrease the damping-in-pitch and the stiffness derivative for 20o < a < 75' , and the maximum

stability is reached near the flat delta wing. For smaller angles of attack, i.e. a < 20* , however,
the trend is somewhat different. For these cases (see Figs. 4 and 5) the maxima of the stability
derivatives are reached by slighly convex wings.

An explanation of the different trend for smaller angles of attack is that as a becomes smell,
variation in concavity or convexity of the wing alters significantly the flow around the wing. In
contrast, for large a < , the air flow "sees" mainly the wing as a flat delta wing formed by the
leading edge plane.

5.4 a-dependence

The explicit dependence of the relative stability derivatives on the angle of attack a is

illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The mild dependence on a for 20' a 75' is noted.
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5.5 In most cases calculated, the damping-in-pitch derivative is positive, indicating dynamic stability
of the steady flight. However, Fig. 2b shows that for highly concave and very slender wings the
dWing-in-pitch derivative can become negative. i.e. aerodynamically unstable. This is consistent
with an earlier investigation of Hui and Tobak (Ref. 4) on aerofoils where it was found that "the
pitching motion of a sharp-nosed aerofoil having (chordwise) concave surfaces will tend toward dynamic
instability over a range of axis positions if the curvature of the surfaces is increased beyond
a certain value." It was noted (Ref. 4) that this condition of instability arises in part out of a
destabilizing contribution from (-C m) , and this unusual circumstance has its origin in the radical

rearward displacement experienced by the aerodynamic center of the loading due to angle of attack as
the concavity, spanwise or chordwise, of the wing surface is increased.

For application of the present theory to prediction of stability of hypersonic conical lifting
wings at finite flight Mach number M and y > l.o , we remark that the present theory gives the
limiting values as M. , and y * I . It is, however, known that (Refs. 10 and i1) decreasing N

and increasing y both have the effect of decreasing the damping-In-pitch derivative, possibly rendering
it negative under certain circumstances.

Finally, we remark that unsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory as developed above is the rational
limit of gasdynamics and applied well to hypersonic flowfields with no stagnation point. These include
flow over lifting conical wings, or sharp-nosed or sharp-edged bodies. For blunt bodies, straightforward
application of the theory tends to give rather poor results, due to the singularity at the stagnation
point inherited in the Newtonian impact model. Some modifications are therefore needed. In this regard,
it has recently been shown by Tong and Hui (Ref. 12) that the embedded Newtonian flow concept of
Seiff and Whiting (Ref. 13) provides just the needed modifications. Examples of good agreement of the
unsteady embedded Newton-Busemann flow theory with experiments are given in Ref. 12.
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LIFTING BODIES - AN ATTRACTIVE AERODYNAMIC
CONFIGURATION CHOICE FOR HYPERVELOCITY VEHICLES

Alfred C. Draper and Melvin L. Buck
Aeromechanics Division

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6553, USA

SUMMARY

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory has focused activity on Lifting Body aerodynamic
research for the development of analytical, experimental, and design methods. Lifting
bodies have a set of unique properties which make them particularly attractive for
multiple applications. These unique properties Including better aerodynamic efficiency
at high altitudes and high velocities, reduced TPS weight, and efficient payload
packaging are discussed. A brief chronology is given of the Lifting Body Configurations
investigated by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, along with their aeroperformance
capabilities including the ASSET, PRIME, the X-24A, and the X-24B. Also included is a
brief discussion of lifting body applications at supercircular velocities such as the
SORTIE.

A portion of the paper addresses the impact of basic geometric and component
effects on aerodynamic performance parameters. These results were then translated into
a unique aerodynamic configuration which eliminates the aft vertical fins without
degrading the hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio while maintaining directional stability.
Additionally, the paper addresses, their benefits and applicability. Specifically, the
more significant methods such as the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (HABP), PANAIR,
Euler, Parabolized Navier Stokes (PNS), and Navier Stokes (NS) codes are discussed.
Experimental capabilities and needs are discussed and finally, long term goals for
future lifting body configurations are assessed.

INTRODUCTION

The technology advances that have been made and the availability of that technology
has presented the challenge, the opportunity, and the emphasis to accelerate the entry
into the era of hypersonic flight. The capability will include operations from point to
point on the earth's surface, earth to space, and space to earth. The system designer
will continue to search and select vehicle concepts which will provide the desired
performance at minimum cost. In any assessment of advanced concepts, it is necessary to
emphasize that a broad spectrum of options exists relative to the candidates for lifting
vehicles. It is clear that performance considerations suggest that lift will be a
primary prerequisite of any future hypersonic vehicles. It is particularly beneficial
and useful to give consideration to the general evolution of advanced vehicle concepts
as background information. Pragmatic considerations and data availability clearly
indicate that reasonable levels of aerodynamic performance are a necessity for hyper-
sonic flight vehicles.

The Advantages of Lift

Classically, drag has been employed to control the level of deceleration of re-
entry vehicles and to dissipate the kinetic energy. Lift is also of benefit and enables
the vehicle to decelerate at higher altitudes for the same velocity. The range of lift
coefficients available effectively defines the re-entry corridor for any configuration.
The question of heating -is more complex; for the stagnation point heating is reduced at
the higher angles-of-attack but other points on the configuration offer special chal-
lenges. Lift is employed primarily to obtain maneuverability and the hypersonic
lift-to-drag ratio traditionally establishes the down range and cross range capability
of re-entry vehicles. This capability can translate in terms of inclination angle
changes and recall times from different orbital conditions. Generally speaking, it can
be shown that the lifting maneuverable vehicle offers substantial performance benefits;
consequently, we will focus on the configuration aspects which offer the most promising
potential for a wide spectrum of applications at hypersonic and re-entry speeds. Figure
1 summarizes some of the payoffs of aeroperformance efficiency in terms of cross range,
plane change capabilities, and return times.

Configuration Classes

The three most likely candidates for lifting re-entry configurations are the
winged/body, the lifting body, and the blended body. Our discussion will generally
address the lifting and blended body configurations. The winged/body or winged gliders
such as the Dyna Soar have their place if the lower altitudes and velocities are of
special interest. The winged vehicles or winged/body configurations are generally
characterized with lower sweeps and higher aspect ratios. They further can profit from
more "conventional" leading edges and contoured surfaces with reduced base areas in
order to improve the low and mid speed performance. Obviously, terminal and landing
characteristics can he enhanced as a result. If hypervelocity performance and growth
potential are the high value considerations; however, the lifting or blended body
configurations appear particularly attractive. In view of the many benefits associated
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with the lifting or blended bodies, we will concentrate our discussion on this class of
configurations and their utility as candidates for hypervelocity vehicle applications.
In any event, the importance of the aeroconfiguration is traced in Figure 2 in terms of
a key technology focus and a critical design driver.

The Advantages of Lifting Bodies

It has been shown by many authors that the lifting body offers substantial benefits
in terms of its volumetric efficiency which can be viewed as a first order indicator of
its payload carrying capability. High volumetric efficiency, V2/3/S W , also translates
itself into reduced wetted area which means reduced skin friction drag hence, a higher
hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio which, in turn, results in higher levels of maneuver-
ability both in terms of longitudinal and lateral range. Wetted area also is a first
order indicator of the acreage which must be thermally protected; consequently, any
reduction means substantial dividends in terms of reduced thermal protection system
weight. This, again, can be extended into reduced structural weight and total systems
weight. A dual advantage can be experienced here for the lifting body can generally be
sized smaller for the same payload and mission requirements largely because of the
increased volume. If the limitation is weight rather than volume, the payoffs are still
quite measurable in terms of launch or thrust requirements. Figure 2 again shows some
of these advantages while Figure 3 indicates the general trend of volumetric efficiency
with hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio.

Returning to its aerodynamic properties, the lifting body has a higher angle-of-
attack for maximum lift and, further does not experience the rigid clear stall character-
istics of winged vehicles. This wide range of angle-of-attack reflects itself in an
expanded re-entry corridor. Again, from an aerodynamic heating viewpoint, the
lifting/blended body can minimize juncture areas and interference heating. This
reduction in juncture points also permits the configuration to be tailored for increased
survivability through reduced observability. From a stabilization perspective, the
lifting body lends itself to many candidate options for simplified controls. For
example, novel stabilization possibilities exist such as the positive comprv;Sion
sharing approach. This approach is the precise contouring of the body in such a manner
that directional stabilizing pressures are generated at hypersonic speeds to provide
maximum effectiveness with low drag. The compression sharing concept has also demon-
strated yaw stability. Lifting body configurations have been developed which have
allowed elimination of the aft vertical fins of the vehicles without degrading the
hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio and directional stability. Figure 4 displays some of
these configuration variations for directional stability including the elimination of
the vertical fins.

As previously indicated, the lifting body also can ease some of the propulsion and
launch considerations through its reduced weight. Further, most lifting body configura-
tions significantly ease the rocket engine and on-board tankage integration problems.
Depending on the mode, the launch stability can be aided by reduced booster fins for
stabilization and a potential reduction of launch interference factors.

Perhaps one of the more attractive features of the lifting body is its growth
potential from a number of perspectives. We have already mentioned its corridor width
potential which enables a wide spectrum of altitude choices. It has an inherent capa-
bility for synergetic orbital transfer applications in that significant plane changes
can be made resulting in a wide spectrum of orbital inclination angles. This, then,
naturally suggests the application to higher energy orbits up to ;eosynchronous or
geostationary along with orbital transfer maneuvers from GEO to LEO to GEO with the
resulting capability of performing a successful entry at supercircular velocities along
with the attendant thermal management of both the convective and hot gas radiative heat
transfer. This capability will be discussed further in the sections addressing maneu-
verable orbital transfer vehicles and the SORTIE configuration.

Finally, another area which profits from the use of the lifting body is the multi-
staged system. For many of the reasons previously cited; the lifting body offers an
attractive candidate for both the first and second stage of a two staged system.
Through the use of simple geometries, the mating arrangements between the two stages can
be greatly facilitated even to the point of employing semi-submerged arrangements.
Special attention can be given to improved carriage and separation techniques for the
total system for straightforward "drop away" techniques can be used. Integration
techniques with different types of propulsion systems can also be accommodated in a
minimally disruptive manner. Simply stated, the lifting/blended body is designed not

just to survive the hypervelocity environment, but to be at home in it. A representa-
tive collection of configurations investigated in considerable depth is displayed in
Figure 5.

The Chronology of Lifting Bodies at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Serious lifting body configuration programs were being addressed in the early 60's,
both at NASA and at the Air Force's Flight Dynamics Laboratory. NA.SA initiated their
activities with the MI and M2 configurations at Ames, which culminated in the flight
testing of the M2Fl, M2F2, and M2F3 at Dryden. Langley's early activities were effec-
tively convergei with the testing of the HL-ID. The Air Force's initial activities
centered around the WADD II, or "Lead Sled" configuration, which was offered as a
candidate during the Phase c effort of the Dyna Soar program. The design was analyti-
cally and experimentally investigated and proved to be an attractive alternative,
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although initially, with far less technical supporting data than that which existed for
the winged configuration. Figure 6 shows the WADD II lifting body configuration along
with other typical point designs.

In order to develop a comprehensive research program, the Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory established a process which initially addressed the configuration technology in its
most fundamental elements of parametric variations with simple geometries. These
parametrics included consistent variations in basic geometric characteristics such as
wing sweep, leading edge radii, nose radii, bluntness ratio, thickness, planform,
cross-section, body profile angles, and body classification; i.e., conoids, elliptical
cones, etc. The procedure has been to compare theoretical and analytical models with
experimental data to determine the adequacy of correlation and to postulate techniques
to better represent the characteristics of the configuration. The hypersonic lift-to-
drag ratio data has, by convention, been defined at 200,000 ft altitude and at a veloc-
ity of 20,000 fps. Once a reasonably accurate representation was derived to handle
simple geometries, then a consistent approach was employed for configuration "build-up",
which involved sizing, location, and configuring of various aerodynamic control surfaces
and shaping, which could satisfy the demands of trim, stability, and controllability.
After confidence was achieved in our ability to handle generalized configurations,
various point designs were developed which enabled the r'nvergence and interaction of
the aerodynamic, aerothermodynamic, structural concepts, and control requirements for
vehicle concepts synthesized to fulfill specific performance, weight, and payload
constraints. Figure 6 further displays this process from parametric variations, con-
figuration build-ups, and point designs.

As previously mentioned, an example of the early work was the design of the WADD II
configuration with a hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio of approximately 1.5, quite compara-
ble to the NASA M2F2 configuration. Another generic family of lifting body configura-
tions was developed and designated as the MOF series. The approach was straightforward
in that the configurations were designed within the constraints demanded hypersonically
and by aerodynamic heating. Nose and leading edge bluntness, sweep, and lower surface
geometry were established, but the designs were carefully developed for shaping, contour,
and camber of the upper surface to achieve improved terminal performance. A complete
family of these configurations employing this dual design approach was addressed and
actually employed classical airfoil sections molded into lifting bodies. The hypersonic
lift-to-drag ratios generally spanned the range from 1.0 to approximately 1.6, but with
substantially improved subsonic L/Os and characteristics. The MDF-1 configuration,
which molded a Clark Y airfoil into the lifting body, can show a lineage relationship
with the SV-5 configuration used in both the PRIME and PILOT programs. The MDF-1
configuration is shown in Figure 7 along with the SORTIE configuration now to be dis-
cussed.

An additional series investigated was postulated as potential configurations for
entry at supercircular velocities. This was essentially a series of modified elliptical
cones designated as the SORTIE family of configurations. The lift-to-drag ratios
achieved were between 0.75 and 1.2 with near neutral stability to facilitate large
modifications in the lift coefficient. This configuration series focused primarily on
the technologies which required solution for re-entry from high energy orbits, including
GEO. Re-entry velocities of approximately 34,000 fps from orbital altitudes of 20,000
nautical miles were considered. Problems associated with flight at velocities from
25,000 to 34,000 fps can be many, but we will concentrate on the primary problems. The
most critical problems are heating and stability. At supercircular re-entry velocities
the gas encountered is highly dissociated, partially ionized, and at twice the enthalpy
levels as that encountered during low earth orbital re-entry. Hot gas radiation of the
shock layer becomes important and significant deficiencies in heating values may occur
depending on the prevailing state of equilibrium. The heat transfer rates will be
substantially higher than from low earth orbital lifting reentry. Since higher dynamic
pressure are encountered, stability problems can become more acute. The lateral,
directional, and longitudinal stability characteristics of high energy reentry vehicles
at angle-of-attack with associated control also can be demanding problems.

The lifting body configuration class employed, as was previously stated, was a
series of asymmetric elliptical cones with various degrees of nose blunting evaluated.
Flats were employed on the upper surface and on each side primarily for directional
stability. Fineness ratios were also varied. Various control devices were investi-
gated, including canards, elevons, flaps, cambered bodies/nose, and jet spoilers. The
delta canards and elevons were evaluated separately, and in combination. Flaps mounted
on the trailing edge proved to be quite effective and did not cause trim stability
problems and appeared to be the preferred control devices from a minimum heating and
interference vipwooint. despite the fact that a combination of canards and elevons
yielded the greatest trim power, center of gravity range, and highest trim L/Ds.
Aerodynamic drag devices, to independently modulate the drag relative to the lift, ap-
peared to also offer promise. Two techniques were evaluated; the ejectable drag brake
and the slide-trolle drag break which would be used during the initial portions of
supercircular re-entry. Some of these control and drag devices are shown in Figure 8 in
a composite fashion for economy of illustration. Many were tested as part of a compre-
hensive configuration/control surface research program.

It became apparent, however, that the prime focus for lifting body designs should
initially be for low earth orbits. The Laboratory efforts were consequently shifted
toward configurations which could generate high aerodynamic and performance efficiency
during re-entry. The high L/D configuration technology, in aJdition to significant
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performance gains, also served as a focus and catalyst for loentification of new and
challenging research and technology problems. This evolution in configuration research
is depicted in Figure 9 which traces the trend as a function of time.

The high lift-to-drag ratio vehicle shapes are generally characterized by highly
swept configurations possessing low bluntness ratios and high fineness ratios. These
configurations tend to operate at -duced ,-nl-nf-attmrk tn achiave thair maimum
lift-to-drag ratios; e.g., on the order of 3.0. Obviously, the leeward or upper surface,
with its expansion pressures, must be treated more accurately with deliberate tailoring
to improve aerodynamic efficiency. Viscous effects, as reflected in skin friction force
terms, are critical, and wetted area becomes important.

Viscous interaction and boundary layer transition were also identified for more
precise treatment. Interaction effects can be masked by blunt leading edges, but will
become more important for consideration in the slender designs. Aerodynamic heating,
because of the changes in angle-of-attack and sweep back conditions, was also identified
for more in-depth assessment. This, of course, was also aggravated by the increase in
flight times and could likely necessitate advanced cooling techniques. Further, because
of the nature of not only the flight path, but also the generic configurations considered
for increased performance efficiency, extensive use of aerodynamic control surfaces
appeared to be desirable. This then enabled the focusing of research not only on
control effectiveness and design, but also on the aerothermodynamic problems encountered
with such deflected surfaces. Increased efficiency in entry design also suggested
enhanced research in the area of energy management which could equate to increased
sophistication with the addition of more functions and requirements.

The initial efforts with high lift-to-drag ratio configurations were characterized
with cautious optimism and approached the feasibility question both analytically and
experimentally. Both fixed and variable geometry configurations were investigated with
the intent of making the designs amenable to both the high speed and low speed perform-
ance characteristics; that is to achieve high aerodynamic efficiency at hypersonic
speeds with acceptable terminal performance. favorable interference configurations were
also assessed, but for the most part, were discontinued because of the added complexities
associated with localized heating problems, increased TPS, and added weight.

A generic family of configurations evolved which were characterized with large
increases in the volumetric efficiency parameter. These configurations minimized the
wetted area and employed changes with the profile angles which resulted in volume
increases. Simply stated, the designs took full advantage of the lessons previously
learned relative to bluntness, sweep, lower surface geometry, length, and fineness
ratio. The high L/D configurations were comprehensively assessed from their aerodynamic
feasibility, their aerothermodynamic acceptability, performance flexibility, the ePvels
of volumetric efficiency, size and comparative weights, including choice of thermil
protection system and structural concepts. The analytical results, experimentally
verified, indicated that high L/D vehicle configurations had progressed to the point
where a stable vehicle with a high volume could be designed which was controllable and
which could sustain the heating environment with feasible TPS structural subsystems and
competitive weights. The program in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory essentially was
converged into four highly acceptable designs; i.e., the FDL-5, FDL-6, FDL-7, and FDL-8
configurations, the latter of which evolved into the X-24B and X-24C configurations.
These configurations are displayed in Figure 10. Comprehensive force moment, pressure
and temperature tests were conducted across the complete Mach number range from subsonic
through hypersonic Mach numbers of 19.0. The lateral or cross range performance capa-
bilities of these candidate configurations are shown in Figure 11, along with the
variation in hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio.

Concurrent with the configuration research investigations and the lessons learned
from the information obtained through the ASSET and PRIME flight test programs were
being exploited. These are two significant programs that need to be discussed.

The ASSET Program objectives can be summarized as: 1) the correlation of data from
hypers-ni c ight test with ground facility data, 2) the verification of analytical
theories and prediction techniques, and 3) the evaluatinn of structural concepts and
materials for hypersonic vehicles. The actual vehicle configuration took advantage of,
and evolved from, a research configuration, WLB-1, included within the Laboratory's
program. The ASSET configuration, with a L/D 1.25, consisted of a flat bottom, 70
degree swept delta with a planform area of 14 square feet blended with a cone cylinder
lifting body. Figure 12 illustrates the relatively simple vehicle configuration and its
characteristics which were deliberately selected to simplify analysis, provide a rela-
tively large volume, and allow the maximum use of availfble wind tunnel data. The
vehicles' wing loading was 85 and the angle-of-attack range varied from 20 through 40
degrees. Six vehicles were launched to altitudes ranging from 166,000 to 212,000 ft and
at velocities of 13,000 to 19,500 fps. Figure 13 summarizes a typical trajectory flown
from the Eastern Test Range. The ASSET flight program provided the first significant
hypersonic flight information applicable to lifting re-entry technology. The aerody-
namic pressures, temperatures, heat transfer, material, and structural information
obtained proved especially beneficial in the evaluation and understanding of the data
obtained from subsequent programs, including ground test. The thermal protection
employed was metallic and re-radiative with stable shape geometry and has proved to be
particularly valuable relative to the understanding of the material capabilities and the
evolution of structural concepts.
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The PRIME Program

As previously indicated, the MDF-I configuration can show a lineage relation with
the SV-5 lifting body configuration employed in the PRIME and PILOT programs which have
been designated the X-23 and X-24A programs, respectively. The programs had a component
relationship with the PRIME being the hypersonic unmanned vehicle and the PILOT being
its manned trisonic counterpart. The PILOT or X-24A program will be discussed later in
this paper. The objectives of the PRIME program can be summarized as: 1) the acquisi-
tion of ablative heat shield and aerodynamic data, 2) the demonstration of accurate
guidance to the recovery point, 3) the demonstration of cross range maneuvering, 4)
vehicle recovery, and 5) a design for performance with minimum weight. The configura-
tion, termed the SV-5, was a lifting body with a sweep back of 77* and a hypersonic
lift-to-drag ratio of approximately 1.3. Its lower surface was flat and its wing
loading was 67. It operated at angles-of-attack from 21 to 520 and at a maximum
velocity of 25,600 fps and a maximum altitude of 400,000 ft. Figure 14 presents a test
mission profile for the PRIME. Three flights were flown from the Pacific Missile Range
with a primary thermal protection system which was ablative; however, stable shape
geometry was maintained since the temperature levels achieved were generally alleviated
by the re-radiative properties of the materials used. Pressure, force, temperature,
heat transfer, hinge moments, and stability information was obtained from the flight
test, as well as the integrity of the thermal protection system and structural concept.
Post-flight wind tunnel tests, Figure 15, were conducted with a recovered vehicle in
order to assess any effects on the aerodynamic characteristics after the ablative
thermal protection system had charred. Based on these tests and data acquired, a simple
method was devised to simulate ablative effects on sub-scale wind tunnel models.

Aeromaneuvering Orbital Transfer Vehicles

In order to broaden the spectrum for application of lifting bodies; configurations
and performance potential for orbital plane change vehicles were also investigated, not
only to identify the benefits, but to also highlight some of the technology problems and
areas which could profit from future research.

Orbital transfers, or inclination angle changes, can be made either purely propul-
sively or by use of aerodynamic forces to change the plane. As the plane change angle
increases, the pure impulse propulsive requirements become excessive, even to the point
where moderate to large plane changes are not practical. If orbital transfer vehicles
are designed to achieve a reasonable value of hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio, then a
combination between the propulsive and aerodynamic forces make not only large plane
changes practical, but by the use of this synergetic maneuver, moderate plane changes
can be effected at substantially reduced velocity. At hypersonic lift-to-drag ratios
near 1.0, no significant advantages are apparent at the lower angles, and some penalty
may actually be incurred due to the increased weight; but as the lift-to-drag ratio
increases to 1.5 through 3.0, performance benefits are clearly evidenced as shown In
Figure 16. Further benefits can be achieved with use of the aero-cruise mode if low
levels of thrust are maintained to offset the drag during the synergetic maneuvers in
that even lower velocities and less propellant are required and the range of change in
inclination angle is extended. During calculated maneuvers; optimum bank angle, angle-
of-attack, entry angle, thrust alignment, and thrusting procedures were investigated.
Steeper optimum bank angles resulted from lower lift-to-weight ratios and high lift-
to-drag ratio values. This combination clearly resulted in greater plane change effi-
ciency by reducing drag losses and directing more of the lift force toward plane change
and less toward keeping the aerospace vehicle airborne. Since the higher L/D vehicles
penetrate deep into the atmosphere, it might be assumed that a greater velocity impulse
would be required to exit the atmosphere. This is not the case, for despite the pene-
tration, less impulse and total velocity increments are required for re-establishment
of the new orbital mode. The lifting body, with high aerodynamic efficiency, is partic-
ularly suited for the synergetic plane change maneuver.

During nominal re-entry, minimum times are spent at high velocities, altitudes, and
peak temperatures, for the vehicle simply passes through these conditions. If synerget-
ic maneuvers are made, however, substantial and repetitive flight times may be spent at
these conditions thereby making the designs at low densities very important. The
vehicle most likely will also have to sustain multi-peak heat pulses and still maintain
stable shape geometry, be reliable, and hopefully reusable for orbital plane changes
both from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to LEO, High Earth Orbit (HEO) to LEO and Geocentric
Earth Orbit (GEO) to LEO. Simple lifting geometries, or aeromaneuvering core vehicles,
have been derived. These configurations can be modified and further augment their
lifting area through the use of inflatable chines that result in high sweep and delta
planforms. Alternate configurations using different lightweight structures were also
investigated. Figure 17 indicates some of the representatie configurations assessed,
while Figure 18 shows an aeromaneuvering orbital transfer vehicle of the high L/D class.
One of the more productive areas for additional research with this class of configura-
tion is associated with the aefopropulsive interfaces if the aerodynamic and propulsive
force are blended in an efficient manner such that the total vehicle/configuration
concept can be optimized.

If the rocket is pulsed or burned in a throttled condition at a high enough alti-
tude where it can function as an effective oropulsion component without dissipating the
system, and if the altitude is chosen where the aerodynamic forces are still of conse-
quence; then a most effective performance and operational capability can result.

J(A
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Obviously, various levels of internal propellant are possible, as well as alternate
options for external tankage as shown in Figure 19. A wide variety of tank arrangements
are possible, some of which could be effective for repetitive synergetic flights,
depending on the flight paths employed.

X-24

The X-24A project was the second flight test project to use the lifting body
re-entry configuration. The first project, as previously discussed was titled PRIME
(Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry) used three subscale unmanned SV-5s
which were Foosted to orbital speeds on AtTas boosters. This program provided data, and
a feasibility demonstration of the SV-5 configuration in the technical areas of aerody-
namics, stability, control, heat protection, and maneuverability covering the speed
range from orbital velocity to Mach 2.0.

The purpose of the second project, the X-24A project, called PILOT (Piloted Low
Speed Test), was to investigate maneuverable lifting body flight from theTow supersonic
speed range to touchdown. One of the main X-24A project objectives was to gather data
on and to prove that the configuration could be maneuvered to a safe horizontal unpower-
ed landing at a pre-selected landing site. Twenty-eight successful X-24A landings
accomplished this objective. The PRIME was mentioned earlier in the paper (Figure 14)
and will not be discussed further. A few words, however, will be given on the low speed
flight test. The X-24A flight vehicle is shown in Figure 20. The vehicle demonstrated
good landing characteristics and achieved a maximum subsonic L/D of 4, a very respect-
able subsonic L/D for such a low aspect ratio vehicle. Handling qualities were excel-
lent. Figure 21 shows some comparisons between flight and ground test data. Generally
the comparisons were very favorable.

As noted earlier our attention was focusing on how to achieve high lift-to-drag
ratio at hypersonic speeds in useful vehicles. One of the latter configurations exam-
ined was the FDL-8. This was an attempt to develop a flight test vehicle to capture the
nature of terminal flight for high hypersonic L/D vehicles. The FDL-8 configuration was
translated into the X-248 flight vehicle. This was accomplished by modifying the X-24A.
The fineness ratio was increased by extending the body approximately 14 ft and blending
the body Into aft strakes. The similarity is apparent in Figure 22 where the X-24A and
X-24B are shown. Figure 23 shows the X-24A structural modification while Figure 24
points out the design features.

The flat bottom and high sweep angle contributed to the high hypersonic L/D while
the three degree nose ramp provided the proper hypersonic trim conditions. The three-
inch leading edge radius and 60-degree sle body angle were the result of aerodynamic
reentry heating considerations. Flared out upper and lower flaps provided stability
necessary at high speed. Boattailing these surfaces toward the faired position
increased the subsonic L/D for acceptable landing performance. The double delta plan-
form was necessary for the X-24B application in order to move the center of pressure
aft. This was required because of the aft center of gravity (cg) resulting from the
location of the test aircraft systems - rocket engine, propellant tanks, propellant,
existing main landing gear position, etc. Considerable wind tunnel testing in the
subsonic regime was conducted to meet the above hypersonic constraints and provide good
low speed characteristics. Figure 25 shows development of the configuration using the
wind tunnel as an analog. In this case we were concerned about flow separation just
forward of the fins at subsonic speed and were contouring the body to avoid the problem.

The flight research program was very successful and consisted of 6 glide flights
and 24 powered flights. At the completion of these flights, 6 additional glide flights
were flown for checkout of 3 new pilots. The 36 flights were flown between August 1973
and November 1975 gathering data to determine performance, handling qualities and
stability and control from subsonic, transonic and supersonic Mach number up to a
maximum Mach number of 1.76. Predictions of flight characteristics were based on vind
tunnel data; therefore, verification of these data was a primary objective of the
program. Figure 26 shows a comparison of flight and wind tunnel. Generally the agree-
ment is good. Subsonically the maximum L/D was 4.5 and the vehicle exhibited good
handling qualities over much of the flight envelope. There were some instabilities when
the rocket motor was fired but well within the available control power. This program
was very successful with a significant number of flights conducted in a short time.
This can be attributed to two factors; using the X-24A and the experienced team that
continued from the X-24A to the X-24B.

The last configuration in the X-24 series is the X-24C. This investigation did not
result in a flight test article, but was the center of extensive investigations which
were focused toward a flight test article. This vehicle was to be an experimental test
bed as portrayed in Figure 27. Extensive wind tunnel teSts were conducted on the
configuration including experimental modules and configuration modifications to reduce
CD.. Figure 28 is a photo of the oil flow on the wind tunnel model. Some of the
regions of flow separation are evident on the upper surface as well as a pair of
vortices. Figure 29 shows typical data at Mach 8.

The FDL-5 Concept

This vehicle concept is unique. It was originated as a result of investigations
being conducted to achieve high volumetric efficiency while maintainino high aerodynamic
efficiency (L/DO3). The configuration's uniqueness was the concept of compression
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sharing. Although mentioned previously, a more detailed discussion will be given here
in view of its importance.

Earlier lifting entry vehicle designs required large aerodynamic fins for stable
hypersonic flight. Usually these fins are located in the aft outboard portions of the
vehicles. These fins presented a number of challenges and problems including:

Unpredictable flows
Regions of high aerodynamic heating
High structural weight
Drag contributors

So the concept evolved to attempt to eliminate the fins. This had to be done with-
out degrading stability or subsonic L/D. If this could be done a weight savings and
drag reduction were potential gains. The idea was to maintain the cant and dihedral
effect of the fins by enclosing the region between the fins and the body. This was
accomplished and a number of parametric studies conducted to examine aerodynamic per-
formance and stability, aerodynamic heating, and structural weight. The concept came as
a result of a series of lifting body investigations. Figure 3C c.neptually shows the
parameters that were varied and Table I is the range of the parameters investigated.

TABLE I

SERIES OF AFT BODY PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS

Lowest Nominal Highest
Parameter Values Valuea Values

T 40 60 80

K 100 200 30'

h/H 0.50 0.75 1.00

b/B 0.70 0.85 1.00

An analysis of these parameters was conducted using the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body
Program which will be discussed later in the paper. The analyses were conducted at N =
20 and an altitude of 200,000 feet at an angle-of-attack of 10 degrees. Viscous effects
were included. Figure 31 shows the effect of these parameters on the lift-to-drag
ratio. The effect of toe in, roll out, and span parameters is very small. However, the
height parameter, hH, did exhibit a substantial decrease for values above 0.75. This
can probably be attributed to the increases in skin friction and pressure drag on that
surface at a greater rate than the contribution to lift. Figure 32 is an examination of
the longitudinal stability. The variations show a slight increase in pitch stability
for increases in the parameter except for the span parameter where no variation is
noted. The small change in trim angle-of-attack may be a consideration for configura-
tion development.

The more important considerations in the compression sharing is what happens to the
directional stability. The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 33. From the
directional stability point of view, the toe-in and roll-out variations tend to show a
maximum while variations about that point decrease Cn8 . There is a substantial
increase due to height but that parameter has the greatest adverse impact on L/D (Figure
31). There is a similar increase for increasing shoulder span at low angle-of-attack
but that has an adverse effect on the subsonic L/D. In Figure 34 are shown the results
for roll stability. The variation in parameters had a very small effect. From this
parametric analysis it would appear that the best set of parameters are:

T . 6'

K - 10
L/H = .75
b/B - .85

From this analysis a configuration was developed and an experimental program
conducted in the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) facilities. Figure 35 is
a picture of the force model of the FDL-5 configuration. .The center fin was added to
aid directional control and stability especially at low speeds. Figures 36 and 37 are a
summary of the wind tunnel data showing the aerodynamic characteristics. Also shown in
the figures are comparisons with analysis methods. As can be seen in these data the
configuration has good characteristics and there are no real adverse configuration
features. Examination of all the data results in the following conclusions:

1. The configuration is stable over the Mach number range 1.5 to 10 at angles-
of-attack from 5 to 30 degrees with c.g. location from 62 to 65 percent of the reference
length.
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2. No elevon deflections into the airstream are required for trim after the range
of angle-of-attack from 5 to 30 degrees.

3. Trimmed hypersonic LID max extrapolated to reference flight condition is 2.84
(see Figure 38).

4. The test data correlates well with analytical methods.

Predictive Analytical and Numerical Methodology for Lifting Body Configurations at
Supersonic/Hypersonic Velocities

Configuration development normally proceeds from basic parameters to complex
trades. Similarly, the analysis methods need to increase in precision. There are five
basic methods or procedures for evaluating the aerodynamic characteristics of lifting
body configurations at supersonic and hypersonic flight conditions for design purposes.
The five basic predictive procedures are: modified impact or parametric methods, the
paneling procedures such as the PANAIR method, the Euler approximation, the parabolized
Navier-Stokes approach, and the Navier-Stokes solution. The modified impact or para-
metric procedures use known theories and approximations, the paneling or PANAIR method
and the Euler approximation are based on an inviscid analysis. They are, therefore,
incapable of generating independently the drag coefficients and heat transfer distribu-
tion. They are, however, relatively easy to use and inexpensive to generate the needed
information within certain tolerances. The more recently develcped numerical techniques
of the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations and the Navier-Stokes equations solver, in
principle, can provide all the detailed flow field topology and the key desiqn parameters.
The utility, however, for daily applications still requires further research efforts
which are currently being pursued in the Laboratory. The detailed descriptions of these
predictive procedures are summarized as:

Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbltrar od Procram: The standard model for application
of impact methods s the Superonic AHyperso Arbitrary Body Program. otten abbreviated
S/HABP. The heart of the program is an arbitrary body surface integrator. In this
case, pressure and shear stress are integrated to evaluate aerodynamic forces and
moments. The shape is described by a set of three-space coordinates, and the smooth
surface is reduced to a number of planar facets. The local pressure on each increment
is evaluated using Newtonian, tangent cone, tangent wedge, or some similar theory.
Shear stress is evaluated using algebraic relations, such as the reference temperature
method for laminar and turbulent cases. The S/HABP is a powerful tool for eval,ting
hypersonic aerodynamic performance. It has been used to develop guidelin~es for leading

edge sweep, nose and leading edge radius, cross section con*ours, fore and aft ramp
angles, pitch and yaw stability, and control effect~veness. Figures 39, 40, and 41 show
the type of parametric investigations conducted. The skin friction methods have been
verified by wind tunnel data, and the methods are used to extrapolate sub-scale test
results to full scale flight. The effect of the vehicle length on this component of
drag is seen to be severe at altitudes of 200,000 feet and more, Figure 42. The S/HABP
has been used in the development of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory is high lift-to-drag
ratio vehicles and in the refinement of these configurations.

PANAIR: The PANAIR procedure is a higher order paneling program and is based on
the l--n-earTzed potential flow approximation. It has many years continuous development
within industry. It is a functional approximation of an aerodynamic shape and little
computation is needed to get a solution, thus the quick response to timely results is
possible. It is based on a small perturbation concept; consequently, it has very
limited value for supersonic/hypersonIc applications. Potential flow procedures are
therefore restricted to applications where the flow is essentially isentropic. The
techniques are best suited for slender shapes such as thin wings and high fineness ratio
bodies.

Euler Aproximation: This method is the most sophisticated inviscid calculation.
It can generate te ft and wave drag reasonably well if the body is streamlined. In
essence, the lifting body must not produce significant aerodynamic interference, there-
fore, the designed supersonic/hypersonic configuration is limited. The body shape is a
boundary condition, and unless special provisions are made, the flow must not separate
from the surface. The skin friction coefficient and heat transfer can also be computed
or estimated from the boundary-layer theory based on the Euler flow field solution. For
the purpose of preliminary design and for the graduated investigation of the aerodynamic
efficiency of the lifting body, this procedure is a cost effective means. The short-
coming of this procedure is that it has not been formed into unified process to be
standardized and the procedure is highly problem dependent. The Euler equations them-
selves can be solved using modern computers and finite-d

4
fference mathematical methods.

They have been applied to a variety of shapes but are limited by the need to specify the
vehicle shape as an analytic surface. Considerable effort is being expended to extend
the range of geometries that may be considered.

Aerodynamic heating requires more exacting techniques, but may be approached using
a series of simplifying assumptions. Finite difference numeric solutions or momentum -
integral solutions are found for simple geometric shapes such as spheres, cones,
cylinders and flat plates. Arbitrary geometries may be approximated by the simple
geometries and analyzed using rapid solutions of the heat transfer equations. Critical
areas that involve shock wave impingement or boundary layer separation/reattachment are
not treated with this approach.
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The Parabolized Navier-Stokes Methods: Presently, it shows promise for being the
backbone design toot for supersonic/hypersonic configurations. For a hypersonic vehicle,
this method can and has produced all the essential design information. Figure 43 shows
the comparison of the PNS calculations with experimental data. Today, the PNS can
generate all the key design parameters at one-fifth of the cost of the Navier-Stokes
equations. The only fundamental shortcomings of the PNS procedure are that this proce-
dure cannot simulate the time-dependent phenomenon (transient phase) and the configura-
tion will not permit extensive streamwise flow separations. Due to the relatively small
computer core storage needed, this procedure will likely be the first to contain' the
real gas (high-temperature) capability.

The Navier-Stokes Methods: This procedure is the limit of the macroscopic rep-
resentation of gas dynamics. The theoretical limitation is that the studied vehicle
must operate in the continuum regime where the Knudsen number is less than unity.
Beyond this altitude, one must resort to the Boltzman equation for the rarefied gas
dynamics. Current applications of the Navier-Stokes equations for vehicle design are
limited by the computational efficiency of the system of non-linear partial differential
equations and the accurate modeling of turbulence, laminar-turbulent transition, and
finite rate chemical reaction. These limitations are common to all the numerical
simulations (PNS, Euler) and are an area of current research. In spite of the diffi-
culty encountered at present, this methodology is being used for supersonic/hypersonic
vehicle design. At this point in time, no evidence has been indicated, by comparing
with experimental observation, that the Navier-Stokes equation fails to duplicate the
fluid properties. In 1985, engineering insight and computer power allowed J. Shang to
determine the complete flow field about a hypersonic lifting body. Figure 44 presents
the code and experimental results for the X-24C configuration.

Experimentation

In the area of lifting bodies and their application to hypersonic flight, a brief
discussion is in order relative to the experimental capability to satisfy the needs as
they are currently assessed.

Experimental results will be needed as a tool in the development process and as a
final verification. The degree may be influenced by our computational capability, but
experimental results for final verification will be needed. In addition to that normal
process we see a pressing need for experimentation and the facilities to support such
experimentation In two critical areas; real gas flows, and Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) code validation. Figure 45 is a classic example of how numerics and wind tunnel
results can work together to arrive at the correct solution. This is a curve of pitch-
ing moment from a Shuttle flight showing the difference between pre-flight estimate and
flight data. The procedure used by Griffith and Maus to correct the wind tunnel data is
also outlined. One very important element was real gas effects. Another conclusion
from this figure might be that for high L/D vehicles which are slender and fly at low
angle-of-attack, Mach number effects are very important. Figure 46 is another example
of real gas effects on the stability of a cone. In both examples, real gas effects can
be significant. At this time our ability to simulate real gas effects in a useful way
is very limited. Figure 47 shows the operating envelope in terms of enthalpy and
Reynolds number for the most capable facilities. It becomes obvious that for the
immediate future it will be necessary to rely heavily on analytical methods to assess
real gas effects. This leads us into the other aspect of experimentation; the valida-
tion of CFD codes. Code validation is needed for perfect gas case as much as for the
real gas case and there are sufficient facilities to do the perfect gas validation. The
real gas case; however, is another matter. Our facilities are limited and the unknowns
in the flow modelling are significant. One approach is to utilize a small facility
which can produce the type of flow needed and use this small scale data to verify and
calibrate the CFD methods which can then be used to extrapolate to flight.

It must be kept in mind that hypersonic test facilities are partial simulation
facilities which means that there has always been an extrapolation process. So it is
necessary to recognize that experimentation for design purposes means that it is
required to generate high quality flow fields and surface data which can easily be used
in the extrapolation process. For example, it is known that both laminar and turbulent
boundary layer data can be extrapolated; however, transitional data cannot be extra-
polated to flight.

The bottom line in terms of both numerics and experimentation is that they must go
hand-in-hand to develop adequate designs for hypersonic vehicles. They must complement
where possible to cover the short comings of each individual approach.

Additional Research Areas, Challenges, and Concluding Remarks

The lifting body offers high potential for multiple applications through Its
linkage of aerodynamic efficiency, high performance, volumetric efficiency, and payload
carrying capability. It further holds promise for reduced TPS, structural, and total
weight, and can be designed for compactness which makes it especially attractive for
mating with other system components. The possibilities for reduced weight designs and
aeropropulsive compatibility is also most attractive. The geometries involved suggest
easing of aeroheating and interference problems and simple minimum junctured config-
urations lend themselves to increased confidence in analysis, especially at hypersonic
speed. A well established data base, both analytical and experimental, contributes to
this confidence and can significantly enhance the success of future programs. The
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experimental validations are both from ground tests through Mach numbers of 19.0 and
from flight tests of lifting body configurations with the demonstration vehicles pre-
viously discussed and shown in Figure 48.

Perhaps one of the most serious challenges continues to be associated with the
design of an aerodynamic efficient configuration which can develop high performance at
peak altitude and velocity conditions while maintaining its effectiveness at interim
Mach number and altitude conditions of its flight. It still also must be able to
achieve highly effective approach and landing characteristics. This design goal is
perhaps more challenging today than previously, for consideration is now being given to
:ustained time at high Mach numbers and altitudes to perform repetitive synergetic plane
changes or to maintain flight conditions with rocket propulsive supplements. If maneuver-
ing is to be achieved at those conditions, considerable attention must be focused on low
density effects and rarefied flow analysis, which can severely modify the flows predicted
through continuum data bases. Real gas effects become of consequence, for from an
aerodynamic viewpoint, pitching moments, control effectiveness, and shock interactions
must be reassessed. The aerothermodynamics is also impacted in equilibrium through
density variations and out of equilibrium through catalytic/non-catalytic effects.
Again, if flight is to be performed at reduced angles-of-attack approaching 0 optimum
(or less) for L/D max, attention must be focused on a better understanding of the upper
surface. Lee side aerodynamics and heating become important. A much more comprehensive
approach should also be made of the aerodynamic/reaction control blending to assure that
the designs can achieve the maximum performance, stability, and control effectiveness.

Boundary layer transition still remains an area which can critically impact the
vehicle design through its aerodynamic heating and subsequent choice of thermal protec-
tion system and structural concepts. The impact of roughness and sensor penetrations
require additional attention and increased thermal protection. As indicated previously,
if the flight configuration is to perform maneuvers at high velocity/altitude condi-
tions, then special consideration must be given to multi neat pulse due to its multiple
heating exposure.

If increased values of aerodynamic efficiency are desired for maximum porformance
potential, then reduced nose and leading edge bluntness becomes quite important. A very
special challenge exists for imaginative thermal protection, which might take the form
of heat pipes or various forms of active cooling. In any event, it is usually desirable
to maintain stable shape geometry to assure adequate performance levels.

The analysis or predictive codes have to be developed to the point where they are
truely pragmatic engineering methods. The S/HABP has proved to be an effective tool not
only for investigation of parametric geometric and configuration effects, but also for
the convergence to point designs. The inclusion of empirical data with the analytical
codes has proven to be very effective and beneficial. In the final analysis, any
predictive code must prove useful and cannot be applicable just to simple geometries at

severely reduced flight conditions.

Considerable success has been realized with the PNS code, and has been previously
stated, with the Navier-Stokes solution of the X-24C lifting body configur nion. More
complete and complicated geometries with real gas effects must be accommodated.

It is essential, therefore, to improve the physical realism of the computer codes.
The critical examination of the codes against data and the ability to routinely make
quality experimental measurements in wind tunnels is an absolute necessity. The valida-
tion requires higher quality data than normally produced. Increase data detail is also
required, and any reasons for lack of agreement with the codes must be objectively
determined. To further address code validation, it will be necessary to define a series
of wind tunnel experiments that fully stress the capabilities of the codes. The process
will also require precise selection of the wind tunnels and assurance of accurately
calibrated data. The mechanism, in its finality, will require careful comparisons of
the codes and experiments, including assessments of all errors with a clear and objec-
tive display of the validated phenomena.

In summary, we have traced lifting entry vehicle technology in the manner in which
it has been pursued in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory and associated organizations. The
Flight Dynamics Laboratory's interest has essentially progressed from simple configura-
tions through a rather comprehensive series of lifting bodies investigated for entry
from both close proximity and high energy orbits. Our interest has not been restricted
to any one given class of vehicles or any specific configuration concept, rather we have
directed our attention to many classes of vehicles across the entire spectrum of hyper-
sonic lift-to-drag ratios. Initially, the emphasis was placed on vehicle technology
generally in the medium L/D range but has evolved to the higher lift-to-drag ratio
configurations. We have also shown that the lessons learned with "research" vehicles
such as ASSET, PRIME, X-24A, and X-248 configurations Cave indeed been quite representa-
tive. It has been stressed that our interest in lifting entry vehicle technology has
been motivated not only from the viewpoint of achieving practical configuration designs
for potential exploitation, but have also outlined the technological reasons for pursuing
such research. We have consistently shown that our emphasis has been directed toward
developing analysis and design techniques which could be employed for generalized
configurations and have emphasized the necessity of assuring not only adequate general-
ity in the techniques and methods developed but also the necessity for encompassing the
pragmatic constraints to assure acceptability. We have not only been concerned with
potential performance increases, but also the understanding of the required parametric
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trade-offs associated with design optimization for multiple applications. In displaying
the correlation capability and design methodology which is now available from both
ground and flight test for the more moderate lifting entry configurations, we have shown
the necessity from the research and technology viewpoint to move into areas which offer
more challenging problems and which will, indeed, provide an impetus for new advancements
for the entire technology of lifting bodies. As we have mentioned, it is particularly
encumbent on the configuration researcher to avoid problems associated with technologi-
cal plateaus.
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FIGURE 25 FOL RiX-24B SUBSONIC DEVELOPMENT TEST
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EXPERIENCES USING THE MARK IV SUPERSONIC HYPERSONIC ARBITRARY BODY PROGRAM

by

Miss Carren M.E. Fisher,
Aerodynamics Research Department,

Sowerby Research Centre,
British Aerospace P.L.C.,

P.O. Box 5, FPC 67,
Filton,

Bristol. BS12 7QW
ENGLAND

SUMMARY

This paper describes work done during the last two years in an attempt to gain an
understanding of, and to establish a capability for the use of, the Douglas
Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (S/HABP). The program has a complex
structure and offers a large variety of aerodynamic prediction methods to solve many
different types of problem.

Most of the features of the program have been used with some success. Aspects of
the flowfield routines and viscous options, which could not be utilised correctly, are
either under investigation, or updates to the programming are awaited. Some accurate
predictions have been made using the inviscid pressure methods, which have been evaluated
ror a wide range of configurations, for Mach Numbers from 1.7 to 25.0 and from an
incidence of -8* to 40*

.

The code has been seen to be highly flexible, but the accuracy of the results is
user dependent. Relative to computational fluid dynamics codes, S/HABY geometries are
easy to prepare and the code is cheap to run.

NOTATION

b net semispan (wing alone configurations) MRP Moment Reference Point
gross span (body/wing configurations) NSt Stanton Number

c chord p Stagnation Pressure
cI  chord at position I P? Prandtl Number
c2  chord at position 2 Re Reynolds Number
C skin friction coefficient R enlsNmen rS gross semispan Iwaverider)C Chapman-Rubesin viscosity coefficient STS Space Transportation System

evaluated in the freestream, based on T Temperature
reference temperature conditions T' reference temperature

T' T stagnation temperature
C, x xT T wall temperatureU TV w  

variation allowed
CA axial force coefficient v slip parameter evaluated at
CD drag coefficient freestream conditions
CL lift coefficient
C pitching moment coefficient __ M./C
C normal force coefficient V' e
C pressure coefficient
C C C-, CL C or CN  x ) cartesian co-ordinates, unless
dx jngt of sidg of a square section vehicle y,Y ) otherwise defined
D maximum body diameter X centre of pressure

normal momentum accommodation coefficient c incidence angle
n tangential momentum accommodation sideslip anglecoefficient f ratio of specific heats
K Modified Newtonian correction factor fin deflection angle

Modified Newtonian gives: configuration roll angle
C= Ksin j dynamic viscosity
whe K +reference dynamic viscosity
where K = y+! 1 angular polar co-ordinate

Y+ 1 + 3 M2' ® Subscripts
(K = 2.0 for Newtonian 

flow)

reference length x based on x
L body length based on freestream conditions
L/D Lift to drag ratio z based on local conditions
M Mach Number

A method of identifying inviscid pressure methods is used as follows; e.g. 2,2
(K = 2.0)/9,7 (5/3) is an inviscid pressure method. This consists of two sets of methods
separated by a slash. The numbers before the slash apply to the body and the numbers
after the slash apply to the controls unless indicated otherwise. The first number (2)
applies to the body impact method and the second number (2) applies to the body shadow
method. K = 2.0 provides the body K value. A value of K is required if the impact
method is 1, 2 or 3.
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The numbers after the slash (9,7(5/3)) indicate the impact and shadow methods on the
second vehicle component (usually the controls, although it can be a different part of
the body). The 9,7 indicates that the shock expansion impact and shadow methods have
been used on the second part of the vehicle. The (5/3) is applicable to the shock
expansion methods only. The shock expansion method needs starting values for its
calculation procedure and these are provided, in this case, by method 5 in the impact
region and method 3 in the shadow region. A key to the numbers of the impact and shadow
methods is givLn in Table 1 and further details of the methods are given in References 1
and 2.

If one set of methods alone is used the set applies to the entire configuration. It
should be noted that more than two sets of methods can be used.

A key to the Mark III skin friction methods is provided in Table 2.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the Douglas Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Aerodynamic Computer
Program began in 1964 and was greatly expanded in subsequent years. The Mark IV
Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (S/HABP, Reference 1) was written in 1973,
and updated in 1980, under contract to the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
(AFWAL). This paper describes some work undertaken during the last two years, to try to
gain an understanding of the methods available within S/HABP and to establish a
capability for its use. This work has been carried out by the Aerodynamics Research
Department of the Sowerby Research Centre (SRC) at British Aerospace, Bristol, with the
support of the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of Defence.

The basic methodology, employed by S/HASP, is to consider the vehicle as a
conglomeration of many flat plates, called elements, at incidence, which closely resemble
the actual model surface. The type of prediction methods employed, on an element-by-
element basis, use local slope and freestream Mach Number to calculate pressure. These
methods are particularly applicable at high speeds, but an extension to the supersonic
speed range is also available in the flowfield option, which uses embedded flowfield
concepts to permit first order interference effects to be accounted for. Some of the
inviscid pressure prediction methods themselves have also been extended down to
supersonic speeds, by the use of empiricism and some purely supersonic inviscid pressure
prediction methods have also been added.

Further enhancement of pressure predictions is provided by the shielding analysis,
which accounts for the reduction in pressure experienced by those elements hidden from
the flow by upstream elements.

The program also performs a viscous analysis in one of two ways. The first is the
historically popular flat plate method, which is the same as that used in the Mark III
Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program. The second is an integral boundary layer approach,
which involves :h-. solving of the momentum integral equation for laminar flow and the
momentum and moment-of-momentum integral equations for turbulent flow.

2. DISCUSSION

2.1 About The Program

S/HABP has a well ordered code structure and each of the basic analysis types is
accomplished in a separate program component. The complex structure of the program is
illustrated in Figure 1.

The geometry package provides rapid and element-by-element model generation
techniques. These consist of quick methods to generate circular and elliptical section
vehicles and aircraft components, i.e. wings, fins, stores and arbitrary section
fuselages. Additionally, there is a parametric cubic curve fitting technique available
to describe configurations. The program converts all geometry input into elements, which
are then used by the aerodynamic calculation procedures (or AERO package). A sensitivity
test showed that a very large number of elements is not always required when modelling a
vehicle, however a high element density is desirable in regions of high rate of change of
surface gradient. Generally, elements are input to S/HABP in groups or panels. The user
then assembles these panels into components in the AERO package. A component is a major
part of the vehicle and is analysed by the AERO package as a unit.

Once the model has been described, it can be viewed by the graphics package, TEKPIC.
Graph plotting facilities for the results from the AERO package have also been added.
The auxiliary routines enable arbitrary cross-sections sections to be taken through the
vehicle, as desired.

The majority of the effort has been expended on the AERO package of the program.
The first phase of the work was to ascertain how to use the Inviscid Pressures part of
the program. There is a large choice of inviscid pressure methods available and these
are listed in Table 1. Further details of each of the methods listed is given in
Reference 1. The impact methods are those applied to flow-facing elements and the
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shadow methods are applied to those elements facing away from the flow. The methods
include the simple Newtonian approach, various purely empirical methods, correlations to
exact numerical solutions, small disturbance theory and shock expansion methods. Figure
2 shows how the various methods interrelate, ranging from exact techniques at the top of
the figure, to purely empirical methods at the bottom. Some of the exact techniques,
such as the Method of Characteristics are not available within the program, but empirical
approaches, which are available, approximate these methods. Referring again to Table 1,
impact methods 1 to 15 and shadow methods 1 to 9 were those provided in the original
version of S/HABP (modification 0) and this study was carried out to evaluate those
methods. The remaining methods were provided as updates to eliminate certain
deficiencies found in the original choice of methods.

The philosophy behind providing a large selection of pressure methods is that
different methods can account for different flow phenomena. The program is therefore
applicable to a wide range of vehicle types. A combination of many methcds can be used
for very complicated 3-D shapes (one impact and one shadow method per component) after
w;hich the pressure contributions from each of the vehicle parts can be summed using the
data summation option of the special routines.

2.2 The Inviscid Pressure Methods

The Inviscid Pressures part of the code has been evaluated for a wide range of body
alone and body/wing configurations, for incidences ranging from -8 to 400 and for Mach
Numbers from 1.7 to 25.0. Full details of these results are presented in References 2
and 3.

Table 3 summarises the force and moment predictions made in Reference 2, with
sketches of configuration type. The error band shown in the table appears to be large,
but averaging includes low incidence predictions, where percentage errors are sometimes
large, even for good predictions. Figures 3 to 8 show a sample of the graphical
representations of the validation exercises undertaken, with some additional methods to
those shown in Table 3. In some cases, an extensive range of methods is presented, since
it is desirable to distinguish between methods that give accurate results for a given
configuration type and flight condition and those that give poor results. Thus the use
of these latter methods can be avoided when necessary.

Figure 3 shows various inviscid pressure method force, moment and centre of pressure
predictions for vehicle 3, a tangent ogive cylinder with a boattail at Mach 4.63,
together with experimental data. The Newtonian and Dahlem Buck Empirical Methods (1,1(K
= 2.0), 1,1 (K = 1.81) and 14,1) were not very accurate, but the inclined cone method on
the nose, combined with the tangent wedge method on the body (6,4/3,2) gives an accurate
C prediction. Newtonian predictions on other cylinder-boattail configurations, at
d~fferent Mach Numbers have also been seen to be inaccurate. C is also not well
predicted by these methods. This is because the methods used i Figure 3 are mainly of
an inviscid nature, and a separate calculation would be required to provide the viscous
contribution to CA, which would be significant.

Figure 4 shows that the Modified Newtonian prediction method (1,1 (K = 1.794)) is
closer to the experimental data than the Newtonian method (1,1 (K = 2.0)), for force,
moment and centre of pressure predictions for a blunt nosed cone, vehicle 6, at Mach
4.63.

If a prediction method provides accurate pressure predictions for a configuration,
when the results are summed accurate forces and moments are obtained. Thus, in many
cases, C prediction data was also compared to experimental data. Figure 5 shows
predicte and experimental C values for a blunted cylinder-conical frustrum-flare
configuration at Mach 7.0. The Modified Newtonian and Prandtl-Meyer prediction method
(2,2 (K = 1.81)) is very accurate on the nose and hence needs only to be combined with
accurate body predictions for good force and moment predictions to result. None of the
methods validated, however, gave sufficiently accurate predictions to be "acceptable" in
Table 3; the magnitude of both C and C were significantly overestimated in all cases.
This can be attributed to inaccu~ate Cp mpredictions on the conical frustrum-flare.

Aerodynamic force and moment predictions for a triangular section body, vehicle 10,
at Mach 3.12, are shown in Figure 6. Good C and C predictions are given by the
Modified Newtonian Method (1,1 (K = 1.75)) afid the e trend is reasonable. The C
prediction is inaccurate though, since no viscous coRtribution has been included. Many
very poor predictions are given for this configuration. It might have been expected that
some of the empirical methods would give reasonable C predictions, since they are not
purely inviscid, but many of the CD trends are very por. Validation was also undertaken
for bodies alone at Mach 3.12 with the same cross-sectional area distribution and same
length as vehicle 10 but having circular (vehicle 4) and elliptic (vehicle 9) cross-
sections. The Newtonian Method (1,1 (K = 2.0)) gave very good CL and Cm predictions for
these configurations.

Figure 7 shows force and moment predictions for an ellipse section vehicle with
monoplane fins, vehicle 16, at a Mach Number of 4.63. Difficulty was encountered when
trying to predict C accurately. Although some methods approximate the data trend, the
magnitude is inaccu~ate. Perhaps the Modified Newtonian and Prandtl-Meyer method (2,2 (K
= 1.794)) is a poor choice to apply on the body of this configuration, since this method
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should not De applied to a nose impact angle less than that for shock detachment.
However, the prediction accuracy is comparable to that of the other methods. CL is
reasonably predicted, and the C trend is correct for all the methods shown. CL
magnitude can be improved by adRing a viscous contribution. D

Figure 8 shows predicted forces and moments for a tangent ogive-cylinder
configuration, with two sets of cruciform control surfaces, at Mach 4.6. C and C
predictions are "acceptable" for all the methods shown, though the trends become
inaccurate at very high incidences. CA predictions are again low.

Figure 9 shows pressure predictions and experimental data on the upper surface of a
fin alone at several incidences. The three methods presented give similar results; too
large a magitude for C is generally predicted. The difference between the zero and 12

°

incidence predictions i too great, but the difference between the = 120 and o = 24*
predictions is about right.

When attempting to obtain force and moment predictions for body/wing configurations,
because of interference flow, larger pressures are expected for windward control surfaces
that are not shielded than for controls in isolation. Thus good results can be obtained
when particular methods are applied to unshielded, windward control surfaces but the same
methods would overpredict pressures if applied to controls in isolation. Conversely, due
to shielding, smaller pressures are expected for shielded control surfaces than for
controls in isolation. Reasonable predictions have been obtained at SRC for wing/body
configurations when the tangent wedge and Prandtl-Meyer methods (3,3) are applied to
control surfaces that are not shielded and the tangent cone and Prandtl-Meyer methods
(5,3) are applied to those that are. It is also likely that methods 12,3,9,7(3/3) and
13,7 would provide reasonable predictions on shielded control surfaces.

At present S/HABP does not have a suitable method to predict deflected control
pressures (as opposed to pressures where the control and body are at the same incidence)
since there is no separation model within the program.

Figure 10 shows the predicted and experimental pressure distributions over the lower
surface of a triangular section waverider at Mach 8.6. The trend of the data is not
followed by the prediction techniques and predictions are particularly disappointing at
lower body incidences.

The Blast Wave pressure increments method, impact:1;, has also been seen to give
some accurate pressure predictions at supersoniz Xacn Numbers. These have been for
hemisphere cylinders and blunted flat p±ates at zero incidence.

Figure II snows the Shuttle Orbiter configuration, as drawn by the graphics package,
TEKPIC. The modelling of this configuration involved the use of many geometry options.
The model is divided into nine panels. The four body panels were generated using the
Aircraft Geometry Arbitrary Cross-Section Luselage Generation Option and the five nozzles
were generated by the Ellipse Generation Method. The tail was modelled by the Aircraft
Geometry General Aerofoil Option and the remaining parts were input element by element.

Figure 12 shows the S/HABP Newtonian predictions (1,1 (K = 2.0)) to interpolated
wind tunnel data and STS-1 data at Mach 13.5. The coefficient trends are mostly good.
C , C , C and L/D trends are closer to the STS-1 data than the interpolated wind tunnel
d~ta.m ThR C and C trends are the least accurate, though CA would be expected to be
inaccurate snce noLviscous contribution is included.

Figure 13 shows STS-5 lift and drag comparisons with preflight predictions from
Reference 12. The variation allowed as shown in Reference 12 is also presented. It
should be noted that below Mach 10.0 incidence is not constant. Vehicle incidence and
Mach Number both vary up to Mach 10.0, incidence starting at 0' at very low Mach Numbers
and reaching 40' at Mach 10.0. The curve discontinuities shown are due to shuttle
manoeuvres and are not predicted. Various methods and combinations of methods were used,
with and without a shielding contribution. On the whole, C predictions which included
the shielding contribution were poor. The Dahlem Buck Empifical and Prandtl-Meyer
Expansion Method (14,3), shown in Figure 13, without shielding gave generally good
predictions for all the coefficients, and these were mainly within the allowed variation.

Results from the Free Molecular Flow Method (10,9) produced at Mach 25.0 were poor,
however. Predictions from this method depend on the values of normal and tangential
momentum accomodation coefficients (f and f respectively). If both coefficients are
set equal to 0.0 Newtonian flow is approximated and both coefficients are set equal to
1.0 for completely diffuse reflection. It was thought that a lengthy calibration process
would be required to ensure the right combination of f and fn for the Shuttle
confiouration at Mach 25.0 and this was not attempted.t

It is difficult to identify the best inviscid pressure method for a specific
configuration and flow regime. In some cases, a change in Mach Number or incidence angle
can considerably alter method accuracy. Table 3 provides one approach to method
selection, which can be used if one of the configurations in the table is close to the
vehicle shape and flight conditions for which a prediction is required. If pressure
coefficient experimental data and prediction comparisons are available for parts of
models which resemble parts of the required configuration at, or close to the appropriate
Mach Number, then methods can be selected on a part by part basis.
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If the general vehicle shape and flight conditions within a parametric study are new
to the S/HABP user, then prediction comparisons with experimental data for a similar
vehicle and flight condition can be made to aid method selection. Alternatively, S/HABP
pressure prediction methods can be compared to results from the appropriate Euler method
(e.g. 'SWINT', Reference 13, for a conventional missile shape) for a sample case.

Some improvements to predictions can be made by varying the Modified Newtonian
Correction Factor to account for real gas effects. Due to inaccurate circular section
body predictions, at supersonic speeds, a new method for use on the leeward side of
cylindrical bodies has been recently introduced, this being the ACM Empirical Method.
This method has been seen to give considerably improved C and Xc predictions, when used
in conjunction with the Dahlem Buck Empirical Methods on Wlunted cangent ogive type noses
and the inclined cone method on the windward side of the cylindrical body (i.e. when
14,10/6,11 is used).

The program also predicts the various aerodynamic derivatives b' the method of small
perturbations. The accuracy of this type of prediction depends on how sensitive the
aerodynamic force and moment predictions are to varying the parameter concerned. Some
reasonable roll damping moment predictions have been gained.

2.3 The Shielding Option

One method provided by S/HABP to enhance inviscid pressure method predictions is the
shielding option. This accounts for the reduction in pressure experienced by an
elemental panel being hidden or shielded from the flow by another panel by setting C
on shadow elements and those other elements hidden from the flow to zero. This is wdely
held to be realistic at hypersonic Mach Numbers, though not at lower supersonic speeds.
A low supersonic prediction of vehicle forces and moments, with and without shielding and
experimental data are shown in Figure 14. The C prediction is marginally improved, but
C is definitely degraded when shielding is incorporated. Figure 13 also showed
cnsiderably degraded C predictions for predictions with shielding compared to those
without, even at Mach 2T.0. The prediction is probably made worse because shadow
pressure coefficients which are negative are raised to zero by this method, not
decreased. This method has been put to best use when it has been restricted to hidden
impact regions only.

2.4 The Flowfield Analysis

The major purpose of the flowfield option is to provide a flowfield around the
configuration which can then be used to account for the effects of the interference of
one part of the vehicle on another (e.g. the effect of the body flowfield on the forces
and moments of a control surface).

The second use of the flowfield option is to provide a surface flowfield, for use in
the calculation of surface streamlines.

The flowfield methods of Table 4, can also be converted to pressure methods and the
aerodynamic forces and moments of the configuration can then be calculated.

Flowfields can be generated by handloading or by the use of the methods shown in
Table 4. An empirical approach is used to calculate the shock wave shape. (For further
details of flowfield calculation methods, see Reference i). A surface flowfield can also
be created by transfer of data from the inviscid pressure methods calculation procedure.

Figure 15 shows the Mark IV S/HABP and the method of characteristics shock shape
prediction for the minimum drag body of reference 15 at Mach 2.3. Results are good at
the nose deviating downstream. Predictions of extent or breadth of the shock field which
have been undertaken by S/HABP, have been found to be inaccurate when compared to
experimental data.

Figure 16 shows the C predictions for the minimum drag configuration with monoplane
wings. The tangent wedge prediction with the interference of the body flowfield seams to
be the best prediction method, although the interference contribution is small.

As yet, the program cannot be used to interrogate the flow i.e. to output flowfield
information between the body and its shock along arbitrary ('interrogation') lines as
shown in Figure 17. This facility is currently under investigation by AFWAL and SRC.

2.5 Streamline Calculation

As far as the streamlines are concerned three main problems have been encountered.
First, where to start the streamline on the body, second how to ensure sufficient
streamline coverage over the entire geometry surface and third streamlines are restricted
to continuous parts of the vehicle shape and cannot cross from panel to panel. Logic for
these functions has been included in recent program updates, which it is hoped can be
incorporated into the program in the near future. The approximations made in the
streamline analysis are that the streamlines are two-dimensional and parallel.
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2.6 The Viscous Methods

The remaining option is the viscous methods option. This is comprised of two
methods: the Mark III Skin Friction Method, which considers the vehicle as a series of
flat plates and the Integral Boundary Layer Method, which computes the boundary layer
characteristics along streamlines using the Integral Boundary Layer equations.

The Mark III Skin Friction Method calculates the viscous forces on a number of
constant property flat plates. Since a coarser model is required here than for the
inviscid pressure methods, this requires a second pass into the geometry option. In the
Mark III method, incompressible skin friction coefficient is given by Blasius or Sivells
and Payne (Reference 16) for laminar or turbulent flow respectively. Correction. factors
to account for compressibility effects are given by either of the reference temperature
or reference enthalpy methods for laminar or turbulent flow, and the Spalding-Chi method
can be used instead, if desired, for turbulent flow. Surface wall temperature is also
required in the correction factor equations and is either given by a thin skin heat
balance, or is input by the user, or the adiabatic wall temperature can be used. The user
selects the method and wall temperature combination from Table 2. A real gas viscous
option is available, and is used automatically if the laminar reference enthalpy method
is selected. Viscous-inviscid interaction, planform effects and flow history are also
taken into account in the Mark III Skin Friction Method. (Further details of this method
are provided in Reference 1).

In order to assess this part of the code, the accuracy of the Stanton Number
prediction was considered. Since this method predicts only skin friction coefficient
and not Stanton Number, the following equations were used:

C
N = 2 Pr

2
/
3  

for laminar flow

and N = Cf/2 for turbulent flow

Figure 18 shows the Stanton Number predictions at zero incidence for a sharp nosed
100 cone. A value of Pr = 0.725 was used in this case. The S/HABP predictions were lcwer
than the experimental data, and the reference enthalpy and reference temperature methods
gave virtually the same result. The laminar, Blasius hand calculation shows the size of
the compressibility effect allowed for in S/HABP.

Figures 19 and 20 show the Stanton Number predictions for a blunted 200 cone at zero
incidence. A value of Pr = 0.71 was used in this case. Close agreement with
experimental data is seen for the laminar predictions, while the reference enthalpy and
reference temperature calculated wall temperature methods are the best for the turbulent
flow regime. At 100 incidence, the accuracy of the turbulent regime reference temperature
method, with calculated wall temperature deteriorated considerably, though the laminar
prediction remained accurate.

Mark III Skin Friction method predictions for a blunt nosed 50* cone at zero
incidence are shown in Figure 21. A value of 0.71 was used for Prandtl Number for this
case. Both the laminar and turbulent cases were better predicted by the calculated wall
temperature version of the reference temperature laminar flow and Spalding-Chi turbulent
flow method than the input wall temperature version.

The Integral Boundary Layer Method can be used to calculate detailed boundary layer
characteristics along a streamline. However it cannot be used to calculate the viscous
contribution to vehicle forces and moments, since there is no logic to ensure sufficient
streamline coverage. The method does not allow for viscous-inviscid interaction or
planform effects. Blunt nosed and pointed nosed cones can be analysed, but the input of
suitable initial boundary layer thicknesses is required, since there is no logic to find
the true starting position of the streamline.

Reasonable Stanton Number predictions for pointed and blunt nosed 50 cones have been
achieved with this version of the code. However the prediction is heavily dependent on
input boundary layer thicknesses, which are generally not known in advance. It is
thought that forthcoming updates will rectify the problems in this version of the method,
and correct some errors which have been encountered.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Parts of the original version of S/HABP, namely the fVowfield interrogation option,
the streamline analysis and the Integral Boundary Layer Method have not been working
adequately and updates are awaited.

The remaining options of the program have been used to give some accurate
aerodynamic predictions for configurations ranging from a triangular section body alone
at Mach 3.1, to the complex Shuttle configuration at Mach 25.0 and including
wing/body/control configurations at Mach 5.0. The code is considered to be highly
flexible in that it can assess simple and very complicated shapes, but prediction
accuracy depends on the user's experience with the code. Very accurate predictions have
been gained after calibration of S/HABP results with experimental data or Euler methods
oredictions.
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The ease of setup of vehicle geometries and cheapness of the program make it an
ideal tool with which to investigate the aerodynamic potential of a large number of
configurations within a parametric study.
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IMPACT METHOD SHADOW METHOD
METHOD METHOD

NO. (APPLIED TO WINDWARD SIDE (APPLIED TO LEEWARD SIDE OF

OF VEHICLE) VF(ICLE)

I MODIFIED NEWTONIAN 1 NEWTNIAN ( .e. Cp - 0)
2 MODIFIED NEWTONIAN AND 2 MODDIFIED NEWTINIAN AND

PRANDTL-MEYER PRANDTL-MEYER
3 TANGENT-WEDGE 3 PRANDTL-MEYER EXPANSION

(USING OBLIQUE SHOCK) 4 INCLINED-CONE
4 TANGENT-EDGE EMPIRICAL 5 VAN DYKE UNIFIED

5 TAENT-CONE 6 HIGH MACH NUMBER BASE
6 INCLINED-CONE PRESSURE (Cp -1/M

2
)

7 VAN DYKE UNIFIED 7 SHOCK-EXPANSION (USING
8 BLUNT-BODY SKIN-FRICTION STRIP THEORY) - PRANDTL-

SHEAR-FORCE MEYER EXPANSION FROM
9 SHOCK-EXPANSIO (USING FREESTREAM ON FIRST

STRIP THEORY) ELEMENT OF EACH STREAM-
1L FREE-MOLECULAR FLOW WISE STRIP
11 INPUT PRESSURE COEF- 8 INPUT PRESSURE COEF-

FICIENT FICIENT
12 HANKEY FLAT-SURFACE 9 FREE MOLECULAR FLOW

EMPIRICAL
13 DELTA-WING EMPIRICAL 1O MIRROR DAHLEM-EUCK
14 DANLEM- BUCK EMPIRICAL
15 BLAST-WAVE PRESSURE 11 ACD EMPIRICAL DATA

INCREMENTS 12 OSU BLUNT BODY EMPIRICAL

16 MODIFIED TANGENT CONE N l: IMPACT METHODS 16 AND 17 AND

17 OSU BLUNT BODY EMPIRICAL SHADW METHODS 10, 11 AND 12
I ARE RECENT UPDATES To S/HARP

Table I IMPACT AND SHADOW METHODS

M SE-ZCION - -E R . -x io

CAH-FENR ND EALEDTSIC I2
-AMNAP TURWJL- WALL -AL WLL

REFENE SPAL.IDG- I I S

TpERIRE REHP-CE

Table 2 : MARK III SKIN FRICTION VISCOUS OPTION METHOD
SELECTION AND INTEGRAL BOUNDARY LAYER VISCOUS
METHOD TEMPERATURE SELECTION. (NUMBERS ShOWN
INDICATE FLAG REQUIRED IN S/HABP.)

FLFIEP PpREDICTION H-YNDS

STARTING CONDITIONS SNE-R ENPANsIN

MrNHOS AVAILABLE

TANOE. ISE (IMPAcT) FIRST ORD ONLY

P-ND-. EYER ( SYDOW}

JONES CONE FLOW C IHYC OE SEC}ONDEE
,RATER FP. SHAD)N SMA-F-I

Ce 55 792 CONE FLOW FIXED OR SECONE SeVER

Table 4 : TO SHOW APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL FLOWFIELD
PREDICTION MRTHODS AVAILABLE WITHIN S/HARP
SEE REFERENCE 1 FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF
METHODS AVAILABLE
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X'x~ xAA A x/

~~~v x. - k A' A

___/ x x x / __x X X'/AAXX X'

-X X ~ -

I - Ax A AA'/ AA'/AA / A' A''

- A x/A - xAA/AA x /A V

AX X xx xX x

xA A XX X X AxA

X UNACCEPTABLEX

KEY i ) FORX MODEL 14,ME TH MACH3, NGIVXES MEO

BLANK =THIS MZTHOD WAS NOT USED OR THIS DATA WAS 14,5/13,7 GIVES 'ACCEPTABLE' C AND C
NOT AVAILABLE N A

PREDICTIONS.

REFER TIO TABLE 1 FOR THE KEY TO THE INDIVIDUAL
METHODS EVALUATED. METHOD 9,7(5/3) IS THE SHOCK
EXPANSION METHOD USED IN THIS TABLE. (C) FOR MODEL 15, MANY COMBINATIONS OF METHODS

NOTES WERE USED. ONLY THE MORE COMMON OR

a)ACPAI YCRIEI O 'ACCEPTABLE' METHODS ABE PRESENTED HERE.
C. PREDICTED

C.5
0  

EXP.RIMAATA 12
x (d) FOR MODEL 16, NO METHOD PREDICTS C

b) THE FOLLOWING COMBINATIONS ALSO PROVED

ACCEPTABLE:A ACCEPTABLY, BUT EXPERIMENTAL VALUES WERE

SMALL AND THEREFORE PERCENTAGE ERRORS WERE

(i) MODEL 
3
:6,

4 
HOSE; 3,2 BODY GAVE ACCEPTABLE LARDE.

Cm AND CN PREDICTIONS. ME-HOD 14.1 DAVE AN

ACCEPTABLE C1J .REDICTION.

(10) MODEL 11, X = -450, METHOD 12,3, WITH

SHIELDING. DIVES AN ACCEPTABLE C PREDICTION.

Table 3 :TO SHOW ''XCCA7PTABLE' 7 ,Cm AND CA PREDICTIONS
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Figure 1 S/HABP FLOWCHART

Figure 2 THE INTERRELATION OF THE PRESSURE CALCULATION METHODS
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THE RAE EXPERIMENTAL DATA-BASE FOR MISSILES AT HIGH MACH NUMBER
AND ITS USE IN ASSESSING CFD METHODS

by

J. Hodges
L.C. Ward

Procurement Executive,
Ministry of Defence

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Aerodynamics Department
BEDFORD MK41 6AE

England

SUMMARY

Wind-tunnel cests are being performed In order to measure overall and panel forces
and moments on cruciform body-control and body-wing missile configurations at M - 2.5,
3.5 and 4.5. When completed, the teEt results will provide a wide-ranging data-base
suitable for inclusion into semi-empirical prediction methods. Additionally it can be
used to help validate and assess the computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods that are
available.

This Paper gives a detailed description of all the models and the wind-tunnel test
conditions, and selected results are presented. Comparisons are shown between the exper-
imental data and results from a space-marching Euler code. An outline Is given of the
extension of these comparisons to surface pressures.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Cn overall normal force coefficient; pitches, but does not roll with the model

Cnp panel normal force coefficient; sometimes suffixed to denote a particular wing, fin,
or control panel; pitches and rolls with both panel, and body, pitch and roll angles

D maximum body diameter (93.98 mm)

L overall body length

M freestream Mach number

P surface static pressure

P freestream static pressure

X axial location relative to body nose (in calibres positive upstream)

Xcp overall longitudinal centre of pressure location relative to body nose (in calibres)

rudder angle (E2- 1 4 )

n elevator angle I(Ei- 3

body roll angle; positive clockwise viewed from rear

& panel deflection angle relative to body axis; positive clockwise viewed outwards

from body

a body angle of attack to freestream

# angular position on body surface relative to windward generator

Suffixes

1 starboard panel) control or wing

2 bottom panel ) panel at zero
3 port panel ) roll when viewed
4 top panel ) from the rear

1 INTRODUCTION

A need exists for methods that can be used to predict the aerodynamic behaviour of
missiles at high supersonic speeds. For the present and for many years to come, the major
source of predictions will be the semi-empirical, or engineering, type methods. These
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methods depend upon experimental data as a basic input to a simple theoretical framework.
The more comprehensive the experimental data, the wider the ranges of missile configur-
ations and flight envelopes that can be predicted with confidence.

The purely theoretical computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods that are now being
developed and used are not limited by sets of experimental data. With new generations of
faster, more powerful computers being introduced, CFD methods (even with longer computing
times than semi-empirical methods) are becoming more attractive. In order to validate and
assess these methods, much work is required in comparing these predictions with experimen-
tal data.

Therefore, for both the semi-empirical and CFD methods, experimental data that
cover wide ranges of flow conditions and design configurations are required. The RAE has
recently embarked on a series of wind-tunnel tests to provide a high Mach number data-base
of forces and moments on body, body-wing, and body-control missile configurations.
Additional tests to measure the surface pressures on selected configurations are being
planned.

Limitations of computing resources, uncertainties concerning turbulence modelling,
and difficulties of use, have, for most computational aerodynamicists, delayed the routine
application of codes which solve the Navier-Stokes equations. Codes solving the Euler
equations are, however, being applied more extensively. These methods do not model vis-
cosity, but one of its major effects, flow separation and the resultant vorticity, can be
modelled if some assumptions regarding separation are employed. This Paper attempts to
show, 1with comparisons between experimental data and results from the space-marching code
SWINT , that, if used with care, flow separation models can significantly improve
predictions.

2 MODELS

2.1 Body plus control configurations

The basic body for use with all the control configurations consists of a sharp axi-
symmetric 3 calibre long nose having a cubic profile, and a 10 calibre long cylindrical
afterbody (see Fig 1).

Three cruciform control sets are available, the planforms consisting of a small
delta, a large delta, and a square (see Fig 1). The small and large deltas have 45'
leading edge sweep angles, and nominal root-chord and semi-span lengths of 1 and
V2 calibres. The square planform has nominal root-chord and semi-span lengths of
1 calibre. A small amount of blunting is applied to both leading and trailing edges, so
that the actual sizes of all the controls are slightly less than the nominal dimensions.

The control sets are fitted to the body with their rotational axes either 3.5 or
11.5 calibres downstream from the body nose (see Fig 2). Each individual control panel
can be deflected in steps of 5" from -25' to +25" (relative to the body axis).

The configuration nomenclature is built up from the body (BlA); the control shape
(Cl, C2 or C3); and whether the control set is mounted at the forward or rearward (F or R)
end of the body. For example, controls C2 mounted at the front end gives B1AC2F, and at
the rear end B1AC2R.

2.2 Body plus winx configurations

The bodies consist of axisymmetric noses having cubic profiles, followed by
cylindrical afterbodies. The three nose shapes are shown in Fig 3, nose "A" being the
same as used for the body-control tests. The equation given for nose "C" is for a sharp
nose of fineness ratio 1.5; this shape has then been spherically blunted as shown, giving
a final fineness ratio of 1.465. Overall body lengths range from 8 to 19 calibres.
Table 1 shows the nomenclature used for describing the overall body lengths and nose
profiles.

The cruciform wing sets have nominal root-chord lengths of 9.682, 5.809 and
3.631 calibres as shown in Figs 4 to 6. With the exception of wings W10 and Wll, all wing
leading, trailing and streamwise edges are slightly blunted as shown in Fig 4. The wing
sets can be fixed to the bodies with their trailing edges either in-line with, or
3 calibres forward of the body base.

The configuration nomenclature is built up from 3 components. Firstly the body-
nose combination (eg B5A); secondly the wing shape (eg W14); and thirdly the length, in
calibres, of the afterbody (if present). Hence wing W14 mounted on body-nose B5A with the
wing trailing edge at the body base is designated B5AW14, but if the wing is moved forward
3 calibres the designation changes to B5AWI4A3.

3 WIND-TUNNEL, TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROGRAMMES

All the tests are being made at RAE Bedford in the recently recommissioned 3ft x 4ft
(0.91m . 1.22m) continuously-running wind-tunnel which has a Mach number range of 2.5 to 5.
To avoid condensation shocks at M - 5, the stagnation temperature needs to be raised to
around 140"C. Neither the control nor wing panel balances would accept this high tempera-
ture. Test Mach numbers of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 have therefore been chosep. Most of the
tests are being performed at a freestream Reynolds number of 13.1 - 10 per metre, with
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some data at Reynolds numbers of 6.6 x 10
6 
and 19.7 x 106 per metre. Boundary-layer

transition trips are applied to the body nose and the wing and control leading edges.
Analysis of the axial fcrce results is consistent with the assumption of a turbulent
boundary layer existing over most of the model at all test Mach and Reynolds numbers.

Overall loads on the complete body-wing and body-control configurations are
measured using a 6-component strain-gauge balance mounted within the model. An absolute
pressure transducer measures the model cavity pressure, this being assumed to act over the
whole model base for calculation of the base pressure coefficient. To measure the
individual wing loads, two opposing wing planforms are attached to 3-component strain-
gauge balances (measuring wing normal force, pitching moment, and rolling moment). All
wing planforms stay undeflected relative to the body axis. To measure the individual
control loads, two opposing panels are attached to 5-component strain-gauge balances
(axial force missing). These balances rotate with the controls, so panel normal force is
always normal to the control root-chord.

Data is recorded every 7.5' whilst the model is being continuously rolled from
0' to 360, a complete roll sweep taking less than 2.5 min. Nominal model incidence
angles are -2' to 26, in steps of 2.

The body-control test programme is about 70% complete. The body-wing test pro-
gramme (Fig 7) is about 30% complete.

4 PRESENTATION OF SELECTED RESULTS AT MACH 4.5

4.1 Body plus control configurations

Results presented in this section for the body-control configurations are limited
to zero roll angle, le when the pair of deflected controls are normal to the pitch plane.
The variation of the overall normal force coefficient (Cn) with body angle of attack (e)
and control elevator angle (n) for the small delta controls in the rearward and forward
positions is shown in Figs 8 and 9 respectively. Body alone results are also presented in
each figure. For all values of n, Cn for the controls in the forward position is always
slightly higher than for the rearward position, the greatest difference occurring at an
angle of attack around 18'.

The movement of the centre of pressure with changes in the angle of attack, control
position, and elevator angle is shown in Fig 10. Body alone results are also plotted.
For all angles of attack, the greatest centre of pressure movement occurs with changes in
elevator angle when the controls are mounted in the rear position.

4.2 Body plus wing configurations

4.2.1 Effect of forebody length at zero roll

The overall normal force coefficients of bodies along B5A and BIlA, and with wings
W14 added, are shown in Fig 1i. For any particular value of a, the effect of increasing
the forebody length of B5AWI4A3 by 3 calibres to Bl1AW14A3 is less than the corresponding
increase between B5A and BlIA (eg at a = 24', 0.92 as opposed to 1.00). However, the
opposite is true when wings W13 are added to bodies BSA and BlA, as shown in Fig 12. In
this case, the effect of increasing the forebody length of BlAW13 by 3 calibres to B5AW13
is greater than the corresponding increase between BIA and B5A (eg at e = 24, 0.93 as
opposed to 0.90).

Analysis of the wing panel loads (Fig 13) indicates that the wing loads are inde-
pendent of forebody length for the configurations shown, the only effect of forebody
length being an increase in Cn due to the additional body length.

4.2.2 Effect of afterbody length at zero roll

The variation of the normal force coefficient with angle of attack for two con-
figurations having the same forebody and wings, but differing in the length of afterbody,
is shown in Fig 14, along with the respective body alone coefficients. The difference in
Cn between B5AWi4A3 and BIAWi4 at any particular value of a is around 25% greater than the
corresponding difference between B5A and BlA. The wing loads are the same due to the nose
and forebody being identical, hence this increase is due to the carry-over of normal
force from the wing onto the body being greater for the configuration having the afterbody
present. Typically this is between 8% and 11% of the total Cn, the lower value being for
configuration BIAWI4.

5 FUTURE TEST PROGRAMME

With the growth of CFD prediction methods, a greater need is developing for experi-
mental data to include both surface and flowfield pressure results for direct comparison
with prediction. Therefore, the future test programmes for both the body-control and
body-wing configurations will not only continue with the force and moment data gathering,
but will also include a large pressure data-bank. For the body-control tests, a rig for
the 3ft x 4ft wind-tunnel is being built which will accommodate a row of yawmeters for
traversing through the flowfield surrounding the model. Of particular interest will be
the development of the leeside vortices, and their interactions with the control planforms.
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The measurement of surface pressures will be made on selected body-wir, configur-
ations which can be fitted with cruciform control surfac-s upstream of the w4'gs. Two
proposed configurations are shown in Fig 15. Pressure taps will be sited along the body
surface and on one wing surface. Additional taps may be added to the nose, and to the
control surfaces. The body length between the wings and the ccntrols will be variable, as
will be the control deflection angles. Thus many different flowfields over the pressure
tapped wing and body areas can be easily achieved.

6 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SWINT CODE

SWINT is a space-marching Euler code which calculates the supersonic flow between a
missile-type configuration and its bow shock, given a starting solution in a crossflow
plane near the nose. The computational grid is constructed around the body of the
configuration and any controls or wings are assumed to be thin and to lie close to radial
grid lines. The grid density can be changed to suit the calculation pro&,7essing in the
axial direction.

SWINT can be run in either of two modes - a full flowfieid (or 360") calculation,
in which the whole of the flowfield between the configuration and the bow shock is com-
puted, and a half flowfield calculation in which symmetry is assumed. The h lf flowfield
mode would be appropriate for a conventional cruciform missile at 0' or 45' roll, but any
other roll angle would require a full flowfield calculation.

The missile aerodynamicist is concerned with mainly two types of flow separation:
that from a wing or control, and that from a body. For most missile configurations, wing
and control edges are sharp, or can be regarded as such, and, in the case of a subsonic
leading edge, the location of separation is assumed to be at the leading edge. A missile
body at incidence often involves flow separation from a smooth surface, and the location
of separation is then more difficult to define. SWINT allows the user to model both these
types of flow separation, the location on axisymmetric bodies being determined
empirically.

In the original version of SWINT, the option of modelling flow sepqration from the
body was only available for half flowfield calculations. In order to stujy the effect of
roll angle on the interaction between controls and vortices arising from body separation,
RAE has extended the body separation option so that it can also be used in full flowfield
calculations.

7 COMPARISON OF SWINT RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENT

7.1 Body alone

Calculations were made for body BlA at a Mach number of 3.5 using SWINT with and
without employing flow separation from the body. All the calculations were in the half
flowfield mode and used a grid of 31 points radially and 19 points circumf'rentially
between the body and the bow shock.

Fig 16 shows the two predicted surface pressure distributions around the body at
the base station, significant differences between them being confined to the leeward half
of the body. Experimental pressure measurements are not available for comparison and
therefore it is not possible at present to Judge which curve is more realistic. A com-
parison between the integrated pressure distributions and experi;.,ental values of normal
force and centre of pressure position is shown in Figs 17 and 18. Reasonable agreement is
demonstrated irrespective of whether flow separation has or has not been modelled.

7.2 Body plus control configuration

7.2.1 Control loads

Calculations were made for configuration BlACiR at Mach 3.5 using SWINT. At 12
°

angle of attack and a range of roll angles, calculations were made with and without
employing the option for flow separation from the body. All these calculations weve made
in the full flowfield mode, and since the leading edges of the controls were supersonic,
attached flow was assumed on these surfaces. A grid of 31 points radially and 36 points
circumferentially was used in the region of the controls, and a coarser grid was used
upstream. Fig 19 shows the predicted and experimental loads on one control panel as the
,onfiguration is rolled through 360, the panel being in the windward position when the
configuration is at zero roll.

The modelling of separation appears to have a negligible effect on the control load
while the panel is in the windward half of the flowfield. However, when the control Is in
the leeward half, the predictions with and without separation modelling show s ;nificant
differences. The calculations with the flow separation included produce results which are
generally in better agreement with experiment. This is probably due to the predicted
interaction between the body vortex and the control panels.

The measured loads on the same control panel, but with a 10" rudder deflection
applied, are shown in Fig 20, together with the results of SWINT calculations which
employed the body separation option. SWINT models the flow over -n undeflected control
panel by using the actual surface slopes relative to the free stream but applies them
through the boundary conditions on a radial plane parallel to the body axis (ie as if the
control had zero thickness). For a deflected panel, the same plane is used, and thus the
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approximation becomes less realistic as the deflection angle increases. The largest
discrepancy is near the 300" position where the panel experiences the largest local angle
of attack. Otherwise the predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data.

7.2.2 Ovevall loads

SWINT calculations for configuration BlACIR at zero roll were made at a Mach number
of 3.5 and over an angle of attack range up to 24. The half flowfleld mode and the
options for flow separation from the body and attached flow on the controls were used with
a grid of 31 points radially and 19 points circumferentially over the full length of the
configuration. Figs 21 and 22 show comparisons between prediction and experiment for the
overall normal force and centre of pressure position. The agreement is excellent, normal
force being predicted to within 4% of the experimental value, and centre of pressure to
within 0.2 of a calibre throughout the angle of attack range.

7.3 Body plus wing configurations

7.3.1 General comments concerning computations

Calculations hive been made for two of the body-wing configurations shown in Fig 7,
namely B5AW7A3 and B5AW1

4
A3. The Mach number was 3.5 and an angle of attack range between

0' and 20" was attempted, for both the 0* and 45' roll positions. The choice of thrse
roll angles enabled SWINT to be run in the half flowfield mode. In all cases in the
region of the wing, calculations were made on a grid consist'ng of 31 points in the radial
direction and 25 points circumferentially. Ahead of the wing a coarser grid was usel.
The option of modelltng flow separation from the body was used throughout the computations
unless otherwise stated. Attention is focussed on configuration B5AWi4A3 at 45

° 
roll.

However, it should be noted that the calculations for zero roll, and for the other body-
wing configuration studied (B5AW7A3), support the conclusions dr~an herein.

7.3.2 Overall loads

Figs 23 and 24 show comparisons of overall normal force and centre of pressure
position respectively. Since the wings have subsonic leading edges at Mach 3.5, the
initial SWINT calculations used the leading edge separation option for the leeside f all
lifting surfaces at any non-zero incidence (however small) to the freestream. Thus a step
discontinuity occurs in the Cn versus incidence curve at zero angle of attack. Clearly
the discontinuity is unrealistic. Physically the leading edge separatiun will start at a
few degrees angle of attack, the actual value being dependent upon the leading edge blunt-
ness and chamfer angle.

Calculations were then made in which no special treatment was applied to the
leeward sides of the wings le attached flow was assumed. The results (also shown on
Figs 23 and 24) show a marked improvement in the agreement with experiment. No such com-
putations at angles of attack above 8' were successful due to the prediction of a negative
pressure rear the leading edge of the lower wing. This suggested that the flow was
attempting to turn through too large an angle and the attached flow assumption was
invalid. Physically, separation would almost certainly have occurred at well below 8'
angle of attack.

It appears that when a leading edge separation is being modelled at low angles of
attack, SWINT overestimates the effects of the vortex. There are several possible reasons
for this, eg an insufficiently fine grid, lack of viscosity, or a separation model inad-
equacy. However, it aopears that good results can be obtained from SwINP (when calculat-
ing the flow past a wing with a subsonic leading edge), by imposing separation from the
leading-edge at angles of attack only where an attached flow solution is unobtainable.

Using this procedure, Figs 23 and 24 show that good agreement with experiment can
be obtained. The Cn predictions are very close to the experimental values until about R

°
,

above which the maximum error is approximately 7%. The centre of pressure predictions are
excellent, the trend matching the experiment throughout the angle of attack range. The
error is less than 0.25 calibres at all points except at 2, where the centre of pressure
is the quotient of two small quantities.

7.3.3 Wing loads

The experimental and predicted normal forces for a lower wing panel are compared in
Fig 25. As for the overall loads, the agreement at low angles of attack is improved when
attached flow is assumed. However, the trend at higher angles of attack, where wing
leading edge separation has to be imposed to obtain a solution, is disappointing.

Similar comments apply to Fig 26 which shows the normal force coefficient for an
upper wing panel. The experimental data is substantially non-linear and this feature is
reflected in the results of the computations with the leading edge separation imposed.

All the calculations described so far employed the option for modelling flow
separation from the body. However, it is probably unrealistic to model such a separation
in the region of the wings. The presence of the wings would suppress or at least substan-
tially affect flow separation from the body. Additional calculations were made with the
body flow separation option employed ahead of the wings but not in the region of the wings
or the afterbody. Fig 26 also shows the results of these computations. As expected, at
low angles of attack they merge with the results of the cal lations with body flow
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separation modelled everywhere. At higher angles of attack, an increase in the predicted
wing normal force is seen, giving rise to an improvement in the trend of the results. The
improvement in prediction for this upper wing panel is significant. The results for the
lower wing and the overall forces were relatively unaffected by these modifications to the
body flow separation.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The present comparisons have shown that some useful validation of a CFD code can be
made when overall and wing force measurements are available for comparison. Some quali-
tative knowledge of the aerodynamics of the configuration can allow various options in the
code to be critically assessed.

The current work has led to the following conclusions aboit the space-marching
Euler code, SWINT.

1 The modelling of body flow separation can significantly affect the predicted
pressure distribution on the leeside of a body. However, for the case studied
herein, the overall normal force and centre of pressure predictions showed only
small changes consequent on whether flow separation was, or was not, modelled.

2 Modelling flow separation from the body may provide better predictions of the
loads on controls or wings in the leeward half of the flowfield. Further improve-
ments to these predictions may be obtained by modelling flow separation ahead of
the wings or controls, but not in the region of the wings or controls themselves.

3 Modelling of wing leading edge separation appears to overestimate the effect of
leading edge vortices at low angles of attack. Better results are obtained for the
cases considered here if attached flow on the wings is assumed until the angle of
attack is too high to permit an attached flow solution.

4 Some qualitative knowledge of the aerodynamics of a missile, together with
careful use of the separation options in SWINT, has enabled excellent predictions
of loads and moments to be made for the configurations studied so far.

5 When validating and assessing CFD codes, measured surface pressures or
flowfield data should ideally be available in addition to force and moment data.
Discrepancies between predictions and experimental results can then be pinpointed.

Future work will include the following items.

I Calculations will be made for other configurations in the experimental data-
base in order to assess further the SWINT code.

2 The data-base will be used for comparison with calculations made using other
CFD codes.

3 Experimental body and wing surface pressure measurements will be made at Mach

numbers from 2.5 to 4.5 for more detailed comparisons with the results from CFD
codes.

TABLE 1

BODY LENGTHS AND NOMENCLATURE

Body B9A BIOA B4A BlA BIB BlC B5A B5B BIA B11B

L/D 8 ]0 11 13 13 12.965 16 16 19 19

BEFEBENCE

I A.B. Wardlaw et al. An inviscid computational method for tactical missile
configurations. NSWC TR 81-457 (1982)

Copyright ® Controller HMSO, London, 1987
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CONCEPT GENERAUTX AERODYNAMIQUES-AEROTHERMIQUES D'HERMES

par

P.Perrier et Pls.Caupenne
Aviona Marcel Dassault - Breguet Aviation

78, Ouai Carnot - 92214 Saint Cloud
France

0. L'avion spatial Hermis a fait l1objet, pour Ilannie 1987, d'un financement tde l'Agence Spatiale Furop~enne dans le
cadre dun propramrne prdliminaire. Ce programme eat financ4 maintenant par l'ensemble des 6ts membres
apris avoir ete limite a la Prance et i quelgues pays en relation bilat~rale. Au cours de Ia ohase initiale, des
4tudes ddtailldes d~e Ia forne adrodynamique et des flux nominaux ant kt6 poursuivies pour acqu~rir une premilwe
difinition & £tudier expirimentalement par let Avions Marcel flassault-Rr~guet Aviation ceux-ci avant At6
chargis de Ia responsabilitd d'lermMs en tant que vdhicule volant.

Nous passerons successivement en revue les concepts g~n~raux retenus pour let 6tudes du riessin
d'Hermis, nous donnerons quelgues exemples de leurs applications et justifierons la m~thodologie g~n~rale retenue
pour cet ambitieux programme europ~en.

I.CONCEPTS GENERAUX DE I3ESSIN

1.1 - Concepts de dessin adrodynamigue

L'objectil d'Hermis est le transport t~hommes en orbite avec une charge utile limit~e. Herms dolt ainsi
ftre satellis6 grace & un lanceur commercial Ariane V et ricupirer hommes et charges ou permettre des
opirations en orbite en connexion vers Ie module d~e station orbitate Colombus.

Ariane V impose & lavion spatial une taille relativement beaucoup plus faible gut !'Orbiter mais avec
des performances demand~es sup~rieures :

-utiliser des pistes europiennes Pour Ie retour dorbite, c'est-&-dire des pistes usuelles avec un dl;oort
latiral permettant tde rattraper un ddcalage dorbite,

-avoir un equipage & deux, ce gui induit une taille relative tde fuselage beaucoutn olus granefe que
IlOrbiter,

-avoir des frais d~e remise en 6tat Iimit~s.

Pour sladapter & ces exigences, IPtude a montr4 gue Ie detain a6rodynamigue $tait hien plus critiouc
gue sur IlOrbiter et gue des progrks sur Ia r&Ilisation de Ia protection thermigue kaient galement ncessaires par
suite des accroissemenns de flux lies & Ia diminution des dimensions.

On volt sur Ia figure I gue lea talles compar~es des fuselages qui cr~ens Ia d~stahilisation en
longitudinal et latdral sont relativement 40 % plus grandes 4

Fig: 1 sAOTIE +55
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L'utilisation de pintes plus courantes conduit 5 viner Ilemploi de charges alairen r~duites permetnant,
pour une incidence donnie & l'impact, une r~duct~on de 20 kts & Papproche. Pour rialiner ce gain en SCz, sachant
que Pon ne petit guire espirer augmenter notablement lenvergure relative, ii a semblS ncesnaire de centrer au
mietix lavion i limpart, ce qui permet de limiter la diminution de la charge alaire 1 environ 20 %. Pour reduire la
masse, on utilise complitement le concept CAG sur len 3 axes amn de minimiser len surfaces stabilisatricen
nicennaires. Ceci a conduit a Ilimplantation de dirives d'extrgmit4 de voilure induisant des efforts et moments
bien situin par rapport au centre de gravit6 et permettant de passer en gouvernes a6rodynamniquen sur les 3 axes
d~s que Ia dennit4 eat nuffisante et ainni de minimiser Ia masse. Enf in le contr6lc de la vitense sur trajectoire en
finale sleffectue par variation de trainde, ce qul ent possible par une configuration en crocodile des gouvernes,
figure 2. Ainni len diff6renten fonctions prisentes sur un dimonntrateur militaire Rafale sont pr6nenten aver
cependant une comnplexit4 r~duite par Ilabsence de modes sup~rieurs comme flantirafale.

ELEVON &RESS AE4AOREMW

AM

Les principaux choix a~rodynamiqoes sont bien clairement lies P objectif d'un pilotage sain durant
toute Ia r6entrie et lapproche et latterrissage, demandant fans toutes cen phases de vol des elfficaritAs
nuffinantes sur tous les axes et des courbes adrodynamiques raisonnablement linkairen. Ceci conduit A retenir des
flkchen de bord dattaque assez 6lcv~es et des cambrores de voilure suffisantes pour permettre one bonne margze
de lindariti de fonctionnement en incidence et d~rapage.

1.2 -Objectifs de dennin a6rothermiqtie

La diminution de taille par rapport & '-Orbiter indoit des probl~mes de plus grande difficuln6 lies
Ilaugmentation corrilative des flux :les mat~riaux de l'Orbiter sont d~jS annex proches de leurs limites sans len
marges importantes quil semble n6cessaire d'admettre dans le can dlemplol r~gulicr de lavion spatial. Ainsi la
marge d'altitude entre Ia trajertoire au plafond de rcntr&e et Ia trajertoire & gchauffement critique nur le ncr on
len points len plus chauds est fornement r~duite voire inexistante ni Ion ne d~croit pan Ia charge alaire (cette
ddcroissance est donc doublement ndcesnaire car compatible aver len objertifn basne vitenne). Ent in, puisque Ion
nadmet pan de surchauffen locales, on en dluit que Ilop doit 4viter len dessins pr6sentant den rinques de telles
nurchaniff en locales. A ce point de sue, les stabilisateurn en extrimit6 daile sont vcntuellemnent cause de
surchauffe ni leur rayon de bord d'attaque et leur desnin lui-mgme nest pan tr~s progressif. tie plus, il semhle
dvidemment n6cennaire d'iviter les surchauffes dues aux croisements de chocs en vitant des formes en plan
cassure de bord d'attaque comme l'Orbiter. Les formes retenues pour Hernnk mettent touten len formes
adrodynamniques dans Ilenveloppe des chocs attach~n & lintradon, de mime que len probl~mcs de protection den
transparenms conduisent agarder tine marge stiff inante du ncr par emplol don fuselage avant annex d~velopp6 et
protdgeant les transparents de cabine. Enf in Ilchauiffemcent des surfaces mobiles 6tant limit6 graice au
reraynnement des parois, noun avons reteno Ia configuration en crocodile ouverte pour le vol hypernonique de
facon a permettre ces reradiations, tout en mettant on accent particulier nor livaloation des 4chaoffementn de
gouverne :clent une den limites majeures de leur efficacit4 1 cause des limitations de braquagen maximaux qu'ilt
nupponent. On donne sur la planche 3 ci-dennoun on rinultat typique de calcul au cours dune r~entr~e stir laquelle
on remarqoe bien len zonen critiques de nez et gouverne ainni que de bord dlattaque.

asg-
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1.3 - A partir de oes iliments de caiculs puis dlessais, il est possible dNvaiuer diff~rentes formuies et de les
comparer ain de siectionner eu nsieux leurs caractiristiques. On volt sur la pianche 4 ci-essous qu'un grand
nombre de configurations ant 6t6 calcul~es et un certain nombre envoy~es en soufflerie pour s'assurer Que le
dessin g&n4ral 6tait raisonnablement proche d'un dessin prisentant une sensibiiit6 point trop exagir~e aux
variations de formes ou de dimensions, variations qui seront probales au cours de ]a finalisation du Doajet.

En particuiier, on v~rifie constamnment que les marges d'kchauffement max. restent r~alistes pour les
matiriaux disponibies.

La prise en compte r~cente de crit~res de skurit6 renforc~s l a suite de 'accident de 'Orhiter condifit
6galement a revair le dessin avec des masses 1 vide augment~es et rend particuli~rement critiques les pertes de
masse qui seraient cr44es par des formes ext~rieures inad&quates 1 m~me volume interne.

2. EXEMPLES DE PRISE EN COMPTE FYOBJECTIPS

2.1 - Equilibre longitudinal arodynamique

On salt que les marges prises sur l'Orbiter pour couvrir des erreurs sur I'valuation des branuages de
gouverne n~cessaires 6taient particuliirement faibles et ant post quelques probImes de validation des
performances nominales:

-2D - PEDICTED DATA

MAXIMUM DERtECTt0N o OR21Mf R.IGHT DATA
SOOYFLAP

fig 6 DG
DUcoc - - oaomoom

MAXIMUM D6UCT1Oa

a a 12 1& 2D 24 V.

MACH NUMO5t
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L'itude ditaillie par le calcul et s-,r recoupemnent en essais de soufflerie a 14I montri que des calculs
simplifi~s ne sauraient suf fire 1 Iivaluation des efficacit~s de gouverne et eles moments d~stabilisateurs du
v~hicule. 11 a 64 proposii au CNES de catculer avec les meilleurs outils disponibles (calculs Fuler) les diff4ents
dessins d'Hermis miaigri Paugmentation du coOt en calcul correspondant. on voit sur la figure 7 ci-dessous que
116art le plus critique des braquages se fait entre MA =It5 et M =10 ou plus et que cet kcart est sensible la
mithode de caicul :a priori les m~thodes les plus simples sont exciues de la panoplie de calcul nicessaire.

On peut voir sur cette mfme planche que m~ine [a correction aux modZ-les lin~arisp's supersoniques we
permet pas dlenvisager de calcuis rapides ;lanalyse des r~sultats montre qu.- ceux-ci soot dus 2i la forme tr~s
arrondie et aux grandes incidences caract~ristiques des trajectoires dIHermks.

-1F t; I II

On voit sur ]a planche 8 relative aun calcul dIAOTV qui exagere I eftet dip gaz reel que t'aovroxi~"ation
du local peut conduire des ecarts tres importants des caracteristiques en moment, .Acarts julit imnorte A
pr~voir sur les formes complexes d'Herm~s.

Cependant Pexp~rience de IOrbiter (fig. 6 ci-dessus) montre dles Prreurs maximales Ai fort Mach, -nit
par efiet de dissociation, soit par effet de gaz rar~fi~s et Pon ne petit pas actuellement le v~rifier par le calcul
car les codes de calcul nont pas ia precision requite exceptA pour des dessins tr~s sirnoles comrnme 'ACOTV our
lesquels on a pu faire des comparaisons assez prkcises.

iigG. 1.2---
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2.2 - Un exemple en airathermigue

De la mime fa4;an, it imparte daoptimiser par Ie calcul les khauffements des uiff~rentes narties en
essayant de rkgler les caurbures lacales du nez, des bards d'attaque, etc... de favaon i mninimiser les surctiauffes et
lemplal de mat~riau carbarr i haute ternp~rature. Main par aiesirs, it irnparte de ne pas aublier que Pon dolt
cauvrir, camnme sur un avian, Ia combinaisai, de paramnkres Ia plus d6sastreuse en prenant en campte les
variatians de llatmasph~re mais aussi et surtout les variations de sensibilit6 i Ia transitian et Ins effets de
catalycit6.

On danne ci-dessaus lea cas dhterminant-envelappe qul ant 4 dktermis~s de cette facan. On olirra
remarquer que, iar rappart au cas pr~senti pl. 3, ii y a des contraintes beaucaup plus 6lev~es (pl. 9).

Fig.-it

L'6I4ment principal dans ce cas est la variatian de Ia pasition de Ia transition en Dresence de leffet des
rainures entre pav5s.

On peat voir sur Ia planche 10 que Ian peut esp~rer, qualpue sur des cas pratiques assez restreints, one
d6terminatian asnez prkise de Ia transition en hypersanique. Malt It reste des probl~mes de surchauffe locale que
Ian ne salt prabablement pas atteindre dans Ia simulation exp~rimentale et qul induisent une grande imorecision
sur Ins flux ridls.

it-,

VESr2,Kss
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3. METHODOLOGIE GENERALE

On a vu qu'il y avait des risques importants dlignorance de prohlimes mal connus au cairs de
lestimation des efforts et flux darn un projet aussi compiexe que l'Hermks. Ce non contr~le des aI~as est
principalernent technique voire scientifique par suite de la trks grande difficult6 des arobiemes Dosis.

Par cons~quent, it a 6ti mis en place un support de recherche couvrant environ 50 axes de recherche
dons la moitid en analyse num~rique et tlautre en m~canique des fluides. Clest d'ailleurs celle-ci 9ui ust ]a olus
critique par suite de labsence, d'6quipes qualifiges suffisantes et de moyens exp~rimentaux, specialement de
mesure, adiquats. Le support de recherche est donc essentiel et 'era assez exhaustif gr~ce aux meilleurs
spikialistes europiens.

METHODOLOG OF DEVELOPMENT HERt&S-MAA

THEORETICAL LEVEL / /

BASIC RESEARCH

SHAPE MILESTONES A AlAA A aA DEFINITION
R 0.0 1.0 2.0 2.5 3.03.1 J MRVMN

fmP. i- a1 -4 VALIDATION

Pour valider mzeus ces resultats compiets, ii est propose d'emolover un d~monstrateUr Ianc
6 

6galement
par Ariane et qui permettrait de faire avascer ]a technique en validant assez t8t et les calculs et les exp~riences
sranspos~s par le calcul. La commission de lESA charg6e d'/ 'aluer la m~thorlologic avec dlmonstrateur a
6galcmcnt recommandd que les premiers lancements soient faits avec des Herm~s inhabit~s.

La m~thodologic g~n~rale couvre donc trois efforts parallles, Pun relatif A la recherche dep base dep
comprehension et v~rificatioo de Ia mod~lisation des phknom~nes de base, le second relatif sot essais et calculs
des formes industrielles, le troisi~me A la v6rification globale en Vol qui slappuiera Sur l'exp~rience dep l'lrhiter
puis sur des expiriences europ~cnnes.

Ainsi flam~Iioration de ]a technologic europ~ennc en hypersoniquc fera d'm-erm~s on dmonstrateor
technologique et one htape essentielle vers les lanceurs futurs compikement r~cup~rables qui donnent des moyens
economniques A I1homme pour travailler dans lfspace.
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HYPRESOMIC AERODYNAMICS - APPLICATIONS FOR HOTOL
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Summary

HOTOL has emerged from studies between BAe and Rolls-Royce as a totally reusable
airframe with a hybrid air-breathing propulsion system. It is aimed at placing
payloads into low earth orbit for 20% of the cost of the U.S. Space Shuttle.

As part of the current Proof-of-Concept Study an assessment is being made of the
aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle including those in the hypersonic regime.
This assessment will also identify areas of high risk and where current methods
are deficient.

This report details some of the results obtained, the areas so far identified
as requiring further work and proposes a five year programme to investigate these
areas.

Introduction

BAe have identified the need for a new launch vehicle to supplement and eventually
supersede existing launch vehicles by the end of this century. Forecasts of the
potential market show that the corrently available launch capacity will be exceeded
by then.

Studies of the economics of existing satellite launch and recovery systems show
that the high costs are largely attributable to throw away components, such as
external tanks, retrieval and refurbishment of solid rocket boosters and the large
number of support staff required for vertical take-off operations.

HOTOL, Figure 1, has emerged from studies between BAe and Rolls-Royce as a totally
reusable airframe with a hybrid air-breathing propulsion system, with horizontal
take-off and landing to simplify turn-around oprations. It is aimed at placing
payloads into low earth orbit for 20% of the cost of Shuttle.

A Proof-of-Concept Study, lasting two years, was begun in Autumn 1985 with BAe
Military Aircraft Division, Warton as lead Division. The objectives of the study
are:-

- to demonstrate that there are no insuperable problems to the development
of the engine.

- to show that the vehicle can be engineered at a reasonable cost.

- to identify areas of high risk and to propose programmes to investigate
these areas.

- to detail test and support facilities to fulfil these programmes and

- to identify what the cost will be.

The HOTOL aerodynamic design is driven by a trade-off between the best aerodynamic
performance and minimum structural weight. The hypersonic region is perhaps the
most challenging aspect of the aerodynamic design, especially for re-entry into
the atmosphere which is a critical phase of reusable spacecraft operations.

Re-entry

Re-entry into the atmosphere is initiated by a deorbit manoeuvre. Firstly the
reaction control thrusters are used to turn the HOTOL tail first. Then the orbital
manoeuvring engines are used to slow the vehicle down. The thrusters are used
to turn the vehicle round again and to set up the correct attitude for re-entry.

Because of HC2OL's low planform loading, deceleration can begin at high altitude
to minimise peak velocity and minimise aerodynamic heating. Figure 2 shows a
comparison between the ROTOL and Shuttle re-entry trajectories. You will notice
that HOTOL is intended to travel more slowly than Shuttle at altitudes between
60 and 80 km where maximum heating rates are expected.
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To maintain minimum velocity HOTOL must have adequate lift which means it must
be possible to trim and control the vehicle at high angles of attack. Although
reaction control thrusters may be used to augment control the additional fuel
required penalises the payload or results in vehicle growth.

As the vehicle enters the atmosphere the high incidence gives a large force normal
to the trajectory. If this force is allowed to act entirely in the orbit plane
it will cause the vehicle to skip out of the atmosphere. Therefore the in-plane
component of lift must be controlled by rolling the vehicle out of the trajectory
plane. The out-of-plane component can be used to realign the landing track by
maintaining the roll angle or to extend the down-range capability by periodically
reversing the roll angle.

Once peak heating has been passed the vehicle is slowly pitched down to maximum
L/D to maximise cross - or down - range performance.

In optimising the trajectory, to give maximum range performance within structure
and internal temperature constraints, it is necessary to resolve the "infernal
triangle".

The 'Infernal Triangle"

This is the close interaction of trim/control, cross-range and heating rate, see
Figure 3. The required incidence must be able to be trimmed with an adequate
control margin. Viscous and real gas effects must be taken into account when
determining if trim is possible. A high incidence gives a lower speed which reduces
the kinetic heating rate, . However, a lower incidence, giving a high lift to
drag ratio, is required to maximise cross-range performance. A low lift to drag
ratio shortens the duration of the re-entry and hence the heat soak being the
integral of heating rate and total exposure time.

Accurate knowledge of heating and heating rates is essential in deciding what
materials are used to build the structure and what insulation is required. Because
of uncertainties in this knowledge tolerances must be applied to control and heating
estimates requiring additional control power and insulation with consequent mass
penalties. Let us consider each of these three aspects in turn:-

(i) trim

(ii) cross-range

(iii) heating

(i) Trim

Good correlation of Newtonian predictions with wind tunnel and flight measurements
have been seen in published reports for overall forces and moments. However
reference 1 indicates that wing trailing edge flaps can be more effective
than Newtonian theory would predict. An investigation into this "hyper-
effectiveness" has been carried out and is reported in reference 2. This
proposes that Newtonian theory does not perform well in estimating pressures,
for the concave shape that occurs when trailing edge flaps are deflected,
because of the low Mach number of the flow in the shock-layer. Newtonian
theory is based on the assumption that the high freestream Mach numbers
are also typical of the local flow behaviour. Figure 4 shows the effect
of deflecting a trailing edge flap on a flat plate at incidence in a flow
which is inviscid. Once the shock-layer properties are known the control
force can be deduced from simple oblique-shock theory.

If the flap is deflected through a sufficiently large angle an attached
oblique shock will not be possible and the effectiveness of the flap will
be considerably reduced. The existence of viscous effects introduces additional
constraints on the performance of the flap. A sufficiently large increase
in pressure across the hinge line will cause the boundary layer to separate.
Figure 5, taken from reference 3, shows the shock systems with the associated
pressure distributions for laminar and turbulent flow. For laminar flow
the inviscid and viscous pressure rises are approximately equal although
the point of action of the flap force is further upstream for the viscous
case.

For turbulent flow the inviscid pressure rise is grcater than the viscous.
Again the point of action of the force is further upstream for the viscous
case than the inviscid. The variation of flap pressure with control deflection
is shown in Figure 6. This shows the compatible inviscid and viscous values
up to turbulent separation and the low level of the Newtonian estimate.

Note that real gas effects are such that the flap angle before shock detachment
occurs is increased. Therefore for this case it is pessimistic not to take
account of them.
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Now consider the pitching moment due to flap deflection shown in Figure 7.
Note that the inviscid and viscous solutions are no longer the same below
turbulent separation; this is because of the differences in the points of
action of the flap force.

The effect of incidence on control power is illustrated in Figure 8. As
incidence increases turtulent separation occurs at lower control deflections.
This means that the maximum control moment and consequently the trimmable
c.g. range reduces with incidence. Figure 9 shows the expected trimmable
c.g. range for the current configuration using wing and body flaps. For
the re-entry case there is adequate trim for low incidence where maximum
L/D occurs. However, at high incidence, required for the initial stages
of re-entry, the range of acceptable c.g. position becomes progressively
smaller so that 45* is the maximum incidence that can be trimmed. Although
higher incidence capability is desirable, the currently predicted performance
is quite'satisfactory.

(ii) Cross-range

Figure 10 shows the achievable cross-range with a maximum allowable surface
temperature of 1200 K. The variation of cross-range with L/D - effectively
vehicle shape, and planform loading - a measure of vehicle mass and size,
are shown.

Maximum cross-range is obtained for a vehicle with high L/D ratio and low
planform loading. For the current HOTOL configuration the expected cross-
range is about 25' latitude.

If however the maximum allowable temperature could be increased by only
50K this would result in a significant increase in cross-range capability
as shown in Figure 11, about 25% for the current vehicle. However, this
would result in an increase of insulation mass, to protect internal structure
and systems, of 30% resulting in an increase in GLOW (Gross Lift Off Weight) of
9 tonnes. This emphasises that accurate prediction is essential because a small
tolerance is significant.

(iii) Heating

Maximum heating rates, and consequently temperatures, are expected to occur
at the stagnation point and along attachment lines. A procedure for estimating
this attachment line heating is reported in reference 4 for both laminar
and turbulent conditions. It is concluded that, for laminar heating rates,
the effects of real gas are of second order importance - being always less
than 20%. Therefore reasonably accurate estimates may be obtained by assuming
that air is thermally perfect. However, for turbulent flow real gas effects
on heating rates are much more important. Since transition to turbulence
occurs at relatively low altitudes, the assumption of a thermally perfect
gas may still be acceptable but further work is necessary to quantify these
effects.

The onset of transition is critical as heating rates in turbulent boundary
layers are significantly higher than in laminar flow. At the start of re-
entry, where Reynolds number is low, the flow is laminar. As the vehicle
comes lower into the atmosphere Reynolds number increases and transition
to turbulent flow occurs, the criterion for transition is based on an allowable
reference Reynolds number, reference 5. Tl- reference Reynolds number is
a function of speed (= altitude for a given trajectory) and local geometry
so transition does not occur on all parts of the vehicle at the same point
in the trajectory. Figure 12 shows the variation of Reynolds number with
altitude for various X stations on the vehicle. This shows that turbulent
flow first occurs over the intake at about "70 km. Figure 13 shows the expected
equilibrium wall temperatures on the HOTOT. centreline at a position 25 m
aft of the nose.

Several areas have been identified as requiring further investigation:-

- the location of attachment lines

- the variation of critical step size with reference Reynolds number

- the optimisation of the re-entry trajectory to minimise the critical
heating

- the behaviour of complex flows in the region of the intake (including
shocks, expansion fans).

In addition to the attachment line heating, regions of local superheating
are likely to occur as the result of shock interaction. Shock-shock, shock-
boundary layer, shock-surface and shock-shear layer interactions all have
an effect. Reference 6 shows that the local hot spots generated undergo
heating rates up to an order of magnitude higher than other parts of the structure.



see Figure 14. This increase in heating rate depends on the strength of
the shock and can be alleviated by sweep. The precise location of these
local hot spots is difficult to determine and more work, both experimental
and computational, needs to be done before these effects can be determined
with any degree of confidence.

Experience gained from wind tunnel and flight tests of the Shuttle has indicated
that there is significant heat transfer taking place on the leeward side
of the vehicle due to flow reattachment. This also occurs on the vehicle sides due
to embedded vortices developing in unstable boundary layers and due to scrubbing
by the vortices generated at the wing-body junction. Again estimation of
these effects is difficult and further work is necessary.

The Way Forward

A possible HOTOL development programme is shown in Figure 15. This would lead
to first flight in 1998, development of the engine proceeding in parallel with
the airframe with the intention to demonstrate the engine cycle at an early stage.
In parallel with both the initial phases of the airframe and the engine programmes
there is a proposed Enabling Technology research and development programme. This
activity is aimed at verifying the design assumptions and minimising the risks
at entry into the full development programme. Proposed activities come under
the following major headings:

Materials and structures

Aerodynamics including heating effects

Vehicle systems

Command and control, including ground infrastructure

Unmanned flight

A significant part of these technology programmes would be relevant to any European
launch vehicle.

Aspects of hypersonic aerodynamics which would be included in this work are summarised
as:-

Accurate estimates of temperature and heating rates to minimise insulation
mass and maximise cross-range, including location of attachment lines on
windward and leeward sides of the vehicle and real gas effects.

Prediction of the position and magnitude of local hot spots caused by shock
intersections in order to provide adequate protection for the structure.

Prediction of accurate forces and moments duiing re-entry is necessary to
ensure:-
- adequate lift during the early stages of re-entry to minimise speed

and hence aerodynamic heating

- adequate L/D to meet cross-range requirements

- adequate aerodynamically trimmable c.g. range due to the large fuel/weight
penalty for trimming with reaction control thrusters.

These are areas which the UK and Europe now need to mobilise their resources,
bath experimental and computational, in order to bring the aerospaceplane to reality.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS OF HYPERSONIC LIFTING VEHICLES
April 9, 1937

S. Bodoaoff, Princeton

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Let me say first how pleased I was to be asked to be technical evaluator for this meeting. Hans Hornung
and Bob Whitehead are two old friends, and I didn't realize quite when I said yes many months ago, how
enjoyable this was going to be. Although I tried to listen to every paper with great detachment, I am
afraid I got swept away every now and then. The job of the technical evaluator is one which 1 have taken
in a very wide view. There were many excellent papers presented, and I will make no attempt to talk
specifically about each paper here. What I would like to do, instead, is to share with you a general

impression of what was covered, what was not covered, and make some comments which I hope might be helpful
for some of you, individually, or for AGARD, with regard to the continuation of efforts like this in the
future.

The meeting was entitled "Hypersonics", but it really wasn't in the full sense. Many of the papers were
on high speed fluid mechanics which, in many cases, has some relevance to Hypersonics.

I was particularly interested in the mix of people who were at this meeting. I want to congratulate the
group who proposed this meeting some years ago. Although Hans Hornung said that It was luck, I think that
it was great foresight. One of the things that I think is important in the evaluation of the meeting is
the audience. I categorize the audience in three groups: there are "grey hairs and no hairs" who worked

in this field well over a decade ago. There are a small group of people who connect the past with the
present. They have been working on hypersonic problems over many years. Then there are many young people
who clearly are working in hypersonics for the first time, who don't know about all the mistakes that were
made, and are prepared to make their own mistakes all over again! Part of the difficulty I had in
evaluating the papers individually is that the papers were written for and presented by different segments
of the audieice.

One thing that I think was missing was an overview of the field, as an introduction to bring these three
groups together in some sort of a framework. As the meeting went on, some comments came up which did part
of that job. An overview might be helpful when there Is a very div rse audience and things which are well
known to some of the people are totally unknown to others.

The discussions, in particular, and the coffee and tea breaks helped to solve some of this. It would be
helpful if we had a chance to define the key issues for hypersonics, and then it would be easier to say,
"What have we done", "what haven't we done" and 'what are those issues that are yet to be resolved". The
last point I want to make is the question of "where does hypersonics start?". An old answer is that it is
"wherever you are when you say you are working in hypersonics". I think that applies very well to some of
the papers in this meeting. There were some excellent papers in high speed aerodynamics, but I question
whether they are key issues to be faced in hypersonics; whether they are the key elements that designers
need to know for hypersonic designs. I want to give you a possible frame of reference so that you will
understand the basis of my remarks. Hypersonics is not just an extension of high speed aerodynamics.
High Mach numbers brings into play a whole group of new phenomena. One way to put it is that, if you are
flying at 5, and you compare it to flying at 15, you are talking about an order of magnitude difference in
energy. If you go into orbit from the ground, about one-half of the energy goes in above Mach 15.
Working at Mach numbers of 5 and 10, which may sound like hypersonics, is not attacking the crucial parts
of the problem, which occur at high mach number. It is important to work on high speed aerodynamics, but,

there is a good reason to think about hypersonics in different ways. I divide hypersonics into "low
speed" and "high speed". Low speed, to me, is under Mach 10. I make that division because I believe that
It Is possible to take what we know about supersonics and get pretty close to 10 by extensions and
extrapolations. It's primarily aerodynamics. We have some facilities, and we have the ability to

compute. But when you get above Mach 10, you enter a different region where there are very significant
new phenomena. They are there at lower mach number, but they are not critical. When you work in

hypersonics, you have to take into account new phenomena, which we don't ordinarily consider In high speed
aerodynamics. We design airplanes in the supersonic range and "low" hypersonic range primarily for
aerodynamic efflcienty. When you consider "high" speed hyperacnics, strong interactions, heat transfer,
materials, ionized gases, real gases, are important. It is from this point of view that I say that
"hypersonics" is different. You can't design a hypersonic vehicle from aerodynamics alone, It may not be
the optimum aerodynamics vehicle because you can't handle the beat transfer or the control or the
materials and structures. Hypersonics is an Integrated field, a lot different than what we are used to in
high speed aerodynamics. It is particularly important in propulsion, which I will comment on further in
my exluation report.

What I would like to do Is to go over each of the sessions (without going through individual papers) and
give you a "overall" view. First, let me say that the organization of the meeting was very good. It went
from fundamentals to real applications. The Idea of putting the integrated design problems at the end
gave everybody some perspective of where their own little world of research or computation fit'ed in to
the real problem. It also highlighted the needs of the people who have the responsibility to fhgure out
how to make one of these things fly.
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Session I. Facilities

I was disappointed in the discussion about facilities. In many cases there has been a struggle in the
last few years to resurrect the facilities that we had buried, or threw away or neglected. There are very
few people who have had the luxury of having facilities operating for the past 10-15 years, improving them
all the time, and doing better instrumentation, and so on. Most of the facilities that we are talking
about were designed 20-30 years ago, when we knew much less about hypersonics than we know now. I suggest
that the world has changed significantly, our ability to do things has changed, and surely our ability to
measure has changed radically. I would suggest that, when we discuss facilities, we ought to first
determine what is really needed. What kind of information are we looking for? You can approach this in
many ways, but I think that most people who work In the field would end up giving a list which is
similar. The question is how do you get that information, how do you get that data. Although many of us
were brougt up on wind tunnels, ranges, or shock tubes, I believe that hypersonics demands a broader look
than that. I don't think that we are going to be able to generate all of the information that we need for
hypersonic; in ground facilities. Ther may be some new concepts, but so far I haven't heard of them.
When you s,,eak of facilities for hyperstics, you should start from what you need, and figure out every
way that you can possibly get that data. Hypersonic testing, without considering flight instruments, is
not very realistic. Many things that we can do on the ground are extraordinarily useful, and must be
done. But, there are some phenomena which will be very difficult to simulate. I will come back to that
later when I discuss CFD. There is a problem with flight tests. It is extraordinarily expensive, and it
is very difficult to get the quality of data that we are going to need to make progress in hypersonics. I
suggest that this is part of what the cost is going to be. Part of the responsibility of a group in this
field is to work on such a program, not being tied to in the past, what conventional aerodynamicists have
been tied to the wind tunnel. Hypersonics needs more than that: After being so negative, let me say that
ground facilities, with modern instrumentation, can supply a lot of information that hasn't been supplied
yet, and it will be very useful information. In many cases it will be crucial to the continued
development of hypersonics. But, we are going to need more:

Session 2. Experimental Investigations and Techniques

I was quite interested in this session because it contained many excellent papers in high speed fluid
mechanics. However, most were not aimed at the critical problems of hypersonics per se. There are
significant differences between phenomena that are important at Mach numbers of 3, 5 and 7 and those that
happen at 15, 17 and 19. We know so little about what happens at very high mach numbers that, it seems to
me, most of our resources (if we have the ability to move our resources) should be focussed on the
critical areas that we don't know very much about: turbulence, transition, boundary layers under very
cold wall conditions, real gas effects, catalysis. All of these are very important items if we are going
to try to do something for a hypersonic vehicle. To tackle these questions is very difficult, but that Is
the crucial part of hypersonics. I suggest that we might gain a lot in our future progress if we could
focus on these areas, perhaps at the detriment of some other things that we are in love with, that we have
worked with, and which have supported us for years. The future is going to require an attack on new
difficult problems.

There were some interesting papers about low density flows. Most aerodynamicists work with continuum
flows. Hypersonics is, as I have commented, an extension of high speed aerodynamics to new phenomena.
One I didn't mention is the non-continuum area. As an aerodynamicist or a fluid mechanicist working in
hypersonics, you have to be very well aware of what is going on in free molecular flow. In addition,
there is the wonderful region, totally unknown, in between free molecular and continuum. We simply don't
know, at the moment, how to get from continuum to free molecular. George Koppenwallner's paper
demonstrated that two end points doesn't describe the phenomena in between. That is the sort of surprise
that we may find in other phenomena in this transition region, simply because we haven't been there:
Outside of the kinetic theory part of it, It is all non-equilibrium, a phenomena which is usually not
considered in aerodynamics.

Session III. Propulsion

Propulsion got short shrift in this discussion. I believe I understand why. When you talk about
hypersonics, there is again another division. If you consider propulsion using rockets, you only worry
about external aerodynamics. The rockets are mounted at the hack, and have little influence on the
vehicle shape. But there is another group that considers "air breathers". For this group, it is
impossible to talk about the aerodynamics of the vehicle without talking about the power plant at the same
time. A hypersonic air breather is the most integrated vehicle that we have ever conceived. You can't
separate the engine from the airframe. The integration that is involved Is several steps more complex
than a vehicle which uses a rocket. The propulsion system may tell you what is the optimum airframe. Let
me point out though that there is only a pr of the hypersonic world that considers air breathers.
Rocket propulsion has a great advantage in the design of a hypersonic vehicle in that it may be much
simpler. However, when you use a rocket, it has a big, blunt, back end, which is a problem if you want to
fly at lower speeds or when the rocket is not operating.

Session IV. Computational Fluid Dynamics

Let me comment about one of my favorite subjects, GFD. There is a major difference, in my mind, between
the role that CFD plays in the subsonic and supersonic field, as compared to the hypersonic field. In the
subsonic and supersonic field thdre is enough experience and data around so that, when you compute
something wrong, you know that it is wrong right away. In hypersonics, there is a serious problem. The
CFD community has developed an extraordinary talent for the techniques, and the computer industry has
developed great tools; the difficulty is that we don't know what is real and what is not. The design
people kept bringing that up. They need some tools to tell them things that they can't measure at
conditions which they have not experienced. I suggest that hypersonic CFD, at the moment, has not taken
on the important job of determining what specific codes can and can't do. If it can do it, what sort of
error band is realistic? It is very important that the CFD people, who have been having so much fun so
far, get down to business and try to provide tools for industry. This requires the definition of what you
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can and what you can't do. What has become so critical in the hypersonic field is that CFD is the glue
thet is gE-

4
g to put all of the hypersonic elements together. We are going to have test data simulating

different phenomena of CFD. There are only two ways of putting it all together. One is you put

everything together on a vehicle and see what happens. The other way is to have CFD tools available which
will permit you to put things together, with some reasonable confidence, that they are going to give you
the right answer. CFD validation is critical. I suggest that you should make no computations unless
there is data available (of the right sort) to check against, or it is associated with a test which is
going to be made which will tell you something about the comparisons. That Is an extreme statement, but 1
think that we are going to have to face that.

Session V. Vehicle Design

[ personally want to thank the design group who talked about trying to design vehicles. The problems
about trade-offs, parametric studies, and validated CFD codes are what these people need to put a vehicle
together. They have to design vehicles that go from Mach 0 to 25, they have to work at altitudes from sea
level to space. What they have to work with is the data that you can get out of wind tunnels, the data
that you can put together with CFD, and the data that you get out of flight experiences. People who do
basir or applied research ought to listen carefully to those people. It was clear to me that they dropped
back orders of magnitude in the kind of sophistication which we were talking about during the rest of this
meeting. Whatever they use, they have to believe in well enough to invest money in it. Most of us just
invest papers and some reputation.

I will try, in the final written report, to make some comments of a more technical nature, but thank you
again for giving me the opportunity to be involved in this group. I have learned a great deal, and I hope
that all of you will go onwarfs and upwards with hypersonics.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

We now come to a ritual which is common to AGARD meetings. We will have a discussion session in which
there is a peculiarity which distinguishes it from the other discussions, namely that everything is

recorded. This means that if you make a contribution to the discussion, we must insist that you wait

until the mike is switched on and say your name and your affiliation clearly because what you say will be
sent to you for editing. So, if you don't like what you said, you still have a chance to modify it,
slightly.

To make the most of this discussion and to make it useful, ask short questions and make short comments.
Don't give quarter hour talks, we only have two quarter-hours. The floor is open for discussions.

F. Mysliwetz, MBB

In my mind, and I think many of you will agree, efficient hypersonic flight will he a reality in the
future. There is a long way to go to reach this end. I think that we are presently at the stage which is
comparable to the late '40's or early '50's with respect to supersonic flight. We can visualize that
there is a lot to be done. We need more resources, money, methods, experimental facilities and what we

need above all is young, gifted people. The average age of us here is about 50. In ten years when Hermes
is flying the average age will be about 60. This means that we have to try to inspire young people to
come to this field and devote their time to it.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

Thank you for that comment. Do I see any other hands up?

M. Ahmet, British Aerospace

One thing that I personally was a little bit disappointed in was the exclusion of the experimental

uncertainty in the examples which have been shown when validating theoretical methods which covers the
computational as well as the semi-empirical and other types.

S. Bogdonoff, Princeton

I would suggest that people who make computations should also include error bands. Practically everybody
who presents the results of a computation, present it as a thin black line. We have done some analysis of
some of these computations and that "thin line" should be drawn with a big black brush. It would be very
helpful for the experimentalist, because it would show the need for a measurement of a specific accuracy,
if you are going to check a computation. I think that the discussion, of error bands applies to both
computation and experlments.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

Yes, this is currently a problem that we all are aware of, but I would like to say that hypersonics is.
more than anything else, a field where now after all we have got to get these experimenters and CFD people

closer together. We mustn't fight against each other; we must wo-k together.

A. Roshko, Cal Tech

This was an excellent symposium. I enjoyed It hugely. I think that I am in a category of those who are
weighting the average towards 60 or higher by now. One of the things that struck me, and it is certainly
no fault of the organizers, is the lack of what I might call analysis in all the proceedings. It Is not
only true here, but at most conferences these days. By analysis I mean the search for the simplifying and
unifying concepts that have been so common to aeronautics in the past. In trying to figure out why that
is so, one possibility is that all the simple problems are gone, that they were skimmed off thirty or so
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years ago in the last round, but I really don't believe that. Another possibility is that all the
analysts are gone. iL you ask where they are gone, I suspect that a lt of them are gone into
computation. If so, I guess this problem should correct itself in another 10 or 20 years once computation
becomes a tool like experimentation is, at present, because I believe that the end product of computation
is the same as the end product physical experimentat, except, of course, that you have more measurements
accessible from computation. However, all the data that will evantually come out of computations still
needs the kind of unifying treatment that was provided in the past by analysts. I am a little puzzled as
to the present situation; it may be that analysts are not obraining the support or the welcome that they
did in the past.

R. Graves, NASA

I want to address the question of attracting young people back into the field. In the United States, the
Office of Naval Research, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and NASA Headquarters have entered
into a program to fund training and research in hypersonics with six universities with the specific
purpose of attracting new young people into the field to work on master's and Doctoral degrees and
providing them adequate support for training as well as support in terms of research. This is our first
step in hopefully reinstituting hypersonics into the university community in the U.S. It could serve as a
model for other countries in terms of reinitiating hypersonic training into the university community.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

Thank you for that comment which is also very welcome to me. Will someone say something about CFD?

W. Schmidt, Dornier

I don't want to say something about CFD now, I would just like to give a small comment to what you said
previously. Since I belong to those who did some work in hypersonics more than 10 years ago, starting as
a very young person, I must also tell you that by that time I was somewhat disappointed because we were
very enthusiastic and started things and then there was a decision that there was no use. So now we

restart again working in this field, but we should be well aware of the fact that this makes no sense if
we have to stop again in some years.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

In other words you would like to see something that really flys.

P. Perrier, Avions Marcel Dassault

As the person responsible for the aerodynamics and aerothermodynaics of Hermes, I have two general
remarks on that session. First, it seems to me that there is not sufficient emphasis on the accuracy and
on the problem of measurement in the wind tunnel or any hypersonic facility. The great difference
actually between the measurement in a current wind tunnel and use of true hypersonic facilities, not
facilities at Mach number 8, but facilities with problems typical of hypersonics is that you change your
scale. When you use for designing an aircraft a wind ti-nnel result, you use a scale such that you can see
one count in pitching moment, one count in lift or one count in drag. When you use currently that sort of
terrific ground installation, you change the scale many times by a factor of 10. So it is not realistic
at all for the design and we have to go from something that is more an experimental level to an industrial
level. This can be seen by the fact that all the equipment for the measurements are not at the level of
quality that is necessary. For example, if you wish to have heat fluxes or something as simple as a
pressure it is not useful to use the current aerospace industry scale, otherwise the scatter is too
large. My second remark is on the CFD side. It seems to me 'he peop2e have not done sufficient emphasis
on the fact CFD effort is increasing in hypersonics, not only by the fact that it increases everywhere,
but because it is necessary for solving the problems of hypersonics. It is the only way to put together
all the different influences that are important in hypersonics. Typical figures 10 years ago in the
percentage of CFD in the design of an aircraft was at the order of 10% or lower. Currently, on the Rafale
demonstrator, that is our last prototype, we have put the figure at the order of 501. It seems to me that
it was necessary for having sufficient manoeuverability on the general design in transonic and
supersonic. It seems to me that when I have to fight with CNES or European Space Agency for having a
percentage of CFD in Hermes that is larger than 50%, it is perhaps too soon, but I had no large success
because I have not many experiences of that sort of design behind me. But it is quite evident that it is
the only way for the future of the design. Otherwise, if you use the scatter we have in experimental
research, what will be the result of that? Either we have to be extremely conservative or to choose a
very risky design.

J. Slooff, NLR

This is not a comment to M. Perrier's remarks, but rather it should be put in the context of answering
your invitation for remarks on CFD a minute ago. I have one whjLh can probably be put in the category of
kicking against open doors, but I will give it anyway. Professor Bogdonoff stressed the point when he
talked about facilities. I think that development of new facilities in particular should be addressed
from the standpoint of what the needs are; what sort of information recisely do we went out of it. The
type of facility should be determined by the answers to those kind of questions. I think that he did not
stress the point that the situation is exactly or should be exactly the same in CFD. We have had a lot of
fun in the CFD community in the past 10 years or so, to speak with Professor Bogdonoff's words, and it has
led to a tremendous amount of codes of varying sophistication that have filled lots of symposia, etc..
However only a very small number of these codes have been developed. Most just have developed, I think.
As far as CFD is concerned, we are going to enter an era, several people have already done so, in which
you start with ing a code from the viewpoint of what we need it for and what sort of information we
want to get out of it, with what accuracy, etc., and then start the development. That is what I wanted to
say.
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W. Schmidt, Dornier

Now I think that I have to say something about CFD. From my opinion there is kind of a mix between two
things. One is physics of flow fields and one is computational methods. When people are talking here
about CFD they are more or less blaming the non-understanding of the physics rather than the method
itself. If we state a physical problem which we understand in all the details, if we have a very cleat
physical model, and if we have the corresponding differential equations or finite difference equation, I
think that we are capable of solving this equation to any accuracy you like, at least in a large amount of
cases. What we are lacking especially in hypersonics, but also in most speed regimes is the right
physical understanding, the right understanding of length scales and thus also the right modelling, for
instance with meshes to resolve certain areas of flow fields. We have to get much better physical
understanding and this is something that we don't geL by CFD in itself. We have to play back the ball to
the experimentalists. What we need is much better experiments with much more quality in the details
because we have to get the physics from the experiments, the methods won't give the physics.

R. Bradley, General Dynamics

I have a comment I would like to make on Wolfgang's comment. I agree wholeheartedly that instrumentation
and measurement accuracy to a much higher degree are necessary. However, I would like to reinforce what
Professor Bogdonoff said earlier, I am convinced that we do not understand the numerical physics that are
in many codes that we use routinely. I feel that we need a much higher degree of understanding of the
effects of grid densities, convergence and artificial viscosities because many times the physics can be
totally obscured by the numerics.

H. Hornung, DFVLA

Eli, I would like to change the subject.

E. Reshotko, Case Western Reserve University

I'll try. First I will answer Wolfgang Schmidt by emphasizing one of Anatol Roshko's remarks, namely,
that when you don't understand the physics, experiment is not the only alternative, there is also
analysis. In this whole symposium, I did not once hear the expression hypersonic similarity nor about the
hypersonic similarity laws, which were once the backbone of hypersonic flow relationships. In fact
sometimes when I am asked what is hypersonics, I say that a hypersonic flow is one that obeys hype'ronir
similarity laws. For blunt body flows that may be at Mach numbers as low as 2. For slender body flows it
might be at Mach 15 or higher. The fundamental understanding of the physics is all important, and there
must be an appreciation of the need for getting good physics out of computation. I am disappointed that
in the computation of laminar flows there isn't a clear solution. We went through an exercise recently in
the United States where the same problem was solved using five different PNS codes for laminar flow, and
we obtained five different answers. Now, there are not five different laminar flows, there is only one,
so we don't know which one is right. There has to be some attention given to making sure that the
computation codes are responsive to the flow physics. That is what Professor Bogdonoff meant when he said
that there must be redundancy in the flow calculation procedures because they are not reliable until so
proven.

In changing the topic I wanL to get to some of the technical elements now as well. I was disappointed
generally in the lack of sophistication in the methods presented at this meeting for the consideration of
viscous flows. We have a long past history of being able to deal successfully with two-dimensional
integral methods for boundary layer and for estimation of aerodynamic heating. I grew up in aerodynamic
heating, and I am on the higher side of the average age as estimated in this room. I don't understand why
the established three-dimensional finite difference methods and three-dimensional integral methods for
boundary layer and for estimation of aerodynamic heating are not in use. It would seem to me that if it
was done 20 years ago, it could be done now. Also I would expect hypersonic viscous interactions to play
a more prominent role in the phenomenology than showed up at this meeting. There were papers presented
covering dynamic stability considerations that ignored the boundary layer, and yet for sharp cones or
wedges, there are interactions near the leading edge that can introduce, not only additional pressures but
pressures that are out of phase with the motion because of the character of the unsteady boundary layer.
The dynamic stability characteristics can depend on frequency and should not be represented only by their
zero frequency limit. These are issues that I feel should have been raised at this meeting but were
'missing. I hope in the future to see some of the old sophistication returning.

H. Hornung, DFVIR

I think the leading edge of intakes are particularly relevant problems.

L. Ericsson, Lockheed

I want to follow up on Eli's comment in regard to viscous flow. Often in meetings you will find that
people will be very concerned about turbulence closure without ever mentioning the word boundary layer
transition. You don't have to go into the "tickling" of the boundar. layer, using Morkovin's
nomenclature. That is not needed to describe the coupling between boundary layer transition and vehicle
motion. All you need is to describe the slowly varying environment, the slowly varying coefficients, if
you will, that determine the effect of boundary layer transition on the vehicle dynamics. I think that
the CFD people should be eminently capable of including that at the present time.

;Y
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S. Molder, Ryerson Polytechnic Institute

I would like to address my remarks to the code-smiths and be a bit critical about their presentations, the
type of presentations which start with Navier Stokes equations and end up with vector plots of the results
without all that much in between; without much explanation of the steps that have been taken or the
methods that have been followed. This makes us admire their efforts; however, it's not very useful
because we cannot objectively judge the accuracy, or even the gross validity in some cases, ot the
results. We cannot use the presentation or the accompanying papers to write programs of our own, and in
very many cases the authurs or their agencies are not willing to supply more detailed information or the
computer programs themselves. What I would suggest to the organizers in the next CFD sessions is to
extract from all the CFD authors a promise to supply their codes if they are asked for them.

H. Hornung, DFVLR

I don't know if you have much experience with promises from number crunchers.

G. Roppenwallner, DFVLR

I would like to make a comment concerning wind tunnels and code validation. We need two kinds of wind
tunnels, one kind which is essentially used for industrial testing and then we need another kin, of wind
tunnels which we use for code validation. These wind tunnels must work at very well defined conditions.
For instance, I think that in wind tunnels where we make only Mach-Reynolds simulation we mli t exactly
know our gas conditions. Therefore, we use only a single component gas and avoid dissociation. Then win(
tunnels where we study only rarefaction effects, again with a well-defined gas. Then wind tunnels for
real gas do this. This is one point where we don't want to mix everything up. That is one point which I
want to make. The next point concerns the comparison between theory and experiment. Here one oust be
very careful because in hypersonics we have, for instance, a large change of temperature and also
viscosity. For an appropriate comparison the viscosity law and temperatures of the theoretical
calculations shall match the experimental conditions. Literature data is usually insufficient to do
this. This is one point which is very important. Also, if you are going Lo compare pressur, data which
are on the lee side of a body in hypersonic flow. These pressures are very small and you cat 't compare
on a linear scale. You must go on a logarithmic scale in order to see the details. These are me points
I find important for the comparison of codes with experiments.

A. Youngp Queen Mary College

One of the areas of which one heard relatively little in detail during the discussions is that of real gas
effects. We saw how important real gas effects could be from the trajectories that were shown of
vehicles. This is an area where I think that there may well be an accumulation of information which is
not being properly tapped. There was work done on real gas effects 10 or 15 years ago when the subject
was alive and popular, and I have no doubt that there must be material in various physics laboratories
which would be relevant to some of the problems of real gas effects. I think that this is an area that
would repay a lot more attention than is being given at the moment.

H. Hornung, DFVLF

I should make use of the general interest in accuracy in wind tunnels that has been voiced to make a plug
here for the next AGARD meeting which is on Wind Tunnel Accuracy, Quality Requirements and Achievements.
This addresses precisely the point that has been discussed here, though of course, in transonic flow.

If there are no more questions, then we come marvelously on time to the end of the discussion. I would
like to say one word which is appropriate here in Bristol. I don't know if you have noticed, but we keep
talking about heat transfer and heating here, and just between this theater and the other side of this
wall is a picture of the second Professor of Engineering in this University, who was Stanton. He was the
second Professor, the first one was Hele-Shaw. I think that at this point I will hand over to Peter
Sacher who is going to go through the final ritual of this meeting.

P. Sacher, MBB

At the end of this busy week, it is up to me to find some closing remarks. Following the discussions, the
presentations, especially these last discussions, one may say that there are many more questions left open
than answered. But I think that is not a characteristic of a bad meeting; on the contrary, I think this
may follow the purpose of a symposium: to stimulate new work, to improve contacts and cooperation and we
have had, I think we all agree, a very complete state-of-the-art review. If somebody says that most of
the material being presented here is 10 years old, then it may lead to a kickoff stage of new
investigations in this field. Then, at least in my opinion, we will have fulfilled our purpose.

Now let me say some words of acknowledgement. First of all, I wish to thank all of our speakers for their
outstanding presentations, delivery of papers, and of course, the audience here for their enthusiastic and
active participation in the discussions.

I hope that we all agree to congratulate and very much thank our Program Committee for arranging this
successful meeting. We acknowledge the tremendous effort by the two co-chairmen of this meeting, namely,
Prof. Hans Hornung from the DFVLR Gottingen, and Dr. Robert Whitehead from the U.S Navy. In addition we
have to thank our excellent session chairmen for leading us through the program and through the
discussions. I would like to express once more our appreciation to the National Delegates of the U.K. for
having invited us, especially Mr. Scott-Wilson and Professor Lowson for the warm welcome on Monday morning
and the opening address they have given to us, and of course, Alderman Williams and the city of Bristol
for the outstanding hospitality at the reception Monday evening. In addition, I thank the University of
Bristol for providing the local arrangements for the meeting and the two coordinators of the University,
Dr. Roger Moses and Dr. John Flower. In addition, our two local FDP points of contact, Bob Bignell, who
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is a resident here in Bristol and Derek Peckham, our Deputy Chairman who has arranged many things
throughout this week.

Really outstanding work in organizing and preparing the meeting has been done by the National Coordinator
throughout the whole week, namely, Captain Ray Hillary and his secretary, Diana Halliday.

Now I would like to thank our Executive, Mike Fischer and the FDP Secretary, Anne Marie Rivault, for
providing excellent support and service throughout the whole week from the administrative side.

Concluding, I have to address our appreciation and acknowledgement to the technical staff. We thank our

interpretors, Miss Rita Day and James Sneckman. Thank you very much for doing a hard job speaking and
translating. I have to thank especially our technicians for the projections and the help in our

microphone service, John Bracy and John Henriette. The latter had a bad car accident and I want to thank
him very much for being here and helping us throughout the whole week.

To conclude, I would like to make some commercials for the FDP program. I will come back to our program
in 1987. We have just had our first symposium on Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehicles. Hans
Hornung has announced already our second which will take place in September/October in Naples. We are
running two special courses; Modern Theoretical and Experimental Approaches to Turbulent Flow and Missile
Aerodynamics. We have currently three working groups: one on Boundary Layer Control, one on
Three-Dimensional Viscous Flow Boundary Limits and the third one on Rotary Balances.

Let me introduce to you our program for 1988. In spring we will have a symposium on Validation of
Computational Fluid Dynamics in Portugal . As you can see one point of this emphasis will be the
validation and the use of experimental data bases. This concerns also high speed hypersonic flow. We try
to establish limits of applicability of CFD codes for engineering work. The second symposium in 1988 will
deal with Fluid Dynamics of Three Dimensional Turbulent Shear Flows and Transition and we try to fulfill a
secondary requirement which was part of oar previous discussion; the understanding and the prediction of
the physics of three-dimensional turbulent shear flows. You are all invited to participate in our future
programs. In summary we have in addition in 1988 two special courses; one on Boundary Layer Simulation

Methodology and the other on Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Vehicles. We will have also two new working
groups; one on Adaptive Wind Tunnel Walls and a second on Air Intakes for High Speed Vehicles. This
concludes my final remarks. Thank you All for attending our present symposium and I hope to see many of
you at one of our next activities.
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